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Abstract
The article deals with the coastal territories of historic centers on the example of
several major cities of Russian Far East. We reviewed the period of their formation
from the middle of XIX century to the early 40-ies of XX century. It was by this time
was practically completed the formation of the basic framework urban centers, which
reflected the mutual influence of the natural landscape and planning structure.
All Far East city of Russia were nearly the same path of development - first
grew extensively along the coast, then intensely deep, perpendicular to the coast, then
the process repeated. At the turn of the XIX-XX centuries they represented compact
core with a strictly regular grid of small blocks.
In the course of the evolution of urban buildings have changed the functions and
priorities of development, but coastal areas were and remain the main facades of the city.
Key words: coastal areas, planning structure, natural conditions, Russian Far East,
Khabarovsk, Vladivostok, Blagoveshchensk.

Introduction. To date, the role of coastal areas of historic centers of many Russian
Far East cities has increased significantly, increased demands on the quality of the
architectural environment and appearance of the city from the waters. In order to correct
the mistakes of previous periods, develop a strategy for reconstruction, should refer to
the past and explore the specifics of the formation of these territories. Especially in the
Far East of Russia, these processes happened in a different way than in the central
regions of the country. Thus, creating new architectural-planning structures and
including them in the existing scheme of the city, it is necessary not only to preserve the
historic features of the urban environment, but also to open new prospects for its
development.

1. Historical features of Russian cities foundation in the Far East. Most
of the cities of the Russian Far East was formed in the second half of the XIX century,
mainly as military posts. And as a consequence, the planning structure of the new cities
was a clear system of mutually perpendicular streets, oriented to the cardinal points.
Also of great importance were the town-planning fashion of the time, and the highest
orders of the nation's capital. For example, Maximov S.V., who visited in
Blagoveshchensk in 1860, wrote: “Do not need pretty words to describe how looked the
new Amur city Blagoveshchensk. It is enough if the reader imagine a long row of new
houses (16 units), which extending in a straight line on the coastal plain of the Amur
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River on the two miles space” 4. The military governor of Amur region, Major-General
N. Busse in 1861, said: "Not allowed to build on the Bolshaya and Naberezhnaya streets
small homes and can not build a facades without my consent and do the layout of the
houses without the participation of master architect". And in 1862, according to his
instructions, the regional architect Krygin S.V. up with a plan of Blagoveshchensk. He
defeated future city into rectangular blocks, which gave reason to compare it with the
plan of structure of the ancient Roman military camp.
Development of coastal areas can be traced to the main stages:
1. Buildings of area along the river / sea, the central functions are located in the
coastal zone.
2. Development of perpendicularly to the coast, forming a street model of center.
3. Center growing (increasing its functions) into the territory and the city is
spreading along the coast.
4. The end of the period of extensive development along the coast. Period of
inspissations and intensification of buildings; acutely raised the question of formation of
holistic coastal front; the central functions and the "zone of prestige" again moved to the
coastal zone.

2. Influence of environmental conditions on the formation of the
planning structure and buildings. The focus of the article is made to an earlier
period of the urban structure development, which reflected the dramatic relationship of
the natural environment (landscape, water area, etc.) and urbanized.
Cities of the Far East the most part, have a very difficult terrain, and for them
were developed plans that are often not tied to a real situation, and therefore it was
necessary to significantly adjust them on the spot. This was particularly noticeable in
Vladivostok with its hillocky relief when in 1868, began to be the first city plan,
developed by the district surveyor Lubenski. For example, some districts can not be
built according to plan, and local authorities had to carry out additional excavations.
The same thing was happened in other cities. In the most advantageous situation was
Blagoveshchensk with its relatively flat relief.
To identify the characteristics, were analyzed of the natural conditions of the
largest and most diverse natural features of cities in the Far East of Russia - Khabarovsk,
Vladivostok, Blagoveshchensk (Table 1). Analyzing these data, we can see that the
coastal landscape, usually dictates the nature of space-planning solutions waterfront and
nearby streets. And in each case the unique natural and geographical conditions affected
the individual location of streets and buildings, and functions. If the landscape features
could be included in the framework adopted of the regular building, they are taken into
account. For example, in Khabarovsk, the structure of the plan proposed by a surveyor
Lubenski M. in 1864, outlines the position of the main streets, taking into account the
river and three large hills, perpendicular to the river, and treat them as landscape axis in
the composition of the urban planning structure. The successful combination of
landscape and planning structure was the basis of the unique image of the historical
center of the city of Khabarovsk, which is treated as a joke "three mountains, two holes".
In addition, it plans of 1864 and 1901 laid the city's system of squares and composition
of urban landmarks as well as some other important direction of development, realized
in the next 100-plus years.
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In Vladivostok, we see a dual situation. In some cases, regular planning
suppresses and destroys the natural landscape, while others - forced to obey street grid
to the elements of the landscape.
Table 1. Natural conditions in the major cities of the Far East.

Khabarovsk

Blagoveshchensk

City

Features of structure, geohazard processes
Plains
The intensity of seismic effects 6 points; anthropogenic lithogenesis;
river erosion and flooding; ripple and gully erosion; waterlogging;
flooding (natural in the coastal zone, man-made - with the helpers of
the underground drainage); landslides on the slopes of the terraces
and ravines in artificial bank slope; suffusion; frosty soil swelling

Hilly area
The intensity of seismic effects 6 points; anthropogenic lithogenesis;
river erosion and flooding; ripple and gully erosion; waterlogging;
flooding (natural in the coastal zone, man-made - with the helpers of
the underground drainage); landslides on the slopes of the terraces
and ravines in artificial bank slope; suffusion; frosty soil swelling
Anthropogenic lithogenesis; gullying; ripple erosion; waterlogging
(natural at the bottom of ravines, man-made - with helpers runoff);
flooding (natural - at the bottom of ravines, man-made - in built-up
area); landslides: natural and man-made at the coastal slopes, deep
gullies and ravines, in artificial slopes, talus and rock falls; physical
weathering; frost swelling

Character of
development of
coastal area

Military post, a river
port, trade, customs,
temples, residential,
education, public
buildings.

River port, recreation,
churches, workshops,
power, trade, city park,
large public buildings,
control function.

Vladivostok

Mountain areas
anthropogenic lithogenesis; gullying; struychataya erosion,
Military post,
waterlogging (natural at the bottom of ravines, man-made - with
workshops, stables,
helpers runoff), flooding (natural - at the bottom of ravines, manwarehouses, temples,
made - in built-up area), landslides: natural and man-made to coastal
sea port, ship repair,
slopes, deep gullies and ravines, in artificial slopes, talus and rock
military construction.
falls, physical weathering, frost swelling
Podgornaya T.I. Assessment of natural conditions of territory for the urban building: Tutorial book

3. The particularities of formation of the urban historic centers. All the
historical centers of the Far East cities of Russia were formed from the waterfronts, as
there appeared military posts, and later developed trade. On the coastal area occurred
buildings of various functions, from storage buildings to the public administration, from
temporary housing to the most presentable mansions. It is here that initially
concentrated almost all the most important for the development of the city functions.
Until now these territories - one of the busiest places of the old cities. Here, in the
direction of the river trade route sought sellers and buyers: in fact it is here that has a
large trading houses and markets, customs, city pier. For Khabarovsk such street is
Shevchenko (formerly Sadovaya, Alekseevskaya), for Vladivostok – Svetlanskaya
Street, for Blagoveshchensk - Naberezhnaya (formerly Krasnoflotskaya). Coastal areas
have always been a hallmark of the Far Eastern city of Russia. It is no accident it is here
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were at one time installed triumphal arch in honor of the arrival of the future emperor
Nickolay II. Surrounding buildings also took on special significance.
Bulk cargo that time provided water transport, which quickly developed. For the cities
of the Far East area of water - an essential element of their production complex. River,
sea - is a commodity resource, and transport links, and a working area, in short, an
essential link in the functioning of many enterprises. From the outset, the coast was
characterized by a particular activity, the competition functions. Often, manufacturing,
warehouses, workshops proved a strong side, which gradually ousted from the coast
residential and public buildings, such as happened in Vladivostok.

4. Features of the evolution of the coastal territory. The temps of
development of urban areas, population growth, the role of coastal areas in different
periods of history are very different, but there are common trends. First, the cities grew
extensively along the coast, then intensely deep, perpendicular to the coast. At the turn
of the XIX-XX centuries, all the Far Eastern cities represents the core, which was
stretched along the river or the sea coast with a strictly regular grid of small sections.
(Pic. 1). For example, planning the development of the Khabarovsk happened through
the placement of industry and education beside them workers and national settlement
along the coast on the most convenient sites, as well as on the roads to the east. Then
spaces between the settlements were built, and, thus, form a linear structure of the urban
plan, extending from north to south more than 40 km. But inside, from the coast,
mastered remained relatively narrow band of 10-12 km.

Pic. 1. Schemes of master plans of cities of the Far East in the second half of XIX
century: 1 - Vladivostok, 2 - Khabarovsk, 3 - Blagoveshchensk.
With the growth of the city basic functions of coastal areas have changed: military post
was replaced by river / sea port, the first residential development - industry, markets recreational and park areas. The functions of state government and city management is
relatively long time remained in their places. Only by the middle of XX century they
moved inland. With the change of functions, and changed the silhouette of the city became more complex, stood tall dominants, which fixed the important areas of urban
structure. In some areas, where coincide high relief and urban dominance, those
verticals highlighted a three-dimensional character of the city center and gave impetus
to development a more expressive silhouette. Moreover, the character of the relief
influenced the localization of urban functions in the center, and the formation of the
social structure of the city. Thus, the most prestigious buildings and the central
functions were placed on the crests of hills, forming a street model of the center, and
building a low social status for a long time occupied flooded lowlands small urban
rivers. This situation remained until the middle of XX century, until it was reconstructed
these areas, the river concluded in the sewers, and in their place appeared green
pedestrian boulevards.
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Conclusion. This article examined features of the natural landscape, the structure of
relief, climate, construction of coastal line, the presence of small and large rivers, which
had a significant influence in shaping the planning and functional frameworks of the
historic centers of the Far Eastern Russian city. Those cities, with a pronounced relief,
can not be considered in terms of two-dimensional plan. Only the identification of their
three-dimensional structure allows us to understand features of historical processes,
stages of formation, and determine the prospects for future development. Builders must
maintain this unique three-dimensionality and a pronounced natural silhouette, which
should not be destroyed by the wrong location of the new high-rise buildings.
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Abstract
The founding of three water cities Mileto ( 4th century B.C.) Lisbon ( 5th century B.C) Nagasaki ( 16th
century) is compared as harbor cities in the different cultures. Similarities and differences in the
interface design with water.
The merging of two cultures to design of a new, empty landscape to become a port city to receive the
Portuguese ship and commercially link Japan to the world: Nagasaki. Its historical evolution as the
first cosmopolitan city in Japan, designed by Japanese and Portuguese within a peaceful context of
mutual curiosity, interest and respect will be presented.
Oomura Sumitada the Daymio and Cosme Torres the Superior of the Jesuits were the decision makers
for the Nagasaki foundation as a port for the big black ship that assure trading from India, Malaca and
China to Japan. Previous ports Hirado, Omura, Yokoseura and Bungo were tried but only Nagasaki
prospered.
The contribution of each culture in this 16th century urban design will be analyzed from the Lisbon
water front urban setting to the Jesuits site selection and city lay out for Nagasaki. The Japanese cities
grid tradition and the regulations for city management had to be worked together, adjusting the
elements that had to be retained by both ways of life: West and East.
The research opened inspiration from this unique and fruitful waterfront design in a new born 16th
century globalization world.
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Fusion Urban planning in water front cities. Nagasaki a city planned by two cultures: Japan and
Portugal in the 16th cty

The peaceful encounter between Portuguese arriving in Japan was based on commercial interests,
curiosity and mutual respect and lasted some decades until political and religious circumstances
bitterer the relationships and came to an end, around 1630, with dramatic human consequences.
Maybe for this reason, tangible remains are few, the intangible heritage being nevertheless very rich.
Normal exchanges such as plants, words, garments, music and recipes are many but the elites, Jesuits
intellectuals and the Shogun court - as decision makers were capable to work in rentable symbiosis for
both parts. The offering of the first gun to the Shogun Hydeoshi or the urban tracing of Nagasaki had
tremendous consequences in each others cultures.
An intense correspondence among Jesuits allows us today to reach documents from where we can
trace the places where Portuguese (and later other European Jesuits) arrived, settled, built churches,
schools and hospitals, recorded their astonishment, described with detail and left memories
encapsulated in the name of places which are still celebrated today by local people in southern Japan.
In some cases these landscapes mostly in the island of Kyushu are of high beauty and interest and
deserve to be interpreted. Western and eastern urban design traditions are analysed on their patterns to
understand the Nagasaki peculiar original urban design

1- Western cities design

The references of western city planning new cities in foreign territories, includes Mileto a Greek city
influenced by the great city planner Hippodamus in the 4th cty BC.
“It shows how it is possible to develop forms of tremendous dynamic quality as counterpoint to the
rigid discipline of the gridiron plan. The repetitive module of the regular rectangular blocks which
constitute the residential part of the city sets up a rhythm which is the basis for the composition of the
public parts of the city, the temples, the gymnasia, and the stoas facing inward onto the agoras and out
towards the harbor. … The Greek work involves the minimum of construction necessary to articulate
the space of man’s use to bind the free-flowing space of the agora with the shore of the harbor, to set
up a rhythm of columns and bays but not to enclose or confine spaces.” 1 The city of Mileto was a
colony built on Persian territory by the Greeks who ruled completely the colony’s design.
Lisbon was also a Phoenician colony in 5th B
C, later a Greek and Roman colony though no grid lay out had been left but an organic growth that
covered the hill leaving open plazas in the flat area facing the river. This can be considered a heritage
from the Greek and roman cities where public space was of high importance for the civil processes.
In 16th century Lisbon, the most striking elements are the hill covered with buildings disposed in
organic manner and set according to topography around the castle, and the magnificent bay as a port
protected from the ocean storms by a narrow canal and the plazas for commercial activities and civic
and religious meetings.

2- The founding of Nagasaki

1
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To study this subject, the Jesuit reports are important but the Japanese sources were consulted
allowing to confirm some of the essential elements.
In 1568 Nagasaki was a simply a fisher man port with some chads and the small promontory was
covered with shrubs.
The documents mostly compiled by the Diego Pacheco 2 a Japanese Jesuit finds the first reference to
Nagasaki in Western documents 3 occurring in a letter written by Brother Miguel Vaz from the town of
Shiki in 1568.
A few days before the China ship left last year Father Cosme de Torres sent Brother Luis de Almeida
to a village where a few Christians lived; it is called Nagasaki and the lord of the place is a vassal of
Don Bartholomew (Omura Sumitada) and was already a Christian; Brother Almeida stayed there
until Christmas
Before Nagasaki the trading ships had anchored at Hirado then Yokoseura (facing the modern port of
Sasebo) then the Port of Fukada (situated in the lands of Omura) then and Kuchinotsu (in the territory
of Arima). Fukada was not a well chosen port. The main
danger being the position of the bay, open to the south coming typhoons. “ Another type of danger
was experienced by João Pereira in 1565 when his ship anchored in the part of Fukada and was
attacked by a fleet from Hirado” 4, Omura Sumitada the Daymio of Omura was highly interest in the
trading that made the surrounding regions
In an agreement made with Cosme de Torres, the superior of the Jesuits in Japan, the daimyo Oomura
Sumitada ceded to the Japanese Church one half of the village of Yokoseura with its revenues and
exempted from tax for ten years the Portuguese merchants using the port.
In September 1568 Torres stopped at Nagasaki on his way from Kuchinotsu to Fukada and Oomura,
and at the end of the same year he ordered Father Gaspar Vilela to take charge of the evangelization of
Nagasaki. Towards the end of 1569 Vilela built the All Saints Church there near the residence of
Nagasaki Jinzaemon. Japanese sources give us the following account:
In the Spring of 1570 the Southern Barbarians sent a small boat to the bay of Nagasaki within the
territory, and they sounded the sea and explored the geography of the bay. Seeing that it was a good
site they asked permission to establish a port there. But for good reasons Sumitada did not grant this
permission. (…) In March 1571 Sumitada issued orders to his vassal Tomonaga Tsushima to draw up
the plan of the town (…)
The text of Luís de Frois a Jesuit who lived in Japan for 30 years and wrote 5 volumes in hos “History
of Japan” is as follows 5:
Four or five years after the conversion of Don Bartholomé, Father Cosme de Torres ordered Father
Belchior de Figueiredo to go and live at the port named Fukada (…) But because Fukada was not a
good port and the ship there was exposed to various dangers …the Father wished to seek a safe port
so that the ship could continue to come to the lands of Don Bartholomé and in this manner the
Christian community would be favoured and helped. Taking a pilot and some companions, the Father
carefully explored the coast, sounding the bays to find out which seemed best. He discovered that the
port of Nagasaki was suitable and convenient for this purpouse, and having made the necessary
agreements with Don Bartholomé the Father and the Christians who followed in the wake of the ship
together with their families started to establish there a definitive town and settlement. Most of these
people were Christians exiled from various regions; some of them had been expelled by their lords or
Pacheco, Diego, The Port of Nagasaki and its cession to the society of Jesus, Centro de Estudos Maritimos de Macau, 1989
Ibid. “At first sight these documents appear numerous enough. But all this evidence can in fact be reduced to three headings: firstly, the Japanese
sources; secondly, the chronicle of the Jesuit mission; and thirdly, some lost letters, a few traces of which may, I believe, be found in the Historia of Luis de
Guzman.”
2
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Froes, Luis, Historia do Japão, Macau, 1589
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had withdrawn, not wishing to apostatize while others had been exiled and separated from their home
as a result of the wars. (…)
In his Apologia written in 1598 Alessandro Valignano, an Italian Jesuit who led the Company of Jesus
in Japan for many years, gave the same account although he omitted proper names and added some
local details.
“About thirty years the port of Nagasaki, which is the territory of Don Bartholomé, Lord of Oomura,
was completely unknown and unpopulated. It is a naturally very good port, for a narrow promontory,
which was then covered with wild thickets and brambles, juts out into the sea. As the Portuguese
greatly desired to fins a good port for their merchant ship and Don Bartholomé had become a
Christian shortly before, a Father who was in his territories passed by the said port and saw that it
was very good for the ship. (…) So this Father proposed to Dom Bartholomé that it would be a good
and useful thing to populate the said port and build houses on that said promontory which jutted out
into the sea, so that it would be thus convenient for the Portuguese to come there with their ship; (…)
As this was a very good plan and most profitable for Don Bartholomé and all his domain, he was
gratefully pleased by the idea and gave the promontory to the Father to divide among the displaced
Christians. When I reached Japan for the first time, there were about four hundred houses there.” 67
Far later, in 1619, Pedro Morejón described more briefly but along the same lines introducing the new
idea of a city of Christian refugees “This was the foundation of Nagasaki. Altough uninhabited and
unknown, it was one of the best, safest, and largest ports of Japan. (…) From its beginning the Father
divided the plots and streets among the people who had been persecuted by the tyrants and had come
to this port from Shiki, Goto, Hirado, Shimabara and other places.” 8
From these quotations emerge the figures of three missionaries related to the foundation of Nagazaki;
Cosme de Torres led the negotiations with Omura sumitada, Belchior Figueiredo 9 was the pilot who
refered to other safe harbour where ship could safely anchor, he was responsible for the site selection
as “the engineer of the bay”. Latter Vilela played the role of urban planner and architect taking an
active part in the foundation of the port of Nagasaki. Luis Almeida came latter to evangelized and
established the church along with its many activities.
From compiling all these sources Diego Pacheco finds out that for a period of five years (1565-1570)
the foundation of the port of Nagasaki was being planned, and built between Cosme de Torres and
Omura Sumitada in a close collaboration. At the end of 1568, Torres appointed Gaspar Vilela “to
Nagasaki, where about November he built the church of All Saints. Vilela stayed in Nagasaki until the
consulta at Shiki in August 1570, (…)” 10 A letter written by Vilela describing his return to India
confirms his contribute to the building of Nagasaki “There are about 1.500 Christians in Nagasaki
with a church, called All Saints, which I built for them. I lived there for two years and from there I
embarked for India.”
It seems clear that the sounding took place between August and November 1570 and not in the spring
of that year as the Japanese sources relate, because Figueiredo was not in Fukada before August and
after November the ship’s pilot was no longer available. The sounding was made by both men.
On the other hand the date given by the same Japanese sources for the planning of the new city of
Nagasaki seems correct; this took place under the direction of Tomonaga Tsushima in the spring of
1571. This work must have been done after the sounding of the port but before the arrival of the ship.
6

Valignamo Apologia

7

The chief danger was the position of the bay, which lay open to the typhoons coming from the south. Another
type of danger was experienced by João Pereira in 1565 when his ship anchored in the part of Fukada and was
attacked by a fleet from Hirado.
8
9

Morejon, Pedro
Belchior Figueiredo was a well known and experienced pilot who contributed to the site selectiono Nagasaki.
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It is not at all surprising that the idea developed during the years that Torres lived near Oomura
Sumitada, more as if we remember that a deal had previuously been sealed between both relating the
port of Yokoseura.

2- Japanese cities design

To compare Nara with the Japanese city traditional design, Nara,the capital city of Japan during that
period, presents a city design that was repeated in many other cities: a grid pattern covers most of the
flat areas, any mountain or hill is not built and the river or streams, if they exist, freely cut the grid
keeping its natural design and becoming a canal crossed by bridges. Also, we can not find any traces
of empty areas outside the sanctuaries and temples, and linear spaces along the canals and on the
brigdes seem to be the only public space.
What becomes evident in the Nagasaki maps ( the oldest we found dates back to 1613) is the fact that
the Japanese urban planning tradition was not followed from the beginning.
Presently the design has completely changed but a recent book compiling overlaid Nagasaki plans
from its origin and today’s lay-out allows us to see the disposition of important buildings and the
design of the city in the 16th century
3- Fusion Urban planning in Nagasaki a city planned by two cultures in the 16th cty

The founding of Nagasaki planned together with a common aim of creating a commercial anchorage
for the Portuguese commercial trading ship had to adjust to both cultures.
From these studies it becomes possible to set the question: can Nagasaki be considered a city planned
by two cultures, incorporating elements from both ?
We find traces of both cultures in the Nagasaki city visible still today. Its Most striking elements are
the large water body facing the city. The city has noplazas. There is a
Grid but it adjusts to the natural shape of the promontory. There is a complete respect for natural
water system ( canals). There are building on the hill mostly with a South exposure
I believe that Nagazaki planned together by Portuguese and Japanese accumulates traces of both
cultures. The selection of the bay allows to make comparision with the Lisbon bay, the building on the
hill like most Portuguese cities is a clear element still visible today. The respect for the canals is
evident in the maps. More studies are required to confirm this hypotheses of a double culture but one
feature remains to be studied: the plazas. The maps show traces of empty space and there is need to
suty further.
Neverthless in a globalizing world where many cultures need to live together Nagasaki becomes an
example of mutual respect with a final design that is unique and represents both cultures as an
example of the “listening to the Other” culture to allow the building of a cosmopolitan city.

.
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Abstract
This study analyzes in depth the coastal regions of the Tokyo Bay located in the
downstream part of the river basin area in the megacity, Tokyo. It considers the
historical transfigurations caused by land reclamation and land forming in the Tokyo
Bay Area and its current state. The study also clarifies the present issues created by land
reclamation and land forming. Moreover, based on the fact that the Tokyo Bay Area
contains public land and water bodies such as rivers, canals, and the sea, the study sets
out the potential for the regeneration of the Bay Area by opening up these waterfronts
using passageways and by endowing the rivers, canals and coast with rich natural
environments.

1. Introduction
With respect to the regeneration of Tokyo Bay, there are some detailed surveys and
research on the inflow of pollution loading amounts and the ecosystem that focus on the
inner section of the bay1), 2). Beyond some discussion of regeneration in several river
drainage basins including the Tsurumi River, there is next to nothing in terms of overall
perception of the Tokyo Bay inflow catchment area, which is the cause of the pollution
loading amounts3), 4). In any case, there is next to no research on regeneration in the
Tokyo Bay area, specifically, regeneration in Tokyo Bay as well as the coastal areas
separating the land area from the waters, which are important to the regeneration of the
Tokyo Bay catchment area including the bay zone.
Taking the Tokyo Bay area as its objective, this paper discusses the transitions,
present situation and regeneration in light of the results of an investigation that touches
on changes in the land area that are factors behind the transitions in the Tokyo Bay area.

2. Past Research and Basic Position of the Present Research
There is a lot of research on the specifics of Tokyo Bay including research by the
present author5), but there is relatively little on the wider area of Tokyo Bay or on the
1
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area as a whole. As for the latter, there are surveys and research concerning the pollution
loading amounts flowing into Tokyo Bay including a survey by the Ministry of the
Environment on curtailing pollution loading amounts6), plans for the regeneration of
Tokyo Bay by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport and others7), and
general planning for the Tokyo Bay area by relevant government agencies, cities and
prefectures, and ordinance-designated cities (the Tokyo Bay comprehensive basin-wide
planning of sewerage systems). With respect to the ecosystem in the bay, there are the
surveys and research by Ogura et al1) and Numata, Furota et al2) mentioned above.
With respect to regeneration in the catchment area, there are the plans for the Tsurumi
River basin (Water Master Plan) and plans to develop an environmentally sound water
cycle in the Lake Inba watershed (including emergency action plans) 3), 4) but almost no
research has been done on the Tokyo Bay catchment area as a whole. With respect to the
regeneration of catchment areas in Japan and around the world, there is the research into
actual practices by Yoshikawa 3), 8).
However, almost no surveys or research have been done of the Tokyo Bay area, a
zone mostly developed on reclaimed land, despite serving as a point of contact between
the land areas and the waters linking the area of land to Tokyo Bay, and its importance
for the regeneration of the Tokyo Bay catchment area including Tokyo Bay itself. With
the exception of Tsukudajima, formerly an industrial zone in the bay area which has
been redeveloped as a residential area (Okawabata redevelopment), and the
development of a commercial area including information and communications on the
new landfill area extending as far as Odaiba, it is thought that redevelopment has not
been considered (abandoned) due to the siting here to this day of powerful blue-chip
corporations (industry).
This research is concerned with the transitions and present conditions in the Tokyo
Bay area as well as its regeneration, focusing mainly on publicly owned land, the rivers,
canals and waterways that form the public water zone, and the points of contact between
coastal areas and the sea while also bearing in mind the network of water and greenery.
The research considers its regeneration based on understanding of the transitions and the
present situation as well as the water-related spaces that are a public asset. The principal
area targeted for detailed research is the eastern side of Tokyo Bay (the Chiba prefecture
side) where almost no surveys or research have been done, but in terms of regeneration,
the research targets the entire area.

3. Issues and Transitions in the Tokyo Bay Area
With respect to transitions and issues in the Tokyo Bay area, this section presents an
2
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outline of the Tokyo Bay catchment area and Tokyo Bay, the results of surveys and
research of transitions in the Tokyo Bay catchment area and transitions in Tokyo Bay,
and discusses the formation of the Tokyo Bay area and the ensuing issues of today.
3.1 The Tokyo Bay Catchment Area and Tokyo Bay
Fig. 1 shows an overhead view of the Tokyo Bay catchment area and Tokyo Bay. The
Edo river (a branch of the Tone River), the Naka and Ayase Rivers, the Ara River, the
Tama River, the Tsurumi River and other major rivers as well as several small and
medium size rivers flow into Tokyo Bay. The mega city of Tokyo extends across these
river catchment areas.
Fig. 2 presents various data about the Tokyo Bay catchment area and Tokyo Bay.
Excluding the upstream area of the Tone River and the Watarase River basin, the total
watershed area is approximately 7,600 km2 with approximately 26 million residents.
Tokyo Bay has a narrow inlet and penetrates inland. Compared to Osaka Bay, which is
open on two sides, there is little exchange of water with the open ocean. The area of the
bay is approximately 960 km2 and the average water depth is approximately 15 m.
Formerly, the Tone and Watarase Rivers and the Ara River flowed into Tokyo Bay
bringing an afflux of sediment and silt into the bay area. In the early Edo period, the
channels of the Tone and Watarase Rivers were diverted to flow into the Kinu River,
which flows into the Pacific Ocean at Choshi in Chiba Prefecture 3), 9). Due to the
diversion of the river channels, there has been a significant decrease in sediment and silt
flowing into Tokyo Bay via the Edo River at times of flooding. In recent years, there has
also been some riverbed degradation in the main stream of the Tone River, and its
volume is also decreasing.

Fig. 1 Overview of the Tokyo Bay
catchment area and Tokyo Bay

Fig. 2 Data for Tokyo Bay and the
Tokyo Bay catchment area
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3.2 Transitions in the Tokyo Bay Catchment Area
Illustrating the changes in the Tokyo Bay catchment area, Fig. 3 shows the urbanized
areas 100 years ago and at present (dark-colored sections). Fig. 4 shows the progress of
urbanization in the second half of the 20th century while Fig. 5 shows the increase in
population. It is now possible to understand urbanization through the 20th century and,
in particular, the dramatic urbanization over a period of approximately 30 years in the
second half of the 20th century.
The population of the Kanto region including the Tokyo metropolitan area increased
fourfold from approximately 10 million one hundred years ago to approximately 40
million with the focus on the Tokyo metropolitan area. As Fig. 5 indicates, the
population of Tokyo peaked around 1965 when the economy entered a period of rapid
growth while the populations of the surrounding Kanagawa, Saitama and Chiba
Prefectures have increased rapidly.
The progressing urbanization has brought about many problems for the Tokyo
metropolitan area and Tokyo Bay. As indicated in Fig. 6, one example is the
disappearance of rivers and waterways with urbanization. As Fig. 6 indicates, some
rivers, canals and waterways such as the Ara River discharge channel (the main stream
of the present Ara River) have grown, but rivers and their extensions as well as
waterways have disappeared in enormous numbers by being diverted underground.
In addition to the Tama River and the Ara River, which flow within the metropolitan
area, the Tokyo metropolitan area has come to depend on the Tone River and Sagami
River outside the metropolitan area for the water that the city needs (Fig. 7). As the
example for the Tokyo metropolis in Fig. 8 shows, installation of sewerage systems
have advanced to include the city center. Plans for comprehensive regulation of the
pollutant load discharge flowing into Tokyo Bay are being drawn up and implemented
with a focus on reducing the pollutant load of this sewerage 6).

Fig. 3 Urbanization in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area 100 years ago and today
(Sections colored dark indicate urbanized areas)
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Fig. 4 Rapid Progress of Urbanization in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area in the
second half of the 20th century

Fig. 5 Population increase in the Kanto area including the Tokyo Metropolitan
Area

Fig. 6 Disappearance of rivers and waterways over a period of 100 years in the
Tokyo Metropolitan Area (Left : 100years ago, Right : At the present)
5
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Fig. 7 Water source dependency in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area
Fig. 8a The Tokyo sewerage system 1
(Public sewerage in the wards)

Fig. 8b The Tokyo sewerage system 2
(Basin-wide sewerage system
in the upper reaches)
3.3 Transitions in Tokyo Bay
In terms of transitions in Tokyo Bay, there are the landfill projects along the shoreline
and land reclamation, and in connection with the land reclamation, there is the dredging
of the adjacent sea floor and dredging to build and maintain navigation channels.
Fig. 9 upper shows the past topography of Tokyo Bay while the image on the lower
one shows its present state. In addition, Fig. 10 shows the topography formed by
dredging for navigation channels at the entrance to the Edo River and dredging for land
reclamation.
Most of the coastal shallows shown on the upper one in Fig. 9 have disappeared due
to landfill and land reclamation. The progress of landfill is shown in Fig. 11 while Fig.
6
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12 shows aerial photographs of the topography before and after landfills.
With the exception of Banzuhigata in the vicinity of the entrance to the Obitsu River
and the area of Cape Futtsu, the coastal shallows of Tokyo Bay have disappeared with
reclamation. As shown in Fig. 13, the shoreline of the reclaimed areas has been turned
into steep revetments or quays. Most privately owned revetments and quays where ships
dock have been turned into places that are out of reach to people. The quays, in
particular, have become extremely difficult for the ordinary person to access due to the
binding agreement mentioned below to guarantee safety with regard to terrorist
activities.
Further, some of the reclaimed areas including Kasai Rinkai Park in Tokyo, Makuhari
beach in Chiba Prefecture, and the shores of the Kemi River and Inage beach have
facilitated access to the seaside by installing manmade shallow sand beaches.
The subject of this research, the Tokyo Bay area is a seaside area largely reclaimed
through landfill but there is a coastal area at Banzuhigata on the east side where some
natural areas remain.

Fig. 10 Topography of the sea floor at
the mouth of the Edo River

Fig. 9 Topography of Tokyo Bay in the
past (shoreline, water depth)
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Fig. 11 Progress of reclamation in Tokyo Bay (landfill area and decade)

Fig. 12 Topography before and after reclamation (aerial photographs)
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Fig. 13 Shape of the shoreline at reclaimed areas (steep revetments, quays)
3.4 Formation of the Tokyo Bay Area and Issues
The formation of the Tokyo Bay area has been described above while the ensuing
issues are enumerated below.
(1) The disappearance of seaside shoals and the accompanying loss of habitat
(2) People no longer have free access to the sea
(3) The shoreline has been turned into privately owned land (corporations, industrial
sites) severing the city from the sea
Point (1) can easily be observed from the shape of the shoreline after reclamation
shown in Fig. 13 and the extent of the reclamation shown in Fig. 11. The landfills have
been implemented by permit under the Public Waters Reclamation Law. The permits
came with conditions attached in terms of flood control aspects of the rivers etc. but
there were absolutely no attached conditions that considered the disappearance of the
natural landscape following reclamation, nor what we today refer to as diversification of
the natural landscape (nature orientation) of the shoreline and the waterways leading
there, nor mitigation of the loss of the natural landscape (restoring and safeguarding
alternative natural landscapes).
With regard to point (2), the places that became private property after reclamation (the
majority are private enterprise factories) are places where ordinary people cannot enter
and as a result, it has become impossible to access the sea.
With regard to point (3), the city has become severed from the sea due to the
9
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existence of places that have become privately owned land after reclamation.
Points (1) to (3) are the major issues in the Tokyo Bay area.

4. Present Situation in the Tokyo Bay Area (Focus on the Eastern Part
of Tokyo Bay)
We conducted a survey focused on the eastern part of Tokyo Bay (the Chiba
Prefecture side) to understand the present situation in Tokyo Bay. The results are
presented below.
4.1 Present Understanding of the Issues in the Tokyo Bay Area
The issues for the Tokyo Bay area are listed in points (1) to (3) in section 3 (4).
Bearing this in mind, we surveyed the parklands that form a network of water and
greenery focusing on the public rivers, canals, waterways, coastlines and waters in the
area of reclaimed land, which are significant for eliminating and alleviating these issues.
Fig. 14 shows the results in terms of the present situation of land use in the eastern
part of Tokyo Bay. In the bay area on the east side of Tokyo Bay (Chiba Prefecture), the
area to the north of Chiba Central Port has been developed and utilized as residential
and commercial areas, while the area to the south of the Port is almost completely given
over to industrial sites (with the exception of Banzuhigata and Cape Futtsu). As
mentioned above, manmade beachfronts have been installed at the residential and
commercial districts to the north of Chiba Central Port.

Fig. 14 Present situation of land use in
the eastern part of Tokyo Bay

Fig. 15 Rivers, canals, waterways in the
eastern part of Tokyo Bay
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4.2 Public Assets Including Rivers, Canals, Waterways and the Sea
Public rivers, canals and waterways are important spaces for restoring access to the
sea for people in the Tokyo Bay area (Fig. 15). At the present time, there are, of course,
rivers, canals and waterways with pathways running parallel to the riverside (referred to
as river walks below), but even where such paths do not exist at present, the spaces are
valuable and important assets for the bay area because, in comparison to privately
owned land, the potential is high for installing river walks along rivers, canals and
waterways and at the edge of coastal waters in the future.
Many rivers pour into the sea in the eastern part of Tokyo Bay. Although many of
them have artificial shapes following the land reclamation, they are still rivers leading to
the sea. In addition, in Chiba Prefecture there still remain cross channels connecting
these rivers and waterways in the vicinity of the coastline prior to reclamation.
These rivers, canals and waterways in the Tokyo Bay area have the potential to create
access to the sea along the rivers while installing access to the rivers and waterways has
the potential to throw open the closed bay area to the people by opening up the rivers,
canals and waterways to the region. This is why the public rivers, canals and waterways
are important public assets. These public assets exist both in the residential and
commercial areas to the north of Chiba Central Port and in the industrial area to the
south of the Port.
4.3 Public Roads Leading to the Sea in Industrial Areas (Access Line: Public Road
Leading to the Sea; Access Point: Where a Public Road Makes Contact with the
Sea)
The area to the south of Chiba Central Port is mainly industrial and privately owned
land, but there are some public roads that lead to the sea. These roads have the potential
to give ordinary people access to the sea. In this paper, we refer to public roads leading
to the sea as access lines while the point where public roads make contact with the sea
are called access points. Naturally, there are also access lines and access points in the
residential and commercial areas to the north of Chiba Central Port. Even though the
access lines in the aforementioned industrial area are mostly located within industrial
sites on privately owned land thought to be inaccessible, it is significant that they are
public roads leading to the sea.
Fig. 16 shows these access points and access lines to the sea in the eastern part of
Tokyo Bay. It would be a worthwhile effort to conceive and plan installation and
utilization of sites and places (access points) where people can reach the sea and be in
contact with the sea by utilizing these access lines to the sea.
11
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Fig. 17 Present state of bay walks along
the
sea
(Urayasu
district
examples)

Fig. 16 Access points and access lines to
the sea in the eastern part of
Tokyo Bay
4.4 The Present Situation of Public Access to the Water
In terms of public access to the sea and rivers, i.e. to the water, there are pathways
along rivers (river walks) and pathways along the sea (referred to as bay walks below).
The present situation is that normally, most of the rivers, canals and waterways in
reclaimed areas do not feature river walks. As mentioned below, this is due to the
absolute absence of consideration for public access, as was the case for environmental
concerns, in the licensing of the reclamation of public water areas (official licensing).
As for rivers in the eastern part of Tokyo Bay, river walks have been installed at
reclaimed sections of the Hanami River that have been reclaimed as residential and
commercial land, but many sections of the Takase River running through the reclaimed
area from Yatsuhigata to the sea have no river walks. The reclaimed sections of the
Miyako River leading to Chiba Central Port have concrete embankments and most
sections do not feature a river walk.
Looking at the edge of the sea (coastline), there are areas where bay walks along the
sea have been installed in some sections and areas where there is nothing. Fig. 17 shows
some examples.
12
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In terms of bay walks along the sea, there are big variations in the potential for future
installations of bay walks depending on whether revetments or quays are present or
whether the land is public or private. Compared to revetments, quays have special
features in terms of locality, shape and usage in addition to the agreement to safeguard
security (the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS). At the
time of the 2004 revision, it was decided to reinforce security measures to prevent terror
activities. Ratified by approximately 150 countries.) and as long as they are functioning
as places for unloading, opening them up is very difficult. As for revetments, there is
high potential for installing bay walks in public areas, but opening up privately owned
land for installation is difficult.
Fig. 18 shows revetments and quays in the eastern part of Tokyo Bay divided into
public and private ownership.

Fig. 18 Present situation at the edge of
the sea in the eastern part of
Tokyo Bay (revetments and
quays/ public and private land)

Fig. 19 Green belts and parks in the
Tokyo Bay area

4.5 Present Situation for Greenery
We surveyed the parks and green belts in the bay area and surroundings in the eastern
part of Tokyo Bay. The results are illustrated in Fig. 19. According to official
regulations for Chiba Prefecture, 10 to 20% of industrial areas should be secured as
green belts, but at present coverage is about 5.9%. These green belts are on privately
owned corporate sites that are not generally accessible.
At the waterfront, there are green belts that connect to the water’s edge including the
13
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artificial beaches at Makuhari, Kemi and Inage mentioned above, as well as green belts
at Chiba Central Port waterfront. These networks of water and greenery form an
important asset for opening up the coastline of reclaimed land.

5. Regeneration of the Tokyo Bay Area
In response to the present situation in the Tokyo Bay area and the issues presented, we
investigated regeneration in the Tokyo Bay area by alleviating or eliminating the issues.
5.1 Tokyo Bay Area Issues and Regeneration Scenario Designs and Presentations
Based on the above investigation, it is possible to classify the regeneration scenarios
for alleviating and eliminating the issues in the Tokyo Bay as follows.
As already mentioned, the issues are:
(1) The disappearance of seaside shoals and the accompanying loss of habitat
(2) People no longer have free access to the sea
(3) The shoreline has been turned into privately owned land (corporations, industrial
sites) severing the city from the sea
With respect to these issues, we have designed and presented the following
regeneration scenarios (Fig. 20). Namely,
(1) “Regenerating the natural landscape at the waterside” of rivers, canals and
waterways in reclaimed areas (diversifying the natural landscape of manmade rivers
and other water areas)
(2) “Opening up the waterside” of rivers, canals, waterways and coastline (open up by
installing river walks along rivers etc. and bay walks along the coast. Install open
sites, so-called ‘Sea Milestones,’ at access points leading to the sea.)
(3) Open up the bay area (reclaimed land) even further by means of networks of water
and greenery.

Fig. 20 Tokyo Bay area regeneration scenarios (1) Diversify natural landscape of
rivers and water areas (2) River walks, bay walks, sea milestones (3) Water
and greenery network
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I would like to discuss in a little more detail the background to the need for these
regeneration scenarios. The reclamation of the bay area was implemented by obtaining a
license under the Public Waters Reclamation Law. In the 1980s, the author was also
involved in granting several permits and approvals for Tokyo Bay and Osaka Bay at the
Ministry of Construction (presently, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport).
At the time, the purpose of management was disaster prevention as in the related River
Law and the Coast Act (the River Law included flood controls and water utilization).
The shapes of the rivers (width etc.) in the reclaimed areas were only checked from the
viewpoint of disaster prevention and there were absolutely no requirements to install
river walks or to diversify the natural landscape of the rivers. When the River Law was
revised in 1997, the purpose of river environment management was added to flood
control and water utilization, while the 1999 revision of the Coast Act added the
purpose of coastal environment management and its utilization to conventional disaster
prevention. Consequently, reclamation undertaken with earlier permits was under
absolutely no obligation to consider the natural environment or to diversify the natural
landscape of rivers, canals, waterways and beaches from environmental aspects, or to
install river walks and bay walks at the waterside of privately owned land. As a result,
this led to the current shape of the bay area with manmade rivers and coastlines where
people are not able to approach the sea or the rivers. With respect to permits for future
reclamation of public water areas, as it the case with the Coast Act and the River Law,
there will be conditions to secure the environment and considerations of its usage. The
above regeneration scenario is also adapted to such conditions.
The following is a detailed discussion of regeneration scenarios (1) to (3).
5.2 “Regenerating the Natural Landscape at the Waterside” of Rivers, Canals and
Waterways in Reclaimed Areas (Diversifying the Natural Landscape of
Manmade Rivers and Other Water Areas)
This is the equivalent of the diversification of the natural landscape of rivers that
became the standard for inland rivers at the end of the 20th century. Expertise on
methods for diversifying the natural landscape of rivers has been accumulated through
the practical experiences of trial and error. However, fluctuations in low water levels of
inland rivers are small and the water level is maintained for long periods of time
whereas rivers and waterways in reclaimed area are subject to daily fluctuations in tidal
levels (ebb and flow) and large fluctuations in water levels. Compared to inland rivers,
diversification of the natural landscape must be done in keeping with these special
characteristics.
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Concerning the diversification of the natural landscape, detailed schematic diagrams
will be omitted but it can be done (1) across all rivers in a section of reclaimed land or
(2) sporadically. As for methods, with the fluctuations in water levels accompanying the
tidal ebb and flow, one might imagine (1) creating tidal flats to appear on the surface of
the water at ebb tide (created by excavating river bed material from the central part of
the river and moving it to the riversides. Back to back in some sections.) or (2) creating
a similar shape by heaping mounds of rubble at the riversides as if installing spur dykes
in the river (install sporadically or in zigzag fashion (alternating) on left and right
banks.)
5.3 “Opening Up the Waterside” of Rivers, Canals, Waterways and Coastline
(Open up by installing river walks along rivers etc. and bay walks along the
coast. Install open sites with so-called “Sea Milestones” at access points leading
to the sea)
This is to enable people to access public sea, rivers, canals and waterways. The areas
are freed up by installing river walks at rivers, canals and waterways and bay walks
along the whole seaside area including revetments under public ownership. At industrial
belts under private ownership, the waterside is freed up by installing “Sea Milestones”
(installed at fixed intervals at the seaside where people can make contact with the sea.
Significant as milestones with regard to the long-term view of a full-scale opening of
the seaside.) where access lines lead to access points.
As for images of publicly owned waterside pathways (walks) that come to mind, Fig.
21 shows the example of the Boston Harbor Walk. Fig. 22 shows an example of “Sea
Milestones” (an example of a manmade viewing platform and an example of
consideration for the natural landscape by installation of a porous and gently sloping
incline built on rubble).
In terms of river walks along rivers, canals and waterways in reclaimed areas, detailed
concept images have been omitted but one might imagine (1) connected pathways at the
riverside and in the river, (2) connected pathways at the riverside and in the river in
most sections but where buildings etc. prevent entry to the riverside, some sections
detour through residential areas, (3) the possibility of installing sporadic lookouts on top
of the embankments in sections with river embankments, and in some cases, pathways
that lead into the river, or (4) installing T-shaped pathways to access the river or cross
the river without being connected along the riverside.
In terms of bay walks, detailed concept images have been omitted but one might
imagine (1) pathways on revetments along the seaside (in this case, the options are
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pathways on top of the current almost vertical revetments, or pathways on top of the
revetments where a porous area has been installed by building gently sloping inclines on
rubble dumped in front of the vertical embankments), (2) pathways that follow the
waterfront in most sections but where buildings etc. prevent entry to the seafront, some
sections of pathways detour through residential areas. The Boston Harbor Walk shown
in Fig. 21 is an example of type (2) bay walk.
Another option is the “sea milestones” where access points arrive at the sea at right
angles. As shown in Fig. 22, the options are “viewing platforms” for viewing the sea
from the top of vertical revetments, viewing the sea from the top of revetments where
porous areas have been installed by building a gently sloping incline on rubble dumped
in front of the vertical embankment, or places that facilitate contact with the sea.
Further, in the very long term, it would be worthwhile to regenerate the shape of the
seaside with its gentle shallows and nature in places where the factories have retreated
(Fig. 23). Japan has not had this kind of regeneration, but a large-scale steel
manufacturing plant has been withdrawn from the shoreline at Sakai City, one of
Japan’s mega cities on Osaka Bay, and plans are underway in an area where
redevelopment of the bay area is advanced and in a water area where there used to be
wharves.

Fig. 21 Examples of the Boston Harbor
Walk

Fig. 22 Examples of Sea Milestones
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Fig. 23 Restoring nature at the seaside in the very long term (restoring the natural
landscape at wharves and industrial sites surrounded by quays.
5.4 Open up the Bay Area (Reclaimed Land) Even Further by Means of Networks
of Water and Greenery
When shaping terrestrial cities, one can say that networks of water and greenery
linking green belts with water areas are important for the framework of the city 4).
Networks of water and greenery are important spaces in terms of opening up the city.
The water network of publicly owned space (the water space of connected rivers,
canals, waterways and seaside) is an important asset for opening up the Tokyo Bay area.
As well as diversifying the natural landscape in this space, it is possible to facilitate
access to the water space by means of river walks and bay walks. In addition, it is
possible to open up the bay area even further by networks of water and greenery that
link the networks of water and green belts in the bay area and in the catchment area
connecting rivers and waterways, parklands and riverside green belts facing the sea
(photos 1, 2).
It is conceivable to open up the bay area on the east side of the Tokyo Bay area by
means of manmade beaches backed by parklands, and bay walks and river walks to
connect them.
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Photo

1:

Photo 2: Hanami riverside green space
and river walk adjacent to a
manmade beach (riverside
pathways
and
sunken
pathways in the river <right
photo>)

Manmade beaches and
adjoining parkland in the
Tokyo Bay area

6. Conclusion and Prospects
This paper focuses on the east side of the Tokyo Bay area for a detailed understanding
and analysis of its formation and the present situation (issues and assets). Since
reclamation, the Tokyo Bay area has come under private ownership, severing the
terrestrial catchment area and the city from Tokyo Bay and preventing people from
accessing the sea and the rivers that flow into it. This is the result of an absolute lack of
consideration for the natural landscape and for allowing people access to water areas
when the Tokyo Bay area was formed at the time of granting approval of licenses based
on the Public Waters Reclamation Law.
This paper presents designs for regeneration scenarios to open up the bay area in
response to the issues identified as a result of analyzing and understanding the present
situation in the water areas of rivers, canals and waterways and at the seaside (coastline)
in the Tokyo Bay area. These scenarios include utilizing the public assets of existing
rivers, canals, waterways and the seaside coastline, diversifying the natural landscape in
manmade water spaces, installing river walks, bay walks and Sea Milestones that
facilitate access to water areas, as well as forming networks of water and greenery to
open up the bay area.
This research has focused on the eastern part of the Tokyo Bay area but the scenarios
can be applied to the entire area of Tokyo Bay. Fig. 24 shows an image of the Tokyo
Bay area in the year 2030. Realizing this concept (the regeneration scenario designed
and presented here) will open up the bay area with hopes for restoring the catchment
area including Tokyo Bay to a catchment area and a city that are in accord with nature.
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Fig. 24 Concept map of the Tokyo Bay area in 2030
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Abstract
Challenged to improve living conditions and to become sustainable amidst rapid
urbanization, the City of Taguig in Metro Manila must first achieve a balance of the
urban built-up area and the natural environment. Following on the set of plans and
vision of the local government unit of the city, the proposal is to transform it to become
a premier waterfront city with enhanced green and water system on the lower portion
and mixed-use, high-rise buildings on the higher ground thereby optimizing land and
water resources while addressing major problems such as flooding, congestion and
housing. To reduce urban heat, more surfaces must be permeable and covered with
plants including building envelope and most open spaces. Through active leadership of
the local government, people participation and cooperation of private developers, the
waterfront developments can become the centers of recreation, landmarks with civic
identity, plazas of social change and economic growth, and primarily the core of
environmental regeneration.
Illustrating the conceptual design, site usage and community impact of the green
and water systems, this study will serve as a guide to future developments in
establishing a premier waterfront community that will be highly livable, functional,
pleasing and safe for humans and nature.
Keywords: Taguig City, waterfront city, lakefront, riverfront, flood control system,
flood damage reduction

1. Introduction
Cities have often located near a body of water such as the case in Metro Manila
where cities are adjacently situated near Manila Bay, Pasig River and Laguna Lake.
Water has been the source of life for the Filipinos, a part of their rich history and
identity symbolic of their nation. But water has also been a destructive force in these
cities especially during heavy rains and floods. How do we redesign cities then to gain
more benefits than damage from water resources?
1.1.Methodology
To arrive at a possible solution in terms of landscape intervention, a study was
made in Taguig, one of the cities in Metro Manila directly adjacent and affecting the
Laguna Lake. The current flood control measures of Metro Manila was investigated.
The analysis of the site was based on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
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(SWOT), zoning map, strategic concept plans of Taguig City, resolutions of Laguna
Lake Development Authority, satellite images, site visits, interviews, research on similar
cases. The output of the study resulted to a more focused vision, concepts, design
features, guidelines and recommendations primarily in terms of urban landscape design
solutions. The succeeding chapters discussed some of these findings, and after which
highlighted the uses of the green and water systems in the City.

2. Metro Manila Flood Control System
Laguna Lake, the largest inland body of freshwater in the Philippines, serves as a
main reservoir for floodwater with its watershed spanning 14 cities and 17
municipalities including Metro Manila. It has a surface area of 900 km2, average
volume of 2.25 to 3 billion m3 during rainy season, with a retention time of 8 months, a
shoreline of 285 km and watershed population of more than 6 million. When Typhoon
Ketsana (known in the Philippines as Ondoy) struck in September 2009, the water level
of the lake reached its highest flood elevation of 14.62m flooding many communities
adjacent to it.
The lake is threatened by rapid population growth, land conversion, water pollution,
and over fishing. With no municipality with a sewerage system, pollution is carried as
surface run-off while polluted waters from rivers such as Marikina and Pasig also flow
into the lake. Results of the water quality monitoring indicated that 4 out of 15 (27%)
rivers draining into the lake are highly polluted in terms of biological oxygen demand
(BOD) and dissolved oxygen (DO). All the 15 rivers monitored exhibit high fecal
contamination exposing to health risk about 2.7 million population.
The Manggahan Floodway was constructed to divert floodwaters from Marikina
River into Laguna Lake. The maximum floodwater it can carry is 2,400 m3/sec which is
less than the floodwater brought about by Ondoy with estimated 3,300 m3/sec. The
Napindan Control Station in Taguig City regulates the outflow of excess lake waters and
minimizes the inflow of saline water and pollution from the Pasig River.
All these flood control system could not anymore guarantee protection against
waters such as that brought by major typhoons. New measures or actions must be done.

3. Taguig City
3.1.Location
Taguig lies on the western shore of Laguna Lake and is bordered by major cities in
Metro Manila. It is bounded by several major roadways, the Circumferential Road-5 (C5), Epifanio de los Santos Avenue (EDSA), Kalayaan Avenue, South Luzon Expressway
and Circumferential Road-6 (C-6) which is still under construction.
3.2.History
The rivers and the Laguna Lake offered the pioneers of Taguig who are farmers
and fishermen, fresh water for drinking, irrigation, protection against attack of enemies,
and easy means of travel by native boats. Thus, along the rivers and lake, Malay
settlement sprang up and grew into populous barrios.
3.3.Waters
Taguig has two major rivers that feed the Lake, namely, the Taguig River and the
Napindan Channel bringing all its run-off and pollution. In addition, there are 5 other
minor rivers in the City with 23 tributaries.
3.4.Strengths
From a thriving fishing community along the shores of Laguna Lake, it is now an
2
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important residential and industrial suburb of Metro Manila. The construction of the C-5
highway which made the city more accessible and the Fort Bonifacio development
which houses more people, businesses and activities and generates much income have
paved the way for its cityhood.
3.5.Weaknesses
But there is still a marked need for improvement in utilities, especially at the other
side of the C-5 including efficient transportation system, adequate water supply, power
generation, waste management, flood control and housing provision. All these can be
addressed through proper planning, action and management.
3.5.1. Flooding
Taguig is a catchment area for floodwaters with over half of the city within the
flood zone due to low elevation, poor soil permeability, altered natural drainage, and
water runoff from a large geographical area, which has been further aggravated by
recent developments. Laguna Lake’s only outlet to Manila Bay is the Pasig River and its
overflow water inundates 66% of the city area. Water from the Lake with a slow current
will have to travel via Napindan Channel along a 27 km meandering river before
reaching Manila Bay.
Being the second largest city in Metro Manila with 47.88 km2 of land area and a
maximum rainfall of 2,000mm, it can collect large volume of water which if not drained
properly will cause extreme flooding.
During heavy rains and high tide where the sea level is actually higher than that of
Laguna Lake, the Lake becomes saturated spilling out to adjacent barangays in Taguig
flooding them for months. According to Laguna Lake Development Authority, the water
level in Laguna Lake rose by 2 meters or 0.67 a month in 2009 submerging more
barangays on the lakeshore, most parts of Metro Manila and neighboring provinces.
3.5.2. Housing
Taguig’s population is swelling at a tremendous rate, with 613,343 people in 2007,
and annual growth rate of 3.82% for 2000-07 primarily due to immigration. There is
high demand for basic needs primarily housing provision along with social services.
3.5.3. Transportation
At present Taguig is served only by South Luzon Expressway to the west and
Radial Road 4 (R-4) to the north with C5 in-between. There is limited access to all three
from the most populated regions of the city. Given Taguig’s large area and population,
these few links to regional travel routes are far from sufficient. Within Taguig, only one
substandard roadway, Manuel L. Quezon Avenue, connects most of the barangays, while
most streets are too narrow to handle the current traffic load.
3.5.4. Water, Sewage and Solid Waste Management
The city suffers from inadequate water supply, sewage treatment, and garbage
collection systems. A water quality monitoring conducted in January 1999 by Seastems,
Inc. for the Fort Bonifacio Global City indicated very high coliform levels of 24,000
MPN/100 ml which exceeded the Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR) standards of 5,000 MPN/100 ml for class C waters. The high figure is an
indication of wastewater intrusion coming from domestic sources discharging sewerage.
3.6. Opportunities
Taguig is endowed with a large area and plenty of water resources which are major
components for waterfront development. Another highway, the Circumferential Road-6
(C-6) traversing along Taguig with a scenic view of Laguna Lake, may become a major
access to a lakefront development once completed.

3
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3.7.Threats
Similar to other cities, urban sprawl, increasing population and uncontrollable
flooding threaten Taguig City affecting the health of the people and the natural
environment. Unless the government and community will be willing to participate, the
improvement and progress may not be achievable irrespective of financial resources.

Figure 1 - Zoning Map of Taguig
source: satellite map from wikimapia.org overlaid with Taguig Official Zoning Map

4. Government Plans & Vision
4.1.Laguna Lake Master Plan
In the Laguna Lake Master Plan, it sets out a strategy for land and water resource
management to balance regional development and environmental resource protection
around Laguna Lake. In this plan, the Taguig project area is zoned for urban and
industrial uses related to the Lake or establishments for research, education,
environmental monitoring and management and trade.
4.2.Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA)
The Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) measure puts severe limitations
on the use of lands below an elevation of 12.5 meters, which would include nearly 70%
of Taguig. However, flood control measures may allow the restrictions to be relaxed or
changed. The Board of LLDA may also overlook this measure if development in Taguig
will bring improvement on a regional scale.
4.3.Vision & Mission
The vision of Taguig is to be a premier city, recognized for its quality environment,
people oriented public services and the economic opportunities it offers to its residents.
The approved Taguig Comprehensive Land Use Plan translates the city's vision to be an
"environmentally-sustainable city" into a set of development policies, strategies,
programs and projects.
4.4.Strategic Concept Plan
In the Strategic Concept Plan, new land uses will arise out of those areas made
secure from the flood control system, agricultural land, and the proposed reclamation on
the southern half of the city.
4
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4.5.Open Space Areas
Based on the Metro Manila Land Use as of 2007, the land devoted to Open Spaces,
Parks & Roads in Taguig City equates to half of its total land area with 23.58 km2. In
terms of green open spaces in the Official Zoning Map of Taguig (Figure 1), these
spaces are all located on the higher portion of the city while on the lower area which are
more densely populated, no large green open spaces are designated. Even the mandated
10-meter easement along Pasig River and its tributaries are covered with houses and
structures.

5. Refined Vision and Plans
5.1.Waterfront Development
The challenge for Taguig which is urbanizing rapidly is to achieve a balance of
urban built-up area and the natural environment. Following on the set of plans and
vision of the local government unit of Taguig, the proposal is to be a premier waterfront
city with enhanced green and water systems alongside its urban developments,
optimizing its land through mixed use, high-rise buildings to provide a sustainable
environment.
While there are local growth centers identified in the official zoning map of Taguig,
there must be priority developments that will integrate its green and water systems to
the City.
With available water resources, large tract of land and steady financial resources,
Taguig City should be in the forefront of environmental renewal by cleaning up its
network of rivers, canals, wetlands and Lake and by maintaining large open spaces
conducive for plant growth and wildlife habitats amidst its high-density built-up areas
and impervious concrete structures.
5.2.Major Components
There will be 2 major components of the waterfront development: the (1) water
system and the (2) green system. The water system refers to the natural landform or
artificial feature that may contain water such as a river, wetland, canal, pond or lake.
The green system includes all vegetated surfaces including planted easements, riparian
zones, road islands, parks, wetlands, and even building and infrastructure surfaces.
5.3.Water System
Turn water, once a flooding hazard, into an identifiable amenity feature by having
canals, lagoons, ponds and wetlands fully functional in every major development in the
city to prepare for the increasing volume of water brought by heavy rains and climate
change.
Based on the flood hazard map and satellite images, the natural wetlands acting as
retention ponds are identified.
The Strategic Concept Plan incorporates the flood control system of canals and
green open spaces. A system of open canals is proposed to be located parallel to the
ongoing C-6 construction going to Napindan Channel. This will serve as additional
retention and filtration area for surface run-off coming from the upper portion of the city
before going towards the Lake. Another canal will be along C-5 which will catch water
runoff from this road and from the western portion of Taguig. The C-6 canal will be
connected by a pipe passing along along major road in Taguig, Maria Rodriguez Tinga
Avenue, so that water overflow can be pumped and drained to a new water tunnel or
spillway heading towards Manila Bay. Flood control will not aid only Taguig, but all
those cities around Laguna Lake that suffer from flooding.
5
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5.4.Green System
Where do we maintain more green spaces in Taguig? Looking into the slope,
physiography, land classification and geomorphology of Taguig, we find the eastern
portion near the Laguna Lake and near the rivers to be retained as green space. These
are mostly freshwater marshes or alluvial landscape, transition zone between land and
water thus prone to seasonal flooding.
The whole eastern side, which is the lowest portion of Taguig as situated on the
flood plain must be reserved for more green spaces mixed with water elements than
built-up land. The residents guided by the LGU must continue to plant every surface
that can be planted on starting in their own house and lot.
5.5.Functions of the Green and Water Systems
Floodwaters will be directed to the green and water systems and away from
buildings. Meanders and plants reduce water flow that is destructive to lives and
properties.
Presented in conceptual plans for flood control system in the cities surrounding
Laguna Lake is shown in Figure 2 – Conceptual Plans for Flood Control System.

Figure 2 - Conceptual Plans for Flood Control System
Conceptual Plan 1 allows water runoff to flow from the central built-up land to
surrounding wetlands or moat for treatment before draining excess water to the rivers
and lake. Upper right: This presents water flowing from surrounding built-up land to a
central lake or wetland for treatment and reuse. Lower left: In the third concept,
wetlands or ponds may be separated from the built-up land but still allowing water
through efficient channels to flow to them. Lower right: The last plan presents a mixture
of previous concepts whereby water runoff may be contained in a central pond, a
surrounding lagoon and in separate wetlands scattered in the green spaces of the city.
In Figure 3 – Conceptual Section for Flood Control System, mixed-use, highrise
buildings will be established to optimize buildable lands while preserving more open
spaces for the green and water system. Buildings and dry lands will be linked with
6
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connecting skybridges as access for people who want to see nature below or
underground tunnels for people to appreciate underwater scenery. The building envelope
will be highly vegetated by allowing vines to grow on them or by active greening
measures through the application of green wall and green roof systems while wetlands
may also be constructed on rooftops to contain water for various purposes and runoff
reduction. Flooding in the built-up lands will be reduced by the green and water system
acting as sustainable urban drainage system. On low elevation, water will be collected
or detained through central ponds, adjacent green spaces and wetlands. Any excess,
treated water will be drained to the rivers, Laguna Lake or Manila Bay via network of
canals and water tunnel.

Figure 3 – Conceptual Section for Flood Control System
For roadway flood control, linear green parks on the roadside or road island will
also act as detention canal for floodwaters (Figure 4). Rainwater will be encouraged to
percolate directly through permeable road and sidewalk pavements or planted surfaces.
Any water that will not subside will be drained to major water basins. Existing roads
must be reduced or replaced with permeable materials or new construction must specify
pervious asphalt pavement or something similar in purpose.

Figure 4 - Roadway Flood Control System
Aside from flood control, the green and water systems will have other significant
functions in the city. Clean, free flowing water systems can be used again for transport
and irrigation. Green spaces are highly useful to increase wildlife and biodiversity. They
may be used for education and recreation; they increase aesthetic value of the city,
improve air quality, induce cooler environment and biofiltration. These areas will
promote community cohesion and may be considered a significant natural heritage of
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the residents. Its totality will definitely increase the quality of life of the people living in
this city.
5.6.Implementation Procedure
Key implementers will be the local government, residents, the business sector,
developers, and other entities supportive of its plan and vision.
5.7.Design Requirements
The design should translate the City's vision to be an "environmentally-sustainable
city". For site selection of major waterfront developments in Taguig, the following
criteria are suggested based on the established vision: civic expressions, leisure
environment, attention to detail, openness to all and provision of necessary amenities.
5.8.Future Developments
Future developments must be comprehensive and sustainable to enhance the living
conditions in the city, to create more activities for locals and tourists, to capitalize and
improve on what is existing, to eventually change what can be modified for
improvement, to preserve special natural features and environmentally critical areas,
and to provide guidelines for the appropriate use of natural resources. Water bodies
must continually be rehabilitated and maintained while easements must be cleared.
Mixed-use, high rise structures with high rise gardens must be the new types of
infrastructure to be found in compact cities such as Taguig. Necessary provisions must
be integrated such as water treatment facility. The City must move forward to using all
possible renewable or alternative resources and zero wastage. With more compact
systems of living, less horizontal developments or roadways will be built freeing more
spaces for natural growth and regeneration.
5.9.Priority Developments
Priority developments may take place to initiate major changes. These points may
be located in the Old Taguig Riverfront Plaza and Taguig Lakeshore which are already
in the conceptual stage though refinements must be made based on the proposals
discussed earlier. Secondary areas of development will follow along adjacent land of
Laguna Lake to capitalize on this major water body while at the same time to nurture its
resources by providing facilities that have less impact to the natural environment.
5.10. Design Features and Functions
In these waterfront developments, certain design features and functions are
recommended: water parks and play areas, green open spaces, dining facilities, fishing
village, orchards and arboretum, agricultural farms, museums, cycling paths, walkways
and boating facilities.
5.11. Recommended Plants
For parks along rivershore or lakeshore area, water-loving or riparian plants or
species useful for phytoremediation must be planted. To flood-prone areas, trees
effective in water absorption such as Eucalyptus and Callistemon may be functional and
decorative. Grasses help prevent erosion on the riverbanks or near the lake. For the
waterfront development, interesting form, color, smell and texture appeal to the senses.
Trees with large canopy provide shade along paths and in parks. Plants with historical
significance in Taguig should be reintroduced and propagated in the city to promote
local character and identity. Native flora rebuilds homes of many local insects, birds and
other life forms. Flood prone areas or low-leveled plains must be reserved as urban
forests or farms where wood and other plant products may be obtained for food
production, livelihood, building homes, boats and others.
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6. Conclusion
To turn water from a hazardous element to a functional landscape feature, there are
several measures that are recommended while also enhancing the image of the city.
Rivers must be dredged and minimum easement must be cleared to keep water flowing.
Runoff must percolate easily by providing more permeable surfaces. Excess water will
be contained in detention ponds for water treatment & reuse. Naturally, flood plains
must be conserved as green open spaces or ecologically critical wetlands. Any future
development must integrate green & water zones on lowest portion as defense
mechanism against more flood in the future. Optimize higher ground or small islands
for mixed-use, high rise structures connected by skywalks or tunnels. All green spaces
including green roofs, sky gardens, green walls, wetlands on roofs will reduce runoff
rate & volume. With these considerations, Taguig’s waterfront development will
become centers of recreation, landmarks with civic identity, plazas of social change,
economic growth & core of environmental renewal.
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Abstract
In this article regarded the intracity boards on the example of coastal territory of
Khabarovsk. Intersection of territories with different functional and expanse references
gives rise to heterogeneous environment. This heterogeneity we can see at the coastal
territory: Amur River slices the architectural space and shows heterogeneous urban
environment in an original slit.
On this slit shown the intersections of different spaces were architectural boarder
environment is forming. Intracity boards are the one of the factors of differentiating
urban space. And the city must to preserve integrity of perception and have
compositional crossing from one type space to another type space.
The Amur River as an extensive boarder is mighty restraining factor for the
Khabarovsk. But the most of the functional zones of the city gravitates towards this
board. At the same time the Amur River is a “transboard” index, linking the city by
economical, commercial and cultural bounds with different populous places of Russia
and with other countries.
In the investigation regards five types of solution of the boarder expanse: “the
wall”, “the empty space”, “the mirror”, “the seam”, and “the bridge”. For the checking
of this schemes was chosen the shoreline territory of the central part of Khabarovsk as
the most conflicting. On this territory was brought out those five models and also
tracked down some deviations from these schemes and the methods of variable
harmonization of boarder spaces.
Keywords: intracity boards, visual perception, architectural environment,
boarder territory, expanse unit, differentiating space.

Introduction. The term ”city” in Russian transcription “город” contains the
idea about “board” – “оГОРОДить”. The city wall as a material symbol of a board in
the Middle Ages had associated with freedom and with protection of human laws. But it
is special situation with the cities on rivers. For some cities the river is great restraining
factor in development. And for other cities the river as a link connected parts of the city.
However, the river is the space dominant in the composition of the city.
Nowadays in our mind we lost the idea of city wall as a board, even the city
boards have washing away and different settlements connecting in agglomerations.
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Close fusing of territories and cultures have taking place, but the great rivers stay as the
connection and in the same time holding as a board.
The contact of territories different districts gives birth to various city spaces and
this variety we can track down on a coastal territory. The river, as a knife slices the
architectural space and shows variety of urban environment on a original slit. This slit is
shown us intersection of different areas, were we can see the forming of boundary
architectural environment. So, the board can be a spatial unit of the city.

Figure 1. The slit of city districts on a Central part of Khabarovsk
Khabarovsk so as others cities on the rivers has got at least one precise marked
board – the Amur River. This river in spatial point of views a great holding in
development factor and in the same time the most of functional of our city gravitate
towards this board. Also the Amur River is a “transboard” factor which links our city
with other cities and countries by economical and trade contacts.

1. The common classification of boards. We can conventionally determine next
types of intracity boards: the visual boards, the social-cultural and the administrative
boards. In a historical city all this types was connecting in whole and was presented as
a city wall. Nowadays in big cities this boards exists in space and in image of the city in
the same time, but marked with different territories and objects. 3
The visual boards are a material objects: building and constructions, sizable
changing of relief, empty or planted spaces. This is precise marked intracity boards. As
a rule they help as to recall in our mind the image of the city.
The social-cultural boards – is the changing of symbols which concentrate on a
board territories. The meaning of these symbols is understandable to all participants or
to concrete social group. The district in its original boards is the identification of
concrete social group it’s “one’s” zone in the city. “One’s territory marked by fixed set
of visual images, sings, which collected in a human mind during the life on concrete
place.
Administrative boards in contemporary urban space usual have not seen because
uniting of city territory going on not by architectural factors, but by economical,
political and government factors. Often this uniting has not coinciding with spatial and
cultural boards of the city.
The visual boards are the most explicit: buildings, fences, gates which bar us one’s
way, rivers and changing of relief. As a rule, it is sensible boards; they help us to find
orientation on territory or holding on our movement and bar complete perception of the
space. For example, in visual limiting of Khabarovsk city the role of screen plays the
great panorama of Amur River. And for many people this panorama does not exist as a
space but stays just a flat picture because of disproportion with human scale. Therefore
in townspeople’s mind the left coast of Amur River will not soon associate with
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Khabarovsk, just stay represented on this screen. The city must to frequent increase its
scale.
The board often means a contact; it is the conflict or dialog different spaces. The
space in understanding of the planner is the architectural environment. And here is a
question about how we can present architecture on a board? And how we can present
this dialog by architectural forms?

2. Types of intracity visual boards. The historical experience prompts us the

variety of architectural environment in the city space. After the works of K. Lynch 4 in
the theory of a contemporary architecture have been worked sufficient active on a
relation of elements fixed this variety. But in these works often don’t show the problem
of board territories. On the schemes we can present different ways and methods solution
of a space on those territories the visual boards a city can be divided on 5 types by those
spatial characters.
«the wall» - the method of isolation of
conflicting spaces from each other and as a result –
the increasing of contrast. “The wall” can be
represented not only by buildings or handmade
objects, but changing of relief, for example, too. In
this situation the saving and increasing of conflict
is going on.
«the empty space» - wide in plane gap
between territories. It can be highways, water
spaces, waste lands, e.t.c. As “the wall” “the empty
space” is the most dividing factor, it makes
territories further, then in real situation. With the
keeping of conflict, the estrangement appears.
«the mirror» - the method when by
projecting information the conflicting spaces
illusory blending and in the same time loosing the
reality of perception. As “the mirror” can be huge
surfaces with high reflecting ability: glassed
facades of buildings, shop windows, some
reservoirs.
«the bridge» - territories keep those
individuality and in the same time close connect
with each other. The space solve as a dialog of few
spaces. Often “the bridge” presented by objects
which links territories on certain distance above
the ground: bridges, advertising banners,
engineering communications.
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«the seam» - the whole removal of
conflict and leveling of boards. At this situation
the boards dissolve into each other. One territory
flows smooth into another territory. The board
on its architectural parameters is the “transition”
between contrast territories.

3. The board spaces on an example of Central part of Khabarovsk city.
For the checking this idea on a real situation was chosen the coastal territory of central
part of Khabarovsk city. Most of citizens know well this territory and it has the bright
image in the mind of people and imaging in a more or less concrete boards.
During the analyzing of the
city building of central part was
exposed those offered visual images
of a boards and also was shown
some differences from those
schemes. As a rule, the city space
has a collection from some visual
images.

Figure 2. The scheme of zoning Central part of
Khabarovsk city.

Figure 3. Some types of intracity visual boards.

Conclusion. As a result of analyzes of coastal territory of central part of Khabarovsk
city has been revealed that the river as a board in a point of view of visual perception
can have different images. The river as “the wall” – it is the great panorama of Amur
River, which has disproportion with human and city scale. The river as “the seam”
connects our city by economical, trade and cultural links with other settlements in
Russia and with other countries. The river as “the mirror” is represented from the left
coast and reflects the city panorama, linking the natural and artificial environment. The
river as “the empty space” marked the board of the city, the limit of urban environment.
Regarded the intersection of different territories we can make the conclusion that
the boards in the point of view of visual perception are the spatial unit of the city.
4
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Intersection of areas with different characters gives birth to the territory with
heterogeneous environment. And the solving of the board as s space has to in whole.
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Abstract
In the autumn of 2009, a transnational collaborative planning program was held, which is
the cooperation between the Graduate Institute of Building and Planning, National Taiwan
University and the College of Architecture, University of the Philippines. Five graduate
students participated in this plan led by Professor Liang-Chun Chen. The objectives are to
research the culture and living conditions of the Ilongots, to clarify the issue of their living
environment and to give suggestions to the planning of two possible sites for their new
settlement near Pakugaw River, Barangay Bayanihan in Province of Aurora.
The Ilongots, noted for their headhunting tradition, are indigenous people living around the
southern Sierra Madre, central Luzon in the Philippines. Traditionally they live close to the
rivers in a nomadic lifestyle and make livings by hunting, fishing and primitive agriculture.
When Christianity came to the tribe, the Ilongots were converted and changed their lifestyle
into a farming village with the vanishing of their tradition.
This program contains issues about multicultural impacts, development of a waterfront
community, preservation of Ilongot culture. We have to accomplish the tasks within limited
time and information. This paper illustrates our efforts and reflections as foreign planners for
their living environment.

Keyword: Ilongot, community planning, cross-cultural plan, indigenous culture
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background of the Cooperation between UP and NTU
In the fall of 2008, through the Inter-University Seminar on ASIAN MEGA-CITIES
(IUSAM), an international academic exchange, Graduate Institute of Building and
Planning, National Taiwan University and College of Architecture, University of the
Philippines-Diliman have the first cooperation about an opportunity of planning practice
curriculum for students. Because students who are from different countries have different
culture, they could learn more by exchanging experience and opinion.
This year’s plan is bases on last year’s successful results, and it’s the second
cooperation led by professor Chen, Liang-Chun with five master students.
1.2 About the Project of 2009 Fall Semester
The project started from July 2009, in the beginning, we collected some basic data and
then brought about some issues to discuss. This year’s plan doesn’t focus on the common
urban issue , but put emphasis on distant rural area. The object is the Ilongots who has the
traditional culture of headhunting. In addition to turn to different aspects of issue, more
student from UP join to the project this year. We hope to enter the community, and
interaction with inhabitants and the members of the community.
The site of the project is located in Barangay Bayanihan, municipality of Maria Aurora.
The main inhabitants are Ilongots, and they have the problems with insufficient housing.
Therefore, they hope to obtainthe new sites called Buknoan and Talumayen to develop.
The destination of the plan is not only to build houses for them but also to have a whole
thinking to the development and empowerment of the whole tribe, what we have to
consider are both the distribution of public facilities and the industry of the community.
The position of this project plays a role as a demonstration plan, and it could become a
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model of developing the tribe or community in the future.

Figure 1. Position of the Sites (Located in the Province of Aurora, the Philippines)
Source:Living Environment of the Ilongot Community and the New Site Plan

2. the Environment
2.1 the Culture of the Ilongot People
The Ilongots, noted for their headhunting tradition, are indigenous people living around the
southern Sierra Madre, central Luzon in the Philippines. Traditionally, they live close to the
rivers in a nomadic lifestyle and make livings by hunting, fishing and primitive agriculture.
Like many Austronesian People in South-Eastern Asia, they also have the traditional culture of
weaving not only the bamboo-woven workmanship such as Bamboo-woven baskets but also
their clothing: men used to wear the "bahag" and women used to wear colorful dress. Music
and dancing play important roles in their ceremonies and daily life.
The traditional social and family structure of the tribe is very flexible.Anyone of the tribe
can join in or retreat from a houshold. The public decisions are made by all of the elders, and
they have a strong concept about 'sharing',not only the food but also the power(Bengri). They
hold the concept of "sacred territory", which doesn't necessarily imply that there is dreadful
"taboo". When Christianity came to the tribe, the Ilongots were converted and changed their
lifestyle into a farming village with the vanishing of their tradition. They don`t have their own
written language. This becomes the problem of the conservation of their traditional culture.
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Figure 2. Traditoinal Houses /Traditional Plan of the Tribe/ the Bamboo Basket
2.2 the Living of the Ilongot People Now
They had become fixed live in Bayanihan about 40 years. The original living style was
nomad, and they would change living places once in five years. There was central plaza
for ceremony, and they would dance and sing together. In the Barangay of our planning,
thetotal population is about 1122 people and 220 households, averaged about 5 people in
one household, but some house units would live with two or three families.
The traditional type is pole fence building, and it’s easy to get some local material like
palms for building. One unit has two or three houses, one for living, and the other for
dining or granary. In the past, they made houses around one central plaza and there were
no fence between houses. Now the building type had changed, and they would use hollow
bricks, plank and iron sheet to make a single-story house. The neighborhood is set as grid
type and every household has their own unit. There are living house, working house and
yard in one unit and the total floor area is small. But the infrastructure is not so much
completed
Their basic industry is agriculture on coconut and rice (tenant).The secondary industries are
usually some retails, handicraft, and livestock at home.Agriculture outside the community is
the main source they get currency, but much part of their daily life relies on their own
cultivation, feeding poultry and cattle at homes. The small retail business supply some other
daily necessary like communication stuff. Thus, We can define these two kinds of agriculture:
a. " Primary " agriculture---connection to the currency and capital
b. " Autarkic " agriculture----fulfill the daily needs

The concept of their land ownership is not clear, so it is not easy to advocate the right to
live and work on uncertain land, and also difficult to resist external inappropriate development.
The idea on land-use control is relatively loose. It`s helpful to the flexibility of the small-scale
farming for daily necessity. But the uncertainty of the ownership and usage of the Ancestor`s
Domain makes itself difficult to obtain and to conserve.

Figure 3. the Living Community : Barangay Bayanihan
On the aspect of transportation, the main vehicle are (bull)cart and tricycle. There is
only one way to get to Bayanihan, and it has to cross the river. There is only one
temporary Bailey`s bridge, and the bigger vehicles like bus, truck are hard to pass. On the
streets in the community, there are many grocery stores selling snacks, drinks or some
4
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vegetable. They have to drive about 30 minutes to go to downtown of the provincial
capital, Maria Aurora for shopping.
Politically there are two ways of leadership in the tribe, one is the official captain of
the barangay, and the other is the tribal leader. None of them can make decisions by their
own, and there is a council with elders to make all important decisions, like the way of
their tribe used to be.

Figure 4. Bridge/ Roads/ Vendors / Streets in the Community

2.3 the Possible New Sites
Figure 5. shows the relative position of the original site-Barangay Bayanihan and the two
new site-Buknoan(Site-1) and Talumayen(Site-2). It’ takes about 10 minutes by car from
Barangay Bayanihan to Buknoan. And from Buknoan to Talumayen takes about 5-10 minutes
by walking. We have no clear data about the actual distance, and them due to lack of
circulation system, large vehicles can’t connect them.

Figure 5. the Relative Position of the New Sites
The brief comparison and analysis are as follows:
Table 1. Comparison of Site1 and Site2
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Figure 6. the Site-1 Buknoan

Source: Living Environment of the Ilongot Community
and the New Site Plan

3. Contents of the Planning

Figure 7. the Site-2 Talumayen

3.1 Process of the Planning
Our work can be divided into five stages:

Stage 1: Collecting and Analyzing the Data
Before we went to the Philippines, we had collected some basic data. We studied stuffs
on the culture, tradition, nature, and humanity in general. Although the sites were not sure
at that time, we still focused on the issue of the community empowerment, the universal
issue of the development of communities and prepared some data of successful cases in
Taiwan. About the data in Barangay Bayanihan, the field-survey site, we have difficulty
with getting basic data, so we surfed on the internet and collected some photos and maps.
Stage 2: Investigating Sites (2009/09/04-06)
When going to the site and doing survey, we took the pictures, recorded the video,
interviewed people, and sketched some images; besides, we held a workshop with the
students of UP, organization leaders and community members to interchange opinions.
Through the workshop, we not only had more understanding for the culture and the
environment, but also caught the needs and vision of the tribe.
6
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Figure 8. the Workshop Held in the Community
Stage 3: Developing the Process of Community Empowerment and the Plan
After collecting comprehensive information and analyzing data, we proposed some
problems and issue to rethink. We learned some successful experience and some cases in
Taiwan. In the end of this stage, we not only developed a proposal on the space but also
provided some strategies of developing the tribe and recommendation on the process
about the community empowerment.
Stage 4: Back to the Site (2010/01/25-27) and Discussion with the Community
We brought our planning back to the community and made a presentation. The team of UP
and us developed two different proposals for the community, thus they can compare with the
two suggestions. We were not meant to make them to choose one of the projects. Instead, we
would like to have deeper discussion and to come up with one complete solution for the
community through the comparison of different ways of thinking.
What is important is that none of the proposal is the final project. Because of the lack of
basic data and the uncertainty of the vision, the planning needs continuous correction and
improvement. And as a foreign and heterogeneous team to the community, another important
task for us is to provide more useful experience and cases for their reference.
3.2 Proposals for the New Sites
The site are separated but not far from one another, and they have diffenent characteristics
and risks. The Ilongot not only need more houses, public facilities, and infrastructures but also
place for the conservation of the tradition and future industry of agriculture and tourism. Our
major concepts for the sites are:
a. We think of the environment as a whole. Every site has its own character but linked
to one another as a network.
b. The sites are surrounded by the mountains and rivers, and the level of underground
water is high. So the security of the sites should be thought on the first place. Buffer
zone, revetment, cut-off ditch should be built, and the regulation of land use should
be established.
c. For the flexibility of planning, we designed the patterns of living unit, public space,
and cultural area. These patterns contain the quantity and quality of the space for the
activities People can decide the layout on the sites by themselves, and take our
advice of the patterns to make the space useful.
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Figure 9. the Master Plan for the Whole Community

Figure 10. Plan for Buknoan / Talumayen

Figure 11. Examples of the Patterns of Space
3.3 Experience of Taiwan
Another important part of our work is to provide familiar cases from Taiwan. We chose four
cases and analyzed the context and processes of them. The 4 cases show not only the
development of the tribal livelihood but also the conservation of environment and tradition.
The idea we want to show in the cases are:

Figure 12. Cases and General Processes in Taiwan
8
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a. Tribe’s crisis is also a turning point
There are different difficulties for each tribe. In the early phrase, they didn’t have
smooth development. However, because of in such crisis situation, that makes
inhabitants in the tribe have an opportunity to think tribe’s future development.

b. The key point of tribe’s redevelopment relies on complete organization and
inspiring leader
Having complete organization and inspiring leader are important. The former is to do
comprehensive systematic management. In additional, dividing the work with hierarchy
could increase efficiency and unite with all forces. This way, the tribe would have stable
development. The latter, the role of the leader, is to call inhabitants together to
participate community’s affair, make inhabitants’ vision become specific policies and
implement plans, lead the tribe to sustainable development, and improve inhabitants’
quality of life and environment.

c. Viewing traditional culture as a cohesive forces
To continue precious traditional culture in the tribe, by taking part in the process of
seeking roots and looking for the past cultural spirit, they could increase cohesive forces
of the tribe. Besides, “sharing culture” could also carry forward the spirit of solidarity.
On the other hand, traditional culture could transform into art and tourism resource.
They not only would promote tribe’s culture, but increase the income of the tribe.
Therefore, traditional culture is some part of inhabitants’ life, at the same time,
integrating into the industrial development.
d. Possible problems of tribe’s development
If taking tourism as the main part in development, it’s possible to ignore continuing
and maintaining culture. The culture may become death culture. On the other hand,
excessive construction of hardware or over-exploitation for natural resource could
damage ecological protection. Thus, after realizing tribe’s condition and advantage, it
should stick to original value and spirit of traditional culture and manage to develop on
a fairly large scale.
4. Reflection of the Curriculum—Difficulties and Challenges
In this case, we found ourselves in multiple roles than as ordinary planners:
a. As learners from academy
b. As advisors with heterogeneous view and experience
c. As professionals with skills and knowledge of environmental planning
d. As coordinators with local people and other planners
And during the planning, we also met some problems below:
a. Lack of database about the sites
b. Gap of communication because of different language and culture
c. Not enough time for site survey
d. Uncertainty of planning target
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Under such situation, the tasks our team are also different from what we have
experienced. The target is undoubtedly to give advices and suggestions for the
development of the community on both hardware and software. But as foreigners to the
community, we had too little understandings for the community to create a complete and
detailed plan. So, some conversion of the planners` attitude has to be done.
We had tried to gather as much data as possible before we went to the sites for the first
time.But when we arrived in the community, the first move of us was 'to know the people
and the place better' rather than 'to survey the enviromnet'. For better and more direct
understanding, holding a workshop was the most effective strategy. Through the
workshop we realized their need and imagination for life, and the relationship and stories
in the network of the community. We learned to ask questions before judging by what we
saw. Asking questions is not only to get information or to interact with people but also to
show how we think. Communication at the field is even more important when we cannot
get enough information beforehand.
In the beginning we joined in the survey as a learner to the Ilongot culture, but after
clearfying the situation and targets of planning, we started to release our observation and
opinions. Not all the observation was correct, and some opinions might be conflict to the
idea of the community. But the process of communication and correction was also the
way to know each other better. The dialogue stimulated our mind, theirs as well. And the
vision of the community and the tasks of empowerment was becoming more and more
clear.
Finally we were confident to give out a initial proposal. The main target of this version
of proposal are to:
a. Point out the major concept of the planning
b. Make clear of the priority of needs and tasks
c. Imagine the future look of the environment
d. Expect more response from the community
The last one is the most important one, through the response we can continue to work on
better proposals for the next time we visit the community. Because people in the
community have not take actions toward the future yet. In the stage of the beginning of
community empowerment. The major task of our team is to give advice, but
contradictorily we surely know less about the community than themselves. So our
proposal started with objective issues to face the actually local conditions, such as
security of the site, capacity of the land, and infrastructure for the industry of agrculture
and tourism, then we put emphasis on the conservation of Ilongot culture( both hardware
and software ) to raise the sense of the communty and to enrich the imagination. This two
part forms the major idea of our proposal, and these stuff are also we can present to them
with confidence.

5. Conclusion
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The role of a planners varies. It is decided by the external conditions and the planners
themselves. In a community of its own context, we would rather be a modest and flexible
coordinator. And in this cross-cultural case, we were asked to show some kinds of ability:
a. The ability to effectively observe and analyze the conditions of community
b. The ability to make fast and smooth communication not afraid of facing
misunderstanding and conflict
c. The ability to respond the request from the community rapidly
d. The ability to draw a clear but flexible planning which allows continuous discussion
Our accomplisment is not the conclusion of the workshop. Instead, it is the foundation
of continuous discussion, imagination, and action.
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1. Title: Evaluation of Selected Philippine Native Trees and Shrubs for
Landscape Design Use
2. Authors: Patrick Andrew E. Gozon ,
Candidate, Master in Tropical Landscape Archit ecture,
metscaper@yahoo.com
Dan Villajuan (Adviser)
Associate Professor, College of Architecture, University of the Philippines
3. Abstract:
The research aspires to explore the design viability of selected species of Philippine native
trees and shrubs for landscape architecture use. It would attempt to enumerate some 70
pertinent native species and evaluate their physical attributes in terms of aesthetics and
perceived landscape value. It would also try to document the cultural importance of the said
species and utilize them as guidelines for use in Philippine landscape design. The result
would be a documentation of the selected Philippine native trees and shrubs with their
highlighted landscape material potential. The information would include distribution,
physical attributes, cultural value and the translated landscape architecture application.
4. Research Framework:
1. Qualification of pertinent native trees to be sampled.
2. Sampling of tree specimens.
3. Verification of sampling.
4. Plant Research and data gathering.
5. Selection of trees to include in final evaluation.
6. Perceptive vegetative analysis of tree species
7. Translation into design applications.
8. Cataloguing

5. Research Methodology:
5.1Qualification of pertinent native trees to include in the evaluation
5.1.1Formulate criteria for tree species selection:
It was difficult to select species based on landscape parameters as there is
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practically no basis or reference to check what native landscape pertinent
plants could be sampled. Most references and literature about native trees and
shrubs are limited to botanical descriptions. There are also a few literature
handed out by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources about
certain species for urban landscape and reforestation, but again some of the
recommended species documented are non-native, and they are not indicated.
The DENR also brings out pamphlets on certain native plants but these
guidelines are horticultural in nature and there are no graphical representations
to identify the species indicated. It was decided to come up with a few
qualifications not to filter down landscape potential plants but to actually
come up with prospective candidates for sampling, initially fill a list of plants
to be evaluated.
The criteria formulated were the following:
1. Native tree and shrub species presently used in landscape design. This
was the easiest and the most practical to evaluate as these plants are
market available and easy to tap as native plant material. But this required
to scan through the familiar species and pinpoint which are native and not.
2. Recommended native species by plant experts. This proved valuable
since again, there are limited references to get information on books,
journals, etc., with all probability that most landscape materials available
are the ones perceived by design professionals as viable. To get additional
landscape data about native plants that are not available to landscape
professionals, it was necessary to think outside of the box, and ask
recommendations from other plant experts, like botanists, horticulturists,
gardeners, etc.
3. Native species related to popular landscape plants. There are certain
landscape worthy plants that are not native in the Philippines but are
highly landscape recommended. It was checked out if there are related
native plants to these garden exotics i.e. Ixora coccinea is a very popular
non native shrub in the Philippines. There are less familiar Ixora species
that could be found wild in Philippine forests, not tapped yet for landscape
use.
4. Perceived native trees with peculiar traits and cultural value. There
were unique tree species that neither fit the above criteria but are still
qualified to be evaluated because of unique characteristics that could be
ornamental worthy. These are plants that were accidentally stumbled upon
while doing evaluation other selected species. These were also qualified to
be tested for their design value.
The plants nominated for sampling should have at least fit one criterion, to
give direction in sampling and come up with the preliminary list to evaluate.
5.1.2 Select tree and shrub species to be evaluated
The first tree species nominated were 2 Sterculia species: S. foetida and S.
comosa. The whole inspiration to start this thesis topic actually arised form
these 2 trees. It was in a conversation with Environmentalist Monet Flores
that the idea for this thesis manifested. Eventually the 2 Sterculias were the
obvious choice as seed species for the list
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To fulfill criteria 1 for qualification, two steps were made. First step was to
consult the tropical landscape books (foreign authors, Sotalbo’s and
Madulid’s) to check plants that are used as ornamentals. Second step was to
verify availability with landscape suppliers.
Landscape favorites and
nurseries, like acacia (Samanea saman), duhat (Syzygium cuminii), mango
(Mangifera indica), Saracca, Amherstia, Bauhinia purpurata, etc., were
examined but determined non -native. The eventual contenders were narra
(Pterocarpus indicus), banaba (Lagerstroemia speciosa), talisay (Terminalia
catappa) and botong (Barringtonia asiatica). Dr. Madulid’s and Emiliano
Sotalbo’s books also presented additional roster of possible candidates like
Sindora supa, Canarium aperum, Canarium ovatum and others, natives but not
propagated commercially.
To accomplish criteria 2, experts in the field of Botany and horticulture were
consulted regarding what trees they could recommend with ornamental value.
The consulted experts gave a small list of species which they consider
landscape worthy or have aesthetic value. Consulted were botanist Leonard Co,
horticulturist Ray Ong, Plant exthusiasts Ponchit Enrile, Crictina Roxas, Jo
Quimpo, Prof. Ed Gomez, Ronald Achacoso, landscape architect Susan
Aquino Ong, fern and native plant collectors Anthony Arbias, Wally Suarez,
etc.
To accomplish criteria 3, a roster of plant genera was researched and prepared
based on perceived Asian landscape plants. The list was presented to botany
experts and inquired if there were similar and related species existing in
Philippine forests. This led to important plant species, like Tectona
philippinensis, Dracaena multiflora and angustifolia, Cerbera manghas etc.
Criteria 4 did not need any research at all. Investigating the list qualified by
criteria 1 to 3 led to spontaneous discovery of species like Buchanania
arborescens, Cinnamomum microphylla, Castanopsis philippensis, etc.
Qualification took a period of 3 years. Qualification for certain species was
still performed even after sampling for other species were already done.
5.2 Sampling of tree specimens
5.2.1Locating specimen samples:
Determining where to find sample specimens for particular species qualified
was varied. Definitely species that fit qualification criterion 1 were the easiest
to locate as most were found abundant in Metro Manila or neighboring areas.
Species fitting criteria 2 to 4 were more difficult to trace. Some with require
to scour certain provinces and localities to see samples and specimens.
Locating the specimens required research
Emiliano Sotalbo’s book indicated that a number of native species had
specimens growing within the University of the Philippines, Diliman Campus
in Quezon City, established as site 1. Upon personal consultation with Mr.
Sotalbo he pinpointed the locations of the said specimen within the 500
hectare university premises. Some tree species, he mentioned had several plant
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examples but a lot were single specimens, so the search for sample subjects
was continued on to other possible places.
Site 2 to explore was the University of the Philippines, campus in Los Banos,
Laguna. Prof. Edwino Fernando’s book on Makiling flowering plants listed a
good number of the qualified tree species. Some were searched within the
Makiling Botanic Garden, also situated inside the campus. Other specimen
locations were mapped and described by Prof. Nelson Pampolina of the U.P.
College of Forestry.
Species not listed to be found within the 2 said references (and the two
mentioned sites – the U.P. campuses) were consulted again with botanists and
plant enthusiasts to determine where to sample them. Trips were planned and
carried out to commence documentation.
5.2.2Sampling and Observation:
Sampling commenced in a period of 3 years. Tree specimens of different
growing stages were located and recorded. Trees were observed qualitatively
(leaf shape, canopy density, branch network, color, flowering and fruiting),
measured (height, width, tree trunk diameter, leaf size, flower and fruit size)
and photographed. Samples for verification were collected.
5.2.3 Ocular and Photo-documentation
Site 1 – U.P. Diliman
Sampling of plants in Site 1 – U. P. Diliman was done in several occasions.
Mr. Emiliano Sotalbo, former Chief of Ground Services and Arboretum
Division in U.P. Diliman personally gave a tour of the native trees located
within the campus. The locations were noted and recorded. Specimens were
revisited periodically, observed and documented. Flowering and fruiting
phases were easily monitored.
Some of the trees listed in Mr. Sotalbo’s book are located in the U.P.
Arboretum, which started out as a government nursery some decades ago. In
this small piece of urban jungle can be found large specimens of Terminalia
foetidissima, Ziziphus talanai, Sterculia cordata var. montana,
Koordersiodendron pinnatum, Heritiera littoralis, Albizia lebbekoides,
Mitragyna diversifolia, etc as well as good sized Agathis philippinensis and
Nageia wallichiana. Specimens were observed in 3 separate occasions. The
Arboretum was undermanned but the said species withstood the negligence
and the
Additional samples within Site 1 were discovered under the care of Prof. Ed
Gomez of the College of Science. Professor Gomez is the known advocate of
native trees within the campus and Metro Manila. It is his passion eventhough
this is not his field of expertise. Dr. Gomez is a PhD graduate of Marine
Science.
The professor was designated to plant trees in the newly established College of
Science Complex. He planted native tree specimens in the vicinity of the
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Marine Science Institute and thelength of C. P. Garcia Avenue. The trees
include 10 year saplings of Dracontomelon dao, Tectona philippinensis,
Terminalia microcarpa, Hernandia ovigera, Bombax ceiba, Parashorea
plicata, Toona calantas, Dipterocarpus grandifolius, other dipterocarps and
some other qualified species. These were also observed constantly. Other
planting information was also discussed with the good professor, who also
kept a small nursery of native species in his own backyard. The seedlings
planted, most were seeds he personally germinated or wildlings acclimatized.
Recently the U.P. Administration brought out a memorandum regarding
planting of trees within the U.P. system. The succeeding tree species to be
planted inside the different campuses should all be native. Both Mr. Sotalbo
and Prof. Ed Gomez are now the frontrunners in promoting the said memo to
be followed and implemented.
Site 2 – U.P. Los Banos
A better site for sampling and observation would be the U.P. Los Banos
campus. It is where both the plant related courses are, which included the
College of Horticulture and the College of Forestry. The whole campus is
situated on the slopes of Mt. Makiling with typical mountainous landscapes,
forests, ravines, waterways and most of all humid areas for certain specialized
plants to grow. Other facilities like the Institute for Plant breeding and the
Makiling Botanic Garden were also housed there.
A big number of the qualified species was found growing in the campus.
Sampling was performed in 5 different occasions. The plants were located and
visited several times to observe and document. Flowering and fruiting stages
were calculated and some of the ocular visits ended up with fortunate results –
with photographs and documentation of the trees in flower or in fruit.
Additional Sampling Sites:
To find the remaining species not found in sites 1 and 2 plus supplement
sampling of the qualified species found, other localities were explored.
Another objective in visiting these additional sites was to document the rarer
and non-popular trees, as well as some familiar, in their natural habitat or insitu. Some species thrive either in habitat or in cultivation, but in some cases
both. Observing both in-situ and ex-situ specimens could give a good
comparison and a better understanding of a plant’s ornamental potential.
Some of the provinces were visited to represent the geographical distribution
of these native plants. Places visited were done according to the numbers of
qualified species seen in the area.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Mt. Banahaw Area:
Real and Infanta, Quezon
Iba and Botolan, Zambales
Ilocos Region
Morong, Bataan
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Popototan Island, Busuanga, Palawan
Bohol:
Kalibo and Boracay, Aklan
La Mesa Dam Watershed and Ipo Watershed, Bulacan
Mindoro
Cebu
Batan and Sabtang Islands, Batanes

Further sites sampled
Gardens, both private and public, were also visited in pursuit of samples of
qualified species. They are the following:
1. Carolina Bamboo garden for local bamboo species,
2. The farm of Roberto Coronel in Calauan, Laguna for native fruiting trees
3. George Mendoza’s private native plant collection in Quezon City
4. Popo San Pascual’s Tagaytay hideaway which tucks rare native palm
specimens and a mature Macaranga grandifolia
5. House of precast compound for the specimen of Schefflera insularum
6. Hortica Filipina nursery
7. Ronald Achacoso’s private garden
8. Villa Felicidad in Silang, Cavite
9. The Ayala Land nursery thru the kindness of Mike Asinas
10. The Alabang home of Prof. Ed Gomez, which serves as his own nursery
11. The Botolan Wildlife Center for Zambales native trees and the cultivated
Cycas zambalensis specimens
12. UST campus for cultivated specimens of Alstonia scholaris and Drypetes
falcata
13. Luneta park and Intramuros to survey native trees used in early Manila.
14. The Eulogio Lopez Center
15. The U.P. Bonsai Garden
16. The Ninoy Aquino Parks and Wildlife
17. Manila Seedling Bank
5.3 Verification of sampling
After sampling, two items were verified regarding the qualified species, their identity
(if the plant specimen sampled was indeed the species intended to be studied) and if
the plant is native. Plants are hard to identify especially trees. Lay men would easily
make the mistake of mislabeling a tree. The following experts were consulted
regarding verification of the two mentioned items.
1. Regarding species verification, identities of trees in Site 1-UP Diliman were
consulted with both Prof. Ed Gomez and Mr. Emiliano Sotalbo.
2. Species in Site 2 U.P. Los Banos were consulted with Prof. Nelson Pampolina.
The palms in Makiling Botanic Garden were cross referenced with the species list
of the park. Some palms were consulted by email to Prof. Edwino Fernando.
3. Identities of fruiting species in Roberto Coronel’s farm were confirmed by the
owner.
4. The identities of native bamboos in Carolina Bamboo garden were confirmed by staff, as
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

labeled by their own consultants. Some were consulted by email with Christine Roxas of
DENR.
The collection locality of the cycads and Phoenix loureiri were consulted through email
with Prof. Maribel Agoo.
Species and specimens in Bohol Biodiversity Center were identified and labeled.
Species encountered in Batanes were consulted with the local DENR office and the
Batanes Environment and Natural Resources Office (ENRO).
Some species were also identified by the source of the samples. Some were consulted
with the members of the Philippine Native Plant Conservation Society.
Species which identities were not verified from source were ultimately consulted with
field botanists Leonard Co and Ulysses Ferreras. Consultations were either done
personally or through email.

5.4 Research and Data Gathering
Additional qualitative data such as determination of species distribution, pertinent
plant information and growing conditions and cultural and economic values were
researched.
Data gathering was done either through literature or internet research and sometimes
interview of first hand users.
Empirical Data on propagation, availability and plant care was collected either by
personal experimentation in seed germination and through consultations with growers
who have experienced rearing the particular plant.

5.5 Selection of Trees to be Included in Final Evaluation
In the period of 3 years qualifying prospective species, sampling and documentation
of samples, about 240 species were observed. Ideally the schedule to finish the study
proper would sum up into 1 semester (5 months or 150 days). It is inevitable to trim
down the number of the sampled species into a workable number that can be
evaluated within the given period of study.
Three years has provided a head start for data collection, with some plants yielding
more information than other species. The following were considered to come up with
a more realistic list of plants to include.
•

•
•
•

The number of plants should be substantial to constitute a good compilation. Some
books cited merely present plants as catalogue material. They list about 200 species,
mostly provided with 1 or 2 photographs for identification and less than a page of
information prose. Small DENR pamphlet series on plants enumerate only 2 to 6
species in each study. Again these have limited pictures and information.
The mix of plants should be varied enough to cover a good selection of native plants
to choose from. The list would be seed basis for native planting material so it should
be ample to complete a particular tree planting list.
The list should represent a good number of botanical families and groups.
The list should also include representatives from different geographical locations in
the Philippines.
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•
•
•

It should include canopy species, barrier species, shrubs and architectural plants.
It should involve a good ratio of market available species to newly introduced
landscape plants
Plants to be included should have good sampling and documentation.

Taking note of these, the documented species were re-assessed. The 240 or so trees
and shrubs were narrowed into a roster of 60 species, giving a mere 2.5 days to
evaluate per species, if schedule is to be followed. But within the allotted study time,
some species were revaluated and re-qualified. The working number is pegged at 80
species evaluated.
5.6 Evaluation of the Physical Design Attributes of Trees
Richard Austin of the American Society of Landscape Architects discussed the
physical characteristics of plants in his book Elements of Planting Design. His third
chapter, about designing with plants, sums up the general characteristics of planting
materials in terms of their line, form, color and texture, which are the basic elements
of design.
The prospective tree species were evaluated according to their following design
attributes:
1. Line – the tree axis of balance and growth. Basically in the evaluation this
amounts to a species’ main trunk growth and branching habit, overall
symmetry.
2. Form – the tree’s shape or profile, particularly the shape, size, symmetry and
proportion of its crown or canopy.

Figure 1 Tree forms Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009

3. Color and texture were lumped up together to consider the spectrum and
detail of other parts like leaves, trunk and stem bark, flowers, fruits. Leaves
are evaluated by their shape size , color and special characteristics, Branches
their color and texture. Flowers are evaluated by the color size shape.
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Figur 2 Leaf shapes. Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009

5.7 Evaluation and Translation Into Design Application
After each tree was evaluated according to their basic design elements of line, form,
color and texure, the results are cross referenced with some presented parameters in
the plant design chapter of Richard Austin’s Elements of Planting Design and
Chapter 2-Architectural Uses of Plants in Gary Robinette’s Plants, People and
Environmental Quality.
In both books, plants were equated into architectural elements defining spaces. Trees
in particular could be used to enclose spaces in the garden, similar to how walls,
windows, doors, ceilings demarcate spaces in a building. The uses of trees could be
summed up into the following design applications:

Figure 3 Tree design applications Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009

Columnar element or fenestration: Trees which line and form could present a
columnar effect to provide rhythm and organization, as well as connote and promote
transparency in between spaces. These are mostly species with transparent canopies or
upward slender growth. Specimens are loosely distanced to allow viewing space in
between them.
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Wall or barrier: Trees with full forms or heavy crowns that form either a screen or
barrier to completely define or enclose a space laterally. These species could also be
used to hide undesirables and blight. Specimens are planted close to each other to
form the wall effect.
Canopy or ceiling: Trees with crowns which would allow people to walk underneath
them. They function like a ceiling enclosing outdoor space from above. They provide
shade and shelter from some climatic conditions.
Enframement: Trees with from that could frame and enhance the space leading to a
focal point or important design element. They function as borders or margins.
Focal point or accent: Trees that are ideal to be planted as individual specimens.
These could be species with unique forms and design elements worthy to stand out as
a special design element or accent.
The selected species were evaluated in terms of the mentioned tree design
applications. The results were catalogued, to be used as design guidelines.
5.8 Cataloguing of the Selected Native Trees and Shrubs
5.8.1Determination of Chronology of Plant Catalogue
The chronology of the catalogue was first thought to be alphabetically
arranged according to the vernacular name, to promote its use. However, it is
learned that most trees had multiple vernacular names, sometimes even
different between two adjacent provinces.
Ultimately it was decided to use the more universal and absolute scientific
name and arrange them alphabetically. Then immediately beside it would
appear the vernacular most popular vernacular name to help promote the use
of Filipino names for the recommended species..
5.8.2 Determination of Catalogue Format
The data and research materials should be presented graphically, as most
compilations are already written in botanical prose. Also, in a language of
design, the more expressive way to convey ideas is by visual appreciation.
A more comprehensive photo-documentation was employed to accompany
presented data and supplement the evaluation of each species, as opposed to
most present plant literatures which would only include only a handful of
pictures.
5.8.3 The Catalogue Data
The Evaluation catalogue would include the following information:
• Botanical species name and vernacular name
• Botanical family
• Graphical representation of the selected species
• Prose description of species
• Qualification - why the species was included in selection
• Distribution - the geographical distribution of the tree species and
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•
•
•
•
•

habitat
Sampling - where samples were observed
General plant information and growing conditions – including
rearing, availability and propagation.
Aesthetic Evaluation - analysis of the physical design attributes of
the tree species
Design applications - guidelines on ideal architectural uses for the tree
Cultural uses - additional economic, cultural and regional importance
of the species.

6. Catalogue of Tree and Shrub Species Selected for Landscape Design Evaluation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Acacia confusa
Adonidia merrilllii
Agathis philippinensis
Aleurites moluccana
Alstonia scholaris
Antidesma bunius
Areca cathecu
Artocarpus blancoi
Bambusa sp. syn.
Dendrocalamus merrillianus
Barringtonia asiatica
Barringtonia racemosa
Bauhinia malabaricum
Bombax ceiba
Buchanania arborescens
Calophyllum inophyllum
Cananga odorata
Canarium asperum
Canarium ovatum
Carmona retusa
Caryota rumphiana
Casuarina equisetifolia
Cerbera manghas
Citrus westeri
Clerodendrum quadriculare
Cocos nucifera
Corypha elata
Crateva religiosa
Cyathea contaminans
Cycas edentata
Cycas zambalensis
Cynometra ramiflora
Dillenia philippinensis
Diospyros blancoi
Diospyros ferrea
Dracaena multiflora
Dracontomelon dao
Drypetes falcata
Erythrina variegata
Eucalyptus deglupta
Ficus benjamina

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

Ficus pseudopalma
Ficus septica
Heritiera litorralis
Heterospathe califrons
Ixora palawanensis
Lagerstroemia speciosa
Leea guinieensis
Licuala spinosa
Livistona rotundifolius
Macaranga grandifolia
Macaranga tanarius
Medinilla magnifica
Melia dubia
Mitragyna diversifolia
Morinda citrifolia
Murraya paniculata
Nauclea orientalis
Oncosperma gracilipes
Osmoxylon lineare
Pandanus odoratissimus
Pandanus simplex
Phoenix loureiroi
Pinus kesiya
Pittosporum mollucanum
Pittosporum pentandrum
Podocarpus costalis
Pongamia pinnata
Pterocarpus indicus
Reutealis trisperma
Schefflera insularum
Schizostachyum lumampao
Sindora supa
Sterculia foetida
Streblus asper
Syzygium polycephalum
Tabernaemontana pandacaqui
Talipariti tiliaceum
Terminalia catappa
Terminalia microcarpa
Vitex parviflora
Xanthostemon verdugonianus
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7. Catalogue sample:

2. Adonidia merrillii (Becc.)Becc. - Bungang Jolo
Palmae

Figure 4 This is a medium sized but rather tall solitary palm growing to 7.0 meters in
height. Leaves are pinnate and graceful forming a medium sized rosette on a slender
trunk (trunk diameter reaches 20 cm.).
Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009
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some
adjacent
islands.
Even
before the plant was
named after Elmer
Merrill, the palm
was already widely
cultivated
in
Manila, but where it
was sourced was
unknown.
It was
only
in
the
American
period
that they pinpointed
Palawan as the
natural habitat.

Figure 5 Clustered specimens of Adonidia merrillii
Source: Photograph by Gozon, P.A.E. taken Jan. 2009

Adonidia merrillii or bungang jolo was
selected because it is one of our famous
native palms used in landscape. It is
extensively cultivated in the Philippines
and other tropical countries, and known
under the following common names:
Manila Palm, Christmas Palm, bungang
china. It is also popular to as far places as
Caribbean and Florida.
Adonidia merrillii was previously known
as Veitchia merrillii 1.

Distribution:
The bungang jolo is endemic to the
Philippines, found only in Palawan and
1

The Madulid book lists the Manila palm under the
genus Veitchia. Recent publications such as Martin
Gibbon’s A Pocket Guide to Palms and Riffle and
Craft’s An Encyclopedia of Cultivated Palms
already identify the palm under Adonidia.

Sampling:
Sample specimens were observed from
cultivated stock found in and around the
Tagalog region. Since the palm is very
popular as a landscape material, specimens
are easily available to examine. About 40
specimens were used for sampling in this
thesis.
General Plant Information and
Growing Conditions:
The palm does well in generally all types
of growing conditions in the Philippines.
Specimens thrive in neglect. They do well
in areas with ample exposure to sunlight.
Bungang Jolo is probably one of the easier
plants to rear in landscape. The plant is
easier to ball and transfer than most other
palms.
Seedlings and full grown specimens are
readily available.
The palm is easy
propagate. Most plants readily fruit even
in Metro Manila and the nut germinates
successfully.
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Aesthetic Evaluation:
Line: UPRIGHT
The Manila palm grows as a solitary palm,
not naturally clumping. Young plants
would start to grow straight upright, but
the trunk of older specimens would tend to
have a curve.

Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009

Form: ARCHITECTURAL

Figure 6 Palm profile
Source: Photograph by
Gozon, P.A.E. taken Aug.
2008

The
crown
is
moderately
sized
making the Manila
palm a medium sized
palm tree.
Each
palm leaf frond is
fully arched, giving a
very
graceful
appearance.

Palms
are
generally
architectural
in
form. The angled
growth of the tall
specimens
diminishes
the
straight
architectural
character of the
Manila palm.

Figure 7 Palm crown
Source:
Photograph by Gozon,
P.A.E. taken 2008

Color and Texture:
MID_GREEN
MODERATE TEXTURE
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Figure 8 Leaf detail
Source: Photograph by
Gozon, P.A.E. taken Feb.
2010

Leaves:
The
compound leaf is
pinnate or feathershaped, not flat but
a bit folded. They
reach length of 2.00
meters or more.
Main leaf spine is
arching giving a
curvy graceful look
to the palm crown.
Leaflets are long,
lanceolate
and
narrow. Color is
mid-green

Figure 10 The small white non-remarkable flowers
Photograph by Gozon, P.A.E. taken Oct. 2008

Trunk:
Relatively
straight with wobbling
or an obvious curvature
– 20.0 cm. trunk
diameter.
Trunk color is light to
median grey color,
with tight ring scars
created by discarded
leaves, which also
creates distinct texture.

Figure 11 The light
green fruits of A,
merrillii
Photograph by Gozon,
P.A.E. taken Oct. 2008

Figure
detail

9

Fruits are ovoid,
light green later
turning into bright
red when already
ripe. A. merrillii is
also
called
Christmas
plam
because of these
red fruits, which
occur
towards
December to the
early months of
the year.

Trunk

Photograph by Gozon,
P.A.E. taken Oct.
2009

Flowers and Fruits: Inflorescence is
visibly white or very pale yellow.
Individual flowers are small and nonremarkable.

The red clumps are
very attractive on
the palm when they
appear. The color
is very contratsing
to
the
predominantly
green and pale
white colors of the
palm has the rest of
the year.

Figure 12 Ripe red
fruits
Photograph by Gozon,
P.A.E. taken Oct. 2007
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specimens should be closer distanced to
each other.
Barrier planting:
Clustering the palm gives it a more
impressive volume. The curving of the
trunk also makes it more ideal to use in
palm clumpings, despite its solitary growth
and lessen that upright imperfection.

Figure 13 Specimens of A. merrillii are planted in
succession but spaced close to each other.
Source: Photograph by Gozon, P.A.E. taken Oct. 2009

Design Application:
Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009

Columnar planting:
Palms are ideal as avenue planting. This
attractive palm is a candidate to use as
street tree. But individual specimens might
be too thinly densed. Palms could be
spaced close to each other to remedy this.

The vertical growth of this palm
emphasizes vertical axis. The angled
growth hinders a vertical rhythmic pattern
when used in succession. The palm needs
to be grown in numbered clusters, to
intensify its vertical height.

Source: Illustration by Gozon, P.A.E. drawn 2009

If the palm is to be used in rhythmic
succession, as street planting, it would be
advisable to clump the specimens into
clusters of 3, to further intensify the
architectural form and symmetry of this
palm. Or to intensify the volume of
linearly position palms, individual

Figure 14 Newly planted
cluster

Figure 15 Old clusters of
Adonida merrillii

Photograph by Gozon, P.A.E. taken 2010

Canopy tree:
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Palm might not be ideal as a canopy
species. To many specimens are needed to
supply a thick shade.
Enframement:
Clusters are also ideal to be used as
enframement planting.
Focal point: The palm might be too weak
in density to become a focal point for a
large garden. Again clustering will help in
emphasizing its aesthetic value.

common names. The name Bungang Jolo
in itself is a misnomer because the palm is
not confirmed to exist in Jolo. Same as
bungang china, it does not come from
China. It probably got that name because
of the red color of its fruit.
The nuts are said to be used as substitute
for betel nut chewing.

Cultural Uses:
Bungang Jolo has long been in cultivation
even before the palm was formally
described. Widely used as an ornamental.
As a result it has been called a bevy of
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Abstract:
The study analyzed a number of selected urban development programs in Metro
Manila that are supported by overseas development assistance (ODA) from donor
countries and multilateral agencies such as the World Bank (WB) and the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) 2 . It looked at the nature of these development programs in
terms of contents, such as the targeted outputs, outcomes and impacts, physical
development components, the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) mechanism involved, and
how sustainability issues are addressed. The purpose was to identify patterns that can
describe the M&E structure based on the program components mentioned. The study,
further, tied in the sustainability requirement provisions of the programs’ M&E structure
with the identified features of the three aspects.
Review and analysis of the selected foreign-funded programs based on official
publications and documents, evaluation reports, online publications, and many other public
information materials from the donor countries, multilateral agencies and the Philippines
were carried out. It conducted resource persons’ interviews to validate information. Initial
findings show patterns and features that are not entirely unique vis-à-vis the nature of the
programs involved, whether grant or loan-led. Insights on the program proponents’
approach or competence relative to M&E are deduced from the analysis made.
Keywords:

donor or loan-led urban development projects, multilateral agencies, built-in
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) structure, official development assistance
(ODA), results-based assessment

1. Introduction
Development intervention is an instrument used by the international community to
effect changes in the world’s condition. Donor and recipient countries work together to
reduce poverty, stave off hunger, and improve socio-economic well being by implementing
development programs in many places. These programs are mostly socio-economic
interventions and infrastructure development in nature, and commonly involve institutional
1.
2.

Professor, College of Architecture, University of the Philippines.
This paper report is part of a study that the author currently conducts with a funding from the 2008
Sumitomo Foundation Research Grant, and titled, Comparing measures of success: The monitoring
and evaluation (M&E) of Japan’s ODA-funded projects in the Philippines, Sri Lanka and West
Bank-Gaza.
1
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capacity building initiatives. Funding of these projects comes through a package of either
multilateral or bilateral soft loans, outright donations or aids termed as official
development assistance (ODA).
The graphics in Figure 1 illustrates how ODAs can be from small to large
individual projects, such as for instance, urban infrastructure rehabilitation; social and
policy reforms; agricultural extension or capacity building; among many others, and these
make up the elements of a development project. Development projects, on the other hand,
are components of a bigger development intervention called program3. In a larger scale,
which is national or regional in dimension, a collection of programs are designed to
implement a policy, without which, no concrete manifestation of action toward achieving
the objectives of the policy can be seen. A policy does not need to remain just an advocacy.
It needs implementing programs to carry out its goals. Otherwise, no real development
could be realized despite large amount of resources poured in by ODAs.

IV

policy
development
project

goal

program

socio-economic
progress
nation building

Individual projects

What are the goals of development
intervention?
(Adaptation from: Santos, J.L., 2010)

Fig. 1. Goals of development intervention
The Philippines is a recipient of ODAs from some donor and loan agencies, aimed
at funding various socio-urban development programs in the country. This study analyzed
3.

This paper uses the words project, program and policy interchangeably when referring to an
intervention. While, technically, the terms project, programs and policies are three different
concepts referring to varying scale of development intervention as illustrated in Figure 1, usage in
general context does not dogmatically require a strict differentiation so as to achieve easy
understanding and application.
2
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a number of these ODA-funded projects that are classified as socio-urban development
interventions in Metro Manila. It studied around six major development initiatives that
were funded by grants or loans from ODAs and analysis of its evaluation components was
made.

2. Determining performance of urban development programs
2.1 The need for determining success and performance:
results-based approach
In implementing development interventions, proponent countries put together a
system of counter checks and balances to see that results of implementation are measured
and whether programs are performing according to intended objectives set at the planning
stage. The purpose is to give feedback to proponents and stakeholders about the programs’
effectiveness (Rist R. and Stame N. 2006, Zorzi et. al., 2002, 2003). This ensures that the
use of resources is worthwhile and future interventions are planned with a certain measure
of success based on what was learned from previous programs.
The use of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is a requisite for most of these
development initiatives. An M&E framework is part of the design and plan of
interventions (Kusek, J. and Rist R. 2001), and recently a compulsory requirement in all
policies, programs and projects of the World Bank (WB), Asian Development Bank
(ADB) and other international donor and lending institutions.
The results-based approach to assessing performance and success of interventions
is a relatively new development in M&E. The illustration in Figure 2 shows how resultsbased M&E differs from the conventional way of assessing programs. In traditional
practice, the range of performance is measured from inputs-to-activities-to-outputs. This
system is limited because the main concern of management is the production of
deliverables (outputs) from the resources (inputs) that are acted upon by the processes
(activities). The results that the interventions make, however, are not typically assessed,
such that the measure of effectiveness and performance is not complete. The practice is
deficient in determining whether the planned objectives are met and achieved.
The results-based approach takes care of assessing and determining performance
and success of programs. It provides the framework for measuring the achievement of
objectives set forth during the design and planning stage. Results are analyzed and
measured and compared with the set goals. This includes looking at the short term (effects),
intermediate (outcomes), and long term (impacts) results of the intervention in the
identified stakeholders, as well as the ‘environment’ where interventions are made.
Traditional intervention components

INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

Results

OUTCOMES

IMPACTS

Fig. 2. Results-based relationship of development intervention program components
For instance, in the design and planning of a disaster risk reduction (DRR) program,
having a sustained level of safety from disasters for urban residents can be established as
3
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main goal (Figure 3). This can be the result (impact) that the intervention wants to attain.
Results-based management principles require that assessment and measurement of
indicators are made to show that a sustained level of safety is actually achieved. It does not
just keep track of how many communities are trained in DRR; how many DRR seminars
were conducted; or how many disaster shelters are constructed, but the system analyzes
and evaluates, as well, the results of the program through measurable indicators involving
stakeholders and the enabling environment brought about by it.

Implementation

Results

Results-Based M&E
e.g., DRR Program
Impact
(Goal)

Sustained level of safety from
disaster in the community

Outcomes&
Effects

Awareness & active
application of DRR measures

Outputs

# of seminars held, # of trained
communities & on DRR
Training & campaign to
educate people on DRR

Activities

Inputs

Budget, trainees, programs &
other resources for DRR training

Fig. 3. Sample Results-framework for Disaster Risk Reduction Program

2.2 Looking inside ODA-funded intervention programs in Metro Manila:
What frameworks for determining success and performance reveal?
The selected foreign-funded programs have varying scope and amount of ODA
money involved. Many of these programs are classified as socio-urban development
interventions aimed at improving the well-being of the Metro Manila community. Analysis
was focused on the M&E component of the programs. It looked at the contents which
include the set goal (impact), outputs, outcomes, physical development component, and
sustainability requirement. The six major development projects are shown in Table 1.
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PROGRAM TITLE/
CODE

FUND TYPE/ SOURCE/ AMOUNT/ DATE

SPONSOR

LOAN/
Japan Special Fund/ US$ 296M
Dec 1998 - Dec 2008

ADB

Metro Manila (MM) Air Quality
Improvement
Sector Development Program
L-1
Philippine Energy Efficiency Project/
LG-1
GEF-Manila Third Sewerage Project/
LCI-1
Pasig River (PR) Environmental
Management and Rehabilitation/
L-2
Metro Manila Development Authority
EDSA Bus Reduction Project/
L-3
Preparing the Philippine Basic Urban
Services/
LCI-2

LOAN & GRANT Combination/
ADB LIBOR & Asia Clear Energy Fund/ US$48.9M

ADB

Aug 2008 - Apr 2011
LOAN & COUNTERPART INVESTMENT Combination/
Global Environment Facility Trust Fund/ US8.35M
Aug 2006 - Nov 2012
LOAN /
US175M
Jul 2000 - Jul 2008
LOAN/
IBRD & Bank- Managed Carbon Fund/ US10M/
Jan 2010 - Nov 2012
LOAN & COUNTERPART INVESTMENT Combination/

US$290M

WB
ADB
WB
ADB

Aug 2009 - Apr 2019

Table 1: Development intervention programs in Metro Manila
In the six selected ODA programs received by Metro Manila, some are in the form
of soft loan; others are loan & grant combination; and rest as loan & counterpart
investment scheme. The programs, as well, come in different amounts of assistance
provided by either ADB or WB. The period of implementation ranges from two years to
ten years. A closer look at the nature of these programs reveals that most are tightly
connected with intervention toward improving the urban environment. Detailed
investigation shows that socio-economic components are incorporated in the programs,
with physical infrastructure development and institutional capacity building aspects
complementing each one.
With this range of variation among the selected programs, an interesting point to
look into is how the M&E structure of each one compares with the others in terms of
contents and the targeted results. This necessitates looking into its monitoring and
evaluation (M&E) mechanism, and how physical infrastructure development components
and sustainability issues are addressed. The purpose is to identify patterns that can describe
the connection among the factors cited.
The study largely depended on the analysis of the results frame of each program.
Results frame (Table 2) is a description of the project operation taking place from inputsto-activities-to-outputs, and then to results (outcomes, impacts). This system description
highlights the main goal of the proponents in carrying out the development intervention
initiative. It indicates, as well, the short term (effect), intermediate (outcome) and long
term (impact) that the intervention is targeted to achieve, such that a lead toward
measuring the effectiveness and performance of the intervention is suggested. The
framework serves as a simple guide in determining whether the planned objectives are met
and achieved.
5
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PROGRAM
CODE

L-1

LG-1

OUTPUTS

RESULTS FRAMEWORK
OUTCOMES

air pollution from mobile & stationary
public awareness for cleaner
sources mitigated
air and support to air qualitycomprehensive assessment of DRM
related activities
improved public health
status
fuel quality improved
monitoring of the effects of air
emissions from vehicular used improved
quality
traffic congestion reduced through
strengthened capacity of
improved traffic flow
public health monitoring of
air sector appropriately legislated, and its
regional offices of the DOH
management monitored
capacity building and institutional
development plan
retrofit of buildings
certification process for energy
13 million CFLs to consumers
and environmentally efficient
energy efficient lighting programs
commercial buildings
super ESCO
reduced cost of power
certification scheme
generation
a viable ESCO industry
identification o f essential
adjustments to administrative,
institutional, and regulatory practices and
existing legislations in order to attract
private investments in the GOP’s
wastewater sector

LCI-1

increased coverage o f
sewerage and sanitation as a
percentage o f total coverage
and the reduction o f pollution
load o f the Manila Bay
enhanced inter-agency
consultation and decisionpromotion o f innovative, simple and
making processes
effective wastewater treatment techniques improved policies, regulations,
plans, and project
strengthened partnership among agencies increased
sustainability o f pollution
reduction activities
septage treatment plants
improved water quality of the
resettlement of informal settlers
PR and upgraded urban
parks, walkways and greenbelts along
environment along the
Environmental preservation Areas (EPA)
riverbanks

L-2

L-3

installation and operation of Radio
frequency Identification (RfID) Tagging
and Detection System
improvements of existing terminals or
dispatch points/queuing areas
urban infrastructure investments and
services outside MM

LCI-2

reduced emissions from buses
operating on Epifanio delos
Santos (EDSA) by rationalizing
the number of buses operated
increased quality, coverage
and reliability of basic urban
services and infrastructure for
about 560,000 urban
residents in the participating
cities and municipalities

Table 2: Results framework of the intervention programs
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IMPACT (GOAL)
sustainable
improvement in Metro
Manila’s air-shed
quality

reduced cost of power
generation

increased effectiveness
o f the agencies
responsible for water
pollution control
through improved
coordination

improved
environmental
management of the PR
basin within
MM/wastewater
management
urban regeneration
and renewal in the
vicinity of the PR
reduced greenhouse
gas emission

improved standard of
living, health and
economic opportunities
for an estimated 3.75
million urban residents
in participating cities
and municipalities
outside MM
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The results frames of the programs also provide the basis for the design of the
detailed M&E system that can complement the programs themselves. An external
evaluation of the programs, if later required, can identify the program logic from the results
frame.
PROGRAM
CODE

L-1
G-1

LCI-1

L-2

GOAL

SUSTAINABILITY
REQUIREMENT

sustainable improvement in
Metro Manila’s air-shed
quality
reduced cost of power
generation

establishment of communitybased early warning systems

preliminary assessment of
sustainability

establishment of testing labs
& mercury waste
management plant

Increased effectiveness o f
the agencies responsible for
water pollution control
through improved
coordination
improved environmental
management of the Pasig
River basin within Metro
Manila particularly for
wastewater management
urban regeneration and
renewal promoted in the
vicinity of the Pasig River
reduced greenhouse gas
emission

joint treatment plant

participation of wide range
of stakeholders for wide
consultation to develop
sense of ownership
‘learning by doing’ designto ensure that all activities
develop into a long-term
partnership between key
agencies
technical and financial
capability basis

L-3

LCI-2

PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT OUTPUT

improved standard of living,
health and economic
opportunities for an
estimated 3.75 million urban
residents in participating
cities and municipalities
outside Metro Manila

parks, walkways and
greenbelts along
Environmental preservation
Areas (EPA)

installation and operation of
Radio frequency Identification
(RfID) Tagging and Detection
System
improvements of existing
terminals or dispatch
points/queuing areas
urban infrastructure through
private-public partnership

MMDA's commitment to
and ownership of the
project is established as
basic, as the bus
reduction scheme was
implemented by it.
capacity for
sustainable urban
management systems
strengthened
policy reforms for
sustainable urban
services delivery
implemented

Table 3: Program impact, physical output and sustainability requirement
Based on the tabulated contents of the selected programs’ results frame, there are
variations or lapses in the manner by which proponents and designers identify the outputs,
outcomes and impacts of the development intervention. A tendency to mix up the output
with outcomes, or outcomes with impacts is evident in Table 2 4. Some even have gone to
the extent of identifying indicators to outcome as outcome itself, or indicators to output as
4.

Table 2 & Table 3 show a tabulation from the six programs’ results frames. The entries indicated are
actually how outputs, outcomes, impacts and other aspects basically appeared in each program’s
results frame, although not necessarily quoted verbatim.
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output itself. In the M&E parlance, outcomes (or even impacts) are basically not measured,
but the indicators are.
This suggests three possibilities; one is that the level of competence and capability
in applying M&E principles by program designers varies, such that gaps and deficiencies
can occur during the planning stage when identification of these essential elements are
crucial. The second one is that the extent by which designers apply M&E techniques and
principles in a particular design of a program can vary as well. This may result from the
nature and breadth of the program designers’ experience relative to M&E. The last one is
that because of the existence of different approaches and methodologies in M&E practice,
program designers must have been influenced and therefore were inclined to adopt mixed
approaches or styles in planning development interventions.
Table 3 shows the set goal in parallel with the contents of the physical
development component and the sustainability requirement of each program. The main
idea in this part of the analysis is to see how each entry relates to each other. The absence
or presence of logical coherence among the entries can tell much on the soundness of the
design of the development intervention. It can, as well, provide insights on the program
designers’ characteristics relative to M&E. As the table shows, while mostly, the physical
development requirements appropriately correspond to a large extent with the set goal of
the programs, the sustainability requirement statements appeared either ambiguous or
insufficient in substance. This may suggest that the sustainability issues were just
superficially incorporated to comply with the trend in practice, in which sustainability
concept is more popularly used than being useful.

3. Summary and Conclusion
Foreign-funded development programs that are extended to recipient countries
come in varying scope and amount of ODA. In Metro Manila, Philippines, a number of
ODA projects being implemented are socio-urban interventions in nature. In looking at the
program components, this study identified commonality in features and approaches applied
in the M&E structure of the projects.
The results-based approach in M&E design is common, and all of seven projects
applied this technique in varying degrees. However, variation in the way details or
components of the framework is established is observed. In identifying outcomes, for
instance, some programs classified output elements as outcomes instead of putting these
under the output category. This can have a bearing in the way M&E framework is carried
out along the way. Indicators measuring outcomes can be very much different from
indicators for outputs and therefore confusion can arise along the process and affect the
credibility of the M&E system.
The result of the study argues that due to differences in the level of understanding
or competency in M&E practice, program designers and proponents showed variation in
the application of principles and techniques that characterize the M&E of the projects. And
because M&E is an emerging discipline, adaptation to the current progress in M&E
techniques by proponents and planners of intervention varies. Many tend to apply
techniques or concepts that are currently in use in the practice of M&E without having to
fully comply with the requisites of its application. This may explain why, to some extent,
M&E techniques in development interventions take many faces. This is besides the fact
8
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that M&E application is characterized by the use of mixed methodologies and varying
approaches.
The role of physical development as component of intervention is very much
manifest in the design of intervention programs. The M&E techniques applied by planners
in dealing with this component are a variation of approaches found in practice.
Sustainability issue consideration is found in some programs, albeit rhetorical. The
study surmises that due to difficulty of identifying concretely what the word sustainability
requires when determining results of development intervention, the proponents have the
tendency to superficially invoke the requirement for sustainability.

4. Lessons Learned
The study relied on the general description of the M&E structure of the programs
as shown in its results-frame section. However, the available general program documents
of the ODA projects do not necessarily provide details of the actual M&E framework that
is specifically designed for a particular intervention. Evaluation reports submitted at the
end of the projects are normally the ones describing in detail the M&E framework that is
applied. However, these reports are not necessarily accessible unless an external evaluation
or impact evaluation is done on the program and disseminated to the public. In designing
and planning of development interventions, it is more beneficial if a complete and detailed
M&E framework is put in place and made accessible to public information before
implementation of the program is done. The basic reference to results framework, which is
an essential part of the program design, can give a general direction on how tracking and
assessment of the performance of the program is done. However, a more specific M&E
frame work, particularly for the project, can provide more meaningful advantage in
managing for results, as well as in analyzing the merits of the M&E framework itself.
As main part of the program design, the results framework of the program normally
identifies and describes the impact, which is the goal set to be achieved. Other program
components such as inputs, activities, output and outcomes are identified as well. This
gives a way of identifying the program logic. However, instances of mixing up the
components under different headings can happen and this lapse emphasizes the need to
establish some standards of competency in M&E practice among practitioners, both in
evaluation and designs of development interventions.
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Assessment of Thermal Environment by Climate-Sensitive
Urban Design in Kaohsiung Rail Station Area
Chun-Ming Hsieh 1, Kang-Li Wu1, Wei-Cheng Li2
Abstract
This paper took the Kaohsiung Railway Underground Project as a case study to
address the issue of climate-sensitive urban design in rail station area under the
concept of Green-TOD (green transit-oriented development). The Kaohsiung Railway
Underground Project is an urban regeneration project that aims at rearranging land use
and urban physical design of the existing railway corridor, stations and surrounding
areas in order to promote ecological communities and transit-oriented development
along the rail corridor areas. Kaohsiung city is an ideal exemplary metropolis to
promote the concept of Green-TOD, for its urban spatial structure and activity system
are undergoing adjustment. This paper explicitly addressed the major implementation
policies on urban design, including the incentives of FAR (floor area ratio) and the
policies that control building masses and layouts. According to the local
meteorological data, simulations of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) were carried
out to examine the wind environment before and after the underground development
of Kaohsiung rail station. The result could be used as a reference to re-examine
current urban design policy.
Key words: Climate-sensitive urban design, green transit-oriented development
(green-TOD), floor area ratio (FAR), land use control, CFD (Computational fluid
dynamics)

1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable urban design brings together the ideas and plans to create livable
urban places and sustainable land-use planning which reducing energy use and
climate impact. The key to ensure sustainable urban design depends on a
comprehensive consideration of the environmental, social, and economic aspects to
insure that the interests of the public are met [Nijkamp and Perrels 1994]. Sustainable
urban design should aims at “achieving the multiple goals of maintaining
1 Assistant Professor, Department of Urban Planning, National Cheng Kung University
2 Master student, Department of Urban Planning, National Cheng Kung University
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environmental integrity, promoting economic efficiency, and promoting social equity
and environmental justice” [Young (1992), Calthrope (1993)].
In theory and practice, TOD and ecological community are good tools to
implement the concept of sustainable urban design. TOD aims at creating compact
and compatible mixed land use and development patterns within walking distance of
rail stations. Around the stations, various daily services and residential buildings are
built according to appropriate urban and community design principles in hope of
attracting ample and diversified population [Calthorpe, 1993].
Green-TOD concept attempts to combine traditional TOD model with ecological
community concept in order to develop a planning model which integrates mass
transit planning and sustainable community development [Wu, 2009]. The key
elements in this planning model include: positioning and developing planning strategy
of mass transit station areas, promoting green transportation, encouraging resource
recycling, promoting the redevelopment of brown fields and vacant urban space,
promoting the technology of sustainable building, creating place identity of station
areas, and constructing a convenient, accessible, diverse, and livable urban living
environment.
Among many aspects of Green-TOD, the relationship between wind environment
and urban design is addressed in this paper. Previous urban wind research has
investigated turbulent flow conditions in different street canyon models [Oke, 1988;
Xie et al., 2006], and wind conditions in finite groups of buildings or actual urban
area. It is important for better urban air ventilation in a dense, hot–humid city to let
more wind penetrate through the urban district [Edward, 2008], and this consideration
is particularly critical in the large cities in Taiwan. Wind path can be in the form of
roads, open spaces and corridors through which air reaches inner parts of urbanized
areas largely blocked by high-rise buildings. Projecting obstructions over air paths
should be avoided to minimize wind blockage. Wind environment in urban space is
vital for a number of reasons. They can serve to transport air pollutants out of the
urban environment and to moderate urban microclimatic conditions if satisfactory, yet
can compromise pedestrian comfort and safety if not.
This study used the Kaohsiung Railway Underground Project as an example to
study how to address the issue of climate-sensitive urban design in rail station area
under the concept of green transit-oriented development (Green-TOD) which
integrates the idea of transit-oriented development and ecological communities. The
project of the underground development of rail system is an urban regeneration
project that aims to rearrange land use and urban design of the existing railway
corridor and station areas. Through the urban redevelopment and rezoning of the area,
the project goal is to promote the vitality and livability of the station area and to
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improve the land use efficiency in the corridor areas. In addition, this project not only
satisfies the local needs, but also improves the living environment through combining
the consideration of climate sensitive design and transit-oriented development.
Among several key measures of Green-TOD, this paper focus on exploring the
relationship between thermal environmental analysis and land use control. The
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are used as the assessment method
to examine the wind environment before and after the underground development of
rail station in the main station area. The alternative scenarios in wind and thermal
environment aspect was analyzed and compared according to different land use
scenario, such as density and building masses.

2. Simulation Settings and the Empirical Cases
Kaohsiung City (22°36'09N, 120°18'64E) is located in southern part of Taiwan,
about 1 degree south of Tropic of Cancer. While the administrative area of the city is
about 154 km2, the urbanized area (urban planning area) is around 147 km2. The
population of Kaohsiung City is about 1.25 million. This city is highly developed in
Taiwan. The local meteorological data was chosen as the factor of boundary
conditions in CFD simulations. All seasons in Kaohsiung City belong to the type of
tropical monsoon climate and tropical marine climate, which has rainy season in
summer. In this urban climate investigation, the hourly data source is available based
on Kaohsiung Meteorological Station, the wind velocity and wind direction are
analyzed hourly in summer afternoon from years 2005 to 2009. As shown in figure 1,
the share of wind coming from WNW and S is largest at 13:00 and 14:00 in summer,
and the mean speed of southern wind is 2.9 and 3.9 m/s (Figure 1). Based on the data,
the specific days were chosen by the steady wind direction for the particular days,
13:00 on 29th Jun, 2006 and 14:00 on 5th Jul, 2006 (Table 1). The wind velocity as a
function of height above ground was assumed to follow the power law. The exponent
is set to be 0.27, which is the proper value in the city area.

Table 1. Wind condition in each
season

3

hour

13:00

14:00

(Year/month/date)

(2006/06/29)

(2006/07/05)

Temperature (℃)

35.0

34.6

Wind speed (m/s)

3.9

2.9

Wind direction

S

WNW
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Figure 1. Wind directions in summer
As shown in Figure 2, the railway station of Kaohsiung is located in the center of
the simulation boundary. The diameter of the simulation area was 800m and total
mesh number of the simulation was more than three million. The specific climatic
condition within the urban canopy is determined by urban design policies of the local
area. Among existing urban design tools, FAR, building masses, and building setback
are the main implementation tools when implementing the concept of Green-TOD to
rail station area of Kaohsiung City. The incentive policy of FAR was carried out
inside the focus area framed by the solid line as shown in figure 3. The present study
examines how the building regulations affect the wind environment of sidewalk at
pedestrian level, a height of 1.5 meter, inside the focus area.

Figure 3. Focus areas

Figure 2. Geometry of CFD
simulations

Table 2 shows all the cases in this study. Case 1 shows the present situation of
the Kaohsiung railway station. Case 2 examines how the incentive policy of FAR
implemented at the station area affects the local wind environment and the buildings
in the focus area have the same heights. Although the incentive policy of FAR was the
same as that in Case 2, buildings in the focus area of Case 3 have different building
height concerning the directions of prevailing wind. The a and b indicate the time of
13:00 and 14:00 respectively.
Table 2. The simulation cases
Present situation

Management of FAR
(Scenario 1)

Management of FAR
(Scenario 2)

13:00

Case 1-a

Case 2-a

Case 3-a

14:00

Case 1-b

Case 2-b

Case 3-b
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3. Simulation Results
3.1 Present situation: Case 1
Figures 4 shows the wind distribution of present situation at a height of 1.5m at
the Kaohsiung railway station at 13:00 and 14:00 in summer respectively. In the
current situation, the railway and platform of Kaohsiung station stretching from west
to east and there is a bridge above the station. The bridge crossing from north to south
above the railway station blocks the street ventilation in Case 1-a. Compared with the
wind environment at the elevation above the bridge, the lower wind speed was
observed below the bridge. It was found from the simulation results that wind speed
in the west-east direction street is relatively slow inside the focus area due to the
narrow width of the street. The larger velocity was found in north-south streets which
is located in the boundary of the focus area. When the wind comes from WNW in
Case 1-b, the larger wind speeds above the railway and the plaza of the station were
found. However, the poor ventilation was observed of the sidewalk in focus area.

(a) Case 1-a
(b) Case 1-b
Figure 4. The wind distribution of Case 1 at a height of 1.5 m
3.2 Scenario 1: Case 2
Figures 5 shows the wind distribution of Cases 3-a and 3-b at a height of 1.5m
respectively. The plaza space between the two skyscrapers is located in the center of
the simulation boundary. The skyscrapers are long in the north-south direction so that
the average wind in north-south road was found increased. In addition, there were no
buildings on the southern side of the focus area, wind coming from south flowed into
the focus area directly in Case 2-a. However, the lower wind velocity in the east–west
road was observed. In Case 2-b, the simulation results revealed that the better
ventilation was observed in north-south direction although the prevailing wind
coming from WNW. The improvement of wind velocity was found in the sidewalk
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inside the focus area compared to that in Case 1.

(a) Case 2-a
(b) Case 2-b
Figure 5. The wind distribution of Case 2 at a height of 1.5 m
3.3 Scenario 2:Case 3
Figures 6 shows the wind distribution of Cases 3-a and 3-b at a height of 1.5m
respectively. The different height of buildings in the focus area induced the prevailing
wind flowed into pedestrian level. The simulation result revealed those buildings on
north and east side in the focus area induced better ventilation to the pedestrian level
in Cases 3-a and 3-b. The larger wind was found in east-west road of Case 3-a
compared to that of Case 2-a. In addition, the larger wind was found in east-west road
of Case 3-a compared to that of Case 2-a. The higher velocity, better ventilation, for
the sidewalk in focus area was found in both directions of prevailing wind.

(a) Case 3-a
(b) Case 3-b
Figure 6. The wind distribution of Case 3 at a height of 1.5 m
3.4 Discussions
Table 3 listed the average wind speed for all cases in the preset paper. In the
current situation, huge difference of the average wind speed in the focus area was
observed for wind coming from S and WNW. The same phenomenon was observed in
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Case 2. However, the average wind speed was almost the same for these two
prevailing wind in Case 3. Although the average wind speed in Case 2 was larger than
that in Case 1, higher wind speed was found in north-south road and lower wind speed
was observed in Case 2-a. In Case 3-a, the improvement was confirmed. Compared
with Cases 2-b, better ventilation was found in Case 3-b for both directions of road.
Table 3 Simulation results in each case
Case
1-a

Case
1-b

Case
2-a

Case
2-b

Case
3-a

Case
3-b

Average wind velocity
in the focus area (m/s)
Average wind velocity
in north-south road (m/s)

1.76

1.25

1.86

1.50

1.59

1.59

1.89

0.96

2.76

1.67

1.84

1.77

Average wind velocity
in east-west road (m/s)

1.69

1.40

1.35

1.47

1.50

1.53

4. Conclusions
Since its urban spatial structure, land use planning, and activity system are
undergoing adjustment, Kaohsiung city may serve as an exemplary metropolis to
advocate the concept of Green-TOD. However, most current research projects
concerning sustainable cities and TOD concentrated on strategic and theoretical
discussion, relative little concern is placed on the scientific investigation of build
environment and micro climate environment in rail station area. Therefore, this
research employs a scientific simulation approach to evaluate the wind environment
of Kaohsiung rail station by simulations using the CFD model. The result shows that
building mass will influence the local micro climate and the comfort of the areas. This
study also finds that local wind environment is related to the several land use control
measure such as building height and building mass. Although the FAR shows the
same, it has been shown from the simulation results that the heights of buildings in the
construction site have great influence on the wind environment. If the designer further
considered the different height of building inside the construction site, better
ventilation could be created for pedestrian. More detailed study will be conducted in
the future to discuss the impact of different FAR and urban design control (e.g.,
building set back and corner plaza) on the wind environment.
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Assessing Open Space Character Using Context Analysis:
The Case of Odaiba, Tokyo
SALEM Nermin Galal Bahgat 1 LI, Fan2 Janice B. Sevilla 3 Mikiko ISHIKAWA 4
Abstract
Odaiba, the reclaimed island, is one of the contemporary noteworthy waterfront establishments
in the Port of Tokyo. Open spaces in such post modern cities are in great need to be assessed, in
order to evaluate the new typology produced and appraise the performance generated in these
modern spaces. Also the role of this study is significant to estimate the current condition of
public spaces, in the middle of the continuous development process, in the district. Consequently
follow up of open space identity changes could be easily tracked and recognize of flaws
appeared while progress could be simply resolved. Context analysis is used to implement this
research; simply tracing open spaces’ components through three distinct layers: natural, spatial
and human axis. The methodology adopted here worked well to accomplish the research aims, as
the identity of open spaces in Odaiba has been recognized through drawing the general
characteristics of open spaces, under the three axes of analysis mentioned. Moreover the study
provides an understanding of how new policies could create outstanding public space network,
but with some setbacks which may waste great potentials. Therefore the research suggests further
studies in the study area to face such weaknesses which appeared in these modern open spaces,
in order to improve their future character.
Keywords: context analysis, open spaces, Odaiba, space character

1.

Introduction

It is the beginning of the 21st century; open space character in new urban fabric has been
completely evolved. Consequently there is a great need to assess the quality of such new open
spaces which are distinctively part of innovative contexts. As this will offer an understanding of
how open spaces’ new approach of design was undertaken and what kind of unique character
was created in accordance.
While this target put forward various means of analysis to achieve, context analysis method is
adopted here to get a comprehensive understanding of open space character in new cities.
Though this method is widely used and applied in urban design as a site analysis method to
achieve successful projects (Meeda B. et al, 2006), it is as well a successful approach of analysis
to assess spatial characteristics (Heckscher A. et al, 1977). As such analysis expands our
knowledge to recognize the dynamic relationship between open space design approaches and
post-design characters generated.
1
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Yet, the analysis in addition proposed an intermediate assessment stage to trace the development
of open spaces. Together natural, spatial and human axes, the context analysis layers, will make
it possible to track the spaces quality developed in the study area before fully developed. Such
approach, with a primary focus on street usage patterns, was used to trace the developments of
streets livability in Copenhagen city center (Gehl J. et al, 2004), as three surveys had been
fielded through about 25 years. Adopting such approach in this study is in striving to follow up
the character of open spaces created after about 25 years of succession of development in the
area (Port of Tokyo, 2009) 5, and assess the shaped character during the progress of development
and prior to the completion of the study area by 2015 (Port of Tokyo, 2009)6.
The analysis presented here shows that open space character in Odaiba was shaped by a concept
seeks ideality, however apparently some weaknesses were identified. Odaiba’s open space policy
is one of the significant achievements in the bay of Tokyo in the end of 1980’s (Port of Tokyo,
2009) 7. It correlates with the contemporaneous development movement in public open spaces
since 1970s. (Gehl J. et al, 2003). Here comes the importance of assessing such new concepts
which change the appearance of our urban quality, and the essential need to evaluate the present
character.
2.

Green Network Provision of the Port of Tokyo

The waterfront sub-center, Odaiba, in the port of Tokyo plays a pivotal role in promoting the
preservation of natural environment and in the same time advance attractiveness within the area.
Odaiba is the Inner Harbor District where the central part of the provisioned greenbelt for the
Port of Tokyo is located. (See Figure 1) The recreational zone of Odaiba as well is positioned in
the center between Kasai Offshore District to the east and the Southern District of the Port. This
central position gives the study area a significant character in the Port of Tokyo.

Figure 1: Port of Tokyo Land Utilization Plan
(Port of Tokyo, 2009)8

Moreover Odaiba’s open spaces promote sustainability in the district, as they are crucial green
patch link the green network provisioned in the Port of Tokyo. It is apparent from (Figure 2) that
Odaiba has several green patches, from Seaside Parks, Port Parks and Greenways, which connect
5
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green patches in the northeast and southwest of the Port of Tokyo. According to this, spaces
designated in the study area foster the ecosystem function in the port and protect habitats.

Figure 2: Port of Tokyo Marine Parks
(Port of Tokyo, 2009)9

In addition by getting more focused into the district of Odaiba, open spaces are formed through a
policy aiming to create an ideal space network in the modern city. The key aspects of this policy
are summarized in three main targets. Firstly, by opening the city to the ocean; therefore several
seaside parks and port parks are located along the Odaiba’s waterfront shores in order to “…
local residents can become familiar with the harbor scenery, greenways and lush greenery.” 10
Secondly, create a pedestrian oriented space system; linking the waterfront spaces with the
Symbol Promenade builds a safe open space network isolated from traffic system danger. Finally,
create multi-attraction spots, as Odaiba is divided in four distinctive districts and each district is
designated for different facilities (Port of Tokyo, 2009) 11, different attraction to open spaces in
proximity to these facilities are generated. (See Figure 3) The policy worked well to attain such
creative model of open space system in 21st century.

9
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Figure 3: Odaiba’s Open Space system
(Port of Tokyo, 2009)12

3.

West Promenade as a focus for study

Since Odaiba is a very large artificial island, the study focused only on a certain part specifically
concentrating on the West Promenade of the district. (See Figure 4) The study area is selected,
because it is one of the distinctive areas among the whole district. It is one of the most important
hubs, as facilities around the west promenade give livable spirit to the adherent open spaces.
Furthermore the selected sector of study comprise of two distinct spaces, the Rock Beach of the
Odaiba’s Marine Park and the West Promenade of the Symbol Promenade, which demonstrates

Figure 4: Study Area: West Promenade

the creativity of linking the waterfront space with other spaces and create unique and safe
pedestrian system in the district. Analyzing such unique area would show the success of such
new open space systems.
Context analysis method was used for implementing such analysis. Since the study area is a
newly developed reclaimed area, historical axis was not evaluated. Instead, the study focused on
the analyses of the natural, spatial and social axes.
The study focused on the analysis of the natural, spatial and human axes. Several activities were
identified and listed here. West Promenade was divided into 9 different parts including (see
Figure 5).

Figure 5: Study Area Distinctive Zones

Social Activities for each part were evaluated by counting the number of users interacting with
the open spaces within fixed period; 10 minutes/ each open space. Gathered data and generated
maps from the context analysis were assessed. Problems in open spaces were identified and
future environmental design for the West Promenade was proposed in the end of the study.
12
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4.

Natural Axis

The main natural factors within this area are water and greenery.
4.1. Characteristics
The waterfront of the study area becomes an attracting pleasant space because of the natural
design of the ocean shore and the easy access to space. The greenery along the rock beach and
the junction area provide very intensive mesh of trees. This forest like appearance in those areas
distinguished from the low intensity of greenery along the series of promenade’s space
connections; plazas and bridges. (See Figure 6)
4.2. Current Character Evaluation
Waterfront is a significant feature in the area. The stunning view catches the attention of many
Odaiba’s visitors, therefore it is livable area.
Greenery in the sector selected for this study has two contrasting features. As for waterfront area
the dense forest creates a significant natural feeling within the area; Umi-no-Mori (Sea Forest) is
the sensation intended to be produced. Also greenery in junction area is dense with more natural
arrangement. In the contrary greenery along West Promenade is less in density and arrangement
is more ordered, which create more modern atmosphere. This contrast creates different feelings
along the promenade, but applies the strategic vision for creating green network among the
district to promote ecosystem and sustainability.

Figure 6: Study Area Natural Characteristics

5.

Spatial Axis

5.1. Space Characteristics
5.1.1. Space System
Through the promenade several types of open spaces are placed. (See Figure 7) The first type,
which is most lively one, is the rock beach. Then comes two plazas between three linking bridges
with seats and several facilities encourage social interaction. At the end comes the junction; the
open space here is large but with less livability. Locations of these open spaces are balanced,
however the usage efficiency of each spot is not balanced.

Figure 7: Space System

5
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5.1.2. Space Definition
The surrounding environment is an important factor for spatial definition. The layout of the
adjacent buildings influences the spatial clarity as well as users’ space perception. (See Figure 8)
The nearby area enclosing the West Promenade generally divided into two kinds; the high rise
structures which strengthen the open space enclosure and the empty spaces which weaken the
enclosure. The plazas surrounded with Aqua City, Fuji TV, Nikko and Grand Pacific Hotels. On
the other hand the west park bridge and the junction plaza the enclosure becomes very weak
since there are almost no buildings around. Instead of that the current usage is parking or empty
spaces. This adds unattractive and unpleasant properties to the undefined space of the promenade.

Figure 8: Space Definition

5.1.3. Promenade Paving
The paving condition along the promenade is a very interesting factor to read as an indicator of
the livability of each space. On the rock beach various paving patterns was inserted. (See Figure6) This provides possibilities of different types of social activities and brings colorful feelings to
the environment. However while moving towards the junction area the paving becomes single
hard and rigid material. (See Figure 9)

Figure 9: Promenade Paving

5.2. Level Structure
Since Odaiba is a reclaimed area, the topography here presented in the form of artificial levels.
The vertical system in the study area is divided into four parts. The first level is the rock beach,
the closest access to water front. The second level is the waterfront pedestrian promenade,
provided for the moving flow along the bank. The third level is the street level for automobile
movement, and over it lays the fourth level which is the west promenade. This splitting up of
levels promotes the separation between the different kinds of mobility. Also it promotes the
exposure to the waterfront attractive view. (See Figure 10)
6
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Figure 10: Level Structure

5.3. Circulation System
As mentioned previously, levels of different mobility systems is a unique property in the area.
The transportation systems are divided into three levels and four systems due to the heights and
user groups’ differences. (See Figure 11) The ground level is mainly dedicated to automobiles to
form the road and expressways. Alternatively on the beach side the water front pedestrian areas
were created to offer a friendly environment to access the water front. The second level is the
high lifted pedestrian skywalks, the promenade. This provides a good link to the nearby
buildings and facilities, also it isolate the pedestrian and create a safer and continuous pattern of
social mobility. Moreover it offers sightseeing platforms for the waterfront, such as the
observation terrace and the observation deck, as well as it provide rest area for pedestrians. The
third level of this system is the Yurikamome Line lifted in the air. It is another unique character
of the spatial structure in the study area. In addition it is a main transportation mean which brings
a considerable flow of users to the area.

Figure 11: Circulation System

6.

Human Axis

Several Field surveys were conducted in the study area. The general purpose and goal of those
surveys is to recognize the density of social space which reflects the degree of users’ interaction
with open spaces. (Buttimer A. et al,1980) In specific to identify social preferences among the
7
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promenade’s spaces, the spatial characteristics and the response of human interaction toward the
space’s physical features have been recognized. The sample of study is the promenades visitors,
and counting people separately in the nine zones defined previously is the method of collecting
the needed data. This measures the pattern of users’ movements in the spaces and numbers of
people counted evaluate social preferences within the study area; users’ movement patterns here
is stationary people (stay activities) or moving people (flow of users). (Meeda B. et al, 2006)
6.1. Space Facilities
Facilities offered in open spaces have an impact on determining the kind of activity. Through the
west promenade some areas introduced facilities which encourage staying activities. These
facilities exist mainly in the wide open spaces, or in the areas characterized by attractive views.
These areas are rock beach, observation terrace, Aqua City plaza and Fuji TV plaza. The junction
between the west and the central promenade offers a sitting area, however it is still not an
attracting spot for social interaction. (See Figure 12)

Figure 12: Space Facilities

6.2. Space Activities
According to the survey’s results, the promenade segmented into two main kinds of spaces;
plazas offer staying activities (stationary people) and wide bridges offer the flow of users

Figure 13: Space Activities

(moving people) between those plazas. (See Figure 13) Plaza 1 is the liveliest space, following
that the observation terrace and the rock beach. Those areas are promoting both stay and flow of
users, as they are characterized by having a significant view and being adjacent to shopping male.
However Plaza (2) noticed to be a less energetic place comparatively. It just promotes flow of
users to Fuji TV. At last the junction area doesn’t encourage any kind of stay activities, although
it has a considerable space area compared to other open spaces. Accordingly, there is imbalance
8
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of the activity distribution along the promenade spaces; concentration of activities decreases by
moving far from the ocean shore until reaching no activity in the junction area.

7.

West Promenade Situation

Concluded from previous analysis, Natural Axis, Spatial Axis and Human Axis, the following
problems were identified:
7.1. Deficiency of greenery
Spaces along the ocean shore were characterized by intensive vegetation, however along the
promenade there is insufficient greenery introduced.
7.2. Weak spatial definition
In order to have a distinct open space, it should have a strong identifier. This could be achieved
by having a strong wall to define the space and give it an identity and strong image. This wasn’t
attained according to the results of the natural and the spatial analysis.
7.3. Unbalance of activity distribution
Some areas are more attracting than others. This is unfairly wasting to the promenade real
potentials. (See Figure 11)

Figure 11: West Promenade Existing Situation

8.

conclusion

An analysis to Odaiba’s open spaces using context analysis method gives a great understanding
of new open space character generated by new policies adopted in 21st century. Such an
understanding for the different layers of the context is critically important to assess the present
situation quality of such new spaces and trace the evolution of space identity during development
processes.
While such model of analysis is widely applied in urban design process as a method of site
investigation for implementing new projects, context analysis in this study provides an
assessment model to evaluate situation after the design was implemented. In addition it shows
the impact of development on open space character and the livability and the performance of
these spaces before reaching the ultimate of development.
One of the more significant findings to emerge from this study is that open space concept main
skeleton outline was applied perfectly, but some setbacks were identified. Opening the city to the
9
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ocean, create a pedestrian open spaces network and produce diverse of attractive hubs are
successfully achieved in the area. This imprints Odaiba with a distinctive identity, and
characterizes the city with a remarkable achievement many existing cities are trying to attain
(Gehl J. et al, 2003). However such accomplishments are highly recognized, several setbacks
weakened the image of such great open space network. As concluded through the layers of
analysis that green density is directed in special areas and others lack this natural element which
softens the rigidity of modern environment surrounding. Moreover some spaces are weakly
identified; consequently this affects the perception of such spaces, weakens the space enclosures
and doesn’t respect human space in such wide space system. Lastly along the linear sector of
study users are not attracted to all spaces in the same degree, according to this unbalance of
users’ distribution some spaces seemed to be deserted, this wastes to existing potentials.
Therefore reconsideration of such findings is highly recommended to achieve better open space
quality, and attain the ideality which was the main target of the concept followed to create those
spaces.
Finally, a number of important limitations need to be considered. First, the study dealt with a
small section of open space system in Odaiba; therefore caution must be applied, as the findings
might not be generalized to the whole area. Second, the analysis examined the intermediate
situation of space character before the complete development of the city. Therefore more
research and investigation to understand the whole condition of open spaces in Odaiba, also
further future assessment are strongly recommended to track the changes and develop more
mature findings which aim to improve the character and the performance of these spaces.
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The Application of Shade Design Strategies to Improve
Thermal Environment of Pedestrian Areas
Yii-Hsin Liu 1
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Abstract
The issue which urban warming resulted from UHI (Urban heat island) has been
taken into account in these years. The increase of shade area was regarded as one of the
most efficient strategies to improve the thermal comfort by human scale. The focus area
was a typical business district in Tainan, Taiwan. This study simulated the shaded area
of the pedestrian space in focus area during the daytime in summer from 8:00 to 17:00
by CFD (Computational fluid dynamics) models. The present study proposed two
design strategies to examine the shaded area of the current pedestrian sidewalk to ensure
the shaded area being sufficient for the pedestrian. The first strategy was installing the
building shelter, and the second strategy was planting the street trees. This study also
established two assessment methods to estimate the improvement of both strategies and
both continuity in time and in space are considered. And the assessment results showed
that the strategies could improve the thermal environment of the pedestrian space.
Keywords: UHI (Urban heat island), thermal comfort, thermal environment, shaded
area, CFD (Computational fluid dynamics)
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1. Introduction
Heat island effect indicates the temperature in urban that is much higher than in
rural obviously as the same time, which is resulted from gathering of clusters, artificial
materials, heat emissions from air-condition and traffic. Lin (1999) pointed that in
Taiwan, the heat island effect in summer midnight was about 4.5℃in Taipei, 2.7℃ in
Taichung, 3.5℃ in Tainan, 3.2℃ in Kaohsiung.
The human thermal comfort indices also showed that the thermal comfort was
much worse in urban environment than non-urban environment. The index SET*,
produced by ASHRAE, has showed that the assessment value became lower and lower
in these years which resulted from high MRT (Mean radiant temperature) and air
temperature. One of the improvement ways to decrease MRT is the shaded area, which
can reduce radiant heat of objects and decrease MRT. The shade design in outdoor is an
important strategy to improve the outdoor thermal environment (Lin, 2009).
The main purpose of this study was assessing shade design strategies for pedestrian
space in urban areas. This study simulated the shaded area of the pedestrian space
during the daytime in summer from 8:00 to 17:00 in focus area in Tainan, Taiwan. In
order to increase the continuity of shade, this study established two shade design
strategies for continuity of shade and estimated them. Finally, this study designed two
assessment methods to score the improvement of the strategies.

2. Focus area
2.1 Focus area description
The focus area is a business district in Tainan, Taiwan, with the pedestrian plan
(Jiang, 2009). The edge of area is with 500m length, with BCR (building coverage ratio)
of 80% and FAR (floor area ratio) of 320% .Most of the buildings are between 1~6
floor-high.

Fig. 1. Location of focus area.
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This study simulated the shaded area of the pedestrian space in focus area. The
classification of the pedestrian space is shown as Fig. 2. The pedestrian space analyzed
is shown as Fig. 2(b), and numbering the street sections.
arcaded (3.5~4.25m)
pedestrian area (9m)

sidewalk (7.5m)
sidewalk (4m)
pedestrian space analyzed

1-W 1-E
5
9
10

2-W 2-E

6

3-W 3-E

7

11
4-W 4-E

(a) The classification of the pedestrian

12
8

(b) The number of street sections

Fig. 2. The classification of the pedestrian space and street sections
2.2 Shaded area simulation
The date selected to analyze is Aug.11th 2005.The reason was the study discusses
the shade area in summer daytime, and there were some hours during that day are the
pre-30 hours with highest air temperature in five years. Besides, the average wind
frequency in three periods (morning, noon, afternoon) in that day was closed to the
average ones in summer daytime from 2004 to 2008(Taiwan Southern Region Weather
Center, 2009).
The software this study used for shaded area simulation is WhindPerfect, with the
simulation methodology by CFD (Computational fluid dynamics). The shaded area is
affected by solar azimuth angle, as well as the location of Tainan city. The parameters
this study sets are shown in Table 1, and the simulation results are as Fig. 3 (one hour
each period as example). The shaded area varied with time.
Table 1. Input file
Parameter

Possible value

Grids
Latitude and Longitude

62500 grids (2mx2m per grid)
22°59'N 20°11'E

Simulation date

Aug. 11th 2005

Simulation period

morning - 8:30,9:30,10:30; noon -11:30,12:30,13:30;
afternoon - 14:30,15:30,16:30
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morning (9:30)

noon (12:30)

afternoon (15:30)

Fig. 3. Simulation results (showing one hour each period as example)

3. Establishment of shade design strategies
Two shade design strategies of the current pedestrian space for shade continuity
were brought out in present study, and the strategies would be analyzed to compare the
improvement. The shade map in each period showed the shaded area and cumulative
hours. (Fig.4)

morning(8:30~10:30)

noon(11:30~13:30)

afternoon(14:30~16:30)

cumulate 1 hr
cumulate 2 hrs
cumulate 3 hrs
Fig. 4 Shade maps for cumulative hours
Strategy 1: setting the shelter of buildings front streets
According to "Urban Street Pavement Design Manual"(CPAMI, 2003), the width
of pedestrian space for walking was between1.5~2.5m wide. In consideration of
two-way pass, the shaded area of cumulative hours should follow the conditions (Fig.
5):
(1) The width of the shaded area which verticals to walking direction should cover at
least 4m (2 grids) on pedestrian space.
(2) The shaded area which parallels to walking direction should cover at least 2m (1
grid) wide for connecting path on pedestrian space.
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Fig. 5 The diagram of insufficient shade
It was found from simulation results that most of the areas that didn’t meet two
conditions as mentioned previously were next to the buildings lowered than 3 floors.
The percentage was 94.42%, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the strategy 1 was "the
buildings front streets which under 3 floor-high should set shelter on 1floor-height
(3m)."

Fig. 6 The percentage of buildings floor with insufficient shade
Strategy 2: arranging street trees
According to "Tainan City urban design permission for plains" (Department of
Urban Development of Tainan City, 2005), strategy 2 is the street trees scenario which
are set for street sections 1~4 with 40 meters-width street (Table 2). Table 2 was the
arrangement of street trees scenario.
Table 2. Arrangement of street trees
Parameter

Possible value

distance (d)

8m

height of tree (H)

6m

crown-width(p)

4m

diagram

4. Assessment for shade design strategies
4.1 The assessment methods
The shade design strategies were necessary to applied to improve the shaded area
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on pedestrian space, and it was necessary to define the assessment methods to score the
improvement of the strategies. The definition depended on the continuity of shade,
including in time and in space. This study established two methods to assess the
improvement.
Assessment method 1: score estimation (continuity in time)
The shaded area on pedestrian space should be as long as possible, and the total
amount of all the cumulative hours would be more than before adopting the strategy.
This method calculated total amount of all the cumulative hours (SX) for each street
section. The score became high as significant improvement.
SX = 3×R3＋2×R2＋1×R1

…【1】

SX : score of street section X
R3: Percentage of cumulating 3 hours
R2: Percentage of cumulating 2 hours
R1: Percentage of cumulating 1 hour
Assessment method 2: percentage of unshaded area estimation (continuity in
space)
The shaded area for people walking on pedestrian space continued more. The
percentage of unshaded area (R0) should be less than before adopting the strategy. This
method calculated the percentage of unshaded area each street section. The percentage
became low as significant improvement.
R0=1－(R3＋R2＋R1)

…【2】

R0: Percentage of unshaded area (cumulating no hour)
4.2 The assessment results
The both east and west sides of street sections 1~4 were applied to both strategies.
Therefore, this section showed the improvement degree of the four streets sections by
the difference value.
As shown in Fig. 8, the improvement degree was much more significant in the
noon period than the other periods by strategy 1. Because of direct solar radiation at
noon, it’s beneficial to improve thermal comfort. After applying this strategy, street
sections 1 ~ 4 increased the shaded area continuity by 54.81% in time (SX), and by
21.82% in space (R0).
The improvement degrees of all periods were significant through adopting strategy
2. The street sections 1 ~ 4 increased the shaded area continuity by 66.09% in time (SX),
and by 28.14% in space (R0). It was found that the improvement in space wasn’t better
than in time because of the fix distance between trees.
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Fig. 7 Context of assessment methods for shade design strategies

5. Conclusions
This study analyzed the shaded area during the daytime in summer from 8:00 to
17:00 of business district in Tainan, Taiwan, and established two shade design strategies
to improve the area with insufficient shade according to the simulation results. The both
strategies had been considered to the continuity in time and in space which estimated by
two of assessment methods in this study.
The first strategy was the buildings front streets which lowered than 3 floor-high
should install shelter on 1floor-high (3m) place. After adopting this strategy, street
sections 1~ 4 increase the shaded area continuity by 54.81% in time (SX), and by
21.82% in space (R0). The improvement degree was especially obvious in the noon
period.
The second strategy was street trees planting with 6 m high, 4 m crown-wide tree,
and distanced 8m from each other. After adopting this strategy, street sections 1 ~ 4
increase the shaded area continuity by 66.09% in time (SX), and by 28.14% in space
(R0).
The assessment results showed that the both strategies could improve the
thermal environment of the pedestrian space.
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Exploring the accessible hot spots of the waterfront areas by
distance-based accessibility: A case study of Kaohsiung City
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Abstract
Waterfront redevelopment now widespread in many countries, it is an element in the
process of inner city regeneration. Kaohsiung is one of the cities that implement the
waterfront redevelopment aggressively. On 1999, Kaohsiung City Government declared the
Kaohsiung Port and Lover River as the priority waterfront redevelopment areas and one of
their aims correspond to facilitate balanced development of the whole city. This research
assumes that the distribution patterns of high accessible hot spots are correlated with the
waterfront areas. Hence, purpose of this research is based on distance-based accessibility
measurement to assess the connectivity of the waterfront areas with others part of the city by
which to explore the distribution patterns of high accessible hot spots. This research executed
in point form to analyst the hot spots, the points are represented by the doorplates of each
household while land use and land price data is used to identify the characteristic of the
accessible hot spots. Based on second order effect, this research applies the distanced-based
accessibility measurement to investigate the relative to the shortest-path distance for
exploring the patterns of high accessible spots which interact with the waterfront.
Keywords: Waterfront areas, accessible hot spots, distance-based accessibility, kriging.
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1. Introduction
Waterfront redevelopment now widespread in many countries, it is an element in
the process of inner city regeneration. Kaohsiung is one of the cities that implement
the waterfront redevelopment aggressively. On 1999, Kaohsiung City Government
declared the Kaohsiung Port and Lover River as the priority waterfront redevelopment
areas and one of their aims correspond to facilitate balanced development of the
whole city. This research assumes that the distribution patterns of accessible hot spots
are correlated with the waterfront areas. Hence, purpose of this research is based on
distance-based accessibility to assess the connectivity of the waterfront areas with
others part of the city by which to explore the distribution patterns of high accessible
hot spots.
To achieve this purpose, this research analysis the spatial interaction of the
location on a surface relative to suitable destinations according to the characteristic of
the networks by GIS-based. The location represented by each household’s doorplate
in point form, where the destinations represented by the nearest junctions of the
waterfront areas. The characteristics of the network in this research based on the
principle of least effort by Zipf (1950), that human nature interacts along the “shortest
path”, where shortest may stand for an optimal combination of various factors such as
cost, time, convenience, and physical distance. Another reason of adopting the
shortest-path distance as measurement tool is to reduce the drawback of mean
nearest-neighbor distance, that it throws away a lot of information about the pattern.
The empirical based on second order effect to interpolate the spatial interaction
of the waterfront area with each household in Kaohsiung City to explore the
accessible hot spots. This research applied the distanced-based accessibility
measurement to investigate the relative to the shortest-path distance to the waterfront
areas for exploring the patterns of high accessible spots. To calculate the shortest path
of the each doorplate with the destination junctions, this research built the network
dataset and applied the closest facilities functions to calculate the shortest-path
distance and output the accessible hot spots index. These indexes were applied to
explore the hot spots of the waterfront areas.
To execute the analysis, this research according the statistical approach of spatial
interpolation to define two types of spatial variation. At first, this research compared
two types of spatial variation. The first type of spatial variation calculated by
Euclidean distance measurements while the second type calculated by the
shortest-path distance measurements. Both results summarizing the point in each
distance interval by using the box plots tool. The result proved that the shortest path
distance measurement is more efficiency to calculate the accessible hot spots by the
kriging approach.
2
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Concept of Accessibility
Accessibility involves a combination of two elements: location on a surface
relative to suitable destinations, and the characteristics of the network. The location
which is on a surface relative to suitable destinations; the characteristics represent
transport network or networks linking points on that surface (Vickerma.Rw, 1974).
The calculation of accessibility is based on abstract space, such as the description
by Vickerma (1974); the starting point is the assumption of a planar surface and a
network in the form of planar graph so that mathematical theories of networks can be
used. Points where links of the network cross are called nodes and vertices.
Since the advantage of computing power, increase of large datasets and a focus
of greater realism in the representation or urban environmental (Weber, 2006). The
improvement of tools and datasets is enough to calculate the aggregate accessibility, a
measurement that gathers the multiple travel modes. Network analysis in GIS is used
mainly to find the shortest path over the transportation network between two locations,
to find the smallest set of paths that connect a set of locations, and to find all locations
that are within a given cost, time, or distance from a specified location. (Liu and Zhu,
2004).
2.2 Definition of Accessibility Measurements
Measures have been developed in human geography to describe the development
of certain hierarchical patterns of central places and their present structure
(Vickerma.Rw, 1974). In human geography, accessibility is a generalization of the
population-over-distance relationship or “population potential” (Stewart, 1948). As
the interaction models by Hansen (1959) included the accessibility as an “attractor”
variable. In general term, he defined accessibility is a measurement of spatial
distribution of activities about a point, adjusted for the ability and the desire of people
or firms to overcome spatial separation, with more specific, he explained the term
“accessibility” is the potential of opportunities for interaction. It is differs from the
usual one in that is a measure of the intensity of the possibility of interaction rather
than just a measure of the ease of interaction (Hansen, 1959). Ingram (1971) defined
this term in human geography in explanations of the spatial variation of phenomenon
(Ingram, 1971).
In physical geography, measurement based on the principle of least effort by Zipf
(1950), he gave evidence that human nature interacts along the “shortest path”, where
shortest may stand for an optimal combination of various factors such as cost, time,
convenience, and physical distance (Zipf, 1950). Ingram(1971) explained the term of
“distance” is a separating two points affects the degree of relative accessibility
3
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between the points, and this relative normally explains by the variables of travel time,
travel cost, and also the distance travelled. Therefore, all the measures of accessibility
discussed are based on distance. As in urban geography, accessibility used in
explanations of the growth of towns, the location of facilities and functions; and the
juxtaposition of land use (Ingram, 1971). In his research, Ingram also stated the
Gaussian function is appropriated to explain the accessibility pattern of a city close to
the reality.
2.3 Distance-Based Point Pattern Measures
In general, there are two interrelated approaches, based on point density and
point separation. The distinction aspects of spatial patterns content two effects, the
first- and second-order effects. The first-order effects are manifest as variations in the
density of a process across space. When first-order effects are marked, absolute
location is an important determinant of observations, and in a point pattern clear
variations across space in the number of events per unit area are observed. When
second-order effects are strong, there is interaction between locations, depending on
the distance between them, and relative location is important. In point patterns such
effects are manifest as reduced or increased distances between neighboring or nearby
events (O’ Sullivan, 2003).
Since 1970s until 2000s, some researches (Ingram 1971, Stanilov 2003) still
adopted the Euclidean Distance as the nearest-neighbor distance measurement tools.
Indeed, this is a drawback of mean nearest-neighbor distance, that it throws away a lot
of information about the pattern (O’ Sullivan, 2003).

3. Study Area and Data Preparation
Kaohsiung City has been chosen as study area with the reason of this city
structured by various types of route patterns, such as grid pattern and radiation pattern
(Fig 1). Since the implantation of KMRT and High Speed Rail (HSR) systems, this
complex network system became more complicated and multi-hierarchies. Kaohsiung
City also a high population density city, therefore this city must rely on high mixed
land use to support the urban activities. Beside, Kaohsiung City also contents a
natural geographic context inside the city, the waterfront areas (Fig 2) which are a
natural barrier inside the city. Hence with a complicated network system, high mixed
land use and natural barrier, it is suitable to be the study area to evaluate the linkage
of hot spots and accessibility. Collections of the data stated in Table 1 are based on the
requirement of relevant empirical studies.

4
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Table 1 Data Preparation
Data Name

Data Types

Doorplate (Amount : 603 thousands)

Point

Route system

Polyline

Land-use (2008)

Polygon

Cadastral (Land Price (2008))

Polygon

Figure 1 Route System of Kaohsiung City

Figure 2 Waterfront area of Kaohsiung
City

Resources: Kaohsiung City Government, Google Earth, Google map

4. Empirical Analysis
The empirical based on second order effect to interpolate the spatial interaction of the
waterfront area with each household in Kaohsiung City to explore the accessible hot spots.
To execute the analysis, this research according the statistical approach of spatial
interpolation to discover the results as mentioned. At first, this research compared two types
of spatial variation. The first type of spatial variation calculated by Euclidean distance
measurements while the second type calculated by the shortest-path distance measurements.
Both results summarizing the point in each distance interval by using the box plots to tool.
Based on the best result, this research applied the kriging method to calculate the accessible
hot spots.
5
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4.1 The Analysis of the Spatial Variation
The analysis of spatial variation is based on the global type to discover the outliers. It
measured the entire points that have a very high or a very low value relative to all of the
values in a dataset.
To define the spatial variation, this analysis applied the box plot method to explain
the two types of spatial variation before calculate the accessible of the hot spots. The first
type of spatial variation calculated by Euclidean distance measurements while the second
type calculated by the shortest-path distance measurements. Both results summarizing the
point in each distance interval by using the box plots to tool (Fig 3 and 4).
The result proved that the shortest path distance measurement is more efficiency to
calculate the accessible hot spots by the kriging approach. As the result presented by the two
box plots, the first type which is calculated by Euclidean distance is stated at around 2
kilometers (Fig 3); while the second type which is calculated by shortest-path distances is
stated at around 2.8 kilometers (Fig 4). Comparing these two results, this research
discovered the first type will down sampling the spatial variation. This will reduce or lead to
a wrong result of the calculation of accessible hot spots.
By visualization, this research also discovered the first type measurement will cover
the nearest points as the high accessible hot spots; while the second type will base on the
exact distance to define the high accessible hot spots. It was proved by the southern parts of
waterfront areas in both figures 3 and 4, that not all the points nearby the waterfronts area
are highly accessible. In conclusion, the shortest-path distance measurement will be adopted
for proceeding the calculation of the accessible hot spots.

6
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4.2 Hot Spot Analysis
There are two main groupings of interpolation techniques: deterministic and
geostatistical. This research adopted the geostatistical interpolation techniques (kriging)
utilize the statistical properties of the measured points. Geostatistical techniques quantify
the spatial autocorrelation among measured points and account for the spatial configuration
of the sample points around the prediction location.
In most of the geostatistical analysis, the mathematical model and the distance
threshold are the key parameters for kriging calculation to discover the hot spots pattern.
The selections of Gaussian function as the mathematical model is according to Ingram 1971
empirical suggestion. The distance threshold in this research is not a key parameter. The
reason is the distance threshold base on the result of the spatial variation (Fig 4). However,
the outliers is about 2.8 kilometers away from the entire waterfront area, this research
assume that this distance is not direct interact with waterfront area. The grid size of 50 by
50 meters was adopted in this calculation.
Based on the kriging result, that it suggested 9 levels to classify the surface raster,
however, this research aims to discover the characteristic of the accessible hot spots.
Therefore, the result has been reclassified to 8 levels, 100 meter for each interval until 800
meters. The interval distance was decided based on the total point amounts in each level
where all levels must content similar amounts. The final classification of each level contains
about 35 to 40 thousand points. The similar amount of each level will reduce the variation
of the statistic to discover reliable accessible hot spots patterns.
According to the approach mentioned above, figure 5 shown the result of the
accessible hot spots areas of the entire waterfront areas in Kaohsiung City. From the result,
we can discover the high accessible areas surround almost the river in the middle of the city.
However, less accessible hot spots surround the southern parts of the waterfront areas. This
might because the southern part of the waterfront areas is the main national import and
export harbor and also the location of the Kaohsiung International Airport. This proved
again that the measurement by Euclidean distance is unable to discover the phenomenon of
the reality if comparing the result of figure 3 and 4.
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Figure 5 Accessible Hot Spot Areas
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4.3 Characteristics of Hot Spot Areas
Based on statistical result from figure 6, this research discovered the maximum land
prices from 300 meters to 600 meters have an obvious changed. The prices increase
significantly from 300 meters to 400 meters from the waterfront areas. However, it
decreases speedily from 500 meters to 600 meters. Within the 300 meters of the interval
distances, the land prices presented vary of prices which about 80 thousand NT dollars.
Although the maximum price presented an uneven change, the average price increases
steadily and progressively. To compare these two prices with more detail, this research
standardized the prices. From figure 7, this research discovered another phenomenon where
the maximum price and average price change relatively in 300 meters and 600 meters. With
a simple conclusion that the patterns from 300 meters to 600 meters remain a huge
transform, while the price below 300 meters and after 600 meters remain stable.
This research is not attempted to explain the cause of the patterns. However, land price
always remain a direct relationship with land use. Based on the simple conclusion as above
mentioned and the statics result from figure 8 and 9, this research also discovered the
residential unit increase from 33000 to 45000 units within the interval distances from 100 to
300 meters. However the residential units begin to decrease after 300 meters interval
distance. But at the same interval distance until 500 meters, the commercial areas increase
significantly from 700 to 2700 units. However the units decreased significantly to 800 units
in the interval distance of 600 meters. As the above results, the distribution of the residential
and commercial hot spot areas shown in figure 10.
2
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5 Conclusions and Suggestions
To discover the characteristics of hot spot areas, it must base on an appropriate
reclassification. However, it is hard to define a standard reclassification index. Such as the
issue of the scale for each interval distance to discover the micro change of a pattern. Indeed,
this research still based on a try and error process to get the appropriate reclassifies result.
Beside the issue of scale, the characteristics of each point should contain more attribute
such as the size of the land use, the flow of the road system and etc to represent the reality
of accessibility.
However, this research is possible to discover the change pattern in time series and
distance together, if data is available. It might discover the flow of land use change based on
the change of the hot spots. This will assist the decision of urban planning to cover the exact
spatial demand.
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Figure 10 Distribution of the residential and commercial hot spots and commercial high
decrease areas.
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Abstract
In the middle-19 century Treaty of Nanjing was transferred Shanghai to the new
era, era of «Great Shanghai». This fact almost determined the further way of
development of the city and became the starting point for the Shanghai’s establishment,
which we can observe today.
The paper presents a brief sketch of the history of Shanghai since the signing of
the port agreement. The particular regional architecture emerging in the city is
considered. Much attention is paid to the development, probably the main attractions of
the city - its waterfront. There were considered the main stages of its formation. The
basis for the analysis are paintings and photographs which depicting the panorama of
the Huangpu River waterfront, as well as maps and plans of different periods. This
study allows to consider the interaction between architecture and urban development, to
explore how the city is perceived by its residents and guests.
Keywords: Shanghai, The Bund, colonial architecture, town planning, international
heritage, regional architecture.

Introduction.
Business card of every port opened to foreign trade is cities waterfront.
Structures along the river always differ with its expressive appearance and detailed
facades. These panoramas were typical for ports of later period when cities got rid of
fortifications and opened to the sea. Since that time architecture doesn’t demonstrate
strength and power of the empire but shows the success and prosperity of business in
the colony. Business firm buildings, custom houses, bank buildings and consulates
come foreground instead city fortifications. Such waterfronts can be found in many
colonial ports not only in China but also in other European colonies. Now they are the
main sights of a city, places of general attraction. For example waterfronts of Algiers,
Havana and Chinese ports Hankow and Qingdao.
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But the most famous waterfront is Shanghai’s Bund (Waitan). The term “Bund”
came from Hindi language, and means “embankment”, “bank”. It was part of the
general phenomenon of using foreign words in the “pidgin 3” that served as a lingua
franca in the various ports from Indochina. Some authors argue it was a part of a
general process of appropriating words from various colonized countries and to served
‘mark’ spaces with a new symbolic meaning. Nowadays this word Bund became
common and worldwide.
The process of formation of architectural appearance embraces the time since the
middle of XIX century to the second part of XX century. This period of European
influence of Shanghai History is intensively investigated by historians, culture experts
and architects. Great interest in this subject was arises in the early XX century, and a lot
of books about Shanghai history and culture were written. There are some of authors:
Harold Speakman with his book «Beyond Shanghai», Kelly и Walsh – «A Short History
of Shanghai», Carles, William Richard – «Some pages in the history of Shanghai, 18421856», Carlos Augusto Montalto de Jesus - «Historic shanghai: 1863-1927» etc.

1. Histor ical Backgr ound.
Historically, Shanghai wasn’t significant among Chinese imperial cities nor was it
a colonial city. The city is founded on trade and was forged by its quasi-colonial past.
Trade is central to Shanghai’s structure and is the primary influence in shaping its
physical form and social character. It attracts Chinese and foreigners to the city whose
settlements were also defined by commercial interests.
What was probably the first definite attempt to open Shanghai to foreign trade
came in 1832 when Mr. Hugh Hamilton Lindsay was entrusted with a commercial
mission to the North from Macao by the East India Company. He was denied entrance
to Amoy, Foochow, and Ningpo, but succeeded in obtaining a hearing by Chinese
authorities at Shanghai. The decision, however, was that foreign trade should be
restricted to Canton. In a report of his voyage Mr. Lindsay said Shanghai had great
possibilities as a commercial centre. He was right. One of results of Opium War was a
Nanking agreement, and according to that Canton, Amoy, Fooehow, Ningpo and
Shanghai were opened to foreign trade.
City developed under intense foreign influence. Since the middle of XIX century,
when city have opened to foreign trade, to the changing of political regime 100 years
later, Shanghai’s planning structure was developing in colonial mode. City was
subdivided into 3 parts: French concession in the south, Britain Settlement in the north
and Chinese city. According to the purpose of land division convenience, pipeline
construction and traffic organization urban territory was divided into blocks. Grid
structure of urban space was created in such a way, that native population, privileged
foreigners, Chinese merchants, workers, unregistered immigrants and the poor lived in
separate districts. Belonging to a certain district produces a special street color.
3

“Pidgin” language is a simplified language that develops as a means of communication between two or
more groups that do not have a language in common, in situations such as trade, or where both groups
speak languages different from the language of the country in which they reside. A "pidgin" language is,
fundamentally, a simplified means of linguistic communication, as is constructed impromptu, or by
convention, between groups of people. A "pidgin" language may be built from words, sounds, or body
language from multiple other languages / cultures. "Pidgin" languages usually have low prestige with
respect to other languages.
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So, Shanghai wasn’t actually a colonial city, but its planning structure and
architectural appearance increased in colonial manner.

2. The Bund.
The main sources for the early period of Shanghai’s Bund formation are paintings,
which show panoramas of the Whuangpu River. These works of art are certainly
valuable sources of information, but, it’s important to mention, the subjective ones. The
scale, details and real distance between the objects were not always taken into
consideration; empty spaces could be filled with non-existing objects. Analysis and
comparison of several paintings with other sources helps us to define validity of an
image and produces the possibility of its usage as a documentary illustration of early
Shanghai Bund situation. Maps and city plans help to define the exact location of the
building in the city space and to research the process of its planning structure
development.

Figure 2. Shanghai Bund (1849-1850).
Buildings: 1 – British consulate, 6 - Jardine, Matheson & Co, 7а - Blenkin, Rawson & Co, 8а Gibb, Livingston & Co. 9а - Holliday, Wise & Co., 10а - Wolcott, Bates & Co., 11 - Dirom, Gray & Co.,
12а - Shaw, Ripley & Co, 12b - Deport Shaw, Ripley & Co., 13а - Dent & Co., 13b - Dent & Co., 14 Customs House, 15а - Turner & Co.

The history of the Bund development was not related to some project designed in
advance. There were no quay for fishermen boats and merchants ships before the port
opening for international trade, though Shanghai was already an important inner and
international market. Land usage laws reserved the wide space of the river shore for
towpath which was used for dragging. Later new transport needs demanded the river
bank transformation, but still foreigners had no right for construction activity near the
shore.
Otherwise, while analyzing the early paintings we can come to a conclusion that
by 1850 the Bund was built and its appearance had changed greatly. Embankment was
less then 8 meters wide and it started from Russel & Co building with the first Chinese
village in the south and large Chinese store and hutments in the north, near Canton road.
The 2nd half of the XIX century brought the first photos of the Bund. They depict
intensive construction process along the river. Old buildings had been reconstructed,
changed by newer and bigger ones. By the beginning of the 20th century the Bund had
been formed not only in material way, but also in people’s perception. Travelers
described the Bund as a group of impressive buildings. Asphalt roads, lawns and
highway were located along the river.
3
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Figure 3. Shanghai Bund, 1876-1879
According to those descriptions and numerous photos we can make a conclusion
that in the process of the Bund separation from both the river and the city began. It
became a special urban complex. At that time the whole world already knew about a
“Wonderful embankment”. In 1920 the Bund became the heart of the city, where the
most powerful firms fought for their offices construction. That war lead to the strong
competition if building height and mass. By 1930-s a number of new magnificent
buildings gave the Bund a new name – “billion dollars panorama”.

Figure 4. Shanghai Bund, 1929

Conclusion.
So, 3 stages of the Bund formation can be revealed. The First (1850-1870ss) is
characterized by 2 and 3-store buildings construction, which combine offices and
dwelling rooms. Some big firms had several buildings and even some part of the river
bank. Embankment was sill poorly equiped. In the second stage (1880-mid 1910-s) the
construction of larger scale buildings had begun, some old buildings had been
reconstructed. Instead of old neoclassical buildings, new massive ones had appeared.
The Bund had been transformed into a wide street with pedestrian roads and equipment.
At that time the Bund had already become well-known symbol of the West in China.
And the third stage, when in a decade more than ten buildings, the most famous
examples of European architecture in Asia, had been built. As a result the image of the
Bund had been formed and it is preserved nowadays.
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“The wave of building” as a principle of forming city
silhouette on the example of Khabarovsk waterside panorama
Bobkov Artem 1, Luchkova Vera I. 2
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Abstract
In this article regarded the processes have being in the shoreline of The Amur
River, which influence on forming Khabarovsk water facade till the moment of
foundation in 1858 to recent day. During the analyzing historical materials were brought
ought that silhouette of the city in time to have suffering different transformations. This
transformations developing in time and in environ from epicenters, which exists by
influence with different factors.
In this research offers the author’s hypothesis of wavy fluctuations on the basis
of this theory was taken analysis of changing water facade of the city. Tracks down the
dynamic of developing of the water facade of the city and offers the method of
forecasting its further developing. According to this theory often nonmaterial cause
gives rise for the waves of building represented by material houses. That’s way this
wave standing in freezing form after the suspension of functioning of its starting factor.
This property of the waves of building allows to analyzing it in the historical aspect.
The theory of wavy fluctuations shows on the graphic models of transformations
of Khabarovsk water facade.
Keywords: bank of the Amur River, Khabarovsk, water facade, city silhouette,
dominants, rihtmometre of the city, «wave of building».

Introduction. Khabarovsk has a stretched structure along the right coast of the Amur
River where it situated on. The sizeable part of its territory situated directly on a coast.
Sometimes different parts of coastal territory were becoming needed and as a result
were improving. Today practically all coastal line has the trails of mastery. The aim of
the research is to understand the processes which going on, how they influence on a
forming of coastal facade and to display the regularity of its development.
During the collecting and analyzes of historical materials and contemporary
situation in forming of the building coastal line of Khabarovsk and was displayed
certain regularity of forming the river facade of the city.

1. «The wave of building» as a principle of territory development. The
silhouette of building Khabarovsk river facade is suffering waving fluctuations which
are developing in time and in space from epicenters. These fluctuations make condition
upon certain factors which influence on parameters of a single architectural object
(building) or its union (architectural ensemble). The elements which makes such waves
of building appears subjected to forming factor. They are freezing in concrete form
fixed the point of contour of the wave and the freezing of this point of contour of wave
1
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doesn’t mean the freezing of wave at whole. The wave can develops longer and fixed by
more and more points and dies away till moving away from epicenter. “The waves”
birthed in different time on influence by different factors now cross and deposit on each
other. They are summarizing on density, they are deflecting or crowing out (to complete
deleting) the parts of each other. But they didn’t summarize on a high (on amplitude).
“The waves” which was birthed by influence of similar factors in the same time but
possibly from different epicenters also can summarize on a high. “The wave” of
building is forming by single buildings or ensembles or planning elements therefore it is
discrete. The most of the waves born on the territory reached by previous waves or
theirs fragments. Therefore because of richness of surface or in the situation of disabled
of crowing out the more and more discreteness can appear.

2. The developing of “wave of building” in the coastal territory of the
city. To the lightening of readable of models the chronology the coast zone
development was divided on 3 periods.
2.1 The first period – pre-revolutionary 3.
In a building of coastal line of Khabarovsk till the moment of its foundation to
1917 we can track down the development of wave of building from the some epicenters,
appeared by influence of different factors.
1 – the foundation of military post. Epicenter situated in the estuary of a river
Cherdimovka. The development of wave was going on along the coast to
Artilleriyskaya Hill and was abating during the removing from the epicenter. The wave
presents by made of logs houses (more long-lived) in the epicenter, and made of planks
houses during the removing, and the territories cleaned from the forest on a periphery.
This epicenter stopped its functioning when the forming factor divided on few contents
distributed on the territory. The development of Khabarovka and assimilation of new
territories were the reasons for dividing of forming factor on some parts. It was the brief
situation when intensive formed waves were depositing. But they don’t formed building
because of shortage of lands along the movement of the wave. And these waves started
to form sub-epicenters. Such situation usually exists with the forming of new epicenters
during the increasing of meaning of new factor. The further development of building is
going on from the 6 epicenters:
2 – the development of the wave of religious architecture was more discrete in
time and in environment. It started from the place of first building in the estuary of a
river Cherdimovka the first chapel.
3 – removing the epicenter of military building development on Artilleriyskaya
mountain.
4 – the development of civil building with the epicenter in the estuary of the river
Cherdimovka. The waves develop as an ellipse, moving upper the bank and along the
river Cherdimovka.
5 – the same process was going on in the estuary of the river Plusninka.

3
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6 – arising of administrative buildings and the houses of influential and rich
citizens. This wave moving upper the central hill with the epicenter on the foot (this
factor exist and nowadays too).
7 – the appearing of brick houses. This wave developed from the top of the central
hill on three directions: deep down and in breadth. It was a reason for complete
displacement of original building and crowded out the secondary waves from the
coastal slope of the central hill.
8 – the formation of the city park two factors assisted: needs of the people in
comfortable territory for the leisure-time and also structuring the building to the grid of
general plane where coastal territory was marked as a regular park (this factor exists till
nowadays; the district parks appears as discrete waves; the parks nearest the epicenter
have intensive reconstruction and the process of reconstruction is going on very
intensive in the central park as in focus).
The period in whole represents the territory growth with the structuring. The
forming of the main epicenters starts. On the river facade of the city it presents as some
dominants which fixed the main centers.
2.2 The 2 period – 1920-19804
1 – the coastal reinforcing constructions appears along the coast from the River
Port. As the result – the coastal line of Khabarovsk took on with ports, comfortable
banks and dikes.
2 – the sizeable growth of the Central Park of Culture and Rest as an epicenter.
The wave of spreading of parks and gardens different sizes moved on different
directions.
3 – the zone of sanatoriums and healthy rest formed. There were many sanitary
buildings with the green parks around in this zone.
4 – there was the active development of industrial zone around the Arsenal factory
renamed in Daldizel
5 – the Lenin’s square took on the role of the epicenter of memorial architecture.
The introducing of this epicenter becomes lowly during the spreading the wave in the
whole city.
6 – there was epicenter of front and administrative architecture kept because of
building of new houses and transmission of the functions.
7, 8 – there was the intensive growth of the city. The tumbledown houses removed
by brick houses of the type “stalinka” (the building of Stalin’s period) on the Serisheva
and Boiko-Pavlova streets.
9, 10 – the gullies on the territory of Amursky and Ussuriysky boulevards was got
into. They was built by houses of the type “Khrushevka” (the building of Khruschov’s
period).
11 – there was the shortage of lands in the central part of the city. It was a reason
for forming of new focuses on the periphery, for example, on the Danilovskogo Street.
The panel housing developed in local areas on the periphery because of the
needs of large empty territories:
4
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12, 13 – on the Boiko-Pavlova street and next to the Trechgornaya street.
14 – there was a development of the institute campus with center on the Technical
University on the board of this territory.
The waves dispersing from the main epicenters deposited and at first removed
the elements of the waves and then the secondary epicenters on the periphery of the city.
As the result of this process there was the complication in the structure of the central
part of the city. There was an appearance of new dominants in the silhouette of the
water facade. These dominants were fixed by epicenters on the periphery and by the
sizeable splashes of the waves in the central part.
2.3 The 3rd period – 1990-2100
1 – in 90s of the 20 century many focuses had lost their development and in some
of them this abrupt stagnation was a reason for the appearance of desolate objects. The
most of the coastal reinforcing constructions put out of commission or exploit the
breakdown condition. Nowadays there is the process of the reconstruction some of such
objects.
2 – there is the process of reconstruction of the parks and renovation of the green
plantings. The epicenter keeps its location in the Central Park renamed in the MuravievAmursky’s Park.
3 – the zone of industry looses the intensity of growth but develops in the located
territories.
4 – there are developing of the point building in the central part of the city. Dense
and malty-layer crossing of the waves was a reason for considerable discretization and
breaking the drawing of previous and next waves.
5 – the preserved fragment of the hut building is removed by modern social
building on the Komsomolskaya street.
6 – the considerable discretization in the historical part is a reason for the
removing of point building to the Serisheva street.
7 – the elite building removes the tumbledown houses on the Turgeneva street
8 – the renovation of the religious architecture, the epicenter removes on the
Komsomolskaya square but the movement of the new wave is similar with the historical
9 – there is appearance of cottage settlements on the periphery
In the central part of the city the waves of building which was birthed by influence
of the stronger factors, are removing the fragments of the previous waves from week
factors. On the periphery the dispersing waves from different epicenters is developing
the empty spaces. In the central part of the river facade the hierarchy of dominants and
accents is presenting. On the periphery the new dominants are appearing, fixed the
epicenters and the splashes of the waves of building on a waterside line.
From these schemes we can see that the city have developing mainly in the center
along the coast and in the some parts on the further territories. In the structure of
building we can mark three levels: the building near the waterline, the lower terrace and
the upper terrace. The dominants in the drawing of the silhouette are fixing the
epicenters of the forming factors or sizeable peaks of amplitudes of the wave
fluctuations. The sizeable part of building is hidden by the intensive coastal relief. Also
part of the territory is presenting by unbuilded precipice and landslide slopes. The last
and therefore more active waves of new building is the dwelling. The high-rise type is
4
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graviting to the center and down houses is graviting to the periphery, and nearness to
the coastal line is making the prestige of building higher.
The ways of the development of the building on coastal line.
1 – the process of reconstruction and building of new coastal reinforcing
constructions will be developing.
2 – the Muraviev-Amursky’s Park will keep the status of the main epicenter.
3 – the process of shortening of the industry zone will start with the increasing of
the intensity of using some of it’s objects and with the removing on the periphery their
objects
4 – the overload the central part by freezing waves of building will became a
reason for increasing of discrete of new wave of high-rise building
5 – the religious architecture can became more widespread less sizeable. It will be
on influence by existed objects
6 – the epicenters of down houses building will keeping those role
7 – there will be new epicenter on the Rudneva street
8 – the contrast of high-rise and down houses building will be smoothed by
middle-high building in the pre-central zone.
Around the central part of the city is forming the half-ring of the flowing together
epicenters which marked in the waterside façade of the city as a background for the
existed dominants. There will be appearance of the some new more active dominants
birthing by crossing the splashes of the similar waves. There will be increasing of the
process of structuring of the epicenters on the periphery. The dispersing waves will fill
the empty spaces and the process of removing will start. The central part of the
silhouette will marked with the hierarchy of the dominants and accents. The dominants
fixed the splashes of the waves on the coastal line will be appear on the periphery.

Conclusion. This model of developing of the territory helps to make the conclusion
that the waterside facade of the Khabarovsk in whole will become smoother because of
middle high building from the center to the periphery. In the historical center will
appear some new dominants forming the epicenter of the high-rise building. Also in the
central part of the waterside panorama of the city will appear the forth level of
background presenting by high-rise building removed from the historical center.
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Abstract
This article affects the problems of Khabarovsk city’s small rivers. Analyzing the
ecological conditions of our city’s small rivers, it appeared that only 4 of 10 existing
waterways are used, others were buried or captured into the collecting channels.
Nowadays, as a result of active development several rivers, waterbodies and pounds
have been partially or fully lost. At the same time, they were and they are an integral
part of city’s historical landscape.
Today’s situation of Khabarovsk city small rivers is unpleasant. They have the
high rate of pollution; at some living or industrial building sites they are buried or have
abnormal riverbeds. The main reason for pollution is the discharging of industrial
wastes by local enterprises.
The complex analysis of existing four biggest waterways have shown the number
of polluting enterprises, industrial centers and other sources of anthropogenic influence
and pollution of small rivers. Also there are rivers with extremely unpleasant ecological
conditions and those that have inconsiderable pollution and huge opportunities for
recreation development.
Under the results of problems examining and analysis, there was made a design
decision of Red river area development. The main idea of this decision is setting up and
developing of huge public space on the non-functioning industrial territory of
Khabarovsk city. It was suggested to remove industrial objects from the bank of Red
river and build up a public area with recreation and cultural centers, which must have a
good environmental and aesthetical influence on both riverside and South district of
Khabarovsk city.
Keywords: small rivers, waterways, pollution of rivers, anthropogenic influence,
renewal of rivers.

Introduction. There are a lot of waterways of various type and size on the territory of
vast cities. Big rivers and lakes have a huge potential and high rate of stability and selfregulation to the technogethic impacts. There were, there are and there will be small
waterways, which fully depend on town-planning and exploitation policy of the city. At
the same time, these small rivers, lakes and pounds take an important place in forming
of structure, image and microclimate of living area or city’s district. Khabarovsk is a
young, promising and quickly developing city. On its territory there are different kind of
rivers, as very huge (like Amur River), as small ones (Osinovaya river and others). All
of them are of no small importance in Khabarovsk city and its suburbs town-planning
developing. However the technogethic influence, which has started since the time of
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active industrialization and massive standard construction can significantly change or
completely destroy small rivers.
1. Current analysis of Khabarovsk city small rivers. The history of
Khabarovsk is not long, but there were about ten small rivers and waterchanels, pounds
and other waterbodies (chart 1). Nowadays, there are four big rivers: Red river, Black
river, Right and Left Beryozovaya rivers. They are located on the territory of
Krasnoflotskiy, Railway and Industrial districts of the city. As a result of active
construction, some of small rivers were partly
or fully destroyed within last ten years,.
However, they were and they are an integral
part of hystorical lanscape of the city and of
it’s ecological balance. For instance, as a
result of building of the Central district of
Khabarovsk city in the end of 1950-s,
Plyusninka and Cherdimovka rivers were
fully lost. These two rivers were located in
Amurskiy and Ussuri boulevards. The history
of foundation of Khabarovsk city is tightly
connected with these two rivers, they could
be an important part of social life of our city,
also might contribute to improvement of
ecological situation, and form an original
architectural image of the district.
On the territory of Khabarovsk city’s
oil-refinery plant in Krasnoflotskiy district
was located so-called “Kuzcha-Murcha” river,
which was also fully destroyed because of
active construction of the plant in the end of
1950-s. During 1980-s water channel, located
in Sovetskaya street in Railway district of
Khabarovsk city was lost too because of
building up of residential area not far from
Amur river embankment, field-and-track
training ground and Sport club of Far Eastern
okrug’s army with standard buildings. After
building up of a living area inside of
Danilovskaya, Tikhookeanskaya, Strelnikova
and Sanatornaya streets, one waterway was
lost. Nowadays it is partly restored and saved
Figure 1. Analytical scheme of
as pounds not far from Serafim Sarovskiy
existing and lost rivers,
church. This list of destroyed rivers could be
water bodies in Khabarovsk city
continued, because there are a lot of examples
of town-planning activity, which had a harmful influence on existing city’s small rivers
network.

2. Finding out of resources and types of negative technogetic impacts
on small rivers of the city. Today’s situation of Khabarovsk city small rivers is
unpleasant. They have a high rate of pollution; some of them (Red River, Right and Left
2
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Beryozovaya Rivers) at some sites of industrial and living areas are buried or have an
abnormal riverbeds. The main reason for pollution is the discharging of industrial
wastes by local enterprises.
The complex analysis of existing four biggest waterways with help of “Origins of
technogetic
influence
on
environment” 3 map have shown that
40
on territory of Left Beryozovaya river
35
there are four industrial objects, city
dumping, large housing estate,
30
discharged waters. More over, this
25
waterway is crossed by arterial road,
20
which makes the river backwater. So,
15
conditions of Left Beryozovaya river
10
are extremely bad.
5
On the territory of Red river
0
there are seven industrial objects,
which finally use this waterway for
their purposes and partly changed it’s
Left Beryozovaya river
Right Beryozovaya river
riverbed.
Black river
Red river
On the territory of Right
Diagram 1. Quantitative parity of the
Beryozovaya river there are eleven
industrial targets having anthropogenic
industrial objects, housing estates, city
influence on the small rivers of
dumping, huge storage houses, public
Khabarovsk
and industrial parking space.
But
the
most
negative
technogetic influence is on the Black
river, because on its territory there are
thirty-seven industrial objects, city
cemetery, housing estates, big
airdrome, cattle breeding farms (table
№1).
According to the results of made analysis, Black river is in the worst conditions,
because on its territory located maximum number of technogetic pollution origins
(diagram №1). The smallest pollution is registered in Red river area, because there are
few industrial objects, and the main part of pollution takes place in its riverbed.
Summing up, one can see, that Red river territory has got a big potential, being a
favorable water object for allocation of city recreation zone.

3. Suggested solutions, concerning developing of Red river area. Under
the results of problems examining and analysis, there was made a design decision of
Red river area development. The main idea of this decision is setting up and developing
of huge public space on the non-functioning industrial territory of Southern district of
Khabarovsk city. It is suggested to set up a business center with entertainment services
not far from the non-functioning ash-disposal area of cogeneration plant number three
(chart №3). This area has got a huge potential for future developing, because it contains
3
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spacious, unused or deserted grounds. Removing of industrial objects from the territory
of Red river area and building up a public area (chart №4) must have a good
environmental and aesthetical influence on both riverside and South district of
Khabarovsk city. Due to increasing of public activity, it’ll be necessary to establish
recreation areas for people relaxation and carrying out cultural events.
According to the main idea of the project this territory will be functioning all year
around. During warm seasons of the year, river and its adjacent zone are going to be
used as the park zone with separate grounds for athletics, active rest, organizing
different types of holiday events. In winter, this territory will be used for winter kinds of
sports. For example, water surface can be used as a skating ring, natural terrain and
artificial slopes – for sledging, skiing, tubing and other entertainments.

Conclusion. Small rivers are considered to be an integral part of ecological balance of
city territory. Nowadays, these waterways are in extremely bad conditions, because they
are always under the influence of several technogetic impacts, which conclude:
industrial enterprises, community facilities, transportation systems, etc. Solution of such
problem is possible only by carrying out of some complex ecological and townplanning measures. The first step is a transformation small river’s banks into the large
park zone, which by it self will make an essential for Khabarovsk city place for
organizing cultural events and relaxation centers.

Figure 2. Design decision of Red river and adjacent zone developing
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Origins of technogetic
Types and kinds of environmental impacts
influence and pollution of Left Beryozovaya river Right Beryozovaya river Black river
Red river
small rivers
Krasnoflotskiy district Krasnoflotskiy district
Railway district
Industrial district
Railway district
Industrial district
1. Civil engineering.
Residential area:
Residential area: student’s Residential area: Karl Mark’s, Viborgskaya streets, Residential area: “Stroika”
Administrative and
Northern district of
city, higher educational
Khabarovsl city vegetable farm , “Air city” district, and “Amurkabel” districts,
Topolevo and Gorkiy settlements, “Khabarovsk” storage houses, cemetery,
apartment blocks, parking Khabarovsk city, Kirov’s organizations and
Airport, Viborgskaya, Vostochnoe high road,
places etc.
settlement,
academies, scientific
summer village, Il’inka
Tikhookeanskaya,
research institute, apartment Khabarovsk-2 district, Suvorov street, Sidorenko, settlement
«Ali» market, “Viborgskaya” motor market
Rudneva, Voronegskaya blocks, regional hospital,
streets, villas
villas
2.Municipal objects:
City dumping, cemetery, City dumping, municipal
Reclamation systems, city cemetery, dumping,
Municipal line tubes,
conveying passages, district municipal line tubes,
line tubes, gasline, parking municipal line tubes, parking space
parking space
heating networks,
parking space
space
canalization waste disposal
plants
3.Industrial enterprises: oil- 4 industrial objects:
37 industrial objects: small airdrome, factory in 7 industrial objects:
11 industrial objects:
refinery, machine building, Kirovskiy industrial unit: winery plant, pasta
Gorkiy settlement, building products plant, concrete producing plat
metalwork plants,
concrete producing plat producing plant, motor
machine-tool plant, art ceramic plant, building of №2, woodworking
container type producing factory, brick factory enterprise, chemical and
construction, consumer
№4, “Splav” metal work service centers, enamel
poultry factory, hothouse plant, “Vostok” sewing pharmaceutical plant,
goods industry, chemical
plant, fuel stations,
producing plant, storage
alliance, confectionery plant, big airdrome, cattle “Amurcable” plant, wiring
and pharmaceutical
vegetable gardens,
houses, industrial bases
companies, lubricant storage storage houses, industrial
breeding objects, storage houses
plant, brick factory №2
spaces, petroleum storage
bases
and N3, storage houses
spaces
4. Transportation systems Transportation systems, Transportation systems, fuel Transportation systems, fuel stations, power
Transportation systems,
fuel stations, power
stations, power transmission transmission lines, motor transport companies,
fuel stations, power
lines, “Severniy” city buss trolley-buss depo
transmission lines
transmission lines
company, trolley-buss depo
5. Agricultural objects
Summer village,
Khabarovsk city vegetable Forest nursery farm, private farms, villas,
Agricultural objects
vegetable gardens
farm, cattle breeding objects, vegetable gardens, agricultural lands
DorUrsa state farm,
Lukashov’s nursery garden,
vegetable gardens

Table №1 Sources and kinds of anthropogenic influences of small rivers of Khabarovsk
5
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Chart №3. Design decision of Red river developing not far from ash-disposal area
of cogeneration plant number three

Chart №4. Plan view of ash-disposal area of cogeneration plant number three
in 3D-formate
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Abstract
The problems of earthed small rivers in the big cities are becoming one of the
most actual subjects for town planning. For the last 50 years 10 small rivers were
totally disappeared, 2 rivers are earthed in Khabarovsk. It's necessary to restoring 2
small rivers for keeping a history and ecological balance on this territory.
The Khabarovsk city in itself was born on the inflow of the Cherdimovka and
Plusninka rivers in the Amur, the biggest river in the Far East of Russia. In the middle
of 20 century, these rivers were taken into collectors, but slowly almost disappeared
and became a city's drainings. The boulevards were placed there instead of the rivers,
but it faced some problems. In the work there is an analysis of the past and
contemporary situation of development of the city, begins from the Cherdimovka and
Plusninka's existing and Ussurijskij and Amurskij boulevards now.
As a variant a partial restoring of the rivers and reconstruction the boulevards at
the same time is suggesting, which means development of transportation and ecological
balance, entertainment system.
Key-words: reconstruction of boulevards, historical memory, ecological balance,
regeneration of rivers.

1. Introduction. Every Russian big city has rivers or another water system, which
slowly or almost were disappeared because of constantly growth the city's territory and
high-storeyed buildings. All these water objects can be divided in 2 groups. The first
group includes rivers, which placed on the new digested territories and disappeares
during a new building and construction work. The second group includes rivers, which
were the historical part of the city and disappeared cause of unknown reasons. Such
rivers are calling as historical missing rivers. Moreover, after a couple of decades, the
result of such missing is an ecological disbalance, especially in the territory with
raining climate. The ways of solution for rivers are different and mostly depends on
needs of the city.The Khabarovsk city in itself was born on the inflow of Cherdimovka
and Plusninka rivers in Amur, the biggest river in the Far East of Russia. In the middle
of 20 century, these rivers were taken into collectors, but slowly almost disappeared
and became a city's drainings. The boulevards were placed there instead of the rivers,
but it faced some problems. Ussurijskij and Amurskij boulevards lost it main goal to be
a sort of “green lungs” and entertainment. Unfortunately, people do not already
remember about this historical fact.
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2. History. In other to understand the further and possible development for the
Plusninka and Cherdimovka, it was done the analysis of topograpfical photos,
chronicles, recordings, municipal plans and archives. Also we analysed a contempory
situation of boulevards Ussurijskij and Amurskij during it steps of development.
According of the analysis, the development can be divided in 5 steps.
2.1 1864 – 1901: After a 6 years of establishment the military post Khabarovsk,
Lubenskij, a Khabarovsk military topographer, in 1864 did a first project plan of the
city, including geographical and hydrologic special features. (figure.1)

Figure 1. The first planning project of Khabarovsk
The Plusninka and Cherdimovka rivers were used as a water source till the end of
19 century. The hollows of rivers were served as ventilation from the side of the Amur
River and provided the city with a good ecological balance. The planning structure of
settlement had a strict unique character. The hillsides were divided in 3 blocks (1:2 –
1:4), which went down to lower reaches of the rivers. According Lubenskij project, the
rivers were untouched probably because of lack of means for territory development and
usage of advantageous territories for a city planning.
2.2 1901 -1911: At the beginning of the 20 century, an investigation of overflow lands
of small rivers has been changed. The center of Khabarovsk and also riverside lands
were constructed. Besides, riverside lands with buildings were served for poor people,
but the Plusninka riverside were a small port and market, where you could find out a
different species of fresh fish. (figure2)
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The local government started to give a
rent to these lands for small ateliers,
private houses with lands (especially for
foreigners from Manchukuo), pubs and
small caffes with cheap food. The most
important fact is a building a couple of
wooden bridges, which helped to connect
3 main streets. (figure 3)
Figure 2. The market (nowadays it is
Ussurijskij boulevard)

Figure 3. The bridge through Plusninka; the bridge through Cherdimovka,
Popova street (nowadays it is Kalinina street)
2.3 1911 – 1957: Since the beginning of 10th years in Khabarovsk, sanitary situation
turned to bad, which was connected with a huge growth of buildings, a lack of green
gardens and parks and almost lack of drainings. In archives were said that a bad
sanitary, uncontrolled buildings along riversides influenced on the fact the Plusninka
and Cherdimovka rivers were not anymore a water resource.
In the same year, the autorities made a low to do ponds in the heads of the rivers
in case of fires, which on the one hand helped the city, but on the other destroyed the
river system. The revolution of 1917 – 1923 didn't bring a positive thing to the city. In
the 30s years the Plusninka and Cherdimovka were turn to city's drainings for intake
water from the hills and put it in a long distance. But the authorities did not have
enough money, so the Second World War just worsened this problem. In the middle of
50th, it was decided to take the rivers into underground collectors. In 1957 the fareastern military complex and Khabarovsk government built up Ussurijskij and
Amurskij boulevards. Still the boulevards kept the shape of high-water bed.
2.4 1957 – the end of 1980s: By the end of 70s a total conception of the boulevards was
completed: a good transport system, buildings complex, planting of greenery.
Ussurijskij boulevard started with city's ponds along mostly 3-5 stored bricked houses.
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Figure 4. Scheme of the central part of Khabarovsk
Amurskij boulevard started with the main railway station, where besides transport
cars was a tramway line, which connected the station with the central market (figure 4).
In the center of each boulevard was greenery, bushes and flowerbeds. The boulevards
became the prestigeous and entertainment part of the city, also served as “green lungs”
and ventilation. In the 80s are used as leasure and representative zone.
2.5 The end 1980s – 2008: This period was connected with a big change of policy. In
those time, in Khabarovsk and in Russia was a fall in town planning structure and in
development of municipal service and facilities. In the territory of hisrorical part of the
city chaotical and mosaik housebuilding was started, mostly for the authorities,
administration of the city and elite housing without taking care on sanitary, energetic
and ecological particularities. At the end of 80s – beginning 90s: a big problem with
waterlogged lands, mire formation, glide danger appeared. At the beginning of 90s a
high-rice building bacame an ordinary thing (figure 5), mostly located in the slopes of
the Cherdimovka and Plusninka rivers between 3 main streets: Muraveva- Amurskogo,
Lenina and Serisheva. At the same time a huge growth of automotive transport lead to
change of the first necessity of the boulevards: it became a “bridge” to connect the
southern and northern part of the city, instead of being “green lungs” and intertainment
for people.However, garages, parking areas, highways, new system for pedestrians,
high-rise housing were dreams, so it made a hard uncomfortable situation in the
boulevards. People walking in this historical part of the city did not know that under
4
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their feet there are rivers, which means people started to forget an important historical
fact.

Figure 5. Amurskij and Ussurijskij boulevards at the beginning of 21century

3. The comparing characteristics before and after disappearing of the
rivers. Honestly speaking, there are pluses and minuses in situation before and after
missing the rivers.
At the beginning of development of the city, these 2 small rivers influenced on
advantegeous location of the city, not far from inflow the Ussuri in the Amur River. To
be exact, the Plusninka and Cherdimovka were a watersource for people, also
influenced on traditional lifestyle of people who lived on the riverside. Khabarovsk,
thanks to the rivers, has an unique architectural form with special views, river fronts of
a bulding and etc. But in the middle of 20th century the rivers exhausted it potential and
were taken in collectors for being city's drainings.
On the one hand, the boulevards Amurskij and Ussurijskij are positive thing.
Instead of old wooden settlement, which riced a lot of problems with sanitary and
ecology, the new boulevards helped the city looks more pretty and, ecologically
speaking, more safe, provided with ventilation and greenery, entertained people, but
only for 25 years. Actually, the boulevards lost it first aim and bring a lot of problems
over the last 10 years.
On the other hand, minuses are connected with a fast and high velocity of our life.
The first problem is traffic: no parking areas, a huge number of cars, a lack of
pedestrian paths and etc. The second is overwetting lands and others ecological
problems in the boulevards area. Our life dictates the globolisation, but also historical
memorials and spiritual, cultural monuments are valiable. For this reason, missing the
rivers is a huge waste, but there are a great limitations and issues for “the rebirth” the
Plusninka and Cherdimovka.

4. The conception of reconstruction of Ussurijskij boulevard. As a
variant to give a second birth to the part of historical, cultural, spiritual treasure of
Khabarovsk we offer a partial restoration of the Plusninka river in the part of
Ussurijskij boulevard. The river almost disappeared and there are engineering
communications on its rises, is supposed to restore the river by artificial means. The
5
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main water source will be the Amur River to draw water. Also we need to do a water
pipe, from which water will come into stream way of the Plusninka. This stream way is
connected with the historical river only symbolically. The questions of transport,
ecology, esthetics fix up according to the modern requirements and order.
For the salvation of transport problem, the project offer to make the underground
and half-underground tunnels with possibility to come out to the main streets, which
help to remove a great noise, a big traffic and pollution. The main pedestrian paths will
be connected between each other by bridge, which give a possibility to walk on the fulllength boulevard. On Usirijskij boulevard along the river will be bicycle paths, sportive
zone and playgrounds, summer theatres and etc. On the stream way of the Plusninka
people can go on catamarans in summer time and ice-skate in winter time. In this part
people can read small interesting information about the rivers to remember the history.
A lot of cafes, fast-foods, underground parking and gyms are also included. At the
crossing of Frunze, Zaparina str. and Ussurijskij boulevard will be a huge
multifunctional commercial center for offices, trade and entertainment, because it will
help for attract locals and foreigners. (figure 6)

Figure 6. The conception of development of Ussurijskij boulevard

Conclusion. Actually, the missing rivers play a great historical role in Khabarovsk.
At the present time a new period of development of boulevards is started. In this period
boulevards can be changed according to modern technology and order, but also can
save a historical memory of the rivers. Such kind of reconstruction will bring an
uniqueness to this part of Khabarovsk.
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Abstract:
The Pasig River is a major water channel running through four cities and two municipalities of
Metro Manila. It serves as a vital access for industrial goods and transport services and has
been extolled as reflective of the national culture and heritage. The river is now considered
biologically dead. It becomes a depository of residential and industrial wastes of the metropolis,
thereby posing health hazard to families living along its banks. Through the years however,
varied actions of both public and private sectors to rehabilitate the Pasig were made. Laws after
laws and projects after projects were instituted to turn back the tide of the river’s decline
toward extinction. But whatever happened to these rehabilitation measures insofar as
implementation is concerned, is not well known.
This paper starts with the historical perspective and timeline, showing the state of the river in
the early 15th c. and how it has deteriorated today. It reports on a survey of various
rehabilitation measures created and being implemented for Pasig. It compares rehabilitation
programs emanating from the government and non-government sectors with the actual
development on the ground using desk research, observation, mapping-inventory, and
interviews, among others. Lastly, a case study of large scale rehabilitation project using current
technology is described.
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Figure 1. Map of Pasig River Showing Cities and Municipalities Being Crossed by it
1.0. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the centuries since the Spanish occupation of the Philippines in the early 16th
century, this river, one of the Philippines’ major water bodies spanning 27 kilometers (with 4
major and 43 minor tributaries), had always been a vital vehicle of industry and trade, a
reflection of our culture and heritage, around which countless poems and testimonies had been
written attesting to its pristine elegance and functional legacy.
Today, five centuries later, the sad state of this river is a cause of restlessness and heightened
environmental concern. This river that once upon a time teemed with so much life and activity,
is now pronounced biologically dead, having been converted into a garbage basin of residential
and industrial wastes, rendering it unfit for marine life and posing as a continuous health hazard
for the more than 100,000 families living along its riverbanks.
The rehabilitation of this river has been deemed a top priority concern for which various sectors
of our society, especially those directly affected, have aligned forces to ensure its viability.
The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), in close collaboration with
the Pasig River Rehabilitation Commission (PRRC), had been spearheading programs and
projects side by side the Local Government Units (LGUs) of 4 cities and 2 municipalities in
Metro Manila to address this growing unrest. Funding programs and initiatives have poured in
from non-government sectors as well, coming up with pilot projects such as relocation of
informal settlers, bio-remediation, phyto-remediation, dredging and the application of
indigenous technology to solve the problems which the revival of this dying ecosystem entails.
A proposed system of filtration with several lines of defense for waste collection (to catch solid
wastes from the individual manholes to the tributaries before flowing into the river) as well as
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biochemical treatment starting from the septic tanks to the sewer lines before reaching the river
are being studied as to their viability and affordability vs. urgency and necessity.
After the historical perspective from the early 15th c. and the timeline showing how the state of
the river has deteriorated today, this research hinges on analysis of current data from the
physical, biological and infrastructure viewpoints as well as qualitative interviews from among
those spearheading the programs in multi-sectoral levels: government (departments, agencies,
LGUs and commissions), non-government (foundations, funding institutions, professionals,
technical experts) and advocacy groups such as environmentalists and the common citizens. It
seeks to examine the programs laid out in a timeline and to assess the progress and
accomplishments to date, examining the factors and causes of so-called successes or failures,
thereby proposing solutions to overcome those objective and subjective conditions which
hamper their due progress.

2.0.

Historical Perspective: Socio-Cultural Significance Of The River And
Timeline Of Deterioration

2.1.

Pre-Spanish Era (5th c. to 16th c.): Trade And Commerce

As with any other river system in the world, the Pasig River has provided the people not only
with their basic needs, but more importantly, a place where to build their community.
Geography teaches us that most of the significant human settlements in the history of
civilization were born on the banks of rivers. London’s Thames, Egypt’s Nile or Rome’s Tiber,
Manila’s Pasig River played a vital role in transport, trade and commerce that connected the
hinterlands of Laguna Lake and Manila Bay. As early as the 5th c., this river had been the major
source of water and livelihood of the many communities along its banks. People washed
clothes in the shallower waters and fisher folks’ daily catch were always bountiful. The
passenger boats that plied the river from the nearby province of Laguna to Manila and back
served as the primary means of transportation.
At the mouth of the river connecting to Manila Bay, where Fort Santiago is now located, as
early as the 13th century, there were ports where vessels from foreign lands, such as Borneo,
China, Java, India, Sumatra, Siam, Annam (Vietnam), Japan and the Middle East, brought trade
items like silk, porcelain, glass beads and were bartering them with gold, pearls, betel nuts and
honey that our natives would bring (Fox, 1961). Way back in the 5th century, trading
communities were engaged in brisk trade along the banks of the Pasig River (Alli, 1994).
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Fig. 2. Trade boats near Divisoria Market

Fig. 3. Inter-island shipping at Pasig River

Source: Ronnie Alejandro Collection

2.2.

Courtesy of Old Manila Book Center

Spanish Occupation (1521 to 1898): Urbanization And Infrastructure

Along the banks of the Pasig River, the most influential and powerful Tagalog kingdom of
Maynila was transformed into a well-fortified Spanish colonial capital, aptly called the Walled
City or Intramuros, which became a military stronghold, the seat of government, the womb of
the Catholic Faith and the exclusive residential quarter of the Spaniards. It housed the residence
of the Spanish Governor-General until it was forced to relocate to San Miguel in the area of
Malacanang Palace after the great earthquake of 1645. The coined word Malacanang, adopted
from the Tagalog, “May lakan dyan” meaning, “there is a nobleman there”, served as a
suitable abode for the highest official of the land (Zafra, 1973). Today, Malacanang Palace still
remains as the residence of our country’s President.
It was during this time that the Manila-Acapulco Galleon Trade soared to new heights, lasting
from 1565 to 1815. Two vessels were making the journey annually between the Philippines and
Mexico, each trip lasting 200 days (Agoncillo, 1990). From the goods brought to Manila Port at
the mouth of the river, they were distributed by means of ferries, bancas, boats and lighters
(flat-bottomed barge) through Pasig River, its tributaries and inland waterways which served
as an effective network for transport, as well as an artery for the delivery of goods from the
interior. There was even a system of paying taxes equivalent to toll fees which these traders
were subjected to prior to entering this waterway. The river also became witness to many
festive fluvial parades, both religious and secular.
Our national hero, Dr. Jose P. Rizal, through the two novels he wrote in the mid-1800’s,
described the river as having clean water and very beautiful, a source of potable water supply
by some Chinese haulers or peddlers. Aside from this, Binondo creek which is referred to as a
bend of this river, served as a bathing place, drainage and sewage area, laundering area, fishing
ground and means of transport and communication. Therefore, as early as the Spanish times
(16th to 19th c), pollution by sewage and laundry washing have already started. By 1850,
Spanish dwellers noticed the waters losing its pristine quality, drawing up a filtering method of
sand and charcoal to maintain its potability.
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Parallel to urbanization came the rise of the earliest infrastructure (Manila Post Office, the first
Philippine Stock Exchange Building and Bank), telecommunications and public utilities
(Electricista) in the Manila area. Trans-oceanic shipping lines also increased, with the weekly
Manila-Hongkong, the monthly Manila-Barcelona and Manila-Yokohama and other irregular
schedules from the US and European countries (cf. Fig. 3).
2.3.

American Period (1898 to 1945) To Post-War Era

Fig. 4. Post-War Destruction
Source: World War II in the Philippines

Fig. 5. Quezon Bridge’s art deco pylons before the war
Source: Ronnie Alejandro Photography Collection

During the American period, the early stages of industrialization took place along the banks of
the Pasig River due to the ease in transport of products and the accessibility of the ports of
Manila Bay. The first thing that the Americans did was to improve the North and South
Harbors, soon ships plying the river became a common site. Another factor that contributes to
the area’s industrialization was the establishment of railways, road networks and bridges, these
includes the Del Pan Bridge, Jones Bridge, Quezon Bridge, Sta. Cruz Bridge and the asphalting
of the city roads. As a side effect of all this progress, the river was receiving the waste
materials that go along with industrialization and thus the clear waters of the river started to
darken. The condition of the river further deteriorated with the onset of World War II, that had
left its indelible marks on the river: 7 bridges destroyed, artillery tanks and remnants of
shattered buildings were deposited into its basin. With the death of the city came the death of
the river.
After the war, the city started the rebuilding process marked with intense urbanization and
industrialization. Urban area expanded laterally along the river banks, as a result, the Pasig
river’s carrying capacity diminished. The side effects of progress and devastating effects of war
were those which made the Pasig into what it is now: fearsome, sticky with mud, slimy and
smelly with its dark waters obscuring its shallow depths.
For three decades the river’s purpose as the major transport route was significantly reduced due
to its dirty basin and the introduction of land-based transport system. Furthermore, current
trends show that even industries were moving out of the Pasig River to areas easily accessible
to large trucks and container vans.
5
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3.0

Timeline: Factors that Contributed to its Deterioration & Remedies

Figure 6. Pollution Sources in the Pasig River System (monitored from 1990 to 2000)
The Pasig river’s decline was a slow process that began in the 1930s, when fish migration from
Laguna Lake decreased, and by the 1950’s, people stopped bathing and washing activities. By
the 1960s, the river started to smell and turned black. Water quality dropped and ferryboat
transport lessened. In 1970, the river fell below Class C levels of pollution, and in 1975 even
below Class C II as it became a victim of urban pollution; its canals served as sewerage for the
domestic and industrial wastes from factories and informal dwellers that sprouted on its
riverbanks. In 1980, river tourism diminished, and in 1985, all type of fishing was brought to
an end.
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Table 1. Timeline of the State of Pasig River and Rehabilitation Efforts
One major factor that contributed to the increase in domestic wastes from 45% in 1990 to 63%
in the year 2000 was the migration of households from the provinces to the capital city of
Manila, in the hope of securing jobs and varied sources of income as the capital had more job
opportunities to offer compared to the provinces. Due to industrialization in the 1980’s to 2000,
its waters were converted into a receptacle of industrial wastes which comprise 31 to 45% of
the water pollutants. The percentage of solid wastes ranged from 10% in 1990 to 6% in 2000.

4.0

Current Efforts At Rehabilitating The River

4.1. Foreign Assistance And Local Participation
The Danish International Development Assistance (DANIDA) played an important role and
laid the groundwork for the Philippine government with its 100-million Kroner grant, through
its Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), to establish the Pasig River
Rehabilitation Program (PRRP) in 1989, which sought to improve the river’s health by
consolidating all river rehabilitation efforts. Soon, other national government agencies (NGAs),
local governments, civic groups, and even the private sector became involved. A most notable
initiative was Clean and Green Foundation’s Piso Para sa Pasig (PPP) which was able to raise
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Php 51 million for its programs. Launched in 1995, the PPP’s massive multi-sectoral campaign
for advocacy brought nationwide attention to Pasig’s sorry state for the first time.
Table 2. Pasig River System Average Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) as of 2009

Source: Department of Environment and Natural Resources

On Jan. 6, 1999, a presidential mandate established the Pasig River Rehabilitation Commission
(PRRC), tasked with coordinating all rehabilitation efforts, with the goal of restoring Pasig
River to Class “C” level—that which can sustain life, with Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)
less than 7mg/liter — throughout a 15-year program, a target hoped to be achieved by 2014.
With more extensive powers and functions vested on this new implementing body, the PRRC
with 13 partner government agencies, began its mission of transforming the Pasig River and its
environs into a showcase of a new quality of urban life.
The Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) and the Environmental Management
Bureau (EMB) have been applying stringent regulations and monitoring measures on factories
which have wastes flowing out into the river. An example is the Environmental Compliance
Certificate which every establishment, connected to Pasig river and Laguna Lake, has to submit
to the agencies responsible for monitoring their waste production.
Among the non-government organizations from the foreign arena that have vouched full
support to this rehabilitation program, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has provided a
$176 million financial assistance package to resuscitate the river for a 15-year project, the first
phase of which was the so-called ADB PAREMAR-SDP (Asian Development Bank Pasig
Rehabilitation Environmental Management – Sector Development Program) carried out from
2000 to 2008, given that a projected 5 million people discharge their wastewater to this river
without having any septic tank or waste water treatment facilities between them and the river.
8
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The Pasig River Ferry Service was also revived as an alternative mode of transportation to
decongest city traffic and as a vehicle towards greater awareness of this advocacy to revitalize
the river. Inaugurated in February 2007, the ferry service now has a total of 14 fully operational
stations, where ferries pick up passengers at regular intervals.
4.2.

Environmental Protection Areas (EPAs) and Urban Renewal Areas (URAs)

An important move in infrastructure and environmental consciousness was the implementation
of the easements along the riverbanks, from 3 meters for its tributaries and 10-meters for the
main river, which have been declared Environmental Protection Areas (EPAs) and have been
transformed into public linear parks and esplanades. Of the 38 kilometers of both banks of the
river, to date, 21.21 kilometers of linear parks have been developed. Land and communities
beyond the 3 to 10-meter EPAs were also declared Urban Renewal Areas (URAs).
One of the biggest challenges facing the river’s rehabilitation is the conflict-riddled process of
relocating slum communities otherwise called Informal Settler Families (ISF) thriving along
the riverbanks, which have been a constant source of pollution. In fact, 65% of waste dumped
into the river comes from these households. The establishment of EPAs meant relocating
thousands of ISFs to adequate resettlement areas and providing them with affordable housing,
livelihood opportunities, and other development support.

Fig. 7 & 8. EPAs before & after developing into linear parks Fig. 9. Sta Ana resettlement
Actual photos showing the previous state of informal settlers and development into parks and medium rise housing

To date, 7,488 housing units have been provided for approximately10,000 families (about
55,000 people) living in deprived conditions within EPAs, relocated in resettlement sites at incity and near-to-town locations that meet ADB standards for involuntary resettlement. The
PRRC ensures that affected households are better off in the resettlement areas than in their
precariously built houses by the river banks that are prone to flooding during the rainy season.
The PRRC also provides trainings and microcredit for small business enterprises, and other
livelihood assistance. From these families, 4,863 individuals are benefitting from the livelihood
programs and 51 families are receiving continuous financial assistance. ADB also financed
schools and community centers, health and day care centers at the resettlement locations. Basic
9
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municipal services, such as improved water supply and sanitation, essential infrastructure, and
security of tenure were also provided. With ADB assistance, 20 vacuum trucks for septic tank–
emptying services were procured. A total of 4.91 hectares have been completed, benefitting a
further 80,000 families (about 440,000 people). These renewal and resettlement projects are
expected to reduce waste input and improve environmental conditions in the Pasig River basin
and the entire metropolitan area.
4.3.

Case Study of Large Scale Rehabilitation Efforts using Current Technology

To significantly reduce solid wastes in the river, the dredging program was implemented under
the guidance of the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH), where a total of
1,454,833 m3 of solid wastes have been excavated. Some of these solid waste materials are
stored in landfills and others in Underwater Placement Overhead Capping units (UPOCs) with
a cumulative accomplishment of 2,030,483 m3 . In addition to this, a total of 4 sites have been
put up for Material Recovery Facilities (MRF), for shredding plastic, paper and other
recyclable wastes. Other efforts at improving the quality of water are: (a) bio-remediation –
pilot project using 23 carefully selected, useful, non-pathogenic and naturally occurring
microbial isolates were used to attack, degrade and neutralize the pollutants, (b) installation of
garbage traps (currently in 17 out of 43 creeks), (c) provision of aeration and filtration devices
(presently in 7 out of 17 creeks, (c) phyto-remediation: use of selected plants, e.g. millionaire’s
vine whose roots cleanse the waters, for greening riverbanks and increase dissolve oxygen
level; a total of 7,398 linear meters have been covered by these plants at 3 major sites.

Fig.10 Dredging Equipment Fig.11 Material Recovery Facility Fig.12 Phytoremediation
PRRC is now preparing for the second phase of the project. In February 2009, the “Kapit Bisig
sa Ilog Pasig” (Arm-in-Arm for the Pasig River) program was launched by the DENR, through
PRRC and ABS-CBN Foundation. The partnership’s goal is to turn the Pasig into a Clean
River Zone in 7 years (up to 2016) by ensuring zero toxic input into the river through solid
waste management, household or community septic tanks desludging, and septage treatment. It
will also continue the rehabilitation and resettlement work initiated by the PRRC.
Among the private corporations deeply committed to this cause of rehabilitating the river are
Unilever (that had been involved since the 1980’s in environmental concerns), PLDT
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(Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company) and Ayala Foundation that have joined forces
towards this goal.
Currently, ADB is reviewing the possibility of supporting the wastewater infrastructure
development plans of construction septage treatment plants (STPs) of the two private water
supply and sanitation concessionaires servicing the metropolis, so as to contribute to a further
reduction of communal wastewater discharges on the Pasig River.

5.0. Conclusion
After having illustrated the primary importance that this river holds for the life and welfare of
Manila and its neighboring cities which this waterway traverses, it is justifiable that there is an
intensive rehabilitation of the Pasig River spanning three decades in the serious implementation
of programs and policies. It is by far one of the most comprehensive river rehabilitation
programs being undertaken by the Philippines, involving 13 government agencies, 3 big private
companies, 3 foreign grantors and numerous local and civic communities. Of these programs,
especially the recent ones (15-year plan of the PRRC from 1999 to 2014), an evaluation study
of the final completion report dated December 2009 shows that the overall performance is 45%
accomplishment vs. the expected 67%, having coursed 10 years or two-thirds of the allotted
project period. This is assessed from all fronts: from the policies, programs, infrastructure
development, public information advocacy through media and general awareness of the people
regarding this cause. A lot remains to be done.
Notwithstanding, there has been a proliferation of initiatives and proposals for pilot projects
towards sustainable development in wastewater treatment in line with heightened awareness of
the need to revitalize this river, some of which are: (a) Decentralized water treatment facilities:
several lines of defense from the manholes to the sewer lines to the tributaries before going to
the river and introducing biochemicals into septic tanks and sewage treatment plants to improve
quality of effluent water (started in Malacanang housing facilities: positive outcome),
(b) Proposal to provide filtration dams using indigenous materials and technology: bamboo
weave and coco shreds as sieve at funnel points, (c) On-going projects implementing zero
waste management in homes, offices and industries: 3R’s (reduce, recycle and reuse) –
segregating and recycling solid waste materials and converting them into useful products, e.g
waste paper into egg trays, scrap plastics to wash basins or pipes, scrap metals to reinforcement
steel; composting of organic material, (d) Encouraging collaboration of NGOs (nongovernment organizations) and informal settlers along the riverbanks to generate public
awareness, e.g. River Day (similar to Earth Day or Earth Hour), wherein at strategic locations
within a specified hour, they can throw biochemicals to cleanse the river, (e) Enhancing the
design of resettlement housing facilities to espouse the principles of green architecture: natural
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lighting and ventilation, passive cooling technology, solar heating, plants and open spaces; selfhelp technology and core housing with flexibility for expansion.
It is with a lot of hope and optimism that these more recent initiatives will be the tipping point
of Pasig River’s rehabilitation and turn the tide from its deterioration. With a positive
projection and building on the efforts of current multi-sectoral collaboration, the future
generations can then enjoy a Class C water quality and resume the activities once witnessed by
this River, thereby reinstating it to its seat of importance for our country’s capital region.

Fig. 13. View of Pasig River – downtown Manila
Photography by Sonny Espiritu

Fig. 14. Vision of Pasig River in 2020
Perspective by Architect Felino Palafox, Jr.
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Abstract
The development of city history in Taiwan was affected deeply by rivers.
Sinjhuang City is the earliest developed area in Taipei County. Its original main
industry was agriculture and it became the core of trade port of northern Taiwan
because of the advantageous position near the Tamsui River. However, the riverbed
had deposited and made Sinjhuang’s economy degenerate. In the end of 19th , Qing
Government built the rail road and brought it another flourishing. In the age of 1950,
Sinjhuang already completed most infrastructures and became the most important
industry city of Taipei County. In 1987, because of Taipei’s flood-control project, the
government constructed the levee. As a result, that way terminated the relation
between the habitants and river culture. In the early phrase, Sinjhuang was prosperous
due to water, which caused frequent interaction between people life and river.
Although the construction of the levee brought safer life, it increased the difficulty for
inhabitants getting the access to the river. In the future, with opening the water gate
and the construction of Zhong-gang canal, we hope that Sinjhuang inhabitants would
tie with the river closely and be proud of the old river city’s history.
Key word: river history, flood-control, participatory design
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1. Before telling a story of Sinjhuang
The development of cities in Taiwan is deeply influenced by rivers. For instance,
the cultivation history of Sinjhuang City in Taipei County is the typical symbolization
of the rise and fall of the cities in Northern Taiwan. Sinjhuang City is in the western
part of Taipei County. It locates at the north-west coast of Dahan River, the west side
of Sanchong City, south-east side of Wugu Township and Taishan Township, and next
to Banciao City by Dahan River (see Figure 1). Sinjhuang became a new harbor
because of the change of its location caused by a big earthquake in 1694. In the
earthquake, the north-west part of Taipei basin turned out to be “Kangxi Taipei Lake”.
At the moment, the rise and fall of Sinjhuang began.

Figure 1. The Location of Sinjhuang Area
1.1 Qing Government Period (1662-1895)
Sinjhuang, the city locates at Dahan River, became a prosperous place for the
immigrants in the 18th century. The cultivation activities keep growing. In addition,
the order of cultivation can be shown by the old names of these places. For example,
Toechaindrown is the first, Erchongpu is the second, and Sanchong follows (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The Location and View of Sinjhuang Area in 18th Century
In the middle of the 18th century, the equipments of irrigation were set for the
need of farming. Later, Sinjhuang became the center of business because of the
development of Danshui Harbor. The population and temples along the river became
more and more. The old streets of Sinjhuang also became one of the most popular
places in that period (see Figure 3). Until early of the 19th century, Sinjhuang was
always the most important trade harbor of Dahan River. This is the golden period of
the development of Sinjhuang. However, as the soil made Dahan River shallow, big
ships could not enter Sinjhuang. Sinjhuang could no longer own the function of
transportation and got decaying. In the late 19th century, the railway built by the
government brought the opportunity of prosperity to Sinjhuang. People came to
Sinjhuang again. The business, culture and art in Sinjhuang grew again.

Figure 3. The Location of Sinjhuang Old Street (The Red Line)
1.2 The Period of Taiwan under Japanese rule (1895-1945)
The railway was the traffic system to replace water transport. In the 20th century,
Sinjhuang decayed again because the railway changed its route and did not pass by
Sinjhuang. After 100 years, the plains in Banciao and Sanchong became bigger and
wider. The plains became a good basic to grow farming (see Figure 4). Furthermore,
the production amount and the quality of rice became the best place of Taipei area.
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Figure 4. The Rice Field Area of Sinjhuang in 1904
Source: Center for Geographic Information Science

1.3 A Transition from Agriculture to Industry (after 1945)
In the 1960s, the economic development of Taiwan changed from agriculture to
industry. The industry of Sinjhuang was almost made for agriculture and people’s
livelihood. The industry was not very prosperous. In the end of Second World War,
Japanese government moved the industry of Taipei from Taipei City to the downtown.
Sinjhuang has become the core area of industry since then. The population in
Sinjhuang also grew sharply. Now it has three main industry parks now (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. The Location of Industry Parks in Sinjhuang

2. The Story About Sinjhuang Old street
2.1 The Original Space Useing
Old Sinjhuang streets were the political and business center of Taipei during
1731 to 1795. There were a lot of temples around Sinjhuang, From east to west,
respectively GuangFu Temple, WenChang Palace, TzuYo Temple, WuSheng Temple.
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The grounds of these temples were the main place for people to gather. Among these
temples, TzuYo Temple is the most popular place, because Matzu is believed to make
ships be safe. The leisure activities also gathered around these temples. There are 56
gathered on this about 200 meter long street, including bakeries, oil lines, blacksmith
shop, dried tofu shop, grocery stores.
The scenery of Sinjhuang old streets was very interesting. The best known
sceneries are Raising-water Alley, Theater Alley and Rice-market Alley (see Figure 6).
Raising-water Alley represents the narrow alley at the 278th alley of Sinjhuang Road.
Water-raisers would deliver water to the residents of Sinjhuang old streets when the

system of tap-water didn’t be built.
The Theater Alley locates at the 359th alley of Sinjhuang Road. It appeared for
the bustling business activities in Sinjhuang and some festivals of appreciating gods.
Every kind of drama clubs appeared here and the teachers of drama also lived at this
place to give lecture. These facts made Theater Alley become the center of
entertainment studying in North Taiwan. People lived here formed some groups to
perform at celebrations of different festivals. After that, as the development of drama
fell, Theater Alley has become an ordinary living area.
Rice-market Alley is at the 387th alley of Sinjhuang Road. The rice grew in
Sinjhuang Plain was sold to Mainland China through Sinjhuang Harbor in Qing
Government. Many rice shops set up here because the alley was close to the harbor.
Whenever the ships came to the harbor, the delivery workers would keep passing the
alley and deliver a lot of rice.
Figure 6. The Present Views of Raising-water Alley, Theater Alley and
Rice-market Alley
2.2 The Space transition of Sinjhuang Old street
As the process falling of Dahan River, recession of business, and building of
embankments which made Sinjhuang no longer be close to water, Sinjhuang old street
has become the famous Sinjhuang night market now (see Figure 7). Except some
traditional food, other stores have changed to sell some popular cloth, grocery of life,
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and ordinary food. There are no many differences between Sinjhuang night market
and other night markets in Taiwan. The ground in front of temples and tradition
ancient houses also change to be the places for vendors and parking areas.

Figure 7. The change of Sinjhuang old street
2.3 Emotion Connecting with River
Life of the residents in Sinjhuang old street no longer owns the strong
relationship with Dahan River after the building of embankment. Not only the beach
used to past fishing boat changed to a high traffic road, the former are everywhere of
the Dahan River were blocked by the muddy embankment. The original unique
cultural emotion for Dahan River of old street residents also fades away. The Tzu Yo
temple which blessing Matsu, originally available via Li-ji Street direct access to
Dahan River. During the Japanese occupation period, the government established a
public hall near pier in Li-ji Street. This public hall was a important node for residents
to gather, but now it has been converted into a market. Li-ji Street lost the important
function of linking people's cultural beliefs, temples and Dahan River (see Figure 8).
Figure 8. The Landscape change Around Li-ji Street
The other temples in the Dahan Creek are facing the same situation. Block No.
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31 on the Bi-jiang Street northwest toward the southeast named Gang-ko temple
(Gangko means “port”), its original gate was toward the river side, now it is toward
high-speed road. As it’s inconvenient for pedestrians, so it set up an another exit in the
back side for assess. The Sinjhuang old steet and temples above which originally
develop due to water carriage, now has nothing to do with the Dahan River because
the construction of embankment. But it only retained in the memories of older
residents and the old banyan tree above Bi-jiang Street which used to binding fishing
boat.
Residents were trying to recover the original appearance of the prosperity,
therefore proposed a reconstruction plan of the old street shopping district plan. But it
was still unsuccessful.

3. Open the Water Gate-Sidelong Gate of Sinjhuang Dike Construction
3.1 The Cause of the Project
The government built Dahan River embankments in Taipei area for avoiding
flood in 1987 (see Figure 9). The Tzu Yo Temple has stood next to Dahan River for
over 300 years. After building the embankments, Matzu, the God was worshipped in
the temple, is hidden in back of the embankments. Local residents consider that the
building of the embankments breaks the “Feng Shui”, which means the fortune of the
place. Thus, the water-related life disappears. The life brought by living next to the
rivers is also influenced. Since 1990s, local residents began to vote for breaking the
embankments and to build Sidelong Gate to connect the traffic between the
embankments because there were very few aisles between the embankments.
In addition, Sidelong Gate can also solve the parking problem in Temple streets
and to promote the business and the tourism. After opening the gates, the local
residents regain the opportunity to get close to water. The residents are eager to build
more and more Sidelong Gates to link their life, Temple street, and the river together.
What’s more, to find the relaxed living time back.
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Figure 9. The Situation Between Inside and Outsideof the Dike
Breaking the embankments and opening the gates not only have something to do
with the safety of avoiding water, they also have a serious influence with the traffic
outside the embankments. The plan began in November, 2001 and will be finished in
March, 2010.
3.2 The Expectation of the Project
Sidelong Gate can provide some roads between the embankments and make the
amount of traffic to be lighter. Besides, it can solve the parking problem by building
parking lot outside the embankments. This engineering also has a strong effect on the
area. It makes the local history be seen by people again and lead Sinjhuang to a
prosperous situation (see Figure 10). Furthermore, the government is considering
building Sinjhuang Harbor to extend the Blue Way from Danshui to Sinjhuang. In this
way, the tourism in Sinjhuang would be more and more prosperous.
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Figure 10. The Plan of Sidelong Gate of Sinjhuang Dike Construction
Source: Sidelong Gate of Sinjhuang Dike Construction Project Report

3.3 The Thinking from Inhabitants
Residents of old street claims that Dahan River was very clean 40 years ago.
There were a lot of creatures in the river and children can play in the water whenever
they want. But after building the embankments, it is very difficult to enter the
embankments from old street. There are also some local scholars claim that if the
embankments could be opened like Dong Shan River in Ilan county, Sinjhuang can
also be a nice place.
The vendors in front of Tzuyu Temple say that they want to open the
embankments for business reason. They mention that when there were no
embankments, the places near the river could be used to park cars. But the building of
embankments makes their business suffer from a recession. Also, many residents
think that this place is the highest place in Sinjhuang, there wouldn’t be any problems
after opening the embankments. To sum up, the vendors hope to open the
embankments and set up some parking spaces at the place to solve the parking
problem.
In addition, members of the Vendor’s Association also mention that opening the
embankments can accompany the plan of extending Blue Way. This can not only
recover the scenery in front of Tzuyu Temple but also can bring many tourists. MRT
Sinjhuang station is also going to be finished. The tourists can take the MRT, drive
9
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cars, and take ships to Sinjhuang. This brings a prosperous opportunity to Sinjhuang.
3.4 The Analysis of the Project
After opening Sidelong Gate, the access between residents and water is
increasing. However, in overall space planning, footway of pedestrian, bike-way, and
traffic-way could have conflict in each other. In addition, the project focus on
engineering planning, not consider that the relative relation in embankment space and
ignore the interaction between people and water. Therefore, there maybe have some
gaps between the government’s project and residents’ vision.

Figure 10. The View of Across gate of Sinjhuang Dike Construction

4. Issues and Discussions
4.1 Can the Love of River Be Brought Back Only by Opening the Embankments?

There are two meanings of opening the embankments. One is to make Matzu no
longer face to the walls. Another is to restore the love between residents and the river.
But how to restore the love is worth of thinking. The relation among the residents, the
temples, and the river was very strong in the past. It is also the common memory
among old residents. Although going back to the past is not the only choice, the
memorial stories happened along the river is too valuable to be forgotten. Opening the
embankments is only the beginning of finding back traditional culture. Other people
should use different ways to construct the great city.
4.2 Would the Emphasis on Tourism Make the Value of History Be Ignored?
After opening the gates, the plan of developing the neighborhood and reconstruct
the Sinjhuang Harbor to attract people through some promotions is really commercial.
Sinjhuang old street would imitate Sanshia old street to reconstruct the houses and
streets to sell some products and ignore the value of history. In the part of extending
the Blue Way and reconstruct Sinjhuang Harbor, the viewpoint of the government is
to copy DamShui Harbor to be a tourism harbor. Therefore, the role of the
embankment in the future would be only an isle to solve the problems of traffic. The
10
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ideal of reconstructing the history value of Sinjhuang is not so easy.
4.3 Is Extending the Blue Way Only A Fantasy?
10th River Management Secretary of Water Resources Agency claims that the
wide of the Blue Way is at least 50 meters and the depth has to be more than 3 meters.
The soils stuck in Dahan River makes the plan difficult to come true. If the plan really
executes, there would be a large amount of money. As if the plan comes true, the Blue
Way also cannot be used forever. Thus, the plan is too ideal and has to be considered
more.
4.4 What Are Some Actions After Opening the Embankments?
There are a lot of big carts driving very fast outside the embankment. There are
always a lot of car accidents every year. Therefore, opening the embankments can
solve some traffic problems, other problems brought by opening the embankments are
still important to be taken care. Mayor of Sinjhuang also urge the officials of the
government to put the problems at an important state. How to create a space that can
fit people and traffic is really a serious question for people to think.

5. Conclusion-A City Lives with Water
The rising and decaying in Sinjhuang extremely relates with Dahan River, and
inhabitants still have strong bond with the river history. Even Sinjhuang became a
high developed area, we could not ignore their spirit demand to river. Moreover, it is
the time to recall those memories of the splendid age and change the government’s
attitude to a more positive way, no matter from a software way or a hardware way.
 Inside the embankment－To build the friendlier accesses between Sinjuang


old street and the river.
Outside the embankment－To have the opportunity of the linking with Blue



Way, Sinjhuang old street and Sinjhuang MRT line.
Along the embankment－To Integrate the waterfront area for rest and



tourism.
Temples and old street－To revive the river history and temple culture by

setting up the local activities.
We hope the inhabitants could realize that closing to the river and local culture
could be a pride and worthy of telling to the next generation. Under a longer plan,
Sinjhuang could be expected not only a business and high developed city, but a stage
to show their self-cultural belief and self-identity.
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This paper aims to discuss the evolution of Kyobashi Area with focusing on its
comprehensive relationship with Kyobashi River that once existed and
disappeared by reclamation in 1956.
In order us to understand the significance of historic Kyobashi River, this
paper, first of all, started with a research into the local culture and spatial
structure closely tied to the riverside open space called “Kashi”. Although Kashi
had been functionally lost as the river was reclaimed, the spatial structure has been
succeeded and significant in present urban condition.
Kyobashi River was reclaimed in 1956, and then Tokyo Expressway, the first
raised highway in Japan, was built on the reclaimed land. In this paper, the
objective and root of Tokyo Expressway was analyzed.
Based on the aforementioned researches, this paper attempts to explore the
possibility of revitalization of the Kyobashi River. Here we introduce the ongoing
movement for the revitalization by locals and the University of Tokyo. Since last
year, a number of proposals have been produced along with this movement. This
paper gives consideration to the discoveries and challenges revealed through these
proposals.
Keywords: Kyobashi River, Urban Regeneration, Open Space

1. Aim of Study
When the 21st century began, new city reforming projects took places in every
block in Kyobashi district. On the other hand, new proposal of reforming the Kyobashi
River is proposed instead of a part of the highway which is not used any more. It is
proposed by Kyobashi 3 chome choukai, city community in Kyobashi to improve the
environmental circumstances of the city. To create new common spaces in this project,
the problems and potentials should be found with historical and special analysis in
details of the riverside. This paper have two aims, one is to clear the evolution of the
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riverside common spaces along the Kyobashi River and the other is to introduce our
latest proposal that based on the opportunities found through the analysis.

2. Object and Method
To see the history of Kyobashi District, it
is worth to check Kashi System beside the
Kyobashi River, because the city of Tokyo was Fig.1 Kashi in meiji period
organized with the river system in the Edo
period at the beginning of its foundation. Fig.1
shows the kashi by the rivers in kyobashi and
Nihonbashi district. Kashi were settled by the
Edo government for unloading spaces along
the river at first. After
settlement, kashi had
important roles in connecting the river and the
city for example, traffic, transportation,
commerce, information, prevention for disaster, Fig.1 Kashi system in meiji period
and infrastructure (Shikanai, 2004)1). The city was divided into several districts by the
rivers and canals. The history of kashi shows the history of the city through the water
edge of the districts. The origin of kashi is found by kashichi maps2) and kashichi
licences in meiji 153). The original characteristics of kashi can be analyzed with those
details. As for kashi, there are other studies taken from the standpoint of the history of
the city, kashi design and layout, city ordinances and the relationship with the city.
Suzuki (2003, pp.104-6)4) examined kashi and the river of the Edo era. As for layout and
design, there are studies by Hashimoto and Ito. Hashimoto and Hori (1999, pp37-42)5)
examined kashi and the areas at the ends of bridges in the Edo Era. Ito (1986, p.218)6)
examined same spaces at the ends of bridges during the post –Great Kanto earth quake
period of reconstruction. As for city ordinances, Shoji (1987, pp.11-22)7) made a
reference to kashi in Nihonbashi in her studies about the history of rivers in Tokyo.

3. History of the River and Common space
at Kyobashi
3-1. Kashi System in Meiji Period
Kashi system was succeeded from Edo period
(1603-1868). The Fig.2 is a part of the oldest map
of Edo period at Nihonbashi area. There, the oldest
2

Kyobashi R.
Sakura River
Fig.2 River in Kan-ei in Edo
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kashi was found beside the Palace. In the east Hacchobori, (Haccho-canal) was situated
in Kannei(1624-1644) in Edo period, and called as Teppouzu. Though it was only water
line then, it became the Sakura River to lead the Kyobashi River as reclamation work
advanced.
.
As for kashi in Edo period, there found two important concepts. At first, Kashi was
regulated as“open space”. Seiho-jiroku (1658) The latter was that kashi was
“common space”. Kashichi belonged to Edo government.
In Meiji period (1868-1912), Kashi remained common places, for all of kashichi
lots belonged to Meiji government. The tenants had to rent them with time limit.
Around the Kyobashi Rivers and Sakura River, 4kashi were found. They were
Daikon-kashi, Take-kashi, Shirauo-kashi, Asari-kashi(Fig.3). Each kashi was composed
with many small kashichi (each lot of kashi). Each Kashichi lot had different sizes and
forms. They had closed relationship with the organization of the city, because almost
of all the rents lived in the city block just behind the kashi. It was cleared with the
research on the kashichi licences.
To know the characteristics of the Riverside Common Spaces at Kyobashi River
zone in the Fig3, comparing the land uses of kashi in Kyobashi district with those of
another districts, there found two special tendencies. One was existence of a pretty
quantity of open space, the other was existence of lots of kashichi which were used as
residence. Size and landuse of kashichi was based on kashichi map and licence in Meiji
15(1882).

Fig.3 The land use of kyobashi kasha in 1882
At Post-Shikukaisei, Kashi were sold out to Tokyo City for the funds for execution
of the project. Kashi were newly registered and they increased and prospered with
various functions, for examples, unloading places for industrial members on the
riverbank area in the eastside of the Sumida River. By new law for the fire prevention
3
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measures, storage houses kashichi, which were made of wood, changed into building of
much more solid construction of stone, brick or clay.
At Great Kanto Earthquake, almost of all Kashichi buildings were burnt. After
reconstruction project finished, Kashi suddenly disappeared from registration maps in
1930. Daikon Kashi (vegetable market) moved to the new Central Wholesale Market at
Tsukiji. Kashichi which had belonged to the city, became independent, as each
kashichi got own address number. It was because the citizens began to live in kashichi.
Original relationships between kashi and city disappeared as same as their functions
became less, caused by the commercial development, conversion of water transportation
into land transportation and increase of sanitary problems.

3-2. Tokyo Expressway
In 1936, the city of Tokyo published “Master Plan for River and Moat in Tokyo”
which denies the value of river and moat at the inner city of Tokyo. This master plan
described the historic outer moat as
“having little traffic and cultural
value and sanitarily problematic”,
and proposed to reclaim it. Based
on this suggestion, the city of
Tokyo created a development plan
(Fig. 4) that, however, was not
realized for financial issues8).
Fig.4 Master Plan for River and Moat in Tokyo
Source: (Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 1936, “Master Plan for River and Moat ”)

Speaking of the deterioration of urban river in this period, “Reclamation plan of
the disused river”, planned by Hideaki Ishikawa, had remarkable impact on the urban
environment. The outer moat was mostly reclaimed in 1950’s by practicing this
proposal.
In 1950, the group of industrialist
proposed “Sky Building Plan” to Tokyo
metropolitan government (Fig. 5). This
plan was the original plan for Tokyo
Express way. “Sky Building Plan” was
planned on the outer moat, Shiodome
River, and Kyobashi River. The Sky
Fig.5 Sky Building Plan
4Source: (Tokyo Expressway, 1981,
“30 Years of Tokyo Expressway”)
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Building has 16 stories, including 4 basement floors, and has 1.2km in
length. The expressway route was located on the 2nd floor level.
Tokyo metropolitan government, however, rejected this proposal as the long
wall-like structure quite possibly cut the Ginza district into pieces. They also disagreed
with privatizing the reclaimed land for commercial use.
Disappointed by this rejection, the industrialists revised their proposal with several
significant amendments. In their revised proposal, the story of building was decreased
from 12 stories to only 2 stories. The river was kept left by raising the expressway.
Regarding the program for the building, tenant use was canceled, and, instead, parking
and warehouse were installed. In addition to these amendments, they let drivers use this
expressway for free in order to emphasize their contribution to public interest.
Considering these revision and improvement of the plan, Tokyo metropolitan
government finally accepted their proposal.
However, the plan was amended again to reclaim the river as the plan committee
concluded that the expressway needed 12 meter in width that previously planned as 9
meter. They noted that the raised expressway with 12m in width would degrade the
quality of the river. Moreover, because of the motorization, the traffic value of river was
entirely shifted to the land traffic in this period.
Diagram 1 below shows how the plan had been changed.

Diagram 1. Amendments of the Sky Building Plan

Through this series of amendments of the
plan, the reclamation of the river was approved
in 1954, and the outer moat was reclaimed to
build the Tokyo Expressway in 1959.
At this moment, the length of Tokyo
5

Fig 6. Tokyo Expressway
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Expressway was 1.2km, and Kyobashi River and Shiodome River were not reclaimed.
These rivers were reclaimed by the extension plan of Tokyo Expressway planned by
Tokyo metropolitan government in 1958. Their primary motivation to extend Tokyo
Expressway was to have connection to the Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway, which has
larger expressway network. Although there were many demonstrations against this
extension plan, reclamation of Kyobashi River was completed in 1964.The extension of
Tokyo Expressway was completed in 1966, connecting to Tokyo Metropolitan
Expressway (Fig. 6) 9) 10).

4. Opportunities for Regeneration of Kyobashi River
4-1. Availability of Public Land
In the Fig.7, the year of the sale of the kashichi are shown. But still in Heisei
period, the common spaces remain as kashichi common, the spaces belonged to Couou
ward and Tokyo City. They have lots of possibilities for the renewal of the city
Kyobashi district.

Fig.7 Lots remain common space

4-2. Existing Condition of Tokyo Expressway
Kyobashi River was reclaimed in 1964 to build Tokyo Expressway. When we
existing condition of this building structure. In doing so, we have revealed the following
key facts that support the regeneration of Kyobashi River.
First of all, Tokyo Expressway is much less used than the surrounding traffic routes
(Fig. 8). Unpopularity of the route A, where Kyobashi River once existed, is outstanding.
This fact simply shows that demolition of Tokyo Expressway would have little impact
on the existing traffic system.
Secondly, the building structure itself is getting old as it has past almost 50 years
6
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since completion. Accordingly, the huge amount of cost for repairing the building
structure is expected in near future. The cost is estimated as high as ten billion yen.

Fig 8. Traffic Volume of Tokyo Expressway
Source: (Creted from Metropolitan Expressway Co., Ltd.,
2007, “Traffic Volume of Tokyo beltway”)

4-3. Amount of water resources around Kyobashi area
To clarify the amount of water resources, distribution of the water was
analyzed.
Kyobashi-gawa Rainwater Drainage is collecting rainwater around
Kyobashi area. Average flux of water
is 7,110m3/day. Akashicho Drainage
(mainline) is collecting sewage water
around Kyobashi area. hoAverage
amount of water is 69,120m3/day. In
the tunnel of the railway line around
Kyobashi area, underground water is
discharging. 3 lines in total, average
flux of water are 5,659m3/day. As
described above, there is enough flux
of water resources around Kyobashi
Fig 9. Drainage around Kyobashi area
area.

7
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4-4. Consciousness research
To reveal the consciousness and hope for the future of the Kyobashi area,
consciousness research is conducted. By asking “Do you know that the Kyobashi River
was existed this area?” more than half of the respondent answered, “Yes”. By asking,
“Please select what you want to preserve in Kyobashi
area”, a number of respondent answered “historical
buildings” and ”established stores”. By asking “What
do you need in a kyobashi area in the future”, more than
half of the respondent chose “boulevard trees” By
asking “Do you agree for reclaim of the Kyobashi
River?” more than 60% of the respondent answered,
“Agree” and ratio of the respondent who answered
“Disagree” is just 4.5%. By asking, “What is the most Fig 10. Result of the question:
important condition for reclaiming Kyobashi river”, “Do you agree for reclaim of
“plaza in the river bank” and “easy to approach to the the Kyobashi River?“
river side” are the common answer. In addition, it reveal that a number of people have a
keen interest for disaster prevention.

Fig 11. Result of the question: “Please select what
you want to preserve in Kyobashi area “ (left)
“What do you need in a kyobashi area in the
future”(right)

8
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5. Proposal
From the result of the analysis, 6 methods for the reclamation of the Kyobashi
River are presented. The methods are “Create green infrastructure”, “Reduce the heat
island effect”, “Build up alternate function of the sewage”, “Relocation of the shops and
offices in the Tokyo expressway building”, “Create recreational water space”, “Create
spaces that inherit memories” By adopting these methods, it can be compatible with the
economic rationality of the diversion of the Tokyo expressway and the value of the river
in a contemporary way of life. Therefore, the vision to realise harmonious coexistence
with the global environment through restore the Kyobashi River was indicated.

Fig 11. Master plan of the Proposal

Fig 12. Images of the Proposal
9
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6. Prospects
Since October 2008, we have been working on primary site analysis and, based
on the findings, creating a series of tentative proposals. Through the presentations to the
locals and related stakeholders, we have been getting supporters who are conscious of
the current issues of their urban environment.
In 2010, we have started founding a Non Profit Organization for this project in
order to carry this project forward to realization.
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Abstract: Sustainability concerns have aroused great interest among policy makers in
the interrelated land use change systems. In this context, land use change analysis becomes a hot topic. Recently, even though considerable attention has been devoted to
the spatial effect, the temporal effect on land use change has not been given due attention. Hence, studying the influence of temporal effect on the accuracy of the land use
change model becomes important. Learning how the temporal effect affects the accuracy of land use change model is thus of our principal interest. This paper incorporates
the temporal effect in Geographically Weighted Logit Regression (GWLR), which
considers spatial nonstationarity in land use change modeling. Specifically, there will
be two intervals to consider the temporal impacts in GWLR on land cover change
modeling. Firstly, different time intervals in different land cover change process on
one point will cause different results. Secondly, the other kind of time intervals is the
time interval between the land use changes. In this study, for the first kind of temporal
interval, we incorporate an ‘age’ variable to the regression model. For the second, we
proposed a new weighting function that combines the “geographical space” and
“temporal space” between one observation and its neighbors, such that (1) neighbors
with greater geographical distances from the subject point are assigned smaller
weights, and (2) at a given geographical distance, neighboring points with less temporal interval to that of the subject point are assigned larger weights. The GWLR with
weight function which consider both the two kind temporal effects will be implemented to be compared with the others. Case studies of land use change patterns in
Calgary, Canada will be implemented. The results indicate that the GWLR model
considering the temporal effect performs better than the other models.

Key Words: temporal effect; Geographically Weighted Logit Regression; land use
change
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1. Introduction
Land use change analysis, which becomes a hot topic recently, plays a key role in urban planning. In the past two decades, considerable effort has been made in regards to
land use change modeling (Baker, 1989; Agarwal et al., 2002). Various land use
change models (VeldKamp and Lambin, 2001; Berling-Wolff and Wu, 2004) have
been developed to facilitate understanding of the complex interactions underlying the
land use change.
Specifically, a variety of statistical methods such as Markov chain analysis (Lopez et
al. 2001, Weng 2002), multiple regression analysis (Theobald and Hobbs 1998), are
employed. Afterwards, artificial neural networks (ANNs) (Pajanowski et al. 2002),
Multi-agent system and cellular automata (CA) capable of dynamic spatial simulation
and innovative bottom-up approach (Clarke and Gaydos 1998; Wu 1998; Wu 2002)
are used. Despite different levels of success in their specific applications, their drawbacks limit their efficiency in land use change modeling. Markov chain analysis uses
a transition matrix to describe the change of land use but cannot reveal the causal factors and their significance. In multiple regression analysis, the land use data often defied fundamental assumptions such as the normal distribution and model linearity
(James and McCulloch 1990, Olden and Jackson 2001). Artificial neural network is a
powerful method used to model nonlinear relationships but it is prone to overfitting
the training data and cannot be relied upon to ensure the generalization performance
(Sui, 1994). Moreover, ANNs have a static nature, in which causal factors are not dynamic. Multi-agent system (MAS) is a microscopic simulation method and is therefore unable to fit the requirements of large scale modeling. Moreover, it is difficult to
define the perception rule for the agent interactions in MAS (Parker et al., 2001). CA
recognizes the temporal and spatial context of each cell; however, it can only share
information across immediate cells, so that more dispersed interactions and correlations are largely ignored.
In order to identify socio-economic driven forces of land use and to predict corresponding land use, regression modeling plays a fundamental role in examining the relationship quantitatively between land use changes and explanatory variables. In such
a framework, spatial nonstationarity, which means different relationships exist at different points in space, should be considered. It’s a very important aspect on land use
change analysis. Geographically weighted regression (GWR) for depicting the spatial
nonstationarity in a regression has been developed. Meanwhile, McMillen and
McDonald (1998) point out that one need apply standard logit or probit methods to
the discrete data in place of least squares. Thus, Geographically Weighted Logit Regression (GWLR) is introduced into land cover/cover change modeling.
Now, more specific attentions begin to be paid on spatial-temporal analysis on land
cover change (Huang et al. 2008). Temporal effect should also be incorporated into
the GWRL model. Thus, this study aims to construct a novel statistical model in a
GWLR framework to considering both spatial and temporal effects to assist the spa2
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tio-temporal land use change analysis. A case study on multi-temporal land use
change in Calgary, Canada will be carried out to evaluate the performance and reliability of the proposed model.
2. Methodology
In order to consider the temporal effect, GWLR Model will be extended to Temporal
GWLR (TGWLR) Model which considers both spatial and temporal nonstationarity.
A significant improvement achieved by TGWLR will be shown by the comparison of
estimation results of several models.
2.1 Overview of GWLR Model

{x ij} with the spatial coordinates {( u i, v i )} ,

Suppose we have a set of n observations

i = 1, 2, …, n, on q predictor variables, j = 1, 2, …, q, and a set of n observations on a
dependent or response variable
=
y
i

log

e

{ y i} . The underlying model for GWLR is:

 p 
 =
 a (u i, v i ) + b1 (u i, v i ) x i1 + b 2 (u i, v i ) x i 2 +  + b q (u i, v i ) x im
 1− p 

(1)

Where {a ( u i, v i ) , b1 ( u i, v i ) , b 2 ( u i, v i ) ,, b q ( u i, v i ) x im} are q+1 continuous functions of
the location ( u i, v i ) in the study area.
The parameter estimation is a moving window process. A region or window was
drawn around a location i, and all the data points within this region or window were
then used to estimate the parameters in eq. 1. The estimator of b i is given at each
location i by using the ordinary logit model with X’s transform as follows:

X

=W

1/ 2

X

(2)

Where W i ( u i, v i ) is an n by n matrix :
 wi1

 0
W i (u i, v i ) =  

 0

0

w

i2


0











win 
0
0


(3)

In locally weighted regression models, the values of W i ( u i, v i ) are constant. In the
GWLR model, on the other hand, W i ( u i, v i ) varies with the location i depending on
the distance between location i and its neighboring locations (see eq. 4). The above
process was repeated for each observation in the data, and consequently, a set of parameter estimates was obtained for each location.
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The weight W ij in the weight matrix W i ( u i, v i ) is a decreasing function of distance
d ij between the subject i and its neighboring location j. Using the other spatial
weighting function in GWLR model, we may produce a sub-sample with values of all
zeros or ones. We need to employ the entire sample which makes this method more
computationally intense. Thus, the spatial weighting function will be taken as the exponential distance-decay form:

−







w = b1
ij

d ij
h

2

2
ij










(4)

Where h is the kernel bandwidth. If the locations i and j coincide (i.e., d ij = 0 ),
equals one, while

wij

wij

decreases according to a exponential form as the distance

d ij increases. However, the weights are nonzero for all data points, no matter how
far they are from the center i (Fotheringham etal. 2002).
The issue here is that solving for logit estimates is a computationally intense operation
involving non-linear optimization, so a random sampling needs to be taken in large
land cover change data set. Another problem is that non-parametric estimates based
on a distance weighted sub-sample of observations may suffer from “weak data”
problems. The effective number of observations used to produce estimates for some
points in space may be very small. It can result in situations where the matrix X*X is
non-invertible. This problem can be solved by incorporating subjective prior information during estimation.
2.2 Temporal GWLR
There will be two aspects to consider the temporal impacts in GWLR on land use
change analysis. Firstly, different time intervals in different land cover change process
on one point will cause different results. Secondly, the other kind of time intervals is
the time interval between the land cover changes. In this study, for the first kind of
temporal interval, we try to add an age variable to the regression model. For the
second, we proposed a new weighting function that combines the “geographical
space” and “temporal space” between one observation and its neighbors. We propose
to modify eq. 4 as follows:
d

∗ 2
ij

= (u i − u j ) + ( vi − v j ) + λ * (t i − t j )
2

2

2

(5)

Where t i and t j are the time coordinates to different land use change periods.
Since the spatial coordinate and temporal coordinate have different scale, all the coor4
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dinate data should be standardized. λ is a temporal factor. The

d

∗
ij

will be

adopted to compute the spatial-temporal distance in the following TGWLR.
TGWLR:
v, t ) log
y ( u,=
i

e

 p 
 =
 a ( u, v, t ) + b1 ( u, v, t ) x i1 + b 2 ( u, v, t ) x i 2 +  + b p ( u, v, t ) x ip + b p +1 ( u, v, t ) age
 1− p 

 −d ∗ij 2 
wij = exp h 2 



(6)

Here, Nelder-Mead Simplex Method is employed to get λ and bandwidth which
make the model achieve the minimum residuals. This is a direct search method that
does not use numerical or analytic gradients. If n is the length of x, a simplex in
n-dimensional space is characterized by the n+1 distinct vectors that are its vertices.
In two-space, a simplex is a triangle. At each step of the search, a new point in or near
the current simplex is generated. The function value at the new point is compared with
the function's values at the vertices of the simplex and, usually, one of the vertices is
replaced by the new point, giving a new simplex. This step is repeated until the diameter of the simplex is less than the specified tolerance.
3. Study area and data preparation
3.1 Study Area
In this study, part of the Calgary will be selected to the implementation. Seen from
Figure 1, the study area is in the northeast of Calgary. The land cover changed dramatically in this region in the study period.

Figure 1 Image of Calgary.
3.2 Data preparation
5
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3.2.1 Data description
The data used in this study, including sequential land cover data, demographic data,
and transportation data, was obtained from three data sources: 1) land cover information derived from digital orthophotos, 2) Census of Population data and 3) transportation data. The rural-urban land conversion data is using 1985-1990, 1990-1992,
1990-1999, 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 land cover changes.
Land cover data were obtained from the University of Calgary. All land cover files
were rasterized at a resolution of 50×50 meter. Seven different types of land cover
classification were employed: residential, commercial, industrial, Transportation,
parks, vacant area, water bodies. The first four types are considered to be urban areas,
parks and vacant area land cover is considered to be rural area that has potential of
urbanization, and the last type are considered to be parcels that are not suitable for
development (Figure 2).

(a) Land cover map of 1984.

(b) Land cover map of 1990.

(c) Land cover map of 1992.

(d) Land cover map of 1999.
6
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(e) Land cover map of 2000.
(f) Land cover map of 2001.
Figure 2 Land Cover Maps of 1985, 1990, 1992, 1999, 2000 and 2001.
Inspired by other scholars, nine predictor variables were compiled in ArcInfo 9.1 via
the spatial analyst module based on 50m×50m cell size. A summary of these ten predictors is shown in table 1.
TABLE 1 Summary of Predictor Variables for the Rural-urban Land Conversion
Model
Variable name
Description
Pop_Dens
Population density of the cell
Dist_amenity
Distance from the cell to the amenity
Dist_citycen
Distance from the cell to the nearest city centre
Dist_commserv
Distance from the cell to the nearest commercial service
Dist_lrtsta
Distance from the cell to the nearest LRT station
Dist_road
Distance from the cell to the nearest road
Dist_shopping
Distance from the cell to the shopping center
slope
Slop of the cell
Per_avail
Percentage of urban land cover in the surround area within 200m
radius
age
The temporal interval of the land cover change occur
3.2.2 Data Sampling
To make sure there will be enough ones in the model estimation process. We first select the point which changed between 1985 and 2001. In the selected points, a random
sample method samples from the spatial space firstly. Then the same location in different period will be selected to construct the land cover change data set. Considering
the heavy computational intensity, 200 samples will be taken from different period.
Thus, total 1000 samples are sampled in this test.
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4. Results and discussion
Using the data and the equation (6), the Temporal GWLR model is carried out and the
estimates are reported in table 2, figure 3 and figure 4 (every 200 points in the same
period). The temporal factor λ is 30.0238. And also Figure 3 shows the t statistics of
age indicates age. All of the t statistics of age is larger than 3. So age is a very significant predictor variable. Both of those indicate temporal effect is strong.
TABLE 2 Estimates of Temporal GWR Logit model
Mean

Std DeviaMinimum
Maximum
tion
Constant
-1.1243e+005 4.0885e+005 -9.751e+005 3.4195e+005
Pop_Dens
0.0853
0.36975
-0.45401
0.84663
Dist_amenity
-0.0012
0.0036722
-0.008034
0.0050299
Dist_citycen
-0.0071
0.013173
-0.03345
0.012956
Dist_commserv
-0.0016
0.0044668
-0.011256
0.0033753
Dist_lrtsta
0.0042
0.0078722
-0.008847
0.018968
Dist_road
-0.0023
0.0036524
-0.01063
0.0023831
Dist_shopping
0.0019
0.0062616
-0.0061053
0.014764
slope
0.1978
0.21486
0.028749
0.71012
Per_avail
7.8071e-004 0.0020532
-0.0013031
0.0049441
age
374.8813
1.065e+005 -1.7096e+005 1.95e+005
bandwidth 61.404

λ

30.0238

-Log likelihood 5.5672e+005

Figure 3 t statistics of age.
Our model, statistically and visually, explicates certain trends of the reality in
land-use conversion over time. In our case, as revealed by our results (Figure 4), the
coefficients have a remarkable drift in the temporal space. And in one period, the
coefficients are almost the same. It indicates that there is temporal nonstationarity existing in land use change model and the spatial nonstationarity is not significant in
such a small area. The prediction accuracy is shown in table 3. The PCP (percentage
8
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correctly predicted) is 90.2%. And it has a good balance between change point and not
change point.
TABLE 3 Prediction Accuracy of Temporal GWR Logit model
GWR
Observed
Chang
Not
change
Overall

Predicted
Chang Not change
62
160
36
742

Total
222
778

PCP
72.07%
95.37%

196
804
1000
90.2%
Note: PCP: percentage correctly predicted

Figure 4 Temporal GWR logit estimates.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we model the land use change by Temporal GWLR model, and found
some interesting profiles for the analysis of land use change in Calgary, Canada. The
results indicate that (1) significant spatial nonstationarity is not present in the data set;
(2) temporal effect does exist and is significant.
However, several issues remain to be examined in future studies. Such as, the massive
computational task limits the sample numbers in this model. There exists a possibility
9
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that unobservable factors (not covered by our data set) could influence the estimation
results. In addition, the spatio-temporal dependence also should be considered in a
spatio-temporal framework which is more flexible. Thus, a more elaborate version of
Temporal GWLR model should be investigated. Nevertheless, our method represent a
promising step for more elaborate econometric models to land use change modeling in
a spatio-temporal framework.
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Spacial Development
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Abstract
With the ICT (information and communications technology) vigorous development,
it reduces the activities or conduct activities from a steady place or time. Mokhtarian
divided the impact of ICT into three types: short-term direct effects (physical trips
increase or decrease), short-term indirect effects (type of trips, lifestyle and change of
activity plans) and long-term direct effects (land-use patterns changes, readjustment of
residential and commercial area). E-shopping is an emerging activity derived from ICT,
it also brings the above-mentioned effects. Weltevreden pointed out in the long-term
types, consumers frequently consult the internet before making a purchase from a store,
and the physical store will be a source of information before an online purchase is made.
Thus, the literature about the impact of e-shopping on urban special development has
paid scant attention in Asia. This paper indicates the e-shopping behaviors on ICT,
firstly collects and analyzes of foreign case studies, then refers to the suggestions about
the data collections, surveying methods and the future direction, finally to facilitate the
following research in this field.
Keyword: ICT, e-shopping, special development
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1. Introduction
Internet has become more and more popular, it only takes three years to
accumulate ten million users, compared with nine years of the video and thirty years of
the telephone. When Internet becomes universal, the lifestyle of people changes as well.
We can receive e-mail through Internet, without going to the post office. We can read
news from Internet without watching TV or reading the newspapers. With the ICT
(Information and Communications Technology) vigorous development, it removes the
restriction from physical space, and lets activities no longer limited in its boundary.
The application of Internet is widely, the most valuable in this field is e-commerce
(hereafter e-commerce). E-commerce can divide into three types: B2B (Business to
Business), B2C (Business to Consumer) and C2C (Consumer to Consumer). In general,
e-shopping only include both B2C and C2C. According to 2008 Taiwan e-commerce
yearbook investigated by MIC (Market Intelligence & Consulting Institute), sales of
e-shopping in 2005 is NT$91.48 billion, then raises to NT$238.98 billion in 2008. The
share of e-shopping sales in total retail sales is 3.7%. Although the share of e-shopping
in total retail sales remains relatively small, e-commerce has been growing much faster
relative to the growth in total retail sales.
So far, the research of e-shopping usually focused on the behavior of users, for
instance, motive, strategy and decision. The research on how e-shopping changes
physical space is minority here in Taiwan. I believe that e-shopping may influence the
daily schedule and time budget of people, and then change the trip. In the long term, it
will transform into a new behavior pattern, leading to the original paths and nodes
dissolved, and then form new paths and nodes to eventually affect the whole spacial
arrangement. This paper collects and analyzes of foreign case studies, then refers to the
suggestions about the data collections, and the future direction, finally to facilitate the
following research in this field.
311.61
238.98
184.22
133.99
91.48

Figure 2. The sale of e-shopping
Source: MIC (Market Intelligence & Consulting Institute), 2009 is predicted value
2
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2. E-shopping and physical space: a literature review
2.1 The impact of e-shopping on physical space
American researchers are particularly concerned with the impact of e-shopping on
shopping mall. Bean (2000) found that traditional retail space would transform into a
place which can pickup, return goods and after-sales service. Although e-shopping
growing rapidly, Hendershott et al. (2000) thought the existing of retail space would
become a part of e-shopping sale channel. Traditional retail store competes with
e-shopping, it will make more efficient and lower price to attract consumers. The firms
can pay more rents when the revenue increases, which means they can invest more
stores. Therefore, the physical space demand increased. McMahan (1999) thought the
impact of e-commerce on real estate is the directly decline of physical space, and
substitution e-commerce for particular function of physical space. McMahan also
indicated that the firms would locate their manufacture factory and storage near to the
logistic center, and the related facilities make changes as well.
2.2 E-shopping and trips
According to the research by Salomon (1986), Mokhtarian (2002) identifies four
likely telecommunications impacts on travel: (1) substitution, (2) complementarity, (3)
modification and (4) neutrality.
2.2.1 Substitution
Substitution means that ICT reduces the physical trip, for instance, replacing
in-store shopping with e-shopping. Corpuz and Peachman (2003) indicated that 35%
respondents would take physical trips if the Internet could not be used for the transaction.
Hamrick (2004) found that different types of products had influence on substitution
e-shopping for in-store shopping.

2.2.2 Complementarity
Complementarity can be divided into enhancement and efficiency. Enhancement
means that e-shopping increases in-store shopping trips. Efficiency refer to Internet
improves the efficient of shopping. According to Hernandez (2001), even for products
with high online sales contributions, viewing online and then buying in-store generated
on average three times more sales than directly buying online. Weltevreden (2007)
indicated that in the long term, consumers frequently consult the Internet before making
a purchase from a store, and the physical store constitutes a source of information
before an online purchase is made.
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2.2.3 Modification
E-shopping can also modify in-store shopping trips. In other words, the in-store
shopping trips are not replaced by e-shopping, but changes the duration of the shopping
trip. For example, consumers can gather information via Internet to save shopping time,
although the physical trips will occur.
2.2.4 Neutrality
Neutrality means that the impact of e-shopping on in-store shopping is
insignificant. In other words, e-shopping not always substitute or increase the in-store
shopping trips. Moreover, the impact of e-shopping on in-store shopping also largely
depends on the type of product. For products that are frequently purchased online (e.g.
books, CDs) the effect are expected to be significant, while items that infrequently
purchased online are more likely not to be affected.

3. Case study
3.1 The implication of e-shopping for in-store shopping at various shopping
location in the Netherland
The objective of this research is to explore the degree which online search and
online buying are substituted for the number of trips and purchases at various shopping
centres in the Netherland. Weltevreden and Rietbergen used a sample of 3000
e-shoppers and collected important characteristics of shopping centre, such as the type
of shopping centre (city centre, village centre, city district centre, neighbourhood centre,
convenience centre, large-scale retail location, special shopping centre and other retail
location), the total amount of floor space, and the total number of retail categories.
Because of the implication of e-shopping also largely vary among products, the
retail categories are not equally distributed across shopping location. Therefore, this
research divided goods into three types: daily goods (e.g. groceries and personal care
items), nondaily goods (e.g. clothing, books, toys) and speciality goods (furniture,
electrical appliances). Every respondent could select two shopping locations for each of
the types of goods.
This research indicated that city center is most likely to face substitution of
e-shopping for in-store shopping. Moreover, for neighborhood centers and convenience
centers the effect of e-shopping are quite small, these locations are mainly used for daily
shopping. In addition, the result also indicated that the accessibility to the shop and
travel time to shopping centre influence whether e-shopping substitute for in-store
shopping or not. The probability of substituting e-shopping for in-store shopping at
particular locations is largely influenced by the extent to what kind of people shopping
4
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online, composed of personal and geographic factors.
3.2 The impact of geographic context on e-shopping behavior
The objectives of this research are following: (1) Who are more likely to adopt
e-shopping? (2) Do accessibility to shopping opportunities and other contextual factors
influence the adoption of e-shopping? (3) What factors affect the frequency of making
online purchases and the amount of money spent on e-shopping? To do so, Ren and
Kwan selected Columbus Metropolitan Area in Ohio, a midsized metropolitan area.
This area is specially suitable for the study because of its social and economic
characteristics have been representative of the national trend (England, 1993).
This research collected 392 Internet user’s physical and Internet activities such as
the average Internet use pattern. It also asked respondents what goods they most
frequently bought online, and why they preferred to shop online or physical store.
According to the survey, grocery is the product least frequently purchased online,
therefore, stores for nondaily goods in the study area were divided into seven types to
calculate shop accessibility. Next, used ArcGIS to generate the spacial distribution
figure of nondaily goods shopping opportunities. Eventually, compute the 6.25 minutes,
10 minutes, 12.5 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 minutes and 25 minutes from respondents’
home to shopping opportunities as geographic variables.
This research indicated that people with lower levels of accessibility to local
nondaily shopping opportunities are more likely to adopt e-shopping, since the Internet
enhances the efficiency of shopping by providing more good information and by
eliminating the trip to physical store. However, the effect of accessibility upon
e-shopping is quite small, it may due to the high rate of car ownership. Overall, the
result indicated that people’s sociodemographic attributes, Internet use patterns and
geographic context are most important influences on e-shopping behavior.

4. Conclusion
Now the research of e-shopping can be divided into two sections about the
viewpoint of consumer and firm. The opinion of consumer mostly use personal social,
economic and behavior attributes to investigate, hoping to find that whether e-shopping
affect in-store shopping or not. In the view of firm, it would like to know the effect upon
the physical space of manufacture, delivery, storage and sale, when e-shopping become
universal. This paper collects and analyzes of foreign case studies, then refers to the
suggestions about the data collections, and the future direction, finally to facilitate the
following research in this field. The results are as follow:
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Figure 2. The concept of research
4.1 The difference between Taiwan and foreign country
According to the research, it is a vast territory with a sparse population in America
and some Europe countries. The ownership of cars is high, because the land use is
separated. People mostly drive a car to purchase daily or non-daily goods due to the
long distance from residential area to commercial area. In Taiwan is land mixed-use
type, while the residential area and commercial area are mixed, scooter is the most used
private vehicle. For this reason, if we use the accessibility of shopping opportunities to
investigate the impact of e-shopping on physical space, it will be insignificant.
4.2 Research direction
In general, e-shopping can purchase what we need without leaving home,
e-shopping may substitute for in-store shopping, and then make a difference to the
physical store space. Nevertheless, Weltevreden (2007) found that e-shopping is unlikely
to have a significant effect on in-store shopping. The research also indicated that retail
category will affect e-shopping substitute for in-store shopping. Therefore, we should
compile which products are most frequently purchased online, and then investigate the
place which sold those products. In the same way that people who prefer e-shopping may
skewed to certain gender and age. To investigate the place where people of certain gender
and age usually go is also a direction.
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Research also found that on average 19% respondents would not have bought the
product at all if the Internet could not be used for the transaction (Weltevreden, 2009). In
other words, e-shopping not only substitutes for in-store shopping but also creates
additional demand. Although e-shopping may declines the in-store shopping trip, the
delivery trip will increase instead. When e-shopping creates additional demand, it may
affect the entire operation of chain trip and then facilitate the related facilities to make
change.

4.3 Variable
According to case study, the variables usually are personal social and economic
data. To research the impact of e-shopping on urban spacial development issues, the
data collection should take account of this way. Case study also indicated that
sociodemographic variables have an effect on the use of e-shopping, for instance,
women are more likely to be e-shoppers than men and people with longer work hours
per week are less likely shop online (Ren and Kwan, 2009). The history of Internet use
is also a consistently significant variable that influences e-shopping behavior. People
with a long history of Internet use are more likely to adopt e-shopping, making online
purchases and spending more money on those purchases (Ren and Kwan, 2009).
In addition to social and economic variables, we should take lifestyle and the use
of Internet as variable in future studies. Besides, we not only talk about e-shopping
behavior, but also investigate the impact of e-shopping on urban spacial development.
The spacil variables should be concernd as well, for instance, the total amount of
physical store floor space. Finally, the influence on e-shopping is over a long period of
time. Future research should try to collect longitudinal data which can compare the
in-store shopping behavior with e-shopping behavior physical space, or contrast the
physical space before and after e-shopping in a certain period of time.
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Abstract
This study aimed at revealing the relationship between urban microclimate and
urban street configurations, and the wind speed was chosen as the factor of urban
microclimate. The wind speed at pedestrian level was performed using the CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) software; thus the void space and wind field at the
height of 1.5m above the ground surface was examined. The urban street
configuration was analyzed using the space syntax theory. The Axwoman program
was used to estimate integration, connectivity, control, mean depth value in the urban
area. Moreover, the correlation analysis identified the relationship between the wind
speed in the void space at pedestrian level and space syntax variables. The study
indicated that the wind speed above the ground surface was decelerated obviously in
the streets which have deeper depth value. The variables of space syntax are able to
describe the wind environment within the street configuration, which are very
important for obtaining a complete assessment for the microclimate within urban
areas.
Key words: Wind speed, Space syntax, Urban street configuration, CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics), Void space

1. Introduction
Urban micro-climate is important to energy saving in urban scale and thermal
comfort in human scale. From the viewpoint of urban planning and design, the proper
arrangement of its driving factors, such as sunlight radiation, planting areas, bodies of
water, heat emission of air-conditioners and vehicles, can help to improve urban
micro-climate. As a whole the arrangement of those factors in the space of urban, in
one sense, can be considered as types of street configuration. However, its effect on
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urban micro-climate has long been ignored.
This study aims at exploring the relationship between street configuration and
urban micro-climate. Sundborg (1951) found ventilation quality relies on the street
configuration of urban area fairly. As the ventilation quality can be measured by wind
speed and the index of Space Syntax has been widely used to study urban grids, the
correlation between them is examined to reveal the spatial relationship of ventilation
quality and street configuration in this study.
Into details, there are two parts of calculation to form the computation of this
research. The first is that CFD (computational fluid dynamics) was employed to
simulate the wind field at the height of 1.5m above the ground surface in a 1 km2 area
near the central of Kaohsiung City, and this research uses DNS (direct numerical
simulation) as the mathematic solution of CFD simulation. And then, the analysis of
street configuration is based on space syntax theory due to the characteristic of wind
which exists in void space. Therefore, the measurement of space connectivity by
space syntax is helpful on the interpretation of void space organization.

2. Methodology
2.1 CFD
In CFD simulation method, the governing equation can be defined basically as
∂U
∂x

+

∂V
∂y

+

∂W
∂z

=0

(1)

U, V, and W indicate the vector quantities of speed x, y, z. P means air pressure.
For the ignorance of Coriolis force and air density, Navier-stokes equations can be
defined simply as
DU
Dt

DV
Dt

DW
Dt

=−

=−

1 ∂P
ρ ∂x

1 ∂P
ρ ∂y

=−

1 ∂P
ρ ∂z

+ v∇2 U

+ v∇2 V

+ v∇2 W

(2)
(3)
(4)

v is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity, and ▽2 indicates Laplacian operator.
This study employed DNS to calculate U, V, W and P. The float numbers can be
solved by central difference without any turbulence model (Leschziner, 1995). The
CFD program used in this study is Windperfect.
2.2 Space syntax theory
About space syntax theory, it is based on human beings using space intuitively
through recognition of the space, and during such a process, the visibility is the most
2
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important factor. The second factor of the theory is accessibility, whether you can
access to a certain visible space and how likely you are to go to a certain space are the
variables determining accessibility (Hillier, 1996).
The accessibility factor is more influenced by how much you can change your
direction during movement rather than by actual distance to the destination so that the
spatial configuration of the surroundings is crucial to solving this problem.
Integration or global integration is defined basically as
1

Rni =

(5)

RRA i

The values over 1 mean the strong ‘integration’, while the values between 0.4
and 0.6 show more ‘segregation’. On the other hand, local integration is calculated by
considering only three steps locally from a space itself and is called radius-3
integration (R3i).
Control value (CVi) indicates the relations between a space and its neighbors. It
is estimated by giving a value of 1 to each line, then summing the reciprocal of
immediate neighbors. The values over 1 indicate strong control while those less than 1
mean weak control.
CVi = ∑nj=1

1

Cj

(6)

Depth is the most important concept in this quantitative analysis. The depth
between two adjacent spaces is 1. Thus, the notion of depth is the minimum number
of spaces that must be passed through going from one space to the destination. The
same as R3i calculated by considering locally in three steps from the space itself, it is
called radius-3 depth (3sDi). The mean depth (MDi) is defined as
MDi =

∑nj=1 d ij
n−1

(7)

Relations of depth involve the notion of asymmetry and the measure of relative
asymmetry was generalized. For calculating relative asymmetry, sum the values of
mean depth and divide by the number of spaces in the system.
In the case of real urban systems, RAi values are highly influenced by the total
number of spaces in a system, and real relative asymmetry (RRAi) is introduced to
reduce the system size effect.
RAi =

2(MD i −1)

(8)

RA

(9)

n−2

i
RRAi = RA (D)

All the index above are calculated by the program Axwoman.
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3. Research design
The research structure is shown below as

Figure 1. Research structure
This study used the meteorological data of Kaohsiung City (summer, 2003~2007)
as the primary data to simulate wind environment. In order to reach Kolmogorov scale,
there are 62,500 meshes at the height of 1.5m (4m×4m) which were estimated as the
matrix data for the correlation analysis. The average wind speed coming from 8
directions (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W and NW, see Figure 2.) was simulated separately
in every grid.

Figure 2. Inputs of each direction in Kaohsiung City
The wind profile can be described as power law
U(z)
U0

z α

=� �
δ

4

(10)
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Table 1. The description of power law profile
U0, gradient velocity (m/s)

See Figure1.

δ, gradient height (m)

14

exponentα

0.25

Roughness height (m)

10

Air temperature (℃)

30.6

During such a process, this study quoted the criterion as table 2 (Murakami et al.,
1975) which can be used easily in the result later by mean daytime air temperature as
the thermal comfort standards for local Kaohsiung City.
Table 2. The standards of wind speed for thermal comfort
Mean daytime air temperature (℃)
Wind speed (1.5m height, m/s)

<10

10-25

>25

Minimum Uncomfortable speed

-

-

<0.7

Acceptable speed

<1.3

<1.5

0.7-1.7

Comfortable speed

1.3-2.0

1.5-2.3

1.7-2.9

Maximum Uncomfortable speed

>2.0

>2.3

>2.9

Source: Murakami et al., 1975

4. Results
4.1 Calculated space syntax
There are totally 110 axial lines in the study area, and figure 3 displays the
distribution of value Cj. It shows the lower Cj is located in the central of focus area
mostly, that means the inferior street level and lower visibility. The calculated space
syntax is shown in table 3.

Figure 3. Cj values of each convex in focus area
5
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Table 3. Results of space syntax analysis
Statistic

Cj

CVi

Rni

MDi

3sDi

R3i

Mean

3.1636

1.0000

1.2806

487.4182

22.9818

2.0139

Range

15.0000

6.3375

1.5733

377.0000

76.0000

4.9479

Min

1.0000

0.0625

0.8138

304.0000

3.0000

0.2109

Mid

3.0000

0.7262

1.2217

490.0000

20.0000

1.9896

Max

16.0000

6.4000

2.3871

681.0000

79.0000

5.1589

4.2 CFD estimation
The WVi (average wind speed) coming from 8 directions (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW,
W, NW) in 62,500 grids (4m×4m, 1.5m height) are shown in figure 4 by GIS
(geographic information system).

Figure 4. Average wind speed in each grid of focus area (Z=1.5m)
4.3 Weighting
As shown in figure 4, we can notice that WVi would be smaller in the lower
street level. It is because of the different street width in levels of streets. Although the
space syntax theory ignored the concern of measured area, this study gives a
weighting process. The process composes of the measured area of each convex and
the whole measured area of void space. This process can be also employed in any
other void space organization or street configurations.
Wi =

∑ni=1 V i
Vi

(11)

After the weight was calculated in each convex, the AWVi (Adjusted wind speed)
was obtained by multiplying the original WVi.
(12)
AWVi = WVi × Wi
6
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4.4 The correlations
In this section, the liner estimation was simply used as this correlation analysis.
As shown in figure 5, the index 3sDi has the highest correlation. The other details are
shown in table 4.

(a) Cj

(b) 3sDi
Figure 5. The liner correlations

Table 4. Results of correlation analysis
AWVi

Cj

CVi

Rni

MDi

3sDi

R3i

R2

0.4706

0.0034

0.1416

0.1279

0.5478

0.2892

Correlation

-

-

-

+

-

-

Parameter a

-5.1115

-2.8254

-40.1780

0.1449

-0.9922

-36.9200

Parameter b

82.7710

67.1060

113.6000

-8.5185

78.7280

146.4400

The result can be concluded as follows:
1) There is a significant correlation between wind speed and local depth of void space.
Higher local depth leads to lower average wind speed. From the viewpoint of street
level, lower levels such as lanes are inferior wind environments in urban areas.
2) The local effect of void space to wind environment is superior to global in the street
configuration.

5. The extraction of improvable spaces
The main purpose of this section is to carry out a proper procedure of picking up
7
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the improvable spaces according to the result of section 4, and this study builds the
liner equation of 3sDi and Average AWVi as
(13)
−0.9922(3sDi ) + 78.7280 = Average AWVi
The dependent variable of this liner equation could be taken apart as below due
to the weighting process, and this is for taking actions to any local circumstances
(14)
−0.9922(3sDi ) + 78.7280 = Wi × Average WVi
According to the meteorology data in 2003 to 2007, the mean daytime air
temperature in Kaohsiung City is 30.6 ℃. In the comparison of the criteria (See Table
2.), the wind speed at the height of 1.5m above the ground surface should be reached
0.7 m/s at the limit of thermal comfort zone.
If average WVi is 0.7 m/s, the original 3sDi of each space should be smaller than
the new 3sDi. On the contrary, if new 3sDi is greater than the original, the spaces call
for improvement.
As shown in figure 6, the improvable spaces are discontinued in ordinary, and
those are composed by fragmentary sections mostly. In addition, the locations of those
lanes are in the central part of focus area which makes the higher Cj and lower
air-circulation.

Figure 6. Improvable spaces

6. Conclusions
In this study, the investigation was aimed at revealing the relationship between
wind speed and urban street configurations. According to the results, the 3sDi has the
greatest R2 (54.78%), which means the wind speed above the ground surface was
decelerated obviously in the deeper streets. On the contrary, the greater 3sDi
represents the good wind environment.
Meanwhile, this study brings up the weighting process for taking actions to every
local circumstance. Moreover, this study reveals the effectiveness of local and global.
The influence of local variables is heavier than the global. That means the solution of
8
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improving wind environment could be carried out more effectively in local scale.
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Simulation Analysis of the Influences of Roadside Trees on the Urban
Wind Environment
Nai-Yin Hsu 1

Chun-Ming Hsieh 2

Abstract
The topic of heat island effect is being more and more emphasized in recent
years, and how to reduce the urban heat island effect is especially concerned about.
Planting is regarded as one of the most effective methods to provide shaded area for
pedestrian and cool down the air by transpiration. However, it can also decrease the
wind velocity or impact the natural ventilation in the urban area when improperly
planned and applied.
This study focuses on the aspects of wind environment and aims to clarify the
effects of roadside trees on the urban ventilation. The outdoor wind environment was
first investigated with field measurements at two roads with trees in the eastern area
of Tainan City, Taiwan. After the field measurement, all these measured data such as
wind direction and wind speed were used as the CFD validation parameters and
simulation parameters. Finally, the relationship between the roadside trees and the
urban wind environment is discussed in the present study: 1. the effects of roadside
trees/ treeless on the wind environment, 2. the effects of roadside trees on two roads
oriented north- south (NS) and east- west (EW). The field measurement and
simulation results show that the roadside trees decrease the mean wind speed in the
study area. It also reveals the mean wind speed on the EW road with trees is much
larger than that on the NS road with trees in the afternoon.
Keywords: Heat Island Effect, Roadside Trees, Field Measurement, CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics)
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1. Introduction
Due to rapid development of urbanization, Urban Heat Island (UHI) has become
a serious issue to the urban environment. Several factors are reported to be the causes
of the temperature rising: 1. Microclimate change such as low wind velocity due to
high density of buildings. 2. Street geometry such as orientation, altitude, street width,
etc. 3. Urban surface such as: reduction in green area. Therefore, effective measures
are urgently needed to reduce the urban heat island effect.
Urban green space, known as the "urban cool island", can adjust the urban
climate. Increasing the city's planting or green space is regarded as an effective mean
to mitigate urban heat islands. In the numerical simulation section, several studies
have built tree models to simulate the impact of planting such as roadside trees on the
thermal and wind environment. Although these studies have confirmed that planting
had the effect of lowering the temperature, it also reduced the wind speed, increasing
the impact on turbulence and so on. In other words, when improperly planned and
applied, planting not only decreases the wind velocity but also impacts the natural
ventilation in the urban area.
This study focused on the aspects of wind environment. In this paper: 1. the
outdoor wind environment was investigated with field measurements in order to
verify the simulation results. 2. The influences of roadside trees on wind environment
were discussed, including: (1) the effects of roadside trees/ treeless on the wind
environment, (2) the effects of roadside trees on two roads oriented north- south (NS)
and east- west (EW), (3) the effects of planting on two sides of the roads.

2. Field measurement
Due to the Field measurements were carried out during the summer afternoon of
2009 (September 2nd-4th) at two roads with trees in the eastern area of Tainan City,
Taiwan. Fig. 1 shows the location for the field measurement and the measurement
points. Wind speed and air temperature were examined at the two roads, named
Dong-Feng Road and Lin-Sen Road (Fig. 1). The orientation of Dong-Feng Road is
east-west and Lin- Sen Road is north-south. In Lin-Sen Road, trees are planted along
sidewalks and median strip (Fig. 1). On the other hand, trees are planted on
Dong-Feng Road in five rows and the density of trees is much higher than that on
Lin-Sen Road. Fig. 2 shows the measurement instruments used in this study, including
RM Young 05103 Wind Monitor, Young 26800 Data Logger and YK-2005AH.

2
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Figure 1. Measurement points and surrounding environment

Figure 2. Field measurement instruments
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3. CFD simulation
In this study, there are 3-level grids in the simulation. As shown in Fig. 3, the
calculation domain was 1000m (N-S)×1000m (E-W)×150m (Altitude). The finest
mesh is in the center of the simulation domain, with the size of 2m*2m for x, y,
direction and the mesh size of the vertical axis is less than 0.5m (below the elevation
of 3m). As for the surrounding area, the mesh size becomes gradually coarser from the
center to outside.
The periods in the afternoon on 2nd was chosen as the weather data for simulations
because of the steady wind direction during measurement period. The data for
simulation settings are shown in Table1. Fig. 4 shows the test cases, and the focus area
is shown inside the bold line in Fig. 3. Case 1 considers the current situations of trees.
In order to evaluate the impact of roadside trees on wind environment, the situation
without the trees is also simulated in Case 2.

Figure 3. Field measurement instruments
Table 1. Data for simulation settings
Date

Air temperature Wind Velocity Wind
(℃)
(m/s)
Direction(o)

September 02, 2009
35.1
Afternoon

247.5
(WSW)

1.5

4

Measurement
Height (m)
40.5
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Case 1 (actual condition)

Case 2 (without roadside trees)

Figure 4. Simulation Cases

4. Results
4.1 Field measurement results
(1) The effects of roadside trees/ treeless on the wind environment:
Among six points on Dong-Feng Road (EW), the mean wind speed at point 03
was observed larger than other measurement points (expect point 05).
(2) The effects of roadside trees on two roads oriented north- south (NS) and
east- west (EW):
The mean wind speeds at point 01, 03 and 05 on Dong- Feng Road (EW) and at
point 7, 9 and 11 on Lin- Sen Road (NS) was respectively 1.20 m/s and 0.46 m/s. The
fence at the right side resulted in the wind speed difference of 0.74m/s.
(3) The effects of planting on two sides of the roads:
The mean wind speed at point 01, 03 and 05 was larger than the points opposite
side at about 0.29 m/s, it is because of the 2-row roadside trees. The mean wind speed
at 07, 09 and 11 on Lin- Sen Road (NS) is lower than the opposite points of 0.95m/s.
Although the wind was coming from WSW, the influence of fence and roadside trees
on wind environment was obviously since those points (07, 09 and 11) were close the
fence roadside trees.

Figure 5. Field measurement results
5
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4.2 Simulation results
Compared with field measurement results, the mean wind speed of simulation
results were found lower than that of measurement results. However, the relative
relationship between the mean wind speed of each measurement point was roughly
consistent with the measurement results.
The case without roadside trees (Case 2) was built to compare with Case 1. It
was found that the mean wind speed of case 1 was lower than that of case 2 where the
actual roadside trees planted condition. The mean wind speed of case 1 was about
0.3 – 0.4 m/s lower than that of case 2 on Dong- Feng Road (EW), and the mean wind
speed of case 1 was 0.1 – 0.2 m/s low than that of case 2 on Lin- Sen Road (NS).

Case 1 (actual condition)

Case 2 (without roadside trees)

Figure 6. Simulation results

5. Conclusions
According to the measurement results, it was found that the mean wind speed of
the points without roadside trees were larger than that of the points with roadside trees,
and the mean wind speed at the south side was larger than that of north side on DongFeng Road (EW) in the summer afternoon. And it was found from the simulation
results that the mean wind speed of case 1 was much lower than that of case 2 where
the actual roadside trees planted condition. Due to the simulated mean wind speed
was lower than measured results, the parameters of CFD simulation especially the
planting settings still have to be revised.
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The relationship
between
the distance and the influence of centers
Bok Jin-Joo 1

Ahn Kun-Hyuck2

Abstract
In terms of energy consumed in a city, decentralized concentration has been
discovered to be the most efficient form. This analysis focuses on the distances
between the centers in polycentric cities. On the hypothesis that the distance of
centers is the crucial factor of influential power between centers, 92 center places
were selected by employment density and employment volume in Seoul
Metropolitan Area. Influence between two centers was measured by ‘influence
index’ which was made up with commuting O/D trip matrix of Seoul
Metropolitan Area. The result of this study is that there is not significant
correlation between the distance and influence of centers in the polycentric area.
Keywords: polycentric city, distance, Influence

1. Introduction
There has been ongoing debate regarding the optimal city form as a sustainable
one. Researchers have long been argued about compact city as the most
energy-efficient city form. In this situation, alternative form of compact city which is
decentralized concentration has come to the fore as a transportation energy-saving city
form. 4Tsai(2005) show that city form could be completely different even among the
cities that have the same spatial statistical value according to the arrange of center
places.5 (Figure 1.)
However, the correlation between distance and influence of centers has not been
fully examined yet in empirical data analysis especially for the domestic situation.
The purpose of this analysis is to determine centers in a metropolitan area and to find
3
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a negative correlation between the inter-center distance and the influence each other.

Figure 1.
Source: Tsai(2005), Quantifying Urban Form: Compactness versus ‘Sprawl’,

Seoul Metropolitan Area consists of Seoul and the around area, Incheon, and
Gyeonggi Province. Those three areas have relatively extreme employment and
population density and are highly interrelated. Those spatial characteristics seem to be
optimal condition for the purpose of this analysis.

2. Literature review
There have been a variety of researches about distinguishing centers in a
polycentric city. Giuliano&Small(1982), McMillen(2001) and Jeon(2003) conducted
analysis by employment density and employment volume. Choi et al.(2004) and Ha et
al(1992). used the attraction indices of passage and influence. Garreau(1987), and
Cervero(1989) analyzed with office area, and Jun(1994) used land price.
Studies about distinguishing center places for domestic cities have been
undertaken. Jeon(2003) examined rise and decline of centers in Seoul by using
nonparametric methods. Koo(2000) analyzed the spatial structure of Pohang and
suggested three main centers and three sub centers. Kim et at.(2001) distinguished six
sub centers in Chungju by using population and employment data. Choi et al.(2004)
used centrality index and influence index using O/D data and found that the spatial
structure of Seoul had changed from one main center and three sub centers in 1996 to
on main center and four sub centers in 2002. Shim(2000), Koo(2006), and Kim(2008)
analyzed the level of multinuclearation of medium, small sized cities and selected
2
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centers in each city by using employment density.

3. Empirical Data Analysis
3.1 Determination of Centers
To select centers in Seoul Metropolitan Area, standardized job density was
measured by ‘dong’ which is the smallest administration unit. Because density of
Seoul is extremely high even among the cities in Seoul Metropolitan Area, two
different standard levels were applied to gain sufficient numbers of variables in
Gyeonggi Province and Incheon. In Seoul, 63 dongs which are the top 10% in
standardized job density were selected as candidates for center. Then 43 actual centers
were reselected among them by the highest 10% in order of job volume. In Gyeonggi
Province and Incheon, lower standard was applied because top 10% job density level
didn’t cover sufficient numbers of center candidate. For that matter, 58 dongs which is
the 30% from the highest end was chosen as candidates for center. Then 49 dongs
were finally determined as centers by the top 30% of job volume in Gyeonggi
Province. As a result, 92 centers were detected in Seoul Metropolitan Area.
The result shows that Centers in Seoul are Jongro, Gangnam,
Yeoudo-Youngeongpo, Guro, Shinchon, Mapo, Jamsil, and Shindan. In Gyeonggi
Province and Incheon, Jungwnag, Gesan, Gajwa, Bundang, Suwan, Ansan,
Pyungchon, Buchun, Ilsan, Uijeongbu, and Anyang was selected as centers. As being
seen in Figure 1, these centers are all around Seoul and deeply associated with Seoul.
No center was found in other part of Gyeounggi Province.

3
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Figure 2. Centers in Seoul Metropolitan Area

Figure 3. Centroids of Centers
4186 pairs of centers were set in order to measure the each distance between
centers. These pairs were also used for making ‘Influence Index’ between two centers.
3.2 Influence Index
Cho et al.(2001) introduced the concept of influence index in his article.
According to that, the index was originally from Irwin & Huges(1992)’s research.
Cho’s influence index is as follows. 6

C =∑
j

i

C
T

ij

j

T
O

ij

(i ≠ j)

i

= influence index of j

= trip from i to j

6

Cho, Myoung-Ho, Yim, Chang-Ho(2001), An Analysis on Spatial Structure in Seoul Metropolitan
Area, Journal of the Korea Planners Association, Vol. 36, No.7, p183-195.
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O = total outflow from i
i

This equation is for the relationship between one place and multiple the other places.
However, because the influence of this study is about a pair of centers, transformed
index was used. Influence index is made up with commuting O/D trip matrix.

I=

Inflow + Outflow + Inflow + Outflow
Flow
A

A

B

B

AB

I:

Influence Index

InflowA : Total trip to A from all of other centers
OutflowA: Total trip from A to all of other centers
Flow AB: Trip to A from B + Trip to B from A

High influence index value means that the pair of centers is not much associated
with. On the contrary, low influence index value means that the pair of centers is
much associated with each other.
3.3 Relationship between the distance and influence index

Figure 4. Scattergram of Distance and Influence Index between a Pair of Centers
5
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But there is no significant correlation between the inter-center distance and the
influence index. This result seems to be caused by the decisive influence from some
mega centers such as Jongro and Gangnam in Seoul over the whole other area.

4. Conclusion
This study aims at observing the correlation of distance and influence between
two centers in a polycentric area. In Seoul metropolitan Area, 92 centers were
distinguished by using employment density and employment volume and the
distances of pairs of centers were calculated with GIS 9.2. The influence was
identified with commuting trip of each pair of centers. However, relationship between
distance and influence was not meaningful. This result can be explained by the
domination of some gigantic centers in Seoul. The actual correlation might be
interrupted by the impact. Eliminating those centers from the variable set could
improve the result.
This study has several limits. In determining centers, the level of criteria was
arbitrarily set up. Top 10% of employment density in Seoul and top 30% in Gyeonggi
Province and Incheon is not completely objective standard. The number and
distribution of centers can vary at the standard level. Another is that hierarchy among
centers is not reflected in analyzing the influence.
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What Lesson Can be Learned from A Comparative Study of
Transit Ridership of Global Metropolitan Areas
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Abstract
Due to the call of global warming effects, city planners aim at actions for
reducing carbon emission. One of the approaches is to promote the usage of public
transportation system toward the transit-oriented-development. For example, rapid
transit system in Taipei city and Kaohsiung city are opening. However, until
November 2008 the average daily patronage counted only 113,774 passengers at
Kaohsiung MRT systems, much less than which was expected. Now the crucial
questions: how the public transport competes with private transport? And more
importantly, what factors would enhance the use of public transport? To give the
answers to those questions, we first applied regression to analyse the factors attracting
people to use public transport around cities in the world. We found that the number of
MRT stations, city population, monthly parking rate and the auto ownership are the
major factors. Subsequently we used discriminate analysis to identify successful and
unsuccessful cities in regard of the public transport usage. Finally, by comparing
transportation strategies adopted by those successful cities, we concluded that
Kaohsiung City could apply increasing parking fees and reducing parking spaces in
downtown area to promote the usage of public transport.
Key words: Public transportation system, Transport demand management,
Regression analysis, Discriminate analysis
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1. BACKGROUND
Taiwan is a country which has 2,300 million populations and high private
transports rate. She owns more than 5.7 million cars and 15 million motorcycles. As
the oil prices increasing and the conscious of environmental are higher, many
countries are now devoted to find replaceable energy; especially in the transportation
industry, which consume a large proportion of energy. Transportation in energy
demand and environment impact has a bad influence that causes many countries to
have to pay the highest transportation cost.
Among these alternatives,
transit-oriented development (TOD) has become an effective strategy to create
compact and mix use of land cities.
And Taiwan is no exception. Inspired by the success of Mass Rapid Transit
(MRT) System in Taipei, Kaohsiung launched its MRT project in 2002 and completed
her two-line system in September, 2008. So far, the operators of MRT are very
disappointed at the fact that the percentage of commuters by public transit slightly
increases from 5% to 9.6%. On the other hand, the percentage by private transports
remains as nearly as 50% in Kaohsiung. Kaohsiung city has a good environment
and the climate makes the motorcycles are quite welcome because they are much
cheaper, easier to reach the destination, easier to park and swifter in jammed traffic.
Despite all these advantages, scooters are a dangerous mode of transport because it’s
higher accident rates. What’s more, they are responsible for the majority of
collision-related injuries and casualties. Yet it seems that Taiwanese are willing to
take the risks. Nevertheless, transit is often preferred by planners because of its
efficiency and sustainability while the popularity of mobile scooters, due to constant
conflicts with pedestrians and bicycles, do not seem to fit in with the concept of TOD.
To promote TOD, city planners recently introduced reliable yet expensive public
transit system. Now the crucial question: Is it cost-effective? How can public
transport competitive with other private transport? In addition, what are the
incentives and strategies to promote TOD in Taiwan cities other than Taipei? And
most importantly, what are the key factors to promote the use of public transportation?
To answer these questions, we have conducted a comparative study on transit
ridership using a sample of 7* cities worldwide. First, by applying multivariate
analysis methods such as regression analysis and descriptive statistics, we not only
interpret the cause and effect of factors related to transit ridership, but also classify
metropolitan areas with various commuting behavior, land use density, and
socio-economic characters. Next, we seek for successful and unsuccessful examples
in cities with high and low transit usage. Based on the comparative analysis, we are
able to identify key factors of success regarding TOD strategies under various urban
2
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patterns. We then conclude our paper with the proposal of feasible TOD strategies
based on the comparative study of cities with commuting behavior similar to
Kaohsiung. As for future direction of research, we would be modeling commuting
behavior in Kaohsiung. Then we will assess the effectiveness of these proposed
actions.

2. WHAT IS THE MASS TRANSIT?
Public transport system (mass transit), generally refers to a collective way, fixed
line, fixed frequency, and a fixed rate to provide passenger services in the urban area.
It not only includes the type of high-capacity transportation such as the subway, the
mass transit railway, the MRT, but also integrates with streetcar, regular bus,
semi-rapid bus, light rail transit (LRT), and the other public transportation systems.
The MRT has the highest service performance in the urban travel system which
high-capacity and high-speed properties are the most outstanding reasons in
transportation. It increases accessibility and as transport corridors between downtown
and rural suburban. It can reduce the traffic jam, environmental pollution so it is seen
as an effective way to improvement of urban traffic problem.
Public transportation accords with three characteristics of the right of way,
technology, and type of service. “Right of way” often classified as a major factor
because it affects the systems technology and operational methods. In which, rapid
transit refers to the use of A-type right of way, with a high speed, high capacity,
reliability, and safety. Nowadays the operation of rapid transit system in the
worldwide can be classified as Light Rail Rapid Transit, Heavy Rail / Rail Rapid
Transit, Rubber-tired Rapid Transit, Monorail Rapid Transit, and Regional Rail /
Suburban Railroad / Commuter Railroad. In this study will choose light rail transit
and rail transit as the city's main public transportation.

3. WHAT ARE THE FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSIT
PATRONAGE?
What are the factors affecting transit patronage? To answer this question, we
select 75 metropolitan areas for our multivariate analysis. Table 1 shows the list of
variables to be used for the multivariate analysis. Table 2 shows the descriptive
statistics of our samples. There are two approaches in our case study, i.e., the
regression analysis to identify key factors affecting transit patronage, and the
discriminate analysis to identify successful and unsuccessful examples for promoting
transit ridership.
Using TPD as the dependent variable, Table 3 shows the regression analysis with
three models, i.e., the linear, the semi-log linear and the log-linear models.
3
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Unfortunately, from Table 3 we learned that the simple linear form is the best fitted
regression model.
Table 1 List of variables to be used for the multivariate analysis
Notation
TPD
Area
AUO
GDP
GSP
LGCT
POP
P10
Parking
TNRT
TLRT

Description
Daily patronages of rapid transit systems
Land area of the metropolitan area
Auto ownership(include car and scooter) per persons in the metropolitan area
Gross Domestic Product (nominal) per capita in the metropolitan area
Gasoline price per liter in the metropolitan area
The largest city of country or capital, 1 if yes, 0 if no
Population of the metropolitan area
Average transit fare for a 10-km trip
Daily parking rate in downtown garages
Total number of stations for Light Rail Transit, and Mass Rapid Transit
Total length of operation for Light Rail Transit, and Mass Rapid Transit

Unit
Million
1000km2
Numerical
US$1000
US$ / litre
1 or 0
Million
US$
US$
Numerical
km

Table 2 Descriptive statistics of our samples
variable
statistic
Min
Max
Mean
Std.

TPD

Area

AUO

GDP

0.0049 0.027 0.01
2.9
8.6959 21.694 1.08
62.3
1.1619 4.111 0.454 29.345
1.6363 5.277 0.256 14.536

GSP
0.461
3.058
1.333
0.691

LGCT

POP

P10 Parking TNRT

0
0.8 0.07
1 34.25 4.88
0.53 6.33 1.77
0.50 6.15 1.06

1.28
70.77
24.40
14.95

10
468
86.79
88.10

TLRT
12
408
98.06
92.56

Table 3 Estimates of model parameters in the multiple regression analysis (t values in parentheses)
Model
Variable
Constant
Area
AUO
GDP
GSP
LGCT
POP
P10
Parking
TNRT
TLRT
R2
Corrected R2

Linear
0.105 (0.277)
-0.010 (-0.535)
-1.325 (-1.938)
0.014 (1.143)
-0.265 (-1.536)
0.070 (0.281)
0.089 (4.363)
-0.131 (-1.019)
0.011 (1.286)
0.006 (3.046)
0.004 (2.256)
0.770
0.734

Semi Log
-6.670 (-4.651)
-0.034 (-0.433)
-0.464 (-2.033)
0.364 (0.845)
-0.142 (-0.487)
0.088 (0.341)
0.628 (3.314)
-0.071 (-0.259)
0.556 (2.280)
0.812 (2.265)
0.060 (0.162)
0.635
0.578
4

Log Linear
-7.506 (-5.408)
-0.048 (-0.625)
-0.463 (-2.098)
0.175 (0.421)
0.037 (0.131)
-0.066 (-0.262)
0.229 (1.251)
-0.355 (-1.336)
0.490 (2.075)
1.016 (2.927)
-0.037 (-0.102)
0.622
0.563
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Table 4 shows the calibrated model parameters with significant variables and
standardized coefficients. With the information of Table 4, we conclude that the key
factors affecting transit patronage include TNRT, POP, AUO, Parking, GSP, GDP, and
P10 - in the order of the magnitude of standardized coefficients. It is consistent with
our a priority that the number of rapid transit stations, population, daily parking rate,
and gross domestic product have positive effects while auto and scooter ownerships,
gasoline price, and transit fare have negative influence on transit patronage.
Table 4 Estimates of Model Parameters in Linear Form with Significant Variables
Variable
Constant
AUO
GDP
GSP
POP
P10
Parking
TNRT
2
R
Corrected R2

Un-standardized
Standardized
β estimate Standard Error
Beta
0.186
0.327
-1.607
0.634
-0.252
0.018
0.012
0.156
-0.270
0.175
-0.114
0.094
0.021
0.352
-0.138
0.128
-0.089
0.014
0.009
0.124
0.010
0.001
0.539
0.751
0.725

t
0.569
-2.532
1.426
-1.541
4.544
-1.072
1.591
7.091

p-value
0.571
0.014
0.158
0.128
0.000
0.288
0.116
0.000

Speaking for the positive effects, the most significant one is the number of rapid
transit stations. Our interpretation for this is that more MRT stations make it easier to
reach the destinations; therefore, cities with higher TNRT are easier to promote rapid
transit. We also find out that population is the second most significant effect in the
equation. And our interpretation is that the bigger cities usually have more population
and the crowded traffic. As a result, it is very suitable for promoting transit usage.
Therefore, it is no doubt that these two variables have both positive effects on the
ridership of rapid transit.
As for the negative effects, it is no surprise that auto and scooter ownerships will
cut down the usage of public transit significantly. Due to the lack of sufficient data in
scooter ownerships, we can only use the sum of cars and scooters ownership data.
Therefore, it is important to collect each ownership data in the future study that
evaluate the substitution effects of scooter with respect to transit.

4. WHAT DO THE SUCCESSFUL OR UNSUCCESSFUL CITIES
HAVE IN COMMON?
Based on the key factors derived from Table 4, we estimate three discriminate
5
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equations as shown in Table 5 (a) and Table (b) which classify metropolitan areas into
three categories. In table 5(a), i.e., class 1 for TPD < 250,000, class 2 for 250,000 <
TPD < 1,000,000, and class 3 for TPD > 1,000,000. In table 5(b), i.e., class 1 for TPD
< 300,000, class 2 for 300,000 < TPD < 1,000,000, and class 3 for TPD >
1,000,000.Two kinds of classification of the percentage of correct classification are
70.7%. Apparently, these discriminate equations provide good guidance for the
classification.
Table 5(a) Percentages of Correctly Classified Samples
Classification by Category
Observations
0~25
by Category
25~100
above 100
0~25
% of correctly
classified samples
25~100
in diagonal elements
above 100

Predictions by Category
0~25
25~100 above 100
21
3
0
12
14
2
2
3
18
87.5
12.5
0.0
42.9
50.0
7.1
8.7
13.0
78.3

total
24
28
23
100.0
100.0
100.0

Note: The overall percentage of correct classification is 70.7%.

Table 5(b) Percentages of Correctly Classified Samples
Classification by Category
Observations
0~30
by Category
30~100
above 100
% of correctly
0~30
classified samples
30~100
in diagonal elements
above 100

Predictions by Category
0~30
30~100 above 100
19
8
0
7
16
2
1
4
18
70.4
29.6
.0
28.0
64.0
8.0
4.3
17.4
78.3

total
27
25
23
100.0
100.0
100.0

Note: The overall percentage of correct classification is 70.7%.

The cities in category 3 are those daily patronages of rapid transit systems more
than 1 million. Among them are Hong Kong, Singapore, Seoul, Saint Petersburg,
London, Paris, New York, Moscow, Beijing, Tokyo, etc. Their common features
including a high proportion of the largest city of country or capital, high population,
number of rapid transit stations and low rapid transit ticket price. In addition, because
of the traffic jams or high parking costs those make them low car ownership. In other
words, these cities are in high demand of rapid transit systems to reduce traffic
congestion and they could promote TOD with great incentives to generate enough
profits in order to support rapid transit systems.
The cities in category 2 are those daily patronages of rapid transit systems
between 250 thousand and 1 million. Among them are Bangkok, Seattle, Washington
6
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DC, Milan, Boston, Lisbon, Budapest, etc. Their common features are high
population density and the traffic jams; however, they have moderate population and
auto ownership. Consequently rapid transit systems provide an efficient way to reduce
traffic congestion effectively and these cities could promote TOD without much
difficulty.
The cities in category 1 are those daily patronages of rapid transit systems less
than 250 thousand. Kaohsiung is the type of cities; it shares some of the common
features with the cities of the same category. These features contain low population
and population density, but with high auto ownership. It is also notable that they have
high transit ticket price, but smaller-scale rapid transit system. Is it the factors that
affect the lower patronage?
In addition, there are 22 misclassified samples from Table 5 in the discriminate
analysis. These cities fall into two categories, i.e., the overestimated or the
unsuccessful examples, and the underestimated or the successful examples, in terms
of promoting transit patronage. Comparison of two kinds of classification results, the
unsuccessful cities including Istanbul, Manchester, Sofia, which is member of group 1
but misclassified as group 2 are Buenos Aires, Delhi, which is a member of group 2
but misclassified as group 3. The successful cities including Boston, Seattle, Kobe,
Kyoto, Sapporo, and Rome, which is member of group 2 but misclassified as group 1.
Furthermore Taipei, which is a member of group 3 but misclassified as group 1.
Guangzhou, Nagoya, Osaka, and Berlin which is a member of group 3 but
misclassified as group 2. These misclassified cities offer another way to search for the
insight on differences between successful and unsuccessful cities. Is it because of the
travel behavior or urban pattern that differentiates these outliers from their groups?
What are the effective promotion strategies of these cities? The answer to these
questions may rely on further in-depth case studies.

5. WHAT COULD BE DONE TO IMPROVE TRANSIT
PATRONAGE IN KAOHSIUNG?
Improving the quality of transit services and increasing the costs of private
modes of transport are usually the general recipes for all cities to enhance transit
ridership. Although it has been proved that scooters are not only hazardous but also
dangerous to bikers and pedestrians, it is not necessary politically correct in
Kaohsiung to limit the use of scooters because almost every citizen in Kaohsiung
enjoys the convenient and inexpensive way of travel. However, Taipei experience
may offer some good approaches to solve the dilemma.
First, Taipei had been reducing quite a lot of on-street parking spaces for
automobiles and relocating the parking spaces for scooters to remote on-street
7
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locations along the transit corridors. Then the transport authority increased the
parking costs for automobiles and began to collect parking fee for scooters. It was not
long ago that curb parking was legal and free for scooters. Now it is illegal. In other
words, scooter is no longer a convenient and inexpensive mode of transport in the
capital city.
On the other hand, transit fares have been lowered several times after the
inauguration of Taipei MRT. Now it’s even cheaper than Kaohsiung MRT. Both MRT
systems started from the headways of 5 to 8 minutes and 8 to 12 minutes during the
peak and off-peak periods. Now the average headways of Taipei MRT trains have
been lowered to 3 to 5 minutes and 5 to 8 minutes during the peak and off-peak
periods while the headways of Kaohsiung MRT have been increased to 5 to 7 minutes
and 7 to 10 minutes during the peak and off-peak periods. In addition, the headway of
transfer buses is 3 to 5 minutes in Taipei while it is 15 to 20 minutes in Kaohsiung.
The number of routes for transfer buses in Taipei is about fourfold than those in
Kaohsiung. Therefore, speaking of high quality and convenience, it is yes for Taipei
MRT, but not so sure for Kaohsiung MRT.
One may argue that the differences of the two MRT systems mainly resulted
from the economical scales of the two metropolitan areas. That is mostly true but not
necessary the major reasons for the failure of Kaohsiung MRT operations. It is yet to
be proven that the patronage of Kaohsiung MRT will increase significantly if the
transport authority in Kaohsiung is willing to take actions to reduce the parking
spaces and enhance parking costs of scooters and automobiles. However, the
prospective of Kaohsiung MRT will remain pessimistic if no action is taken in the
near future.

6. CONCLUSION
Although the efficiency of TOD in Kaohsiung are not as good as in Taipei due to
the fact that the rapid transit in Kaohsiung has only generated less than 130,000 daily
trips, much less than the patronage of over 1.2 million daily trips generated by Taipei
MRT. But, the low patronage of Kaohsiung MRT often raises the following question:
Would it be better off if a light rail transit systems instead of a MRT system? To
search for factors affecting transit patronage, we have completed a comparative study
based on data collected from 75 metropolitan areas worldwide. There are two
approaches in our case study, i.e., the regression analysis to identify key factors
affecting transit patronage, and the discriminate analysis to identify successful and
unsuccessful examples for promoting transit ridership.
Using the daily patronages of rapid transit systems as the dependent variable, our
study shows that the key factors affecting transit patronage include the number of
8
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rapid transit stations, population, auto ownership, daily parking rate in downtown
garages, gasoline price, gross domestic product, and average transit fare for a 10-km
trip. In the comparison of cities with various transit patronages, we found that most of
the cities which have high percentages of rapid transit have high population, numbers
of rapid transit stations and low transit ticket price. In addition, probably low car
ownership is influenced by the traffic jams or high parking costs. On the other hand,
cities with low percentages of rapid transit share the common features including low
population and population density but with high auto ownership and high transit ticket
price.
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“Closing In” on Open Spaces:
Open space development of residential subdivision projects in
the National Capital Region, Philippines
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Abstract
For over a number of decades, the rules and standard provisions of Presidential
Decree 957 (PD 957) continue to regulate private housing development in the
Philippines. These rules set the maximum allowable saleable areas at 70% of the total
subdivision project area while the remaining 30%, is for non-saleable portions allocated
for parks, playgrounds, and community facilities, called open spaces, and circulation
system such as roads, alleys, among others.
This study looked at how major housing firms in the National Capital Region
(NCR) of the Philippines comply with open space requirements in the design and
planning of residential subdivisions. A comparative study of 6 housing projects
developed by major players in housing industry was done to investigate the patterns of
development and the design approaches taken to allocate and distribute lot areas for
open spaces.
The findings show common and distinct characteristics, inclinations and trends
in design and planning that were adopted in compliance to PD 957. These are seen in
many ways by which design elements, distribution, scale, and hierarchy of the open
space amenities were integrated into the development, thereby influencing planning
allocations, design styles and marketing strategies in the production and distribution of
housing.
Keywords: subdivision developments, open space amenities, P.D. 957

1. Introduction
Local housing developments began to flourish since the 1970s due to the
tremendous housing backlog and the ever-increasing housing demand. The private
sector’s active participation in the real estate industry created intense competition
among developers that resulted in the production of variety of subdivision planning
concepts and themes. Grand landscaped entrance gates and amenities such as multipurpose clubhouse, basketball courts, children’s playground and swimming pools
became common open space amenities of the project package. Residential
developments were marketed to an ever-increasingly discriminating homebuyers who
looked at what amenities the housing developers are offering as part of the housing
1
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package. Open space amenities have evolved from mere prescription to law, to a potent
marketing tool in selling housing developments.
This Research determined how the Housing Developers responded to both
market demand and guidelines of PD 957. It investigated the design approach to open
spaces of subdivisions.

2. Scope and Method of Study
2.1. Flow & Focus of the Study
In reference to the PD 957 guidelines, the maximum saleable area allowed is
70% of the total project area while the remaining 30% is non-saleable area comprising
of circulation system (roads), community facilities and parks & playground collectively
known as open spaces. The study focused on the open space component of the nonsaleable area (30% portion) of the project areas.
The study identified and analyzed six (6) subdivision projects as objects of the
study. These residential projects were developed by three (3) major players of the
housing industry. The following criteria were used as basis for selection:
2.1.1. house and lot development
2.1.2. house and lot package price- range of Php 1.2 to Php 4.5 million
2.1.3. geographical location- National Capital Region (NCR)
2.1.4. development timeframe- projects developed from 1995 to 2007
2.1.5. development size- 6 to 40 hectares
2.1.6. access to available data
This research investigated the developer’s approach in terms of allocation of
land area for open spaces, provision of amenities, distribution, scale and hierarchy of
open spaces, as shown in Figure 1.
2.2. Data Collection & Plan of Analysis
Subdivision development plans submitted to the Housing and Land Use
Regulatory Board (HLURB), marketing materials, leaflets, printed documents on
subdivision developments provided most of the required information.
First hand data were gathered from site photography and inspection of amenities
and open spaces. Measurement of distances of open spaces within the project areas and
sizes of amenities were conducted. Relevant data and information were also sourced
from interviews with developers and real estate agents.
In response to the housing developer’s request to remain anonymous, the
subdivision projects and the developer’s names were coded. Land allocation data from
the HLURB were compared to show individual project’s allocation of open spaces.
Comparative listing of all the elements/components of the open space amenities of the
study areas were conducted after site inspection.
Subdivision plans were compared and analyzed to show how open spaces were
distributed within the respective project areas. This was to show if design approaches to
distribution of open spaces were dispersed or concentrated.
Open spaces were evaluated in terms of hierarchy of importance. The study
identified projects with dominant or equal hierarchy of open spaces. Sizes of amenities
were analyzed in relation to the number of households or lots. Pattern of allocation,
provision, distribution, scale and hierarchy were established.
The study, also, identified whether the developer’s approach is mere prescription
to development guidelines of the PD 957 (Prescriptive Approach), or response to market
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demand and competition (Market-driven Approach), or combination of both approaches
(Composite Approach).

Figure 1. Flow of Study

Figure 2. Location of Study Areas
Source: Google Map

3. Findings and Analysis
3.1. Allocation of Open Spaces
Provision of open space is dependent on the project density. From PD 957
guidelines, developments with density of 36 to 50 lots per hectare should have
minimum open space allocation of 6% of the project net area. For project IV, with a
density of only 25.63, the minimum requirement was 4%.
Developments III and VI both complied with the minimum requirement while
the others were more generous in open space allocation (Table 1). Two (2) out 6, (33%)
satisfied the minimum requirement of the law, thus classified as of Prescriptive
approach (P). Four (4) out of 6, (67%) allocated an average of 8.24% area allocation for
open space areas. Average saleable area (yield) for all developments is 59.70%. Average
open space allocation was 7.49%. Since this was above law prescription, the developers
adopted a Market-driven approach (M).
Table 1. Land data allocation per project
SUB. PROJECT
DEVELOPER
NET AREA (HA)
YEAR LAUNCHED
NO. OF LOTS
DENSITY
YIELD/SALEABLE AREA (%)
OPEN SPACE (%)
ROADS (%)

I
V
35.90
1995
1,659
46.20
60.11
9.40
30.49

II
V
16.60
1999
828
50.00
56.15
7.58
36.27

3

III
V
16.71
2007
657
39.34
61.0
6.00
33

IV
A
6.30
2001
161
25.63
58.76
8.68
32.56

V
A
13.50
2001
520
38.52
59.13
7.30
33.57

VI
R
10.02
2000
462
45.56
63.30
6.00
30.70
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Fig. 3. Land data allocation per project Fig. 4. Land data allocation per developer
Among the 3 main developers, Developer R adopted a prescriptive approach (P),
having the highest yield and minimum open space allocation (Figure 4). Developer V
adopted both prescriptive and Market-driven Approaches while Developer A adopted a
market-driven approach (M) to allocation of land areas.
3.2. Provision of Open Space Amenities
The study investigated the components of open spaces and the individual
projects’ provision of amenities and quantities as shown in Table 2. The housing
developers provided similar amenities such as Clubhouse (CH), Swimming Pool (SP),
Basketball Court (BC), Playground equipments (PE), Entrance gate (EG), Gazebo (G)
and landscaped parks (LP). Additional amenities like chapel, tennis court, property
management office, and convenience stores were provided for projects with areas above
20 hectares, as evident in project I.
Table 2. Elements & Components of Open Spaces
COMPONENTS
COMMUNITY
FACILITIES

PARKS &
PLAYGROUND

AMENITIES

SUBDIVISION PROJECTS
I
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
5
2
16
V
35.9
4

ENTRANCE GATE (EG)
CLUBHOUSE (CH)
SWIMMING POOL (SP)
BASKETBALL COURT (BC)
TENNIS COURT (TC)
CHAPEL (CHP)
OFFICE (O)
PROPERTY MGT. OFFICE (PM)
CONVENIENCE STORE (CS)
PLAYGROUND EQUIPT. (PE)
GAZEBO/KIOSK (G)
PICNIC AREA (PA)
TREE/LANDSCAPED PARK (LP)

DEVELOPER
DEVELOPMENT AREA IN HA.
NUMBER OF PHASES

II
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
24
V
16.50
3

III
2
2
1
1
1
3
1
6
V
16.70
2

IV
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
A
6.3
2

V
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12
A
13.5
3

VI
2
1
1
1
1
1
9
R
10
2

The study showed that there was a proportionate increase in the number of open
spaces as the development area increased. The developers differed on the number of
provided amenities for each project, due to varying sizes of developments, site
condition and competition.
PD 957 guidelines stipulated provisions for multi-purpose halls/Clubhouse (CH)
and convenience store (CS). However, it was silent on provisions for other amenities
common to all the study areas such as Swimming Pool (SP), Basketball Court (BC),
4
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Playground Equipment (PE), Entrance Gate (EG), and Chapel (CHP). (Table 3) Since
common amenities appeared to be standard provisions for this market segment B, all the
developers provided more than what is prescribed by the guidelines, therefore adopted a
market-driven approach (M) to provision of open space amenities.
Table 2. Provision of Amenities in relation to PD 957
SUBD
PROJECT

CH

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

X
X
X
X
X
X

PD 957 REQT.
CONVENIENCE
STORE (CS)
X
-

SP

BC

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

OTHER AMENITIES
PE
EG
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

CHAPEL
X
-

3.3. Distribution of Open Spaces
PD 957 did not have guidelines on distribution of open spaces. The study
investigated how the developers distributed the areas allocated for the open spaces in
terms of quantity and distances of open spaces. The study determined a pattern of
distribution either Dispersed Open Spaces (DOS) or Concentrated Open Spaces (COS).
The study showed that that 5 out of 6 (83%) have Concentrated distribution of
open spaces (COS) while the remaining 1 (17%) have dispersed distribution of open
spaces (DOS).
In terms of quantity, the average distribution ratio is 0.90 open spaces/hectare
and 4.70 open spaces per phase of development. The higher the ratio the more open
spaces were provided. Figure 5 showed distribution ratios of open spaces were within
range regardless of development area except for project II. It had the most dispersed
open space distribution while development III had the most concentrated distribution.
Developer R had the biggest number of open spaces per development area while
Developer A had the least number of open spaces per project area.

Fig. 5. Distribution Ratios in relation to
Development area

Fig. 6. Distances of Open spaces in
relation to development area

The study indicated approximate distances between open spaces. The distance
between open spaces established for the analysis was based on straight distance from
mapping, not walking distance. Distance Points were located at the approximate center
of open spaces. Regardless of the development area or number of lots of the subdivision
5
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project, distances of open spaces seemed to follow a certain hierarchy of distances,
Major to major distance was approximately 300 linear meters, major to minor was 200
meters and minor to minor open space distances was approximately 100 meters (Figure
6). Developers’ projects also differed in allocating distances. Average distances of open
spaces were 227, 158, and 200 linear meters for Developers V, A, and R respectively.
3.4. Scale & Hierarchy of Open Spaces
3.4.1. Hierarchy of Open Spaces
All the study areas have major open spaces and minor open spaces. In terms of
both quantity and area of open spaces, there was hierarchy in allocation of major and
minor open spaces.

Fig. 7. Hierarchy of open spaces in terms of land area
Figure 7 showed that all study areas have dominant open spaces (DOS). In
terms of the number of open spaces, 16 major open spaces accounted for only 20.3% of
the total 79 open spaces while 63 minor open spaces accounted to 79.7%, indicating that
there were central open spaces in all study areas where the community facilities were
located. For the open space area, the developers allocated 64% of the total open space
area to major open spaces and only 36% were minor open spaces. Developer V had
highest percentage of area allocated for major open spaces (69%), while both Developer
A & R have almost 50% ratio of major and minor open spaces.
The developer’s treatment of its open spaces was also evident in the state of
development, terrain and maintenance of these open spaces.
In the matter of state of development, 45 out of 79 open spaces, (57%) were
fully developed while 34, (43%) were partially and not developed open spaces. 14 out
of 16 major open spaces or 88% were developed while 31 out of remaining 63 minor
open spaces, (50%) were developed. Developer R had the biggest percentage of
development of major and minor open spaces. The study showed indication that the
lower number of open spaces per project, the higher percentage of development.
In terms of Terrain, open spaces situated on flat terrain had higher state of
development. 58% of open spaces with flat terrain were developed while 42% have
partial or no development. Open spaces on sloping terrain, however, had lower
development status (47%) and a bigger 53% had partial or no development.
Under maintenance, 46 out of total 79 open spaces (58%) had good
maintenance while 33(42%) had poor or no maintenance. The study showed that 13 out
of the 16 major open spaces, (81%) and 33 out of 63 minor open spaces, (52%) had
good maintenance. Major open spaces were better maintained than minor open spaces
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since community facilities were located on the major open spaces. Major open spaces
accounted for bigger area of total open spaces of study areas (64%%), were developed
more (88%), were located on flat terrain (58%) and have better maintenance (81%).
3.4.2. Size of Selected Open Space Amenities
PD 957 does not have guidelines on the size of the amenities and the hierarchy
of open spaces. Several common amenities were identified and analyzed based on the
number of lots of the respective project areas. The average area provision for Clubhouse
(CH) is 0.88 sqm/lot, Swimming Pool (SP) is 0.53 sqm/lot, Entrance Gate (EG) is 1.20
sqm/lot of area allocation, among others.
Figure 8 showed proportionate increases in floor area allocation for CH as the
number of lots increased for all study areas. From 100 to 550 lots, CH floor area was
approximately 300 sqm. From 550 to 1,000 lots, CH floor area ranged from 550 to 620
sqm. Above 1,000 lots, CH floor area was around 800 sqm. There was no significant
increase in floor area provision for SP as the number of lots increased. For projects
having lot sizes ranging from 100 to 550, entrance gate area allocation ranged from 300
to 600 sqm or an average of 409 sqm. For lot sizes ranging from 600 to 1,000 lots, EG
lot area allocation ranged from 260 to 1,200sqm or an average of 780 sqm.

Fig. 8. Relationship of Selected Amenity Floor Areas to Number of Lots
For above 1,000 lots, area allocated was around 800 sqm. Developers varied in
approaches to sizes of amenities. Developer A was the biggest provider of area/lot for
CH, SP and EG. Developer R had the smallest provision of floor area/lot.

4. Conclusion
Four of the six study areas, (67%) adopted a market-driven approach (M), while
the remaining 2 projects (33%) adopted both prescriptive approach (P) to Allocation of
land area and market-driven approach to Provision of open space amenities. These two
developments therefore adopted a composite approach (C) to open space development
(Table 4). Economic condition did not affect allocation of open spaces. Market forces
and competition influenced developer’s decision to provide more than law requirement.
Keeping open space allocation at minimum allowable standards consequently increased
the project yield or saleable areas, as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, assuming same
development costs, providing optimum open space area would be more cost-efficient
than a market-driven approach.
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Table 4. Summary of Developer’s Design Approach for study areas
SUB
PROJECTS
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

COMPONENTS
(UNDER PD 957 GUIDELINES)
ALLOCATION
PROVISION
M
M
P
M
M
P

DEVELOPER’S
DESIGN
APPROACH

M
M
M
M
M
M

M
M
C
M
M
C

PATTERN OF OPEN SPACE
DEVELOPMENT
DISTRIBUTION
SCALE/
HIERARCHY
COS
D
DOS
D
COS
D
COS
D
COS
D
COS
D

Table 5 showed both Developers V and R adopted a composite approach (C) to
open space development in their housing projects while Developer A adopted a marketdriven approach (M). The study showed that developers preferred to adopt either M or
C approach and there were no purely P approach to be competitive. The C approach
provided better yield than M approach. Open space development has evolved from
purely prescriptive into market-driven developments. Competition among developers
played a key role in molding development directions in allocation and provision of
open spaces.
Table 5. Summary of Developer’s Design Approaches
DEVELOPER
V
A
R

ALLOCATION
C
M
P

PROVISION
M
M
M

DISTRIBUTION
COS/DOS
COS
COS

SCALE/HIERARCHY
D
D
D

APPROACH
C
M
C

For distribution, Developer V adopted a combined approach since some of its
projects had both concentrated and dispersed open spaces while both Developers A & R
have COS on all the projects of the study. The study indicated developers’ preference on
concentrated distribution of open spaces. Distance between open spaces was affected by
the size and shape of its site. Developers provided open spaces on edges of adjacent
phases of development to allow formation of larger contiguous open spaces that may
accommodate bigger community facilities. The study showed strong preference in
locating open spaces on flat terrain due to simpler design and construction of amenities
that translate to cost-efficient development cost.
In terms of hierarchy, the study showed that there were central open spaces in all
developments. Although all projects have dominant hierarchy of open spaces, there was
no clear pattern of hierarchy in area allocation of major open spaces due to huge
percentage range of 36% to 89% allocation. Developers gave priority to major open
spaces in terms of development and maintenance due to its marketing value and
premium to development. The number of major and minor open spaces was affected by
size and phasing of development. The study showed that floor areas of community
facilities increased to address additional requirements and features.

5. Recommendations
Current trends in housing showed developers adopting both C & M approaches
in design and development of open spaces. Should developers adopt a purely M
approach, they should have cost-efficient land development cost (LDC) to maintain
competitive house and lot package prices. Although PD 957 provided only minimum
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guidelines while common community facilities were identified for all projects, the study
would not recommend additional mandatory provisions on amenities. This is to ensure
minimum provision requirements could be complied by developers in the course of the
boom and bust cycle of the real estate industry. However, developers should be sensitive
to market trends and competition in allocation and provision of open spaces to be
competitive in marketing developments and product positioning. Developers should
also be aware of buyers’ preferences in the type of amenities to be provided for their
residential developments.
The study showed common trends in the provision of amenities, distribution and
hierarchy of open spaces, as well as sizes of amenities currently absent in the nonsaleable guidelines of the PD 957. Distribution of open spaces should be kept within
allowable ranges. Although community facilities may be grouped into central open
spaces, sufficient open spaces should be provided within allowable distances and
accessibility to residents. Smaller open spaces can be located on edges to address
development expansion and create larger contiguous open spaces for community
facilities. Area allocation for major open spaces should be maintained within 50 to 60%
of total open space area for cost-efficient development and maintenance costs. The
number of open spaces should be kept within optimum levels to maximize marketing
benefits and reduce development and maintenance costs. In the absence of existing law
provisions, the study findings may serve as planning guide to developers in the open
space development of their respective projects.
This study only focused on a limited number of study areas of a particular
market segment (B) and House and Lot component of PD 957. Further studies may be
conducted to include increased number of projects to establish better development
pattern as well as identified geographical locations that maybe be representative of
industry growth patterns in the region
The mechanics of analysis that were formulated in this study may be replicated
for other market segments and packages (segments A, C & D) not covered by this
research, as well as other development regions of the country. It may be interesting to
note if a similar pattern may occur or if deviations would be significant. Furthermore,
geographical influences may affect the character and sizes of open spaces.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to find out the basic reason why the Spanish colonial
city’s central plazas in South America become such a successful living space for the
politic, culture, and life. To purpose this aim three plazas (the Plaza de Armas at Lima,
the Plaza de Armas at Santiago, and the Plaza de May at Buenos Aires) have been
chosen to be analyzed with a literature review and fieldwork.
The results of study as follow:
1. All of three central plazas are located in the heart of each city, and every plaza
is surrounded by public buildings. This is because those plazas were constructed under the Article 112 and the Article 119 of Law on Indies. These characteristics add the
importance and the publicity as a central plaza. 2. The arcade is common characteristic within the block around each plaza. This is because the Article 115 of Law of Indies clarifies that the arcade should be constructed for the commercial activity in the
central plaza. And the height, the style, and the color of the buildings surrounding the
central plaza are unified. These characteristics give an impression of the unity. 3. Application of statues, fountains, monuments and other visual elements show the effect
that highlights the symbolic aspect and centrality of the central plazas.
Keywords: Central plaza, South America, Spanish colony

1. Introduction
1.1 Background & Goals
The plaza is not an empty space left by buildings, but important outer space that
should be considered as architecture design or urban planning to contain the various
activities of urban residents. Recently in South Korea, Gwanghwamun Plaza and
Seoul Plaza are in the spotlight as representative city plaza, but many experts point
out that these plazas’ most critical shortcoming as a central plaza is the lack of the
consideration for outer space. Also, it is unreasonable to regard the plaza as core of
1
2
3
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civic life from the view point of plaza-use.
The central plaza as name of Plaza mayor introduced to be performing a datum
point of a city and vitalizing a downtown had been constructed as large-scale geometric and standard space since the 17th century in Europe. This central plaza was applied to the construction of new town in South America, then has became the most
important characteristic element (Gade, 1976; Mancuso, F. 2009). The central plazas
of South America are much greater importance and interest for the development of the
plaza than is the motherland. It is here in the South America that the plaza actually
represents the center of civic life and shows the change to standardization of the plaza's form. In addition, the central plazas as planned Plaza with certain principles based
on Law of Indies, have meant the center of the civic life more than 400 years. Nevertheless, the research on the plaza of South American city is relatively insignificant,
because most of the research on plaza have mainly been done about Europe which is
origin of plaza-culture, especially Italy.
In this study, the Spanish colonial city’s central plazas in South America to the
research object, case study was conducted. To purpose this aim, the central plazas in
Peru(Lima), Santiago(Chile), Buenos Aires (Argentina) are set to a range of research.
It is expected that this case study on South American colonial city’s central plaza
would broaden the understanding of the plaza. Also, this study will give important
implications to the field of urban planning and urban design on central plazas.
1.2 Contents & Method
The colonial cities in South America was planned and built by Spanish government at 15-18 centuries. The central plaza of major cities, planned by Spanish at this
age, was intended for the edification of colony people and convenience for colonial
rulers. Thus a central plaza is considered one of general features of South American
cities.
A range of this paper is the central plazas at the Spanish colonial cities in South
America, especially Lima(Peru), Santiago(Chile), Buenos Aires(Argentina). The central plazas of these three cities are not only symbolic space having a lot of symbolic
buildings of cities, but also major spot linked main roads of cities, passed by many
people. These central plazas are especially suited to study of square, as being preserved the original plan since it made and functioning of civic activities, relaxation,
meeting, eating and shopping.
Table 1. Plazas of the research object
Nation

City

Plaza’s Name

Construction Period

Peru

Lima

Plaza de Armas

1535

Chile

Santiago

Plaza de Armas

1541
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Argentina

Buenos Aires

Plaza de Mayo

1580

Research has proceeded in the following way: First, research was done by understanding a historic and theoretical background when the central plaza was founded in
South American colonial cities through documentary research about the plaza. In the
second place, the framework for analysis was set based on the existing studies, and
thereafter the characteristics of Spanish colonial city's central plaza in South America
was found. Finally, the cause and the influence of the characteristics are analyzed. At
this point, the present state of the plaza, facade and propose of surrounding building,
and user's behavior, etc. are investigated through a field survey and direct observation.
In addition, the maps and a satellite pictures were used to measure the form and size
of the plaza, and arrangement, shape, and size of the buildings.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Spain’s Method of Making Plaza
2.1.1 Plaza Mayor
Most of the Spanish towns built in the Middle Ages under the Moorish occupation were very “disorderly”(Zucker, P. 1970) 4. The Plaza Mayor is the name for the
main square introduced in the heart of the old city, since the 17th century, to give order to the surrounding context of irregular. This plaza mayor played the role of giving
energy to downtown and became the first chance to introduce large-scale geometric
space to center of city.
Look at the characteristics of the Spanish plaza mayor, first of all, the size of the
plaza is very diverse. It is mentioned that good size of the medieval city plazas is
proportional to the number of residents, but the size of Spanish plaza, regardless of
the population, is appropriate for a tournament or bull fighting. This is because the
plaza functions as a public space for not only district located but also entire province.
Second, plaza mayor of Spain has the feature that the boundary of plaza is limited by
archie. Most of the plazas have arcades on the edge, giving pleasant atmosphere and
encircling space of plaza.
2.1.2 Laws of Indies
In 1573, Philip II issued Laws of Indies including comprehensive compilation
expanding and incorporating the previous decrees by Ferdinand and Charles V: ‘(1)
complete new city to be built; (2) the city planned as a unity according to precon4

Zucker, P.(1970), 『Town and square, from the agora to the village green.』, Cambridge : M.I.T. Press,
p.132
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ceived specifications and pattern; (3) centralized control; (4) the desire of measured
apportionment of property; (5) knowledge of the grid.’
The law consists of 148 provisions including some information about new towns
built land selection, city planning and political structure in the colonial city. The law
applied throughout most of the Spanish colonial cities in South America is evaluated
as the most efficient planning document in the history of mankind. The provisions on
the composition of the plaza are nine, and the contents are as follows(table2).
Table 2. Provisions related to construction of plaza in Laws of Indies
Provisions

Contents

112

The main plaza is to be the starting point for the town; if the town is situated on the

(Plaza’s

sea coast it should be placed at the landing place of the port, but inland it should be at

Location,

the centre of the town. The plaza should be square or rectangular, in which case it

Forms, and

should have at least one and a half its width for length inasmuch as this shape is best

Ratio)

for fiestas in which horses are used and for any other fiestas that should be held.
The size of the plaza shall be proportioned to the number of inhabitants taking into

113
(Plaza’s size)

consideration the fact that in Indian towns, inasmuch as they are new, the intention is
that they will increase, and thus the plaza should be decided upon taking into consideration the growth the town may experience. [The plaza] shall be not less than 200feet
X 300feet, nor larger than 800feet X 532feet. A good proportion is 600feet X 400feet.
114

From the plaza shall begin four principal streets: One from the middle of each side and

(Relationship

two streets from each corner of the plaza; the four corners of the plaza shall face the

with streets

principal winds, because in this manner, the streets running from the plaza will not be

and winds)

exposed to the four principal winds which would cause much inconvenience.
Around the plaza as well as along the four principal streets which begin there, there

115

shall be arcades, for these are of considerable convenience to the merchants who gen-

(Making

erally gather there; the eight streets running from the plaza at the four corners shall

Arcades)

open on the plaza without encountering these arcades, which shall be kept back in
order that there may be sidewalks even with the streets and plaza.

116
(Relationship
with climate)

In cold places the streets shall be wide and in hot places narrow; but for purposes of
defense in areas where there are horses it would be better if are wide.
117

The streets shall run from the main plaza in such manner that even if the town in-

(Width of

creases considerably in size, it will not result in some inconvenience that will make

streets)

ugly what needed to be rebuilt, or endanger its defense or comfort.

118

Here and there in the town, smaller plazas of good proportion shall be laid out, where

(Other Pla-

the temples associated with the principal church, the parish churches and the monaste-
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zas)

ries can be built, such that everything may be distributed in a good proportion for the
instruction of religion.

119

For the temple of the principal church, parish or monastery, there shall be assigned

(Uses of

specific lots; the first after the streets and plazas have been laid out, and these shall be

Surrounding

a complete block so as to avoid having other buildings nearby, unless it were for prac-

Buildings I)

tical or ornamental reasons.
Next, a site and lot shall be assigned for the royal council and cabildo house and for

121
(Uses of
Surrounding
Buildings II)

the custom house and arsenal, near the temple, located in such a manner that in times
of need the one may aid the other; the hospital for the poor and those sick of
non-contagious diseases shall be built near the temple and its cloister; and the hospital
for the sick with contagious disease shall be built in such a way that no harmful wind
blowing through it may cause harm to the rest of the town. If the latter be built in an
elevated place, so much the better.
Source: Mundigo, A. I. C., Dora P.(1977), The City Planning Ordinances of the Laws of the Indies Revisited: Part I: Their Philosophy and Implications, Town Planning Review, Vol.48, No.3, pp.247-268.

2.2 Researches of Literature on Plaza’s Spatial Composition Factor
About the composition of the plaza space, most existing studies evaluated the
plaza space by functional or aesthetic point of view based on researcher’s arbitrary
criteria rather than compared several squares by same standards. Primary research on
the composition of the plaza space is as follow (table 3).
Table 3. Existing researches about plaza’s spatial composition
Researcher(s)

Research
object

Method

Contents
Scale(D/H, the amount of space, The length of one

Ashihara, Y.
(2005)

Elements &

Drawing

side), Texture(Façades and Details of the Buildings,

Plans of

Analysis,

Paving), Directions(an object placement), Space Clo-

Outer Space

Case Study

sure, Hierarchy of space, Monument, Gradients,
Plants, Water

Piazza di
Broadbent,

San Marco

G..(1990)

& Place Stanislas

Moughtin, C.,
& Mertens,
M.(2006)

St. Peter’s
Square, etc.

Drawing
Analysis,
Case Study

the Paradigm and Historical flows of

the square

plan, Form, Size, and Closure of Square, the façade of
Buildings, Visual Focus, Placement of buildings, the
Unity of buildings surrounding square
Drawing

Forms and Entrance of Square, Style, Uses, and

Anlaysis,

Façades of the Buildings, Axis, Placement of Obelisk

Literary re-

or Fountains, Height of Arcades, Paving, Closure,
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search
Explore the
Sitte, C.

Squares of

principles by

(1889)

Europe

studying
cases

Stairs
Relationship between Buildings and Squares, Placement of Fountains or Monuments, Closure of Square,
Size and Form of Square, Placement of Plants
Spatial

Nam, H. H. &
Min, S. C.
(2008)

Factors(Enclosure,

Territory,

Proportion,

Grade Difference, Spatial Sequence), Visual FacMedieval

Literary re-

tors(Visual Sequence, Boundary, Axis, Perspective

Plaza

search

Effect, Progression), , Behavioral Factors(Use &
Function, Behavior), Decorative Factors(Furniture,
Decoration & Material, Colour, Vegetation)

Lee, Y. M.
(1996)

Jang, T. H.
& Kim, J. S.
(1998)

4 Italian
Urban Plazas

Literary re-

Physical Factors(Dimension, The length of one side,

search, Field

Height of surrounding Buildings, Closure(H/D ratio))

trip, Obser-

Social Factors(the Purpose of surrounding buildings,

vation
17 Urban

Plaza User’s Behavior)
The Locations of Plaza, Paving dimension, Access

Squares of

Field trip,

road, Section Type, H/D ratio, the Purpose of sur-

Chong-Ju

Survey

rounding buildings, Traffic Relation, The distance

City

between the plaza and the buildings, use of plaza

What these researches mention to important in common is the formation of plaza's territory through the enclosure. In other words, the existing studies emphasized
that boundaries and the territory of the plaza should be clear, and the space can be
created more abundant by adding a visual and decorative element. In addition, because the plaza is the public space people actually use, the purpose of buildings surrounding the plaza, the event within the plaza, and people's behavior, too, have been
classified as the elements of the plaza.
Based on these existing studies, the space components of the plaza was reorganized into four elements: the spatial elements; the behavior elements; the decorative
elements; the visual elements(table 4).
Table 4. Space components of the plaza
Elements
Spatial Ter-

Method
- Form of plaza

Spatial

ritory

- The length of one side, Dimension

Elements

Visual

-Height of buildings(H)/Width of plaza(D) Ratio

boundary &

-Opening of plaza’s corners

6
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Enclosure

-Relationship between plaza and roads

Grade Dif-

-Slope of the plaza’s ground

ference
Function

-Stairway
- the Purpose of surrounding buildings

Fieldwork
Fieldwork

Behavioral
Elements

User’s
Behavior
Paving Decoration
Color

-Plaza’s Events

Literature Re-

-User’s Activities

sources , Fieldwork

-Pattern and Material of paving
-Dominant Color of the Plaza
-Dominant Color of Surrounding Buildings

Fieldwork

Fieldwork

Decorative
Elements

Vegetation

Detail of
Buildings
Axis

-Landscape Area

Satellite Photo ,

-Placement of trees

Fieldwork

-Style and Material of Surrounding Buildings
-Details of Building’s facade

Fieldwork

-Height of Surrounding Buildings
-Presence of Visual Axis

Map, Fieldwork

Visual
Elements

Visual Focus

-Presence of Visual Focus
-Monuments, Obelisks, Fountains, etc.

Fieldwork

2.3 Summary of Plazas
2.3.1 Plaza de Armas(Plaza de Mayor), Lima, Peru
The Plaza Mayor or Plaza de Armas at Lima, is the core of the city, located in the
Historic Centre of Lima. On the day of the foundation of the city, 1535, the conquistador Francisco Pizarro, conforming to established procedure, designated a location to
build the plaza. The plaza is surrounded by public buildings as the Government Palace,
Cathedral at Lima, Archbishop's Palace of Lima, the Municipal Palace, and the Palace
of the Union, etc. During the colonial era, the plaza served as a market, bull fighting
ring, and the city gallows. Currently, main commercial street from the Government
Palace in north to the Supreme Court in south leads to the plaza.
2.3.2 Plaza de Armas, Santiago, Chile
The Plaza de Armas at Santiago, the central plaza of city, was built by Spanish
Conquistador Pedro de Valdivia, on 1541, and he founded Santiago around the Plaza
de Armas. This central plaza has served as historical, political and religious center,
and is one of the historic plazas in Santiago de Chile. The buildings surrounding the
Plaza de Armas are the City Hall, Central Post Office, the National History Museum,
Cathedral, and the Museums of Santiago. Arcades are constructed on lower floor of
7
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some buildings, so commercial activity is taking place at there. Being subway station
beneath the square, approaching the plaza is very convenient, and the pedestrian street
is across the plaza's east to west. Because the plaza separates from road by lower bollard without difference of floor-level, a lot of people visiting the plaza are easy to use
a baby carriage and a bicycle.
2.3.3 Plaza de Mayo, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Plaza de Mayo's origins can be traced back to Juan de Garay's foundation of Buenos Aires itself, in 1580. He made up the plaza and the roads. The Plaza de Mayo
fronting the La Plata River, as the main square in downtown Buenos Aires, Argentina,
has always been the focal point gathered crowds whenever there are inauguration,
demonstrations, rallies, disturbance caused by result of football games, and other major events in Buenos Aires. Intersecting Two streets at each four corners of the plaza,
all corners are open. Three streets start from the plaza to west. Presently, the museum,
Cathedral, colonial buildings, government buildings including the Government Palace,
and City Hall are surrounding the Plaza de Mayo that is transportation hub intersected
3 subway lines.

3. Analysis & Discussion
Based on the space components of the plaza compiled from existing researches,
the result of comparing the characteristics of three plazas is the following(table 5).
Table 5. The characteristics of the research object plazas
Plaza de Armas,

Plaza de Armas,

Plaza de Mayo,

Lima

Santiago

Buenos Aires

a square

a square

a rectangular

(110mx110m)

(110mx110m)

(220mx90m)

Center of city

Center of city

Fronting the River

Intersecting Two streets

Intersecting Two streets

Intersecting Two streets

at each four corners of

at each four corners of

at each four corners of

the plaza

the plaza

the plaza

the City Hall, Central

the museum, Cathedral,

Post Office, the National

colonial buildings, gov-

History Museum, Cathe-

ernment buildings in-

dral, and the Museums of

cluding the Government

Santiago

Palace, and City Hall

Sightseeing, relaxation,

Sightseeing, relaxation,

Elements

Plaza’s Form
Spatial

Location

Elements
Relationship
with Streets

the Government Palace,
Uses of Surthe Cathedral, ArchbiBehavioral

rounding
shop's Palace, the Mu-

Elements

Buildings
nicipal Palace
User’s

Sightseeing, relaxation
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Behavior

Decorative

Color and

Unifying the style and

Detail of

color of the buildings,

Buildings

constructed arcade

Height of the

roughly same except the

buildings

spire of the Cathedral

Elements

promotion, commerce,

promotion, commerce,

performance

rally

arcade constructed the

Arcade constructed in

buildings

the public buildings

aligned nearly constant

perfectly matched on

though buildings have

buildings that made up in

very dissimilar style

the 20th century
Straight axis

Axis

-

-

Visual Focus

The fountain of center

-

Visual
Piramide de Mayo of
Elements

center

3.1 Spatial Elements
3.1.1 Plaza’s Form
The shapes of Plaza de Armas in Lima and Plaza de Armas in Santiago are the
squares (110mx110m), possessing nearly the same dimension approximately 12,100
square meters. On the other hand, Plaza de May in Buenos Aires is a rectangle
(220mx90m), and its dimension is about 19,800 square meters, which is half as many
again as the others. In particular, all three plazas are much larger than
57mx143m(190ftx470ft) that is the average size of European plazas mentioned by
Sitte, C.
These shape and size of three plazas are determined by Laws of Indies. According to the Laws of Indies, The plaza should be square or rectangular (112). In case of
rectangular, it is specified that plaza's width and length should be in the proportion
1:1.5, but that of Plaza de Mayo excesses that ratio. It can be explained because these
plazas were designed on a standard military fashion based on a grid pattern, of which
more than one of the blocks would be left empty to form the plaza. Proportion of the
width and length of Plaza de Mayo is the result of two empty blocks. In these cases,
the size and length of each side of the plaza satisfies all the criteria of Law of Indies.
3.1.2 Relationship with Streets
The central plazas in South America represent a regular feature even in the relationships between the plaza and the streets. First, all four corners of the plaza, each is
the intersection of two street. Laws of Indies says that four principal streets should
begin from the middle of each side, and two streets should begin from each corner of
the plaza(114). Therefore, two streets intersecting in each corner of the plaza were
created on the basis of Laws of Indies. At the same time, these relationships between
9
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the plaza and streets is a natural outcome appearing in grid pattern city.
In contrast, there is not 'principal streets from the middle of each side' in Lima
and Santiago's Armas Plaza. Plaza de Mayo is the only plaza in which principal streets
has been constructed, because of grid pattern of the city. In grid pattern city, in order
to create the plaza satisfying the Laws of Indies, four blocks have to be left empty as
size of both side of the block passed principal streets become small. In this case,
however, excessive increase of the plaza's size and reducing the availability of land
area, while area of the street increases, are leaded. Thus, one block was emptied to
make the plaza in Lima and Santiago.
On the other hand, principal streets can start from middle of the longer side by
vacating two blocks in Plaza de Mayo. Ave. de Mayo from middle of the west side of
the Plaza de Mayo to Plaza del Congreso that hadn't existed in the colonial era was
newly built at the late 19th century. This street gives the effect to emphasize centrality
of the plaza, making the axis from the Government Palace to the Palacio del Congreso
Nacional. Along this street, starting subway line from the plaza, the plaza has a central
role in the traffic.
In addition, most of streets surrounding the plaza are the city's major streets, so
many parts of the city's accessibility to the plaza is very good. Chidister(1988) 5 insists that symbolic meaning of the plaza as public space is strengthen when easy
access has to be encourage for a lot of people to use the plaza. All three of the plazas
flanked by the main roads are easy to use for a lot of people, which causes the symbolic meaning of the plaza.
3.2 Behavioral Elements
3.2.1 The purpose of Surrounding Buildings
The purpose of the surrounding buildings is in common public buildings and the
Cathedral, determined by Laws of Indies. Laws of Indies suggested that for the temple
of the principal church, parish or monastery, there shall be assigned specific lots (191),
and next a site and lot shall be assigned for the royal council and cabildo house and
for the custom house and arsenal, near the temple (121). Accordingly, the conquerors
of South America prepared the site for the Cathedra and subsequently planned the site
for government office such as viceroy’s palace, the aristocracy and upper-class residential, and commercial facilities. The old buildings, over time, have been rebuilt
several times to change the form, but the Cathedral and government offices are still
maintaining the same purpose. However, the cases that some of the old aristocratic
5

Chidister, M.(1986),“The effect of the context on the use of urban plazas”, 『Landscape Journal』,
Vol.5. No.2, pp.115-127
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houses, including viceroy’s palace, is currently used for public buildings such as a
museum or a post office are observed.
Therefore, central plazas with the public buildings and religious institutions
represented in the Cathedral are freighted with symbolic of the heart of the city. Also,
as commercial activities take place in there, Plaza is the center of civic life.
3.2.2 User’s Behaviors
Hwang, I. J.(2005) 6 describes the user's behavior observed in the plaza and the
role of the plaza as follows.
“A plaza surrounded by buildings of the city is the space to show
'urbanism=civilization'. Therefore, human activities appearing in the history of the
Western plaza such as market, political rallies, religious ceremonies, festivals and
events in the plaza may be said very much urban. On the other hand, parks emerging
as a result of the reaction to rapid urbanization and industrialization are a open space,
which make people forget the confusion of city life rather than illustrate the character
as 'urbanism=civilization'. Alone or in small groups or with families, for examples,
someone can admire the 'nature' or take a walk through grass and flowers, trees, or
spend hours sitting on the bench or the grass”
Given this aspect, the user's behavior observed Plaza de Armas at Lima, is mainly as a break, which is the behavior often observed in the park. In Plaza de Mayo of
Argentina, and Plaza de Armas at Santiago, there are a lot of people who use the plaza
for the purpose of relaxation because of the abundance of grass and trees. At the same
time, however, a variety of activities such as demonstration, promotional activities,
display stand, street performance, and street artists can be observed in the empty space
of plaza.
About this behavior, Cooper, M. C. & C. Francis (1990) 7 say that the design of
the plaza should be done to provide a enough space for a variety of the activities and
people of different layers. Also, he emphasized that vegetation is a very important
element in the sub-space in large plaza. Mancuso, F. (2009) 8 refers to the instance
making the plaza empty to capture the various uses, Sitte, C. (1889) 9 insists that it is
6

Hwang, I. J.(2005), “Bystreets, Plazas and Parks: An Anthropological Essay on the Formation of
Sense of Local Community in the City”, 『建築』, Vol.49, No.1, pp.72
7
Cooper, M. C., C. Francis.(1990), 『People Places: Design guidelines for Urban open spaces』, New
York : Van Nostrand Reinhold
8
Mancuso, F. et al, translated by Jang, T. S. et al (2009), 『광장 Squares of Europe, Squares for Euroupe』, Seoul : 생각의 나무, p.88
9
Sitte, C.(1889) ; translated by Son, S. U. & Gu, S. O. (2000), 『도시•건축•미학』, Seoul :
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good to give the freedom to center of the plaza rather than to erect the fountain of
monument, because of a lot of the traffic flow in the center of the plaza. In addition,
Gade, D. W. (1976) 10 has highlighted the importance of 'vacant space' because lawn
of the plaza in the South America doesn't become the space for the children play and
recreational for people.
Looking at the behavior of each plaza based on these existing studies, Plaza de
Armas at Lima, an area more than half of the plaza is covered with grass, and then the
other space is divided into smaller pieces acting channels, so that is insufficient to put
a variety of activities in. In contrast, Plaza de Mayo Buenos Aires and Plaza de Armas
at Santiago, with the area covered by grass and trees, get also plenty of empty space,
taking place an ordinary and a variety of activities every day.
3.3 Decorative Elements
3.3.1 Colors & Details
The style and color of the public buildings located in Plaza de Armas at Lima
have been unified, and these Neo-colonical buildings have a wooden balcony peculiar
to Lima. This is the result of trying to conserve the original building's form in the 20th
century when the buildings were re-built. During this period, the walls of all public
buildings were unified in yellow, which emphasized unity and symbolic meaning of
the plaza as the center of the city.
In addition, buildings surrounding the plaza, in all three plazas, have arcades excluding the government palace and the cathedral which are difficult to construct the
arcade in a low-level of buildings, so main commercial activities occur at arcades of
plaza. This is derived from Laws of Indies. Laws of Indies provides that around the
plaza as well as along the four principal streets which begin there, there shall be arcades and the eight streets running from the plaza at the four corners shall open on the
plaza without encountering these arcade, for these are of considerable convenience to
the merchants who generally gather there(115).
According to Robert, C. S.(1955) 11, the arcades were an encouragement to commerce and to outdoor living, preventing the sunlight, wind, and rains. Higgins(2005) 12
says that arcade was originally occupied by traders specializing in buttons and braid,
태림문화사, pp.37-51
10
Gade, D. W.(1976), “The Latin American Central Plaza As A Functional Space”, 『Journal of
Urban History』, Vol.8, No.1, pp.27-59.
11
Robert, C. S.(1955),“Colonial Towns of Spanish and Portuguese America”, 『Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians』, Vol.14, No.4, p.11
12
Higgins, J.(2005), 『Lima: a cultural history, Oxford University Press』, New York : Oxford University Press, p.37
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with small traders working from stalls under the arcade in front of the big shops in the
buildings behind, so these commercial activities vitalized the plaza. Therefore, the
arcade of the central plazas invigorates the plaza through supporting the commercial
activities. Especially, arcades encourage the commercial activity and walking in hot
weather(Geist, J. F., 1985) 13 by acting as go-between the internal activities and external activities(Jeong, H. J., 2005) 14, this effect increases if arcades are connected to
main commercial street(Forsyth, A., 1997) 15.
3.3.2 Height of Surrounding Buildings
Plaza de Armas at Lima consists of the Cathedral, Palacio de Gobierno, and the
public buildings. The heights of buildings surrounding the plaza are roughly same except the spire of the Cathedral. The surrounding buildings in Plaza de Armas at Santiago, also have been aligned nearly constant height though buildings have very dissimilar style. In Plaza de Mayo, the height of buildings that made up in the 20th century, at the one of the plaza's longer side, is a perfect match.
About this feature, Hwang, J. H.(2010) 16 says that the unification of the height
of buildings provide a feeling of the huge buildings, and would provide a neat appearance of the urban space. He, in particular, emphasized that this beauty of a city
determines the regional characteristics. A uniform height around the building of central plaza commonly observed in South America makes an orderly impression, and
provides the regional characteristic of the whole city for the public.
3.4 Visual Elements
3.4.1 Axis of Plaza
Plaza de Mayo is observed distinct axises of square, on the contrary, Plaza in
Lima and Plaza de Armas in Santiago is hardly observed a distinct axises. The tetragonal form with long sides and short sides strengthens the axis of plaza de Mayo by
planning the long side facing the presidential palace. Particularly, monument of the
general Manuel Belgrano at the center of red Casa Rosada and the Piramide de Mayo
arranging in a straight line are making the axis connected the tower, Casa Rosade and
the monument. The symmetry of the plaza with the central axis makes the axis more
strengthen. The axis connected to Ave. de Mayo at west of the plasa is extends to Pla13

Geist, J. F.(1985), 『Arcades ; The history of building type』, London : MIT Press
Jung, H. J.(2005), “A Study on 'Internalization of Street' in Contemporary Urban Architecture”,
Seoul National University Master’s thesis
15
Forsyth, A.(1997), “Variations on a main street: When a mall in arcade”, 『Journal of Urban
Design』, Vol.2, No.3, pp.297-308
16
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za del Congreso with the Palacio del Congreso Nacional.
The Piramide de Mayo and Ave. de Mayo making the axis of the plaza was not
designed in colonial period but in the late 19th century when the plaza modernized
and the two radial roads lying edge of the plaza were also the same period. The three
radial roads and the axis of the plaza constructed in this period is functioning as a
starting point and central spot. It is more effective to strenthen the axis from Casa
Rosada to with the Palacio del Congreso Nacional by empting of the axis and planting
a tree.
3.4.2 Visual Focus
Monument is an important factor to affect the form and content of plaza(Novidas,
2009). In particular, since plaza is the most important public space as the political
center of the nation, monuments such as the statues, busts, obelisks play a role as
making the plaza more memorials and sacred (Gade, 1976).
This phenomenon appears more common in the central plaza in the South America. The fountain in the center of the Plaza de Armas at Lima, plays such a role.
People anywhere in the plaza can see a fountain naturally by placing the grass with
radial shape. Piramide de Mayo erected in the middle of Plaza de Mayo encourages
vision. Ashihara, Y. (2005) 17 has insisted that the monument shows a prominent
commemoration by making clear the vertical elements.

4. Conclusion
This article has attempted to find out the basic reason why the Spanish colonial
city’s central plazas in South America become such a successful living space for the
politic, culture, and life. The Implications for future design of the central plaza, which
can be drawn from this study of, are as follows.
Table 6. The Implications for future design of the central plaza
Elements

the Implications
Formalized shape of plaza is suitable for planned city and the plaza is so

Plaza’s Form & Location
located in the center of the town.
The plaza is so flanked by main streets that people can easily approach there.
Relationship with Streets

Accordingly, the accessibility is very important to use plaza, and it is needed
that the main streets are connected to plaza.

Use of Surrounding Buildings

The central plazas are surrounded by public buildings serve as center for the

17
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politic, culture, history and life by providing the public space for people.
The difference in behavior observed in plaza shows that plaza serves as the
park rather than as the plaza if the percentage of the grass of trees is high.
Vegetations
Therefore, it is necessary to reserve the empty space enough to accommodate
the activities such as rallies, performance, and commerce.
Unifying the height, the style, and the color of the buildings surrounding the
Height of the buildings
central plaza gives an impression of the orderliness.
The arcade is common characteristic within the block around each plaza,
Arcades
which has an important role in vitalizing the plaza.
Application of statues, fountains, monuments and other visual elements help
Axis & Visual Focus
to highlight the symbolic meaning and centrality of the central plazas.

Despite these findings, there are two limitations inherent in this analysis. First, as
this study has analyzed only three central plazas of all South America's central plaza,
it does not conduct case study sufficiently. And it remains to be seen what the difference is between central plazas of the South America and those of Europe, especially
of Spain.
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A Research on the relation between pedestrian’s migration

and urban park in Tokyo Metropolitan Area
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Abstract
This paper aimed to illustrate the relation between pedestrian’s migration and urban
park in the center of Tokyo Metropolitan Area. In the high economic period, water front
open space in heart of Tokyo metropolitan area disappeared on the expanding demand
of constructing new highways. On the other hands, the transportation and land use
planning in heart of Tokyo was separated and urban open space has been segmentalized.
However, the 21st century began, when the rate of population growth is turning to
decline, the demand of revitalizing urban open space for pedestrians is expanding in
order to improve the quality of life (QoL). As to Kyobashi District in Tokyo, the new
movement of revitalizing the Kyobashi River is formed and it is needed to research the
actual circumstance of segmentalized urban open space that was created on and near the
place which was once the Kyobashi River. The aim of this research is to get to know
how the urban open space in Kyobashi District is used now from the viewpoint of
pedestrian’s migration to each park. The methodologies are (1)having a questionnaire to
those who use urban parks in Kyobashi District to ask them where they come from and
how they use there, (2)analyzing the user’s attribution types and migration tendencies,
and(3) comparing the migration to the Green Basic Plan that was made by Chu-o Ku
government. Through the practice of these three methods, we can see the problem and
potential of the urban parks in Kyobashi District from the pedestrian’s view.
Keywords: urban park, pedestrian’s migration, Kyobashi District, Green Basic Plan
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In the high economic growth period, waterfront open space in heart of Tokyo
metropolitan area disappeared. The transportation and land use planning was
separated and urban open space has been segmentalized.
However, the 21st century began, when the rate of population growth is turning to
decline, the demand of revitalizing urban open space for pedestrians is expanding in
order to improve the quality of life (QoL). As to Kyobashi District in Tokyo, the
new movement of revitalizing the Kyobashi River is formed and it is needed to
research the actual circumstance of segmentalized urban open space that was created
on the place which was once the Kyobashi River. The aim of this study is to analyze
the current problem and the potential of revitalizing the liner open space by
researching the usage and migration that occur there and reconsidering the relation
between urban open space and pedestrian’s migration.

2. Focused Area and Methodology
To see the current usage and migration occurring inside and outside of open space
in Kyobashi District , we had questionnaire and Hearing in the 4 parks in Kyobashi
district. The historical context of each park is following. (Figure.1)

Figure 1. The context of 4 parks
These 4 parks could be divided into two types according to the historical context.
2
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Kyobashi Park and Teppo-zu Park:
They were created next to elementary school in the neighborhood theory. The
elementary school next to Kyobashi Park was moved now.
Sakuragawa Park and Sakuaragawa Roof Park:
They were created on the place that was once Kyobashi River. Sakuaragawa Roof Park
was on the roof of building of drainage.
And the contents of questionnaire form are the park user’s attributions(age, sex,
occupation), the usage(purpose, companion, staying time, usage frequency, departure
place),the relation between the park in question and other parks (frequency of going
other parks , purpose of going other parks) ,the route from the departure place to the
park , and their favorite route( by writing on the map).We had a questionnaire in two
days (on weekday and weekend).On each day, we asked 10 people in each park. So the
total number of people we asked was 80.

3. Result and Analysis

Figure 2. The migration of park users
3-1. The relation between the main 4 types of user’s attribution and migration
The result of the questionnaire is Figure 2. First we analyze the tendency from macro
scale, how people migrate to the parks. We divided the park user’s attribution types into
4 groups by cluster analysis using the statistical analysis software ’R’ (Table1, Figure 3)
and analyze the tendencies of the relation between the types and migration.
Table 1. The number of people in four types of park user’s attribution
3
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Age

Sex

Occupation

Type A

0~14:13

Men:11 Women:2

Elementary/high school Student:13

Type B

30’s:10 40’s:2

Men:0 Women:12

Homemaker:12

Type C

20’s:5 30’s:9

Men:12 Women:15

Businessman:28 The other:7

Men:6 Women:15

Businessman:2 Homemaker:4 The other:15

40’s:13 50’s:8
Type D

60’s:21

Figure 3. The analysis of the major types of user’s attribution
According to the questionnaire, we could find the apparent difference between on
weekday and weekend. On weekday, we could find an ‘edge’ that separated the people’s
migration of Kyobashi Park from that of other 3 parks. And there is a distinctive
direction of each 4 type’s migration. On the other hand, the edge disappears and the
direction of each type becomes more random on weekend. And there can be seen larger
movement in the north-south direction.(Figure 4)

Direction of
North-south
is generated.

Figure 4. The comparison of weekday and weekend
This infers that on weekday there is a larger limitation of time and location determined
4
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by the departure point, which is influenced by their attributions.
As Figure 5 shows, Most businessmen stayed for 5~20minutes. Students(Type A) and
Elder people(Type D) stayed
longer than homemakers(Type B)
and businessmen(Type C), over
20minutes because Type A and D
have more free time than B and C.
Type A came to the park near
school after they once returned
home after school, Type B ,and
Type C came to the park near their
offices for a rest or smoking in
their short lunch time which is
highly limited.(Figure 6)
Figure 5.Staying time of each
attribution types
On weekend, time limitation is weaker and migration distance is longer than on
weekday. As Figure5 shows, all types
show that there are more people who
stayed over 20 minutes.
Some people even come to park by
taking on the subway. Otherwise
someone came there because they live
next to the parks. It shows that the
user’s migrations on weekend are more
influenced by the user’s preference
than their attributions that influenced
on their limitation of time and location.
Type C 's time limitation changes
most dynamically on weekend, so their
purposes to use park more widely
spread.
Figure 6.Purpose of each attribution
types
5
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3-2. The comparison of the migration and the Green Basic Plan made by Chuo-Ku
To research the tendency of migration more precisely, we compared the routes and
the Green Basic Plan made by Chuo-Ku government in 2009. It can be seen that there
are three points of strategies in the Plan. (Figure 7)
(1)The lines of main roads: To enrich street trees and put green on the intersections
(2)The lines of rivers in the past and now: To examine to create new parks on the
lines that are now highways and to enhance the quality of the existing parks on the
lines and the edge of Sumida River.
(3) The parks next to elementary school(past or present):To enhance the green around
the park by the community in the area surrounding the park.

Figure 7. The Green Basic Plan and areas divided by liner spaces(road, river)
To analyze the relation between the Green Basic Plan and the migration to the park, we
divided the Kyobashi District into areas(A1~A18) by (1) and (2) then added (1)and (2)
as a migration space(R1~R4,W1~W4). Moreover ,we added stations as important nodes
that influenced on the
use's migration and
counted each migration
like 'S1→R1→A4→P3→
W1→P4'.By analyzing
the routes and considering
the relation to the Green
Basic Plan, we followed
the 6steps as Figure 8.
Figure 8 .6steps to classify the migration types
6
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TypeⅠ:Go along the river line

TypeⅡ:Go along the main road

TypeⅢ:From the area surrounding park

TypeⅣ:From the station

TypeⅤ:Go across the river line one time TypeⅥ:Go across the river line two time
Figure 9. The migration types
The result of the steps is Figure 9.There aren't rivers now, but the landuse such as
segmentalized but ranging parks shows the remains of the rivers. According to the lines
of river and roads spreading like the reticulation and over-layered, the migration types
can be classified successfully. In this research, the main point is the line of river in the
past, so we made the division by the line earlier steps and analyzed how the water lines
7
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are used now.
Figure 10 shows the
frequency of using park
of each migration type.
(how many times the
users go to the park per a
month) It can be seen that
the TypeⅢ(From the area
surrounding the park) and
TypeⅤ(Go
across the river line Figure10.Frequency of using the park of each migration type
one time) have a tendency to use the park more frequently. It's mainly because the
distance to the park is shorter than that of other types. However, to take account of the
fact that only these two types don't go along the main roads, it could be said that the '
not main , the relatively private ' feeling is one reason that effects on the result. Type Ⅰ
（Go along the river line) also uses each park frequently. This is also the type that
chooses the 'Back' road apart from the main road to go to each park. Type Ⅱ(Go along
the main road ) ,Ⅳ（From the station) don't often use the park. And there are many
people who go there for the first time. This is because the their purposes of migration
are not inside the park and they stop there by chance.(The spatial arrangement of each
park in the city, ex. near the station or can be seen from the main street, influences on
these types). TypeⅥ(Go across the river line twice) differs from these 5 types. The
feature of the frequency is going to the park once a month or once a week, and there are
little people who haven't had a experience to go there. This may be because the park is
relatively 'private' , but the distance to the park disturbs them to go there frequently.
Figure 11 shows the each
attribution type's tendency to
choose the roots. It can be
seen that type A (student) has
a tendency to go to the park
that surrounded by the area
where they depart. Type B
(Homemaker) also
has a similar tendency
because they go to park
Figure 11.The relation between attribute type and migration type
8
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with their children(Type A). And Type C(businessman) has a tendency to go along the
main road or from the station ,compared to the other types. This may be they go to the
park in the short rest of work, so their usage of the park is relatively in more 'public' one
in their daily life. However, the balance of the typeⅠ～Ⅵ is the highest in Type C and
this is because the type has the widest range of the age and sex.
The another point that should be paid attention to is the others(mainly elderly people:
Type D) and own businessman have a tendency to go to parks by the routes going across
the river line once. This shows that they choose the park that is not the nearest one from
the departure point so they find their favorite place to be in the park. In the hearing,
some of them told us that they feel relieved and don't be alone when seeing children and
other people playing in the parks, so the not only the effects of spatial arrangement but
the relation between other people may be important factors that influence on the user's
migration.

4. Conclusion
In this study, through reading the historical context of urban open space from the
view point of the spatial arrangements of river and road, we analyzed how the open
space in center of Tokyo Metropolitan Area has a relation to the pedestrian's
migration today. There are following three points as a conclusion.
First, from a macro view point , the spatial arrangement of the rivers in the past and
main roads have influenced on the urban small parks: we made two major patterns
in the focused site. So the types of migration to the parks are also classified by the
water and transport flow, and these typologies enable to analyze the relation
between spatial pattern and people's migration. Second, from a micro point, the
migration are strongly determined by pedestrian's limitation of time and location
that are mainly influenced by their attribution . However, if the limitation is loosed,
they move more randomly following to their preferences. And in such a situation
people look for their favorite places to be and routes to move, and it will be
appeared as a frequency to go there. Therefore, not only the design of inside of the
park but also the design of the route to the park is a key to the planning of urban
open space. Third, the land use planning near the park is important. There made
elementary schools and public plaza next to the parks and students know how they
can enjoy the parks. And elderly people come to the parks to see them. It was made
on the neighborhood theory, this has a suggestion to take the open space with a land
use planning.

9
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Abstract
Sinjhuang is a rapidly developing satellite city beside metropolis Taipei. A large
amount of houses were built in a short period for the increasing population. Thus open
space and parks were not well considered during the construction in the city. The
campus of elementary schools, as a potential open space in the crowded urban
environment, wasn’t open to the community because of the security problem and
conservative planning routine for the past few decades.
Recently the way to open schoolyard space is often lead by professionals simply
through dismantling the fences. But in our case it` s different. In Sih-sian Elementary
School, we turn the fence between schoolyard and community into a friendly
in-between space through the process of participatory design. By the end of 2009, the
construction was finished, but it is not the end of this spatial process. We continued
concerning the usage and the management of this open space, for the reference of the
maintenance and improvement of this space.
Keyword: schoolyard, open space, participatory design

1. Overall
1.1 Motivation
Sih-sian Elementary School is located in Sinjhuang City, Taipei County. Initial
development period of Sinjhuang City, to provide housing demand, a large number of
constructions be constructed in a short time, but not regarding the open space for
planning. The other hand, Sih-sian schoolyard is similar with Taiwan early time
majority school plan, holds thinking of the traditional schoolyard planning that takes
the high closed space planning and separates with the community. At the preliminary
contact, the overall school facilities are old and abandoned. The tall fence, the messy
schoolyard and the useless sidewalk cut connection between the school and
community. To coordinate Sih-sian main schoolyard-planning program, the research
team and school decided to take the school fence as starting point, and introduces the
1
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Co-design method to provide the different kinds of process of school spatial
transformation.

1.2 Object
This study will focus on the Co-design of Sih-sian school spatial transformation
process, which included the part of schoolyard, the fence and the sidewalk. First, We
collect opinions of the transforming space by different active ways, such as letting
school kids to draw the spatial possibilities of the school fence. Simultaneously
requested that the specialist to propose Sih-sian schoolyard issues and improved
methods. After many activities, we organize and analyze the active achievements,
provide the school fence architect as the reference of the physical space design. Then,
we analyze transferable process of Sih-sian and self-criticism the operating process
and technique as the future Co-design operation of campus spatial transformation of
experience sharing.

2. Site survey- Sih-sian Elementary School
2.1 Campus introduction：
Sih-sian Elementary School is located at northern Sinjhuang, densely population
satellite city. Its west is Hongtai Market and Zhong Gang channel, and north is
Sih-sian Park. Three sides around the campus is near the road, width is 8 to 12 m,
only the northern side with Sih-sian Park now is the temporary parking lot. Sih-sian
Elementary School is established in 1979 and has 82 classes about 2,800 students. The
school district is in the Mixed Residential Commercial District and the most of the
residents are working-class.

Figure 1. Left: Plan of Sih-sian Elementary School and it’s environment.
Right: Sih-sian Elementary School simulation

2.2 Situation of the in-between space
2.2.1 The situation of school fence and sidewalk:
Order to avoid stranger entering in school, Sih-sian’s fence is the traditional
closed cement wall and adds the wire netting on the top of fence to improve the
school security. The following is the issues of the school fence situation:
2
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(1) School fence makes the dead space of schoolyard security (2) Wire netting of the
existing fence makes the unfriendly spatial characteristic. (3) Monotonous fence lack
imagination and the ecological concept. But the space between the schoolyard and
fence is occupied with parking los for the teacher, on the other hand the space
becomes massy and the dead space. (4) The sidewalk is not good for walking, because
of the community residents encroach it.

Figure 2. Situation of Sih-sian Elementary School fence
2.2.2 Preliminary school’s opinion：
After the observation and the interview, be summarized as the main user’s ideal at
the following table. The main problems: the reflection in the campus security, not
good environment and inconvenient use.
Table 1. Summaries of preliminary users’ opinions
The
opinion of
campus
open space

Teachers
Worried about the security,
invading by the strangers.
There are many Stray dogs
and cats at the dead space.
To reduce parking space.

School principal
Security of campus
Public use of the camps
and be friendly with
community.
Students have place to stay
and wait parents after
school.
Revived the dead campus
open space.

Students
It is dark and no lighting
facility after school.
There are many Stray dogs
and cats at the dead space.
No street furniture and no
plane to shelter from rain.
Not good at plants choice.

2.2.3 Community residents’ opinions of the in-between space
The community residents thought that present school fence is old and closed so is
cut off intensely the schoolyard and community's interaction. On the other hand, the
sidewalk is dark and messy, lead people not too willing to use this space. The
community residents approved that the school improves this space, provides the
community and the school both sides friendly space.

3. Reference Review
Carries on the review and discussion in the campus plan research reference,
mainly has the elementary school campus plan and co-design.
3.1 Elementary school schoolyard planning
The schoolyard plan is influenced under the organization and social
consciousness, presenting the different appearances on the schoolyard form. In
3
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Taiwan’s schoolyard environment discussion, usually the school building as the main
goal of development or the school as a“ the practical education teaching activity place,
therefore widely defines the school should include: buildings, schoolyard, athletic
field and appurtenance.” (林春宏,1990) In addition, the generalize definition about
school open space is the school construct outside or no particular functional space.
However the schoolyard is the teaching space primarily, because of the management
and maintaining the teaching quality, it is less public than the urban open space, also
forms the traditional school space impression. The major function is the outdoor
activities and the shaping campus image. The three level of campus public open space
are home, community and city. (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1990) Home is the small
space around buildings, such as courtyard; community is the open space among many
buildings, such as lawn and plaza; city means location and the relationship with the
surrounding environment. The main issue is how to contact the school and community
relations, as well as reshaping the school environment image.

3.2 Co-Design (participation design)
Many spatial subjects discuss, pointed out that the environment plan should by
way of the process, which discusses together and convince each other to find the
common consensus, not only improves the physical environment but also provide a
new thinking to give new space meaning(劉柏宏, 1997). The together discussion
method utilizes in the space design is called Co-Design. Co-Design dose not to listen
to the opinions or the survey of use, but by the joint activity, has the mutual
recognition for space design. This study research operation Co-design method, by the
user such as teachers and students interact with planning department, attempting the
direction of the campus space transformation.

4. The process of co-design and transform the in-between space
4.1 The process of campus transforming planning
As we can see the main user of schoolyard is school kids, and teachers. The
residents of locals also can enter school for excising in the early morning. In Sih-sian,
the student’s families are almost living around school. We could find our major
participators were school kids, their parents (residents), teachers and school principal,
and we were playing the role as coordinator.
We did some activities and lessons with school kids. The first interactive
discussion was going observing surroundings together; it’s for knowing kids’ thinking
and leading them to recognize their school environment. The following steps were
4
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getting their detail advices via words, drawings, and collages. For parents and teachers
we did some orientation, forum and interviews. We marshaled the thinking and
opinions of schoolyard and in-between spaces we got from participators and made
discussion with architect and principal to make the main ideal of design and revise
plan. The opinions are often fragmentary, and we separated them for soft part and hard
part. Some ideas are clear to consider in design, and some we must need to transform
them being rules or make deeper interview.
The hard points are the participator has their own condition and standpoint,
sometimes that made the discussion hardly although we did our best to be objective.

Figure 3. Character and relationship of participators

Figure 4. The discussion process and main work

4.2 Practical content
There were three main activities for catching ideals from school kids, and
orientations and forums with teachers, parents, and residents, but it is regrettable that
we just had two chances for getting opinions from residents.
4.2.1 For school kids
5
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A. Activity 1: schoolyard and in-between space observe & paste my opinions
Leaded school kids for observing schoolyard and surroundings, and then they
could paste their opinions on the model. We hope they can know more about their
environment and make some ideals immediately what they think in everyday life.

Figure 5. Active photos
B. Activity 2: draw my ideal fence
We assigned a specific topic of school fence, leaded them walking around
schoolyard and showed them some cases. After that, they drew what they like and
want on this space.
They thought the concrete fence was “dark” and “dirty”. We could marshal their
drawing with some keywords like “ecology”, “beautify”, “slogan and watch point of
Sih-sian”, “facilities for rest”, “clean up”, “irregular and soft wall”.

Figure 6. Some school fence new image from kids’ drawing
C. Activity 3: collage my ideal school
We collected many in-scale pictures of elements like trees, playing facilities,
lights and etc. They just in the outside of schoolyard and collage them on a plan
(scale:1/50). It made us know their thinking of transforming clearly and practical.

Figure 7. Left: ideal school collage right: active photos
4.2.2 For teachers
This part acquired results by several times forums and one by one interview.
The teachers are preserved and defensive on expressing opinions. Through patiently
explaining our purpose, therefore we got many opinions. The suggestion is also
according to professional objects. The teachers who teach nature are concerned plants
6
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and environmental problems, and those who teach art pay attention on the beauty.
The main questions and opinions are as following:
4.2.3 For parents
The two forum and interactions are mainly with neighboring parents providing
opinions. Although due to many reasons, the parents are not many, they also provide
many great opinions. They feel good to improving bright and increasing rest space
like park. However, they also worried that to dismantle old wall to use penetrating,
low and increasing plants could cause stranger invade easily and more plants could
attract mosquito. The parents also worried the trash problems of the path, the animal’s
dropping and the path not smooth causing school kids falling down should be solved.

Figure 8. Orientation photos
Table 2. Integrating every opinion, the soft can conclude safe emphasizing,
maintaining facilities, amending conflict of person and cars, sanitation. The hard
concludes amending aspects brought by everyone.
Soft

Hard

item

Parents

Teachers

School kids

Safety
maintaining
Conflicts of
person and cars
Sanitation
Plants

◎

◎
◎
◎

◎

◎
Avoiding choosing
plants attract
mosquito

Preserving bigger
trees

Entertainment
space

light

Increasing bright

Rain cover
Pavement
Wall

The pave should be
smooth
Must have height

◎
Variation, ecology

Increasing the seat
waiting zone and
discussion space
which match junior
students.
Increasing lamp
lighting
Increasing rainy
usable space

Plant brick, permeable
Improving corner of
wall
Perform the spirit of
school

Others

Use plants or pool
Substitute for wall
Loving school slogan

4.3 Transforming stage
The form of wall was deadly, and there is no seat area, the plants are mainly with
arbor of single row in the first plan (Figure.9 above) mainly by principle and architect.
7
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But afterward it is assisted by us to proceed opinion reflecting with school kids,
teachers, parents. Be the communication bridge from above to below. The final plan is
concluding their thoughts. The design is mainly considering school kids, because the
main opinion of school and parents are almost about soft, like management of people
and cars, it made the main entrance shifting from the front gate to side gate.
Table 3. The main change of design after discussion
Before
discussion

 The wall had no change and straight
line
 The sidewalk had no seat
 The variation of corner pavement

 The cars mainly enter from front gate
 Side walk had single row plants

After
discussion

 The wall performing curve variation
 The seat along the sidewalk
 The visual of school’s wood platform
space prolong to corner area

 The cars enter from side gate, the
separate of person and cars
 Preserving school’s plants, the sidewalk
had double row plants
 The side of front gate design new wood
platform

It’s pity that the street corner area of in-between space, which is expected by
school kids to connect outside as waiting, playing area did not directly open due to
objection of teachers. The pond was rejected by principal due to not easy to manage.

Figure 9. above: the first design plan below: the final design plan

4.4 Results and observation

Figure 10. above: the original situation below: after transforming
8
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The construction of in-between space changing began in September, 2009. For
the safety of school kids’ communication, the construction adopts dividing way. It was
almost finished in the end of December. The originally narrow path has increased
widely, the light of schoolyard’s corner and penetrative has become better, the deadly
corner problem has been resolved. Increasing seat space and spiritual slogan and
school song score. The discard storeroom was also changed as story room for kids.
From the school’s finish of in-between space construction, it has been one month.
We almost observe once a week, and visit the thought of surrounding resident and user.
The substance environment gets rid of the image of dusky before. The penetrating
design has made light could interact to be brighter. Preserving originally large plants,
and through moderately trimming and planting short bush, making the wall not just a
wall and become a strip park. It can often see residents casually walk or sit on the new
seats of corner area to rest and enjoy food. The resident said it become brightly, just
like a park, and many elders walk here in the afternoon, it is looks comfortable. But
there are someone expressing that it is good, but it could make strangers easy to
invade, just like the news several days ago reporting some youths went into school to
break the facilities.

Figure 11. Now the space using situation photos

5. Conclusion
5.1 The difficulty of integrating opinions
No matter students, school, teachers, community residents respectively focused
on different aspects. The planner should listen every opinion, concluding but not all of
them, combining self-professional knowledge and distinguishing available way, bring
to the practical answers that fit in different demand. And how to alter the scattering
thoughts to practical designing opinions is also a big challenge. We try the best to
reflect the opinions from the objectivity, but sometimes infiltrated by subjectivity.
These are also the difficult issues of participation design, how to integrate the variable
and few conflicts into a solution.

5.2 Teaching and learning both grow
No matter students or school, they seldom contact the new concepts of schoolyard
9
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planning, so their opinions are often restricted by the past experiences and could not
reflect the appropriate space suggestion on time. Therefore, to lead the participant
altering concepts and inspiring originality through activity and encourage them self
contact and learn the relative space knowledge. Our group also learned listening and
shared the space knowledge.

5.3 Restriction
The research has the restriction of time and space. In addition this is a
middle-large elementary school in a dense city, and the parents are almost the
blue-collar level. They have the limited time to attend activity in the normal day, and
the school kids restricted by pressure of advancing school, so it also has the restrictive
numbers of attending activity. So it can not wholly collect all opinions, and has a little
lack, even though we have done our best.
As the coordinator, we have no final authority of decision, and can cot change the
date of construction and design, or more details. Although the principle supports us,
we also were restricted by some powerful parents and the date authorized by Ministry
of Education. Therefore, we just operate in the limited time and not perform well.
The willing operation of company of construction and architect also influence the
whole operation of activity, because the attending activity have to extend the time of
construction, and the content of design may change again and again making their
difficulty of construction increase. Compare to the general design, it is more complex.
In the process, we also learn the different between ideal and practical operation, and
the restriction like cost, the technology of construction etc.
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Abstract
This paper represents an attempt to investigate the transfer of the internal idea of
the "ideal living space" (in this case the matter is the working office of a person, who
served as head of state), containing a set of personal meanings, values and meaningful
images, in terms of external object situation through design activities. The purpose of
work is to identify characteristic patterns of a representative interior and the links
between personality and “objective world”, as well as their impact on each other. The
object of study is the offices of two executives of Russia of the Soviet period. Based on
different memories, photographs and newsr
eels a detailed description of the interior of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin’s and Joseph
Vissarionovich Stalin’s offices is made. Analysis of the data of "living space" has
shown the close relationship of the individual with its "objective world" as well as their
interaction with each other. "Personal sense" of the object content of the offices were
analyzed and identified. An attempt to consider the interior in terms of design and
psychology, based on "field theory" of Kurt Lewin, has been made in this paper. The
findings suggest the relevance of research in the field of representative interiors in
general, and the “interiors of power” in particular.
Keywords: representative interior; "living space"; "psychological sphere"; "personal
sense"; the objective world; office.

1. Constituent elements of "living space".
”Living space of an individual” is of interest for various fields of knowledge, such
as culture, history, sociology, philosophy, psychology , but only recently it has been
considered in terms of interior design.
At various times researchers and philosophers studying the problem determined
the "living space" as a projection of its traits by the personality, peculiarities of object
situation; model of personality structure, which reflects all of its features (C.G. Jung), as
a flexible system that takes form of a human of a time (O. Spengler). In each of these
definitions we see a close relationship of a personality and the space, but focused only
on the influence of personality on the formed space, but almost nothing is said about the
reverse effect, i.e. the impact of the space on the personality traits. At the same time,
according to the "field theory", developed in the first half of the XX century by Kurt
Lewin, "living space" is a psychological reality, which includes the totality of possible
events that could affect the person. “A Man - Kurt Lewin wrote - lives and develops in
the "psychological field" of surrounding objects”. Each object has its human valence - a
sort of energy charge, which causes person’s specific voltage, needed to relax. "Field
1
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theory" proposed by Lewin is important not only in terms of psychology, but also in
terms of interior design in general, and representative design in particular. 3 Any things
around us play a role in shaping of personality in varying degrees, while the individual
himself affects the formation of his surroundings, his "living space". Significant places
and things in our life have not only and not so much the direct meaning and significance,
but to a greater extent have those meanings, which we entitle them. We denote this
phenomenon as a "personal sense".
Personal senses, as a rule, have a direct relationship with a significant event, or
represent any desires, feelings, ideas, peculiar only to us. Often we may not be aware of
these relationships, but they will always exude through our relationship to a place or a
thing. And only directed reflexive effort will allow seeing the meaning of a thing.
Note that personal senses are arranged in a kind of hierarchy: there is a dominant
and subordinate to it meanings, sometimes realized as ideas. Each activity performs its
hierarchy of meanings. A place associated with this or that activity conveys a meaning
also. Because of such reasoning a chain was derived: "place - individual - activity semantic content”.
Our constructed reality, namely "personal space", is a reflection of the inner
picture of the space, where every object is a kind of symbolic meaning and value.
Besides, we are in constant interaction with personal space, which thus forms our inner
world, developing its semantic content. Through these influences we are able to evolve
and change. From all the above we can conclude that a man himself constructs his
"own" reality. 4
Humanity in its history created a material, objective world of relative stability and
independent existence. A single item is a unit, a part of things, but the object does not
exist by itself, but is included in the system of things, and it belongs to culture, age,
mentality, personality. The system of relations to things, to the objective world was
established historically. These relationships are built within a certain model: a man - a
thing – a man. The model shows, first, the relationship between a person and a thing,
and secondly, the dependence of man by man ratings from his property. A thing
represents the man in the world as well as his psychological qualities: intelligence,
tolerance, personal traits. The place of a man among the other people is really
determined not only by his character, but also by serving him things, which represent
him in social relations. 5
From all the above the conclusion, that a man and his "living space" at all stages
of development are inseparable, follows. But if we consider individuals, who became
real events of their era, all of their surroundings, the objective world and the "living
space" become a sacred value. In such a space superfluous, insignificant details can not
exist. The material world of such a person is utterly filled with semiotic symbols and
signs. Every thing that surrounded that individual has the purpose and the objective,
from simple functional to complex and psychological.
According to the "field theory" by K. Lewin, the events in the "psychological
sphere" of a personality cause changes in the physical world. Such world can not
3
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directly communicate with the man, exactly like a person can not communicate with the
outside world. Before events influence a human or experience his effect, they should
become a fact of psychological medium. Thus, a representative interior is a very
interesting object for study, because it has several peculiarities unique to him. For us,
first of all, it is an opportunity to see the history of an era, the history of a person
through his relationship to the living space, his influence on the space and, conversely,
how the physical world affects the psychological dimensions of the personality.
Then proceed to obvious examples of the chain "place - individual - activity semantic content”, considering the interiors of such prominent political figures of the
Soviet period in the history of Russia as Vladimir Lenin and Joseph Stalin. Choosing
personal offices as objects of study is not accidental but dictated by the specific area of
activity of these people. They were symbols of their era, policy makers worldwide.
Indeed, they were one of the most controversial figures of their time, the more
interesting the effects of their "psychological sphere" on their "living space" is.
Materials of this study are based on the examination of documents, photos of the
office, archival newsreels and the recollections of contemporaries.

2. Lenin's office.
V. Lenin’s office is located on the third floor of the Senate. This is a small,
almost square room (Fig. 1) (area of 42 sq. m), covered with light wallpaper, with a
high vaulted ceiling. There are two wide, no shaded windows opposite the front door. A
small desk, covered with green baize, is situated in the center of the room. It should be
noted that Lenin had an amazing efficiency. He worked 15-18 hours a day. Therefore,
on the table, each thing has its purpose, increasing the efficiency of labor. "His working
day, thought till the latest minute, was an excellent alternation of large portions of work
with the correct patches of just necessary rest" - recalls his wife, Krupskaya. 6
Also a large wall clock hanging just in front of the desktop speaks volumes. This
leads to the conclusion that Lenin could not bear the disorder, and the organization and
systematization were characteristic of his nature. On the right side of the table there
were two telephones. On the left there was an alphabetical list of the Kremlin phone
numbers, which Lenin always used.
In the center of the table on the pad there were writing materials, mother-ofpearl paper knife, scissors by which Lenin opened letters addressed to him personally.
Here is a notebook for notes, a calendar, a desk lamp by the light of which Lenin
worked, as well as candles in candlesticks, in case the electricity is turned off.
Beside writing set there were two small desks, which usually placed envelopes
and magazines. There is nothing unnecessary, "the objective world" is strictly
considered and designed.
Behind the desk there is an armchair of Vladimir Ilyich with wicker back and
seat. For visitors an oblong table is put in the office, and four leather armchairs are
placed on the sides of it. They are fairly large comfortable seats. As we know, Lenin
was a good orator and the chairs were designed for comfort of the listeners. Lenin
played host to people of different stages of the social ladder. This approach to comfort
of the visitors helped to create more relaxed and free atmosphere. An illusion that a man
6
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came not to the head, but to an ally and mentor was created. Summarizing, we can say
that Vladimir Ilyich could affect by his "psychological environment" not only the
tangible world around him, but also psychological environment of interlocutors. His
contemporary, Krzyzhanowsky recalls: "It is not enough to say about Lenin that he was
a magnet-man. Of course, he was charming, awaking a sense of rapturous gratitude and
ardent love to himself, attracted just like a magnet attracts iron. Lenin was a guiding
force of human minds".
In the office there are various maps and charts. Two wall maps and a special
storage for maps. It can be concluded that Lenin often turned to the maps to keep the
track of all events on the fronts. Referring to Kurt Lewin, "living space" is a
psychological reality, which includes the totality of possible events that could affect the
person. Thereby the map is an intermediary between the individual and the outside
world. Thus events in the “psychological sphere” of personality, i.e. solution, cause
changes in the physical world.

Fig. 2. Study VI Lenin

Fig. 1. Plan Cabinet V.I. Lenin

All free piers in Lenin's office are busy with bookcases (out of 6). It collected
about 2 thousand books. On the whole Lenin’s Library contains 40 thousand books. The
range of literature is very diverse. Here there are works of K. Marx and F. Engels in
German, encyclopedias, a large number of native and foreign literature. Near the desk
right and left there are bookcases for dictionaries, reference books and materials of the
party congresses. An interesting fact is that they were made from drawings by Vladimir
Ilyich. He called these shelving "revolving stands".
In the office of Lenin there are numerous gifts from workers, politicians, friends
and colleagues: an obelisk moulded from the first iron of the factory Guriev, ashtray in
the form of projectile, desk lamps, paper knife, a desk set of artistic work given to him
by a delegation from Dagestan, silver gilded cigarette case and a glass holder.
An interesting and unusual item in the environment of the office is a palm tree.
From various documents and old photographs it is known that the tree was in the house
of Ulyanovs, when they lived in Simbirsk. And also from the memoirs of
contemporaries it became known that V. Lenin himself looked after the palm tree in his
office, poured and wiped leaves. The plant becomes a kind of fetish filled with
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"personal meaning", the link between two different "living spaces". In childhood mother
took care of the palm tree, and the plant becomes a bridge to the "past life". 7
Interior of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin’s office presents us an interesting picture of the
interaction of “psychological sphere” of a person with his "objective world". It is a
unique fingerprint of a person's character, the master of the cabinet. The combination of
saturation of objects and at the same time the modesty of the furniture brings its own
characteristics to this interior, so similar to the psychological portrait of Lenin. 8

3. Joseph Stalin’s office.
Joseph Stalin’s office was situated on the 2nd floor of the Senate. The total area
of the office with a reception is 124 sq. meter (Fig. 3). In the cabinet there are oak doors.
The walls are also decorated with panels made of oak with inlays of Karelian birch.
They were installed in 1933 on the order of Stalin. The reception is a small room with
one window. On the left there is a leather couch, on the right - the cabinet and a few
chairs. At the far wall there is a large table at which a secretary worked. The furniture in
the waiting room is very simple. From the reception oak door leads into the office of
Stalin. The first thing that catches your eyes is its disparity. With a width of 6 meters
length of it is about 14 meters. “The outer shell of living space”, clear and strict,
correspond with the style of Stalin - the business, without nervousness.

Fig. 3. Plan of the Study J.V. Stalin
The Cabinet is furnished with asceticism: a minimum of furniture and
substantive content. At the entrance there is a small leather couch. A large table for the
meetings. Beside it a strategic map hangs on the wall. A large safe is situated by the
opposite wall. A carpet strip is laid on the floor across the room. As in the office of
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, Stalin’s had a wood-burning stove in the corner, as well as
heating in the Kremlin appeared only in the late 30's.
A desk is located in the far corner of the office. It has never had anything
unnecessary. A desk set, an ashtray, two telephones, a carafe of water, a lamp. However,
the table has always been piled with papers: maps, newspapers, letters. Before the table
there are two leather armchairs. Later in his office, next to the table, a small bookcase
appeared. Behind the table on the wall a portrait of V. Lenin hangs. Also in the room
7
8

Volkov-Lanit 1969, L. V.I. Lenin in photo art. p. 117-123 - SPb.: Iskusstvo,;
URL: http://www.net-film.ru/ru/home-page/
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there were portraits of Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx. Judging by some of the
documents, during the war portraits of Russian generals Suvorov and Kutuzov appeared
here.
Description of the office is largely comparable to the psychological portrait of
the personality of Stalin. Simplicity in everyday life was combined with big ambitions
in politics. "He was an extraordinary man, a fanatical statist and exceptional ascetic" talked Winston Churchill about him. It is worth comparing with the size of a small desk
in a vast space of the office. It should be noted, Stalin's Kremlin apartment was one
floor below, but he preferred to sleep on the couch in the office. Y.V. Tkhorenko
recalled: "Stalin almost never left himself free time. He lived to work ... Engaged till 3-4
o’clock in the morning and from 10 o'clock again set to work...». 9
Formalism and officiality that permeated the entire interior of the office seemed
to speak of Stalin's effort to conceal his inner world. It is a way not to allow outside
influences to his "psychological sphere". By correlating the internal structure of Stalin's
personality it can be said that the office represents him as a staunch, confident
personality. Nature of Stalin imposed on the surrounding living space, creating its
projection in the interior. The space of the office overwhelmed visitors re-presenting the
identity of the leader. "Entering into the office of Comrade Stalin, it was hard to predict
what will happen in the next minute. The distance from the door to his desk seemed
disastrously giant. Nothing could escape his gaze "- recalls D.V. Porvatkin. The
symbiosis of living space and psychological spheres of Stalin's personality is an obvious
example of Lewin’s "field theory", when considered from the point of view of the
interior. It includes everything you need to know in order to understand the specific
behavior of a human being in this psychological environment and at that time.
In conclusion, we can note a number of features and differences in our
consideration of the offices of Heads of the State. This applies to almost all in the
interior of these "living spaces". Lenin's office with all its simplicity and lack of luxury
creates a sense of comfort, tranquility. This is facilitated by its proportions, substantive
content, presence of personal, valuable for that person things such as a palm tree,
reminding of his childhood and his mother, or perhaps a portrait of Karl Marx as an
example for Lenin, for good reason it hangs in front of his desk.
Such "substantive shell" gives energy to the individual "living space", and can
both receive signals that affect it and send them back to the "psychological
environment", coexisting harmoniously with it.
Cabinet of Joseph Stalin, on the contrary, with all the same simplicity and
asceticism carries great psychological weight. Minimality of the object content being in
such a disproportionate shell suppresses a visitor. Such features of Stalin's personality as
strictness and accuracy are reflected in the interior of his office. However, in this case
either, the identity and its "objective world" coexist in harmony, as reflections of each
other.

Conclusion.
It follows from this work that the degree of interaction between the "objective
world" and the individual is obvious, but we should understand that not only a person
can affect his living space, but the space per person. Events in the psychological
environment may cause changes in the physical world. Between these two worlds two9

Kurnushkin Y. 2005, Stalin. Personality p. 17-24. - Moscow: Materik,;
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way communication exists. The boundary between them has a property of permeability.
Things (object content), interacting so closely with the “psychological sphere” of a
human, get filled with personal meaning, but they exist in a certain space (the office),
which in turn serves as a place of some activity of the individual. The chain of "place individual - activity - semantic content" the most accurately describes the sequence of
studying the issue and gives us the ground for a more precise understanding of the
psychological portrait of the personality expressed through a representative interior.
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Abstract
This article deals with the buildings which visual form or functional consistence
was changed a lot during its exploitation. The development of visual and functional
transformations becomes more and more common in European countries and in Russia.
Historical analysis found that such transformations took place in the past and
intensified in several special historical and cultural periods – after crisis, turning points
of history, the periods of changing historical formations and also after science and
cultural “revolutions”. The historical types of building’s transformations, its character,
peculiarities and the strongest influence factors, were detected in the research and it is
shown that all types of historical transformations still exit and can be found among
modern examples of renovation.
Nowadays, the new types of functional and visual transformations have
appeared. Its character has changed greatly in comparison with previous stages: it is
transformations of visual form that become the main now – that is narrating, giving a
great visual impulse to the environment ones and that is becoming more and more
prestigious among the citizens. There are two principal methods using for such modern
types of renovation. A – giving a semantic sense is important nowadays more than ever.
The buildings - “manifesto of contemporary architecture” are providing by the methods
of transformation of existing buildings, as an expression of quintessence of progressive
architecture ideas. B – the application of “nonmaterial” substances such as a light, a
sound, the optical effects and time. A time-distortion or historical age distortion is the
basis of the “time mystification” method.
Scheme1. The alternatives of development of the building
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Introduction. This research deals with the peculiarities and meaning of the
transformations of existing buildings in contemporary architecture. The historical and
contemporary examples of adaptive use were analyzed for this study.
In this research, the term transforming object means a building or construction
which visual form or functional consistence undergo different changes in course of its
“life”. It can be the architectural monument or just one of many ordinary buildings.
Also in different situations it can take place only functional transformations or only
visual changes, but it the majority of examples take place the both type of changes
together.

1. Historical analysis found that such transformations took place in the past and
intensified in several special historical and cultural periods – after crisis, turning points
of history, the periods of changing historical formations and also after science and
cultural “revolutions”, such as the “dark centuries” in the early Middle Ages (from 6th
century), the beginning of the Renascence (the first half of 16th century), the Industrial
epoch (between 18th and 19th centuries) and epoch of Post-modernism (60th-80th years of
20th century). There were detected 4 types of renovation in the past times and were
named by the historical periods of its appearance. In each period the transformations of
buildings were the result of different cultural, aesthetic, philosophical, political and
economical attitudes. Its character, peculiarities and the strongest influence factors,
were detected for each type in the research.
All types of historical transformations still exit and can be found among modern
examples of renovation. Also these types are considered as the levels of significance of
transformation.
Scheme 2. Timeline of the periods of activation, ‘splashes’ of building’s renovation
in the history of architecture

1.1 “THE MIDDLE AGES TYPE” – first adaptive use. From the various historical
resources, it is known that almost all antic buildings accept several palaces, granaries,
aqueducts and bathhouses were adapting for the new functions in early Middle Ages
period.
Nowadays many out-of-date buildings are used for new functions and the
character of transformation remands the character of middle ages reconstructions. The
key significance for this type has constructive suitability and convenient position in
town-planning structure. There are mostly functional adaptive changes. Visual
appearance transforms very primitively, often only with non-attractive printing
advertising posters. Architecture and planning structure changes spontaneously, without
any general conception. Although, this type of renovation is rather primitive, maybe
even destructive for a building, in this research it is impossible to ignore it, because the
appearance of such transformations is inevitably in any city. In small Russian towns in
the outlying districts of the country it is often the only type of conversion.
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Figure 1. Forum August and Tit’s arch from
the engraving series “The Views of Rome”

Figure 2. One of the converted
for the shopping mall buildings

1.2 “RENAISSANCE TYPE”. The transformations that had mostly functional
character in the Middle Ages epoch became mostly visual in the Renaissance epoch.
The architects of that period reconstructed historical buildings with the new style and
canons almost without any connection with their historical view. The buildings that
weren’t accomplish in the previous times were extended and rebuilt in the styles of
Renaissance. The best examples are Pantheon, the completion of facade of Santa-Maria
Novella in Florence and the rebuilt of Malatesta temple in Rimini.
In contemporary architecture there are many analogues of this type. There often
remains only a construction that is fully closed by new facade. Such is example of
conversion of “Manometr” plant in Moscow. In the residential building in Mexico is the
same situation as with Santa-Maria Novella church - a new facade covers only one part
of the building. Another part keeps it original appearance.

Figure 3. Santa-Maria Novella in Florence,
front elevation and back elevation

Figure 4. Residential
building in Mexico

1.3 “THE AGE OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT TYPE”. When the XIX changed
XVII, a special direction for reconstruction of architectural and historical heritage
appeared. Such reconstructions were provided with the comprehension of significance
and importance of these objects for architecture. An interest to the architectural
monuments was started to form. A special attention was paid for ruins that were not
reconstructed, but conserved and saved in existing form. Maybe the most famous
example on reconstruction of this epoch was Colosseum’s reconstruction. The
destruction of it was fully stopped only in XVIII century. Before it this great object, the
monument of architecture, was used as a stone quarry.

Figure 5. The illustrations of architectural
monuments in XIX century
3
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1.4 “POST-MODERNISTIC TYPE”. Appeared in 60s years of XX century. The most
important feature of it was a deep interaction with philosophy of this cultural period.
Particularly, for the renovation process a special meaning had the term Post-history and
‘pastiche’ (a special type of parody comprised by fragments of various works of art,
literature, architecture and others). The phenomenon of historizm required to consider
architectural texts in specific conditions of their arising and to revive historical
discourses of the past by architectural quotations. That’s why the phenomenon of
renovation existing buildings
reflects the philosophy of post-modernism in better
way.

Figure 7. The interiors of ‘Silver factory’
in Soho; London’s Docklands

Figure 8. Art center ‘Vinzavod’ in
Moscow; modern view of Soho

2. Contemporary types of conversion. Nowadays, the new types of functional
and visual transformations have appeared. Its character has changed greatly in
comparison with previous stages. Its main idea is to underline the connection of
previous historical periods with modern times. The main criterion for decision of
conversion one or another building is not only historical, cultural or constructive value,
but semantic message that a building send to the townspeople. There are chosen for
renovation not architectural monuments, not convenient for reconstruction buildings,
but those are favorite ones among townspeople.
All examples are very unlike, but it is possible to detect two principal methods
using for such modern types of renovation:
A – giving a semantic sense is important nowadays more than ever. It is transformations
of visual form that become the main now – that is narrating, giving a great visual
impulse to the environment ones. In this case the transformations of visual form become
main now. The buildings - “manifesto of contemporary architecture” appear more and
more frequently in modern cities. And if a new building is just a part of contemporary
architecture that shows new technologies, aesthetic, ideas, an old converted building can
be a quintessence of ideas of progressive architecture. It seems like this building tells us
about the victory of new century’s architecture.

Figure 9. Development of the urban environment after conversion building with
type A: expansion, the function spreads to surrounding buildings
B – the application of “nonmaterial” substances such as a light, a sound, the
optical effects and time. A time-distortion or historical age distortion is the basis of the
‘time mystification’ method: the usage of false-aged materials, historical reminiscences
in the architecture, renovations and transformations of existing buildings, that’s result is
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mixing historical and modern parts and details of the buildings. One of such examples is
conversion of old electric substation in Madrid into a new outpost of CaixaForum. It is a
great example of ‘time mystification’ because it is really very complicated to understand
which elements are new and which are old.

Figure 10. Development of the urban environment after conversion building with
type B: extension, such building becomes a center of attraction

CONCLUSION.
During the research it was detected that in the history of architecture four types of
renovation existed. And it was made a supposition that in contemporary architecture
appeared two absolutely new types. Now, in contemporary city, all this types can exist
simultaneously. Depending on various factors and tasks of reconstruction the most
suitable type of conversion can be defined that leads to the future positive results and
sustainable development for the buildings and surround environment. Such objects
make urban environment more diversity and emotional saturated.
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Abstract
This paper tends to be a comprehensive study on the problems of inner city in the
heart of a historical city in Tigray, Ethiopia. Mekelle was chosen as the target city as it
has developed the status of the regional capital corresponding to the reign of Tigray
princes since the nineteenth century. Historical observation is specially considered in
order to clarify its evolution in accordance with its geo-political development. In this
regards, objectives of this study are listed as the following points:
(1) Clarify the urban formation process of Mekelle
(2) Evaluate historical districts and buildings in a paleo-environmental way
(3) Find problems within housing and social situation in a historical quarter
Keywords: Ethiopia, Mekelle, Urban Formation, Historical Quarters, Heritage

1. Introduction
1-1. Background
Ethiopia is a country endowed with a long history since ancient times. Contrary to
the conventional image of an African state, which is often referred to as a hotbed of
poverty and war, richness in heritage and nature has stimulated intellectual interests of
so many people outside of this country. The author used to be one of such amateurs
fond of this country. It has been six years since she has started focusing on research in
Ethiopia, then has been engaged in a series of investigations on urban situation in such
1
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cities as Harar and Gondar, both known as UNESCO World Heritage cities. Once she
has committed in the field survey of resettlement problem of nomads in Djibouti,
neighboring to Ethiopia.
Despite mythical landscape of ancient Ethiopia, it is also true that this country has
been suffering from poverty, famine and war. When the author has been engaged in
urban studies on the city of Mekelle, these constraints became much more realistic
because of the war between Ethiopia and Eritrea. Tigray Region, the capital of which
is Mekelle, has a long border with Eritrea and, strangely enough, both Tigrayans and
Eritreans share the same language, Tigrinya. This derives from the fact that Eritrea
was separated from Tigray during the nineteenth century for the purpose of
establishing Italian colony connecting the Red Sea and the highland. Refugees and
returnees from Eritrea are everywhere in Tigray. It is not possible to deepen the
question of the inner city problem without considering these people, indeed.
The research on urban issues in central Mekelle started two years ago. The research
team to which the author belongs has started the program of heritage conservation and
urban studies together with Mekelle University since the middle of 2000’s. After the
establishment of the School of Heritage Conservation (actually Institute of
Paleo-anthropology and Heritage Conservation) in Mekelle University in February
2007, an international symposium on the theme of Ethiopia Heritage followed in
Tokyo. The author has participated in these activities in Mekelle and finally started
her own research program on the central district of this city in 2009. This paper is the
result of this research carried out in the course of 2009.
The interest towards masonry Tigrayan architecture was the first reason to be
involved into the project because it is so unique and beautiful. When the author tried
to trace back the history of Mekelle, there were few documents to be referenced. In
addition the demolition of the houses was about to begin in the oldest part of the city
and the rapid development became questionable. Urgent action was needed in front of
this situation. Unfortunately the documentation about the history of Mekelle was not
at all available. The author had to start from the most fundamental works such as
collecting old documents as well as hearing to elderly people. For the analysis of
actual living condition in the central district, it was also necessary to coordinate the
field research and collect enormous amount of data. Thanks to the cooperation of
municipal and private institutions as well as the university, the author was able to
undergo documentation and filed surveys so as to acquire sufficient information on
the history and actuality of Mekelle. Most of the data was processed in Japan in order
to create necessary visual information as soon as the author returned back to Japan.
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1-2. Objective
Objectives of this study are listed as the following points:
(1) Clarify the urban formation process of Mekelle
Not much research on the urban history of Mekelle has been done in the past. By
way of this study it is intended to clarify the formation of the urban fabrics including
streets and blocks and to abstract the mechanism of urbanization in such a country
that has undergone completely different history from other part of the world.
(2) Evaluate historical districts and buildings in a paleo-environmental way
Evaluating historical districts and buildings is crucial when discussing the
characteristic and importance of the city. In this study after the finding process,
appropriate evaluation of the remaining fabrics is specially underlined in a district
chosen as a case study area in the central part of Mekelle. Argument on their historical
and paleo-environmental value lead to the final appraisal of the heritage as listed in
this paper.
(3) Find problems within housing and social situation in a historical quarter
It is evident that the rapid growth of the city is causing a great deal of problems
within the city that must be solved. However the problems are vague and are not yet
seriously sensed by the local authority. In this study, housing and social situation of
the central district is carefully investigated and analyzed. The correlation between the
residents and buildings is to be analyzed in order to find the real problems that the
inhabitants carry. To attain the goal of both conservation of heritage value and
amelioration of living conditions, it should be clearly grasped what is the problems
which impede the solution.

1-3. Target Area
Mekelle, the capital of Tigray Region in northern Ethiopia, has once been the
capital of Ethiopia in the second half of the nineteenth century and has been holding
the position of political and economical center up to this day. The palace is placed in
the center of the city and the urbanized area expands surrounding it, which creates a
unique example of an urban space in Ethiopia. Moreover, Tigray Region has an
excellent tradition of masonry construction and Mekelle is an outstanding example of
a “stone city”. The city is situated approximately 2000m above sea level and the
population is 207,000 (2005), growing about 13% each year. Due to the rapid
population growth, the city has experienced a dramatic change in the past few decades.
Today, the increasing speed of development is causing demolition of houses in the
historical district besides other infrastructure problems.
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1-4. Methodology
Since this paper is a comprehensive study on the urbanization issue in the central
district of Mekelle, several methods to attain the objectives are implemented. To grasp
the urban formation of Mekelle, steps from documentation, data processing for maps,
and reconstruction are basic methods. Following this process, field research was
carried out. After measurement of historical buildings and interview with residents
and those who concern, the reconstructive process followed. Appraisal of heritage,
found in the central districts, by way of grading system came at the end. Parallel to
this heritage research, social research on the target area was carried out. Interview and
statistic processing are the main methods for this survey. Finally both heritage and
social research were integrated in order to abstract the hidden problem within
deteriorated historical area. (Fig. 1-1).

Fig. 1-1 Flow of Research

2. Tracing Back the History of Mekelle
The historical background of urban culture in Mekelle was carefully examined and
the urban morphological problems were more deepened. At first it was necessary to
collect all the possible materials, which explain the evolution of Mekelle. The lack of
cartographic materials made difficult to reconstruct the old geographic state of this
city, but, fortunately enough, the collection of paintings by British travelers helped
4
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much because these were the materials to be systematically combined with actual
satellite data. By way of such works, the location of preceding villages was identified.
The 3D reconstruction easily reveals that these villages were allocated in two groups:
one the middle of the eastern slope of mountains, another on the plateau on a riverside
(fig. 2-1). Their original shapes were a group of compounds with hidmo dwellings in
the midst of them. Even today, several districts on the eastern slope show the remains
of such compounds. Starting from these Nine Villages old Mekelle gradually came to
have its shape in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Fig.2-1 Identification of Nine Villages on 3D satellite map (by Google Earth, 2009),
prior to Mekelle, made by author
(Blue: Villages of altitude below 2100m, Red: Villages of altitude 2100m and above)

From the end of the eighteenth century Chelekot and Antalo (actual Hintalo) in the
south of Mekelle had been the strongholds of local lords such as Ras Wolda Selassie.
These two villages still show the old aspects of the nineteenth century because of the
lack of development like Mekelle, and, due to the departure of political powers, they
have lost the aspect of township with central aristocratic residences or garrisons. The
research of these villages would suggest the notion of agglomeration among Tigrayans
in old days and even the socio-economical basis for agrarian life. The typology of
hidmo is the most important factor to understand the evolution of living environment
until today.
The formation of actual Mekelle started with the resettlement of warriors around
the Palace constructed by Yohannes IV in 1870’s. Despite the participation of Italian
architect for palace design, the surrounding town was a completely new manner as
site planning (fig.2-2). The author has given the title of “palace city” to this type or
urbanization. This idea comes from the similar types found in Far East and in Middle
East. With a castle in the center, townscape unfolds around it. The photographic
5
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materials made by the Italians in 1930’s still show its concentrated aspect of
agglomeration.

Beginning of 19C

1880’s

Parallel to the construction of the Palace by
Yohannes IV, residential quarters of nobles were
formulated.

Nine villages were associated following the
topographical condition.

1910’s

1940’s

Abraha Castle was constructed in the north of
Yohannes Palace, beyond the river.

Italian occupation government planned a new
quarter with a big market in a rectangular
system.
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1960’s

1980’s

Urbanized area expanded gradually due to
population growth in 1970’s.

Old and new quarters came to be merged due to
immigration and densification in the last stage
of imperial period.

Fig.2-2 Trasformation of Urban Area of Mekelle, made by author
Land adjustment process, which followed the initial formation of a town, was the
next step. From the state of “associated hidmos”, the agglomeration evolved to
block-and-parcel type of city. At the initial stage, the notion of streets and squares was
scarce because they were only vacant spaces within hidmo compounds, but in later
period the intervention by certain urban planning process for land adjustment clearly
revealed the idea of block type agglomeration (fig.2-3).

Fig.2-12. Hypothetical process of urban transformation in Mekelle, made by author
7
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The building tradition of Tigray is masonry. Stone buildings as well as surrounding
stonewalls, occupied the townscape of Mekelle. This is completely different from
other cities in Ethiopia, such as Gondar or Aksum. The masonry tradition of Tigray
contributed greatly to formulate the contemporary urban landscape as well as urban
typology. Refined technique of masons enabled realization of beautiful houses and
mansions derived from the rural type of hidmo.
The point is the modern type of urban planning by grid system. This geometrical
system has been widely discussed as the legacy of European urban planning, without
saying Roman colonial cities. Italian Occupation government introduced this system
to construct new towns adjacent to Ethiopian old indigenous settlements. Such was
the case in Mekelle. The problem was that Italians claimed that urban planning started
only with the arrival of Italians and neglected completely preceding history. They
created a myth of civilized planning policy and, even after their retreat, this myth
survived and preoccupied the Ethiopian imperial government. The city planning
realized in 1950’s and 1960’s was continuation of Italian system toward the empty
areas. NUPI, which was in charge of the development plan of Mekelle in 1990’s, was
not exceptional. The old town was disregared and considered only an ugly remain of
the feudal era. No research has been done to analyze the old town and to evaluate its
heritages.
Recent works have unveiled Italian myths for urban planning, indeed, but in the
case of Mekelle, more detailed study was necessary. That is the reason why the author
has paid attention to the urbanity problem. Despite the intervention of Europeanized
planning system onto the existing urban fabrics, the people are much more aware of
old traditional way of spatial system. Mekelle used to have the “dispersed” system of
agglomeration, which originates in the rural settlements all over Tigray region. This
system resembles Gondarine old urban system, but little bit different because of its
masonry tradition. Tigrayan hidmo culture is so strong and flexible to be easily fitted
to urban context. The old town of Mekelle was founded in such a way.
In order to clarify the history of land, hearing survey to the residents was carried
out in parallel. After a series of interviews, several residents were proved to be the
descendant of old noble families. Both the high rank officials and the low rank
warriors were given the lands around the palace so as to settle there and to construct
their residences. Although this hearing survey is not yet fully done, the outline of the
hereditary system was unveiled to a certain extent. These families were the initiators
of the first agglomeration of the palace city, and then, the generation of their sons and
daughters, as well as their acquaintances, came to settle inside the blocks. The
compound was adjusted in such a way that row houses constructed either along streets
or in the courtyard would house the surplus of the population. The urban landscape of
8
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Mekelle at the beginning of the twentieth century is a typical stone city similar to that
of European and Arabic medieval towns. It is rather comparable to that of Harar, an
Ethiopian historical city registered in UNESCO World Heritage List.

3. Case Study in Kebele 14
The author has chosen a site in the midst of Kebele 14 as the case study area and
has undergone full-scale survey both architecture and housing conditions. This area
was considered to be in possession of old masonry houses, but now getting to be the
target of the urban renewal by the Municipality. The interview was done against 190
households among 145 who reside inside this site while all the buildings were
measured in order to examine their spatial composition and technical aspects.
After four weeks’ work of detailed study on the designated area, the typology of
urban buildings was abstracted (fig.3-1). It starts from a pseudo-rural triparted
masonry house, both for flat roof and lumped roof. The existence of loft on one side
of the house is characteristic. The urbanization required them to be transformed into
the typology of double storey buildings with exterior staircase. Becoming two storey
happened only in urbanized areas at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Corresponding to the demand of denser and more effective land use, these houses
became new models for urban life of Mekelle, of course, for aristocrats. Lower rank
warriors obtained the model of detached masonry house, which is smaller than rural
type of triparted house. The examination of old maps and the survey of remaining
buildings revealed the original appearance and situation. This makes concrete images
of old urban landscape of Mekelle as matured state of palace city.
The occupation by the Italians brought about new housing models. One is European
style symmetrical mansion. Another is a villa with square plan. Both typology
developed in Mekelle and, as a matter of fact, several buildings followed these models.
The post-war development of the city was accelerated by the introduction of new
building tools and techniques, increased the number of modernized buildings. The
survey revealed that still 40% of the remaining buildings were constructed before the
middle of the twentieth century and that 21% should be listed as important heritage
worth conservation. They are regarded as representative building types and as
fundamental elements for reconstituting the urban history of Mekelle. The building
state of these houses is not good enough that radical method of preservation should be
elaborated.
The socio-economic survey of the study area has brought about important and
suggestive findings. The residents are divided into to groups. One is old landlords,
that is, the descendants of old families. Another is new comers, the majority of whom
sustain their lives by selling tella, local beer, and by prostitution. The old landlords,
9
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already shrunk by family size and fortune, lend away their original house for new
comers and settle in much smaller houses within the parcels. The lend-away process
by the owners resulted in “hermit crab” phenomenon within the historical monuments,
that is, prostitute and other “disgraceful” people occupied the main building for
temporary use because of low rent and high job opportunity. What is interesting is that
these residents, old and new, cohabitate within this historical area and making unique
communities. Mekelle has not yet been menaced by the presence of organized
criminal or by the rapid increase of violence. The presence of such informal business
in an area where the female inhabitants count nearly three fourth is tolerated by local
residents. This delicate balance between the old and the new is not stable, of course.
Alternatives for the future of the area should be manupilated as soon as possible, but
without considering the actuality of the local community, it might be too easy solution
like renewal of the area by scrap and build. Amelioration and upgrading strategy will
be the next step after this paper.

Fig.3-1 Genealogy of Building Types, made by author

4. Conclusion
The research on the historical center of Mekelle has resulted in various findings on
the formation of such a historical quarter as well as on its actuality. Apparently the
area looks very poor and without order because of its deteriorated state. However it is
very different from Nairobi or even from Addis Ababa, capital cities facing the
10
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problems of brutal capitalism and tremendous immigration of rural people. As
mentioned before, Mekelle is still staying in the very traditional mode of life style
shared among Tigrayans. Strong moral awareness dominates the residents in the same
way as villagers. The memory of recent past is still vivid, so that old residents of
historical quarters are open to receive the immigrants. The reason why there are high
number of returners from Eritrea could be explained in such a way.
The author has tried to evaluate the original value of Tigrayan urbanity by way of
typological study both for rural and urban architecture and planning systems. The
abundant heritage of Tigray, still remaining everywhere, enables us the systematic
research on the evolution of the building types. Their building technique is also very
unique. The central district of Mekelle is a good example of the urban history of
Tigray, indeed. It is almost a living architectural museum. If the deteriorated buildings
in this area are properly conserved, this area would become one of the most exciting
historical quarters in Ethiopia, or in Eastern Africa. It is interesting that Ethiopia has
been referred to Japan by certain Europeans at the end of the nineteenth century
because of its victory over Italians and its cultural peculiarity. The research method
developed in Japan targeting old Japanese cities is very useful during this study,
because of the similarity for loose urban system and rapid building cycle. This paper
marks only a starting point of overall research program of Ethiopian heritages and
urban issues, which is now being prepared by the Institute of Paleoanthropology and
Heritage Conservation at Mekelle University, but the author expects sincerely that the
results of this paper would contribute for the future planning of Mekelle City with the
prospect of well-being of the citizens.
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Abstract
Old religious pilgrimage towns throughout the world are unique in their lanning and management
in that they host resident populations and at the same time receive a constant influx of transients.
These visitors are drawn to these sacred places by their faith, subsequently becoming a major
influence on the urban form of these towns.
Sultanpur Lodhi is a small town in the predominantly agricultural Kapurthala District in Punjab
State, India. The town, however, is renowned as the birthplace of the Sikh religion and the
numerous places associated with the life and times of Guru Nanak Sahib.
rich culture and long history that date back to the 4
Sarwmanpur.

th

It is also known for its

century B.C. when it was known as

The significance of Sultanpur Lodhi in the history of Sikhism and the presence of

several sites and buildings associated with the religion have already made it a tourist destination for
Sikhs and non-Sikhs.

In addition to the significant Sikh sites, the town also boasts of other

cultural attractions such as the Qila Sarai, the Hadira, the Sant Balbir Singh Seechewal River
Rehabilitation complex, and the havelis and shops. The Kali Bein is a rivulet that is significant to
the history of both Sultanpur Lodhi and Sikhis and is also very much part of the town’s urban
fabric.
Sultanpur Lodhi has remained a small town in terms of character and function. The growing
number of Sikh pilgrims, however, has constricted movement and strained resources for some
years now. The redevelopment of pilgrimage towns has been undertaken since the 16th century
when Domenico Fontana was commissioned by Pope Sixtus V to renovate the Christianized
ancient city of Rome. The paper presents a proposal for the redevelopment of Sultanpur Lodhi into
a more efficient and “imageable” pilgrimage and heritage destination.

KEYWORDS : Sikhism, pilgrimage site, redevelopment, heritage, imageability
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1.0

INTRODUCTION: PILGRIMAGE CITIES AND THEIR HISTORY

The religions of the world can trace their origins to old settlements and towns, each with its own
distinct history, culture, and physical characteristics. Towns and cities that have significant
contributions to the birth of religions have evolved differently over time either through visionary
city planning, efficient urban management or even as spontaneous responses to emerging needs.
Rome, for example, is an old city tracing back its history to 27 BC when it became an empire, and
even long before that when it was a republic and a kingdom. The capital of the ancient Roman
empire that once persecuted Christians in 50 to 81 AD would in an ironic twist transform Rome
into a pilgrimage site by 1300 (first jubilee under Boniface VIII), and the spiritual capital of the
Roman Catholic faith by the 16th century. Pope Sixus V (Pope from 1585 to1590) commissioned
Domenico Fontana to plan for the redevelopment of Rome to accommodate its new role as a city of
Christian pilgrimage and the seat of Roman Catholic power during the Renaissance. Fontana
identified pilgrimage sites (e.g., Saint Peter’s Basilica, Piazza del Poppolo, Santa Maria Maggiore),
marked them with Egyptian obelisks, and realigned streets to connect them. The re-planning
provided visual connections between the religious landmark buildings and made movement of
Catholic pilgrims between them more efficient and meaningful. Fontana’s visionary plan for Rome
would become the framework for the transformation of a disorderly city into a fitting capital of the
Christian faith. It was also a testament to the plan that succeeding popes after the reign of Pope
Sixtus V continued to use it as bases for their own improvement projects for the city. 1
Considered the fifth largest religion in the world today, Sikhism has almost 23 million followers
throughout the world, most of whom are residing in Punjab State, India. The Sikh religion was
founded in the 15th century based on the teachings of Guru Nanak, who lived in the town of
Sultanpur Lodhi in Punjab. Guru Nanak’s teachings include the importance of preserving the
environment. Punjab State, known as the land of great Sikh gurus, has a great collection of famous
religious shrines, palaces, ancient monuments, and heritage structures that attract all categories of
tourists. 2

1

Edmund N. Bacon, Design of Cities, 1976

2

Dalal Mott McDonald, 20-Year Perspective Plan for Development of Sustainable Tourism In

Punjab, 2003, p. 2-4
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2.0

SULTANPUR LODHI: THE BIRTHPLACE OF SIKHISM

As the birthplace of Sikhism, Sultanpur Lodhi has several places associated with the life and times
of its spiritual leader Guru Nanak Sahib in the 16th century. The town itself has a rich culture and a
longer history that date back to the 1st century A.D. when it was a meditation site for Buddhism
and was known by its old name Sarwmanpur. The significance of Sultanpur Lodhi in the history of
Sikhism and the presence of several sites and buildings associated with the religion have already
made it a pilgrimage site for Sikhs as well as a tourist destination for non-Sikhs. In addition to the
significant Sikh sites, the town also has other cultural attractions such as the Qila Sarai, the Hadira,
the Sant Balbir Singh Seechewal River Rehabilitation complex, the havellis and shops in the centre
of the town (on the narrow streets between the Qila Sarai and the Anaj Mandi).
Sultanpur Lodhi is a small town that belongs to the Sultanpur Lodhi Local Planning Area under the
Kapurthala District. The Sultanpr Lodhi Local Planning Area consists of 10 villages with the town
of Sultanpur Lodhi in the centre.

The town of Sutanpur Lodhi is more urbanized compared to the

10 villages that are all still largely agricultural. The town has the train station, the biggest markets
and shops in the Local Planning Area. About 25 kilometres northeast of Sultanpur Lodhi is
Kapurthala, is another town rich in culture and heritage with a lot of tourism potential.
The Kali Bein is a river traversing the town that also played a role in the life of Guru Nanak and the
birth of Sikhism.

The river is very much part of the town’s character but has been neglected for

several years as shown by the pollution from industries and household sewage. It was only recently
that the local community has initiated efforts for the rivulet’s rehabilitation.

3.0

CONCEPTS FOR REDEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM

India’s Punjab State has several towns and cities with pilgrimage sites and Sikh temples called
gurdwaras or gurudwaras (literally translated as “doorway to the guru”). The most visited
pilgrimage site is the Golden Temple called the Harmandir Sahib gurdwara in the more renowned
city of Amritsar, Punjab. The town of Sultanpur Lodhi does not have the same stature as Amritsar
in terms of Sikh pilgrimage but it is still expected to receive increasing numbers of Sikh visitors as
well as non-Sikhs fascinated with the religion. The town was in the process of formulating a town
development plan in 2009 to manage its growth. This paper presents development concepts that
may be used to improve Sultanpur Lodhi’s present condition and help it manage religious
pilgrimage and tourism. Much of the effort will be in the restoration of heritage sites (natural as
well as the built environment), upgrading of infrastructure, improvement of traffic management,
and the development of better tourism products. The concepts for the redevelopment of Sultanpur
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Lodhi may be summed up in the following three major

3.1

programmes:

Development of a Heritage Trail

Since the main attractions of Sultanpur Lodhi are the pilgrimage sites associated with Guru Nanak,
a Heritage Trail that connects them will have to be defined and developed. Instead of clearing
existing blocks to create new streets that link the sacred sites, the proposed “Heritage Trail”
identifies routes using existing streets that are already used by the devotees that visit the town.
Improvements such as street widening, drainage upgrading, and repaving are recommended for
many sections of the trail. Improvements on the trail will facilitate movement of tourists and allow
better interpretation of the religious sites and heritage structures. It should be noted, however, that
the cultural attractions will not be limited to iconic monuments. The city of Ahmedabad in Gujarat
State, India, for example is known for its “Heritage Walk” which includes gated caste
neighbourhoods (pols) and squares (chowks) along with its more famous mosques and monuments.
Little has been designed along Ahmedabad’s “Heritage Walk” but it is the concept of the trail and
the number of cultural sites offered that seem to have attracted more visitors. 3
The Heritage Trail of Sultanpur Lodhi (See Heritage Map) will follow a serpentine route along the
main streets of the town passing through the following cultural sites:


One of the most important structures in the Heritage Trail is the Gurdwara Ber Sahib,
which is situated at the banks of the Kali Bein. It sits on the site where the Guru Nanak
Sahib entered the Kali Bein and remained in its waters for three days. The Gurdwara Ber
Sahib is a three-storey building constructed by Maharaja Jagatjit Singh in the 1930’s. The
ber tree under which Guru Nanak Sahib meditated for 14 years still stands within the
complex of the Gurdwara Ber Sahib.



Kali Bein is the rivulet that Guru Nanak entered and emerged from after three days. This
rivulet setting is where Guru Nanak found enlightenment.
The water quality of the rivulet has declined through the years brought about by
urbanization along its banks, pollution from industries, and growth of hyacinths. Recent
efforts by the Sant Balbir Seechewal and his volunteers to clean the river have helped
rehabilitate the river and contributed to the reestablishment of a serene natural
environment.

3

Jon Lang, Urban Design: A Typology of Procedures and Products, p. 88
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The smaller gurdwaras:
–

Gurdwara Antaratma Sahib occupies the site of a former mosque where Guru
Nanak was persuaded by a local Nawab to join a congregation. While offering namaaz,
Guru Nanak told the Nawab that he himself was not dedicated to his faith because he
was in fact thinking about buying horses from Kabul, while the Qazi was thinking
about his newly born colt. The gateway of the gurdwara was part of the original
structure of the mosque where the incident took place.

–

Gurdwara Bebe Nanaki marks the house where Bhai Jai Ram and Bebe Nanaki
Sahib lived.

–

Gurdwara Sant Ghat Sahib is another gurdwara situated along the holy Kali Bein
about 2 kilometres upstream from the Gurdwara Ber Sahib. It is in this area where
Guru Nanak Sahib resurfaced after three days submerged in the Kali Bein.

–

Gurdwara Hatt Sahib occupies the site of the Modikhana where Guru Nanak worked
as a Modi. The gurdwara is just outside of the south wall of the Qila Sarai.

–

Gurdwara Guru ka Bagh was originally a building that Guru Nanak used as
residence after his marriage. His two sons Sri Chand and Lakhmi Das were both born
here.

–

Gurdwara Kothri Sahib is where the Nawab called on Guru Nanak Sahib to account
for alleged misappropriation which was eventually cleared. The place where the
accounts were rendered was converted into a gurdwara.



The Gopal Gaushala Mahaouti (cow pound) is a facility adjacent to the Anaj Mandi that
provides a home to the sacred cow in Sultanpur Lodhi. This is a unique facility with
tourism value for foreign visitors.



The Anaj Mandi is an open space surrounded by several havelis and structures in various
stages of disrepair. Haveli is the term used for mansions in India and Pakistan. The more
intricate and stately havelis in Lahore, Pershewar, and Delhi adopt Rajasthani –
architecture styles. Ordinary houses in many cities like Sultanpur Lodhi, however, use
many architectural design elements of the traditional havellis. The Anaj mandi functions as
a grains market and is situated between the bazaar and the railway station. Many of the
structures at the Anaj Mandi have interesting facades that should be preserved.



The Hadira was the rest house of the Maharaja. It is located amidst agricultural lands on
the northern side of the Kali Bein across the Gurdwara Sahib.
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Qilas refer to forts or castles in India and Pakistan. The fort known as Qila Sarai is one of
the oldest and biggest heritage sites in the town. It is just at the west end of the long narrow
street lined with shops. Guru Nanak also oversaw trading in this fort.

To help people find their way around the town and improve the overall quality of the experience,
interpretation plaques at each heritage site, trail signs, and trail leaflets with maps and description
will be provided.

3.2

Restoration and Conservation of Heritage Sites

There are several heritage landmarks, paths and edges in Sultanpur Lodhi that can collectively
establish a distinctive image for the town. 4 Although many of these elements are in need of repair
and restoration, not all of them will have the same conservation approach. Many of the landmark
buildings are gurdwaras and so will be under the care and management of the Sikh leaders of
Sultanpur Lodhi. The fort known as “Qila Sarai” can be taken over by a private organization that
promotes arts and culture and some can be undertaken through public-private partnerships.
Conservation is not confined to the built environment as the Kali Bein rivulet is a natural resource
that is very much a part of the Sikh heritage in Sultanpur Lodhi. The following conservation and
rehabilitation initiatives are recommended:
3.2.1

Restoration of the Qila Sarai

The Qila Sarai is an ancient fort prominently situated on high elevation in the centre of the
holy town. It is presently used as a police station but poorly maintained largely due to the
lack of funds and concern to preserve it. The fort has to be managed under a Public-Private
Partnership arrangement involving a responsible private organization that can take care of
the cost of restoration and maintenance.
Sultanpur Lodhi is also very much in need of a recognizable identity in terms of arts and
culture. For traditional performing arts such as music and dance to be promoted, there should
be a development program to train young talented people and a venue for them to perform
in.
The two issues mentioned can be addressed by setting up a cultural centre for performing
arts (i.e.,music and dance, especially Sikh music) at the Qila Sarai through public-private

4

Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City
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partnership.” The private organization will have to take care of the restoration of the fort and
its adaptive reuse into a cultural centre for performing arts. Adaptive reuse is a practical
method for preserving historic buildings. The continued utilization of a heritage building
even if the use has changed from the original function it was designed for ensures its
maintenance and continued presence in the urban fabric. Historic buildings are always
perceived as a link to the past and the act of preservation honors this heritage. 5 Traditional
music and dance performances with the Qila Sarai as a backdrop can be developed as a
tourism product which can become a culminating event for heritage tours. Proceeds from
these performances will help defray expenses for the restoration and upkeep of the heritage
site.
According to the Sultanpur Lodhi Development Plan that is in the process of being finalised,
a cultural foundation can take in a maximum of 30 students with the “town hall” used to tell
the Guru Nanak story and the mosque maintained in operation with public access. The
relocation of the police station and police housing will be funded under the Public-Private
Partnership project.

3.2.2

Restoration and Conservation of the Kali Bein

The Kali Bein rivulet is an important element in the story of Guru Nanak and the evolution
of the Sikh faith. It is imperative that the natural beauty of the rivulet is preserved as part of
the natural heritage of Sultanpur Lodhi. The preservation of the water quality and the natural
environment, however, involves other areas outside of the town. It will involve all villages
along the banks of the Kali Bein as they all contribute to the quality of both the water and the
views along the rivulet.
The development plan for the Sultanpur Lodhi Local Planning Area must have provisions for
land use control and environmental management along Kali Bein not just in the town of
Sultanpur Lodhi but also in other villages traversed by the rivulet. The development plan
must prescribe a 100-meter no build zone (especially in the north banks) along the Kali Bein
within the boundaries of Sultanpur Lodhi town and discourage urbanization in the villages
traversed by the rivulet. The areas of the villages through which the river passes should
remain principally agricultural to preserve their natural beauty.

5

Wayne Attoe, Historic Preservation, in J. Catanese and James C. Snyder, editors, Urban

Planning: Mcgraw Hill, p. 342
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The Sant Balbir Seechewal River Rehabilitation Complex on the north bank of the Kali Bein
is a worthwhile place to visit as it presents the historical significance of the Kali Bein and
recent efforts to rehabilitate it. The promenade on the north bank and south bank that begins
close to the Gurdwara Sant Ghat is excellent for walking, nature appreciation, and
meditation (if there were a few more shade trees). A river tour on small flat bottom boats
between the River Rehabilitation Complex in Sultanpur Lodhi and the Kanjli wetlands in
Kapurthala should be explored as this is one way of connecting the two heritage sites.
Sections of the rivulet have to be constantly dredged and cleared of hyacinths for it to be
navigable.

3.2.3

Restoration and Conservation of Sarais and Havelis

Conservation orders on prime Sarais and Havelis identified by the India National Trust for
Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH) have to be pursued to restore Sultanpur Lodhi’s
heritage and establish its historical character. Adaptive reuse as a conservation strategy has to
be employed whenever applicable. Many of the havelis that could contribute to the town’s
unique character are situated along or near a commercialized narrow street from the town
square to the Qila Sarai. There are many that are still being utilized as homes and shops but
several have been either abandoned or in a sad state of degradation. It is important that the
shopping strip continues to flourish so that neglected structures with some architectural
heritage value may be taken over by entrepreneurs wishing to convert them into
“shop-houses” (shop on the ground floor and residence above). By increasing the number of
restored havelis and conversion of the facades of some newer buildings into an architectural
style consistent with the havelis, a distinct urban design fabric can evolve.
There are also several buildings with interesting facades in the Gopal Gaushala Mahaouti
and Anaj Mandi Area. The Anaj Mandi has the potential to develop into a gathering place for
tourists since it is along the inner ring road, near the railway station, and fortunately has
ample parking space in and around it. Heritage tours can begin or end here as an alternative.
It is more likely that tourists who visit by train will begin and end in the Anaj Mandi as it is
near the railway station. Many of the shop-houses that surround the central space of the Anaj
Mandi have interesting facades using traditional haveli architectural styles. Some of them
have to be restored and others have to be compelled to conform to the same architectural
style (through Building Ordinances) to raise the touristic value of this site. The commercial
value of the properties will also appreciate as more tourists converge in this area. The Anaj
Mandi is a grains market and this particular use should be regulated as to number of days in
a week and to particular hours of those designated market days.
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3.2.4

Adaptive Reuse of the Hadira

The Hadira on the north bank of the Kali Bein was the country home of the Maharaja. Its
heritage value and country setting makes it ideal as a venue for performing arts or other
cultural events.

As a venue for cultural events, it can have the Kali Bein, the Gurdwara Ber

Sahib, and the farmlands as backdrop. The structure is currently in poor shape but can be
restored. It is set in a natural landscape and yet very accessible to the pilgrimage and heritage
sites of Sultanpur Lodhi.

3.3

Improve the Movement of People and Goods

Sultanpur Lodhi is also recognized as a centre of commerce and trade in the area that generates its
own vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The efficiency of movement to and between Sultanpur
Lodhi’s heritage sites will depend on improved and new transport infrastructure and the
implementation of a sound traffic management plan that will prevent choke points brought about by
numerous activities.
3.3.1

Development of an Efficient Network of Roads

Sultanpur

Lodhi’s overall network of roads will have to be rationalized and modernized to

meet the vehicular traffic demands of the future. Ring roads or circumferential roads that
divert through-traffic (vehicles that pass but do not stop in the town) away from the town
centre will contribute a lot to its decongestion. This will allow more vehicles carrying
tourists to use the inner streets of Sultanpur Lodhi and improve road safety.
The inner ring road, which consists of several roads that have been interconnected to form a
circle around most of the heritage sites, is already diverting many trucks that are merely
passing through the town. Automobiles and tourist coaches that would not be able to
negotiate the narrow streets or find parking spaces in the inner core can also utilize the inner
ring road. There are still some areas available just outside of the inner ring road that can be
designated as parking spaces. The town’s railway station is conveniently adjacent to the
northwest portion of the inner ring road near the Anaj Mandi.
The Local Planning Area should already seriously consider a second ring road that will
further decongest the areas along the inner ring road and connect the other ten villages (See
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Heritage Map). Areas between the two ring roads need to be planned and managed to curb
urbanization. The outer ring road will have to cross the Kali Bein on its northeast and
southwest portions. It will also have to cross the railroad line on its southern and eastern
portions.
To increase the efficiency of the two ring roads, the radial roads or the roads that radiate
from the core outward to the north (to Talwandi Chaudrian), east (to Kapurthala), south, and
west will have to be either improved or developed.

3.3.2

Pedestrianization and Designated Parking Areas

Closing certain narrow crowded streets to vehicular traffic has been used in many cities as a
means to control the number of vehicles and in some cases to revitalize declining
commercial quarters. In the case of Sultanpur Lodhi, the Sadar Bazaar Road is a vibrant
commercial strip that has the Qila Sarai on its western end and a plaza on its eastern end.
This road is already closed to four-wheeled vehicles but banning motorcycles and scooters
should be seriously considered. There are idle properties adjacent to the Road (See Heritage
Map) that should be procured or leased so that they could serve as parking aeas and
encourage shoppers to walk.
A bus terminal (bus stand) is also proposed near the southwest segment of the Inner Ring
Road a few meters south of the Ber Sahib Gurdwara. This will accommodate buses and
tourist coaches and prevent them from moving further into the inner core where the streets
are narrower and where they would likely cause more congestion.

3.3.3

Improvement of the Rail System

The rail system will play a more important role in the future when Sikhs and tourists rely on
it more to connect to other pilgrimage sites and tourist destinations in Punjab. The Railway
Station in Sultanpur Lodhi should be rehabilitated as a fitting welcome to visitors.
As a gateway to Sultanpur Lodhi, the railway station is along the Inner Ring Road which
gives it direct access to sites that are along the same Ring Road through public transport.
Walking through the inner core, however, should also be comfortable, “imageable”, and
meaningful.
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4.0

CONCLUSION

The recommendations for redevelopment enumerated above under the three major headings will
help improve Sultanpur Lodhi’s services, movement of people the general socio-economic
condition, and overall urban design image. More detailed planning and eventual implementation of
the recommendations, however, should engage the participation of the stakeholders (e.g., Sikh
religious leaders, the residents of the community, and even the Sikh pilgrims) to truly succeed. As
urbanization and pilgrimage of Sikhs to Sultanpur Lodhi continue, there will always be the danger
that the town’s unique identity and culture will be threatened. It is through the preservation of the
historic buildings and natural areas, rich culture, and unique heritage that the town of Sultanpur
Lodhi will live on and thrive.
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Abstract

This paper analyzes the ecosystem services of Dujiangyan City, Sichuan Province, China for
sustainable urban planning in the post-earthquake reconstruction. Recently, traditional
agricultural sceneries were being lost in most of cities with the expansion of urban area because
the services of agricultural ecosystems were not understood well. Similarily in Dujiangyan City,
a large part of paddy field irrigated by the historical heritage of Dujiangyan Dam might be
urbanized and the nature might be destroyed in coming years. This paper estimated the
ecosystem services of the Dujiangyan City with classified satellite images and local statistics,
sums the services by bio-region of lowland, mountainous as well as alpine area. As the result, it
was revealed that the ecosystem services were highest in the following order, the highest was in
the water of lowland, second was in the forest of middle height mountains, and third was the
field in the lowland.
In conclusion, urban planning which also protects the end of the irrigation system is needed
because the value of ecosystem services is high.

Keywords:
ecosystem services, urban planning, Geographical Information System, land cover
classification

1.

Introduction

The Dujiangyan Irrigation Scheme is located in the middle reach of the Mingjiang
River in Sichuan Province. It was initiated by Li Bing, the governor of Shu Prefecture,
in the Qin Dynasty in 256 BC. It is a great scheme with a long history of 2260 years in
ancient China, and has been very well operated until today (Keke, 2006).
The irrigation system was inscribed on World Heritage List in 2000 and the system is
valued and protected. However water channels at the end of the irrigation were not
protected well because they weren’t included within the world heritage zone.
Therefore it is concerned that the traditional agricultural scenery will be lost in future.
This paper assesses the ecosystem services of the DujuangyanCity, from the alpines to
the plain; which includes the water channels at the end of the irrigation system, and
contributes to making sustainable urban planning.
Most of previous research has only focused on the barrage, such as Dujiang Yuzui (fish
mouth), Feishayan, and Baopingkou ( 内 田 ,1981)( 弋 ,1970)(Keke,2006), and few
researcher had paid attention to the entire area of Dujiangyan City, taking it as an
ecosystem. However Dujiangyan must be assessed synthetically and protected
systematically because the water is distributed not only by the barrage but also by all of
1
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the irrigation system, including rice field at the end. Moreover, some research valued
the place in terms of the history of the irrigation system (佐藤,2007; 李可可,2004)
It is important to assess the ecosystem services, such as green house gas regulation and
food provision, water and habitat supplies to achieve sustainable development in this
area. Although ecosystem services in the city were mentioned in some literature, such as
Mingdong(2009), instead of the multifaceted, only one land use like forest was studied.
In addition, it is necessary to assess the ecosystem services in terms of economics.
Economic valuation offers a way to compare the diverse benefits and costs associated
with ecosystems by attempting to measure them and expressing them in a common
denominator (World Bank et all, 2004). Thus, this paper valuates the ecosystem
services of the entire region in monetary units.

2.

Methods

2.1
study area
Dujiangyana City is situated in the Sichuan province of China (103°28-103°50E,
30°34-31°23N). The city has 611.8 thousand of people in a registration in 2008 with an
area of 1208 km2 (都江堰市統計局) covering from 580m to 4580m in elevation.
There are seven vegetation types, such as evergreen broad leaf wood forest(700-1500m),
evergreen and deciduous broad-leaved tree mixed
forest(1500-2000m), evergreen coniferous tree and
deciduous broad-leaved tree mixed forest(2000-2400m),
sub-alpine
coniferous
tree
forest(2400-3400m),
sub-alpine irrigation grassland (3600-4000m), alpine
“Rock
stream”
(3400-3600m),
alpine
marsh(4000-4582m) within its municipal boundary (庄
平,2005).
In this study, the area was divided into three zones,
respectively
plain(-700m),
middle
mountain(700-2400m),
and
alpine(2400-4582m)
because vegetation analysis wasn’t the main purpose of
this valuation. Fig.1 shows the division of these three
regions (yellow) as well as township boundaries (aqua
blue).
Figure1. The division of regions and township in Dujiangyan City
2.2
Method of assessment
Replacement cost, abatement cost, travel cost, hedonic price, contingent valuation
method (CVM), and dose-response method are used when the economic value of the
ecosystem services are addressed. However, these former five methods cannot be
adopted in this study because we hardly find exact replacements for the target
ecosystem necessary in the former three methods. Hedonic price method can only be
adapted to residential area. CVM is used when a study area is clearly defined, like a
natural park. Therefore this paper used Dose-response-method used in Austine and
Matthew (2006). It is especially well adapted to purpose of this study in spatial scale.
The value of ecosystem service is calculated as below.
2
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n

V(ESi)= ∑ A( LUi ) × V ( ESki)
k =1

Where A(LUi)=area of land use /cover type(i) and V(ESi)=annual value per unit area for
ecosystem service type(k) generated by land use/cover type(i) (Austin and
Matthew,2006).
Although the Austin and Matthew(2006) assessed nine types of ecosystem services,
including 1)aesthetic and amenity, 2)climate and atmospheric regulation, 3)disturbance
prevention, 4)food and raw materials, 5)habitat refugium, 6)recreation, 7)soil retention
and formation, 8)waste assimilation, 9)water regulation and supply, we selected six
types of them, respectively 1)climate regulation, 2)food supply, 3)timber supply,
4)habitat refugium, 5)recreation, 6)water supply, because the ecosystem service type of
aesthetic and amenity can be integrated with recreation and the ecosystem services
disturbance prevention, soil retention and formation, and waste assimilation are costal
services.
The method of calculation for each ecosystem services is described below.
2.2.1 Climate regulation services
The north parts of Dujiangyan are alpine and mountainous area and they are mostly
covered by forests. Therefore the assessment of the services of the climate regulation is
important.
According to NIKKEI news, the price of Carbon emission trading was 1212 yen a ton in
Japan and 3000yen a ton in EU, on September 11 2007, thus the services of climate
regulation will be important in the future.
There are two ways to calculate the amount of CO2 sequestration. One way is the way to
calculate the amount of net production (Pn) of wood and ration by weight of
polysaccharide （小川,2000） and the other is the way to calculate timber volume（市
村,2005）. This paper used the former way because it is easier to get the data. The
former supposes that all of the part of wood consists of the polysaccharide such as
cellulose and calculates the amount of fixing CO2 based on the ratio by weight
composition of C in molecules of polysaccharide(n ・ C6H10O5) ( 藤原,2005), the
following formula can be referred that “6CO2/C6H10O5=1.63(小川,2000), and then the
amount of the CO2 sequestration =dry weigh of wood ×1.63. Therefore the formula of
the annual sequestration of CO2 is given below.
The annual sequestration of CO2=Pn×1.63
=area of forest×Pn/ha×1.63

3
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Figure2. Study flow

This study referred to earlier study written by Mingdond(2009) for Pn/ha. According
to earlier study by National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), the price of fixing
CO2 was US$100-300/t. This paper let the price of fixing CO2 equal to US$200.
The formula is below.
V(ES)=the amount of fixing CO2×price of fixing CO2
2.2.2 Food supply services
Rice and corn are produced in the field of southern Dujiangyan City. These crops are
also produced in valleys of mountainous areas. Therefore food supplies are important
ecosystem services. The service of a zone is calculated as below:
V(ES) =annual gross output×ratio of area per zone×ratio of productivity
This paper referred to the data of 2008 年都江堰市国民经济和社会发展统计公报
which is issued by 都江堰市统计局 for annual gross output. This paper referred to the
data of the amount of production in Panyangzheng (蒲阳镇) which is in mountainous
area and Xujiazheng (胥家镇) which is in lowland for ratio of productivity per unit
land.
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2.2.3 Timber supply services
There are forests in north part of the city.
Referred the data of 2008 年都江堰市国民经济和社会发展统计公报 which is issued
by 都江堰市统计局, the services of timber mainly come from the mountainous area.
2.2.4 Biodiversity services
There are many endangered species such as Giant Panda in the alpine of the city.
Therefore, habitat services for endangered species and biodiversity are important. In
earlier study, the value of the biodiversity is assessed with contingent valuation method
(CVM) based on willingness to pay (WTP), such as the study of economic benefits of
rare and endangered species (John,1996) and the study in mammal conservation ( White，
2001) . This paper uses the data of an earlier study of CVM about Giant Panda (Andreas,
2003). The value of biodiversity is WTP×the number of tourist to Wolong (卧龙) , a
nearest Giant Panda Conservation Center. According to the statistics of 四川省旅游局,
tourists toWolong was counted for 206000 persons in 2005. Then the biodiversity
services can be calculated by multiplying the number of tourists with the prices tickets.
2.2.5 Recreation services
Ecosystem services include not only direct value such as food and water, but also
indirect value such as recreation. Thus, this paper shows the value of the recreation in
this area. This paper referred the services of recreation for the ticket income in 2005 by
the visitors of Mount Qincheng and Dujiangyan irrigation system, which are included in
the world cultural heritage records since 2000.

2.2.6 Water supply sevices
In this region, the irrigation system is used for agriculture. Supplying water contributed
to producing food in mountainous area and lowland. According to 彭述明・肖帆(2004),
price of water for agriculture is different from for industry. Water in lowland is used for
agriculture and industry but in mountainous area for agriculture only.
The price of water for agriculture is about 420-465 CNY per ha(彭述明・肖帆, 2004).
Therefore we set the price 443CNY per ha. Referred to 彭述明・肖帆(2004), the
services of water supply are calculated as below:
Lowland
Services of water for agriculture +that of water for industry
=area×price/ha+ the amount of water for industry ×price/ m3
Mountainous area
Service of water for agriculture =area×price/ha
2.3
Analyzed data
Lamdsat TM image taken on September 18 2007 is used in this study.

3.

Results

3.1 Land use classification
5
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3.1.1 Lowland
The upper area in lowland of Dujianyan city is urbanized
area, the lower area consists of forest and field, and it is
traditionally used for agriculture. Dujiandyan
irrigation systems cover the whole lowland.

Figure3. Land use classification in lowland
Fig.4 shows the net of channels and villages of Juyuan Town in lowland. There are
zhiqu (支渠), branches, below the barrage, douqu (斗渠),sub-branches, which come
from branch and nongqu (農渠), water channel, which then come from sub-branch.
A trajectory of nongqu (農渠) was found between a relatively straight douqu (斗渠).
Water flow was found in douqu (斗渠) but not in nongqu (農渠).
The water quality of douqu (斗渠) is clear yet that of nongqu (農渠) is clouded with
algae.
Thus, It can be expected that zhiqu(支渠) and douqu (斗渠) serve as clear water
supply, and the quality of water is maintained. Homestead woodland is formed based
on the irrigation system because forests and the field which need water are along the
irrigation system. Therefore it can be said that the lowland of Dujiangyan City was
formed on the irrigation system.

Figure 4. Net of channels in Juyuan twon of lowland

Figure5. Mountainous
area

3.1.2 Mountainous area
Most parts of the region are consisted of forests and there are water channels between
fields (Fig.5) .
6
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3.1.3 Alpine
The land covers of the alpines are forests at the base. As the altitude rises land cover
changes into grass. The top is covered by bare land. Most parts of the alpine are made
up of forests.

Figure6.Land use of alpine
3.2 Result of calculated ecosystem services
3.2.1 Value of ecosystem services by land use types
Table1. Ecosystem services (MCNY=million CNY)
Fixing CO2
a

ｃ

b

Food supplies

ｄ

e

f

g

h

i

Timber supplies

j

g

h

i

j

alpine

19411

8.1423

1.63

200

51.52

352

944

0

0

0

60

0

0

0

m-h-m

34652

8.1423

1.63

200

91.97

628

944

3

0.4

330.4

60

1

1

60

lowland

11886

8.1423

1.63

200

31.55

215

944

7

0.6

613.6

60

0

0

0

a=area of forests(ha) b=Pn/ha c= the ratio by weight composition of C d=price of fixing CO2 ($/t) e= a×b×c×d(million
＄) f=ecosystem services of fixing CO2(million CNY) g= annual gross output(million CNY) h= ratio of area per each zone
i= ratio of productivity j=g×h×i(million CNY)
Habitat supplies
alpine

k
14.86

m-h-m

14.86

l

m

Recreation
n

Water suplies

o

p

q

0

0

0

0

0

443

r
0

s
0.08

0.206

3.06116

20.898386

35.7514

10772

443

0

0.08

t
0
4.77

lowland 14.86
0
0
0
61.4894
25390
443 10435.57 0.08
947.09
k=CVM l= the number of tourist(million people) m=k×l(million ＄) n=ecosystem services of Habitat supplies (million
CNY) o= the ticket income(million CNY) p=area of agriculture(ha) q=water price for agriculture (CNY/ha )
r=the amount of water for industry (million ㎥) s=water price for industry( CNY/㎥) t=p×q+r×s(million CNY)

3.2.2 Result of calculated of ecosystem services by bio-region
The calculation results of ecosystem services by bio-region (million CNY) are shown in
Fig.7.

Figure7: ecosystem services (million CNY)
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The economical value of ecosystem services of alpine is 352 million CNY. The
economical value of forests is reflected in the cost.
The economical value of ecosystem services in mountainous area is 1079.812 million
CNY and the highest ecosystem services is the services of forests (744.64 million CNY),
second highest is the services of field 330.4 million CNY.
Ecosystem services of lowland are 1837.18 million CNY and it is highest in Dujiangyan
City.
In lowland, the economical value of ecosystem services of water is highest, (1008.58
million CNY), followed by field（613.6 million CNY）, and forests is third highest, (215
million CNY）.

4.

Discussion

4.1 Discussion of land use classification
Most lowland to mountain areas are used for human land use, such as field and urban.
Most mountainous area to alpine areas such as barrens, grassland and forests remain
unused. Hence it is revealed that lowland which is to the north west of Chengdu is more
developed than the mountain area.
In addition, the results of extraction of the water network showed that this region was
based on the water network.
4.2 Discussion of the ecosystem services
It was found that the ecosystem service of water in the lowland was highest, 1008.58
million CNY, that of the forest in mountainous area was the second, and that of the field
in the lowland was third highest.
Although there has been a tendency to value only the barrage which was inscribed on
World Heritage List before, this paper shows that the value of the end of the irrigation
system and field are as high as the barrage.
Moreover, there are not only direct services, such as timber supply, but also indirect
services, such as climate regulation, habitat refugium and recreation in mountainous
area. In addition, the habitat refugium value in this study was assessed only by CVM of
Giant Panda and didn’t include the value of the other endangered species such as
golden monkey. Thus, it is expected that the ecosystem services of forests in
mountainous area are expected higher than this paper showed.

5.

Conclusions

Recently, there is a tendency that development spread from Chengdu to Dujiangyan. If
development is promoted without concerning the ecosystem services, the value of water
and field in lowland and forest in mountainous area where the value of ecosystem is
higher than the other parts will be lost. However, to build sustainable city in Dujiangyan
in the future, it is needed to protect the irrigation system from alpine to lowland and
make sustainable urban planning which could protect the scenery of agriculture.
To build a sustainable city, the field based on the irrigation system in lowland might be
set aside as a nature refuge or agricultural park.
In conclusion it can be said that protecting only the barrage and carelessly developing
8
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lowland will not build a sustainable city, the protection of the end of the irrigation
system is also necessary.
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Abstract
There are many collapsing local communities in Japan. Information media intend
to fulfill two roles that makes local residents feels closer and creates new social
capitals to contact with the outside communities and cities to stop the collapse. This
paper aims to present a tentative model which satisfies both of reliability among the
local residents and de-regionality for the sustainable community by the cooperation of
social system and information system. This study has following three research steps;
(a) Based on the network theories, to clear the roles of information system in local
communities (b) To clarify the functions of the information system which should
cooperate with social system, (c) To analyze the contents of the regional ICT
advantage utilization model construction project report of Bibai City, Hokkaido. As
the result, the information system should have four functions, systemicity and passive
participation-ness for reliability, and selectivity and active participation-ness for
de-regionality. Lastly, we show a relational model of those functions for the
sustainability.
Keywords: Local communities, Information system, Social system

1. Introduction
Social capital in local communities has steadily been on the brink of collapse in
Japan. In urban areas, human relations become scarce, and in rural and mountainous
areas are rapidly aging and the social capitals could not pass on from generation to
generation. Those Communities are skeptical about its existence. It is therefore
strongly expect that the information media fulfill the roles to stop the collapse of the
community and connecting people to people, and to create new social capitals
emerged from those regions.
Japanese Government set up some study groups and projects for these issues. For
example, The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism established a
1
2
3
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study group of “New Yui” in order to stabilize falling population in rural communities,
creating a new system of cooperation over the city and village residents. Yui means a
mutually-beneficial cooperation in Japanese. The study group was considering ways
to promote their cooperation. The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications
(MIAC) launched a study group for considering the ways of citizen participation
using ICT (Information Communication Technology). And the group developed SNS
(Social Network Service) System as an open source in 2005. MIAC launched social
experiments to evaluate the effect of SNS for citizen participation in 26 areas from
2005 until 2007 (MIAC 2007). MIAC started a project of ICT model development in
local communities in 2007. There are 29 local communities selected in 2007, 50
communities in 2008, and 42 communities in 2009. A community is a town, village,
city or metropolitan area in this project.
The Previous studies on information system usage in communities and its
effective include the following. Harada et al. tried to develop an information
community between cities and villages. They pointed out that information system can
enhance the interest of local residents. But it is difficult to develop a cross-regional
information community (T.Harada et al 2002). In addition, Shoji is trying to build the
research framework for regional revitalization through the usage of SNS system
(M.Shoji 2009). These studies aim to catch the impact to the real communities from
information communities on the Internet. However, Harada pointed out that “The
introduction of advanced information media technology could not develop a
cross-regional community (T.Harada et al 2002)”. Therefore, to create new social
capital and to continue existence communities by using information system, we have
to try to present a tentative model which satisfies both of reliability among the local
residents and de-regional characteristics for the sustainability by the cooperation of
social system and information system. This is our purpose of this study.
The method of this study has following three research steps; (a) Based on the
network theories, to clarify the roles of information system in local communities (b)
To clarify the functions of the information system which should cooperate with social
system, (c) To analyze the contents of the regional ICT advantage utilization model
construction project report of Bibai City, Hokkaido. As the result, the information
system should have four functions, systemicity and passive participation-ness for
reliability, and selectivity and active participation-ness for de-regionality. Lastly, we
will show a relational model of those functions for sustainability.

2. Roles of information system based on network theory
10 unacquainted people gather in one room. The examinees are observed their
behavior from outside. The numbers from 1 to 10 in Figure 1 show people being
2
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tested. After a while those examinees
Formation of clusters
Inspection activity
②
②
make four clusters and start their
④
④
⑤
⑤
① ③
① ③
communication.
After a short time, the
examinees
get
bored
with
the
⑥
⑥
⑨
⑨
⑧
⑧
conversation. Examinees No.3, 5 and 9
⑦
⑦
⑩
⑩
move to another cluster and start their
new communication. The ambulation of
④
②
②
④
examinees is called weak-tie. The
①
①
③
③
weak-tie creates a new relationship
⑥⑨
⑥
⑤
⑤
⑨
among the clusters (Granovetter 1973).
⑧
⑧
⑦
⑦
⑩
⑩
The new relationship promotes formation
Ambulation of ③⑤⑨
Small-world network
of small-world network 1). Then everyone
Figure 1. Formation process of small-world network
is at a few steps away from any other
examinees (Miligram 1967, Watts 1999).
Then, a new examinee comes in the
small-world network. Examinee No.11
can have relation with only two people
from the 10 people. If the examinee chose
3 or 9, No.11 can gain an advantage over
another. No.11 is at only two steps away
from any other examinee except for No.5
(Figure 2).
Figure 2. Advantage position in a small-world
And then, the 12th, 13th and 14th
examinee chose No.9 for their advantage.
It called link that is the line which
connects the knots, and it called node that
is the knot of links in the network chart.
No.9 will have rapidly many links and it
will become a hub (or center) of the
network. The participants in the network
require the relation with No.9. Such
nature is called Scale-free in the network
theory (Barabási 2002).
After a short time, No.5 notices the
Figure 3. Collapse of clusters and limits to growth
disadvantageous relation with other
examinees. No.5 connects with No.9 who has most many links. In that time, the new
connection with No.9 aggravates relations among No.5, 8 and 10 and they lose the
reliability. In the same way, No.4 seeks the link with No.9. As the result, the new
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connection with No.9 undermines the trust in the clusters. Though there are many
links, No.9 is only a weak-tie. The social capitals are created in the cluster with the
firm linkage with the high reliability (Coleman 1988). If the collapsed clusters hinder
the function which creates the social values and No.9 also loses the attractiveness and
the growth (Figures 3).
Large problems don’t happen in the whole network, even if some clusters are
broken. It is called robustness. In the case, many clusters collapsed, the extremely
grown node lost the value. It damages the whole network. Such nature is called
vulnerability. The nature of the network can be replaced with the relationship between
big city as a hub and local region as a cluster. The social capitals are created in local
community. These are resources for creating the country values. The members of local
community can confirm the advantage of the big city with communication technology
and move to there by highly-developed traffic system. People gather at big cities, and
they grow rapidly to enormous hub by scale-free nature. Big cities as extremely
grown hubs will lose the values with collapse of local community. It overlaps on the
present condition of Japan in the limit to growth.
For all of these reasons, the first role of information system is to continue
existing clustery reliability for social capitals. The second role is to ensure
de-regionality between community and cities by the movement of the society
resources. The collapse of local community also causes the breakdown of big cites. It
is necessary that they have to control so that collapse of cluster and hub may not
happen.

3. Functions of information system cooperating with social system
In foregoing section, it shows that there are two roles of information system. One
is to keep clustery reliability, and another is to ensure de-regionality between
community and cities. This section build upon the results of sociology, it shows
specific functions of information system cooperating with social system 2).
3.1 Functions for reliability
There are various classifications in society groups, for example, communities,
associations, primary group, secondary groups, etc. This paper assumes that a cluster
is an organized group in a community. In concrete terms, organized groups are
residents' association, NPO, business organization, chamber of commerce and
industry, farmer's co-operative, social welfare council and so on. These groups have a
common motives and goals among the members. They accept division of labor and
roles and also accept norms and rules. The members have identification to the groups.
Information systems need to work with those organized groups to keep reliability.
In particular, the members of these groups need to continue their communication with
4
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information system in accordance with its rules to achieve the goal of the groups. The
function of information system is called “systemicity” in this paper. But it is very few
that the organized groups utilize the information system for their communication.
Therefore, the member must be promoted the use of information system by norms and
rules. In this paper, it is called “passive participation-ness” that the members passively
participate in the information system, when the members don’t act on their own will.
There are two functions to keep clustery reliability. The functions are systemicity
and passive participation-ness.
3.2 Functions for de-regionality
When the members of clusters ensure de-regionality, they have to notice the
existence of other clusters and hubs, and they should know those conditions by the
messages from information media. And then they can create a de-regional action
(McLuhan 1964). In the reason, the activity of clusters and hubs must be
computerized and encoded with information system by the participants of organized
groups. It is necessary to judge whether it is acceptable for the member or the group to
ensure the de-regional action. And the member needs selective environments which
can judge whether the relations with the cluster or the hub are correct or not. In this
paper, such function of information system is called “selectivity”.
Next, in order to ensure de-regionality, it is necessary to build an information
environment to make relationship with another cluster or hub without temporal or
geographical limit. When the person act on one's own will, he or she can participate in
an organized group in a real society. In this paper, such function of information
system is called “active participation-ness”.
There are two functions to ensure de-regionality. The functions are selectivity
and active participation-ness.
3.3 Functions for sustainability
In preceding section, we have explained about four functions, systemicity and
passive participation-ness for reliability, and selectivity and active participation-ness
for de-regionality. The information systems have to overcome difficulties to bring
reliability and de-regionality at the same time. This section describe about the relation
among four functions for sustainability.
The organized groups constitute closed network to external groups, because the
groups have common goals, roles, norms, rules, and identification. The circle in heavy
line shows circulation of systemicity and passive participation-ness to keep clustery
reliability. It shows that an organized group works well in a local community.
An organized group accepts division of roles in a community. Each group is
mutually dependent. The groups change their self-production goals and organize new
cluster or group for adapting to changing of the environments. Whole network consist
5
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of those groups must be characterized by openness with this point in view. It is also
necessary to prepare de-regional environment on the information system that support
ambulation of a person or a group between group and group, local community and
local community, local community and city, when the environment have changed.
Cluster
(Organized groups)

De-regionality

Small-world
(Weak-tie)

Passive
participationness

Systemicity

Small-world
(Weak-tie)

Sustainability
Active
participationness

Selectivity
Reliability

Scale-free

Note)

:Roles
:Functions
:Natures of network
:Continuity of Reliability
:Continuity of De-regionality
:Renunciation of passive participation-ness
: Realization of active participation-ness

Figure 4. Relation of 2 roles, 4 function and nature of network
The inside circle in heavy line of Figure 4 shows reliability by systemicity and
passive participation-ness, and the dots line that extended from the passive
participation-ness to selectivity shows de-regional action from reliability of the
organized group. This case means that it is a renunciation of passive participation-ness
of a person from norms or rules of an organized group.
The outside circle in thin line of Figure 4 shows de-regionality. It shows the
condition that a person needs participation in another organized group. By giving the
selectivity from an information system, a person can realize active participation-ness,
and participate in or build a relationship with another group in order to reduce
uncertainty. The broken line that extended from the active participation-ness to
systemicity shows the condition that a person have selected a reliability of an
organized group. The dots line and the broken line both show the condition that a
person acts as a weak-tie.
Systemicity and passive participation-ness keep the closed reliability and the
sustainability of a cluster. Selectivity and active participation-ness ensure
de-regionality that have the function of openness. Information systems encode the
condition of reliability and de-regionality, and the code is shared by individuals and
organized groups. In the result, it is possible that the individuals recognize a balance
of social system, collapse of clusters, extreme growth of a hub and sustainability.
6
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4. Function analysis on the report
In this section, we analyze the
contents of the regional ICT advantage
utilization model construction project
report of Bibai City, Hokkaido in 2008
in order to clarify the functional
condition of information system to
social system. This project carries out
the challenge for promoting the solution
on community problems through the
advantage utilization of ICT. MIAC
relegate
the
projects
to
local
governments based on the proposal of it.
Hokkaido Bibai City is located in
Figure 5. Bibai fan portal: PiPa
Source: http://www.pipaoi.jp/
suburban area of Sapporo and the
population is about 26,000. It shows remarkable depopulation tendency. The
information system is called “Bibai fan portal: PiPa” (Figure 5). It intends to propose
comprehensive solution for community problems in particular collapsing social
capital under the depopulation. Various organized groups in the region participate in
this information system, and it expects that city habitants participate in the system
with Selectivity and active participation-ness. The system has developed for 3 years
from 2007 until 2009.
4.1 Method of content analysis
The reports based on a regulation, 42 municipalities set it before MIAC. The
content is constituted on 5 items; outline, progress situation of the goal, problems,
prospect of the autonomous and continual management, and future development
policy. The progress situations of the goal include numerical value and measurement
of the result with the description for example the number of databases or participants.
The other all items are all described in text and image figures.
All sentences are picked out from the report. A sentence is a text line divided in
the period. For these sentences, the evaluator reads whether it includes implication of
four functions, systemicity, passive participation-ness, selectivity, and active
participation-ness (Table 1). The reading method is that 2 evaluators judge whether
each sentence implies the each function of table 1. When the function is implied, the
sentence gets 1 point. When it is not, it gets 0 point. In the case of 2 evaluations were
divided, 2 evaluators are reexamined. When the evaluation is divided even in it, it is
given as scoring 0.5 point. Tables 2 shows the cases of which the each function is
implied in the sentence of “problems” part in the report.
7
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Table 1. Functions and Implications
Functions
①Systemicity
②Passive participation-ness

Implications
The information system cooperates with activity or function of
organized groups.
The users participate in the system by the intention of others such as
norms or rules.

③Selectivity

The users can select an information service based on their own will.

④Active participation-ness

The users can participate in an organized group based on their own will.

⑤Sustainability

The users repeatedly utilize the information system.

Table 2. The implicated sentences
Functions

Implicated sentences

①
Systemicity

The sales management system not only offered secure and safe agricultural
products trusted to the consumer but also enabled the efficient installation in the
busy stage, and dissolved defective and remainder in the holiday, and avoids
installation waste by farm producers and their organization.

②
Passive
participation-ness

The agricultural producers as information distributor have the problem of aging,
therefore, they have an aversion to information systems, and cannot enter on
private IT classes, and it becomes also one of the factors that make them hesitate
to participate in the system.

③
Selectivity

Not only information is offered on the web, but also it must take measures to
increase the member and access of Pipa by the tools that have push effect.

④
Active
participation-ness

Inquiry from the incomers are correspondent by telephone and FAX at present,
but the system have to coordinate various services and information for the
incomers' requests as a concierge desk, and to fulfill the function as an one stop
consultation center for them.

⑤
Sustainability

Access number to the portal site smoothly increases, but, it also observes the
unevenness in each month.

Source: Bibai City, Hokkaido (2008) “The regional ICT advantage utilization model construction
project report”

4.2 Result of content analysis
The report of Bibai City has been consisted of 146 sentences, outline:4, progress
situation of the goal:20, problems:32, prospect of the autonomous and continual
management:21, future development policy:69. The result of reading the implicated
function for these sentences is figures 6.
The sentences of outline remain a comprehensive description. There is no
description of implicated function of the information system. The progress situation of
the goal is for 20 sentences including some sentences in the part of numerical value
goals, and is unevenly distributed on systemicity. The description on problem is all
composed of the sentences, and it is weighted in selectivity and active
participation-ness. On the prospect of the autonomous and continual management, the
description strongly inclines toward the systemicity. It can be read that the systemcity
is strongly related to the sustainability of the regional information system. On future
8
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development policy, there are many descriptions to the selectivity. It is an action
assignment to ensure de-regionality.
In the whole description, it inclines toward systemicity and selectivity. It is not
very much observed on sustainability. It shows that information systems do not work
well for sustainability of local community at the present. The systemicity may become
a necessary element, when the clustery reliability in the local community is ensured.
There are many sentences expects that people of outside regions ensure active
participation-ness with selectivity using the information system.
Prospect of the autonomous and
continual management

Outline
①Systemicity

⑤Sustainablity

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

①Systemicity
8
6

②Passive
participation-ness

⑤Sustainablity

4
2

②Passive
participation-ness

0

④Active
participation-ness

④Active
participation-ness

③Selectivity

③Selectivity

Progress situation of the goal

Future development policy

①Systemicity

①Systemicity

⑤Sustainablity

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

15
10

②Passive
participation-ness

⑤Sustainablity

④Active
participation-ness

③Selectivity

Total

①Systemicity

①Systemicity

8
6
2

②Passive
participation-ness

⑤Sustainablity

0

④Active
participation-ness

③Selectivity

Problems

4

②Passive
participation-ness

0

④Active
participation-ness

⑤Sustainablity

5

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

④Active
participation-ness

③Selectivity

②Passive
participation-ness

③Selectivity

Figure 6. Results of implicated functions

5. Conclusion
This paper set up a tentative model based on network theory and sociological
results in figure 4. The model requires that simultaneously fulfil reliability and
de-regionality for roles of information system in local community. The four functions,
systemicity, passive participation-ness, selectivity, and active participation-ness are
9
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necessary requirements. In addition, those four functions are mutually related like
figure 4 as a relational model.
At the analysis of Bibai City, it was indicated that reliability strongly related with
systemcity, and systemcitiy is related with the passive participation-ness. However, it
could not be judged whether the circulation of those functions affected to the
sustainability.
Though, the hypothesis verification only in one case was not sufficient, it is
indicating the possibility of affirming the model. After this, we will analyze the all
reports of the regional ICT advantage utilization model construction project in Japan,
and will correct the relational model from the result.

Notes
1) Figure 1 was redefine the problem of party in pp.25-27 (Japanese edition) of
Barabási(2002).
2) In this paper, social system is a system formed by interaction at least two person or two
persons acting in their roles. And system is a group of interacting, interrelated, or
interdependent elements forming a complex whole. Therefore, as observed for the analysis of
Talcott Parsons (Parsons 1951 etc.), this paper defined “function” as the requirements for
development and sustainability of the system. The sociological definition of terminology is
based on reference 9).
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Using Kaohsiung to Assess Information System of Urban Design review
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Abstract
Since 1980, Kaohsiung City Government gradually brings the urban design mechanisms into
urban planning system. In 1996 they announced urban design review areas and establish Urban
Design Committee. Kaohsiung City Government has put Urban Design Review into practice
for more than ten years. In this high-developed internet world, it is now a trend to process
government business with computers and so does Urban Design Review.
We use Object-Oriented (OO) Analysis Method. The OO modeling will be conducted in
Unified Modeling Language (UML) scheme style. Our goals in the computer-aided mechanism
of Urban Design Review include: improving the quality, minimizing the cost, and establishing
an innovative mechanism of Urban Design Review.
Kaohsiung City Government has carried out substantive review of urban design since the
establishment of the Urban Design Committee in 1996 and about 700 urban design projects
reviews have been completed.
The use of information technology and the Internet will improve the efficiency and quality of
Urban Design Review in Kaohsiung City Government business and provide references in
associated issues. Staffs of Kaohsiung City Government will save much time when reviewing
and retrieving information. In addition, they are able to provide statistical and decisive analyses
to the Third Division of Kaohsiung Urban Development Bureau by using the database. For
investors, this simplified application procedure on the internet not only saves time, human and
material resources but also reduces their risk.
Keywords: urban design、3D、Kaohsiung

1. Introduction
Since 1980, Kaohsiung City Government gradually moves the urban design mechanisms into
urban planning system. In 1996 they announced urban design review area and set up Urban
Design Commission. They also develop urban design review operating procedures and the
standards for document. Up till now, with remarkable results, but it has some institutional
problems. The problem is that it’s difficult to review according to the specification. This is not
helpful for urban design review.
The basis of information infrastructure has become one of public infrastructure, but also to
enhance the competitiveness of the city the most important part(周志龍， 2001).With the
e-Government era coming, urban design review will inevitably need to change operating
procedures to increase efficiency. In response to consideration of the reviewer's needs,
designers need to submit at least several dozen copies of the report of the A3 format. This will
not only increase the cost of designers also caused Urban Development Bureau disturbing for
the consideration of the case file management, preservation and value-added utilization.
Since 1997, the Object Management Group (OMG) through the use of UML as an expression
of object-oriented analysis and design tool, UML has become a widely used object-oriented
software process modeling language. Many complex systems simplify the problem through
*
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UML. Using UML graphics, you can easily combine with other programming languages, such
as: Java, C + + or Visual basic.
In this research, we use object-oriented analysis method to analyze urban design review
process. We also use OO concepts to deconstruct urban design review process, and develop
information technology operating procedures.
We integrate electronic documents, visual simulation, and internet into the existing urban
design review work. The designer may obtain the correct information immediately. It also
simplifies the review of operating procedures and document production process. We hope that
through standard and systematic plan could provide a better environment of urban design
review.

2. Trends and issues of urban design and urban design review
As the urban development and urban environmental landscape management of the real
problems competing with each other, while urban development should be oriented towards the
economy and the need to take into account quality of the environment. There are many urban
such as New York, San Francisco, Boston, Seattle and the Birmingham to actively promoting
the work of urban design and the establishment of urban design review committees. They
integrate different review mechanism in some specific parts, such as “land subdivision
Standards", “development permit”. Through various ways, they can manage their city more
sustainability and efficiently.
Germany and the United States have master plan and detail plan, Taiwan does too. The
United States’ detail plan contains zoning, buildings height, floor area, building types, parking
space, infrastructure, and so on. Germany’s detail plan contains "transportation, land
subdivision, open space system configuration, building types, and so on. Taiwan's detail plan
contains area, residential density, population, zoning, career and financial planning, road
system, land for public facilities and other ", etc.. For the building type, height, building control
shortage（吳文彥，2008）.
From urban development mechanism for the foreign-related research and development ,we
can find most of the city‘s urban design standard by zoning. For example, San Francisco set
strategic and outline of the requirements to become urban design framework plan. Vancouver
combines zoning and development permits into the land use control, known as the Zoning
Control and Development Act. Taipei and Hsinchu combine urban design and development
permit. Taichung is the innovative use of urban design review with the charging system a
combination of applications. They show just static land-use control standards.
Urban design should focus on the development of each city's own unique. On the one hand,
focus on the protection of existing urban character, on the other hand is to search urban
economic development and urban management point of balance. These sorts of management
tools and methods for this study, the most important fact presented are based on the spirit of
urban design review. No matter what the specifications set its ultimate goal is to consider how
to implement the development of urban design concepts and hence the current domestic and
international urban design review mechanisms are to be considered towards the further
specification through the substantive review process implemented in shaping the urban
landscape. Through collecting and presenting basic data of city to assist in the implementation
of urban design review system.
The implementation of urban design in Taiwan is over 20 years. Local governments have
accumulated considerable experience and have important reference value, but because of the
database of urban design has not yet deployed fully. It cause resources cannot be shared.
Weaknesses in local government and improve urban design review, to consider areas not
2
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clearly defined, controversial, the lack of clear funding to follow the urban design can be
considered standard procedure to consider the efficiency remain to be improved. They failed to
use digital information effectively to enhance consideration of urban design techniques. Urban
design often vary deliberations, planning design and development who do not know what
review process the lack of flexibility and lack of communication and coordination mechanisms.
The nature of urban design issues within both the public and private sectors of space, indoor
space segment should define (蘇毓德，2008).
The purpose of this study is that to import of information technology in the urban design
review. In order to achieve the concepts of urban design review, we develop urban design
review database and the suitable implementation of urban design review.

3. Unified Modeling Language
Object-Oriented Analysis and Design methods include Jacobson’s OOSE (1992), Booch
Method (1994) and Rumbaugh’s OOMT. (1990). However, these methods use symbols and
representations are not the same as if the developers use different methods among which would
be difficult to communicate. Until 1997, from Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson developed
unified modeling language (UML), through the Object Management Group (OMG) vetted and
approved only after the emergence of a standardized representation method (Rumbaugh et al.,
1999).
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a tool used for the performance of the model, a group
of semantics and syntax of the collection. Its main function is to enable developers between the
ability to visually oriented approach to graphical representation of communication. It makes
system analysis, design and implementation no gaps.
UML is not limited to only be used as a software modeling analysis, in fact, because UML
has a very expressive, it can also be used in non-software systems, such as the correspondence
system, flow analysis, health system structure and behavior analysis as well as the design of
hardware.
UML consists of the following composed of three concepts (Figure 1): view, diagram and
element.

Figure 1, The concept of composition
3.1 View
From one point of view, the single observation is unable to map out the system clearly. UML
consists of five different points of view, including the use case view, design view, process view,
implementation view and deployment view. Five point of view as follows:
1. Use case view- using use cases to express the functional requirements of software.
2. Design view- it can design out of the system functional requirements.
3. Process view- it stress performance, scalability and efficiency of system.
4.Implementation view- it emphasize the system implementation, how to separate the system
3
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components and files to be combined in various ways, and to establish a functioning integrated
system.
5. Deployment view- it emphasize the distribution of the actual system hardware.
Figure 2 is based on software-based system architecture; five points to contain the views of
each other, each are a perspective projection system organization or structure.

Figure 2, Five points of view
We can use these five points of view to view the system and through the UML to show
representation of the interaction between them clearly.
3.2 Diagram
UML define representation of diagram and describe the relationship between related things.
Including: use case diagram, sequence diagram, collaboration diagram, state diagram, activity
diagram, class diagram, object diagram, component diagram, and deployment diagram.9 kinds
of diagrams describe the relationship between objects, to facilitate the development of
object-oriented programming (Oestereich, 2002).
3.3 Element
Use the diagram to the concept. Model element contains categories, objects and other
physical elements, with the message, the link between model elements, such as logical
dependencies generalized elements. In addition, it is the same meaning in the different
diagrams.

Figure 3, UML elements

4.Research purposes
Through the above discussion and analysis of the text-line review purpose of this study are as
4
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follows.
(1) Consider the information operations of urban design review and standards for
digital
Based on existing manual work processes, the development of information technology
operating procedures, set the number of standard formats of information to enhance the urban
design review of the substantive review of effectiveness. In the future, it will be with the actual
simulation of the urban landscape of information when reviewing. To provide the reviewers
full range of information.
(2)To develop information system architecture of urban design review
Import of information technology operations. Design feasible information architecture,
including hardware architecture, software architecture, and network infrastructure, providing a
complete framework to applicants, designers, reviews and administrators.
(3)Framework for urban design review process, and build the urban design review
information platform, improve the information of urban design review
By developing information platform consideration of urban design and planning data
standards, we can share and distribute the information on the information system of urban
design review.

5. Overview -regulations of urban design review in Kaohsiung
In 1990 since the Kaohsiung City Government started the implementation of the system
metropolis city design review, and formally established in 1996 metropolis into the city design
review committee to consider and control of operations conducted in real terms. Metropolis city,
designed to push the system conduct, is intended to enhance regional control of land use is
insufficient, and the focus on systems development with a complete and unique three-body
development parameters established space. Kaohsiung City in the present conduct of the
metropolis city plans to implement the system, and different in Taipei City, according to the
present gradual regional metropolis city plans to conduct an overall review of the procedures,
the metropolis city has implemented land-use planning and zoning control volume rate control.
In view of Taipei, Kaohsiung City Government because metropolis city design review
system marked the beginning of the implementation abuse in the "Xinyi Planned Area
metropolis city design review system " real conduct, to establish the institutional side.
Therefore, in the Republic 88 years in February publicly Kaohsiung Autzuti heart into the farm
16 metropolis city planning and design conducted to win contracts. A view to this region, the
development and design as the city's Urban Design and implementation of the metropolis city
plans co-developed areas, and for the executive metropolis city design review system starting
point.
Kaohsiung City Government of design and implementation of the laws further with the
Taipei-based, like the Department attached to individual regions of the city of the statutory plan
(detail plan) instruction booklets diagram, metropolis in accordance with Article 39 of the
Urban Planning Act and the metropolis city Meter painting Kaohsiung enforcement rules
Article 32: "The government may set up Kaohsiung city design review committee to examine
and research the city metropolis city, set out plans to out the book design review are subject to
metropolis city, or by the House Notice shall be subject to City design review of the city major
public works and major construction development projects. "office management provisions.
Through a change management approach are mainly made to do more or designed metropolis
city plan (major project, detailed program) the way into the contents of the city of design
control.
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While the detailed design of the area's city of the provisions of the metropolis, which
belonged to the provisions of different forms, include the following different forms appear in
the detailed planning:
(1) Zoning points
(2) Zoning and the city of design control points
(3) Land use zoning control and the metropolis city of design control
(4) Control points of urban design
(5) Urban design specifications
(劉中昂， 2009)
Urban Development Bureau of Kaohsiung City design review process as follows:
Urban design consideration applicants should submit a complete book in accordance with the
provisions of Urban Development Department plans to apply for registration. Organizers of
First Instance, the Commission considered when it invites the applicant (or an agent) and the
design of people (in person) to attend shows. The first stage of the Director-General will review
the management of registered 20 days for self-examination. The Committee considered the
second phase is 45 days for self-management to consider the completion of registration.
Such as the base for smaller or use a simple person, consider the workflow can be simplified,
that were authorized by a visa officer will review or architect. The officer will review the
preliminary findings should be revised or the caption said irregularities were both issued by the
Board shall notify the applicant within a time limit after the caption said, mentioning the
Committee's consideration, according to the Commission handled the resolution to amend, if
considered for adoption are on the inspection plan that get made after consideration of urban
design permits .

Figure 4, Work flow chart of urban design review in Kaohsiung
From：Kaohsiung City Government
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Table 1, Document standards of urban design review in Kaohsiung
高雄市都市設計審議圖件標準（幹事會初審階段）

高雄市都市設計審議圖件標準（委員會審議階段）

階段
審
查
必
要
備
之
圖
件審
查
項
目
項目
一、 本階段都市設計審議申請計畫書應具備：審議申請 一、 申請審查圖件之查
核。
書（如附件一，並須檢附電腦磁片）、委託書（如
附件二）、建築線指示﹝定﹞書圖、地籍圖謄本、 二、 有關都市計畫及都
市設計規定之查
土地登記謄本、土地使用權同意書（公共設施用地
核。
之公有建築物除外）
、建築計畫書及圖樣。
二、 建築計畫書及圖樣應包含：
（以 A3 格式製作；總頁 三、 土地及建築物使用
計畫內容。
數以五十頁為限，並裝訂於左側）
１． 基地位置圖：以都市計畫航測地形圖標示。 四、 基地交通規劃及停
車空間設置標準。
２． 基地現況圖及附近環境特徵：現況圖，應載明
基地方向臨接道路寬度、鄰房層數、空地、現 五、 開放空間及植栽綠
化設計標準。
有巷道、設施物、植栽位置等，並配合照片（或
幻燈片、錄影帶等）清楚表達為原則。以本基 六、 建築量體、造型及
色彩計畫。
地街廓及四鄰街廓為範圍；若範圍已有獲申請
七、 建築附加物及廣告
核准者亦應表達清楚。
招牌。
３． 簡述開發內容、設計目標及構想。
４． 配置圖：表達建築物和周圍建築關係、建築物
外部空間處理以及建築物和外部空間各類出
入口、通道聯繫及其與周圍道路之動線關係。
５． 量體關係圖：以透視圖或模型表達基地建築物
與鄰近建築物量體之組合方式，主從搭配及和
諧關係。
６． 都市計畫及建築法令規範檢討：檢討說明基地
面積、建築物用途、土地使用強度、建築物高
度、裝卸及停車空間、院落深度、面積計算表
等。
７． 環境影響分析說明：以基地相鄰一個街廓及預
定建築物最大高度兩倍距離中較大者為範
圍，檢討基地開發內容對地區交通、污染、景
觀等相關環境影響。
８． 建築圖：以平面、立面圖表達建築物空間動線
之聯繫，註明空間使用內容、建築附加物、廣
告招牌、建築物外牆形式、材質、色彩方案並
表達其與周圍建築景觀之配合關係。
９． 外部空間設計圖：含外部空間配置（與道路臨
接及保持通視性）、植栽計畫、設施物設計、
地坪高程處理、舖面質地與設計等。

委

幹

階段
審
查
必
要
備
之
圖
件審
查
項
目
項目
（本階段審議申請計畫書應具備之圖件同幹事會審查 一、 土地及建築物使用
階段圖件）
與地區發展功戈比
一、 本階段都市設計審議申請計畫書應具備：審議申請
對應關係之考量。
書（如附件一，並須檢附電腦磁片）、委託書（如 二、 建築開發對交通及
附件二）、建築線指示（定）圖、地籍圖謄本、土
相關環境影響之考
地登記謄本、土地使用權同意書（公共設施用地之
量。
三、 獎勵性公共空間對
公有建築物除外）、建築計畫書及圖樣。
二、 建築計畫書及圖樣應包含：
（以 A3 格式製作；總頁
社區貢獻與社會公
數以五十頁為限，並裝訂於左側）
平性之考量。
１． 基地位置圖：以都市計畫航測地形圖標示。
２． 基地現況圖及附近環境特徵：現況圖，應載明
基地方向臨接道路寬度、鄰房層數、空地、現
有巷道、設施物、植栽位置等，並配合照片（或
幻燈片、錄影帶等）清楚表達為原則。以本基
地街廓及四鄰街廓為範圍；若範圍已有獲申請
核准者亦應表達清楚。
３． 簡述開發內容、設計目標及構想。
４． 配置圖：表達建築物和周圍建築關係、建築物
外部空間處理以及建築物和外部空間各類出
入口、通道聯繫及其與周圍道路之動線關係。
５． 量體關係圖：以透視圖或模型表達基地建築物
與鄰近建築物量體之組合方式，主從搭配及和
諧關係。
６． 都市計畫及建築法令規範檢討：檢討說明基地
面積、建築物用途、土地使用強度、建築物高
度、裝卸及停車空間、院落深度、面積計算表
等。
７． 環境影響分析說明：以基地相鄰一個街廓及預
定建築物最大高度兩倍距離中較大者為範
圍，檢討基地開發內容對地區交通、污染、景
觀等相關環境影響。
８． 建築圖：以平面、立面圖表達建築物空間動線
之聯繫，註明空間使用內容、建築附加物、廣
告招牌、建築物外牆形式、材質、色彩方案並
表達其與周圍建築景觀之配合關係。
９． 外部空間設計圖：含外部空間配置（與道路臨
接及保持通視性）、植栽計畫、設施物設計、
地坪高程處理、舖面質地與設計等。
員

事

會

會

審

初

議

審

From：Kaohsiung City Government

5. Information technology of urban design review -design and planning
This study design is to consider the processes in Kaohsiung urban design analysis to
object-oriented concept, the use of UML's approach and to develop computer-aided urban
design review standard operating procedure. And for the process analysis of users, users with
applicants, designers, officers, board members, contractors unit. Various types of users from
the point of view, to look for all kinds of users may require consideration of urban design
elements to them as the basis of the establishment of urban design review of the structure of the
database, developing Kaohsiung urban design review information platform.
The urban design review processes in information technology is divided into four major parts,
the database contains the basic build, consider the process computerization, the overall
information environment, architecture design, dimensional transport system to import, each as
described below.

Figure 4, Structure
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5.1 Build a database-based
More specific consideration of a complete urban design standards, it is necessary to consider
the implementation of urban design concepts in the physical environment, the most important
thing in the urban development process, the formation of the environmental database. Through
the basic information related to the collection and build the database can query historical data,
and in line with the current status of the information included in the consideration of cases of
the future vision, combined with past, present and future, the consideration for the application
of real surface in terms of urban design can reduce the status of development and substantive
consideration of the gap.
5.1.1 Base map data
Urban design review contains land-use control, landscape and open space, construction and
color, transportation systems and parking space, landscape Zhizai green landscaping, street
furniture, advertising, management and maintenance plans, urban planning other requirements
detailed plan issues such as integrating the existing topographic maps, cadastral maps, transport
facilities, Zhi Zai, street lamps and other information on the different business units, into the
concept of geographic information systems development, namely, the integration of map
overlaying applications funded.

Figure 6, Basic database
5.1.2 Review case data
Because in the future urban design to consider the volume of business will be more and more
business execution in the past, the cases of more data than a way to make an application filed on
paper will consider the application data together with urban design or the designer of the
applicant apply for delivery When information is by design system functionality into the
database together with upload, including consideration of cases of application data, information
on the Review Conference to consider the buildings simulation data to consider the cases of
spatial information, so as to facilitate the follow-up inquiries, statistical analysis, and various
applications.
5.1.3 Landscape model element material
To establish a complete model of the urban landscape elements, or at least the amount
required to contain the current status of construction body, Jie Kuo, roads, Zhi Zai and other
model elements, and build the collection of integrated, resulting in the amount of body building
a database containing the body of the basis of requirements attribute information, roads, Zhi Zai,
Jie Kuo and so on. The volume of construction has been completed for the body to integrate the
Kaohsiung City Government aerial topographic maps in the buildings floors of the information,
based on planar data with elevation data, the amount of build out the body of the model
structure, then the field shooting buildings facade Need information, this based on the amount
of body build a complete model of the building. The consideration of the case, because there is
no status of the buildings, so as to simulate the design of the case in the application documents
submitted by the elevation of a basis for the simulation, including the applicant must provide
for the elevation of all buildings (JPG or GIF image file), on the first floor flat configuration
diagram (JPG or GIF image file), buildings spatial location map (CAD or GIS format for image
8
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file), then the design of space systems operations, and to consider the cases of modeling file No.
The file name coding principles, production system, the amount of the consideration of cases
die.
5.2 Review of computerized processes
Kaohsiung City urban design based on consideration of workflow, set the computer-based
workflow, in which the steps to adjust focus on the consideration of cases of application data
and the application of information technology operations and consider the operation of the
network and import of digital cities in the database, the actual simulation of the consideration of
cases of landscape, as a substantive examination of the reference. And to different user's point
of view, analysis of a user's operational requirements, and hoped that through the user needs
analysis, sum up the functional design that meets your needs.
5.2.1 Urban design review process provides
For the present there must be some of the operating process changes with the adjustment,
computer-aided urban design review process as shown below.

Figure 7, the computer-based work flow
5.2.2 The user point of view
Based on user perspective, to find out the procedure for each of the users in consideration of
the various operational requirements, and not only make the computerization of the design
better, but also provides system permissions design reference.
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Figure 8, use case diagram
5.3 The overall information environment architecture design
With the advent of e-government, at present levels of government-owned information map
of the city, urban, increasingly rich business information required to integrate existing systems
to provide the service to the Kaohsiung City Government, for example contain urban planning,
information, urban design review of information , geospatial information, 3D virtual
information and so on.
From the overall planning of the network infrastructure, hardware architecture, software
architecture considerations, recommended three-tier plan, the district is divided into front of the
WEB Server, as well as the background of the AP Server and DB Server, the user terminal can
include personal computers, notebook PC, mobile devices. Front-end external services directly
from the external network to provide services, background management services are only
available within the network usage.

Figure 9, Information Environment architecture
5.4 Operation and maintenance
The basis of the database that corresponds to build the project, planning and designing the
projects of self-dimensional growth of the transport mechanism.
4.4.1 Base map data
In view of the basis of map-funded database (see Figure 6) brings together the various units
of information, all information on the board of non-unit of output (for example: photo shows
the Land Cadastre produced flat, house of information for the household unit), it is
10
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recommended based on cities and counties of the the basis of data warehousing mechanism of
updating the database maintenance.
5.4.2 Review case data
Each application will have a complete list of all cases, the directory will be application PDF
files, minutes of meetings of electronic files, the database will have to consider cases of the
application of information, conference information and so on, through the case number to
associate.
5.4.3 Landscape model element material
Each application will have a complete list of all cases (with the cases of inventory), its
directory will be the elevation profile on the first floor floor plan, location map buildings, base
location map, building materials 3D files, the database will be Record of space coordinates and
so on, through a case number and spatial location associated.
Through this type of object-oriented implementation, the system database over time and the
increase in the number of cases has been continuing to produce the amount of consideration of
cases of mold and building materials information, and import the database to ensure that the
maintainability of system information, and the information will be very tight schedule, so the
practical application of the system, when free to browse the cases of the designation of
information and visual information, not only can show the status of space, but also to compare
different time points at the same time under the urban landscape.

6. Results
We induct and build seven information subsystems, as described below.

Figure 10, Functional structure
(1) The case management system provides online registration, online pick-handle cases of
maintenance of status inquiry.
(2) The Conference Management System to provide conference information, electronic
record of the meeting, the meeting date of check maintenance.
(3) The simulation plotting system provides the Director-General to consider the complete
consideration of the views of members online, simulated 3D model of plotting to consider cases,
the information landscape.
11
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(4) urban design review of geographical information systems for general inquiries from the
public to consider the region to consider the cases of information queries, and location search
functions.
(5) Consideration of the history of the case management system provides historical case
management, query.
(6) system maintenance and management system provides access management account.
(7) online help subsystem. Web site features the instructions provided.

Figure 12 the cases of bases around
Information Search

Figure 11, Notice cases

Figure 14 to cases queries
Figure 13, Online registration

Figure 16, online fill in the deliberations

Figure 15, visual simulation of case
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7. Conclusions and discussion
Kaohsiung urban design review of the review document to consider the plan say that it has
been digitized, the succession planning need for the executive operations of the systems, future
plans may be the book toward the urban design of information technology, the Conference
considered electronic, permit the combination of documents and electronic signature, etc.
direction.
7.1 Conclusions
(1) UML technology can be used to develop urban design review of the overall information
architecture.
(2) Urban design review process of information technology to facilitate the consideration of
the flow of information.
(3) Standardization of urban design review plan that can save the time and cost of operating.
7.2 Discussion
(1) Safety Study of Authentication Mechanism Import
To integrate PKI, SSO, SSL and other operating mechanism. To implement online
registration.
(2) The integration of pre-trial and online consideration Study
In the future, the implementation of the fiber optic network operating environment as well as
video-conferencing technology is mature, can provide related mechanisms such as online video
operations, may implement online review mechanism.
(3) Digital file integration Study on the Development of electronic signature
After the implementation of the electronic signature may protect against the consideration of
the document into the electronic signature and encryption and decryption and other operating
mechanism, the development of electronic signature files.
(4) Urban Model Study of the Development of information storage platforms
The institute developed the system through a long-term operation of the sustainable
management mechanism to ensure that information on the update mechanism to maintain
smooth operation, the long-term development to create the overall model of Kaohsiung City's
urban platform for information storage.
(5) Digital Study of Urban Development
Kaohsiung City urban model for the completion of the whole information of the storage
platform is established, this urban model of information storage platform back to the urban
planning, urban renewal, urban design, architectural design, construction management,
academic research and other areas, as the related basic research after the end of information,
providing a complete and real-time information of the city, leading towards the digital city of
Kaohsiung.
Follow-up will study other domestic cities and counties of the review process, supplemented
by interviews in order to support information systems to consider the viewpoint of urban design,
inductive analysis of the domestic operations of the existing urban design to consider the status
of the problem, consider the operation of the success factors to facilitate the Urban Design
Review Mechanism The gradual improvement and propose future development direction of
thinking and strategies aimed at promoting urban design to consider the smooth functioning of
the mechanism, enhance the quality and efficiency consideration.
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International multi modal logistic network data
processing open GIS data
OSHIMA, Hideki 1
Abstract
In this paper, the method how to build international road, ship and airline logistic
network data processing open GIS datasets is discussed. To build these data, we can
use open GIS data such as ”Global Mapping", ”Digital Chart of the World Data" and
"Asian Highway Database". It became clear that these data have many problems that
need some integration: ”Global Mapping" covers only half of nations.”Digital Chart
of the World Data" covers all nations but it is made in 1992. In this data the data in
urban area is quite doubtful. "Asian Highway Database" has useful information such
as access control condition or speed limitation about highways all around Asia nations,
but they don’t provide feature data of it. To build airline network, it has more
difficulty. We must make flight route data between airports by ourselves with airline
timetables. To build container ship network, we also prepare port location data by
ourselves with map. The network must connect each other between traffic modes. We
must make links to connect road, airport and port. With these processed data, we can
search routes with minimum travel cost between each capital cities around East Asia
by ArcGIS Network analyst extension.
Keywords: logistic network, open GIS data, network analysis

1. Introduction
Today Asian international logistics network has been improved. “Open sky”
policies promote direct abroad flight between local cities. Asian highway connects
mountainous regions in border areas.
We can search routes with minimum travel cost between regions with logistic
network GIS datasets by GIS software like as ArcGIS Network analyst extension. The
former studies use international airline network1) or container ship network2). But in
Asian region, international multi modal logistic such as road – ship – road or road –
airline – railway will be more important. When we build abroad road network, we will
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face to the difficulty of data sources.
In this paper, the method how to build international road, ship and airline logistic
network data processing open GIS datasets is discussed to search routes with
minimum travel cost among international regions.

2. The necessities of open GIS datasets processing
We identify the requirements for logistic network data, and then check how far
open GIS datasets satisfy them.
2.1 The requirements for logistic network data
International multi modal logistic network data should satisfy such requirements
as follows.
a) It should have least precision and well updated.
b) It should have attribute data necessary for travel cost calculation.
c) Its file size should be smaller than the capacity of personal computer’s memory.
d) It should connect each region by road, ship or airline. Each network should be
connected.
2.2 The advantages and disadvantages of open GIS datasets
To build these data, we can use open GIS data such as "Global
Mapping3)", ”Digital Chart of the World Data4)" and "Asian Highway Database5)".
"Global Mapping" covers only half of nations. In East Asia, it has covered only
Japan and Mongolia. On the other hand, ”Digital Chart of the World Data" covers all
nations but it is made in 1992. In this data the network is digitized different way
between urban area and others. The data in urban area is quite doubtful. "Asian
Highway Database" has useful information such as access control condition or speed
limitation about highways all around Asia nations, but they don’t provide feature data
of it (Table 1).
”Digital Chart of the World Data" in urban area is quite doubtful. We compared
its railway data in Tokyo area with ”Global Mapping" (Figure 1), since road network
there is too high density to identify each road. In Figure-1, ”Digital Chart of the World
Data" has critical errors: Tokaido bullet train (Shinkansen) departs from Shinjyuku
Station instead of Tokyo Station. Yamanote loop line cannot loop. Chuo line doesn’t
reach to Tokyo central, or so. On the other hand, ”Global Mapping" is perfectly
precise.

2
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Table 1. The advantages and disadvantages of open GIS datasets
Global Mapping

Digital Chart of the Asian
World Data
Database

Highway

Cover
nations

Half of nations.
All nations.
Japan and Mongolia in
East Asia.

All Asian nations.

Year

2006

2006

Traffic
modes

Road,
Airport.

Feature
data

ESRI coverage format.

1992

Railway, Road, Railway, Tunnel, Highway
Airport.

Attribute Distance, Category
data
(Road
network)

ESRI export format Not provided.
(e00).
The data in urban area
is quite doubtful.
Distance, Category

: Digital Chart of the World Data

Distance,
Category,
access
control
condition,
speed
limitation, route name,
place names of both
ends

: Global Mapping

Figure 1 Precision comparison of open GIS railway datasets in Tokyo area

3. The methods of open GIS datasets processing
To satisfy the requirements for logistic network data, we should process open
GIS datasets with some integrations as follow.

3
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3.1 Road network datasets
As we discussed, open GIS datasets have advantages and disadvantages. We
integrate them to satisfy the requirements for logistic network data as follow.
To satisfy precision and well updated, we use ”Global Mapping" in nations it
is available such as Japan and Mongolia. In others such as Republic of Korea, China
and Taiwan, we use ”Digital Chart of the World Data" instead. We integrate them as
feature data. Road network data of ”Digital Chart of the World Data" is excluded
tunnel parts. ”Digital Chart of the World Data" has “Tunnel” data instead. Since it
include both road and railway tunnel, we should abstract road tunnel and then add it to
road network dataset.
To satisfy attribute data necessary for travel cost calculation, we integrate
attribute data of "Asian Highway Database" and feature data processed above. Since
network link of "Asian Highway Database" is longer, we merge links of feature data.
"Asian Highway Database" covers part of highway registered as Asian Highway, so
local road network of feature data is excluded. It satisfies the capacity of personal
computer’s memory at the same time.
To satisfy connection each region by road, ship or airline, we should add
other highway or road between Asian Highway and regions not served (Figure 2).
3.2 Airline and container ship network datasets
To build airline network, we must make both feature and attribute data of flight
route network between airports. We can make its feature data with coordinate data of
both end airports’ feature data. Then we integrate feature data and attribute data such
as flight time or frequency with airline timetables6) (Figure 3).
To build container ship network, we also prepare port location data by ourselves
with map. Like as airline, we can make container ship route feature data with
coordinate data of both end ports’ feature data. Then we integrate feature data and
attribute data such as ship time or frequency with container ship timetables7).
To satisfy connection each region by road, ship or airline, each network should
be connected. We must make links to connect road, airport and port (Figure 4).

4. Routes search with processed data
With these processed multi modal network data, we can search multi modal
routes such as road – airline – road with minimum travel cost between each capital
city around East Asia by ArcGIS Network analyst extension (Figure 5, 6).
Converting travel time to travel cost and adding travel fare to it, we can calculate
total travel cost (Figure 7).
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Road
Ship

Figure 2 Road and ship network data
around Asia

Figure 3 Airline network data
in East Asia
Capital
city

Nearest intersection to Airport

Road
Link to connect

Airport
Airport
Airline

Figure 5 A sample of route with road
and airline

Figure 4 Links to connect road
and airport

Figure 7 The distribution of travel
cost from Tokyo

Figure 6 A sample of route search
result with road and airline
5
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5.Conclusions
In this paper, the method how to build international road, ship and airline logistic
network data processing open GIS datasets is discussed to search routes with
minimum travel cost among international regions.
Integrating open GIS datasets such as ”Global Mapping", ”Digital Chart of the
World Data" and "Asian Highway Database" and timetables, we can build multi
modal network data enable to search routes.
For further consideration, using this dataset we will build models illustrating
relationships between travel cost and economic influence among regions.
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Abstract
Cellular Automata (CA) has been one of the most widely used spatial explicit
models to simulate land use change in the past decade. However, most of the CA
models consider their driving factors of land-use change as spatially homogeneous and
thus neglect the influence of local characteristics on factors. In order to solve this
problem, this paper applies spatial regression to construct the function of driving factors
to land use change and compares its results with OLS model. The LISA analysis
showed there was significant spatial autocorrelation (p<0.05) in residuals of OLS model,
while the spatial autocorrelation in residuals had significantly reduced through applying
the spatial lag model. Based on the coefficients of each land use driving factor in both
models, weights of factors were determined and then the transition potential maps were
produced by GIS overlay. Cramer’s V indicators showed that transition potential map
which was created based on spatial lag model had better explanatory power. Finally,
both maps were implemented into CA simulations. The validation of each process
showed the CA simulation based on spatial regression model was more accurate. It is
concluded that the incorporation of spatial lag model into the CA simulation improved
the land-use model and could be further applied in related studies.
Keywords: Land use simulation, Spatial lag, Cellular automata, Tainan City,
Taiwan
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1. Introduction
Spatial modeling has been progressing over the past two decades due to the
increasing ability of computers (Dietzel and Clarke, 2005). There has been tremendous
progress in the development of spatial model since cellular automata (CA) model
started to be widely applied (Hea et al., 2008). There are several kinds of possibility
function used in CA models in order to determine the transition probability of land use,
and among them the Markov chain method is considered as one of the effective ways to
deal with the transition of each kind of land use by transition probability matrix. The
assumption underneath the Markov chain is that the future transition possibility of land
uses is based on the transition of the past two periods. Meanwhile, there have been
many studies which proved the ability of applying Markov chain in CA models (Li and
Reynolds, 1997; Silverton et al., 1992; Kamusoko et al., 2009).
In applications of Markov-chain based CA model, factors of driving forces have to
be defined as reference for future development potentials. Related studies in the past
generally used the OLS (ordinary least square) regression models to infer the possible
coefficients of each driving factor associated with the changes of land uses and thus
using them as the reference of weights in MCE process to create transition potential
maps. However, the driving factors may have spatial relations of themselves which
would result in spatial dependency in residuals and cause relatively higher standard
deviations of estimations that lower that effectiveness of models. Therefore, spatial
regression would be appropriate alternative to solve this problem, which explains the
spatial dependency by adding extra spatial terms into the model (Anselin, 1988). Chang
et al.(2008) applied GWR (geographically weighted regression) model to modify OLS
model which had spatial dependency in residuals for flood-damage function in Taiwan
and the results showed that the modified OLS model had better explanatory power.
Therefore, this paper tries to improve the accuracy of CA model by spatial
autocorrelation analysis and spatial regression and comparing the explanatory power of
development potential maps based on OLS and spatial regression model. Finally, the
validation of results of two CA simulations will be conducted to see how exactly the
model would be improved by incorporating the spatial regression.

2. Methodology
The structure of this paper is shown in figure 1 and can be separated into five parts
including the selection of driving factors, the OLS model, test of spatial autocorrelation
of residuals in OLS model, the application of spatial regression model, and the
Markov-chain based CA simulation. We will discuss each of them in detail in the
following sections.
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Figure 1. Flow chart
2.1 Driving factors of Settlement development
Researches using cellular automata models often define the appropriate locations
of new cells according to factors of development potentials and constraints. For
example, the widely applied SLEUTH CA model using slope, road accessibility,
hillshade etc. to calculate the developing potentials of urban cells (Dietzel and Clarke,
2005). DUEM CA model, which was developed by Xie and Batty (2005), considers the
distance to roads, the intensity of each land-use in neighborhood as factors when
simulating future land-use. Besides, Hea et al. (2009) incorporated system dynamics
model into CA model to simulate the urban growth in Shanghai, the factors in the
research included distance to current land-use cells, distance to roads, slope, and
elevation. In addition to physical factors, they also included the socioeconomic factors
such as population density, GDP etc. This paper finally decided to use distance to roads,
distance to schools, distance to existing settlement, and population density as factors
according to both previous studies and the current conditions of our study area.
2.2 OLS regression model
The original format of OLS regression model can be described as Eq. (1):
y = βa + βbxij + ε
y: the number of cell which turned out to be a cell of settlement in village i.
xij: the average of potential score of driving factor j in village i.
3
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Amount of land-use change from 1995 to 2007 is first analyzed using GIS software,
and meanwhile the driving factors are derived from distance analysis and J-shaped
fuzzy function. After managing all the factors, the OLS model is used to build up the
function of driving factors to area of land use change in Geoda software. Minimum
spatial unit of the regression is determined as village because of both data accessibility
and software limitation.
2.3 Test of spatial autocorrelation in residuals
Test of spatial autocorrelation in residuals is conducted through LISA (Local
indicators of spatial autocorrelation) (Anselin, 1995) in Geoda software. Both mapping
and statistic test will be conducted to examine the spatial dependency. If the spatial
autocorrelation in residuals is observed to be statistically significant, then the spatial
regression model should be applied to explain the extra spatial terms existing in
residuals of OLS model.
2.4 Spatial regression model
As explained by Zhou (2008), spatial lag regression model includes a lagged
response to the amount of, and has been designated as Eq. (2), where y is the n x 1
vector of response variables, ρ is the spatial lag autoregressive coefficient, x is an n x k
matrix of explanatory variables, β is a k x 1 vector of estimated parameters, and ξ is an n
x 1 vector of independent and identically distributed error term.
y= βa + βbxij + ρWy +ε, with ε= λWε + ξ
(2)
Spatial lag model will be used to construct function of driving factors to area of
land-use change also in Geoda software. In this model, four kinds of driving factors are
considered as independent variable (xj) while the amount of change is dependent
variable (y). The Euclidian distance-weighted method was used to conduct the
weighting matrix (W) because the shapes of village unit were uneven.
2.5 Markov-cellular automata model
The most basic cellular automata model consists of four elements namely space,
discrete state of the cells, relations between the nearing cells and transition rules (White
and Engelen, 1997, 2000; Barredo et al., 2003). Such a model using discrete cells and
state represents different types of land use, and urban development is the overall pattern
of the aggregated change in the state of each cell. The transition rules are determined by
considering neighboring cells (Batty et al., 1999).
The land-use demand are calculated by Markov chain method which compares
land use change from periods of before and present (Muller and Middleton, 1994).
Transition matrix which is determined by Markov chain mathematical process (Forman
and Godron, 1986) is used to represent the transformation of each kind of land uses at
different periods of the study area. Huang et al. (1999) stated the function as Eq. (3).
4
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(3)
Ppq: transition matrix
LUpq: the transition probability from previous land use p to land use q in next period
Idrisi software is used to build up the model which combines the CA spatial filter
and results from Markov chain, along with the transition potential maps to simulate the
future land use pattern.
2.6 Data collection and Study area
The study area of this paper is Tainan city which is located in southern part of
Taiwan. Land use data of 1995 and 2007 used in this paper is derived from Land Use
Investigation in Taiwan by National Land Surveying and Mapping Center, M.O.I. The
GIS road map of Tainan city in 2007 was produced by the Institute of Transportation by
the Ministry of Transportation. By the end of 2008 there were about 768,000 in
population, with an average 4375 people per square kilometer. Based on land use survey
data, the residential and commercial use were classified as settlement, while the rest
were non-settlement. From 1995 to 2007, settlement area had increased by 9 square
kilometers, which means an increase of about 5% (table 1). Spatial distribution of
settlement in each year can be found in figure 2.
Table 1. Area of settlement and non-settlement of Tainan city in 1995 and 2007
Year

Non-settlement (km2)

Settlement (km2)

Settlement ratio (%)

1995

166.7638

16.4533

8.98%

2007

157.8862

25.3309

13.83%

Figure 2. Settlement distributions of Tainan city in 1995 and 2007
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3. Results
3.1 OLS model
The four driving factors which used village as least spatial units were independent
variables in OLS model, while the dependent variable was the amount of change in
village units. R-square for the whole Model was 0.1186, while the F test reached a
significant level (0.01). From the results of LISA analysis of residuals shown in figure
3, we can see that there are many villages reached significant level of spatial
autocorrelation in residuals (p<0.05) and showing several significant hot spots and
cold spots (High-High and Low-Low). From the above analysis we can infer that
spatial variable should be included into the model.

Figure 3. LISA analysis of residuals in OLS model
3.2 Spatial lag model
Through the spatial lag model modification, the overall R-square slightly increased
(0.1195), indicating that the inclusion of spatial variables did improve the interpretation
of some model results. In addition, the LISA analysis of the spatial lag model residuals
showed that the spatial dependency of residuals do have reduced significantly (Figure
4).

Figure 4. LISA analysis of residuals in spatial lag model
3.4 Development potential maps of Tainan city
Based on the regression coefficients of OLS and spatial lag models, weights of
factors was determined as table 2 and then the development potential maps (figure 5)
6
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were produced according to the weights of factors which is calculated in table 2.
Cramer's V indicator was used to explore its association with the settlement change as
shown in table 3. The correlation with the settlement increased by about 0.0323,
indicating the use of spatial lag regression method did improve the explanatory power
of the driving factors.
Table 2. Regression coefficients of OLS and spatial lag models
Spatial lag

OLS
Factor

Regression
coefficients

Weights of
Factors

Regression
coefficients

Weights of
Factors

School
Population
Roads
Settlement
Sum

11.032
37.577
19.497
120.385
188.491

0.059
0.199
0.103
0.638
1.000

8.193
42.314
34.312
145.312
230.131

0.036
0.184
0.149
0.631
1.000

Table 3. Cramer's V correlation between potential maps and land-use change
Category

Overall V
Settlement
Others

Spatial lag

OLS

Cramer’s V

P Value

Cramer’s V

P Value

0.0477

0.0000

0.0504

0.0000

0.5288

0.0000

0.5611

0.0000

0.5288

0.0000

0.5611

0.0000

Figure 5. Comparison of development potential of settlement
3.5 Cellular automata model
CA simulations from 1995 to 2007 based on both potential maps were carried out
and the results are shown in figure 6. In order to know the difference between the two
kinds of methods, Kappa statistics for validation was conducted to test the similarities
between the simulated and actual land use. As shown in table 4, the accuracy of CA
simulation based on spatial lag model was better than OLS-based (94.49% and 93.88%)
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and all of the Kappa indexes were higher in spatial lag based CA which meant that it
had superior ability to simulate future urban pattern.

Figure 6. Actual and simulated land use in Tainan, 2007
Table 3. Kappa statistics for similarity
Category

OLS-based CA

Spatial lag based CA

Accuracy
K-standard
K-no
K-location

93.88%

94.49%

0.8896

0.9006

0.9082

0.9174

0.9048

0.9160

4. Conclusions
Models of land use simulation have been widely applied over the last decade, and
CA-based model, which has been proven to be one of the most powerful ways for urban
modeling, has its ability to capture the complicated dynamics in urban development.
However, there are also limits which have constrained the development of CA model,
and the important one of them lies in the spatial dependency occurring in driving factors
of land-use change.
In order to solve this problem, this paper tried to incorporate spatial regression into
CA simulation model in order to achieve better results of land use simulation for the
future. First, the OLS model was applied to model the function of driving factors to
amount of land-use change and it resulted in significant spatial autocorrelations in
residuals (p<0.05). Through the spatial regression modeling, the R-square had lightly
improved from 0.1186 to 0.1195 and there had been greatly decreases of spatial
dependency in residuals which matched our assumption. Cramer’s V analysis was then
conducted to examine the degree of improvement of potential maps based on spatial
regression. The results showed that the potential map created based on coefficients of
spatial regression model did have stronger relationship with amount of land-use change.
Finally, CA simulations from 1995 to 2007 based on both potential maps were carried
out and the validation of them showed the CA simulation based on spatial regression
model was more accurate. It is concluded that the incorporation of spatial lag model into
8
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the CA simulation improved the land-use model and could be further applied in related
studies.
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Integrated Approach to the Energy Efficient City
- Focused on Effects of Energy Saving Techniques
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Abstract
Nowadays, the era of energy crisis, the sustainability is a leading global issue.
Under this background, various studies have been conducted to reduce energy
consumption in city where more than 50% of the world population live and most
of the energy is consumed. The purpose of this study is to calculate a combined
effect of the energy saving techniques which are the results of previous studies.
After separating them into 'architecture-related techniques' and 'urban design
techniques', the effects of each one were estimated. As a result, approximately
60% of the energy consumed in cities can be reduced by applying techniques.
Because payback period of architecture-related techniques is 21.6 years, it can be
thought that the additional cost to apply them is too high. On the other hand, if
the urban design techniques are considered since design process of a city, little
additional cost is required to apply them. Therefore it is necessary to consider the
importance of optimized urban structure besides energy efficient building, in
planning energy efficient city.
Keywords: Energy efficient city, Energy saving technique, Comprehensive effect

1. Introduction
Nowadays global energy crisis caused by depletion of oil is global issue. More than
50% of the world population live in cities, and most of the energy is consumed in
cities. Accordingly, it is necessary to research about urban design and building
techniques to minimize the consumption of limited energy resources and to maximize
the use of renewable energy. In other words, the optimized urban structure and the
integrated system should be developed to reduce amount of resource consumption and
greenhouse gas emission in cities. Under this background, energy efficient cities are
being created in the West, and many countries are benchmarking them.
In this context, various studies have been conducted, for example, the topic on
1
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relationship between urban structure and transportation energy consumption. Then it
is necessary to estimate overall results calculated by combining the effects that is
obtained from previous studies. The purpose of this study is to analyze comprehensive
effect of saving energy consumption, in the situation of making a new town. Through
this process, it is possible to estimate an amount of energy consumed in the city in
which the energy saving techniques are applied. Furthermore the validity analysis of
those techniques is performed briefly in this study.

2. Methods
In the city where human life is caused by the overall purpose, enormous energy is
consumed. Thus the energy consumed in the city is not easy to monitor as a whole.
Furthermore the energy consumption statistics measured by urban unit do not exist.
For this reason, it is difficult to determine the city's energy consumption, the more
difficult to identify savings.
However without the energy consumption statistics measured by urban unit, it can
be estimated by using other data. At the report of 'Energy consumption survey' in
Korea, energy consumption categorized as household, transportation, commercial,
public and industry sector is described in detail. By using this data, the amount of
energy consumed in the city can be estimated.
In this study, the hypothetical situation of creating new town is set up to analyze
how much energy can be saved in the energy efficient city, compared with
conventional city. Two types of new town construction; existing new town and the
energy efficient new town; are assumed, and each case's energy consumption was
estimated by using report of 'Energy consumption survey'. In this process energy
consumption in the industry sector is excluded, because that is associated with
economic activities. In addition, in the transportation sector, part of water, air, railway,
cargo transportation are excluded too.
Energy-saving techniques are divided into two types; architecture-related one and
urban design technique for comparison of effect from each type.
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Figure 1. Two types of energy saving techniques
Cases of building certificated GBCC 3, CASBEE 4, LEED 5 were investigated for
finding architecture-related techniques. Energy-saving techniques are arranged, by
examining the cases of building which received the best rating in each certification.
All of them which are classified into heating, hot water, cooling, cooking, facilities,
lighting were investigated effect of saving.
In the urban design techniques, 'Transit Oriented Development'(TOD) and compact
city are the most representative. However, because Asian mega-cities have already
been high-density area, techniques related compact city are excluded. Effect of TOD
was estimated by literature review and case study.
In order to determine the actual conditions of transportation in existing new town,
'Household travel survey' data was used. After that, by using table.1, the amount of
energy used in transport was calculated. Finally, reduction of energy consumption due
to changes of self-containedness and modal split was estimated.
Table 1. Energy consumption value of means of transportation
Energy consumption value

Unit

Private Car

Bus

Subway

kcal/person-km

532.1

209.3

33.8

3. Technique Research
3.1 Architecture-related Techniques
Survey was conducted a total of 20 cases. Techniques used repeatedly are assumed
to be representative. Overviews and effects of them are in the table.2 below.
Table 2. Energy saving effects of architecture-related techniques
Types

Heating and
cooling
/ hot water

3
4
5

Insulation material

Energy saving effects
◦ Low-e glass: 32% compared with single
layer glass, 6% compared with double layer
glass
◦ Airflow window system: 9.5% of heating
energy in daytime
◦ Double Facade System: 31~39% cooling
load
◦ External Insulation System: 37.4%
◦ Neopor: 20% compared with EPS

Green Building Certification Criteria (Korea)
Comprehensive Assessment System for Building Environment Efficiency (Japan)
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (USA)

3
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Equipment

◦ Heat-pump boiler: 35~50% compared with
normal boiler
◦ Free-cooling mode system: 23~29%
◦ Radiant heating and cooling system: 11~14%

Structure

◦ Passive house system: 90% of heating
energy, 50% of cooling energy
◦ Green Roof: 16.6%

Daylighting

◦ Blindday lighting system: maximum 67.4%
◦ Sun pipe system, monovent system, solar
tube system, Optical fiber system, Movable
Prism

Lighting
High efficiency
lighting

◦ LED: 90% of electronic energy

The cost spent on applying techniques was calculated by using information of the
actual construction cost estimate of Construction Corporation. The result shows that
in order to apply the architecture-related techniques, except renewable energy system,
additional cost of approximately 7.6% is required. The cost of photovoltaic system,
which is fundamental technique of renewable energy, is in the table.3 below.
Table 3. Cost of PV system
Installaion cost

Generation cost

$6 / W

$0.25~0.5 / kWh

If individual takes advantage of government subsidies for photovoltaic system,
individual can generate profits privately. However because of the relative high cost of
photovoltaic system, the social cost is too high yet. Cost decline due to technological
advances is required to have validity.
3.2 Urban Design Techniques
It is very difficult to figure out how much energy can be saved by applying urban
design techniques like TOD, mixed-use because city is a complex system. Hence the
effects of urban design techniques were estimated by literature review and case study.
Table 4. Effects of urban design techniques
Previous studies / Real cases

Effects

Hwang, Kee Yeon (2005)

◦ More than 8% of total travel time is decreased, due
to increasing of CBD density
4
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Hwang, Kee Yeon (2008)

◦ 4.48% of travel time of private car is decreased,
due to high density development with regulation on
parking supply

Cevero (2004)

◦ 7.2% of public transportation use is increased, due
to increasing residential density in CBD

Curitiba

◦ 75% of commuters use bus
◦ 28% of bus users were private car users before
applying TOD

Portland

◦ Downtown employments are increased
applying TOD

by

The important feature of urban design technique is that, if it is considered since
design process of city, an additional cost is not required. Therefore when the new
town is designed, urban design techniques should be considered.

4. Results
4.1 Scenario for New Town
For a clear comparison, I assumed the situation of new town construction.
Population of new town is 250,000. One type of new town was planned to be similar
with existing new town like Bundang 6, and another was planned to be sustainable city,
by using the standards for planning sustainable new town. The latter case was named
'green new town' for convenience.
Table 5. Assumption of new towns
Existing new town

Green new town

Population

250,000

250,000

Population density

200 people / ha

150 people / ha

32.4 : 8.3 : 59.3

35.0 : 7.0 : 58.0

3.7 : 4.0 : 24.7

7.0 : 3.5 : 24.6

6,920 : 13,765 : 85,001

13,725 : 5,490 : 86,470

5,700,000 m2

6,333,333 m2

Land use
(Residential : Commercial : Public)

Residential Area
(Detached : Row : Apartment)

The number of household
(Detached : Row : Apartment)

Total floor area of
commercial and business

6

A typical new town of Korea
5
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Population density of green new town is lower than the existing new town. At green
new town, for strengthening self-containedness, functions of self-sufficiency
containing commerce, education, business are increased. It was considered to be
compact development in CBD by emphasizing the central business function
particularly. Following table shows energy consumption of each new town not being
applied the energy-saving techniques.
Table 6. Assumption of energy consumption (unit: TOE)
Existing new town

Green new town

Detached house

7,616

15,107

Row house

16,910

6,744

Apartment

109,653

111,549

Commercial & Business

178,700

207,190

Public

31,884

48,533

Total

344,763

389,123

Transportation sector

280,793

316,923

Total

625,556

706,046

Building
sector

Before applying energy-saving techniques, more energy is consumed in green new
town comparing with existing new town. It is because of enhancement of
self-sufficiency, especially the commercial function. In transportation sector, the same
traffic characteristics which is Bundang's one, were applied to each new town, and
following table shows those characteristics.
Table 7. Traffic characteristics of Bundang (unit: %, km)
Walk/Bike

Private car

Bus

Subway

Others

Purpose

Sum
of

Rate

Dist.

Rate

Dist.

Rate

Dist.

Rate

Dist.

Rate

Dist.

rate

To

Inner

3.3

1.0

5.5

2.4

1.8

2.7

0.6

4.0

0.01

2.9

11.3

work

Outer

0.1

8.3

19.2

17.6

6.5

17.9

4.0

16.9

0.03

14.8

30.1

To

Inner

27.6

0.8

3.5

1.9

5.3

2.1

0.3

3.9

0.01

3.2

36.7

school

Outer

0.01

6.4

0.9

17.5

3.4

22.8

1.8

19.0

0.01

8.2

6.1

Inner

0.2

0.7

0.4

2.7

0.2

2.4

0.01

2.6

0.01

3.2

0.8

Outer

0.0

-

0.8

17.0

0.3

22.3

0.1

22.4

0.01

18.7

1.3

Inner

3.3

1.1

3.8

2.1

1.5

1.9

0.6

4.5

0.02

2.5

9.4

Outer

0.01

5.9

2.0

17.6

1.3

16.5

1.0

17.7

0.01

6.1

4.4

Business

Shopping
Sum

34.5

36.1

20.2

6
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Table 8. Energy consumption in transportation sector (unit: TOE, %)
By purpose

By means of transportation

Purpose

Consumption (rate)

Means

Consumption (rate)

To work

239,085 (75.4)

Private car

254,029 (80.2)

To school

34,691 (10.9)

Bus

55,369 (17.5)

Business

10,818 (3.4)

Subway

4,754 (1.5)

Shopping

32,329 (10.2)

Others

2,771 (0.9)

Sum

316,923 (100.0)

Sum

316,923 (100.0)

In Bundang, the proportion of commuting and going to school travel is 84%, and
modal split of public transportation is 29%. It should be noted that the destination of
travels. 42% of the total travels are for outside of city. Especially 73% of the
commuting travels are for outside of Bundang, and 64% of that travels use a personal
vehicle. It is double of the private car modal split in the whole city travels.
According to table.8, commuting travel and personal vehicle travel takes high
proportion of energy consumption. It is because of longer commuting distance of
inter-city commuters and of high probability of choice of personal vehicle.
4.2 Result of Architecture-related Techniques
Energy saving effect of architecture-related techniques is shown in table.9. In the
simulation process, overlap between the techniques was excluded. In other words,
after applying energy load reduction techniques, energy efficiency techniques were
applied, and finally the effect of renewable energy was applied. It was assumed that
the photovoltaic modules were installed on the half of the roof in the city.
Table 9. Energy saving effect due to architecture-related techniques
Before PV installation

After PV installation

Detached house

67.6% decrease

100.0% decrease

Row house

30.1% decrease

98.1% decrease

Apartment

30.1% decrease

56.4% decrease

Commercial & Business

33.8% decrease

42.1% decrease

Public

39.8% decrease

78.0% decrease

Total

34.7% decrease

54.9% decrease

4.3 Result of Urban Design Techniques
Urban design techniques affect both energy consumption of building and that of
transportation sector. Energy saving effect in building sector is in the following table.

7
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Table 10. Energy saving effect due to urban design techniques in buildings
Detached house

7.6% decrease

Row house

7.6% decrease

Apartment

21.1% decrease

Commercial & Business

11.3% decrease

Public

5.6% decrease

Total

10.9% decrease

It is necessary to consider how much energy consumption may be lowered by
applying urban design techniques like TOD. However because of difficulty of
estimating effect caused by TOD, I assumed the self-containedness of new town and
public transport split, based on research result of chapter 3.2.
Table 11. Assumption of self-containedness

To work
Shopping

Present

Assumption

Inner

27%

80%

Outer

73%

20%

Inner

68%

80%

Outer

32%

20%

Table 12. Assumption of change of modal split

To work
To school
Business
Shopping

Modal change rate from car users

Decreased rate
of private car

Walk/Bike

Bus

Subway

Inner

50%

30%

70%

-

Outer

30%

-

30%

70%

Inner

20%

70%

30%

-

Outer

10%

-

50%

50%

Inner

50%

30%

70%

-

Outer

30%

-

30%

70%

Inner

30%

70%

30%

-

Outer

10%

-

50%

50%

If condition of transportation is changed like this, transportation energy
consumption is significantly declined, due to reduction of average commuting
distance and increase of public transportation use. Table.13 shows change of modal
split and table.14 shows the effect of saving energy in transportation sector.
Table 13. Change of modal split
8
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Before TOD

After TOD

Walk / Bicycle

34.5%

45.4%

Private car

36.1%

20.4%

Public transportation

28.5%

33.3%

Table 14. Change of transportation energy consumption (unit: TOE)
Before TOD

After TOD

Amount of saving

Reduction rate

316,923

130,958

185,965

58.7%

According to this result, 1% increase of self-containedness is equivalent to 0.9%
reduction of transportation energy, and 1% decrease of private car modal split is
equivalent to 1.7% reduction of transportation energy.
4.4 Comprehensive Results and Cost-effectiveness Analysis
The comprehensive result is as follow. It is possible to make a new town of which
population was assumed 250,000, be reduced 56% of energy consumption by
applying the energy saving techniques. Net-effect of those techniques, excluded the
effect caused by change of land use, is 61% reduction of energy consumption in the
city.
Table 15. Energy consumption in scenarios (unit: TOE)
Sector

Existing new
town

Green new town before
applying techniques

Green new town after
applying techniques

Building

344,763

389,123

144,768

Transportation

280,793

316,923

130,958

Sum

625,556

706,046

275,726

Table 16. Net-effect of energy efficient city (unit: TOE, %)
From existing to green
before applying techniques

From green before to green
after applying techniques

Amount of
saving

Reduction
rate

Amount of
saving

Reduction
rate

Building

199,994

58.0

244,355

62.8

Transportation

149,835

53.4

185,965

58.7

Total

349,830

55.9

430,320

60.9

Sector

It is possible to save 49% of energy consumed in buildings (30% of total
consumption), that is 213,673 TOE by applying architecture-related techniques. That
9
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amount is equivalent to 1,566,222 barrels of crude oil, and if the price of crude oil per
barrel is assumed $100, it is possible to save $156,622,249 per year. However,
because it needs $3,383,345,937 of additional expenses for applying techniques, a
payback period is 21.6 years.
It is possible to save 11% of energy consumed in buildings, that is 42,275 TOE, and
58% of transportation energy, that is 185,965 TOE. The sum of those is 32% of total
consumption, and equivalent to $167,299,920 saving per year. Moreover, if urban
design techniques like TOD are applied to design a new town from the planning stage,
it needs a little or no additional cost.

5. Conclusions
This study can be summarized as follows. To find out the effect of energy efficient
city, energy saving techniques were chosen from result of case study. And research
about those techniques was done to determine the effect of each technique. Finally
simulation was performed using that information, and the result is that about 60% of
energy consumed in city can be saved by applying techniques.
In addition, it was thought about validity by comparing effect from that result and
an additional cost to apply techniques. According to analysis, to apply
architecture-related techniques requires a 21.6 years payback period. If the
government subsidies are included in calculation, the validity can be better. However
the government subsidies were excluded in calculation process, because in the end it
is paid by society. If it is considered cost reduction by technology advance, at least the
additional cost to apply techniques is too high at present.
On the other hand, in the case of urban design techniques, good validity is expected.
Applying urban design techniques like improving self-containedness and TOD are not
required an additional cost, if it is considered since design process of city.
In fact it is important to consider both architecture-related and urban design
techniques to make energy efficient city. Nevertheless the trend of these days seems to
focus on the building sector. However like the above result, no matter how energy
efficient buildings are constructed, the energy saving effect is not big without support
of energy efficient urban structure. It is necessary to think about the importance of
urban structure in making energy efficient city.
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Abstract
The management of urban growth has been a worldwide issue as urban sprawl
becomes evident in most of the major cities of the world in recent years. Among the
tools of curbing urban sprawl and managing urban growth, urban growth boundaries
(UGBs) are the most famous and have been widely adopted in many countries. This
paper compares the time- and event-driven systems of the inventory control problem.
The former in the framework is considered as making single, independent decisions in
time, whereas the latter as making multiple, linked decisions in time. Our numerical
example shows that the event-driven system is more effective than the time-driven
system in that the former incurs less total cost than the former in the UGBs context.
The implication is that making multiple, linked decisions, would yield more benefits,
such as lowering the total cost, to planners than making these decisions independently.
Keywords: plans, inventory control, urban growth boundaries

1. Introduction
Among different approaches to managing urban growth, urban containment
policy, widely adopted in the United States, has been extensively introduced to many
countries (Bengston & Youn, 2006; Couch & Karecha, 2006; Millward, 2006). Urban
containment policies basically have three major forms: UGBs (Urban Growth
Boundaries), USBs (Urban Service Boundaries), and greenbelts (Pendall, Martin, &
Fulton, 2002). Urban development is steered to area inside the boundaries and
discouraged from taking place outside them (Nelson & Dawkins, 2004). All these
forms aim at promoting compact and contiguous development patterns that can be
efficiently served by public services, and preserving open space, agricultural land, and
environmentally sensitive areas that are not currently suitable for urban development
(Nelson & Duncan, 1995).
UGB is probably the best known of the three types of urban containment
boundaries. The most controversial issues related to UGBs remain as: (1) how much
1
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land should be contained within the UGB? (2) should the UGB include a market
factor? (3) how often should the UGB expand? Knaap and Hopkins (2001) noted
that these questions can be better understand in an inventory framework. Following
Knaap and Hopkins’ research in 2001, this paper compares the time- and event-driven
systems of the inventory control problem in the UGB expansions. The former in the
framework is considered as making single, independent decisions in time, whereas the
latter as making multiple, linked decisions in time.

2. The Inventory Approach to UGBs
In arguing for the event-driven approach to UGBs in contrast to the time-driven
approach, Knaap and Hopkins (2001) consider expansions of UGBs as equivalent to
an inventory control problem. In the time-driven approach, UGBs are usually
adjusted and expanded at five-year intervals to supply sufficient land for consumption
in a 20-year planning horizon, regardless of the growth rates of land for urban use.
On the other hand, in the event-driven approach, the UGBs are expanded once the
remaining stock of developable acres reaches a minimum threshold caused by land
consumption to prevent the land market from price inflation and other negative effects
on urban development, such as overbuilding and congestion. Time-driven systems
are commonly practiced by local governments because they are, on the one hand,
easier to implement with less administrative cost, but they are, on the other hand, also
susceptive of land price inflation due to monopoly pricing (Knaap and Hopkins, 2001).
The event-driven systems are more flexible, on the one hand, in determining when to
expand the UGBs to avoid the stock of developable acres drop below a predetermined
level, but they tend to be more costly because frequent monitoring is needed. With
careful devices, such as lead-time inventory, safety-stock inventory, and market-factor
inventory, Knaap and Hopkins (2001) formulate and argue for the inventory approach
to UGBs of event-systems as superior to that of time-systems as commonly practiced.
The interested reader is encouraged to refer to their arguments there. In the present
paper, we demonstrate that the inventory approach to UGBs of time- and event-driven
systems can be reformulated as two decision networks: independent and linked
respectively, and show through a numerical example, the inventory approach to UGBs
based on event-driven systems is more effective than that on time-driven systems.
Drawing on Knaap and Hopkins’s (2001) example, let t0, t1, t2, t3, and t4 denote
2005, 2010, 2015, 2020, and 2025 respectively when UGB expansions are made in the
time-driven system. Assume that the growth rates of urban development in five-year
intervals are 2,500, 1,500, 2,000, 1,700, and 2,000 acres per year, and denoted as r0, r1,
r2, r3, and r4 for the intervals from t0 to t1, t1 to t2, t2 to t3, t3 to t4, and t4 to t5
respectively. In order to compare the effectiveness of time- and event-driven
2
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systems, we focus here on the change in the stock of developable acres for the first 20
years, that is from 2005 to 2025. Effectiveness is determined by three factors:
holding cost, order cost, and deficiency cost. Holding cost is incurred by keeping the
stock of the total developable acres from being developed. For simplicity, it
assumed to be one dollar per acre and increases with the size of developable acres.
Order cost is incurred by the UGB expansion decision when necessary. It is assumed
to be one dollar per acre, setting aside the factor of economy of scale. Reduction of
UGBs is further assumed to yield revenues at one dollar per acre. Deficiency cost
occurs whenever the stock of developable acres is less than the predetermined
threshold level and is assumed to be $10 per acre because of the risk of overbuilding
and price inflation in land market. Assume further that the initial designation of the
UGBs include 40,000 developable acres because the expected growth rate is 2,000
acres per year in the beginning of the inventory cycle with 20 years of land
consumption and the developable acres will be depleted after then. In addition, the
predetermined threshold level is assumed to be 30,000 acres below which price
inflation would soar.
Given these initial parameters, the inventory approach to UGBs can readily be
translated into a decision network problem. For the time-driven system, UGBs
expansions are made at t0, t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5, whereas those for the event-system are
uncertain depending on when the amount of developable acres in the UGBs falls
below the threshold level, that is 30,000 acres. Each expansion can be considered as
a decision situation with land consumption as problems, land supply or UGBs
expansions (or order size in terms of the inventory control problem) as solutions, and
mayors, public officials, landowners, developers, and planners as decision makers.
Though expansions of UGBs are apparently a complex process involving multiple
actors and because our focus here is on formulating and comparing the time- and
event-driven systems of the inventory cycle using Decision Network, we set aside here
the complex process by treating contributions of decision makers as negligible
compared to problems of land consumption and solutions of UGBs expansion. That
is, to simplify we ignore the elements of decision makers in the following decision
network frameworks.
2.1 The Time-Driven System
In order to compare the effectiveness of the time- and event-driven systems of
the inventory approach to UGBs, we need to calculate the total cost of solving the
inventory control problem. As depicted earlier, the total cost is composed of three
factors: holding cost, order cost, and deficiency cost. The holding cost is equivalent
to $1 times the amount of the stock of developable acres across a five-year interval.
3
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The order cost is equivalent to $1 times the amount of the size of UGBs expansion in
the beginning of a particular interval. The deficiency cost is equivalent to $10 times
the amount of the difference between the stock of developable acres under 30,000
acres and that threshold level during any period(s) in the 20-year time frame. In
order to calculate these costs, we need to estimate the amounts of sj (order size in the
beginning of an interval), pk (land consumption at the end of the interval), and ml of
the minimum inventory (remaining stock of developable acres at the end of the
interval).
In the beginning of the inventory cycle at t0, by assumption s0 is equal to 40,000
acres with p0 equal to an estimated amount of 5 x 2,000 = 10,000 acres as the
estimated total land consumed in five years.
However, the realized land
consumption is actually 5r0 = 5 x 2,500 = 12,500 acres. The minimum inventory, m0,
at the end of this interval is equal to s0-5r0 = 40,000 – 12,500 = 27,500 acres. After
five years at t1, s1 is estimated based on the growth rate during the previous interval,
that is 2,500, projected into another five years in the future so that the ordered size of
developable acres together with the minimum inventory at the end of the previous
interval would suffice to cover the total amount of land consumption in the next 20
years. Therefore, s1 is equal to 20r0 – (s0 – 5r0) = 20 x 2,500 – (40,000 – 5 x 2,500)
= 22,500 acres, with the total amount of developable acres equal to 20 x 2,500 or the
order size plus the minimum inventory at t1, that is, 22,500 + 27,500 = 50,000 acres.
Though the estimated amount of land consumption p1 is 5r0 = 5 x 2,500 = 12,500
acres, the realized amount of land consumption is, however, 5r1 = 5 x 1,500 = 7,500
acres, and the minimum inventory m1 at the end of this interval of t1 is 20r0 – 5r1 =
50,000 – 7,500 = 42,500 acres. Similarly, at t2, s2 = 20r1 – (s1 + m0 – 5r1) = 20 x
1,500 – (22,500 + 27,500 – 5 x 1,500) = -12,500 acres. Note that the order size is
negative because the growth rate is relatively low in this interval causing the amount
of developable acres included in UGBs decreases. The estimated (p2) and realized
amounts of land consumption are 5r1 = 5 x 1,500 = 7,500 acres and 5r2 = 5 x 2,000 =
10,000 acres respectively. The minimum inventory m2 at the end of this interval of t3
is 20r1 – 5r2 = 20 x 1,500 – 5 x 2,000 = 20,000 acres. At t3, the beginning of the
fourth interval, s3 = 20r2 – (s2 + m1 – 5r2) = 20 x 2,000 – (-12,500 + 42,500 – 5 x
2,000) = 20,000 acres. A close examination will show that the estimated amount of
land consumption p3 is equal to 10,000 acres and the realized amount 8,500 acres.
The minimum inventory m3 at t4 is 40,000 – 8,500 = 31,500 acres.
In order to estimate the total cost of the time-driven system with the given
parameters and necessary derivatives as depicted, we first calculate the holding cost
for each of the four interval, that is, t0 to t1, t1 to t2, t2 to t3, and t3 to t4, denoted as hc01,
hc12, hc23, and hc34 respectively. The holding cost for each interval is equal to one
4
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dollar per acre times the cumulative amount of developable acres held in the UGBs
during that period, which in turn is equal to the cumulative amount of developable
acres minus the cumulative amount of land consumption for the five-year interval.
For hc01, since the amount of developable acres at t0 is equal to 40,000 acres and the
realized amount of land consumption at t1 is 12,500 acres, the cumulative amount of
land consumed is equal to the triangular area 3 with the base of 5 years and the height
of 12,500 acres, which is equal to 12,500 x 5 x 0.5 = 31,250 acres. Consequently,
the cumulative amount of developable acres during the first five-year period is equal
to 40,000 x 5 – 31,250 = 168,750 acres. Similarly, for hc12, since the amount of
developable acres at t1 is equal to 50,000 acres and the realized amount of land
consumption at t2 is 7,500 acres, the cumulative amount of developable acres during
this time interval is equal to 50,000 x 5 – 7,500 x 5 x 0.5 = 231,250 acres. Since the
unit holding cost is one dollar per acre, hc12 is equal to $231,250. A close
examination will find that hc23 = 1 x (30,000 x 5 – 10,000 x 5 x 0.5) = $125,000 and
hc34 = 1 x (40,000 x 5 – 8,500 x 5 x 0.5) = $178,750.
There are four order costs, that is oc0, oc1, oc2, and oc3, at t0, t1, t2, and t3
respectively. Since the order cost is equal to the unit cost of one dollar per acre
times the order size, it is equal to the order size in the beginning of a particular
five-year time interval. In other words, oci = 1 x si, for i = 0, 1, 2, and 3; we have oc0
= $40,0000, oc1 = $22,500, oc2= -$12,500, and oc3 = $20,000. As for the deficiency
cost, it can be shown that at t2 or the year of 2015, the amount of developable acres
drops to 30,000 acres and from that time the amount of developable acres is below the
threshold level until the year of 2020 or t3 when the UGBs are expanded. At t2, the
amount of developable acres is equal to m1 + s2 = 42,500 – 12,500 = 30,000 acres, the
threshold level and the deficiency cost is exactly the same as the cumulative realized
amount of land consumption which is equal to the triangular area with the height of
10,000 acres and the base of 5 years, or 5 x 10,000 x 0.5 = 25,000 acres. Because
the unit cost of deficiency is $10 per acre, the deficiency cost is 10 x 25,000 =
$250,000. The total cost for the time-driven system of inventory cycle for the first
20 years is the sum of the overall holding costs, order costs, and deficiency costs
across the 20-year time frame, which is equal to ($168,750 + $231,250 + $125,000 +
$178,750) + ($40,000 + $22,500 - $12,500 + $20,000) + $250,000 = $1,023,750.
Table 1 summarizes the key steps of deriving pi, si, mi, hcij, oci, and dci.
Table 1 A Summary of the Key Values of the Parameters in the Time-Driven
3

The traditional graphic representation of the inventory control problem is framed by a vertical axis of
the amount of developable acres and a horizontal axis of time or year, as presented by Knaap and
Hopkins (2001). The dynamic fluctuations of the amount of developable acres over time can be
shown easily in this graph and calculated using elementary geometry.
5
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System
time

t0 (2005)

t1 (2010)

t2 (2015)

t3 (2020)

t4 (2025)

pi
expected 10,000 acres 12,500 acres 7,500 acres

10,000 acres N. A.

realized

12,500 acres 7,500 acres

si

40,000 acres 22,500 acres -12,500
acres

mi

27,500 acres 42,500 acres 20,000 acres 31,500 acres N. A.

hcij
oci
dci

$168,750
$40,000

$22,500
$0

10,000 acres 8,500 acres

$231,250
-$12,500
$0

N. A.

20,000 acres N. A.

$125,000

$178,750

$20,000
$250,000

2.2 The Event-Driven System
We now turn to the case of the event-driven system of the inventory approach to
UGBs. In order to assess the effectiveness of the event-driven system, we first
determine t1. Since the stock of developable acres should not be below the threshold
level, the realized amount of land consumption starting from t0 should be more than or
equal to 30,000 acres. That is, delta t x 2,500 = 10,000 acres, and we have delta t
equal to four years, meaning that at 2009 the UGBs should be expanded. The order
size s1 at t1 should cover the expected amount of land consumption over 20 years;
therefore, s1 is equal to 20r0 – (s0 – 4r0) = 20 x 2,500 – (40,000 – 4 x 2,500) = 20,000
acres. The expected (p0) and realized amounts of land consumption are 4 x 2,000 =
8,000 acres and 4 x 2,500 = 10,000 acres respectively. The minimum inventory at
the end of the fourth year is 40,000 – 10,000 = 30,000 acres, the threshold level. At
t1, the stock of the developable acres is 30,000 + 20,000 = 50,000 acres, and at t2 the
amount of developable acres is expected to deplete again to 30,000 acres. Assume
that the growth rates remain the same as those in the time-driven system and are
estimated in five-year intervals. We have, between 2009 and 2010, the realized
amount of land consumption is 1 x 2,500 = 2,500 acres; between 2010 and 2015, it is
5 x 1,500 = 7,500 acres; and between 2015 and 2020, it is 5 x 2,000 = 10,000 acres.
The three amounts of land depletion together result in the stock of developable acres
dropping to 50,000 – 20,000 = 30,000 acres, the threshold level. Therefore, in the
beginning of 2020, that is t2, the UGBs must be expanded again to avoid the stock of
developable acres from being below the threshold level. Similar to the calculation of
s1, s2 is equal to 20r2 – (s1 + m0 – 20,000) = 20 x 2,000 – (50,000 – 20,000) = 10,000
acres. The expected (p1) and realized amounts of land consumption during the 15
years are 11 x 2,500 = 27,500 acres and 20,000 acres respectively. The minimum
6
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inventory m1 at the end of 2019 or t2 is 50,000 – 20,000 = 30,000 acres. In order to
determine t3, starting from t2, we need to estimate the time when the amount of
developable acres drops to the threshold level of 30,000 acres. Therefore, between
2020 and 2025, the realized amount of land consumption is 5 x 1,700 = 8,500 acres
and between 2025 and 2030, it is 5 x 2,000 = 10,000 acres. The total amount of land
consumption during the 10 years is 18,500 acres, causing the stock of developable
acres drop to 40,000 – 18,500 = 21,500 acres, well below the threshold level.
Therefore, t3 must lie between 2025 and 2030. This implies that 5 x 1,700 + delta t x
2,000 = 10,000 and delta t is equal to 0.75 and t3 is at the end of the third quarter of
2025. This means that at t3, the UGBs must be expanded to avoid the amount of
developable acres from dropping to below the threshold level, and the order size s3 is
equal to 20r4 – (s2 + m1 – 10,000) = 20 x 2,000 – (40,000 – 10,000) = 10,000 acres.
The expected (p2) and realized amounts of land consumption from t2 to t3 are 5.75 x
2,000 = 11,500 acres and 5 x 1,700 + 0.75 x 2,000 = 10,000 acres respectively.
However, the expected (p3) and realized amounts of land consumption starting from t3
are subject to the determination of t4, but we can be sure that the realized amount of
land consumption must be equal to 40,000 – 30,000 = 10,000 acres at which the
UGBs must be expanded again. The minimum inventory m2 immediately before t3 is
again equal to the threshold level of 30,000 acres.
Given the calculation depicted above, we can assess the holding costs, order
costs, and deficiency costs from which to derive the total cost of the event-driven
system. For hc01, the holding cost between t0 and t1, it is equal to the unit cost of one
dollar per acre times the difference between the cumulative amount of order size and
the cumulative amount of land consumption across the first four years, which is 1 x (4
x 40,000 – 4 x 10,000 x 0.5) = $140,000. For hc12, the holding cost between t1 and t2,
it is equal to the unit cost of one dollar per acre times the cumulative amount of
developable acres across the next 11 years. Between 2009 (t1) and 2010, there are
50,000 – 2,500 = 47,500 acres of developable land. For each of the next two
five-year periods, the cumulative amount of developable acres is equal to the
minimum inventory in the beginning of the five-year period times five years minus
the triangular area of the cumulative amount of land consumed. Thus we have,
between 2010 and 2015, there are 5 x 47,500 - 5 x 7,500 x 0.5 = 218,750 acres and
between 2015 and 2020, there are 5 x 40,000 – 5 x 10,000 x 0.5 = 175,000 acres.
Therefore, the total amount of developable acres held between t1 and t2 is equal to
475,00 + 218,750 + 175,000 = 441,250 acres and the holding cost for that period h12 is
1 x 441,250 = $441,250. Since we only compare the total costs of the time- and
event-driven systems across 20 years, starting from t2, we only need to calculate the
cumulate amount of developable acres held till 2025, which is 5 x 40,000 – 5 x 8,500
7
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x 0.5 = 178,750 acres. Therefore, the holding cost between t2 and 2025 is $178,750.
From 2005 (t0) to 2025, there are three UGBs expansions at t0, t1, and t2 with order
sizes of 40,000 acres, 20,000 acres, and 10,000 acres respectively, and therefore the
order costs for the three expansions are $40,000, $20,000, and $10,000 respectively.
Since all the amounts of developable acres are kept greater or equal to the threshold
level of 30,000 acres, no deficiency cost is incurred in the event-driven system. The
total cost for the event-driven system for the first twenty years is the sum of the
overall holding costs, order costs, and deficiency costs, which is equal to ($140,000 +
$441,250 + $178,750) + ($40,000 + $20,000 + $10,000) + $0 = $830,000, which is
less than the total cost of $1,023,750 for the time-driven system. Table 2
summarizes the key steps of deriving pi, si, mi, hcij, oci, and dci.
Table 2 A Summary of the Key Values of the Parameters in the Even-Driven
System
time

t0 (2005)

t1 (2009)

t2 (2020)

t3 (2025.75)

pi
expected

8,000 acres

27,500 acres

11,500 acres

N. A.

realized

10,000 acres

20,000 acres

10,000 acres

N. A.

si

40,000 acres

20,000 acres

10,000 acres

N. A.

mi

30,000 acres

30,000 acres

30,000 acres

30,000 acres

hcij
oci

$140,000
$40,000

dci

$441,250

$20,000

$178,750 (till 2025)

$10,000

$0

$0

$0

3. Discussion
The main difference between the time- and event-driven systems of the inventory
approach to UGBs is that the decision situations in the former are independent in time,
whereas those in the latter interdependent or linked. In general, considering linked
or interdependent decisions yields more benefits than considering them independently,
as shown in Section 2 that the time-driven system incurs a total cost of $883,750,
whereas the event-driven system incurs a total cost of $690,000. Hopkins (2001)
provides a numerical example of a land development case showing that in a decision
tree, considering infrastructure and housing decisions at the same time yields more net
benefits than considering them independently. He argues that in essence making
plans is equivalent to making multiple, linked decisions in space and time, which is
consistent with the effect of the event-driven system compared to the time-driven
system as presented here. In addition, the difference between the total costs of the
8
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two systems, $1,023,750 - $830,000 = $193,750, can be viewed as the value of
making plans of multiple, linked decisions compared to making no plans of
independent decisions.
One might argue that the result favoring the event-driven system over the
time-driven system is subject to the hypothetical values of the parameters, in
particular the unit values of the holding cost, order cost, and deficiency cost. A
simple sensitivity analysis will show that when the unit deficiency cost drops to $2.25
per acre, the two systems are equivalently effective in terms of the total cost.
Compared to the unit holding cost or order cost of $1, this deficiency cost of $2.25 is
unreasonably low because the cost of price inflation, overbuilding, and other urban
ills caused by inadequate provision of developable acres included in the UGBs should
be much higher than the administrative cost of managing the UGBs. In addition,
these costs are set in relative terms, so the comparative result should have some
realistic connotations even with adjustments of these figures, such as considering the
factor of economy of scale in the order costs. Regardless, a more formalized, rather
than algebraic, assessment through modeling would yield a more conclusive result.

4. Conclusion
The algebraic calculation shows that the event-driven system is more effective
than the time-driven system by incurring a lower total cost. The implication is that
the event-system as manifested by making multiple, linked decisions, is more
effective than the time-driven system of making these decisions independently. The
present research could be improved by developing a more formalized, rather than
algebraic, assessment through modeling. This need to be developed in future
studies.
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Urban Green for the Mitigation of UHI in
Hyper-dense Urban Areas of PRD, China
Sara, Chao Ming-chun 1, TSOU Jin-yeu2
Abstract
The rapid urbanization process of China has drawn attention around the world
regarding its environmental impact to natural resource and the living quality. Several
key environmental challenges have been identified through this process, such as
energy consumption, pollution control, CO2 emission and urban heat island. Urban
designers, planners, architects, city managers, and government officers have proposed
various approaches, theatrical concepts or mechanism to respond these environmental
challenges through the urban transformation process, however these urban
development approaches lack a scientific framework to evaluate the proposed urban
planning schemes and to support a multi-disciplinary and multi-scale decision making
process. Considering the complexity and interrelationship of factors and parameters
associated with the hyper-dense urban environmental in China, to establish
scientific-base framework and effective assessment system will be one important step
to achieve sustainable development.
In this paper we shall introduce the outcomes of series research projects to
illustrate the scientific framework and simulation system, and how the system is to
assist the assessment and decision making support on the implementation of urban
green for the mitigation of Urban Heat Island (UMI) for high-density China urban
regions. Collaboration with the China Academy of Urban Planning and Design
(CAUPD) and Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences (CAMS), the
effectiveness and efficiency of the factors of urban greenery have been simulated and
examined. Based on the quantitative approach, meteorological simulation is applied to
establish the basic understanding of the relationship among urban green, land cover
change, environmental condition, and UHI.
Keywords: Urban Green , Land Use/Land Cover change, Urban Heat Island,

Simulation, Urban Design
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1. Introduction
Reductions in natural vegetation (forest and grass) and water area (such as
wetland and lake) would change microclimate patterns of temperature and make the
environment more fragile and climate elements more sensitive to global temperature
change. In recent years, scientists have recognized that Land Use/Land Cover (LULC)
changes induced by human activities, especially urbanization, have large impacts on
regional microclimate (e.g., Oke and Cleugh, 1987; Esserl, 1989; Grunblatt et al.,
1992; Wei and Fu, 1998; Houghton et al. 1999; Lambin et al., 1999; Bornstein and
Lin, 2000; Hillel and Rosenzweig, 2002;Kalnay and Cai, 2003; ; Gao et al., 2003;
Rotach et al., 2005; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007;
Grossman-Clarke et al., 2008). The changes of materials that cover the earth’s
surface affect the absorption of solar energy, and the changes of the shapes of the
earth’s surface, that is manmade uneven ground, affect the airflow. Several authors
show a correlation between heat island intensity and urban land use (Jardim, C,1985;
Park, H,1986; Heisler, G,2006; Jardim, C,2001; Pezzuto, C,2007). These intensified
UHI effects lead to heat stress in the summer and increased concentrations of the air
pollutants ozone (e.g., Zang, C, 1991; Banta et al., 1998; Cheng and Byun, 2008;
Jacob and Winner, 2009; Bloomer et al., 2009) air pollution. The microclimate caused
by Urban Heat Island (UHI) has the effect of increasing the demand for cooling
energy in commercial and residential buildings.
On one hand, these means that land use planning and urban design become
critical in determining the environmental quality. And also, the global warming
problem additionally increases the urgent need for UHI mitigation and adaptation. In
spite of the impressive increase in knowledge about urban climate there is
unfortunately still a need to bridge the gap between scientific knowledge and urban
design application. This requires specific methods to deal with that depends on time
and spatial scales. An accurate and quantitative assessment on the impacts of LULC
changes on regional microclimate needs historical and current LULC datasets with
fine spatial resolution, which can be used to link LULC change to 3-dimensional
numerical models. Some researches have been conducted to study LULC change (e.g.,
Seto et al. 2002; Weng 2002; Seto and Kaufmann 2003; Lin et al., 2008), however,
most of the studies were carried out at a local scale and with old LULC data.

2. Methodologies and Approaches
In Kaohsiung, Taiwan, with the development of urbanization, the demand for
housing and infrastructure is increasing dramatically. It leads to the changing of land
use type from green to hard surface building blocks or industries. In this study we
quantify LULC changes occurred in the Kaohsiung region, southwest of Tai Wan past
three decades (1990s–2008) and to assess their impact on regional microclimate using
a modeling approach.
2
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2.1 Simulation domain and numerical model
The local climate is tropical oceanic, presenting an average annual temperature
bigger than 24 ºC, with a hot and humid summer period from June to August. The
quadruply nested domains of the coupled WRF model have (x, y) dimensions of
101×76，130×115，190×199， 211×289 with the grid length of 27.0, 9.0, 3.0, and 1.0
km, respectively. The simulation outmost area centered in Kaohsiung city and covered
the total south of Tai Wan (Fig.1). All the domains use 31 layers in the vertical with
12 layers in the lowest 2 km in order to better resolve the evolution of the UBL. The
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, which was selected as the
numerical tool, is a non-hydrostatic, compressible model with mass coordinate system.
For assessment the effects of LULC change to affect the air pollution pattern, the
FLEXPARTis used. It is a Lagrangian dispersion model that predicts the transport,
diffusion and deposition of trace gases forward or backward from a point, line or area
source.

(b)

(a)

Fig 1 (a) Computational domains of nesting for WRF simulations: domains D01,
D02, D03 and D034 are of 27, 9, 3 and 1 km grid spacing, respectively; (b) WRF
model the vertical layer.
2.2 Numerical experiment design
The initial and boundary conditions are interpolated from the 1×1 degree
resolution global reanalysis data produced by the National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and vertically interpolated to 31 sigma levels. Initial conditions for
the two finer domains D02 and D03 were obtained by interpolating from the coarsest
domain. The simulation period is 6 days from 0000 UTC 23 August 2008 to 0000
UTC 28 August 2008. Historical climate observation data indicates that the weather
condition is highly in a status of stability within the subtropical high control during
these days. Two different lands cover data of Kaohsiung region are used as terrestrial
conditions within the domain D04 in two experiments, shown as Fig. 2a and b,
respectively.
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(b)

(a)

Fig 2 (a) original USGS data in the domain D03 and (b) MODIS urban land data
in the domain D03 of 2008; The only difference between (a) and (b) is the urban
expansion, labeled by the red color.
Based on the output of models simulation, the difference of control experiments
and the sensitivity experiment are used to evaluate the contributions of LULC changes
to UHI, HCI and APDP. The analysis result will make policy and development
recommendations for unban planning. The overall methodology is summarized in Fig.
3.

Fig 3 The scheme of methodology
3. Simulation Outcomes on UHI
There is a clearly identifiable UHI defined at city/region-scale, which derived by
meteorology and land use change, apparent in satellite images data in Kaohsiung
(fig.4). Surface temperatures in Kaohsiung are on average 2.0 to 4.0º C higher than
suburban surface temperatures in the summer. The radiometric temperature derived
from the thermal emission of the earth surface as some temperature average between
various canopy and soil surfaces shows pronounced contrasts between urban and rural
areas (see Figure 4b), in agreement with contrasting land-cover categories (Figure 4a).

4
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Fig 4 distribution of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (a) and surface
radiometric temperature from satellite (b).
The coupled model reproduces well the observed UHI intensities, especially the
sharp contrasts between urban, suburban and rural areas, despite the use of large-scale
initial conditions. The urban area temperature at 2m altitude (T2m), like Tskin, exhibits
substantially more warming (>2°C) than that over the rural area in the mid-afternoon
(i.e., at local solar time(LST) 2:00), and the commercial-industrial-transportation
areas, often located near a city's center, are 3–4°C warmer than the suburbs (see
Figures 5).
Figure 6 is the diurnal cycle of T2m from the model output during the simulation
period. It is shown that the Kaohsiung-averaged value in sensitivity experiment is
higher than in control in daytime and the two simulations are almost equivalent in
nighttime. In urban region of sensitivity experiment, the daytime maximum increases
and the night minimum decreases. Therefore, the complete diurnal cycle of
shelter-level temperature is amplified. The figure of difference T2m between the
sensitive experiment and control experiment show that the maximum increase is at
14:00LST by 2.0 and maximum decrease is at 2:00LST by 1.0 for urban-averaged
value.

5
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Fig 5 The difference of temperature on 2m altitude (T2m, Sensitivity experiment
– Control experiment) on 2:00 LST in August, 25, 26, 27 and 28, respectively.

Fig 6 the diurnal cycle of 2m temperature from the model output during the
simulation period (unit: oC). Averaged over all grid points in Kaohsiung. Orange
line is the Sensitive experiment and the blue line is the control experiment.

Fig 7 same as fig 6, but for difference T2m between the sensitive experiment and
control experiment (unit: oC ).
4. Outcomes and Recommendations
4.1 Outcomes
The land change is mainly on urban expansion and cultivated land reduction in
urban transformation process, both of which play an important role in regional
6
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microclimate change. This study quantified LULC changes in Kaohsiung, southwest
of Taiwan, and its impact on regional microclimate by utilizing both qualitative and
quantitative methods.
In this study, we investigate the impacts of LULC changes, especially the
urbanization on regional microclimate in summer over Kaohsiung. This is achieved
by performing high-resolution control and sensitivity simulation of an extreme UHI
event from 23 August 2008 to 28 August 2008 using a mesosocal numerical WRF
model coupled a land surface model with the finest grid size of 1km. Two different
lands cover data of old USGS and new satellite data (MODIS in 2008) over
Kaohsiung region were used as input data to WRF, which differs only in the extent of
urban area.
A comparison between the control and sensitivity simulations reveals distinct
heat islands are shown in expanded urban areas in around Kaohsiung as a result of
increase in land use change. The urbanization leads to an increase temperature in
daytime and a slightly decrease in night time. The enhanced UHI a maximum effect is
about 2oC at 14:00LST and minimum is about 1oC at 02:00LST.
4.2 Recommendations
By taking into consideration the interaction of surface properties with
atmospheric physics, chemistry and dynamics, informed choices in land use can help
lessen heat waves, smog episodes, and adverse impacts on regional weather.
Increasingly sophisticated regional models with high temporal and spatial resolution
that incorporate the effects of urbanization and account for urban modifications of
microclimatic conditions are needed. This could be an especially powerful tool in the
developing world where urbanization is proceeding rapidly and adverse impacts on
the environment and human health are substantial.
The current WRF output fields could be input into photochemical models, such
as CMAQ, to see if they would then better reproduce observed and projected future
O3 concentrations. Decreased UHIs should produce decreased max-O3, as daytime
UHIs generally worsen air quality as they: accelerate photochemical O3 formation,
increase anthropogenic emissions due to increased air conditioning usage, and
increased natural emissions of O3 precursors (e.g., VOC). While the current
UHI-mitigation results are encouraging, the nonlinear interactions of these changes
and their impacts on mesoscale flow fields have produced somewhat noisy results.
Future decisions concerning emission-reduction credits should thus be based on
simulations of additional episodes.
Assessment of municipal level and state planning activities in the area should be
evaluated with respect to the connections between land development, surface
temperature, and land use and vegetative cover. Further analysis on the relative
contribution of land use planning strategies to mitigate the urban heat island need to
be performed.
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Study of city and environmental planning for Low-Carbon
Society using remote sensing analysis
Naoya Saito1

Mikiko Ishikawa 2

In 21st century, it becomes more important to solve environmental problems
including global warming and climate change. The Kyoto Protocol, the global
framework to prevent global warming, allows some carbon sequestration by
vegetation sinks to be offset against CO2 emissions. Although the forest is the
biggest CO2 sink, the vegetation in urban areas also sinks considerable amount
of CO2. Greening in urban area can be the one choice of preventing global
warming. However, it is believed that total amount of CO2 sink by urban green
space can be extremely small compared with that of national forest, so that
greening in urban area is not built in policy for low-carbon society.
This study propose the possibility of city and environmental planning to
integrate carbon sink capacity in urban area by estimating total amount of CO2
sinks in urban area by remote sensing analysis using ALOS/AVNIR-2 data and
spatial scenario analysis. This study clarified the actual capacity of vegetation in
urban land use and spatial feature of CO2 sink in subject area and effective
spatial form of urban land use for carbon sink. Furthermore, we suggested some
specific scenarios of planning policy to improve environmental circumstance
based on CO2 sink.
Keywords: low-carbon society, environmental planning, carbon dioxide sink,

1. Introduction
Green space must be reserved in urban area for the purpose of protection
against disaster, leisure, and beautiful landscape. In Japan, local governments
investigate amount of green space in the urban area. However, they have to analyze
aerial photos and take a survey on the ground to investigate the green space in urban
area, therefore it is hard to take annual investigation because of high cost of labor and
money. In addition, a lot of small-scale green spaces, such as plants in residential area
or vegetation in industrial plant’s site, are distributed in urban area, and it is hard to
investigate all of the small-scale green spaces in urban area by ground survey.
1
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Therefore investigating green space in urban area by using remote sensing data is
becoming important in order to apply green space data to simulation of spreading
flames and spatial model of microclimatic condition in urban area.
Global warming is highly serious in recent years, therefore emission of
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide is counted by a member nation of the Kyoto
protocol. The carbon dioxide sinks which are counted in report of greenhouse gas
inventory are new development of green space and maintenance of existing forest. In
report of greenhouse gas inventory in Japan, larger than 0.05ha parks which is
developed after 1990 in public-owned land is counted as newly developed
vegetation, therefore a small-scale vegetation which is not in public-owned land is not
counted as carbon dioxide sink. The report does not count actual amount of carbon
dioxide sink in urban area.
To evaluate environmental potential in urban area and make effective urban
environmental plan, we should solve problems as follows.
(1) Resolution of green space data for public urban planning in larger than 0.03ha
and smaller green space is not counted. The data is not enough for planning effective
urban environmental plan.
(2) Green space in urban area is important as carbon dioxide sink, however only a
few researches estimating amount of carbon dioxide sink including small-scale green
space in urban area have been reported.
(3) Carbon dioxide sink in urban area which is counted in report of greenhouse gas
inventory in Japan is only large green space in public-owned land, not whole
vegetation in urban area.
To solve these problems, the aims of our study are as follows.
(1) Analyze carbon dioxide sink by green space in urban area on a small scale,
the scale used for basic survey for master plan, by using minute remote sensing data
and verify accuracy of estimated result.
(2) Show distribution of green cover ratio and carbon dioxide sink in urban area
and clarify feature of their spatial distribution comparing with urban form
(3) Suggest effective city and environmental planning policy for low-carbon
society based on analysis of carbon dioxide sink distribution and policy scenario.

2. Estimation of carbon dioxide sinks in urban area
2.1 Estimation method
This study applies existing estimation models to make the distribution map of
vegetation cover ratio and carbon dioxide sink in urban area, and analyzes feature of
spatial distribution of urban environmental index and present basic policy for effective
2
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urban environmental planning.

Figure 1: Flowchart of estimation
2.2 Subject area
Subject area of this study is Yokohama City (434km2) and Kawasaki city
(142km²). Yokohama city and Kawasaki city are ones of the biggest industrial areas in
Japan and most of area is urbanized. Little area is preserved as natural, so that it is
appropriate to analyze vegetation in urban area there.
2.3 Carbon dioxide sink estimation algorithm
This study used remote sensing data obtained from ALOS AVNIR-2, the data
have obtained in summer season (07/19/2008) and in winter season (02/27/2008).
ALOS AVNIR-2 monitors 4 bands of radiation, from visible blue spectrum (0.42 ~
0.50nm) to infrared spectrum (0.76 ~ 0.86nm). The data has been pretreated in level
1B2R (geo-reference rectified). We converted the DN to radiance (W/m²/sr/μm)
according to the data of gain and offset in the reader file. Then we converted the
radiance to reflectance (%) by ALOS reflectance calculation model. The data was
rectified by nearest neighbor interpolation using obtained GCPs.
Table 1: Information of remote sensing data
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Date

2008/2/27

2008/7/19

2008/7/19

Sensor

AVNIR-2

AVNIR-2

AVNIR-2

Resolution

10m

10m

10m

35°24'N

35°16'N

35°45'N

139°55'E

139°40'E

139°48'E

Center point

We applied algorithm to estimate vegetation photosynthesis by pattern
3
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decomposition (Furumi, Xiong, Fujiwara, 2005) to estimate carbon dioxide sink. This
algorithm has been developed as one of the index which is available by pattern
decomposition method. The pattern decomposition method has been applied to ALOS
data by another research (Muramatsu, Daigo, 2008) .
This algorithm estimates net priority production by vegetation photosynthesis,
not actual carbon dioxide balance including litter and sink in soil. However,
estimating net priority production is effective to suppose absorption of carbon dioxide
and analyze spatial distribution of carbon dioxide sink in urban area, so that we take
annual net priority production as index of absorption of carbon dioxide in this study.
Using pattern decomposition method, we can obtain three decomposition coefficients
from multi spectrum reflectance data as follows.
R(λi)＝Cw Pw (λi)＋Cv Pv (λi) + Cs Ps (λi) + C4 P4 (λi) + r(λi)
Reflectance of band λi is given as R(λi), and Pw(λi), Pv(λi), and Ps(λi) are the
standard pattern of water, vegetation and soil. The patterns Pw(λi), Pv(λi), and Ps(λi)
are normalized so that the sum of the used band is one. P4(λi) is used to extract
spectrum of special material according to special aim of study and not used in 4 band
data like ALOS AVNIR-2 data. The remainder of band λi is given as r(λi).
Coefficients of water (Cw), vegetation (Cv), and soil (Cs) are determined by the least
squares methods such that ∑r(λi) is as small as possible.
Modified vegetation index based on universal pattern decomposition
(MVIUPD) is calculated as follows.
MVIUPD = (Cv-Cw-0.2*Cs-C4) / (Cw+Cv+Cs)
Net priority production (NPP) is caluculated by MVIUPD, photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) as follows.
Fmax (MVIUPD)=0.63*MVIUPD**2+0.10*MVIUPD
NPP=Fmax (MVIUPD)*G(PAR)*(1.0-Rd)
G(PAR)=0.028*PAR/(1.0+0.028*PAR) Rd=(7.83+1.15*(T-273))/100.0
( Fmax [mg CO2/( m²*s)]
PAR[W/ m² ] )
Rd is amount of plant’s breath and given as a function of temperature T.
Annual NPP is caluculated by integration of eq.2. We integrated each NPP obtained
from data in summer season and in winter season for six months. Monthly PAR is
caluculated by global irradiation (SR) as follows.
4
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PAR(t)=0.48*SR(t)
Average temperature and grobal irradiation in subject area are obtained from
database of Japan Meteorological Agency.
Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Average Temperature(℃)

5.9

5.5

10.7

14.7

18.5

21.3

27

26.8

24.4

19.4

13.1

9.8

Hours of Sunlight(h)

164.8

214.8

187.2

150

136.9

106.9

168.4

130

124.1

141

142.9

190.8

Global Irradiation(MJ/ m²)

8.7

13.7

14.2

15

14.9

13.5

17.7

14.4

12.2

10.6

8.3

8.6

Table 3: Monthly meteorological data in 2008 of Tokyo meteorological observatory
We investigated three sites in Yokohama city and Kawasaki city to verify
accuracy of estimation results. Negishi forest park is a relatively big park in a
residential area in Yokohama. Ikegami shinden park (2.0ha) is a park in industrial area.
Ikegami greenway (0.5ha) is a narrow greenway in crowded industrial area. Higashi
takane forest park (2.2ha) is a park in residential area. The data of three sites have
pure green pixels and mixed green pixels with artificial land-use. We counted number
of trees in subject area in three sites and estimated actual amount of carbon dioxide
sink by Tier 1b method in LULUCF-GPG (2003), actual amount of carbon dioxide
sink by a tree is estimated as 0.0091t-C/yr.
The result of estimation is shown as follows.

Figure 7: Distribution of carbon dioxide sink (unit: t-CO2/km2/yr)
5
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Table. Accuracy verification by ground investigation

Negishi forest park
Ikegami shinden park
Ikegami greenway
Higashi takane forest park

area
(ha)

number of tree

18.0
2.0
0.5
2.0

2016
295
94
572

Measured
carbon
dioxide sink
(t-CO2/yr)
67.27
9.84
3.14
19.09

Estimated
carbon
dioxide sink
(t-CO2/yr)
63.44
8.69
2.9
16.5

standard error
(%)
-5.69
-11.72
-7.54
-13.55

3. Spatial analysis of carbon dioxide sinks
3.1 Comparison with national inventory
We compared the estimated amount of carbon dioxide sink in public-owned
land which is counted as carbon dioxide sink in the report of greenhouse gas
inventory in Japan and that in private-owned land which is not counted as carbon
dioxide sink in the report. The result is as follows.

Table. Comparison with national inventory

Urban park
Other official green space
Urban land use
All area

area
(ha)

Vegetation
cover ratio
(%)

Carbon
dioxide sink
(t-CO2/yr)

Carbon
dioxide sink per area
(t-CO2/k㎡/yr)

31.7
38.6
508.7
579.0

46.8%
58.3%
18.3%
22.6%

10633.8
20145.7
42772.2
73551.7

335.7
521.3
84.1
127.0

3.2 Correlation with land use
To study on spatial feature of vegetation index distribution, we total the
vegetation cover ratio and carbon dioxide sink in each land use type. Official land
use data investigated by Kanagawa prefecture for master plan in 2005 was used to
provide geological information of land use types, being rasterized in 10m resolution
same as ALOS AVNIR-2 data. The result is as follows.
Table 5: Vegetation cover ratio and carbon dioxide sink in each land use type

50.9

Net Priority
Production
(t-CO2/yr)
44966.47

Net Priority
Production per Area
（t-CO2/km²/yr）
411.01

16.1

28494.41

61.05

Land Use T ype

Area（km²）

Average Vegetation
Cover Ratio（％）

Natural Land Use

109.4

Urban Land Use

466.7
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Land Use T ype

Area（km²）

Average Vegetation
Cover Ratio（％）

Residential

187.4

14.1

Industrial

61.0

9.9

Net Priority
Production

Net Priority
Production per Area

(t-CO2/yr)

（t-CO2/km²/yr）

6830.53

36.45

2078.45

34.07

Commercial

8.9

6.1

102.52

11.52

Official, Educational

32.5

20.4

2741.47

84.35

Other Business

39.8

17.5

2881.93

72.41

Railway, Road

112.8

13.8

4487.99

39.79

Park

19.0

48.9

6436.14

338.74

Golf Link

5.4

65.5

2935.37

543.59

3.3 Correlation with zoning regulation
Urban Planning Law in Japan controls land use with zoning regulation. The
Urbanized Area in the zoning regulation has twelve use districts, I Low-Rise
Exclusive Residential District, II Low-Rise Exclusive Residential District, II High and
Medium-Rise Exclusive Residential District, II High and Medium-Rise Exclusive
Residential District, I Residential District, II Residential District, Light Residential
District, Neighborhood Commercial District, Commercial District, Light Industrial
District, Industrial District, and Exclusive Industrial District.
We total the vegetation cover ratio and carbon dioxide sink in each use districts.
Table 7: Vegetation cover ratio and carbon dioxide sink in each use district
Area（km²）

Average Vegetation
Cover Ratio（％）

Net Priority
Production
(t-CO2/yr)

Net Priority
Production per Area
（t-CO2/km²/yr）

I Low-Rise Exclusive Residential District

163.2

22.82

16776.67

102.8

II Low-Rise Exclusive Residential District

1.9

12.03

48.71

25.6

I High and Medium-Rise Exclusive Residential District

48.7

19.86

3732.62

76.6

II High and Medium-Rise Exclusive Residential District

21.9

16.09

1335.64

61.0

I Residential District

57.8

14.65

3211.67

55.6

II Residential District

14.8

10.73

552.87

37.4

Light Residential District

20.3

12.25

770.35

37.9

Neighborhood Commercial District

19.7

4.86

166.69

8.5

Commercial District

26.5

4.17

266.44

10.1

Light Industrial District

22.7

7.65

406.73

17.9

Industrial District

21.5

11.17

799.71

37.2

Exclusive Industrial District

36.4

9.85

1452.16

39.9

Outside of Urbanized Area

123.7

46.91

44031.53

356.0

3. City and environmental planning for low-carbon society
3.1 Scenario analysis
In this study, we could make carbon dioxide sink in urban area visible by
analyzing remote sensing data. Making carbon dioxide sink visible enable us to assess
the effect of policy for low-carbon society. To study the effect of environmental
7
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policies, we set same scenario of environmental policies and analyze the change of
carbon dioxide sink.
The scenarios of environmental policies are introducing greening districts and
renovation waterfront industrial area. In Japan, greening district is going to be
introduced these days. Site must green some area in reconstruction if greening district
is introduced. In waterfront industrial area, many factory sites do not obey the
obligation of greening ratio. In this scenario analysis, we analyzed the change of
amount of carbon dixide sink by introducing greening district and improving greening
ratio of factory sites in subject area. The results are as follows.
Table. Change of carbon dioxide sink by introducing greening district in subject area
Greenig Area
（ha）

Unit
（t-CO2/ha/yr）

Amount of reduced CO2

Existing CO2 sink

(t-CO2/yr)

（t-CO2/yr）

Residential District

859.27

9.81

8429.44

26428.5

Commercial District

145.18

9.81

1424.22

433.1

Light Industrial District

138.42

9.81

1357.90

406.7

Industrial District

141.79

9.81

1390.96

799.7

Exclusive Industrial District

324.57

9.81

3184.03

1452.2

110.93

9.81

1088.22

44031.5

1720.16

9.81

16874.77

73551.8

Outside of Urbanized Area
Summary

Figure. Change of carbon dioxide sink by improving green ratio of factory sites
3.2 Planning based on environmental unit
Studying spatial feature of carbon dioxide sink in urban area and effect of
carbon dioxide reduction by environmental policy, we could clarify the effective way
of reducing carbon dioxide sink in urban area by environmental policy. To integrate
8
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this knowledge in city and environmental planning, we introduced the idea of small
watershed boundary in planning basic unit. Planning based on watershed boundary
has been studied by Katagiri(2008) and so on. Inthis study, we set watershed boundary
in Yokohama city by analyzing ground surface model. The boundary is shown as
follows.

Figure. Watershed boundary in Yokohama and subject area
Analyzing carbon dioxide sink in every watershed boundary, we could suggest
effective city and environmental planning for carbon dioxide sink. In subject area, we
analyzed environmental indicator including carbon dioxide sink and proposed specific
policy for low-carbon city. The result is as follows.

Figure. Carbon dioxide sink divide by small watershed boundary

Figure. Policy for environmental planning based on CO2 sink analysis
9
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4. Conclusion
The conclusion of this study is as follows.
(1) The methods we used to investigate carbon dioxide sink in urban area with
small-scale sattelite images could estimate subjective data with reliable accuracy.
We validated that environmental information in urban area can be linked with
urban planning or district planning by using these methods.
(2) Analyzing spatial feature of carbon dixide sink in urban area, reside tial land use
and indutrial land use had considerable potential of carbon dioxide sink. We
clarifieds the national inventory of CO2 sink did not reflect actual amount of CO2
sink in urban area.
(3) Adopting remote sensing method, we could make carbon CO2 sink in urban area
visible and it enabled us to assess the effect of existing greening policy. In
addition, Introducing watershed boundary as basic unit for city and environmental
planning, we could propose specific planning policy for low-carbon society.
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The effectiveness of public participation in environmental
impact assessment in the People’s Republic of China
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Abstract

Since Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Law was passed by Chinese
government, in which the EIA for plan has been written in as an important section, China
has paid more attention to the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and
project-level environmental impact assessment and taken it as one of key tools for
achieving sustainable development. Firstly, this paper examines the current status of
public participation in China, including the deficiencies obstructing the goal attainment of
EIA framework. And then the paper penetrates into the measurement of effectiveness, the
factors impacting the effectiveness of public participation are clarified through case
studies presenting the application of measurements of effectiveness, Finally, a conclusion
of measures to ameliorate the current situation of public participation in EIA is brought
forward.
Keywords: environmental impact assessment, public participation, effectiveness
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1. Background and motivation
Since Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Law was passed by Chinese
government, in which the EIA for plan has been written in as an important section, China
has paid more attention to the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and
project-level environmental impact assessment and taken it as one of key tools for
achieving sustainable development. Among all the sections in EIA, it has been widely
accepted in EIA reference that effective involvement by affected parties is a main factor
of good practice of EIA.EE. The public participation is a process that all of the relevant
parties in the activity of environmental impact assessment, which is related to their
environmental rights, moreover, the strategy-making department could find probable
negative environmental impact caused by the follow-up environmental impact assessment
and put in some suggestions.
Public participation in China started relatively late. In 1991, the issue of public
participation was raised for the first time in an EIA training program granted by Asian
Development Bank. On September 1, 2003, "Environmental Impact Assessment Law of
The People's Republic China "(EIA Law) came into force, which encourages experts, the
public and other relevant parties to participate in an appropriate manner; Meanwhile, the
modes of participation, scope of participation, phases of participants, restrictions of
participation and whether the views of the public be adopted were all specified by the law.
Next, on February 22, 2006, the State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA)
formally issued "Interim Measures for Public Participation in Environmental Impact
Assessment",(IMEIA) in which not only the right of public participation in EIA was
clarified, but also provided the specific scope, procedures, methods and duration of
public participation in an EIA process. On the whole, IMEIA ensures the public’s
environmental right to know, as well as aroused the initiative of every stakeholder (Li,
2007). In terms of environmental protection, public participation refers to that the
planning units, construction units, environmental protection department governments,
scholars, experts, local residents and other relevant agencies, individuals and groups
participate in the EIA activities in the planning level or construction project level through
a certain way (such as seminars, hearings ). That is, the public exercises their right to
participate in the activities that may have a significant impact on the environment via
making recommendations and observation (Ye, 2005).

2. Deficiencies of public participation in present legal framework
In present EIA system in China, laws, regulations, ordinances or relative legal
advice are in lack of active public involvement. The description for Guangzhou province
is a telling one: ‘‘The EIA system in Guangzhou is dominated entirely by environmental
agencies without any forum and provision for public participation or consultation. All
decisions in the process are made solely by agency officials; The EIA process as a whole
lacks the transparency for agency accountability.’’(Lo, 1997) Take the case of the 36
EIRs in Shanghai Municipality accomplished during 1991~2000, and we can find that all
the reports were not designed for the general public, 11.1% of the cases conducted the
public participation activity in the form of questionnaire survey, only 16.7% of the EIA
carried out visits, open forums and other forms of public participation, and 72.2% of the
2
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cases didn’t carry out any forms of public participation. Therefore, public participation
was limited to the very early stage of the process, and the public couldn’t express their
views after the EIR was completed, nor did they have the opportunity to involve in the
final assessment.
Table 1. EIA effectiveness evaluating system and outcomes in Shanghai City

Contents of public participation

Amount Percentage (%)
of cases
Comprehensive public participation (including questionnaires, 0
0
public hearings and seminars) is carried out; In the EIRs there is
specific chapters for the general public.
Comprehensive public participation (including questionnaires, 6
16.7
public hearings and seminars) is carried out; Contents of public
participation are contained in the EIRs but no chapters for the
general public.
Public participation is carried out in the form of questionnaire 4
11.1
survey and there are contents of public participation in the EIRs.
public participation is not carried out and there are no contents 26
72.2
of public participation in the EIRs.
(Zhang et al., 2002)
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Although IMEIA provide some refinements for the rules of principles in EIA Law, the
method, scope and type of organization are widely missing. In the first place, the timing of
public participation is not provided. It is a wide range of consensus that the earlier the
public involves in an EIA activity, the more effective it will be. In that respect, if the public
intervene in a early stage of the EIA procedure, the impact on each tache of the
decision-making process, for instance, the selection of alternative scheme, will be greater;
by contraries, after permitted or authorized, many decisions are not possibly to be altered
by impact of the public (Spyke, 1999). Secondly, the scope of public participation has not
been well defined, that is, not all the affected or relevant parties are informed, albeit the
relevant law provides: “the construction units should solicit the views of experts and
public”, “the construction unit should submit an environmental impact assessment report to
the environmental protection department which states whether the views of experts and the
public are adopted or rejected”. In the “Connection of Shenzhen - Hong Kong Western
Access project” case 3, one key dispute is why the vast majority of 20 million residents
along the road did not receive any message during the EIA process. Actually, Shenzhen
Institute of Environmental Sciences had made 50 questionnaires for the project, which was
considered to complete the public involvement process. Apparently the affected residents
were dissatisfied for 50 copies of questionnaires were inadequate to be representative (Yuan,
2010). In another facet, the modes of public participation are monotonous. According to
relevant laws and regulations, it is provided that public views should be solicited in
feasibility study phase of a project; however, there are no provisions of mandatory and
exclusive requirement for the modes of public participation. Therefore, adopting public
hearings, seminars or any other forms is in line with relevant laws and regulations. In other
words, the law doesn’t provide which particular form of public participation should be
adopted specifically. The fundamental cause for these phenomena may include huge
population, insufficient environmental information, lack of budget, and the lack of basic
environmental awareness by the public (Li, 2000). Above all, the main factor is simply the
lack of political will, especially at the local level (Wang, 2003).

3. Indices of effectiveness of public participation
In the first place, the methods of public participation will greatly impact the effectiveness.
Generally, the methods for public participation can be divided into two stages, which are
gaining information and information feedback. The forms show that each method of public
3

The project took place in Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen SAR, Guangdong Province. The project was constructed
in order to meet the growing traffic needs between Shenzhen and Hong Kong, which was a cross-border
traffic project. After putting into use, the traffic carrying capacity is rarely huge. After the scheme of the
program was basically confirmed, there was a strong response from the residents in Nanshan district, who
believed that the project would cause noise pollution and extreme damage of the urban landscape. At this
point, the specific design of the program was not demonstrate to the public, and the residents could only
gather information and acknowledge the planning direction through government websites. At the same when
the project went by the way of Dongbin road, a large number of residence communities were built, including
“Zhaoshang Mingshi Garden”, “Langqinyu Garden”, and “Blue seashore”. Coupled with other existing
residential area, there were entirely hundreds of thousands of people lived there.
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participation has both advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the distribution of
handbills or brochures of a project can impart necessary information while deducting the
expenditures, yet only a small-scale of population may impacted. As for the site visiting,
first hand of information and specific knowledge can be gathered by the public, while
organizing one site visiting will be expensive and time-consuming. Briefly, the larger the
scope of individuals is involved, the more effective the method is (Ren and Shang, 2005).
In the second place, the weight of public participation given in the process of evaluation is
another index, that is, given that the public can rationally use their rights, the larger the
weight is, the more effective the public participation is. The third index is the timing of
public participation, that is, the earlier the public get involved, the more effective the
activity is. The last but not the least important one is the ability to mediate conflicts (Li,
2007). According to those indices, in the “Connection of Shenzhen - Hong Kong Western
Access project” case, firstly, the timing of public participation was relatively late, and there
were few provisions for the management of the residents’ view. Secondly, the mechanism
of information release and information feedback was unsound. In the last place, the
accountability mechanism was not well organized.
Table 2. Different methods for the information gathering

Method

Function

Advantage

Disadvantage

Handbills or
brochures

Impressing simple
and non-technical
information to more
persons; providing
methods on how to
obtain more
information

Imparting detailed
information and
contacting more
people;

The information
could not be
understood or be
misunderstood

Local newspaper

Transmitting
information on
proposed strategy

Imparting detailed
information to local
public

Information
exchange would be
limited; illiterates
and the poor would
be excluded

National newspaper

Transmitting
information on
proposed strategy

Imparting detailed
information to more
public

Unless the proposed
strategy concerns
larger scope, the
public would not be
interested in it;

Radio and TV

Transmitting
information on
proposed strategy

Promoting public
participation

Information
feedback could not
be systematic; costs
could be high
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Site visit

Offering firsthand
material and
knowledge

Bringing issues into
daily life through
true examples

Larger scope of
strategy - difficult to
determine the sites
for visit.

(Ren and Shang, 2005)

Table 3. Different methods for the information feedback

Method
Network

Public meeting

Hearing

Questionnaire

Function
Offering
information or
receiving feedback
in the way of online
symposium
Selecting the public
representatives in
different levels to
take part in EIA in
the way of meeting

Listening to the
opinions of the
representatives of
relative institutions
and social groups
Making
questionnaire
investigation
through interview or
letter, etc.

Advantage
Facing toward
global public; being
convenient for the
public to use
network online
Meeting more
people with same
interests: being easy
for strategy-makers
and the public to
make directly
information
exchange
Selecting
representatives as
visitors to attend a
meeting

Disadvantage
Not every
community can
have access to
network

Obtaining more
correct answers
through secret
investigation;
distinguishing
present knowledge
and attention of
public
Being a key method
of contacting the
masses

It may be
characterized by
low rate of
answering, changing
public view, and
unrepresentative
answers

Complaint visit

Receiving and
handling various
letters from the
masses

Contact with group
of community

Representing special Discussing
interests and regions problems in detail
and pushing the
process forward

6

It is complex to
organize and run,
with high cost

Little visitors could
be invited to a
meeting usually

The process of
handling letters is
troublesome, and
public scope is
narrow
All interests could
not be represented
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(Ren and Shang, 2005)

4. Conclusion
First of all, the goals and indices of the effectiveness of public participation in EIA are
not refined ones compared to the developed countries. To improve it, the technical aspects
of public participation in EIA should be improved, which mainly include: consummating
the indices and dividing the goal of public participation into more exercisable and operable
ones. In the second place, to make the practice of public participation perfect, the legal
provisions should be ameliorated, and policies, provisions, and legal interpretations could
serve as supplementary to make the legal framework practical. In the third aspect, to fulfill
the goals mentioned above, the choice of the public should be reasonable, a proper form of
participation should be determined; and the questionnaire for the survey should be designed
seriously so as to get an effective feedback from the public. At the meantime, government
should change the view that the public is a troublemaker, and the old top-down
management mechanism should be renewed so as to reach a consensus among the
construction unit, the government and the general public. To bring about the desired result,
environmental publicity should be given to the public through mass media information and
strengthening environmental education. On the whole, in comparison, there is still
considerable room for improvement for China's current environmental legal framework of
public participation.
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Abstract
The Pearl River Delta in south China is one of the largest metropolitan regions in
the world and one of the fastest growing regions in China. At the same time, the
economic development and population expansion economy bring negative impacts on
PRD’s environment. And the problem of air pollution in the PRD is increasing.
The aim of this study is to build a Collaborative Virtual Geographical
Environment for the air pollution simulation of PRD based on the Mesoscale Model
5(MM5) and provide visualization for air pollution dispersion of the city cluster. With
MM5 computation, the simulated results of air pollution for the PRD city cluster are
showed by CVGE.
The experimental result shows the air pollution status and dispersing trends of
PRD, which can provide assistant information for decision making of the air pollution
control and management, and it will have important significance for the atmospheric
environment protection and air pollution reduction.
Keywords: Air Pollution Simulation, PRD City Cluster, MM5

1. Introduction
The Pearl River Delta (PRD) in south China is one of the largest metropolitan
regions in the world and one of the fastest growing regions in China. This delta
occupies the low-lying areas alongside Southern China’s Pearl River Estuary, where
the Pearl River flows into the South China Sea.
PRD city cluster covers nine prefectures of Guangdong Province, namely
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Dongguan, Zhongshan, Foshan, Huizhou, Jiangmen
and Zhaoqing. The Greater Pearl River Delta (GPRD) covers the PRD and two
Special Administration Regions (SAR), Hong Kong and Macau. In this paper the PRD
and GPRD are not distinguished to avoid unnecessary complication of the narrative.
1
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Figure 1. PRD City Cluster
Since late 1970s, the PRD city cluster has become one of the leading economic
regions and major manufacturing centers of China. The economic development and
population expansion of the PRD economy bring negative impacts on this region’s
environment. More and more agricultural land is given over to the needs of urban
expansion. Industrial emissions and effluent pollute soil, water and air. The problem
of air pollution in the PRD is increasing, as evidenced by the following: The number
of hazy days is increasing year by year (Wen 2006). On 27th August 2006, it was
reported by the BBC, VOA and other media that “Hong Kong's polluted air is driving
away foreign professionals and threatening international investment, according to a
survey released by the American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong”(AmCham
2007). Time Magazine also reported the declining air quality in Hong Kong, which
has become a threat to residents’ health (Bryan 2006). To summarize, air pollution has
impacted negatively on the local economy and residents’ health.
How to control air pollution to improve this region’s air quality has catch
attentions of experts, government officials and publics. Currently, scientific researches
and governmental managements on air pollution in PRD are both launched. The
scientific researches reveal that Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is one of the main pollutants in
this region (Wang et al. 2005). Thus, this paper will focus on SO2.

2. A Collaborative Virtual Geographical Environment for the Air
Pollution Simulation
2.1 VGE and CVGE
Virtual Geographic Environment (VGE) is a virtual representation of the natural
word that enables a person to explore and interact, in cyberspace, with the vast
amounts of natural and cultural information gathered about the physical and cultural
environment(Lin and Zhu 2005). While Collaborative virtual environments (CVEs)
are distributed virtual reality systems that offer graphical environments for individuals
2
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to exchange information and to work collaboratively. Collaborative virtual geographic
environment (CVGE) integrates CVE and VGE to support collaborative work on
geospatial information exploration and analysis by creating a digital landscape
environment (Zhu, et al. 2007).
2.2 CVGE System for Air Pollution Simulation
Air pollution can have serious consequences for the health of human beings, and
also severely affects natural ecosystems. In order to predict and manage air pollution
in the PRD city cluster, in this paper, a Collaborative Virtual Geographic Environment
(CVGE) system was designed. Also, air pollution simulation is a complex process and
need several aspects of personnel to work collaboratively, a CVGE system can meet
the demand.
CVGE based air pollution simulation contains several modules, including a
geo-data module, a geo-modeling and computation module, a geo-visualization
module, a network communication and geo-collaboration module and an analysis and
decision-making module, which are showed in the following figure.
Decision making

Geo-Visualization

Data

Model

Analysis

Air pollution

Collaboration

Simulation

representation

computation

visualization

distribution and

visualization

visualization

visualization

other

dispersion visualization

Geo-Modeling and
computation

Visualization arithmetic model
Terrain Model

Object Model

Numerical weather prediction model

Other model

Collaboration model

Geo-data processing

Data verification

DEM

Texture

Data transformation

Pollution source

Meteorological data

Geo-Collaboration

Analysis model
Air pollution dispersion model

Collaboration data(Text, file, audio,
video, parameter)

Geo-data
Parameter

RS data

extraction

Collaboration rules

Figure 2. Architecture of a CVGE prototype for air pollution simulation
As is shown in figure 2, there are five tiers: Geodata, Geo-data processing,
Geo-modeling and computation, Geovisualization and Decision making.
Geo-data tier includes CVGE development data (DEM, texture, 3D objects,
video and audio), air pollution source data and meteorological data (wind filed,
3
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temperature, and air pressure) and collaboration data (messages, files, rules and
shared metadata).
The geo-data processing tier is used to validate and transform the geo-data into a
CVGE readable format.
The visualization tier includes the functions of geo-data representation,
geo-model computation visualization, analysis visualization, air pollution distribution
and dispersion visualization, collaboration visualization and simulation visualization.
To realize collaboration, multiple participates are designed in the CVGE system,
including a governmental official (GO), a geographer (G), an environmental scientist
(ES), a computer technician (CT).

3. Air Pollution Simulation of PRD City Cluster Based on MM5
3.1 MM5
The Fifth-Generation Penn State Mososcale Model (MM5), a limited-area,
nonhydrostatic, terrain-following sigma-coordinate model (Dudhia, et al, 2005), is
used in this distribution of meteorological fields to the air quality model. It has
undergone many changes designed to broaden its applications since 1970s, such as: (i)
a multiple-nest capability, (ii) nonhydrostatic dynamics, which allows the model to be
used at a few-kilometer scale, (iii) a four-dimensional data assimilation (Newtonian
nudging) capability, (iv) increased number of physics options, and (v) portability to a
wider range of computer platforms, including OpenMP and MPI systems.
3.2 Air Pollution Simulation of PRD City Cluster Based on MM5
There are seven modules which are used for preparing and running MM5 in the
CVGE system: TERRAIN, REGRID, INTERPF, MM5, Geographic Information
Integrated Visualization, Pollution source (for preparing the pollution inventory) and
CUGrid Computation (to run parallelized MM5).
With the pollution sources compiling and MM5 parameters settings, modules of
MM5 are conducted by the environmental scientist, and MM5 is then running on
CUGrid, after that the simulated results of air pollution is transformed in to
geographically referenced data which can be read by CVGE and geo-visualization is
also showed by CVGE.
3.2.1 MM5 Configuration
Receiving the message of finishing pollution sources compiling, the
environmental scientist starts his work to set the parameters of MM5.
The resolution of MM5 computation and the grid numbers in column and row are
also automatically set as 3000 meters, 139, and 115 respectively.
The environmental scientist sets the simulation time period as 24 hours from 2
4
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o’clock on 19th July 2005 to 1 o’clock on 20th July 2005. He also sets the
computation time step, the output data saving time step, and the output time step with
60 minutes, 60 seconds, and 60 minutes respectively. In vertical direction, only the
layers under 1 kilometer height are calculated because these layers are closely related
with human activity. Thus, the environmental scientist set sigma heights.
3.2.2 MM5 computation
After MM5 settings, this step will preprocess modules of MM5 including
TERRAIN, REGRID, INTERPF, Pollution, and MM5. The processing on these
modules is conducted by the environmental scientist. Among these modules, the
Pollution module is used to transform the compiled air pollution sources. Finishing
running these modules, the environmental scientist sent out notification message.
When notified that the environmental scientist has finished running previous
models, the computer technician will conduct running MM5 on CUGrid.
3.2.3 Data transformation and geo-visualization for results calculated by MM5
This step is conducted by the geographer. He will firstly transform the simulated
result of air pollution into geographically referenced data which can be read by CVGE.
According to MM5 setting, the output data have ten layers and 24 time sequences.
Thus, after transformation, there are 240 layer and time files for air pollution
representation. Each layer will has 115*139 grids with the resolution of 3000 meters.
After the data transformation, the geographer visualizes air pollution dispersion.
3.3 Visual Simulation of SO2 Dispersion
Stationary or animated geo-visualizations are both conducted. When the
geographer visualizes concentration of SO2, the visualized graphics can also be
viewed by other participants.
Following series pictures (Figure 8.8) show 24-hour SO2 dispersion on layer 2
with sigma height 12 meters above terrain started at 2:00 19th July.
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2:00 19th

3:00 19th

4:00 19th

5:00 19th

6:00 19th

7:00 19th

8:00 19th

9:00 19th

10:00 19th

11:00 19th

12:00 19th

13:00 19th

14:00 19th

15:00 19th

16:00 19th

17:00 19th

18:00 19th

19:00 19th
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20:00 19th

21:00 19th

22:00 19th

23:00 19th

00:00 20th

01:00 20th

Figure 3. Simulated sulfur dioxide concentration dispersion
From visualization for layer at sigma height of 12 meters above terrain, the
following can be learned:
 The air pollution caused by industries emission in PRD dispersed from north
west to south east driven by wind field;
 In the simulated condition, four cities had severe air pollution level for
several hours during simulation time, which included Zhuhai, Jiangmen,
Zhongshan, and Foshan. Parts of Guangzhou, Dongguan, and Shenzhen
were also polluted seriously;
 During the simulation time, Hong Kong was covered by very high and even
severe pollution levels for about four hours from 15:00 o’clock to 19:00
o’clock on 19th July 2005.

4. Conclusion
A MM5 based Collaborative Virtual Geographic Environments system is
designed to simulate the air pollution for the PRD city cluster in this paper. Through
the collaborative operations of a governmental official, a geographer, an
environmental scientist, a computer technician, the simulation is conducted and
visualized based on the CVGE system from 2:00 19th July to 1:00 20th July 2005. The
experiment shows that the MM5 based CVGE system can meet the demands of air
pollution simulation and the simulation results can provide assistant information for
decision making of the air pollution control and management, and it may have
important significance for the atmospheric environment protection and air pollution
reduction.
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Integrated flood management with Web-GIS collaborative
participation for disaster prevention
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ABSTRACT
Since 1996 to 2005, the budget above that use to prevent floods, all over 10
billion (NTD) in Taiwan. According to statistics, Since 1958, the flood disaster
occurred in Taiwan caused by typhoon had damaged more than 49 thousand houses
and killed almost 1000 people and direct damage more than 14 billions (NTD) every
year.
The major issue is the lacks of the use of the dynamic data especially for the
prevention of flood disaster that cause the tragedy always occur ahead of our
estimation. The objective of this study is to develop a platform base on 3D Web-GIS
integrated flood model and online data to simulate the damaged of flood disaster. The
project introduces the concept of disaster risk prevention and control.
It introduces the dynamic evaluation in Web-GIS platform to evaluate and
forecast economic losses of disaster. It could be compare the budget above that use to
prevent floods and the budget from direct damage cost down. It also includes the
continuous data of Taiwan's social, economic, and climatic conditions to develop the
integrated and maintained platform and build up the data up to date by self。

Keyword：3D Web-GIS, dynamic simulate, flood, management, prevention, risk
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1 Introduction
Taiwan is an island country located at about 100 miles off Southeast Asia mainland.
We have around 23 millions people. The population density of 638 persons / Km2
until 2010-01 is the second of the World. But in Taiwan is almost 75% area is slope
that living only 30% people. So Taiwan is high density development country
especially in Kaohsiung City and Taipei City.
Table 1.The population density in Taiwan
Unit: person/Km2
Index

Name

Population
density

Index

Name

Population
density

1

Kaohsiung City

9938.10

14

Yunlin County

560.15

2

Taipei City

9626.65

15

Tainan County

547.51

3

Taichung City

6548.21

16

Kaohsiung County

444.97

4

Chiayi City

4567.57

17

Hsinchu County

354.84

5

Tainan City

4383.21

18

Lienchiang County

340.21

6

Hsinchu City

3921.80

19

Pingtung County

318.16

7

Keelung County

2927.89

20

Miaoli County

307.96

8

Taipei County

1875.45

21

Chiayi County

287.63

9

Taoyuan County

1611.07

22

Ilan County

215.27

10

Changhua County 1221.30

23

Nantou County

129.38

11

Taichung County

760.03

24

Hualien County

73.65

12

Penghu County

747.93

25

Taitung County

66.02

13

Kinmen County

589.96

Since 1996 to 2005, the budget above that use to prevent floods, all over 10 billion
(NTD) in Taiwan. According to statistics, Since 1958, the flood disaster occurred in
Taiwan caused by typhoon had damaged more than 49 thousand houses and killed
almost 1000 people and direct damage more than 14 billions (NTD) every year.
Flooding is the most damaging catastrophe among all natural disasters in Taiwan.
Historical statistics indicate that economic losses caused by floods is approximate ten
billion NT dollars every year. Flooding mitigation measures have been implemented
to reduce economic damages as well as losses of human lives. However, risk of
flooding is increased owing to the effects of the climate change. Increasing number of
people is threatened with frequent high-intensity extreme rainfall associated with sea
level rise in coastal lowlands. Such situations are further deteriorated by improper
anthropogenic activities such as groundwater overdraft, which resulting in serious
2
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land subsidence. Flooding related problems are still a concern in the future and
become more sophisticated since the global warming and other anthropogenic factors.
Coping with such problems, social assessment such as land planning is equally
important with the engineering analysis, which is the initiation of this integrated
project.
A natural disaster is the consequence of a natural hazard (e.g. volcanic eruption,
earthquake, or landslide) which affects human activities. Human vulnerability,
exacerbated by the lack of planning or appropriate emergency management, leads to
financial, environmental or human losses. The resulting loss depends on the capacity
of the population to support or resist the disaster, their resilience. This understanding
is concentrated in the formulation: "disasters occur when hazards meet vulnerability".
A natural hazard will hence never result in a natural disaster in areas without
vulnerability, e.g. strong earthquakes in uninhabited areas. The term natural has
consequently been disputed because the events simply are not hazards or disasters
without human involvement.
Table 2.The Prevention Cost&Direct damage list
Unit: 1,000 NT
Year

Prevention Cost

Direct damage

Total

1996

22,894,605

41,692,060

64,586,665

1997

19,667,933

8,663,700

28,331,633

1998

27,792,274

15,253,630

43,045,904

1999

19,377,977

14,200,000

33,577,977

2000

38,924,175

14,200,000

53,124,175

2001

24,786,900

14,200,000

38,986,900

2002

22,772,635

14,200,000

36,972,635

2003

18,709,468

14,200,000

32,909,468

2004

15,673,293

14,200,000

29,873,293

2005

16,820,898

14,200,000

31,020,898

2006

14,47,6126

14,200,000

28,676,126

Total

227,420,158

179,209,390

421,105,674

The research introduces the dynamic evaluation in Web-GIS platform to evaluate and
forecast economic losses of disaster. It could be compare the budget above that use to
prevent floods and the budget from direct damage cost down. The research we
integrated economics and flood management to development the policy of land-use
planning for southwestern Taiwan. We introduces the concept of disaster risk
prevention and control .It uses Web-GIS platform to develop the dynamic evaluation
of prevention landslide area. The prevention landslide area could help us to improve
social safety.
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2 The IFM Project: A Case Study
Taiwan is a subtropical climate that have three to four typhoons each year. The
maximum daily rainfall is 1403 mm at Pingtung Weiliao Hill, August 8, 2009 (Morak
typhoons). The Morak typhoons have been at least 619 people were killed and 76
others missing, agricultural losses in excess of NTD 16.4 billion [1]

Figure 1. The location of Taiwan
Records of loss of life and damage caused by floods worldwide show that these have
continued to rise steadily during recent years. Understandably, the response has been
to call for increased efforts to protect life and property. However, given the density of
population and level of investment on flood plains, such protection can only be
achieved at great cost and often at the expense of denying the productive use of
flood-prone land. Furthermore, small and medium sized floods can be a vital source
of freshwater and can bring other benefits to the community and the natural
environment.
At the same time, the sustainable and effective management of water resources
demands a holistic approach - linking socio-economic development with the
protection of natural ecosystems and appropriate management links between land and
water uses. It is recognised that a river basin is a dynamic system in which there are
many interactions between land and water bodies. In the light of this, attempts are
4
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needed and should be tried to improve the functioning of the river basin as a whole
rather than simply fixing local problems.
This has called for the Integrated Flood Management (IFM), a new approach in which
consideration is given to the positive as well as the negative aspects of flood waters
and to the valuable resource that is represented by the flood plains that these waters
occupy on occasions.

Figure 2. The related domain theory of IFM

2.1 Related Work
It integrates land and water resources development in a river basin, within the context
of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), with a view to maximizing the
net benefit from floodplains and minimizing loss to life due to extreme hydrologic
events.
In traditional, we control floodplain management policy decisions is builds physical
structures with which the residents have to live. The case is like GDFPP (Greater
Dhaka Flood Protection Project) in Dhaka. It Finds revealed that floodplain
occupation was a result of overall reaction to the Government’s structural adjustment
policies that resulted from institutional, locational and socio-economic factors. [7]
In addition to support for structural embankments, the study sample displayed a
common concern and widespread environmental awareness. In terms of any
‘trade-off’ between the benefits (resources) from the embankments and costs (hazards)
due to the detrimental impact on environment, the residents of Dhaka, despite some
concern for sacrificing embankments for environment, tended to show a general
consensus for embankments.[7]
The new point is that the water is resources and disaster. We live with water so we a re
living with flood risk. It called FLOWS is an acronym for Floodplain Landuse
5
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Optimising Workable Sustainability. This means communities adapting to climate
change and living with water. In the project we define prevention of flood is focus the
resource point to manager the water.

Figure 3. Living with flood risk

2.2 Development of IFM
Integrated flood management (IFM) is a new approach to flood manaegment by
World Meteorological Organization. It co-ordinates the meteorological and
hydrological services of 185 countries and territories and as such is the centre of
knowledge about weather, climate and water [9].
In this platform we develop a Web-GIS platform, which collaborate sea level
projection, rainfall projection, land subsidence, flood risk analysis and land uses
settings for flood management in this project. The kernel part of Web-GIS platform is
multi-discipline modeling, which deals with both climate change and human impacts
on flooding.
In 『Innovative flood management and land planning strategies to cope with climate
change』 project , flood risk concerning climate change has being analyzed for the
flood-prone area, the southwestern coastal area of Taiwan, by means of sea level
projection, rainfall projection, and land subsidence projection in the coming 100-years.
The 100-year projections for the hydrologic state in the southwestern Taiwan under
A1B and B1 scenarios are carried out by developing models, which are based on
several innovative algorithms for sea level projections, SVD downscaling system for
6
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rainfall projections, and grey system for land subsidence projections.[10]

Figure 4. The cycle of water system

2.2.1 Sea level rise
In 『Innovative flood management and land planning strategies to cope with climate
change』 project, sea level rise in the southwestern coastal area of Taiwan is 7.3cm in
coming 20-years and 36.4 cm in coming 100-years. We use fixable value 36.4 cm in
sea level rise variable.

2.2.2 Rainfall
In 『Innovative flood management and land planning strategies to cope with climate
change』 project, It use SVD downscaling system to forecast the rainfall in 2011 to
2100. In the project we use the two hundred years return period downscaling hourly
rainfall. We use database to record the forecast data include 24 hours and 39 rainfall
gauge stations records.

7
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Figure 5. 39 rainfall gauge stations location

2.2.3 Land subsidence
In 『Innovative flood management and land planning strategies to cope with climate
change』 project, It use GM model and Pororlasticity model to forecast the value of
land subsidence area in coming 100-years. We use database to record the forecast data
include 272 land subsidence gauge stations records.

8
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Figure 6. 272 land subsidence gauge stations location

2.3 Improving Inundation Model Validity
To develop a Web-GIS platform collaborates sea level projection, rainfall projection,
flood risk analysis and land uses settings for flood management. The Web-GIS
platform can dynamically analyze the flood risk in southwestern coastal areas of
Taiwan due to the climate change and propose land planning for flood prone area in
the future.

2.3.1 LISFLOOD-FP Model
LISFLOOD-FP is a raster-based flood inundation model (Bates and De Roo, 2000; De
Roo et al., 2000; Horritt and Bates, 2001)[11].

9
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This Model is raster-based. So it only support the standard square polygon or grid
data like DGM. It can calculate the depth of flood with time Variable（Figure 7.）

Figure 7. Channel flow is approximated using the 1D linear kinematic Saint-Venant
equations

2.3.1 A quasi-two-dimensional inundation model
The inundation model is employed to estimate the inundation depth and duration for
various storms.

t is time; Asi is the area of the i-th cell;

and

are the water stage of the i-th and the

k-th cell, respectively; Ni is the number of cells surrounding the i-th cell;

Qi , k

is the

discharge flowing from the k-th cell into the i-th cell; Pei is the effective rainfall.
A quasi-two-dimensional inundation model could support irregular polygon. So we
provide the data include DTM and DEM or other vector polygon.
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Figure 8. Channel flow in irregular polygon

2.4 Web-GIS Software Engineering
The platform creates an interaction structure to tune and to verify the cooperative
framework of the other six sub-projects as a whole dynamically. It will help each
sub-project to re-examine the sensitivity of its own module response to the effect on
flood disasters. Therefore, it is a platform able to fine tuning variables/parameters
setting of each model for better results.
And the Web-GIS platform is an opened structure to input external data for model.
The data format is included relational database (MySQL, Oracle, MSSQL…), TXT
(csv , txt …) and GIS formats (SHP, TAB, …), so we can integrate the data provided
by Construction and Planning Agency and Water Resource Agency of Taiwan and
APFM/WMO’s format as well. By which, the result of APFM/WMO and policy
setting of flood management can be evaluated in the platform in terms of various
disaster scenarios due to global climate change.
Finally the Web-GIS platform uses 3D render and Cloud technology to compare flood
dynamic changed over the temporal dimension visually and can be interactively
operated directly online.
(1) Model developing
The impacts of climate change on sea level rising, extreme rainfall, land subsidence,
and ecology system are proposed for flood risk analysis. Scenario-based flood risk
map will be further developed for southern coast areas of Taiwan.
(2) Web-GIS platform
A platform for visualizing interaction to improve cross-discipline dialog and
11
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cooperation in developing strategy for flood management is developing.
(3) Land planning strategy
The policy in land-use settings will be assessed based on Scenario-based flood risk
map.

2.5 The Data of Contents
When we use the Inundation Model to develop the prevention of flood manager, we
also need the data about topography include building, urban planning, land-use,
floodplain area (Figure 9.) to draw physiographic diagram.

Figure 9. The Data of Contents
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3. Real example of IFM in Chiayi Country
The project study area is Chiayi Country in southwestern coastal areas of Taiwan
(Figure 10.).

Figure 10. Study area location
Table 3 is society and geo information about Chiayi Country.
Table 3. Society and geo Information about study area
Type

Detail

Notes

County seat

Taibao City

Region

Southwestern Taiwan

Cities

2

Townships

16

Area

1901.67 km²

Population

548,801

Jan. 2009

Density

288.59/km²

Jan. 2009

We survey the data for A quasi-two-dimensional inundation model include sea level,
rainfall, land subsidence, land-use, urban planning, DEM ,DTM. DTM is 40m scale.
We use the 3D Web-GIS Platform with dynamic growth technology, we integrate the
study area data which collaborate sea level rise, rainfall, land-use and land subsidence
to simulate flood risk. The kernel part of 3D Web-GIS platform is multi-discipline
modeling, which deals with both climate change and human impacts on flooding.
13
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Figure 11. Distribution of elevation of the study area.[11]

Figure 12. Land use of the study area.
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3.1The Contents of IFM Platform

3.1.1 Software and hardware structure
The whole idea of service is based on architecture of SOA(Service-Oriented
Architecture) and integrate with back-end services(Figure 13). The operation
architecture display is as below diagram. The connection services are all web service
and adopt with SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). The protocol uses XML as
base communications protocol, compile required internet service request and reply
then send the compiled message to the internet.

Figure 13. Software and hardware structure platform

3.1.2 A quasi-two-dimensional inundation model
For the goal is online and near real time dynamically analyze the flood risk. We must
import the inundation model as a module for IFM system. In the project, we use Java
to code the program online calculate the model
Java refers to a number of proprietary computer software products and specifications
from Sun Microsystems, a subsidiary of Oracle Corporation, that together provide a
system for developing application software and deploying it in a cross-platform
environment. Java is used in mobile phones, Web servers and enterprise applications,
and while less common on desktop computers, Java applets are often used to provide
15
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improved and secure functionalities while browsing the World Wide Web.[12]

3.1.3 Physiographic Diagram
The project we want simulate the floodplain area. We use the cell as the calculate unit.
The cell is defined by study DEM, DTM. We define 6943 cell in study area(Figure
14.). The Figure 15. is polygon of Rainfall gauge stations used by Thiessen Model.
We use the GIS software ArcView to calculate.

Figure 14. Computational cells of the study area.
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Figure 15. Rainfall gauge stations and Thiessen polygon of the study area.

3.2 IFM System development

3.2.1 The IFM System
The IFM system is developed by java server page. In the server machine we use
Tomcat (http://tomcat.apache.org/) as our web server engine. Tomcat could encoding
and decoding java server page. The IFM is a simple World Wide Web without enough
time.

17
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Figure 16. The IFM System Main Page

3.2.1 3D&2D GIS Simulate Iinside Page
We design the web page include 3D&2D and Setting screen.

Figure 17. The IFM System Inside Page
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3.2.2 Setting Page
Setting page is define the setting of context. The contexts include sea level rise,
rainfall, land-use and land subsidence. The project we define the setting as Table 4.
Table 4. The Context Define Value
Type

Setting

Notes

sea level rise

100-years

Maximum

land subsidence

100-years

Maximum

rainfall

200-years

Return period

3.2.3 2D GIS Page
Applicants is able to enter the apply information then send information out and lie
between to online information transfer operation. The information include sea level
projection, rainfall projection, land subsidence, flood risk analysis and land uses
settings.

Figure 18. The IFM System Web-GIS System

3.2.3 3D GIS Page For Flood Simulated
Simulation events is one various recurrence intervals 200-year of 48-hour design
rainfall. It introduces the dynamic evaluation in Web-GIS platform to evaluate and
19
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forecast economic losses of disaster.
The results showed that we use cloud calculate base on the 3D GIS platform to
simulate the flood area dynamic. We could fast and correctly online simulate the
region of the flood area each hour (total 48-hour). The flood simulated for the
policymakers could be made the decision about disaster prevention and disaster
Response.

Figure 19. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in First Hour
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Figure 20. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 6th Hour

Figure 21. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 12th Hour
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Figure 22. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 18th Hour

Figure 23. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 24th Hour
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Figure 24. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 30th Hour

Figure 25. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 36th Hour
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Figure 26. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 42th Hour

Figure 27. The IFM System of Flood Simulated Result in 48th Hour
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3 Conclusion and Future Work

3.1 Conclusion
The project is used in the several domain research just like Operation System design,
Business Model developed, Space etc. So the 3D WEB-GIS platform included Cloud
to develop integrated flood management. The result list as blow.
1. In Modeling we integrate more than five domain knowledge included collaborate
sea level projection, rainfall projection, land subsidence, flood risk analysis and
land uses settings.
2. Secondly, in computation and simulation technology we use 3D render and
Cloud for online and dynamically to get the results fast and correctly on line
simulate the region of the flood area each hour.
3. Finally, in knowledge development ,we will be seeking to know what’s beyond
the data and the policymakers could be made the decision about disaster
prevention and disaster response in the future.

3.2 Future Work
The result of this project, we can simulate the floodplain area and the depth of the cell.
If we have the water depth and cell area, we will get the heavy of the cell. It will help
us to analyzes the kinetic from the heavy with the speed. The next we can advance
research such list.
1. Continue this research we could use the floodplain area to help us calculate the
loss in economic. If we want to do, we need more data about agriculture, industry,
business.
2. Infrastructure for flood prevention: We can study the forecast tolerance when we
design infrastructure for flood prevention.
3. Under the global warming change, it will be more frequency disaster of flood
and drought in Taiwan. It is a common and long weather change of Taiwan. We
need have long solution treatment this change in our land-use policy. Then we
can development another system to simulate the drought disaster.
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Reducing Flood Vulnerabilities in Urban Areas of Turkey by
means of Integrated Basin Management
SENOL BALABAN Meltem 1
Abstract
Significant amount of the world’s population is under the severe risk of hydrometeorological disasters, which are expected to increase with climate change. It is the coastal
cities and riverine cities, which are at most risk. On the other hand, these cities are also the
hotspots where private investments and populations are competing to locate. It is necessary
for these cities to find ways to cope with adverse impacts of climate change in terms of such
disaster risks. Among these ways the control of developments in waterfront spaces in river
basin areas accordingly to reduce the risks of flooding and inundation are crucial. In this
sense, cities, which developed and introduced the alternative ways of living with such
disasters by means of integrated basin management, planning and urban design, are observed
to have higher resiliency. Most of the riverine cities in Turkey are remarkably prone to flood
risk, and their vulnerabilities are extensively increasing, although several protective measures
previously adopted.
This paper will focus on flood vulnerabilities of certain urban areas in Turkey with an
intention to identify urban planning deficiencies and common inaccuracies, which do not
conform to flood risk management. Considering the recent trends in land-use planning and
basin management in line with flood risk management in some countries alternative and
proper solutions for Turkish Cities are going to be investigated. The conclusion will
emphasize the fact that basin planning and urban design tools should be integrated with
mitigation tools to reduce flood risk today and tomorrow.
Keywords: Flood Disasters, Integrated Basin Management, Waterfront and Riverside
Developments, Urban Planning and Design, Turkish Cities

1. Introduction
Flood disasters in Turkey are observed generally in two ways. One is as river overflow due to
heavy rainfall. Second one is as inundations after sudden rainfall due to inadequate drainage
and infrastructure in urbanized areas. It can be said that the latter is just because of ignorance
1
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of natural drainage channels and morphologic structure of terrain where settlements are
located. Most of the riverine cities in Turkey are prone to chronic flood disasters and have
lost lives and properties regularly. For instance, during the past five decades 36 flood events
occurred, 23 persons were killed and 430’000 hectares were inundated yearly (State
Hydraulic Works, SHW). Additionally, annual economical loss is estimated approximately
100 million US dollars as declared by General Directorate of Disaster Affairs (GDDA)
(Taymaz, 2008).
This paper is mainly based on the results of PhD Research 2 that deeply investigates four
riverine cities which are located on certain parts of major river basins that have different
climatic and morphologic settings. Although they have dissimilar physical settings and
climatic conditions, it is observed that the reasons that lead to flood losses have shown
similarities and common points. Therefore, these common causes will be presented focusing
on planned and unplanned city developments. As the major statement of the research,
uncontrolled urban growth and provisions of development plans in Turkish cities, which
disregard flood risks, are main causes of flood losses. However, disaster paradigm shift and
recent implementations on world-wide literature and practices suggest new ways of dealing
with flood risk management. Referring such recent establishments, some recommendations
and prospects for Turkey case will be discussed.

2. Turkey’s Flood Profile and Main Causes of Chronic Flood Losses
River floods are the most widespread hydro-meteorological hazards in Turkey. Except one
province, 80 provinces of Turkey have been affected from flood events (Gokce and others,
2008). It can be said that floods are quite effective and wide spread in Turkey as can be seen
in figure 1.
During the past five decades 1232 persons lost their lives in 1930 separate events and
approximately 23 million hectares of land surface was inundated by flood-waters (SHW,
2009). Among all disaster types, floods are the second frequent type (67%) in Turkey
according to UNDP referring the data recorded between the years 1980 and 2000.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Flood Events and Flooded Areas
Sources: SHW, 1998 and Gokce and others, 2008

Table 1.1: Descriptive Figures per Disaster Types (1980-2000)

Source: http://gridca.grid.unep.ch/undp

According to the records of GDDA 14% of all disaster events occurred between 1955 and
2008 are composed of floods (Gokce and others 2008). As indicated in figure 2, among all
disaster types, floods are the third frequent type after landslides in Turkey.

Figure 2. Distribution of Disaster Events in Turkey by Types (1955-2008)
Source: Gokce and others, 2008

2.1 Research Methods and Scope
The Research which is the main subject of this paper was conducted in two levels: Local
Level Research (LLR) and Institutional Level Research (ILR). Since the flood events are
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quite wide spread, for LLR study case areas have been determined according to a number of
criteria by the consent of SHW. One of them is to consider historical flood loss statistics
among major river basins. However, some areas were excluded due to having extreme
precipitation patterns and some of them due to recent dam projects. Second one is to consider
climatic and physical conditions which are dissimilar so that other reasons beyond the
physical settings can be investigated such as planned or unplanned growth of case areas.
Third one is to select case areas which have continual flood loss histories although several
protection works have been done. Hence, four urban areas that are located on dissimilar
physical settings and have climatic conditions are investigated with respect to their flood loss
and protection histories, city growth, development and implementation plan decisions.
Additionally, flood vulnerability analysis were done for only two of the selected areas since
the other two have no available flood hazard map to be referred.

Figure 3. Flood Intensity Map and Selection of case areas
Sources: Gokce and others, 2008; Taymaz, 2008, SHW 1998 and 2009

In addition to LLR, it is also necessary to understand the relationships between urban
planning process and flood protection/prevention works in order to reveal problematic parts
and make several improvements if needed. Hence, in ILR study related administrative and
legislative system was investigated focusing on the relationships between central and local
governments, local communities and other related non-governmental institutions.
2.2 Research Results: Main Causes of Flood Losses
The LLR study on four different cities and their river basins they belong to gives the
opportunity to identify some common causes of continual flood losses. Findings of the
case-study research lead us to classify these causes in two broad categories, observed at basin
level and at urban level.
There is a lack of monitoring, control and coordination at the basin level. Local ad-hoc
interventions may temporarily solve the flood problem at a specific location. However, this
leads to the transfer of flood problem to another location. Any change in land-use or in the
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course of river generally has basin-wide impacts depending on the hydrological cycle.
At the urban level, many examples of implementations and developments that have caused
greater losses of river floods and inundations are observed. Tolerant land-use decisions and
loose development controls have created substantial vulnerabilities in urban areas. A list of
these interventions is given below.
- Capacities of infrastructure systems in urban areas are decreased, and become inefficient
due to the decisions of density rise in built-up areas,
- Permeable surfaces (forests, parks, green areas, valleys, recreation areas) are engulfed by
expanding hard surfaces (concrete spaces, pavements, buildings),
- Riverbeds, flood-prone lands and valley bottoms are not only occupied by unauthorized
developments but also by some public facilities and services like streets, public buildings
closing river tops. Also flow discharges of rivers are decreased by a number of inaccurate
interventions (discharging direct sewage/rainwater system, damping solid-wastes and debris,
and insufficient cleaning and maintenance services),
- There are infrastructural deficiencies caused by inaccurate and discrete engineering
interventions such as inaccurate design of transport bridges and concrete channel
construction.
Based on the findings of the vulnerability analysis, in addition to such a list, it seems
appropriate to conclude that the rational decision and strategy in riverine cities is to avoid
urban developments on flood-prone areas. Once development is not controlled or permitted
on such areas the volume of potential losses goes beyond the structural investments, which
only bring some partial and temporary solutions rather than effective mitigation. Therefore, in
case of a flood event there is the risk of loosing substantial amount of resources including the
money spent on both existing urban developments and structural measures.
Addition to above mentioned results, the ILR results on institutional system and planning
legislation indicate that Turkey’s current flood protection structure seems to be based on the
surveys and assessments of a sole central authority and on its limited powers of intervention.
Since there is no administrative power and mechanism to monitor and control major river
basins, both development decisions and partial flood protection measures in any part of basin
may also cause flood losses in other parts. The local municipal administrations are under
different interests and pressures for development and land-use.

3. Global warming and Flood Risks
Adverse effects of climate change, which have become evident in recent decades, are now
paid great attention and placed on the agenda of most countries. After consecutive devastative
floods, for example, affecting many countries at the same time, in Europe it has become
inevitable to establish a concerted and coordinated action regarding flood risk management at
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the level of major river basins. Therefore, investigating some European Countries gave an
opportunity to understand the implementation strategies due to embracing flood risk
management after great flood disasters, new institutional establishments and binding
regulations of EU Directive enacted in 2007. In this part current literature and
country-specific practices about dealing with flood disaster will be reviewed.
3.1. Prevailing Approaches and Current Practices towards Flood Risks
As a matter of fact, a hydro-meteorological event, flooding is vital for the continuation of
habitat and ecological cycle of surrounding area. When this cycle is interrupted by human
settlements, flood events turn into flood disasters damaging life and property. Therefore,
through ages the most-widely used flood protection method is to construct embankments
parallel to both banks of a stream or sea in order to resist the highest flood water level that
have been thus far observed. In Turkey case, for example, river reclamations with
constructing embankments is the most common method that has still been used despite its
higher economical burden. However, it did prove in so many cases that the structural
interventions to protect life and property from high flood waters cannot always be the safe
enough (Cigler 1996, Jorissen 1998). Such kind of structures only provides temporary
solutions creating more destructive flood disasters during the next events. There is always
unknown but predictable mechanisms that require wider scope than that of the structural
measures provide (Pilon 2003). Hence, the concept of risk and the risk management approach
provide this wider scope that includes systematic and harmonized implementation of both
structural and non-structural measures (planning instruments) within a certain river basin as
being a part of hydro-meteorological system.
Although, flooding is considered to be a random and unpredictable phenomenon, historical
records on a specific basin can be analyzed statistically to predict how often floods of a
specified size can be expected to occur and which parts of the basin would be affected at what
intensity (Pilon, 2003). The findings of such analysis, in turn, may give essential inputs for
designing flood control measures such as dams, embankments/levees, flood walls and
implementing land use planning decisions such as retention/detention basins, green paths,
roof gardens, recreational activities, upper basin forestation, and natural reserves. Such kind
of approach is defined as the framework of ‘integrated basin planning and management’ that
is commonly embraced by many countries that are reviewed below.
3.2 Key Points of Implementations: from Country Examples
Since it is necessary to explore how various countries employ methods to integrate flood
management with spatial planning, some key points in this respect will be raised in this part
of the paper.
Opposite to traditional approach that tries keeping floods away from the human life, today’s
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prevailing approach is ‘living with floods’. For this reason; flood risk management explores
new methods to live with floods, with the help of spatial planning rather than to focus on
flood protection that depends simply on engineering solutions. It is admitted that it is not
possible to prevent the occurrence of flood events, but it is possible to reduce the risks
through spatial planning. Many experiences in various countries and regions of the world
have proved that flood risk management could be strategic instrument beyond being just a
regulatory task (Netherlands: Woltjer and Al 2007, Germany: Friescke 2004, France: Tonelli
& Sironeneau 1996). Spatial planning no longer considers the flood management as an
external technical exercise. At the same time, the ways to live with floods could possibly be
succeeded when the water element is considered as complementary, multi-functional area like
in Wieringen Border Lake in Netherlands (Woltjer & Al, 2007).
According to deep investigations on countries Netherland, France and Germany, each
administrative body of river basins of these countries, for example, is responsible for
managing Integrated River Basin Risk Maps, Risk Mitigation Plan Alternatives, Land-use
zoning and Urban Design Solutions to raise retaining capacity and ease drainage. For
example, the zones with various risk levels on such maps and plan mentioned above can be
used for several purposes and to determine protection strategies to combat risks. A certain
risk level can be reduced at the source of a hazard, such as increasing the water retention
capacity of the catchments, frequently inundated flood-plains as urban parks, nature areas or
ecological reserves, while prohibiting the locating of investments and assets in these flood
plains. On the other hand, less frequent and low risk areas can be used for residential
purposes, however they ought to be constructed and located above the pre-determined flood
level. In order to implement such policies certain planning tools are used and followed by
well-established control mechanisms. Some of them are, for instance, upstream basin
regulations, penalties for constructions on riverside or adjacent lands which are prone to
floods, restricted zones for any settlement development, tax reduction and subsidies for
private protection measures and/or insurance etc.
In addition to these, monitoring, forecast modeling and early warning system along rivers
and river basin level are other necessary measures in order to minimize residual risk which
is never be zero after all mitigation activities.

4. Prospects and Recommendations for Turkey Case
Recent flood losses and death tolls in Istanbul last year (September 2009) Turkish
Government has launched a number of meetings with Ministries and related Directorates in
order to find ways for avoiding such losses in the near future. However, not only central
governmental institutions but also local communities and governments needs to be involved
in this manner. Considering the results about main causes of floods in the light of other
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country implementations it is beneficial to begin with identifying main areas of intervention
in accordance with the legislative structure of Turkey.
First of all, there is a need for an integrated flood risk management system in Turkey. For
this reason it is necessary to restructure the current administrative and legal framework in
order to establish such an integrated system as represented in figure 4. One alternative can be
to establish for each major river basin ‘The Commission of Integrated River Basin
Management’ which may be based on the Law of Local Government Union. This commission
is responsible for preparation of ‘Flood Mitigation Plan’ that is based on flood hazard and
risk maps supported by the consent of related institutions. It is also necessary to include
public people, NGO’s and Professionals during such decision-making process. Such kind of
planning scale corresponds to currently used Territorial Plan scale that takes into account
basin-wide establishments, settlements, strategic spots and decisions. Development plans for
each settlement in a basin be prepared in accordance with Territorial Plan Decisions.
On the other hand, it is also crucial to provide more effective mitigation control at local level.
Therefore, the compulsory declaration of flood vulnerabilities by municipalities themselves
in their entitlement for special subsidies could raise the general level of awareness, could
curb further vulnerabilities, and contribute to the articulation of planning methods.
As a result, it appears essential to integrate flood risk mitigation efforts with the local
planning system and to involve municipalities in their estimations of risks and its declaration
on official duty, as contemporary international approaches indicate.

Figure 4. River Basin Organization and Planning Process (Author proposal)
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5. Conclusion
Recent disastrous events have shown that flood disasters are going to be more frequent and
widely destructive on our cities due to the adverse impacts of global warming. The size of the
consequences of such impacts could be beyond the social and financial capacities of many
States. Therefore, it is necessary to be prepared for the worse case scenarios and the most
probable situations beforehand. Such approach seems to be provided by the concept of risk
and risk management whose wider scope includes all risks to be clearly identified, classified,
assessed, analyzed and effectively mitigated. Such a way of thinking comprehensively
defines itself as ‘integrated basin risk management’ in the subject of flood risks.
Research findings on four riverine case cities of Turkey indicate that, river floods turn into
destructive disasters mainly due to tolerant land-use decisions. Inaccurate, discrete
implementations and developments in and through the river basins are a second source of
flood losses. Such factors are resulted from prevailing approach of flood protection instead of
having an approach that governs integrated measures based on flood hazard and risks of any
river basin. Findings also indicate that current vulnerabilities are greater in value than
investments made to curb flood risks. Independent and discrete efforts of mitigation seem to
generate illusory feelings of safety, which aggravates vulnerabilities in cities.
Currently neither urban development plans nor available flood plans are equipped with
necessary measures to mitigate risks. First of all there is a need for preparation and active use
of flood hazard, vulnerability and risk mapping. This could be powerful tool for directing
mitigation policies both in new developing and already developed areas. However, policy
implications in developed areas could be the challenging process which requires further
research and analysis.
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Abstract
This study investigates the contingency measures in place for elderly care facilities
and the key factors in constructing or renovating such structures in the future.
The participants of this study were five nursing facilities evacuated during the Aug.
8, 2009 floods in Taiwan. Through in-depth interviews, the researchers explored the
response of the authorities in the face of the flood, the problems that arose in the process,
and the suggestions for future constructions.
Research results showed that to ensure the safety of the elderly in the face of floods,
buildings should be at least 2 floors high, and that there should be a small kitchen with
adequate storage space and basic power supply and water on the second floor. There
should also be a way to communicate with the outside world and emergency escape
routes in place.
Additionally, city and county governments should manage, notify, and assist these
facilities in their flood contingency processes. Elderly care facilities should also set
flood contingency plans and conduct daily drills to minimize the losses caused by such
disasters.
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1. Introduction
During the August 8 floods in Taiwan, many elderly victims in the disaster had to
make emergency escapes to temporary shelters. It is precisely because many of the
elderly in elderly care facilities suffer from physical and mental disabilities that these
facilities are most often in need of timely provision of contingency measures and
assistance with communicating with the outside world to prevent the elderly from being
injured during such disasters(Dosa, Grossman and Mor, 2007; Rhoades, Clayman, 2008;
Wamsler, 2006).
However, flood contingency plans or measures were not required by law for
elderly care facilities in Taiwan, nor had there been discussions regarding flood
contingency procedures or flood contingency included in the planning and construction
of elderly care facilities.
The main purpose of this study is to review the experience of having to relocate
from and later reinstate the elderly in the facilities in the recent flood and provide
concrete principles and suggestions for improving the disaster contingency measures of
elderly care facilities yet to be constructed and for modifying existing facilities to face
the possible onslaught of future typhoons and floods.

2. Methods
In-depth interviews were conducted with the heads of the facilities that were
flooded in the recent Aug. 8 floods and whose elderly had to be evacuated to a safer
place. The following issues were discussed: 1. A detailed account of the onslaught of the
flood and the measures implemented; 2. An account of the evacuation and the
difficulties involved; 3. An account of the problems and difficulties involved in cleaning
and returning the elderly to their facility; 4. Preparations and measures now being
developed to counter future typhoons; and 5. Suggestions for future elderly care
facilities regarding flood contingency measures.
The researchers visited 15 elderly care facilities in disaster-stricken areas between
August 12 and September 5, 2009. Among these, 12 were flooded, and 5 were both
flooded and had to evacuate the elderly. The participants of this study were the 5
facilities that evacuated their residents (Table 1). This study recounts the situations and
refers to the five facilities as Facility A to E.
Table 1 List of visited facilities
Facility
Category
A
Assisted Living Facility
B
C
D

Skilled Nursing Facility
Skilled Nursing Facility
Skilled Nursing Facility

Location
Tainan City

Contact Person’s Position
Director

Chiayi County
Tainan County
Tainan County

Director
Head Nurse
Director
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E

Skilled Nursing Facility

Pingtung County

Head Nurse

3. Procedures
The in-depth interviews were conducted with the persons in charge of the
emergency evacuation during the flood. The participants were also requested to provide
photos from the flood. The evacuation circumstances in the five facilities are as follows:
3.1 Facility A (evacuated the day after the flood):
This facility is a nursing facility located in the suburbs and is a public government
unit. There were a total of 56 people at the time of the flood, including 44 senior
citizens, 8 children, and 4 care personnel.
On August 7th, the lower end of the facility had been flooded up to 30 cm high;
later that night, all of the residents were moved to the higher end of the facility. At
around 5PM on August 8th, the water had reached 75 cm; transportation access was cut
off from the facility, and electricity and water were no longer available (except for
access to the water dam in the shelter). The telephones also stopped working, and
communication was solely through cellular phones. Both the kitchen and the storage
area were flooded, and the operation of the facility became difficult.
The water had not receded by the morning of August 9th, and by noon, the
managers started requesting for help from the government and the military to assist in
evacuation to a temporary shelter in the downtown area. By around 5PM, 3 2.5-ton
trucks were dispatched by the military and 4 rescue boats transported the residents from
the facility to the trucks. The operation was completed by 11PM without the aid of
lights.
3.2 Facility B (evacuated on the day of the flood):
This facility is a care facility located near a riverbank on low terrain. The senior
citizens occupy the first floor, and the second floor was being prepared as a nursing
home. There were 86 people in total including the elderly and the care personnel; 26 of
the elderly were in critical condition.
The county government Emergency Operations Center (EOC) called on August 7th
to extend their assistance to the facility if evacuation assistance was required. The water
started coming in at around 5PM on August 8th, and within 2 hours, the water had risen
to approximately 70 cm. It was then that calls were made to the fire department to
request assistance. Transportation access was cut off but electricity and water were still
operational. With the assistance of the care personnel, the residents were moved to the
construction site of the nursing facility being built on the second floor. The critically ill
were given priority and were transported by 3- to 4-person teams; the less ill moved to
the second floor with the assistance of the staff.
The fire department arrived at 11PM to assist in evacuation. With the assistance of
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the EOC, the residents were transported to a military hospital by rescue boats that
carried two residents at a time. The rescue boats returned every 30 minutes. The
evacuation process was completed by 4AM the following day.
3.3 Facility C (evacuated the day after the flood):
This facility is a nursing facility located approximately 200 meters from the main
road. The two-floor facility is surrounded by fish farms. The 49 senior citizens occupy
the first floor, most of whom were bedridden or in critical condition.
The water started coming in at 8AM on August 8th, and care personnel started
moving the residents to the second floor. By 1PM the water had reached 70 cm and cars
were no longer able to access the building. The electricity went out but water was still
available; the telephones no longer worked so the cellular phones were used for
communication. The kitchen and the storage were flooded, so the residents and the care
personnel passed the night on reserve food.
On the morning of August 9th, the residents were evacuated to the hospital to
which the facility once belonged with the assistance of the township office and the
military. The military dispatched an amphibious vehicle to the main road near the
facility, and rescue boats ushered the residents to the vehicle. The evacuation process
was completed by dusk.
3.4 Facility D (evacuated on the day of the flood):
This facility is a care facility located approximately 200 meters from the main road.
The one-floor facility is surrounded by low-lying rural roads and is divided into districts
(a) and (b) by a small road. Most of the 91 senior citizens were bedridden or in critical
condition.
The water started coming in at around 8AM on August 8th, and care personnel
started moving the residents from district (a), which was lower, to district (b), which
was higher. By around 1PM, the water had reached 70 cm in district (b) and cars were
no longer able to access the building. The electricity went out but water was still
available; the telephones no longer worked so the cellular phones were used for
communication. The kitchen and the storage were flooded, and only a small emergency
power generator, a suction machine, and an oxygen machine were working.
At 1PM the same day, the facility requested for help from the township office, and
through the EOC, the military dispatched an amphibious vehicle to the main road near
the facility, and rescue boats ushered 2 residents at a time to the vehicle. Sixty residents
were evacuated to a pilgrim temple building prepared by the township office, and 31
were evacuated to the nursing home the facility belongs to. The evacuation process was
completed by 1AM the following day.
3.5 Facility E (evacuated 2 days after the flood):
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This facility is a care facility located 100 meters away from the main road. There is
a temple square in front of the two-story facility which had been a pilgrim temple
building. There were 45 people in total, including the 38 senior citizens who were all
bedridden or in critical condition, and 7 personnel who were on duty that day.
The electricity went out at around midnight on August 9th, and by around 9:30 AM
the water had reached 30 cm and soon rose to around 80 cm. Care personnel used
emergency sheets to move the elderly to the second floor. By then both telephone and
cellular phones were inoperable. Water lines were still working, and the second floor
has a small kitchen where the staff cooked porridge for the elderly residents and milk
for residents who were fed through tubes.
By August 10th, the facility did not have electricity or water, so facility personnel
waded through water to request for assistance from the military. The military passed the
request to the township office and the fire department EOC and contacted the Social
Affairs Bureau of the county at 6PM to do an inspection. It was decided that the
evacuation would be performed the next day. That night, the military delivered food to
the facility. At 11AM on August 11th, personnel from the Social Affairs Bureau went to
the facility and by 3PM the military dispatched 2.5-ton trucks to rescue the residents.
The evacuation process was completed by 5PM.

4. Discussion and analysis
The results of the field visits and the analysis of the obtained data yielded the
following:
4.1 Warning before the Flood
4.1.1 Adequate warnings from Public Offices- Among the five elderly care facilities that
were severely affected by the flood, aside from Facility A, which was a public facility,
only Facility B received warning, an offer of assistance, and suggestions to quickly
evacuate the area from the EOC before the typhoon arrived. The remaining 3 facilities
did not receive warnings and offers. Although some of the floods were caused by the
accidental bursting of dikes and could not be predicted, public offices still did not
contact these facilities after the occurrence of the disaster. This shows that the city and
county governments did not understand that such facilities that cater to senior citizens
need additional support and concern during such circumstances.
4.1.2 Preventive Measures from Private Facilities- Among the 5 facilities that were
severely influenced by the flood, only Facility B had conducted drills to prepare for
possible floods. The other facilities had never made such preparations, showing the lack
of drills and flood contingency measures in elderly care facilities.
In times of emergency evacuations, facility personnel were not prepared to bring
information and items that could ensure the proper care and safety of the elderly. This
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shows that drills and preventive measures should be introduced for the benefit of the
elderly.
4.2 Emergency Response to Floods
4.2.1 The Importance of a Second Floor Shelter Area- The two facilities that were
evacuated immediately as soon as the floods began (Facility B and D) had to wait
between 6 to 7 hours after they requested assistance from the EOC. However, this
period is usually the most dangerous for the elderly.
Facility B ensured the safety of the elderly with the use of the construction area on
the second floor. However, the elderly in Facility D did not have anywhere to go and
were lucky not suffer casualties. This indicates that facilities that mainly use the first
floor for the elderly should have at least a second floor to serve as a shelter in case of
floods. This is not yet required by law but the law should be changed to include it.
4.2.2 Requirements Regarding Stair Width- In the recent flood, aside from Facility A,
which moved its residents to another building on higher ground and Facility D, which
did not have a second floor to move its residents to, the remaining Facility B, C, and E
all moved their elderly residents to the second floor for shelter with the help of their
own personnel.
Some of the elderly were able to climb the stairs on their own with some support
from the personnel; however, there were also those who were bedridden and could not
move on their own. A common complaint from the personnel was that it was
challenging to move the residents up the stairs that were merely 75 cm wide (including
the handrails); the process was made more challenging by the turns because collisions
could cause injuries or fractures in elderly residents. Thus, it was suggested that future
facilities should pay attention to this aspect during construction and increase the width
of the stairs.
4.2.3 Developing Buoyancy Mattresses- In the recent flood, most of the facilities
evacuated their residents when the water levels reached 70cm to 80 cm. This level is
higher than most mattresses, which indicates that there exists the danger of senior
citizens being immersed in water or falling off the bed and drowning.
Most mattresses are made of sponge and do not float when exposed to water,
leading to the possible circumstance of elderly residents waiting for rescue while lying
immersed in water. This is especially possible if the water levels are rising rapidly, like
in the case of Facility E, where water levels rose from 30 cm to 80 cm over the span of
30 to 40 minutes. The facility was fortunate in that the mattresses had some buoyancy
and the personnel strove to rescue the residents and prevented casualties. Thus, if
buoyancy mattresses were used in times of emergency, bedridden patients can wait for
rescue without the danger of drowning.
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4.2.4 The importance of power supply in times of floods:
Among the two facilities that were evacuated on the night of the flood, Facility D
lost its power because the entire area had been flooded and the facility did not have
emergency power supply to provide lighting. This not only created challenges for the
rescue personnel because they were working in the dark, but it also created severe stress
and danger for both the elderly residents and the care personnel.
The water levels in Facility B were similar to Facility D; additionally, the facility
was located near a stream and the flow of the water created challenges for the rescue
team. However, the facility continued to have power even as the water level rose to 70
cm. Not only did this facilitate the moving of the elderly residents to the second floor, it
also provided the elderly residents sufficient protection against contacting water during
the rescue process, providing the residents with an orderly and safe evacuation. This is a
preferable and safer way of evacuation for both the elderly residents and the care
personnel.
4.2.5 The Importance of Communications Equipment- In the recent flood, all of the
telephone lines in the evacuated facilities ceased working and all of the rescue processes
were orchestrated through cellular phones. Using Facility B and D, the two facilities
that were evacuated on the day of the flood, as examples, the availability of cellular
phones made it possible for the rescue team to understand the situation and dispatch
proper equipment and personnel to conduct the evacuation process.
Efficient communication through telecommunications also enabled the facilities to
keep track of the exact number of transported residents and their current physical
conditions, eliminating uncertainties. Facility E, on the other hand, lost all forms of
connection including cellular phones, and forced the facility personnel to risk their lives
and wade through the flood waters to request assistance from the EOC and only
obtaining actual assistance from the Social Affairs Bureau two days after the flood.
If communication were established on the day of the flood, the facility would have
been evacuated earlier and the elderly residents would not have needed to suffer from a
lack of resources, water, and electricity and remain two days in the facility before being
rescued.
4.3 Contingency measures in times of floods
4.3.1 The Importance of Having a Kitchen on the Second Floor- For many facilities, it is
more practical having the kitchen and storing food and supplies on the first floor for
easy access. However, during the recent flood, the first supplies that were lost were food;
and while the waters remained and even afterwards, the first floor kitchen became
useless, depriving the elderly residents of food.
Based on the experience of Facility E, the small staff kitchen on the second floor
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provided the elderly residents hot milk and porridge, which was extremely helpful for
maintaining their health. Additionally, some of the supplies were also placed on the
second floor, which turned out to be very useful in satisfying the basic needs of the
elderly residents. These items included food administered through tube feeding, adult
diapers, and clothing. Facility A and C, on the other hand, encountered the problem of
food shortage on the day of the flood. This was also the reason why the two facilities
had to be immediately evacuated the next day.
4.3.2 The Importance of Emergency Power Supply- During the recent flood, aside from
Facility B, which continually had power supply until the evacuation; the other four
facilities were faced with the problem of power loss. These facilities either had no
emergency power supply or had faulty emergency power supply.
The lack of power supply causes mortal danger to the elderly patients. While
waiting for rescue, personnel should prioritize the hospitalization of these patients and
personnel should always stay with them to ensure their safety. However, in the current
rescue system, rescue personnel could only remove people from the disaster areas, and
could not bring care personnel to the facilities. Such a situation creates problems to
facilities with few personnel. For instance, at around 8AM on August 11th while
Facility E was being evacuated, the facility requested the rescue team to send an elderly
patient for hospitalization. The facility manager accompanied the patient to the hospital,
but was told that he had to go back to the facility on his own through waist-deep water,
illuminating the related problems caused by the lack of power supply.
4.3.3. The Importance of Water Storage- During the recent flood, the three facilities that
were not evacuated on the first day encountered the problem of water shortage. For
instance, even though Facility A provides nursing care services, the water shortage
problem still caused a lack of drinking water and thus required immediate evacuation
from the facility. Facility C did not have water storage, and because of its location in
the middle of a fish farm, it was difficult to obtain supplies, thus requiring the
immediate evacuation of its residents. Additionally, the first items Facility E requested
from the rescue team the day after the flood were food and water because they do not
have adequate water supply and the elderly patients were starting to suffer from food
and water shortage. If there were sufficient water storage, it would be conducive to
providing the daily needs of the elderly patients while waiting for rescue.
4.4 Restoration Work after the Flood
4.4.1 Elderly Patient’s Personal Belongings- After the flood had receded, the evacuated
elderly patients felt compelled to return to the facilities to retrieve items that were
valuable to them. In the case of Facility A, after the waters receded from the nursing
facility, many of the elderly residents requested the facility to accompany them in
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obtaining items that they considered valuable, most of which included money,
identification papers, and memorabilia.
However, the overflowing mud and the furniture jumbled by the flood posed safety
hazards to the elderly and it was not safe for them to immediately retrieve their
belongings. Thus, before the restoration process is conducted, the facility should ask the
elderly residents whether there are valuable items that they wish to keep and the
personnel should help retrieve and store the items. This is crucial to soothing the
emotions of the elderly patients as they try to settle back to their lives.
4.4.2 The Importance of Restoring Power Supply- The restoration of power supply was
critical before the facility could conduct its cleaning and restoration work. In the case of
Facility B, because its power supply had not been damaged, by the time the researchers
visited the facility on the 5th day (August 13), the surroundings had been restored
nearly 80% and people could go in and out of the facility without safety concerns. By
the 8th day, the elderly patients were able to continue their lives at the facility. In the
case of Facility C, D, and E, the power supply was damaged and it took 2 to 4 days
before the power supply could be restored. In the case of Facility A, the power supply
was damaged by the flood and it took 4 to 5 days before it could be restored. Another
factor is the lack of lighting when trying to clean the mud and restore the furniture. It
not only causes challenges in cleaning, but also concerns about safety.
4.4.3 The Important of Water Supply- Adequate water supply, coupled with ample is
crucial to the efficient cleaning and restoration process. The facilities that were flooded
in the recent flood encountered water levels of up to 80 cm, leading to furniture floating
around the premises and pollution caused by mud. Thus, a large amount of water is
essential in the restoration process.
Using the five facilities that were flooded as examples, Facility A, a large-scale care
facility, used a very large amount of water to clean and restore its extensive premises
and thus took a long time to restore; Facility B and D, on the other hand, with the help
of sufficient water supply, were able to restore their respective facilities and return the
elderly residents within a week.
Meanwhile, Facility C, with ample water supply, completed the cleaning and
restoration process within a day with the help of 50 volunteers from a religious group.
Facility E, which was severed damaged in the flood, restored the premises and returned
the elderly residents on August 18th with the help of the military and volunteers after
the power and water supply returned on August 15th.
4.4.4 Cleaning and Disinfecting Rooms and Equipment- After the recent flood, the
rooms and equipment were cleaned and sterilized to prevent the possible contraction of
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diseases. Although most of the facilities discarded the soaked items, there were also a
couple that cleaned and disinfected the soaked items and continued using them, such as
the case of a sponge mattress that was cleaned, disinfected, aired, and then used again.
Standards should be established based on maintaining public health indicating
when to discard items and when items can be cleaned and disinfected and still be used
so that facilities could also receive assistance from external sources to accelerate the
restoration process.
4.4.5 Cleaning the Drainage System and Disposing of waste- In the recent flood, it was
evident that there were much leftover mud that needed to be removed, both on the
premises and in the drainage system. Cleaning this much dirt is not something the
facility personnel can achieve on their own, but requires the assistance of volunteers or
even the military.
Among the five facilities that were flooded in the recent typhoon, the situation in
Facility A, B, and E were especially grim and required the assistance of the military in
the cleaning process. Additionally, all 5 facilities accepted the assistance of volunteers
in cleaning and restoring their premises, as well as in moving large items to be
discarded in a centralized area, and requested the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to clear the discarded items and other trash.
4.4.6 Improving the Telecommunications Signal Strength- The facilities that were
flooded understood the importance of telecommunications and restored their telephone
lines through the cleaning process before the elderly residents returned. This is not only
for the sake of obtaining materials and provisions but also to allow the elderly residents
to remain in contact with their family. Facility B and E, for instance, indicated that after
the telephone lines were restored, the most common phone calls they received were
from family members of their elderly residents checking up on their situations. The calls
had become more frequent especially since the family members had not been able to
contact the elderly patients for days due to the flood; this is true even after the facilities
had assured the family members of their elderly family member’s safety.

5. Conclusion
The following results were obtained from the interview sessions for this study:
First elderly care facilities need to establish standard operating procedures (SOP) to deal
with floods in an orderly and efficient manner, to ensure that they are prepared. Elderly
care facilities that are located in flood-prone areas should have at least a second floor
that can be used as a shelter in case of floods. Third, the second-floor space should be
equipped with a kitchen and storage space to satisfy the daily needs of the elderly while
in a temporary shelter. Fourth, the emergency stairs of the elderly care facilities should
be made to a wider standard to facilitate easier movement. Fifth, the power supply and
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telecommunications systems of elderly care facilities should continue to work even as
water levels rise on the first floor to facilitate the rescue process and finally; elderly care
facilities should avoid using underground water supplies and should have enough water
storage to provide the elderly residents 3 to 5 days worth of water.
This research shows that planning and preparedness is lacking in nursing homes in
southern Taiwan. However, this research is applicable to all elderly care facilities which
might suffer from disasters, because the paper provides proactive suggestions to ensure
the safety of all residents. Governments and facility management needs to be diligent in
protecting against disasters given that global warming is likely to increase the frequency
and severity of disaster occurrence.
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Abstract
Flood accounts for 40% of all natural disasters happened in the world and 50% of
their total death numbers. Most of the research on urban flood over the past few decades
majorly focused on the influence of land use change on urban flood. However, there is
still limited literature on how urban flood affects the land use pattern. Therefore, this
paper develops a spatial dynamic modeling approach for evaluating the impact of urban
flood on land use pattern based on methods of markovian cellular automata (CA) and
spatial multi-criterion evaluation (MCE). Extreme rainfall events caused by climate
change are also considered in modeling processes. The study area is in Taipei City,
Taiwan, which has experienced increasing flood events that caused severe damage in
the past decade. The calibration and validation of CA show acceptably level of Kappa
statistics (0.7935) and 81.2% of total accuracy. Land use simulation scenario under
extreme flood of year 2017 is thus conducted and the result indicates that the future
pattern under extreme flood will become more sprawling. Meanwhile, a large part of
housing and commercial cells used to be located in high flood-prone area will gradually
disappear and new urban cells tend to locate outside the city centers.

Keywords：Urban land use pattern, Markovain cellular automata, Extreme
flood, Spatial dynamic modeling
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1. Introduction
Flood accounts for 40% of all natural disasters happened in the world and 50% of
their total death numbers (Ohl and Tapsell 2000; Jonkman and Vrijling 2008).
According to several related research, extreme weather events under climate changing
can significantly enhance the magnitude of runoff due to extremely stronger rainfall and
consequently result in more serious flood extent (Kyselý and Beranová, 2009).
Research on urban flood over the past few decades generally focused on the influence of
land use change on urban flood (Fohrer et al. 2001; Camorani et al. 2006; Wan and Yang,
2007; Chang et al., 2009) however, there is still limited literature on how urban flood
affects the land use pattern. Saldana-Zorrilla et al. (2009) studied migration activity
under threats of natural hazards in Mexico based on spatial economic model, the result
indicated that if residents living in the hazards-prone area are aware of the losses caused
by disasters were greater than they could gain from the economics activities at the place,
they will decide to move out the regions. Besides, Fontaine (2009) used ABM method
to simulate the environment pressure due to increasing population and considered urban
flood potential (100 year return period) as a factor of emigration. Therefore, this paper
considers the urban flood as constraints of urban development. Besides, past research
considered flood potentials as semi-static which failed to include the extreme flood
events under climate change. Thus, in theory, methods which could take time-varying
spatial interaction into account would be able to better understand the space-time
dynamics between land use and flood.
There has been tremendous progress in the development of spatial dynamic model
since cellular automata (CA) model started to be widely applied (Hea et al., 2008). It
consists of four elements including the space, discrete number of states of cells, the
neighborhood and the transition rules (White and Engelen, 1997; Barredo et al., 2003).
The states of cells represent the types of land use and the overall land use change is
determined by the aggregation of change of each cell. The neighborhood interactions
decide the spatial processes of land use change in CA-based models (Batty et al., 1999).
Among these CA models, markov chain analysis is one of the widely used possibility
function which determines the transition area demand during simulating process. Many
research proved that CA models based on markov-chain analysis can precisely capture
the spatial dynamics of land use change (Li and Reynolds, 1997; Silverton et al., 1992).
Kamusoko et al. (2009) simulated land cover change by coupling markov-chain based CA
and Multi-Criterion Evaluation and using sattlelite data. The method used in their study
had been proven to be able to capture the spatial-temporal dynamics of land cover change
in the suburban area. One of the most important reasons for using the markovian CA
2
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model in this paper is its ability to deal with the transition possibility between each kind
of land-use. Therefore, this paper tries to develop a spatial dynamic modeling approach
for evaluating the relationship between urban flood and land use patterns based on
markovian cellular automata and spatial multi-criterion evaluation (MCE). Extreme
rainfall events caused by climate change are also included in modeling processes in order
to further understand its impact on land use patterns. The details will be discussed in
flowing sections.

2. Methodology
2.1 Factors selection of Spatial multi-criterion evaluation
It can be concluded from previous studies that slope, road accessibility and distance
to current land-use are the mostly considered in CA simulation and they have been proven
to be significantly effective factors (Dietzel and Clarke, 2005; Hea et al., 2009; Xie and
Batty, 2005). In addition, flood potentials would also influence the changing of land use
according to previous articles. Therefore, this paper will use the four factors for further
analysis the land-use change.
2.2 Dynamic simulation framework of the impact of flood on urban land use.
This study combined Markov chain simulation and cellular automata to explore the
extent of land-use change affected by flood (figure 1). The phenomenon is due to the
behaviors of residents emigrating from places under flood potentials. Accompanying with
other factors which also influence the land-use change, the land-use changing process
from time T0 to T1 was driving by the interaction of these factors and thus formed the
land-use pattern at time T1. Because the flood potential at time T1 would probably
increase along with extreme rainfall events caused by climate change, the land-use
changing process from time T1 to T2 would be additionally affected by extreme flood
potential under changing climate. In the cellular automata, the urban development of the
potential factor is partly based on literature summarized in the previous section. This
study assumes factors other than flooding are fixed during the process.

3
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Figure 1. Simulation framework of impact of flood on land use pattern
2.3 The impact of flood potential on urban land-use change
In order to know which kind of return period of flood could better interpret the
changing of land-use over the last decade, correlation analysis could be applied to
calculate the actual relationship between the two. Thus, Cramer’s V (Apan et al, 2002)
method is used as a criterion in which associated values fall between 0-1, there is stronger
correlation if the value is closer to 1. After determining the proper period of flood
potential, extreme flood should be defined because according to the literature that flood
potential will increase due to extreme rainfall under climate change. So it will be
considered in the process of simulations of future land-use.
2.4 CA_Markov model and spatial MCE
Idrisi GIS software is used in this paper to construct the markovian cellular autoama
(CA_Markov) model. First, a GIS-based multi-criterion evaluation (MCE) method is
applied to calculate the developing potential of each kind of land-use during the
simulating process. J-shaped Fuzzy function is applied to standardize all factors to value
from 0 to 255 and then the weights of each factor are set according to previous literature
and results of correlation analysis. Boolean value (0 or 1) is used to define the constraints
of development. The structure of simulation process in this paper is shown in Fig.2.

Figure 2. The structure of CA simulation

3. Results
3.1 Study area and data
The study area is in Taipei city, the capital of Taiwan, with a total area of
approximately 272 square kilometers and a total population of 2,622,923 people at the
end of 2008. Land use data of 1995 and 2007 used in this paper is derived from Land
Use Investigation in Taiwan by National Land Surveying and Mapping Center, M.O.I..
4
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The selection of spatial unit is based on the minimum size of land use survey which is
approximately 100 m2, so this paper uses cell size of 10x10m to conduct the following
simulation. The DTM data is used to calculate the slope and the GIS road map of Taipei
city in 2007 produced by the Institute of Transportation by the Ministry of
Transportation is used to calculate the distance to main roads. Besides, flood potential
maps simulated by National Science and Technology Center of Disaster Reduction of
Taiwan in 1999 which used different return periods (150mm, 300mm, 450mm and
600mm) to simulate inundation potentials. The flood potential data are coded in GIS
layer which included different level of inundation depth. They can be easily accessed to
our CA simulation model because their raster-based GIS format.
3.2 Markov chain analysis
In this study, the two land-use maps of 1995 and 2007 are first re-classified as 10
groups including agricultural land, commercial land, forest, residential use, industrial use,
open space, traffic, vacant lands, water bodies and others. Markov chain analysis is then
conducted to calculate the transition probability matrix between the two periods for
amounts of area demands of different land uses in following CA simulation. The result of
markov chain analysis is shown in table 1.
Table 1. Transition area matrix from 1995 to 2007 (cells)

3.3 The impact of flood potential on urban land-use change of Taipei city
In this study, daily rainfall of 150mm, 300mm and 450mm are considered as the
flood Potential factors affecting land-use change. The results of Cramer's V indicated that
450mm of flood potential (return period of about 40 years) best interpreted land use
change over the last decade. Therefore, this study decided to use flood potential data of
450mm daily rainfall as the flooding depth factor. In the simulation of the future, extreme
precipitation events caused by climate change is also taken into account, so extreme
flooding potential (return period about 330 years) of daily rainfall 600 mm will be used
instead of 450mm. This paper then conducted Cramer's V analysis in table 2 to see if
flood potential map used has relationship with land use change, and the results of the
analysis showed that the most relevant categories of land use change with flooding
5
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potential is housing which is 0.1372.
Table 2. Cramer’s V analysis of flood potential and land use change.

3.4 Analysis of urban development potential of Taipei city
The constraints of development are analyzed using Boolean logic (0 or 1), for example,
areas of slope greater than 30 degrees are defined as not to be developed. The
development potential includes factors of distance from MRT sites, and distance to
railway stations, distance to the main roads, distance to existing land uses (housing and
commerce). Besides, flood potential of 600mm daily rainfall is used as extreme case of
flooding. All factors are then standardized using J-shape Fuzzy function to facilitate the
0-255 evaluation. In accordance with the above types of limitations and the potential
factors, urban development potential of Taipei city is defined by weighting and combining
all factors into one development potential map for each type of land use. Cramer’s V
correlation coefficient (Apan et al, 2002) to test the level of correlation between potential
of urban development factors and various types of land use change. The results are used as
reference of weights setting when creating the development potential maps in figure 4.

Figure 3. Development potential of different land uses
3.5 Validation of simulated results from 1995 to 2007
In this study, the transition area matrix as well as the development potential maps of
various land-use were used for 12-year (1995 to 2007) dynamic simulation by cellular
automata, and the assessment of similarity (kappa value) (Pontius, 2000) between
simulated and the actual land use in 2007 was conducted. The value of Kno reached
0.7804 and Klocation value of 0.7623 which meant the simulation result was acceptable.
6
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In addition, the overall accuracy of 81.22% showing that model has worked quite
effectively. The amount of actual and simulated land use is shown in figure 5, which
shows that there are partly overestimations on vacant lands. But generally speaking, the
predictions of housing, commerce and industrial uses proved that the model had its ability
to capture the changes of the three major land uses over the past decade.

Figure 4. Areas of predicted and actual land use in 2007
3.6 Simulation results of land use in 2017
This study carried out the simulation for the next decade (from 2007 to 2017) by
adding extreme flooding potential (600mm) of urban development. Figure 6 shows
changes in the amount of various land use in which can be found that residential and
industrial area will be gradually reduced, while there are an increasing trend of
commercial area. In addition, gains and losses associated with different flood depths range
is shown in figure 7 in order to better understand the correlations between them. There are
will be decreasing cells of housing and commerce in the flooding regions and they tend to
be converted into open space or others cells which are much lower in population density.
The phenomenon is more apparent in the regions of higher depth of flooding (above 2m).
It can be expected that the future residential and commercial land use areas exposed to
extreme flooding situation (daily rainfall of 600mm) will be significantly reduced while
the overall urban development will move towards the suburban areas.

Figure 5. Amount of land use change from 2007 to 2017
7
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Housing changes in 2017

Commerce changes in 2017

Legend

Figure 6. Simulated land use change of housing and commerce

5.

Conclusions and discussions

Urban floods have increasingly been paid attention by the experts in many fields over
the past decade. Research on impacts of floods on land-use patterns over the past
considered flooding as static, thus ignoring that the flood potential could changes in the
temporal and spatial aspects. Therefore, this study considered climate change that may
possibly lead to increase in flooding potential through a Markov chain-based cellular
automata model to simulate land use structure of space-time dynamic affected by extreme
flood. In this paper, Cramer's V test for correlation between different return periods for
floods and land-use change over the past 10 years was conducted. The results showed
Taipei City's urban development under increased potential of future flooding will move
towards a more scattering development patterns, and the original flooding potential areas
may be gradually turned into green space and other land uses of low density.
In addition, the empirical data of flood potential were produced by national
anti-disaster center, and therefore the extreme rainfall which may increase the flood return
period can only be done by the available information and reasonable assumptions. In view
8
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of the current research on extreme rainfall caused by climate change is still limited and
subject to many uncertain factors. If the study area is non-urban, the land cover changes
may also affect the run-off situation, so it is suggested that researcher should carry out
flood simulation and decide whether to set the different Manning roughness of land uses
according to the characteristic of the city and should also include climate change scenarios
of increased rainfall intensity for better understanding the dynamic interaction of land use
and flood potential.

6.
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Abstract
This paper aimed to illustrate the process of foundation and practice of
zoning-system for green space preservation after the rapid economic growth in
Kamakura city, which is one of the pioneering cities that have succeeded in preserving
green spaces, located in urban fringe of Tokyo metropolitan. Zoning-systems had
developed, handling certain four methods in combination and in stages: (1)“Loose
regulation”, which did not ultimately restrict property rights, was easy to be designate
and played important rall as a basic plan for preservation. (2)“Tight regulation”, which
tightly restricted property rights, was essential regulation. (3)“Reduction of evaluation
of land in inheritance tax” probably accelerated the designation of tight regulation,
while decelerated the purchase of land. (4)“Purchase of land” had been done step by
step. This was inevitable movement in a measure because the tight regulation of
property rights is possible notionally only when it is followed by compensation.
Through the practice of these four methods, zoning-systems had succeeded to preserve
some precious forests. Tracing of this process brought in a useful perspective on how
the analysis of zoning-system for green space preservation should be, which must be
important for the creation of effective preservation system.
Keywords: zoning, green space, kamakura, regulation, compensation, tax

1. Introduction
In many Asian cities, where rapid urbanization is now taking place, how to make
cities coexist with green spaces is becoming an increasing challenge. Japan has also
1
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been confronted with the same issue since the rapid economic growth from 1960’s. In
Japan, property rights are strongly guaranteed by the Constitution, which makes it
difficult to regulate someone’s property rights. However, it is also the truth that
Japanese city planning has tried to deal with such problem.
System that regulates private lands in order to preserve green spaces is called
zoning-system. There are two types: One is legal zoning-system, which is based on a
law and was established after nationwide discussions. The other is municipal
zoning-system, which is not based on a law and was generated by each municipality.
Legal zoning-system has enforceability, which can regulate one’s property rights
tightly. Existing researches on legal zoning-systems handle few aspects of them. Some
papers illustrate the background of foundation of Historical Preservation Law or Act for
the Conservation of Green Belts around the National Capital Region, which deal with
most basic legal zoning-systems1)2)3)4). Not only each system but also the process of
development of some legal zoning-systems was argued5) .
On the other hand, municipal zoning-system has relatively loose regulation
because it is difficult for municipality to restrict property rights that are guaranteed by
the Constitution. These municipal zoning-systems had been generated from each
municipality’s effort to preserve green spaces that were not handled by legal
zoning-systems. Many researches on municipal zoning-systems had been done. Some
investigated the operation of municipal zoning-system in certain municipality6)7). Some
clarified the affection of municipal zoning-systems to landowners8)9). However,
municipal zoning-systems should be comprehended, put in the context of limitation or
possibility of legal zoning-systems. It is because the restriction of property rights is so
fundamental issue in capitalist country that the country should cope with it.
Therefore, this paper aims to clarify the process of foundation and practice of legal
and municipal zoning-systems after rapid economic growth, focusing on Kamakura city
located in the fringe of Tokyo metropolitan area, through historical methodology. This
contributes to the comprehensive understanding of green preservation system, which
brings in a useful perspective on how the analysis of zoning-system for green space
preservation should be.
Kamakura city is located 50 km away from the central area of Tokyo. The
population in 2009 is about 170,000 and its city area covers 39.5 k ㎡. The history of
development of Kamakura goes back to the middle age. In 1192, Kamakura was set as a
capital and flourished for 150 years. After the downfall of Kamakura Shogunate,
Kamakura had been just a quiet village. However, the opening of railroad from Tokyo in
1889 made Kamakura start to develop gradually as residential area. After the rapid
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economic growth of Japan from 1960’s, Kamakura faced the rapid urbanization. This
caused the crisis of destruction of green spaces (Figure1). Under such background,
Kamakura and Japan developed green space preservation systems step by step.

Figure 1. Decrease of Green Spaces in Kamakura10)

2. Establishment and Application of Zoning-Systems
2.1 Scenic District and its Limitation
The first system for preservation of daily natural environment was Scenic District,
which was created in 1919 based on City Planning Law. The person who was going to
construct a building in Scenic District was required to submit a paper. Senic District
was designated in Kamakura in 1938 as Figure 2 shows. However, Scenic District could
not counteract the pressure of urbanization. The reason was that the municipality
government could not ultimately regulate private constructions by landowners because
Scenic District had no compensation system. Red area in Figure 2 shows the location
where the construction occurred from 1953 to 1966. This fact shows the limitation of
Scenic District as the method for green space preservation.
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Figure 2. Scenic District from 1938 and Construction area from 1953 to 196611)12)
2.2 Birth and Introduction of Historical Preservation Law
During 1960’s, the rapid urbanization took place. In 1964, the most important
religious forest, just behind Tsurugaoka-Hachimanguu shrine was exposed to be
destroyed. In response, some of the citizen of Kamakura established a fund to buy the
forest land and succeeded to purchase it. This movement led to the establishment of
Historical Preservation Law In 1966. Its regulation system is composed of two kinds of
system. The one is Historical Preservation Area (HPA), and the other is Special
Historical Preservation Area (SHPA). The regulation of HPA is relatively loose because
the developer only needs to submit a paper. On the other hand, SHPA has a tight
regulation: It compells landowners to keep his land almost as it is. Such tight regulation
is possible only with a compensation. In SHPA, if a landowner would suffer from the
loss of his or her right, the prefectural government has the obligation to compensate the
expected loss. Moreover, if the landowner would ask to buy up the land, the prefectural
government has to follow the request. Figure 3 shows the area of initial HPA in 1966
and SHPA in 1967. It was difficult to designate private land as SHPA because of the
resistance of landpwners and the lack of fund for compensation. Expansion of SHPA
had been done step by sdtep, as mentioned in Capter 2.5.

Figure 3. HPA designated in 1966 and SHPA designated in 196711)13)
2.3 Urbanization Promoting Area and Urbanization Control Area
What happened next was the foundation of Urbanization Promoting Area and
Urbanization Control Area, which were created as a basic system of Japanese City
Planning Law revised in 1968. Urbanization Promoting Area was designated to the area
which should be urbanized within 10 years. Urbanization Control Area was designated
to the area where urbanization should be restricted at least within 10 years. In Kamakura,
those areas were designated in 1970 (Figure 4): Urbanization Control Area was, mostly,
corresponded to the areas which had already been designated as HPA. However, there
were many precious forests not included in HPA. There existed no regulation method to
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preserve these forests. Thus, a new problem occurred : crisis of destruction of green
spaces in Urbanization Promoting Area.

Figure 4. Urbanization Control Area11)13)14)
2.4 Foundation of Landscape Conservation Area(LCA)
Zoning-system that seems to be most appropriate for preservation of forest in
Urbanization Promoting Area, was created in 1973: Landscape Conservation Area
(LCA) under Urban Green Space Preservation Law. The regulation system of LCA is as
tight as that of SHPA, because it has the same compensation system. LCA is an
epoch-making system that has the possibility to preserve daily green spaces, regardless
of historical importance of the place. However, there still exist difficulties for
municipallities to designate private lands as LCA because of the responsibility for the
compensation. What can be pointed out additionally is that Urban Green Space
Preservation Law had only LCA, that is, a tight regulation system. It did not have a
loose regulation system, just like HPA under Historical Preservation Law. Eventually, it
took 29 years from the birth of LCA before Kamakura could designatie it first, which
followed a pile of Kamakura’s original efforts, as mentioned in Chapter 2.6.
From now on, this paper describes application and progress of green space
preservation system in Kamakura in two contexts: SHPA and LCA. The context of
SHPA derived from a top-down decision after discussion of nation. It also illustrates the
main streem of the presrvation of green spaces in Urbanization Control Area. On the
other hand, the context of LCA was generated through a bottom-up movement for
preservation of green spaces in Urbanization Promoting Area.
2.5 Expansion of SHPA and Purchase of Land in SHPA
Expansion of SHPA was done in 1975 and 1988 as Figure 5 shows. Moreover, some

lands in SHPA had been purchased by the prefecture over time. Figure 6 shows
purchased area per year or per specific span. Figure 7 shows the area that had been
purchased before 2005. Thus, some green spaces in HPA have been preserved following
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four steps: designation of HPA, being included in Urbanization Control Area,
designation of SHPA and purchase.

Figure 5. Expansion of SHPA was done in 1975 and 198811)13)14)

Figure 6. Purchased area per year or per specific span in SHPA15)16)17)

Figure 7. Purchased lands in SHPA18)
2.6 Road to Designation of LCA
Road to designation of LCA started from the development of planning framework.
It was not until the foundation of Green Master Plan in 1977 that municipalities could
make their own plan about green spaces. Green Master Plan contributed to generate new
methods: to evaluate green spaces, to set a priority for preservation and to make a goal
of preservation. Green Master Plan evolved to Green Structure Plan in 1994,
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establishing its place as statutory plan, which became more effective with
comprehensive strategies and citizen participation. Those planning frameworks played
an important part in the progress of green space preservation systems.
Contemporary with the development of planning frameworks, Kamakura had
created their own systems for green space preservation. In 1986, Fund for Green Space
Preservation was established. This aimed to prepare funds for the acquisition of the
precious green spaces from landowners. The amount of the Fund has increased as
Figure 8 shows.

Figure 8. Accumulated Fund for Green Space Preservation19)
Moreover, Green Preservation Contract System was generated in 1989. This was
intended to reduce the burden of landowners by the aid to them, equivalent to the fixed
assets tax and the city planning tax.
In addition, Green Space Preservation Promoting Area(GSPPA) was created in
1997. GSPPA had loose regulation power. GSPPA and its candidate sites were notified
in Green Structure Plan (Figure 9). This advocated which forests to be designated as
LCA, which enabled the concentration of funds on specific land and enabled the
concntrated negotiation between city officer and landowners. Figure 10 shows the
consequential purchase of lands by Fund for Green Space Preservation.

Figure 9. GSPPA and Its Candidate Site in 200020)
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Figure 10. Purchased lands by Fund for Green Space Preservation21)
Eventually, the first designation of LCA was done in 2002. Since then, eight LCAs
have been designated as Figure11 shows. As above, designation of regulation system
and purchase of land have been achieved steadily and secularly.

Figure 11. LCA22)23)24)

3. Reduction of Evaluation of Land in Inheritance Taxation.
In addition, another policy has been implemented under tightly regulated private
lands: Reduction of evaluation of land in inheritance taxation. Evaluation of land
greately affects substantial preservation of private green spaces because inheritance tax
on a land, which suffers landowners and often makes them sell their land, is imposed
according to the evaluation of land. And evaluation of land is determined by National
Tax Administration Agency. The way to evaluate forest land differs between
Urbanization Promoting Area and Urbanization Control Area. In Urbanization
Promoting Area, forest land is evaluated based on the evaluation of surrounding
residential land, which are much high evaluation. The reason of such evaluation is that
those forest lands are to be used as residential land in the future, so the evaluation
should be done regarding those forest land as residential land. On the other hand, in
Urbanization Control Area, forest land is evaluated based on the evaluation of
surrounding forest land. Hence, the evaluation is relatively low. Thus, the burden of
inheritance tax imposed on forest land is affected basically by Urbanization Promoting
Area and Urbanization Control Area.
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Under such taxation system, the reduction of evaluation of forest land under tight
regulation had been consciously implemented. In LCA, ratio of reduction used to be
fifty percent of initial evaluation. The ratio had come to be eighty percent in 200425).

4. Conclusion
As above, zoning-system for green space preservation evolved including mainly
there phases: Designation of loose regulation came first. After that, designation of tight
regulation or purchase of land were implemented step by step. Moreover, three
followings can be pointed out.
First, specific zoning-system spread the costs for purchase of land in long-term
span. If municipality had tried to purchase land at once, it would not have succeded to
preserve as much land as is today.
Second, loose regulation system played important roll rather “as plan” than just “as
regulation”. Loose regulation system, such as HPA or GSPPA worked as a plan on a
map, which expressed the historical or social significance of the place and concentrated
funds or human resource. The fact that designation of both SHPA and LCA required
loose regulation system in advance demontrates that the necessity of this kind of “plan”.
Third, reduction of evaluation of land in inheritance taxation seems to be effective
on two points. One is that the reduction induced landowners to accept tight regulation,
by making them think of anticipation of relief from inheritance tax. The other is that the
reduction prevented landowners who had already accepted regulation from applying for
purchase of their land.
Those points must be generally usuful to analyze green space preservation systems
in city areas. From these points of view, green space preservation systems in Asian
cities can be reseached and improved to be more effective.
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A Study of Housing Demand and Aging Society
Kim, Ki-Yong1, Lee, Chang-Moo2
Abstract
There have been lots of debates on the future change of housing demand caused
by aging population in Korea. In 2000, Korea entered already a getting old society.
It is expected that 14% of the entire population would be over 65 years old by 2018.
Recognition of this aging trend in population has caused much concern about
sudden drop in housing demand and the resulting drop in housing price. Also,
there exist contrary opinions that there exists a room for increasing demand since
aged households in Korea are not willing to reduce their housing consumption.
This paper investigates the effect of aging structure of population on housing
demand. In order to analyze the effect of age structure in the estimation model, we
use the Mankiw and Weil (1989) model.
Keywords : Mankiw and Weil (M-W), Housing Demand, Aging Society

1. Introduction
Korea is going through changes with the rapid increase of aging population and is
quickly entering an aged society past an aging society. After 2015, at which point baby
boomers born from 1955 to 1963 will retire from the economic activity, the aging
phenomenon will proceed at an out of control speed. This aging population will be a
problem in population balance throughout whole society and economy. Also, aging
population is an important factor to estimate future demand for housing by changing
population size and population configuration by age.
This study estimates housing demand of an aging society using M-W model and
household data of KLIPS (Korean Labor and Income Panel Study). KLIPS is the only
labor-related household panel survey in Korea and is appropriate for this study because
it has advantages of both cross-section information and time series information.
Past studies on housing demand estimated housing demand by approaches using crosssectional data. But unlike existing studies, this study examines changes in housing
demand for the last 10 years (1998~2007) using KLIPS and estimates future housing
demand. In addition, since there are almost no previous studies on housing demand
estimation using KLIPS, studies on housing demand using KLIPS are necessary in
terms of expanding data utilization.
This study analyzes aging population phenomenon in Chapter 2, examines the
previous studies associated with housing demand in Chapter 3 and exmaines the M-W
(Mankiw and Weil) model in Chapter 4. And it analyzes estimation results through
demonstration analysis in Chapter 5 and draws a conclusion in Chapter 7.
1
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2. Aging Society
UN defines an Aging Society as the one, where 65 years or older account for 7-13 %
of the total population, an Aged Society with 14-20%, a Super-Aged Society or a PostAged Society with more than 21%.
As of 2000, Korea entered an aging society with a population of older than 65
accounting for 7.03% of the total population. Considering the current trend, Korea will
enter a full-fledged aged society soon because elderly population will be over 14% of
the total population in 2020 and is expected to get into a full-fledged super aged society
after 2025.
Table1. Aging Rate in Korea

Unit : %

Year

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

Nationwide

7.03

8.87

10.59

12.32

14.69

18.52

Seoul

5.42

7.19

9.27

11.47

14.06

17.53

Capital Area

5.51

7.04

8.52

10.87

12.50

16.89

Source: KOSIS(Korea Statistic Information System), http://www.kosis.kr/

The capital area, where more than half of the economically active population is
clustered, is no exception and it entered an aging society along with Seoul in 2005.
In particular, in case of Korea, it took only 26 years to transform from an aging society
to a super-aged society with the progression of aging at an excessive rate compared to
155 years in France, 88 years in the U.S., 78 years in Germany, 36 years in Japan.
Table2. Major countries of the speed of population aging
Country

Korea

Reached the Year
Spent the year
Aging
Aged
Super-Aged Reached an
Reached a
Society
Society
Society
aged
Super-aged
(7%)
(14%)
(20%)
society
society
2000
2018
2026
18
8

Japan

1970

1994

2006

24

12

Germany

1932

1972

2010

40

38

USA

1942

2014

2030

72

16

France

1864

1979

2019

115

40

() The ratio of elderly population
Source: KOSIS(Korea Statistic Information System), http://www.kosis.kr/

In case of Japan, an aging society started when 65 years or older recorded 7.1 % in
1970s and the population increased to 10.3% in 1980s and over 17 % in 2000.
Also, it reached a super-aged society for the first time among major countries in 2006.
In addition, 65 years or older will be over 25% (about 33 million people) in 2020. Thus,
Japan is expected to become the world’s oldest super-aged society with 1 out of 4 being
65 years or older.
2
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Table4. Japan's Elderly Population Growth
people
Older population
Year Population
(over aged 65)
1990
123,463
14,895
2000
127,385
21,699
2010
130,397
27,746
2020
128,345
32,738

Unit : 1,000
Percentage of
elderly population (%)
12.1
17.0
21.3
25.5

Source: 2003, Institute of Population Problems and Social Security Research, http://www.ipss.go.jp/

3. Literature Review
In Korea, M-W model was used in the studies of Kim, Kyung-Hwan (1997), Ministry
of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs (2003), Cha, Moon-Joong (2004), Chung, EuiChul (2005).
Table5. M-W model Research
Researchers
Features
(year)
Kim, KyungHwan(1997)
Ministry of
Land, transport
and Maritime
Affairs (2003)
Cha, Moonjoong(2004)
Chung, EuiChul(2005)

Age section
set

Income
elasticity
Self / Rent
Housing
Estimated
regional
demand

Independent
variable

Used Data

Age section

1993 1st Household Panel
Survey
1986 Korea Research Institute
for Human Settlements Survey

Income

2002 Korea Research Institute
for Human Settlements
Household Survey

Housing costs
All income

2002 Household consumption
survey (KOSIS)

Housing costs
All income

2000 Housing a total
population survey (KOSIS)

Kim, Kyung-hwan (1997) assessed total housing demand ( ) by using estimated
value and population estimates between 1996~2030 and population by age of
1960~1995 which was published by the National Statistical Office (1996). The analysis
results by the 1st household panel data showed (8 years section) that growth in housing
demand has been slowed after peaking in 1975 and slow growth is expected to continue
in 2000s.
Ministry of Land, transport and Maritime Affairs (2003) forecasted that housing
demand will be around 440 thousand households on annual average for the next ten
years. Housing demand is expected to turn downward after peaking in 2008 depending
on the change of population factor. This is caused by decrease of the population
between 40-50 years who are the central class of housing demand and housing demand
will drop to around 370 thousand households in about 2020.
3
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The result of Cha, Moon-joong (2004) shows that in M-W model, housing demand by
age section reached the peak in old age section. Through estimation results of M-W
model, the peak age section is expected to increase steadily in relation with the change
rate of housing demand which can be seen as aging progresses.
Chung, Eui Chul (2005) showed the estimated results in which nationwide annual
average growth rate of housing demand continued to decrease from average 2.89% in
2005 and will decrease to 2.9% in 2020. Additional housing demand area is expected to
continue to increase from 29 million ㎡ in 2005 and is expected to show the highest
level, 32.66 ㎡ in 2015 and decrease to 360 thousand households in 2020.

4. Mankiw and Weil (1989) Model
After the study of Mankiw and Weil (1989), studies on mid and long-term housing
demand have been conducted based on long term changes of population and
composition of population.
Mankiw and Weil (hereinafter M-W) analyzed that the demographic change is the key
factor that changed the U.S. housing market. Specifically, they hypothesized that
housing demand (D) of individual household consists of sum of housing demand of the
household members and housing demand of each member is determined by age.

Dependent variable : D
(ⅰ) Self-House : Housing Transaction Price
(ⅱ) Rent-House : Monthly rent fee * 100
Here,
is 1 if j household member is i years old or if not, 0. Therefore,
stands for housing demand of a household member who is i years old.
Therefore, the total housing demand is as follows.

Total housing demand of t period each age =
t period housing demand =

* (population by each age)

Housing demand forecasting method of M-W model is to assume housing demand of
an individual household as a function of household members by age of the household,
and to estimate a regression coefficiency on the number of household members by age
and using this, to predict future housing demand depending on the population's longterm changes.
Therefore, it basically hypothesizes that housing demand of household members by
4
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age estimated at a certain time period does not change over time.

5. Analysis
M-W model estimated housing demand based on age of household members and
housing area where the household resides.
I estimated by making independent variables 5 years unit of age section of household
members and dependent variables household consumption area.
By using M-W model, household consumption area per person was derived as
follows. i

Figure 1. Changes of Household consumption area by Age Section
Unit: ㎡ per 1 person

Source: KLIPS (1998~2007)

Looking at the estimated results of Figure 1, we can see that as age increases,
household consumption area per person also increases in yearly household consumption
area per person. Mostly, housing demand reaches the peak in the section between 61-70
years old and gradually decreases afterward.
This shows similar result as the ones of previous results obtained through M-W model.
The distinct feature is that household consumption area shows rapidly growing trend in
the section of 26-30 years old and shows growing trend, representing almost similar
shape with no significant changes after the section of 41 years old. Also, the gap
between each year is growing in the section after 71 years old past the peak, indicating
that difference due to aging population occurs.

5
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Figure 2. Yearly Changes of Household consumption area
Unit: ㎡ per 1 person

Source: KLIPS (1998~2007)

Figure 2 compared household consumption area of the old with average household
consumption area. In case of the old, household consumption area per person increased
by 12.00㎡ from 27.85㎡ in 1998 to 39.85㎡ in 2007. Average household
consumption area increased by 5.37㎡ from 22.86㎡ in 1998 to 28.23㎡ in 2007. For
the last 10 years, household consumption area of the old increased 2.2 times more than
average household consumption area. In addition, household consumption area of the
old is about 1.3 times bigger than the average household consumption area.

Figure 3. Housing type’s Yearly Changes of Household consumption
6
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Unit: ㎡ per 1 person

Source: KLIPS (1998~2007)

Figure 3 compared household consumption area by housing ownership type.
Consumption area of Self-houses increased 5.54㎡ more from 24.78㎡ to 30.32㎡ and
that of rent-houses increased 5.97㎡ more from 17.25㎡ to 23.22㎡. There is almost no
difference in increase of household consumption area by housing ownership type but on
average, we can see that household consumption area is about 1.39 times bigger.

Figure 4. Elderly Population Housing types of Household consumption area
Unit: ㎡ per 1 person

Source: KLIPS (1998~2007)

7
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Figure 5. Long-term Housing Demand estimation
Source: KLIPS (1998~2007), KOSIS

Unit: ㎡ per 1 person

Figure 4 compared household consumption area by housing ownership type of the old.
Self-houses increased by 11.58㎡ from 31.45㎡ 43.02㎡ and rent-houses increased by
11.83㎡ from 19.09㎡ 30.92㎡. There is almost no difference in increase of household
consumption area by housing ownership type of the old but on average, we can see than
self-houses are about 1.55 times bigger than rent-houses..
Figure 5 estimated by dividing future housing demand estimation into average
household consumption area and household consumption area of the old from 2000 to
2030.
If we assume that only demographic change affects household consumption area,
average housing consumption growth rate is 1.02 % and that of the old is 1.16%.
Household consumption area of the old will become about 73㎡ with sharp increase by
2030 and average household consumption area about 44㎡ by steady increase. As the
population of old people increases at high speed, we can see that household
consumption area of the old increases more than the average.

7. Conclusion
Aging of the population is progressing at high speed in Korea. An aging society has
already come and it will cause serious demographic imbalance in the future. I tried to
estimate housing demand of an aging society caused by demographic imbalance through
M-W model.
The existing studies revealed the limitation because they only reflect cross-sectional
data and separation-integration of several data. In this context, this study tried to
estimate housing demand by using KLIPS with the advantage of both cross-section and
time series data.
8
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By setting M-W model, I tried to estimate the demand by using KLIPS of 10 years
period. As a result, it is judged that there might be no problem if I use KLIPS in housing
demand estimation because it showed similar trend as the previous studies. Also, there
was no problem because the estimated significance level of regression co efficiency by
age section was less than 1 %.
The estimation result of M-W model showed that household consumption area per
person was increased as age increases and in particular, reached the peak in the age
section between 61 – 70 years old and gradually decreased. Widening difference by year
in the section of 71 years or older reflects the aging population trend. Also, it turned out
that household consumption area of the old is about 1.3 times bigger than average
household consumption area and average household consumption area of self-houses is
about 1.39 times bigger than that of rent-houses. And household consumption area of
the old of self-houses is about 1.55 times bigger than that of rent-houses. In common, it
turned out that household consumption area of self-houses is about 1.5 times bigger
than that of rent-houses.
When estimating long-term housing demand, housing demand growth rate through
KLIPS was 1.02%. Housing consumption area of the old will increase rapidly by 2030
and average household consumption area will do so more steadily than that of the old.
As the population of older people increases rapidly, we can see that household
consumption area increases greatly as well.
This study estimated household consumption area per person by using M-W model
considering only demographic change. There is a limitation in reflecting reality since it
estimates housing demand based on only demographic change (aging population)
among factors which determine housing demand, and does not consider a variety of
residential properties.
I tried to estimate mid and long-term housing demand by setting M-W model modified
by using variables such as household income level, housing costs etc. which can be seen
as key factors for future housing demand estimation. Also, I tried to compare and
review the estimation results of M-W model and the modified model.
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Table. M-W model Result
Age

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

0-5

9.21

8.79

7.78

12.05

13.47

11.30

12.93

12.04

12.99

10.95

6-10

5.53

5.08

6.17

6.85

6.90

7.54

8.41

5.83

6.48

8.25

11-15

7.38

7.73

6.20

9.21

6.49

4.36

6.79

10.08

7.14

9.17

16-20

7.67

8.00

6.26

8.83

10.24

9.22

11.03

8.97

8.52

10.97

21-25

9.17

10.21

11.25

11.12

9.23

11.62

11.21

12.85

15.33

14.28

26-30

19.38

21.18

21.74

21.62

20.46

23.52

22.86

22.22

21.93

22.79

31-35

25.32

25.65

25.53

23.57

24.23

28.07

27.98

30.77

31.15

33.50

36-40

27.17

26.91

26.84

27.14

28.57

31.77

31.12

30.77

32.03

30.74

41-45

31.37

31.89

32.82

27.99

29.62

34.49

31.69

33.59

35.04

33.98

46-50

34.81

34.27

32.75

32.99

32.67

34.02

33.60

33.89

33.07

32.62

51-55

32.03

33.05

30.87

33.89

36.56

35.92

38.59

38.94

34.11

32.69

56-60

32.38

30.81

29.14

37.26

34.21

38.32

36.81

35.55

37.46

38.21

61-65

35.76

35.60

37.80

34.63

37.56

39.90

37.10

37.81

39.90

42.39

66-70

31.60

33.83

36.06

39.13

38.45

42.45

41.41

43.24

42.03

44.74

71-75

34.38

32.17

32.84

34.07

35.83

33.36

39.99

40.12

42.10

40.11

76-80

24.18

27.76

29.56

33.40

30.46

36.17

41.10

37.86

40.41

40.04

81-00

21.25

21.20

21.79

28.45

34.99

28.44

25.53

28.70

33.03

34.52

Average

22.86

23.18

23.26

24.84

25.29

26.50

26.95

27.25

27.81

28.23

Over 65

27.85

28.74

30.06

33.76

34.93

35.10

37.01

37.48

39.39

39.85

N

4,886

4,406

4,159

4,043

4,082

4,410

4,613

4,733

4,887

4,990

0.76

0.77

0.77

0.76

0.76

0.76

0.78

0.78

0.79

0.78
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Positioning Strategy Based on
Characteristics of Leisure Welfare Facilities
For the Aged

Lee, Hyun-ji1

Ahn, Kun-Hyuck2

Abstract
In line with emerging the concept of health and ageing problem, one of the most
important societal challenges would be to enhance the health of the aged.
Unfortunately, planning of welfare facilities for the aged has been disregarded in
terms of urban design and planning
Thus, a major objective of this research was to propose the positioning strategies
by analyzing the relationships between characteristics of Leisure Welfare Facilities for
the Aged(LWFA) and the number of users of them so that the proposed positioning
strategies can be attributed to enhance the health of the aged in terms of urban design
and planning. The data used here derive from semi-structured interview, field study,
statistics analysis.
The results of the analysis indicate that the location of LWFAs should be
differentiated by their types. The accessibility should be more considered in case of
bigger one than smaller one. And openness of location is positively related with even
using distribution throughout Seoul.
Keywords: Welfare facility, The Aged, Users’ distribution,

1. Introduction
The concept of Well-being and health has been one of the drastically emerged
issues all over the world in recent years. Therefore, health becomes as much as public
matter as a private one.
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The economic and social implications of population trends make it an imperative
for the aged care industry to develop frameworks to facilitate healthy ageing, the
compression of disease and a more productive, active older population. Such
approaches would strive to address the interrelated health determinants of our aged
population to promote healthy ageing.
This societal tendency challenges us to see older people not as a burden upon the
health care system but as active participants and contributors within the
community(Kalache,1999) Thus, one of the most important societal challenge would
be to enhance the health of the aged.
In this regard, the role of public sector which deals with the delivery of welfare
services for the aged has become more vital, because the health of older people is
positively related with their social activities. Unfortunately, while this has emerged as
an integral dimension of our society, planning of welfare facilities for the elderly has
been disregarded in terms of urban design and planning.
However, as increasing the demand of welfare services of the aged, welfare
facilities can’t be overlooked as secondary facilities in our city any more. Especially
in case of Leisure Welfare Facilities for the Aged(LWFA), since they are built in urban
area, appropriate and effective utilization and distribution are essential. Hence,
systematic positioning strategies are urgent to be established based on characteristics
of those facilities in terms of urban design area.
A major objective of this research was to propose the positioning strategies by
analyzing the relationships between characteristics of LWFA and the number of users
of them. And the data used here derive from semi-structured interview, field study,
statistics analysis.

2. Literature Review
Before conducting this research, many previous literatures which show
relationships between social activity of the aged and promotion of their health are
reviewed to ensure the necessary of social welfare facilities for the Aged.
A rich vein of research literature all over the world has confirmed the important
role that social networks play in later life, particularly in supporting older people to
remain independent in their community, despite the onset of chronic disease and
disability. In medical and psychological perspective, it has been argued that there is a
strong link between social network activities and health(Putnam, 2000). Especially for
the aged, Harlow and Cantor(1996) have found that social participation is an
important aspect of well-being. Furthermore, it has been argued that participation in
local community activities is not only a barometer of civic involvement, but also
constitutes one important way in which people can develop supportive social
2
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networks with possible benefits for health.
Other research has suggested that joining an organization as a volunteer can create
substitute work place, which may assist in the transition to retirement.
In this regard, it is one of the most integral parts in modern society that social
welfare facilities which support social participants of the aged should be utilized
effectively, and expanded equally.
Even though there are a lot of researchers already recognized the necessary of
Welfare facilities and they concerned about social welfare facilities for the Aged
which have synonyms such as senior welfare centers, Day-care centers., there has
been very limited research in comprehensive or integrated perspective about leisure
welfare facilities for the aged(LWFA). Many previous researches within the domain
of health and welfare facilities regarded them not as a ‘urban network facilities’ in
urban context, but as an ‘architecture’ .
On the other hand, there are a lot of researches about accessibility and positioning
of these kinds of urban public service centers. They have mainly examined
accessibility by determinants of service supply or preference of demanders. Despite of
… there is a lack of contextual analysis in their researches.

3. The current status of LWFA in Seoul
3.1 Laws related to LWFA
In this research, analysis scope is limited by Welfare of the Aged Act, thereby only
LWFA will be analyzed among a lot of other community centers for the aged.
First of all, guidelines of LWFA are written in Welfare of the Aged Act.
Table 1.Differences between LWFA types based on Welfare of the Aged Act
Positioning

Size regulation

conditions

Welfare center
for senior citizens

-

Lists of essential service
rooms

Total floor area

Office room, restaurant,

should be larger

conference room, rest room,

than 1000 ㎡

education room, physical
therapy room,

Hall for senior
citizens
Education
center for senior
citizens

-

more than 20
users

-

more than 50
users

3

Rest room, electricity,
lounge
Rest room, office room,
class room, lounge
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Tourist spot for
senior citizens

Hot spring

more than 20 users

town or tourist

Restaurant, restroom,
common bathroom, bed room

spot

Secondly, National Land Planning and Utilization Act is related with LWFA in
terms of urban design and planning. In this act, possibility can be found that LWFA is
regarded as an essential urban facility in near future.
Thirdly, Construction criteria of HRSs are noted in Housing Construction
Standard Municipal Rule of Hosing Act. It says, a Housing complex which has over
than 100 householders should establish hall for senior citizens .
3.2 Characteristics and relationships between LWFA types based on Welfare
of the Aged Act
In Korea, The characteristic of senior welfare center is defined as a total service
center for the aged. SWCs have provided comprehensive primary communication
system that is consisted of case management, behavioral health care, exercise program,
education program. While those programs are not an exact health care system, SWCs
play a role as kinds of health care center since those programs make the aged healthier.
SWCs located in Seoul have been built total 33 places during last 20years. And
according to ‘At least 1 SWC every ‘Gu’(hereafter referred to as ‘Gu’ which means an
autonomous district of Seoul)’ policy of Seoul, SWCs have been constructed more
than 1 place every ‘Gu’ as followed diagram.

Figure 1. Distribution of LWFA in Seoul
4
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And hall for senior citizens(HFS) are kinds of locality-based community center,
thereby density of facilities is highest among that of whole LWFAs. Because of this
characteristic, HFSs play a role as lounge room for chitchatting rather than program
–oriented place. Furthermore, total floor area of HFSs, on average, is about 400 ㎡
which is too small to conduct any physical programs.
And, in general, HFSs have been managed by SWCs. SWCs provide various
programs to HFSs for vitalizing spaces of them and manage conditions of HFSs
continuously through their own network. Despite their efforts, most of HFSs have
become vacancy even during their operating hours.
On the other hand, Education center for senior citizens and vacation spot of senior
citizens are developed and managed by private enterprises. The programs operated by
themselves are very similar with that of SWFs, but those are not for free .
3.3 The criteria for reclassification of LWFA
There are a lot of previous researchers analyzed the characteristics of social
welfare facility location. Typical classification method are as follows.
Table 2.Analysis of location facors
Size

Openness
Chong-ok,
Park

surroundings

entry

Land use of surround
buildings

Seong-kill,
choi

Reside
ntial type

Hye-In,
Ryu

-

Distance of a

Distan
ce

bus stop

Width

of

of a access

subway

road

station

Comm
erciality

-

Accessibility

Width

-

Pedestria

Shuttl

a

e bus

The

Distan

of a access

n

number of

ce of a bus

road

environment

bus stops

stop

-

-

Distance of a subway station
~1
00m

~
300

~
500

~1
000

Even though these researchers conducted well-categorized classification for
understanding Welfare facilities for the aged, they did not analyzed these facilities in
integrated perspective. Hence, in this research, LWFA are classified by 3 categories;
openness. Size, accessibility
3.3.1 Openness

5
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Openness type(O)
Public(P)

Commercial (C)

Road (R)

Closed type(X)
Low-rise house(L)

apartment(H)

Between apartment and
(R)

3.3.2 Size based on total floor area
In this research, it is assumed that Size index represents vitality of LWFA. Thus
size index is evaluated by total floor area of each LWFAs.
3.3.3 Accessibility
Accessibility in this research is similar norm with transport-accessibility of
literatures. This index affects on

4. Analysis of characteristics of LWFA types
4.1 Reclassification of LWFA types
The distribution of LWFAs is as follows;

6
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Figure 2. reclassification of LWFA types

Based on this reclassification of LWFA types, there are six types. For
understanding the tendency of users by this typology, it is analyzed in 3 scopes.

Figure 3. Users’ tendency by accessibility
S1 type which is bigger than 3000 ㎡ have various programs and fully utilized
their space. This chart show that the numver of users per day is increasing as
enhancing its accessibility. Even though this chart represent the relationships between
the numver of users per day and accessibility in case of S1type, it is not enough to
explain an exact effect of accessibility on the number of users because of the lack of
detailed data.
Beside the result of S1 type, S2 and S3 type have no relationship between
accessibility and the number of users. It means that the facilities which is smaller than

7
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3000 ㎡ are relatively used by residents. These facility types are not program-oriented
space which means the purpose of users is that participate the programs in the
facilities, but place-oriented space which is reffered to used only just for taking rest
with their peers and chitchattng.
From this result, it is proposed that the location of LWFAs should be differentiated
by its types. The location of S1 type is preffered to close to public transportation, and
the others are not weighted on the relationshp with distance of public transportation.
4.2 Users’ distribution by LWF types

Figure 4. average of the number of users by location type

Figure 5. density of the number of users

5. Conclusion and Discussion
Protecting and promoting the health of our ageing population must be a priority of
health services. The paper identified the looming societal challenges associated with
the ageing population and, in context of rising health and aged welfare demand, the
need to orient upon the promotion of health and well0being in this population.
This paper sought to reclassify the LWFA types for appropriate utilization and
draw result by analyzing relationships between the status of users and LWFA types.
8
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This study indicates that the location of LWFAs should be differentiated by the
characteristics of them. First of all, S1type of LWFA should be located in closed
subway station.
Governments at all levels are interested in urban and social planning and have
embraced idea of place management and community capacity building, although this
is less often proactive than reactive to problems arising from population ageing. Thus,
government needs to be informed by better understanding of these contextual factors,
to assist with the development of housing strategies, community infrastructure
planning and urban design. Above all, such understanding could inform the
development of the better strategies required for communication information to older
people on the range of services and facilities available to them.
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Abstract
In Japan, fertility rate has been lower than population replacement ratio since the
1990s. This phenomenon is mainly due to high proportion of unmarried by the tendency
of late-marriage and non-marriage in the cohort of 1970s. Generally speaking,
unmarried have higher migration rate than non-unmarried. And in newer cohort, woman
tends to migrate to the Tokyo metropolitan area because unmarried woman increase in
younger generation.
In this study, I hypothesize that woman who has migrated to Tokyo metropolitan area
tend to be unmarried compared with the woman who was born and stay in Tokyo
metropolitan area: as a result, the proportion of unmarried in the Tokyo metropolitan
area has been increased and fertility rate has been declined rapidly. In other words,
late-marriage increases the migrants, and migrants accelerate late-marriage. This study
analyzes such a relation by using demographic data and present “Interaction between
Migration and Late-Marriage Hypothesis”.
Keywords: woman’s migration, fertility decline, marriage behavior

1. Background
After the 2nd World War, a main stream of internal migration in Japan has been a
movement of the work force from the non metropolitan area to the metropolitan area.
Fig. 1 shows the number of net-migration of three major metropolitan areas 1). In this
study, I focus on the fact that the expansion of the net-migration occurred only in the
Tokyo metropolitan area since the later half of the 1990s. It is revealed that the other
expansion of the net-migration in the high economic growth period of the 1960s and the
bubble economy term of the 1980s are explained by a rise of manpower requirements in
the metropolitan area (Ishikawa 1994 2001, Watanabe 1994) and the size of the cohort 2)
population (Itoh 1984, Kawabe 1985, Oe 1995, Maruyama and Oe 2008). But the
expansion of net-migration since the later half of 1990s has not been fully
understood yet and the cause has not been known well.
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Figure 1. Net-migration of three major metropolitan areas
Source :( Report on Internal Migration derived from the Basic Resident Registers)

By the way, the total fertility rate (TFR) of Japan has been lower than 1.5 point since
1993, and the tendency of fertility decline has come to appear remarkably in the 1990s.
This phenomenon has occurred around the same time as the expansion since the later
half of the 1990s. Fertility decline means that fertility rate has been lower than
population replacement ratio. In Japan, declining fertility rate is not because fertility of
married woman has become lower than before but because unmarried people have
increased (Kono2007). Especially the cohort of 1970s has a tendency of non-marriage
or late-marriage and they (the cohort of 1970s) play a leading role of fertility decline in
Japan. This tendency is strong in woman. So, new generations have come to take a
different family formation behavior from parent generations.

2. Purpose
This study assumes that there is a strong relation between that the net-migration of the
Tokyo metropolitan area has been expanded since the later half of the 1990s and that
woman in the cohort of 1970s who has become major migrants after the 1990s play the
leading role of the new tendency of family formation behavior, such as late-marriage or
non-marriage which causes fertility decline in Japan. On the basis of this relation, I
consider the expansion of net-migration of the Tokyo metropolitan area since the later
half of the 1990s as a symbolic phenomenon of the migration in fertility decline age.
And this study aims to find the migration structure of fertility decline age, focusing on
the change of woman’s migration and marriage behavior.
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3.

Suggestion

of

the

“Interaction

between

Migration

and

Late-Marriage hypothesis”
3.1 Policy
As mentioned previously, fertility decline in Japan is because unmarried people have
been increasing relatively by the tendency of late-married and non-married in the cohort
of 1970s. And this tendency is strong in woman. A policy of this study is that the new
migration structure is occurred by the increase of unmarried people as a result of
fertility decline. On the basis of such an assumption, this study suggests the “Interaction
between Migration and Late-Marriage hypothesis” as the migration structure of fertility
decline age.
3.2 The framework of the “Interaction between Migration and Late-Marriage
hypothesis”
Fertility decline in Japan has come to appear remarkably in the 1990s ((1) of Fig. 2).
It is because the tendency of non-marriage or late-marriage has been appeared in the
cohort of 1970s. And woman plays the leading role of it ((2) of Fig. 2). As a result, the
number of unmarried woman is relatively increased in younger generations compared
with parent generations ((3) of Fig. 2). Generally speaking, unmarried people have
higher migration rate than married people. So, increased unmarried woman become
easy to migrate to the metropolitan area and the sexual structure of migration will
change ((4) of Fig. 2). In addition, I assume that woman from the non-metropolitan area
tends to be unmarried compared with the woman who was born and stay in the
metropolitan area and as a result, the proportion of unmarried people in the metropolitan
area has increased and fertility rate has declined rapidly. ((5) of Fig. 2). In other words,
late-marriage increases the migrants, and migrants accelerate late-marriage. And, I
suggest this structure as the “Interaction between Migration and Late-Marriage
hypothesis”.
This study aims to reveal the migration structure of fertility decline age by
clarification how valid is this hypothesis. The elements required to clarify the validity of
this hypothesis are the analysis of the change of woman’s migration to the metropolitan
area ((4) of Fig. 2) and the marriage behavior of migrants ((5) of Fig. 2).

3
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(1)
Fertility Decline

Marriage behavior of
the cohort of 1970s

Change of Marital status
Remarkably viewed from 1990's

(2)

Late-marriage or Non-marriage
→Women play a leading role.

(5)
Migrants tend not to
marry
(3)
(4)

Unmarried woman relatively
increase in younger generation

Change of woman’s
migration to
the metropolitan area

Figure 2. The framework of the “Interaction between Migration and
Late-Marriage hypothesis”

4. The change of woman’s migration to the metropolitan area.
I analyze first about the change of woman’s migration to the metropolitan area. In Fig.
1, net-migration is expanded only in the Tokyo metropolitan area after the 1980s. Then,
I consider the change of the migration tendency of woman to the metropolitan area by
an analysis of the population in the Tokyo metropolitan area. At first, I analyze the
cohort-share 3) of the Tokyo-metropolitan area to whole Japan (Fig. 3).
35%

30%

1951～55cohort
1956～60cohort
1961～65cohort
1966～70cohort
1971～75cohort
1976～80cohort

Cohort-share

25%

20%
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45～49

40～44

35～39

30～34

25～29

20～24

15～19

10～14

5～9

0～4

10%

age

Figure 3. Cohort-share of the Tokyo-metropolitan area to whole Japan (total)
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The cohort-share is increased most largely in the age from 10-14 to 20-24 at all
cohorts. According to the sex ratio of the increased cohort-share in the age from 10-14
to 20-24 (Fig. 4), in newer cohorts, the sex ratio has been lower except the cohort of
1960s who influenced by a bubble economy. That is, the women who increase in the age
from 10-14 to 20-24 in the Tokyo metropolitan area have increased relatively.
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Sex ratio
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1961～65

1956～60

1951～55
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1941～45

100

cohort

Figure 4. Sex ratio of cohort-share increase from age of 10-14 to 20-24 of the Tokyo
metropolitan area
Moreover, in order to analyze about the change of the cohort-share after the late 20's,
I calculate the ratio of the cohort-share decrease after 20-24 years against the
cohort-share increase from 10-14 to 20-24 years according to sex (Fig. 5). Compared
with man, woman has a tendency to remain living in the Tokyo metropolitan area
because woman’s cohort-share decreases smaller than man’s. On the basis of these
analyses, the change of woman’s migration to the metropolitan area can be understood
as follows. Woman migrated to the Tokyo metropolitan area in the state of unmarried
and remained living are relatively increased.
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Figure 5. A ratio of cohort-share increase from age of 10-14 to over 25-29 to from
age of 10-14 to 20-24 in the Tokyo metropolitan area
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5. A change of marriage behavior of unmarried woman migrants
5.1 The magnitude correlation of proportion of unmarried woman
Next analysis is about the difference of marriage behavior between the woman who
was born and has lived in the Tokyo metropolitan area and the woman migrated from
outside of the Tokyo metropolitan area.
According to the previous research, Oe(2000) analyzed the relation between
unmarried people’s residential conditions and their marriage behavior by a transition
probability matrix of marital status and household status used in Household Projections
done by National Institute of Population and Social Security Research. As a result, he
concluded that woman living alone doesn’t get married rather than woman living with
their parents. Many of the women who migrated from outside of the Tokyo metropolitan
area in the state of unmarried should live alone, and most of “Continuation residents of
the Tokyo metropolitan area” (explained in chapter 5.2) should live with or near their
parents.
Considering this result, it is believed that woman migrated from outside of the Tokyo
metropolitan area in the state of unmarried have higher proportion of unmarried than
continuation residents of the Tokyo metropolitan area.
5.2 The simulation of proportion of unmarried woman
Affirming such magnitude correlation of proportion of unmarried woman between
migrants and continuation residents of the Tokyo metropolitan area, I analyze next about
how much the difference in proportion of unmarried woman is and how much the
difference changed compared in cohorts is. Such proportions can’t be obtained their
actual value in statistics, so I simulated with some assumptions. Main assumptions are
followed three points.
 Population of Japan is classified to three categories such as “Continuation residents
of the Tokyo metropolitan area”, “Net-migration” and “Residents outside of the
Tokyo metropolitan area”. “Continuation residents of the Tokyo metropolitan area”
in arbitrary year is closed population of the Tokyo metropolitan area based on 10-14
years population. Population data of Population Census of Japan (performed once
in five years) is used in this simulation.
 The magnitude correlation of proportion of unmarried woman is “Net-migration” >
“Continuation residents of the Tokyo metropolitan area” > “Residents outside of the
Tokyo metropolitan area”
 Mortality rate is the same to three categories as whole Japanese mortality rate. And
an international migration is disregarded.
Population of the Tokyo metropolitan area in arbitrary year consists of 2 parts,
“Continuation residents of the Tokyo metropolitan area” and “Net-migration”.
“Continuation residents of the Tokyo metropolitan area” consists of 2 parts, “Unmarried
woman” and “Non-unmarried 4) woman”. And “Net-migration” consists of 3 parts,
“Unmarried woman migrated in the state of unmarried”, “Non-unmarried woman
migrated in the state of unmarried” and “Non-unmarried woman migrated in the state of
non-unmarried” (A,B,C,D,E of Fig. 6).
6
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The sum of C and D is the population migrated in the state of unmarried. The sum of
A and C can be got as the number of unmarried woman in the Tokyo metropolitan area
from Population Census of Japan. The sum of B and D is the number of people who
have experienced first marriage in the Tokyo metropolitan area during the period from
the age of 10-14 years old to arbitrary years old and live in the Tokyo metropolitan area
in arbitrary year. The number of this population (B and D) is the product of the number
of accumulated first marriage occurred in the Tokyo metropolitan area during the period
from the age of 10-14 years to arbitrary years and the emigration ratio from the Tokyo
metropolitan area of the woman who have experienced first marriage in the Tokyo
metropolitan area. The number of accumulated first marriage is the data of Vital
Statistics of Japan and the emigration ratio is calculated by the data of The 5th National
Survey on Migration (National Institute of Population and Social Security
Research 2001). Now, the number of whole the Tokyo metropolitan area woman
(A+B+C+D+E), unmarried woman in the Tokyo metropolitan area (A+C) and
non-unmarried woman experienced first marriage in the Tokyo metropolitan area (B+D)
are known, so the number of “Non-unmarried migrated in the state of non-unmarried”
(E) can be obtained. And the number of unmarried woman migrated in the state of
unmarried (C+D) is also obtained because the number of “Net-migration” (C+D+E) is
known.
On the basis of these sizes of population, I’d like to start to simulate the proportion of
unmarried woman. The proportion of unmarried woman of “Continuation residents of
the Tokyo metropolitan area” is (A / (A+B)), and this proportion is named “Rt”.
Proportion of unmarried woman migrated in the state of unmarried (C / (C+D)) is
named “Rm” and proportion of unmarried woman of outside of the Tokyo metropolitan
area is named “Rn”. Rt and Rn can’t be got their actual value in the statistic. But, the
number of A is determined if a certain value is substituted for Rt. The sum of A and C
can be got its actual number as the unmarried woman in the Tokyo metropolitan area, so
the number of C and the value of Rm are able to calculated by A. So, maximum and
minimum value of Rm can be obtained by assigning the range value of Rt. Then, the
magnitude correlation of proportion of unmarried woman is hypothesized in such an
order: Rm > Rt > Rn. I can obtain Rn actual value from Population Census of Japan. Rt
and Rm are equivalent if Rt is the same value to the proportion of unmarried woman of
the Tokyo metropolitan area except for E: (A+C) / (A+B+C+D). But, Rt is higher than
Rm if Rt is higher than the proportion: (A+C) / (A+B+C+D). This is different from the
hypothesis of the magnitude correlation of proportion of unmarried woman. So,
maximum value of Rt is (A+C) / (A+B+C+D).
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A：Unmarried woman of continuation residents
of the Tokyo metropolitan area
B：Non-unmarried woman of continuation residents
of the Tokyo metropolitan area
C：Unmarried woman migrated in the state of unmarried
D：Non-unmarried woman migrated in the state of unmarried
E：Non-unmarried woman migrated in the state of non-unmarried

Figure 6. The classification of woman in the Tokyo metropolitan area in arbitrary
year
5.3 Result of the simulation
Fig. 7 shows the maximum difference of proportion of unmarried woman (Rm - Rt)
between woman migrated in the state of unmarried and continuation residents by
cohorts. From the cohort of 1936-40 to 1951-55, the difference is about 10% and
decrease after 30s. In the cohort of 1956-60, the difference of proportion of unmarried
woman tends to increase in 25-29 years old but decrease after 30s. This tendency is as
similar as the previous cohorts.
In the cohort of 1960s, the difference of 25-29 years old become bigger than the
cohort of 1956-60, and a new tendency is appeared that the difference is nearly
unchanged after 30s. That means woman who migrated in the state of unmarried tend to
remain unmarried after 30s and the number of such woman is relatively increased after
the cohort of 1960s. In the cohort of 1971-75, the expansion of difference lasts till 30-34
years old and this shows woman migrated in the state of unmarried have stronger
tendency to remain unmarried than previous cohorts.
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Figure 7. Maximum difference of proportion of unmarried woman (Rm - Rt)

6. Conclusion
Woman migrated to the Tokyo metropolitan area by the early 20's have increased
relatively in a newer cohort. And after the cohort of 1960s, the woman migrated to the
Tokyo metropolitan area in the state of unmarried remains unmarried and living because
the tendency not to marry has become strong. As a result, woman’s contribution to the
net-migration of the Tokyo metropolitan area becomes large. And I can draw that the
unmarried tendency of the whole the Tokyo metropolitan area has become strong.
Now, although it is the simulation which sets some assumption and I considered by
maximum difference of proportion of unmarried woman, the result is obtained that the
tendency for woman migrants not to marry became strong after the cohort of 1960s. So,
I concluded that validity of the “Interaction between Migration and Late-Marriage
hypothesis” is proved partially. This means migration structure is irreversibly changed
by the tendency of late-marriage which leads fertility decline. And I may be able to
explain that net-migration of the Tokyo metropolitan area has continued to be expanded
since the later half of the 1990s by the increase of unmarried woman.
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Notes
1)

Three major metropolitan areas consist of these three regions (11
prefectures) below.
Tokyo metropolitan area : Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa
Chyukyo metropolitan area : Gifu, Aichi, Mie
Hanshin metropolitan area : Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo, Nara

2)

In this paper, the word “cohort” is used as “birth cohort”. Birth cohort
means the people born in the arbitrary period.

3)

This value is a proportion of a certain area population to whole Japan
population in the same cohort. And its change is because of net-migration.

4)

In this study, “married”, “widowed” and “divorced” are united to
non-unmarried, so marital status consists of 2 parts: unmarried and
non-unmarried. Because of this, a change of marital status serves as a
unidirectional from “unmarried” to “non-unmarried”.
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Migration Pattern of the Original Residents
Considering Household Types in Newtown Area
- Focused on Gireum Newtown Area in Seoul Lee, Jung-Hwan1

Lee, Chang-Moo2

Abstract

In the early 2000s, the Seoul Metropolitan Government initiated a new style of
urban renewed plan called “New Town”. Twenty-six new towns have been planned
for balanced development. However, there are many side effects caused by new town
projects. The purpose of this study is to analyze the migration pattern of the original
residents in newtown area. In order to analyze the residential migration patterns of the
original residents in a redevelopment area, Gireum newtown, which was already
finished in 2006, was selected as study area. Original residents in Gireum newtown
were categorized into several groups based on their household characteristics. This
paper reveals how the redevelopment affects the migration behaviors of the original
residents in terms of frequency of movements, residential location, and types of
houses after the initiation of redevelopment.
Keywords : Newtown Area, Household Types, Migration Pattern

1. Introduction

Capital area including Seoul grew up so rapidly that it is hard to see any other city
like Seoul in the world, In 2000s, Seoul became redeveloped city that can be able to
meet the demands for housing solely through redevelopment.
Seoul city designated 26 sections as New town area and initiated this project to
1
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satisfy the demand for housing and organize urban infrastructure in inferior areas.
This project means not only small-scale redevelopment progress but the one
connected in wide range of redevelopment. Also, new town project requires
reasonable progress procedure in order to keep house reserves that changed demand
for housing in each level.
However, the project has brought out many issues because the project is in progress
in wide range. One of the most problematic social issues is compensation and
migration countermeasures which are connected to non-stable residence of native’s.
Seoul city gave partial development profit to households and make the tenants to
select between two options; residence rights of rental housing and migration expenses.
Despite the effort of Seoul city, low resettlement rate means natives are forced to
move against their will and it is regarded as violations of residence rights (Choi·Kim,
2006).
The vicious cycle in migration has repeated, especially the natives who have low
economic ability are forced to move to other slum area during construction periods
(Lee·Song, 1997). Finally, the issues constantly raised regarding native’s residence
right are low resettlement of natives.
This study analyzes the characteristics of migration in terms of the resettlement of
natives in relation with the characteristics of households. The target area is Gireum
New Town that has completed its new town project in 2006, and is available for
analysis of the migration because 3 years has passed since its completion.
Therefore, this study examines migration pattern of native’s household
characteristics regarding resettlement and present discriminated alternatives through
following data.

2. Literature Review
First, when we look at the causes of migration, they vary depending on earning and
possession of house(Lee·Lee, 1998; Cho·Lee, 1996). However, migration due to
redevelopment is forced migration by demolition and is not carried out with the
residents’ own will. (Nam‧Hwang, 2006)

2
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When it comes to the natives’ migration in the New Town area, the migration
pattern may vary depending on possession of houses, and migration pattern in
accordance with the characteristics of households reflecting unique condition of New
Town project shall be focused.
In case of the migration pattern depending on possession of houses, 80% of the
natives appeared to move out to neighboring areas, according to the research of Seoul
City (2007), as a result of researching migration in the areas that have completed New
Town project, although there was limitation to collect conclusive information. And
the research announces that there should be various intervals in house demolition in
order to avoid simultaneous demolition of many houses in the area when carrying out
redevelopment.

Existing researches showed that it conducted research using binary categorization
of only owners of houses and tenants. However, they have limitation in reflecting
areas they live in and housing pattern of the natives in relation with the characteristics
of households. That may lead to poor selection of related initiatives. This research
analyzes migration pattern by characteristics of households of the natives in the New
Town area in depth.

3. Data & Analysis Method
3.1. Data

Figure 1. Newtown Area & Site

3
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Newtown project area designated 26 sections across Seoul city and the total area is
24 ㎢, which occupies 7.6% of residence and office in Seoul city. Approximately
330,000 households, which is 10% of residents population are residing in Seoul City
and 220,000 households accounting for 70% of among the 10% are tenants. Residence
types consist of non-apartment and the residence environments are lagged behind.
In case of Gireum new town 5th section, migration and withdrawal performed after
getting Business Enforcement is approved in 2002 and in 2006 resettlement started
after the project initiated in 2003.
According to the analysis of residence movement registration, which can explain
the movement of natives’, most residence movement of native’s is done in 2002.
Year 2009, the time of analysis, was the point when 6 years have passed since the
occurring of migration due to the redevelopment. It is considered a stabilized time for
migration surveys.
Youth house of

Elderly House of

general house of

Below 2 people

below 2 people

Above 3 people

Households

16

38

81

135

Tenants

69

33

83

185

amount

Table 1. the frequency of group’s type

3.2. Analysis Method
This study analyzed technical statistics through residence registration, house
oweners and tenants list and divided into 3 categories.
Firstly, we checked households characteristics and indicated movement pattern in
three types; into near area, outside of near area (moving in Seoul), movement toward
the outer Seoul on the map.
Next, we compared the original residence and 2009 residence in order to check
frequency of migration of natives’, changes in types of housing and migration pattern.
Lastly, we examined migration pattern, resettlement, and changes in types of
housing according to compensation types of tenants.
4
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4. Result of Analysis
4.1. Migration Pattern of the Original Residents Considering Household Types
4.1.1. In case of Households
When we look into migration pattern of owners of houses, people don’t migrate
from the original place for 6 years after they lost houses due to New Town Projects.
However, 63% of the elderly household with less than 2 household members living in
the neighboring area (in 4 km) is relatively low compared to other groups. This shows
that the elderly household with less than 2 people that gained earning by renting can
migrate farther to buy houses for rent.
Youth and elderly houses with less than 2 people showed the most frequent
migration and the distance from the original place is short. They didn’t migrate to
suburb area of Seoul. (Picture 2) But they tended to remain in the neighboring area
(88%, the highest rate). This means that they take advantages of increased asset
derived from the redevelopment in order to maintain existing living pattern and
location.
As for the change in housing pattern, half of the house owners migrated to the
current apartments, meaning that they migrated to the better places. And for the
change in housing pattern of the original residence and current residence after the
New Town, 37 % of the general households with more than 3 people migrated to the
better residence. As there was no questionnaire available for the target residents, this
research has some limitation in analysis; however the natives seemed to migrate to the
better residence after some time passed since New Town.

5
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* 【 】: family in living apart

Table 2. migration characteristic of households
Figure 2. Migration Pattern of Household Type
4.1.2. In case of Tenants

6
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* 【 】: family in living apart

Table 3. migration characteristic of tenants
Table 3 shows the cases of tenants. Tenants’ first residence and current residence
are a lot different after the New Town. For their original residence, the rate of their
migration to neighboring area was 82% and that lowered to 69% at the moment. In
Table 3, youth and elderly households with less than 2 people showed the highest
frequency in migration (2.9 times) and the lowest rate of living in the neighboring
area (58%). Compared to the house owners of youth and elderly houses, tenants might
have felt burdened with housing costs.

Figure 3. Migration Pattern of Tenants Type
4.2. Migration Pattern of the Tenants According to a Compensation Type.

7
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Tenants couldn’t live in the neighboring area due to the rise in housing price and
decrease of cheap houses, and showed frequent migration. Tenants chose between
expense for moving and the right of occupancy. The consequent migration shall be
notices.

* 【 】: family in living apart

Table 3. migration characteristic of tenants
In Table 3, tenants who chose expense for moving appeared to move more than
twice many than those who chose the right of occupancy. And those who are not
categorized as the natives and have neither the right of occupancy nor expense for
moving showed the most frequent moving.
They tended to move out frequently, could not settle down and move to cheaper
houses in other areas. This is shown in Table 4. And for housing pattern, only 20% of
tenants who chose the right of occupancy live in apartments. In the case of those who
have neither the right of occupancy nor expense for moving is similar. It seems that
these people couldn’t improve the quality of housing services through the New Town
project.
In the Table 4, 81% of tenants who chose the right of occupancy moved to rent
apartments after the completion of New Town project, showing the least number of
8
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moving and they enjoy stabilized quality of housing services as they moved to rent
apartment compared to other groups.

Figure 4. The rate of tenants who selected rental housing

Table 4. migration characteristic of tenants

9
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4.3. Result
Based on the result of above analysis, 70% of the natives moved to the neighboring
areas. In the Table 5, there is similar pattern when we look at the current residence of
the natives.
However, considering current residence in accordance with household
characteristics, value of the last residence after the New Town, and changes in
housing type, the analysis may vary and the consequence and effect of the New Town
is visible.
Especially, when we compare the natives’ original residence and current residence
of tenants, we can see the difference from the Table 5, although we cannot confirm
their actual financial difficulties.

Figure 5. The Current Residence of Original Residents
First, in case of house owners, they enjoy capital gain from the redevelopment and
could choose houses that fit for their needs and household characteristics. However in
case of the elderly, they must have suffered difficulties as their income from renting
houses disappeared.
For tenants, they could move out to more satisfying houses than the previous ones
with expense for moving. However, they suffered vicious cycle of housing life style
due to increased price of rent, and moved to cheaper houses in the redevelopment
areas. In the mean time, the group who chose the right of occupancy seemed to be
stabilized as 81 % of them moved to rental houses.
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5. Conclusions
For the elderly with less than 2 household members, they showed different pattern
compared to general cases, especially compared to youth house with less than 2
people, the difference is clear. And tenants among the natives showed frequent
migration compared to house owners and many of them moved to the neighboring
areas.
As for tenants, they can enjoy stabilization through moving out to rental houses.
And building rental houses in the neighboring area to the area where large
redevelopment is expected can be a measure for the redevelopment.
Tenants who have migrated experienced a gap in quality of living compared to the
house owners as time went by. This was because of the difference in assets. House
owners could afford improved living quality and chose houses that fitted for the needs
while the tenants experienced instability in quality of living as cheap houses were
decreased.
This research utilized migration record based on resident cards and analyzed
characteristics of migration after the New Town Project comprehensively reflecting
possession of houses, characteristics of household, migration pattern. We hope this
research help form policies related to compensation for the natives in the New Town
areas.
The research has limitation as there was difficulty in collecting data as the target
area is narrow and it was not available to conduct questionnaire on the natives. In the
future, it is necessary to obtain direct questionnaires for more comprehensive further
analysis on the natives’ migration in detail.
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Abstract: This paper reviews the development strategy of the urban spatial planning and the
actual evolution of the urban morphology from 1985 to 2000 in Guangzhou megacity. It also
investigates the spatial distribution of the social-economic activities during the period. Two
comparative analyses have been done. One is the comparison between the spatial planning
expectations and the realities of the urban morphology evolution. The other is the comparison
of spatial distributions between the physical urban space and the social-economic activities
space. This study found the planning failure over the urban morphology evolution, even
though the urban planning is one of major methods to overcome the market failure. Based on
the discussion of the possible fields of the planning failure, the paper analyzed the causes of
planning failure from the perspective of urban economics. Through this case study, some
inspirations and suggestions are proposed for bridging the gaps between urban planning and
free market; and hence how to overcoming the urban planning during the periods of
social-economic transformation and rapid urban growth in megacities of mainland China.
Keywords: urban planning, planning failure, urban morphology, urban growth, urban
economics
China began to shift from the planned economy to the market economy in the early 1980’s.
Economic growth has been the top priority since then. Cities took the major duty for this
purpose. As the major means of regulating the urban development, urban planning always
acts as one of the principal functions of local government in China. Against background of
the state ownership of land, one important task of urban planning is to implement the
economic growth into urban space during urban development. The other is to overcoming the
market failure during the implementation, even though the market acted as the major
mechanism which can allocate the special resources effectively. But the modern urban
planning experienced less than 30 years in mainland China. It was introduced from the west
world and had to meet the local context. But the difficulty lies in the fact that the local
context was changeable and volatile during the period of social-economic transformation. It
was the common case that the planning failure co-exists with the market failure.
1
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Urban morphology is the physical carrier of urban development and external spatial
manifestation of urban growth. Its evolution reflects the interaction between the government
behavior and the market behavior. Spatial planning is the core part of the urban master
planning. It needs to fully utilize this kind of interaction in order to carrying the urban
morphology from the existing status to the expected future. If the planning can’t do so, there
is the planning failure. This paper chooses Guangzhou (GZ) megacity as the study case. After
analyzing the possible fields and causes of planning failure on conducting urban morphology
evolution, the study tries to provide some valuable references for overcoming the planning
failure and formulating a market-friendly urban planning in Chinese megacities.

1. Introduction
GZ is the political, economic and cultural center of Guangdong (GD) province, one of the
national centers for oversea economy and culture communicating (figure 1). The first
edition of modern urban master planning (1984-2000) in GZ was published in 1984 and
implemented till 1990. The second edition (1991-2010) was implemented from 1991 to
2000, and it was replaced by the third edition (2001-2010). The first two editions treated
the same administrative boundary of GZ (1443.6 km2). Their spatial planning has the
relative steady goals and continuous implementation. While the third edition handled with
the total different spatial body because the administrative boundary enlarged more than
2.5-fold (3718.56 km2). It made GZ change from an inland river city to a coastal city, and
hence the goals of the spatial planning. This paper just investigated the first two editions
and the urban development realities from 1985 to 2000.

Figure 1. Location of GZ

Figure 2. Suitable development space

(Source: Guangzhou urban planning bureau, 2000)

Urban morphology is the study object of the paper. Limited by the status topography, the
urban space suitable for developing was the “L” shape (figure 2). The inner city was right
located in the vertex of the L. Because the north area was the protection zone of water
source, its development has been limited strictly. So the urban planning focused on the
east (Tianhe District and Huangpu District) and south (Haizhu District) city. They
2
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certainly are the main target of the investigation.

2. Review of the Urban Master Planning (1984-2000)
2.1 Urban Spatial Structure
The goal of urban spatial planning was fixed as making urban spatial structure change
from single-center to multi-center system. The major measures included evacuating inner
city and developing satellite town and sub-center in the east areas. The priority direction
of spatial development by government was eastward. More governmental investments
and the preferential policies were supplied over there. But the planning also proposed to
develop the area near the Luoxi Bridge as the residential zone which served for the
traditional industry development in Haizhu (figure 3).
A- Inner city
B- Tianhe sub-center
C- Da-Shadi satellite town
D- ETDZ
E- Haizhu district
F- Luoxi island
G- Luoxi Bridge
Figure 3. Spatial structure of urban planning
(Source: Guangzhou urban planning bureau, 2000)

2.2 Inner City Evacuation and Outreach Expansion
Facing the extremely high population density of 44075 person/km2 in inner city in 1985,
evacuation of inner city was the stern task of planning. The planning proposed to strictly
control the population of the inner city (including Liwan, Yuexiu and Dongshan districts).
The main implementation measures included industrial suburbanization by developing the
tertiary industry, low intensive renewal, living environment improvement based on the
population evacuation.
The planning proposed to develop the sub-center (Tianhe) and satellite town (Da-Shadi)
in the east areas (figure 3). Depending on the construction of main stadium and amenities
for the 6th National Games which was held in 1986, the planning tried to push some urban
functions to Tianhe which at the east edge of inner city. The planning predicted that
supply of the large-scale public facilities could motivate the development of sub-center.
ETDZ was established at the east end of the city in 1984 because there was plenty of
deep-water port resource. Da-Shadi was closed to ETDZ. It was planned to drive the
development by the industrial take-off in ETDZ.

3. Review of Urban Development
3
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3.1 Overview of Urban Growth
GZ experienced the unprecedented rapid growth during this period, both in city size and
urban economy (table 1). From 1983 to 2000, the total growth rate of urban build-up
areas 119.5%. Growth of inner city had more than 2000 years. But it only used 18 years
to create a new city as the same size. The average annual growth rate of the urban land
was 6.64%, while that of population was only 1.62%. It is worth to notice that the
increment of urban land is about 4-fold of that of population.
Table 1. Social-economic index of GZ
1985

1990

1995

3288.83

3579.36

3853.75

413.9

12436.23

31959.52

125919.7

249274.34

4361.97

9059.37

61825.15

92366.76

Population (1000 person)
GDP (Million CNY)
Fixed assets investment

(Million CNY)

Build-up Arears (sq.km)

2000

176.1

386.5

Building floor areas (1000 sq.m)

55119.7

75674.4

96664.5

137400.3

Year-end employment (1000 persons)

3134.74

3411.51

4077.78

4962.58

Actual foreign investment

(1000 US$)

157820

272630

2252980

3115410

Total import-export value

(100 million US$)

41.79

166.99

233.51

14778.26

54996.78

112113.4

Total retail sales of consumer goods (Million CNY)

7498.41

(Source: http://www.gzstats.gov.cn, Jan. 2010)

Urban economic growth was amazing and the upgrading of industrial structure was
significant. From 1985 to 2000, the gross domestic product (GDP) and the actual foreign
investment increased about 19 times. The fixed assets investment (FAI) increased more
than 20 times (figure 4 – figure 5). Total import-export value increased proximately 10
times. The year-end employment increased 58.31% with average annual growth rate of
3.64%, about 2.25-fold of that of population. It shows that GZ has been the international
market of the capital and the regional market of employment due to the widened
economic openness.
Figure 5. Fixed Assets Investment [1985-2000]

Figure 4. GDP Growth in GZ City [1985-2000]
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(Source: http://www.gzstats.gov.cn, Jan. 2010)

3.2 Spatial Distribution of Population
Resident population was aggregated in inner city persistently (figure 6-7). Both
population size and density in inner city remained almost unchanged. Inner city had the
absolute predominance on attracting population compared to the east city (Tianhe and
Huangpu) and the south city (Haizhu). Employment population also concentrated in inner
city too. There was obvious attenuation phenomenon with the increasing spatial distance
from the inner city (figure 8-9).
1980

1985

1990

1995

1980

2000

1800000.00

50000.00

1600000.00

45000.00

1985

1990

1995

2000

40000.00

1400000.00

35000.00
1200000.00

30000.00
1000000.00

25000.00
800000.00

20000.00
600000.00

15000.00
400000.00

10000.00

200000.00

5000.00

0.00

0.00

Inner city

Haizhu

Tianhe

Inner city

Huangpu

Figure 6. Population of district
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Huangpu

Figure 7. Population density of district
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Figure 8. Employment of district
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District

Huangpu
District

Tianhe
District

Inner
City

ETDZ

Haizhu
District

Huangpu
District

Tianhe
District

0

Inner
City

0

Figure 9. Employment density of district

(Source: http://www.gzstats.gov.cn, Jan. 2010)

It is worth mentioning that the Luoxi island (figure 3), which adjacent to the southern
boundary of GZ, was developed rapidly driven by the residential suburbanization which
oriented by the citizens of GZ (figure 10). Most of the urban residents in the island were
the middle-class of citizens from GZ.
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1985

1990

1995

2000

1600000.00

1400000.00

1200000.00

Uban residents

Rutal Residents
1000000.00

800000.00

600000.00

400000.00

200000.00

0.00

Inner city

Figure 10. Residential composition of Luoxi island
(Source: Guangzhou urban planning bureau, 2004)

Haizhu

Tianhe

Huangpu

ETDZ

Figure 11. Spatial distribution of GDP
(Source: http://www.gzstats.gov.cn, Jan. 2010)

3.3 Spatial Distribution of Economic Activities
The growth of GDP was extremely faster than before after 1990. The fastest growth
occurred in ETDZ in which had little population growth. Both inner city and Tianhe had
rapid growth of GDP too. But it was more stable in Tianhe. GDP in Huangpu grew up too,
but its share was very small (figure 11).
ETDZ and Tianhe had the maximum share of the FAI (figure 12). If FAI in inner city is
set as one unit, FAI in ETDZ was 4-fold of it and FAI in Tianhe was more than 2 times of
it in 1995. But the spatial distribution of REI was another story. If REI in inner city is set
as one unit, REI in ETDZ was only 14% of it, and REI in Tianhe was nearly as the same
as one in inner city (table 2 -3). It shows that the most part of the FAI was used to build
up the infrastructure in ETDZ. But it was used to invest the real estate in inner city. It
means the inner city was the investment basin to the market, while the ETDZ was the
investment basin to the government. It is noteworthy that there was the harmonious
relationship between the FAI and the REI in Tianhe.
The total retail sales of consumer (RSC) is an important index reflecting the level of the
resident consumption. Consumer market was obviously concentrated to inner city
gradually (figure 13). RSC in Tianhe was higher than inner city from 1985 to 1990. But it
sharply increased in inner city and surpassed Tianhe after 1990. One the other hand, RSC
was increased in ETDZ and Haizhu. But it grew up quite slowly in Huangpu.
1985

1990

1995

2000

1985

1990

1995

2000

450000.00
2500000.00

400000.00

2000000.00

350000.00

300000.00
1500000.00

250000.00

200000.00

1000000.00

,

150000.00
500000.00

100000.00

50000.00
0.00
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Tianhe
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Figure 12. Fixed assets investment of district
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Haizhu
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Huangpu
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Figure 13. Total retail sales of consumer
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ETDZ

Tianhe

Inner
city

Haizhu

Huangpu

1995

4.01

2.16

1

1.28

0.56

2000

1.15

1.11

1

0.76

0.42

Year

ETDZ

Tianhe

Inner
city

Haizhu

Huangpu

1995

0.14

1.10

1

0.12

0.14

2000

0.04

0.65

1

0.33

0.13

Year

Table 2. FAI ratio (FAI in inner city = 1)

Table 3. REI ratio (REI in inner city = 1)

(Source: http://www.gzstats.gov.cn, Jan. 2010)

4. Comparative Analysis
4.1 City Size Control and Urban Spatial Structure
The growth of total population was overestimated. On the other hand, the growth of urban
building-up areas was underestimated. The real data was 64 km2 bigger than the
expectation of planning in 2000 (table 4). It meant the less population consumed more
urban land than expectation. It demonstrated the urban planning failure on urban size
control.
Table 4. Comparative analysis between real data and planning prediction
Real data

Planning prediction

Year

Build-up areas

population

Build-up areas

population

unit

sq.km

1000 persons

sq.km

1000 persons

1989

182.26

3584

2000

386.50

4139

322.5

5340

(Source: Guangzhou urban planning bureau, 2001)

Many social-economic data, such as population, employment, REI and RSC, shows the
obvious law of spatial diminishing from the inner to the outer city. It demonstrated that
there was no change in the spatial structure of the single-center system. Even more, the
agglomeration economy of the existing single-center was enhanced.
The sprawl of inner city was significant, especially sprawl eastward to Tianhe where
located at the east edge of inner city. They have been integrated as a consolidated entity
whatever in urban space and social-economic activities. The single-center has been
growth up from the small inner city to the big downtown including inner city and Tianhe.
(figure 14-15).
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4.2 Evacuation of the inner city
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Growth of total population growth was greater than expectation in inner city. The size and
density of employment increased too. Many secondary industries have been moved to the
outer city during the period. But the real social-economic index showed the enhanced
dynamic of the social-economic activities in inner city, such as GDP, REI, RSC,
population and employment. The evacuation of the inner city was failed.
On the contrary, the lowest share and growth rate of the social-economic activities
occurred in Huangpu where the Da-Shadi satellite town was located. Many traditional
factories were replaced by the residential communities in Haizhu. It indicated that Haizhu
made the unexpected contributions to the population evacuation of inner city.
4.3 New Town Development
Tianhe can be regarded as a successful case of new town development. But it is failed on
creating a new sub-center of GZ. As mentioned before, Tianhe as an “edge city” has
become the main part of the more powerful downtown. Whatever from the perspectives
of both urban morphology and social-economic activities, Tianhe can not be regarded as
the outreach expansion, but inner city sprawl. Its development didn’t breakdown the GZ
city into multi-center spatial structure, but strengthened the single-center.
From the perspective of urban economic growth, the development of ETDZ has met the
requirement of the urban master planning. It had made the significant contribution to the
growth of GDP. But the successful development of industry didn’t give a birth Da-Shadi
satellite town, but only a pure industrial park with low density of the population and
employment.
4.4 Direction of Urban Spatial Expansion
According to the urban master planning, eastward expansion was the main direction of
urban morphology evolution. The development realities indicated that the eastward
expansion of the physical urban space was significant, while that of the social-economic
activities was weak. The intensity of urban land growth was much stronger than that of
social-economic activities growth.
What out of expectation is that both size and density of population and employment were
almost as the same level as Tianhe during this period. What’s more, the spatial distance of
migration was much farther than expectation, jumped from the north to the south of the
Luoxi bridge which striding over the Pearl River and outreach to the Panyu city.
4.5 Sub-summary
There were planning failures in the public field as follows:
Multi-center spatial system didn’t come true. On the contrary the single-center was
enlarged and strengthened. The satellite town was a daydream but has cost plenty of
public investments by government. The stimulating effect of government investment
wasn’t significant. The urban land growth was out of control and the land supply was
unreasonable. Downtown was over-developed resulted from land shortage. Land of
8
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outer city was over-consumed due to the over-supply of land..
There were planning failures in the private field as follows:
The planning and its implementation were failed in predicting and conducting the
family location. The pattern of the population showed most of families chose to
concentrate in the overcrowded downtown or move to the southward suburb where
far from the downtown and had worse infrastructure resulting from the shortage of
the government investment.
The planning also failed to guide and regulate the behaviors of the enterprises. The
enterprises had never given up the intensive investment into the downtown in the
way of renewal. The capital density had the obvious law of spatial diminishing from
the inner to the outer city. It was impossible to support the evacuation of inner city
and the leapfrog development of the satellite town.

5. Economics Analysis on Causes of Planning Failure
5.1 Misjudgment to the Economic Dynamic Mechanism of Urban Spatial Expansion
Urban land is the physical carrier of the social-economic activities, the information
transmitted from the change of land rent need to be interpreted by the planner. There are
two dynamic mechanism of the outreach spatial expansion. One is the growth of
urbanization and income which push the land rent curve shift outward. The other is
transport development in the case of the unchanged urban population which make the
land rent curve rotate anticlockwise. The former spatial expansion is caused by
urbanization; while the latter is caused by suburbanization (figure 16). The different
dynamic mechanism produces the different urban problem, so as the policy (Ding
Chengri, 2005).
A – urban land rent curve
B - land rent curve shift by urbanization
C – land rent cure rotated by suburbanization
r – agriculture land rent
D – development cost

Figure 16. Urban spatial expansion
(Source: Ding Chengri, Urban planning, 2005,
29[4]:56-60)

The land rent has never dropped down during the period in inner city. It indicated that
outreach spatial expansion was mainly resulted from rapid urbanization but not
suburbanization. So it is uncertain that the transport development is bound to lead to
urban dispersion. It is explained from one side why tremendous infrastructure investments
didn’t lead to the development of Da-Shadi satellite town.
9
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5.2 Inadequate Cognition and Prediction of Public Demand
Under the circumstances of the rapid urbanization, the employment demand is the core
part of the public demand. The unified and integrated labor market (labor pooling) in the
downtown provides the lowest employment cost. It is impossible to drive the population
moving to the suburbs where only has the scatter and broken labor market.
According to the western urban economic theory, labor pooling is one of the major
contents of agglomeration economy which is the principal motive power of urban
development. It is originated from the spatial concentration of economic activities (both
scale and level) because the agglomeration decrease costs and increase benefits. In other
words, the compact and intensive urban morphology is conducive to promote
agglomeration economy and hence the labor pooling.
The development mode of ETDZ and Da-Shadi, such as scattered layout and low
intensive land-use, can’t breed agglomeration economy, and hence foster labor pooling. It
can partially explain why the high GDP and low population density were co-existed in
ETDZ.
5.3 Lacking Cognition to the Consequence of the Public Investments
The public investment usually is guided by the urban planning, such as transport
investment. But the reasonable public investment (public supply) should be meet the
public demand. Basically there are two kinds of planning failure involving the public
investment. One is inadequate recognition and prediction of the public demand as
mentioned above. It will lead to inefficient allocation of the public investment. The other
is that urban planning is seldom to estimate and cope with the consequences caused by
the public investment. It usually induces that the public investment guided by the urban
planning can not achieve the planning expectation.
For example, the purpose of highway and railway construction was to improve the
accessibility of suburb area. Urban planning of GZ believed it can promote the urban
dispersion. But accessibility involves the transport costs between two locations, whatever
from location or to location. In other words, the accessibility of both inner city and outer
city are improved at the same time. But the added-value of inner city is much greater than
that of outer city because the accessibility of inner city is not only involves the space of
arrival (lower transport cost), but also the accessibility of labor pooling, huge consumer
market, high level public services and facilities. It is the other reason why the
agglomeration economy of the existing single-center has grown stronger and stronger.
5.4 Inadequate Cognition to the Individual Behavior
Urban development of GZ showed there was more coincidence between the behavior of
individuals and the tendency of regional economic integration. It is mainly because that
utility maximization is the basic mechanism of the individual decision-making.
As to the family, there is a trade off between the housing price and transport cost in order
10
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to maximize the utility of housing location. The eastward spatial expansion was supported
by quite low transport cost because of the high subsidy by government. It can support the
family to pay for the higher housing price in or nearby the downtown. But the southward
urbanization (conducted by market) was based on the higher transport cost. It drove the
family moving quite far from the downtown where provided lower housing price.
As to the enterprises’ decision-making of the spatial location, there are two basic
economics principles. First, the location should be equilibrium among the labor market,
consumer market and material market in order to meet the lowest transport cost. During
the period of industrial structure updating, the gravity of labor and consumer market
(downtown) is greater than that of material market (outer city). Second, the utility
maximization can be reached by inputs inter-substitutability between land and capital
(Ding Chengri, 2005). The enterprises select the input combination of fewer land and
greater capital in downtown because the land rent is much higher than the price of capital.
It indicates to build up more floor areas within less land areas (intensive development).
The case is opposite in suburban. So it is difficult to redevelop or renew the inner city and
downtown in the way of decreasing the density and intension.
The decision-making of individuals (both the family and enterprises) is rational. The key
issue is how to form a mechanism or mode by using the public resources, which help to
approach the planning expectation via utilizing the law of individuals decision-making.

6. Inspirations and suggestions to urban planning
6.1 Key and Basic Issues for Overcoming Planning Failure
The key issue for overcoming planning failure is to identify the boundary between the
market and urban planning. In the case of market economy, urban planning is one of
major methods to overcome the market failure which is the logic base of government
intervention. The role of the urban planning should be indentified as managing the market
based on its operation and overcoming the market failure during the urban development
(Ding Chengri, 2005).
Role re-cognition of urban planning requires the planners to know well about the law and
tendency of the market operations. It is the basic issue about the improvement of urban
planning. There are fruitful researches about the urban economic activities done by the
economists. But these outcomes and urban economic phenomena need to be interpreted
by the planners. This kind of interpretation is very important because the local context is
extremely complicated in mainland megacities.
6.2 Comprehensively Understanding the Agglomeration Economy
Urban spatial agglomeration usually produces urban sick, such as traffic jam,
environmental pollution and crime. But it is regret that the existing researches have no
confident evidences which can prove that urban decay was caused by urban sick. Many
11
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studies illustrated that plenty of urban decay were resulted from the adjustment of
economic structure. The negative impacts of agglomeration economy were overestimated
and one-sided understood for a long time in the past. It resulted in urban planning to make
persistent efforts for urban dispersion.
The agglomeration economy is orientated from the increment of city size and the
concentration of the urban space. They are the basic motivation of the urban development
and the original dynamics of promoting the urban competitive capability. It needs to
re-cognize and re-estimate the impacts of agglomeration economy comprehensively
6.3 Confronting the Subjective of Urban Sprawl
Most of megacities didn’t escape from urban sprawl even thought urban sprawl was
criticized broadly. As to the case study of GZ, the development of Tianhe new town
illustrated the subjective of urban sprawl. There was coincident spatial relationships
among employment, residents, GDP, consumer market, REI and so on.
Relevant researches show that the edge areas of urban space have the great location
priorities. According to the model developed by Mills (1983), Brueckner (1990) and Ding
Chengri (1996), the land development ahead of time is promoted by many factors, such as
land rent growth, decrement of transport cost, agriculture land rent or development cost of
land. At edge of urban build-up areas, transport and development cost are lower than
outer city due to the better accessibility to the existing infrastructure, facilities and
employment opportunity. New town development can maximize efficiency only when it
is associated with the existing labor pooling (Ding Chengri, 2005).
Agglomeration economy was fostered in Tianhe successfully. It was resulted from its
priority of “edge city”, but not promoted by the 6th national games as the planner
interpretation. The development at the edge of urban build-up areas should be the key
issue of urban study.
6.4 Urban Planning System Emphasizing Dynamic Recycling Processes
Market economy is a dynamic and open system. How to manage market and overcome
market failure is a long-run and persistent process. It needs an urban planning system
which can utilize the market mechanism, respond to the market change and take the city
to the expectative future finally.
It is not a new question to urban planning. Early 1970’s Peter Hall has built up a dynamic
and recycling system of urban planning as follow: setting goals, catching continuous
information, making projection and simulation of alternative futures, evaluation,
decision-making, continuous monitoring, information feedback, and then bake to goal’s
Modification. But the old system formed in the period of planned economy has little
change in mainland China. It is time to reform now (UN, 2009). The database and basic
research are the prerequisites for the new system. Also the running of the new system has
to be supported by the multi-disciplinary methodologies and high technical science.
12
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6.5 Planning Decision-making Emphasizing Risk Assessment and Alternatives
Economics is a science about how to make a selection (Mankun, 1999). Basically the
nature of urban planning is selection (Ding Chengri, 2005). How to select the optimize
one from alternatives of urban development bases on the comprehensive, subjective and
accuracy estimates of alternatives. According to the global report on human settlements in
2009 (UN, 2009), some traditional and typical economic analysis methodologies have
been proved to be effective for estimating alternatives of urban development.
Urban planning is an action for solving urban problem and achieving the goals of urban
development. But any action has risk. The important fields of risk lie in both economy
and environment. Risk assessment should be one of the key tasks of urban planning.
Especially after the global economic crisis in 2008, urban planning should have the
capability to predict and manage the risks of urban development (UN, 2009).
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Abstract
During the urban sprawl and immigration flows, many “City Villages” have
appeared in Beijing with awful characteristics in land use, population, living
environment, etc. Beijing Government has been trying to reconstruct City Villages for
a few years, including the removal before 2008 Olympic Games, resettlement in
Green-Belt construction, etc. However, the reconstruction work is facing many
difficulties. There are many similarities between City Village in China and the
badly-living area in Japan. It is useful to do some comparative study on these two
kinds of projects.
Keywords: City Village, reconstruction, badly-living area, comparison between
China and Japan

1. Introduction
After the reform and opening up of China, during the rapid industrialization and
urbanization, some special rural residential areas have occurred. They are usually
surrounded by urban built-up areas but still keep the rural models on land ownership,
household registration, administrative system, etc. In the following “immigration
flow”, parts of them evolved as so-called “City Villages” with large floating
population, awful living condition, and worrying social security. It has become one of
the typical metropolitan problems in Urban-Rural Dual China.
In the process of rapid urbanization, many City Villages have appeared in Beijing.
On the one hand, they are in bad situation, not suitable for living; on the other hand,
they are contributing to Beijing city development by supplying low-rent houses for
immigrants from other provinces and allaying the stress of urbanized original
residents. Recently, City Villages are widely focused on. Beijing Government has
reconstructed 171 City Villages before 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. But under the
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urban-rural dual structure and rapid urbanization, City Villages will exist for a long
time. How to solve and avoid the problems in City Village is facing difficulties. The
problem of “badly-living area” in Japan began in 1910s, and became serious in Great
Kanto Earthquake and the two world wars. It is somehow similar with City Village on
formation and situation. From 1950s, Japan has carried out a series of living
environment improving projects. The comparative study on the improving methods
and processes has great significance for contemporary metropolis.

2. Basic Situation of Beijing City Village
2.1 formation causes
When the urban sprawl occupied new lands in the early days of urbanization in
China, usually, the farmland was requisitioned for urban construction, but the village
was ignored. It left a mass of land-expropriated peasants who were facing the
difficulties in living by lack of skills except cultivating. From the end of 1980s, more
and more immigrants have been flowing into Beijing to seek new working
opportunities. Most of them have to choose “City Village” areas as their residence
because of the low rent. Under this market demand, the original residents began to
build low-rent houses for immigrants. At the same time, the immigrants liked to live
in City Village because of its location condition, convenient traffic, etc.
2.2 The present situation and problems
2.2.1 Land use form
“City Village” belongs to rural residential land surrounded by urban built-up
areas. It is covered mainly by the crowded, poor houses which are built by peasants
themselves. The houses usually cannot meet the basic requirements of sunshine,
ventilation, sanitary, etc. The construction density is usually very high without any
order. On the contrary, the land use efficiency is very low.

Figure 1. A bird’s eye view of certain Beijing City Village
Source: from investigation photos
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2.2.2 Population composition
Generally, as the house rent is low and the location condition is good, the
immigrants from other provinces wish to live in City Village where the floating
population is much larger than the amount of original residents. People from the same
province often select the same City Village to live in. A part of them will work in the
surrounding urban areas as construction workers, gatekeepers, nannies, etc. The others
may open restaurants, barber shops, building materials wholesale shops, etc. The
population composition is complex so that the crime rate is usually very high.
2.2.3 Living environment
City Village is often known as its “dirt, chaos, and badness”. Everywhere is
crowed houses with living space less than 10 ㎡ per family. Toilets are cloacae for
public use. The rubbish is left optionally without instant cleaning up because of
inconvenient traffic condition. Infrastructures such as water supply and drainage, road
condition, electricity, etc, are in urgent need of repair or improving. The security risk
in fireproofing is high. In winter, gas poisoning is serious. City Village only supplies
the basic living conditions without any open space and social infrastructure. It is
necessary to improve the living environment in City Village.

Figure 2. Photos of certain Beijing City Village
Source: from investigation

2.3 The distribution of Beijing City Villages
In 2009, the statistics from Beijing Municipal Commission of Urban Planning
shows that there are still 213 administrative villages with villages in Beijing with 121
in Chaoyang District, 45 in Fengtai District, 18 in Haidian District, 9 in Shijingshan
District, 17 in Changping District, 3 in Daxing District. They are all in the periphery
of mega-Beijing City, referring to 464,000 people. Furthermore, there are 142 in the
first Green-Belt, and the other 71 in the second Green-Belt of Beijing 4. In these
villages, a group of them have shown the symptom characteristics of City Villages.
The others are not so serious because they are now far from urbanization areas.
4
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Figure 3. Distribution of Beijing City Village
Source: from the report of recent important work of Beijing Municipal Commission of Urban Planning

3. Reconstruction of City Villages in Beijing
3.1 Reconstruction before 2008 Beijing Olympic Games
During this period, 171 City Villages in Beijing were reconstructed. The
reconstruction manner is to expropriate all the land, to dismantle all the houses and to
remove all the people on the ground. After reconstruction, the original lands of City
Villages became the lands for green land, power facility, firehouse, parking, leisure
square and other infrastructures. If not necessary, business projects such as office
buildings, commercial houses are not allowed to build on these grounds. The entire
reconstruction fund came from city and districts’ finance. The City Villages which
were reconstructed in this period are mostly located near the Olympic venues.

Figure 4. City Villages which were reconstructed before 2008 Olympic Games
Source: drawing based on the materials from Beijing Municipal Commission of Urban Planning
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3.2 City Village reconstruction work in Green-Belt Areas from 1994
There are two greenbelts in Beijing. The first began at 1994 with total area of
240 k ㎡. The second greenbelt just began recently with total area of 1620 k ㎡. There
are two main typical policies in the construction progress of Green-Belts: Document 7,
with the main idea of “depending on market adjustment” –monetary compensation for
expropriated residents and Document 20, with the main idea of “One rural area, one
policy”—enhancing governance power and supplying the new homes for the relocated
families. Now the reconstruction work is facing the problems as follows:
(1)The fund is not enough. The amount of compensation by original residents’
expects should be enough for purchasing a new house near. So it is higher and higher
recently along with the house price is rising up in Beijing.
(2)The industries in greenbelts are not well developed; as a result, they cannot
absorb the labors as expected. And the problems of relocated farmers’ reemployment
and social security haven’t been solved.
(3)The homes for relocated families are not enough because of the increasing of
population. There are also some problems in the design for relocating houses.

Figure 5. Conception of the First
Green-Belt in Beijing

Figure 6. Conception of the Second
Green-Belt in Beijing

3.3 Other main policies
(1)Land bank: Firstly, the government purchases the lands of City Villages with
the bank loans. Secondly, the government organizes professional companies to build
the infrastructures. Finally, the government reimburses bank loans with the money
from land transactions. This policy has made the reconstruction work seem to be
better.
5
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(2)To adjust the indicators of urban planning: This is the common useful methods
when the reconstruction work cannot continue. For example, to enhance the floor area
ratio, to increase the construction land, to adjust the land property, etc.
(3)Governance of security and living environment: It is mainly to build up new
department to take charge of the management for flowing population, the cleaning up
for rubbish, the demolition for illegal buildings, etc.

4. Comparison between City Village reconstruction in Beijing and
badly-living area improvement in Japan
4.1 Similarities
There are some similarities on present situation between City Village in Beijing
and badly-living area in Japan. For example, ①For Land use, both are crowded
residences as the result of residents’ disordered self-building. The efficiency of land
use is actually low. ②Sometimes the density of population is very high. The
formations both have the relationships with special people or classes 5. They led these
areas isolated with surrounding urban areas. ③The ratio of bad-living houses and the
security risk are both usually high, and the roads are commonly narrow.④In parts of
these area, production and living are mixed.
Furthermore, improvement cannot only depend on market adjustment but needs
government’s financial input and policies supporting. Based on scientific determinant,
Japan has built up the system of living environment improving with the main law of
“The Slum Redevelopment Law” and means of improved houses. This system relates
to the rights and obligations of developers and residents, entrance qualification for
improved houses, fund ratio of different governments, etc, and there may be some
reference significance for City Village reconstruction.
4.2 Differences
Because the two areas exist in different countries with different basic situations,
there must be some differences between each other, especially in the methods of
improvements as follows:
①Different land ownerships are different. The land ownership in Japan is private
so that the government could purchase the lands one by one. But the land in City
Village is collectively-owned 6 so that the government must purchase the land one
5
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time with the agreement from all residents in City Village.
②Times backgrounds are different. The main problems in Japan are population
decreasing and “Declining Birth Rate and Aging Society”. These problems are more
serious in badly-living areas. But City Villages in China are developing fast.
③The starting points of improvement are different. In Japan badly-living area, it
is to improve the living environment for residents. But in China, it is mainly because
City Village has defended the development of the city, and should be expropriated for
other projects. Recently, the residents’ developing rights has just been focused on.
④The modes of improvements are different. The residents play an important role
in the improvement in Japan. But in China, the power of civil society is low, and the
reconstructions for City Village mainly depend on governments and developers.
⑤ The people who are referred to are different. In Japanese housing
improvement project, they are all local residents. But in Chinese City Village
reconstruction, there are a lot of immigrants who should be considered about.

5. Discussion
Urban development has its own rules, and some similar problems appear in
different countries with different basic situations, such as City Village in China and
badly-living area in Japan. They are also, somehow, similar with “slum” in some other
countries. Therefore, when different countries try to solve the problems, similar
policies will be made. The comparison in this aspect will be helpful for recognizing
the rules of urban development. But the details of policies are quite different, and
every country has to explore by itself, so that, it will be a long time to solve this kind
of problem in each country. In Japan, the problems of badly-living area have existed
for nearly 100 years, and been facing new problems gradually. City Village in Beijing
became serious recently, and reconstruction work must last for a long time.
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Abstract: After an economic crisis of Korea in 1997, the office market has been
steadily growing due to the restructuring of companies and an inflow of foreign capital.
Various studies on the office market have been gradually progressed, but there are few
studies on the spatial analysis of the office market in Korea. Accumulation analysis
which is used in this study could be an important factor to estimate the spatial analysis
of the office market. We analyzed the accumulation effect on office sale price using real
transaction price data from 2000 to 2009 in Seoul, and we used the hedonic price
function for an analysis. As a result, we could see the price rise by accumulation effect
in the result, and when accumulation area became larger, effect reduction was reflected
on the price.

Keywords : office Sale price, Hedonic Price Model, Accumulation

1. Introduction
After the opening of real estate market and a foreign exchange crisis, office market has been
growing based on various factors such as disposal increase of office building, domestic
investment revitalization of an international investment funds, and introduction of an indirect
investment method of real estate fund (REF), real estate investment trust (REIT) and so on. A
study on the office market reflecting these factors is being required now, but most studies are
mainly rental market related and researches on the sale price are incomplete.
Sale price related study of Korea office market is not considering a spatial correlation between
offices. In the study using the sale price hedonic model (Sang Kyung Lee, 2005; Jun Yong
Lee·Hyun Seok Lee, 2008), the distance of subway station and region accumulation was
included as spatial variables. Besides the distance of subway station and region accumulation,
accumulation could be a spatial variable that can affect the sale price. Accumulation is
considered one of the major factors that constitute the sale price in the office market, but this
hasn’t relatively gotten attention so far. This research aims to examine the effect of office’s
spatial accumulation on the office price, and a corresponding study indirectly shows the
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accumulation effect, and at the same time suggests this study as a tool that can be reflected at an
evaluation of the office price.

2. Research Method
This study aimed for Seoul office sale price from 2000 to 2009 that had been built through the
electronic public announcement system, and conducted multiple regression analysis using the
hedonic model controlling other factor that influences the price to show the accumulation effect.

ε

· · · · (1)

Pi : Sale price of office i
Xi : Macroeconomics characteristic vector
Yi : Building characteristic vector
Zi : Position characteristic vector
β1, β2, β3 : Coefficient vector
εi : Error

Table 1. Model
Variable

Model1

Model2

Model3

Model4

Model5

Hedonic Variables
(Building Characteristic,
Distance Characteristic)

○

○

○

○

○

Micro Economic Variable

○

○

○

○

○

Accumulation Variable

○ (200m)

○ (400m)

○ (600m)

○ (800m)

○ (1000m)

Having office sale price dependent variable through multiple regression analysis, it analyzed
the influence of factors of macroeconomics, building, and position characteristic, etc. on the
office sale price. Especially, this study tries to concentrate on examining what effect office
accumulation has on the price.
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3. Analysis
3.1 Dependant variable(Sale price)
Office sale price, which is an independent variable, used the data from 2000 to 2009 that had
been built through electronic public announcement system and price per pyeong. According to
the basic statistical amount, it could be found that they are variously distributed from small
offices to large offices.

Table 2.

Dependent Variable

variable
Sale price (1,000won)

Standard
deviation

Average
46240185.12

floor area (3.3㎡)

Min

Max

97569798.81 627164.00

N

960000000.00

257

3667.67

5443.69

70.77

40169.88

257

10440.49

7198.04

2280.82

73257.27

257

Sale price/floor area
(1,000won/3.3㎡)

3.2 Building and location characteristic variables
This study used gross floor area, land area as compared to gross floor area, general or
collective building accumulation, and building age as a building characteristic variable that is
considered to affect on the deal price. The distance from subway station and region (CBD, KBD,
YBD) was used as a position variable. And instead of macroeconomics, average commercial
land price index of Seoul was used as a variable.

Table 3. Independent Variables

5697.467

Standard
Deviation
7846.463

41.593

46320.124

257

0.233

0.247

0.0602

3.000

257

Building Age(month)

151.007

101.090

0.000

570.000

257

Distance From Subway(m)

508.742

338.991

41.051

2101.668

257

Average Commercial Land
Price Index

106.673

2.358

100.000

108.688

257

Variable

Average

Gross floor area(3.3m)
Land Area / Gross Floor
Area(3.3m/3.3m)

3

Min

Max

N
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3.3 Accumulation Variable

<Figure 1> Area around each building (200m, 400m, 600m, 800m, 1000m)
This study set the sequential area for each distance from each office building that had been
dealt with for 9 years to measure the spatial accumulation of an office. The sum of gross floor
area of office buildings located in setup area was calculated and then used as a variable showing
the accumulation. In order to show how densely office buildings within 200m, 400m, 600m,
800m, 1000m are concentrated, we defined buildings that are designated as work facilities with
regard to the use of classification of building register data from Ministry of Land, Transport,
and Maritime Affairs as a surrounding office building and calculated the sum by using GIS
Program.

Table 4.
Building)

Accumulation Variable (Sum of building’ area around each traded
200m

400m

600m

800m

1000m

Min(3.3m)

105.98

327.26

327.26

19858.99

30752.07

Max(3.3m)

929108.52

1678384.92

3032322.40

4808355.97

5969843.63

Average(3.3m)

166943.97

389004.48

697554.40

1094313.25

1565332.62

STD(3.3m)

195364.64

398626.62

690052.95

1034820.82

1366114.69
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According to the basic statistical analysis of an accumulation variable, we found that both the
value of standard deviation and the difference between the minimum and maximum value were
big. This shows that the degree of accumulation of office buildings is variously distributed.

4. Result
Table 5. Analysis of an influencing factor on Seoul office sale price
model1
Variables
The Number of Data
Constant term
Gross Area
Land Area/Gross area

Estimate
238
-123701.00***
0.03

model2
T-Value

Estimate
238

model3
T-Value

-8.7 -124616.00***

-8.8

0.6

0.8

0.03

Estimate
238
-126346.00***
0.04

model4
T-Value

Estimate
238

model5
T-Value

Estimate
238

-8.84 -127122.00***

-8.91 -127615.00***

0.94

0.97

0.05

0.06

T-Value
-8.93
1.14

11647.00***

5.5

11611.00***

5.1

11328.00***

4.97

11378.00***

5.01

11394.00***

5.01

585.05

0.71

667.61

0.82

795.99

0.96

847.222

1.03

868.43

1.05

-2.67***

-2.66

-2.39**

-2.38

-2.53**

-2.51

-2.6***

-2.6

-2.63***

-2.64

CBD(Area) Dummy

4975.31***

3.67

4123.04***

2.84

3621.43**

2.36

3040.78*

1.9

2766.11*

1.65

KBD(Area) Dummy

4884.49***

6.37

4647.64***

5.94

4601.24***

5.7

4402.75***

5.36

4251.91***

YBD(Area) Dummy

1201.34

0.78

902.68

0.6

1104.71

0.75

1069.21

0.74

1246.79

0.87

Building Age

-2.32

-0.68

-2.63

-0.77

-1.73

-0.51

-1.77

-0.52

-2.1

-0.62

1206.74***

8.99

1211.87***

9.07

1227.03***

9.1

1233.67***

9.17

0.00392**

1.8
0.00267**

2.42
0.00161**

2.49
0.00123***

2.77

Possession
(One Person or One
Coperation) Dummy
Distance from Subway
Station

Average Commercial
Land Price Index
Accumulation
(200m)
Accumulation
(400m)
Accumulation
(600m)
Accumulation
(800m)
Accumulation
(1000m)
R square

0.4423

0.4458

0.4483

0.4517

5

1237.88***

9.19

0.00094***

2.74

0.4513

Before examining the effect of the accumulation of an office building on the sale price, we
should take an analysis about the factor forming the basic price into consideration. According to
the result of an analysis, it was expected that gross floor area variable indicating the scale of a
building, in case of a building with big gross floor area, would have an increased price due to a
landmark element, but it didn’t draw significant result. However, ratio of land area, as compared
to the gross floor area, showed significant influence with the positive directivity. In case of
general building, it was expected that its sale price would be higher than the collective buildings
which is difficult to manage because of many owners, but it didn’t draw significant result.
Building age showed a significant result with the negative directivity, and this can be interpreted
that the older the building becomes, the lower the sale price gets. Among positional
characteristic variables, there was a significant result with the negative directivity; the closer the
distance from subway station is, the higher the price gets. And there was a significant result at a
region variable indicating that CBD and KBD have a higher price than other area. YBD didn’t
draw a significant result. This study used the average commercial land price index of Seoul to
control the price difference caused by time. Since commercial land price index variable showed
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a significant result with the positive directivity, we can assume that it gets a positive influence
on the land price of that time.

<Figure 2> Coefficient value change of an accumulation variable
Next, in case of examining an analysis on the accumulation of the nearby office, this study used
total gross floor area of office buildings located within 200m of an office building case that was
dealt with the consideration that if the office is concentrated, the accumulation effect would
influence the price. We also examined the aspect of change of the influence by dividing the
same method and using regression analysis for 400m, 600m, 800m, and 1000m as well. The
sum variable of the nearby office gross floor area of 5 models was significant by the influence
of the positive, and as it expands the standard area to 200m, 400m, 600m, 800, and 1000m,
which could be interpreted that the coefficient falls. This means that if it is concentrated in
closer distance with regard to the accumulation effect, it has more effects on the sale price.

5. Conclusion
Office sale price predicted that not only building, position, and macroeconomics characteristic
but the accumulation characteristic would also work as the influencing factor on sale price.
Therefore, this study examined basic building, position, and macroeconomics characteristic and
the aspect of change of the accumulation effect based on the distance by building time-series
data of 9 years and then analyzed with the hedonic model. According to the significant variable,
a variable of the ratio of land area compared to gross floor area, region (CBD, KBD), and
commercial land price index was significant showing the influence of the positive. And the
distance from subway station and building age was significant, showing the influence of the
negative. In addition, the accumulation variable was all significant, showing the influence of the
positive, for 200m, 400m, 600m, 800m, and 1000m, and it was indicated that as the standard
area of the accumulation is expanded, the influence of the office accumulation on the price
decreases. The level of decrease was the biggest between 200m and 400m, and afterward, as it
became 600m, 800m, and 1000m in order, the range of decrease was reduced.
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The limit of this study was that it included about 240 business samples only because a lot of
deals are not done compared to the house, due to the characteristic of an office building despite
the fact that the data had been collected over 9 years from 2000 to 2009. If, later on, the cases of
the business are more available, it is possible to draw the significant result by using more
various variables.
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Abstract
This study evaluates the effectiveness of the floor area ratio (FAR) bonus (incentives)
which are provided on the redevelopment project in downtown area of Seoul. From
private land/building owners' point of view, it carries out comparison analysis of
program options based on floor area and economic cost/value criteria, depending upon
whether the owner chooses the program of lower part of office among retail, urban open
space or culture complex. It further suggests how the incentive system be improved to
make the culture complex option feasible.
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1. Introduction
Downtown area is the distinct district that contains the abundant heritage and cultural
resources of the city. Nevertheless, it seems that the high property value and the municipal
request to involve programs of retail and office in the process of redevelopment limit the
possibility of the downtown area to create cultural facilities for public.
To solve the problems, the lack of space and the financial difficulty for culture complex, it is
recommended, as an alternative, to set the culture complex as attached facility of office
building owned by private enterprise. In other words, the Seoul municipality and the Ministry
of Culture and Tourism have been carrying out several policies demanding private developers
to include the culture facility in the process of redevelopment.
To achieve the goal, in the area under the application of the Urban Redevelopment
Facilitation Law, various devices have been created providing financial support a developer
or allowing him to design his building in a manner not otherwise permitted by the zoning
ordinance in return for including cultural amenities in his building. The most fascinating
inducement of the devices is the bonus, a floor area ratio (hereinafter F.A.R) larger than that
normally permitted in the district.
However, considering the current situation in the downtown of Seoul, the inducement for the
culture complex seems not that much attractive for the landowner in the concept of
opportunity cost. There are similar but more powerful options with larger bonus for the public
open space or retail facility, and it is natural and rational choice for him to install the latter
facilities.
Thus, from private land or building owners’ point of view, this article carries out comparison
analysis of the program options based on floor area and economic cost/value criteria,
depending upon whether the owner chooses the program of lower part of office among retail,
urban open space or culture complex. It further suggests how the incentive system be
improved to make the culture complex option feasible.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Cultural facility in Downtown
It is easily found that the research about the culture space in downtown is actively progressed
in diverse ways. Most of the studies have argued in terms of the space design analysis and
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suggestion such as how to make cultural complexes being smoothly connected with in a city 3,
how to form cultural space appropriate to be in downtown 4, or how to make cultural
downtown 5 or city6. The other main issue has been aspect of the related policy or actual
condition of cultural amenities in downtown 7.
2.2 Redevelopment Strategy of the Downtown
Most of studies related to the regeneration strategy of downtown have been analyzing. The
subjects of analysis are various. The change of building use 8 or urban pattern 9 by the
strategy was reported by several researchers. Also, in terms of the policy, the effectiveness of
the incentive in the legislated act or code has been analyzed in a wide scope of simulation 1011.
2.3 Enterprises’ Participation for Public Space
Recently, there are a few studies in terms of the public space participation of enterprises. A
study which analyzed cultural space in the urban buildings of private enterprises has
concluded that they are essential link with the public space. 12 Also, one research to find out
the architecture design standard and inducement for enhancement of publicity of building has
issued the importance of the participation of developer to provide public space. 13

3. Research on Cultural Facility in Downtown of Seoul
3.1 Actual Condition of Cultural Facility in Downtown of Seoul
Definition and Classification The cultural facility that would be target of this article is the
performance facility. According to the Enforcement Decree of the Culture and Arts
Promotion Act Article 1 in Republic of Korea, the cultural facility is categorized as
performance facility, exhibition facility, library, local cultural welfare facility, culture delivery
3

Han Byunghak, A study on the Way of the Integrative Space Organization in Urban Cultural Complexes
(1999), Journal of Architecture institute of Korea, vol.19.
4
Seo Bokyoung, Lee Jinwook, Ha Jaemyoung, A Basic Study on Types of Cultural Space Formation in
Downtown, (2008), Journal of Architecture institute of Korea, vol.241.
5
Seoul Development Institute, Toward a Spatial Plan for Downtown Seoul 2030, (2007)
6
Seoul Development Institute, The Strategic Policy for Economic Revitalization of Downtown Economy in
Seoul, (2006)
7
Seoul Development Institute, A study on the Distribution of Cultural Resources and Cultural Ecology in Seoul,
(2007)
8
An, Jonghun, The Analysis of Building Use Change by Urban Renewal Project in CBD, (1993) Journal of
Architecture institute of Korea, vol.59.
9
Park Chunguh, Shim Woogab, Lee Kwanno, A study on the Design of Open Spaces of High-rise Buildings
focused on the Downtown Renewal Area in Seoul, (1987), Journal of Architecture institute of Korea.
10
Choi Mackjoon, Hwag Gyuheon, Effectiveness of the Incentives for Securing Public Open Space in Urban
Design, (2002), Journal of Korea Planners Association Vol.37
11
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(2006), University of Seoul, Korea
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Kim Jinwook, Lee Junghyung, An Analysis of Publicity in the Urban Buildings by Enterprises’ Participation,
(2003), Joungang University
13
Jung suk, Jo Junbum, Lee Myungsook, (1997), A study of architectural guideline and inducement method to
increase public spirit for the building, Seoul Development Institute
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facility and other cultural facility. Performing arts center, movie theatre, and outdoor theater
can be grouped as the performance facility. The performing arts center is classified as the size,
the number of seats of the hall. On the other hand, the exhibition facility includes museum,
art museum, gallery and sculpture park. The detail explanation of the each cultural amenity is
as the table 1 hereinafter.
Table1. Classification of Cultural Facility in Korea
Classification

Performance
facility

Characteristic

Performing arts
center

Large-scale Performing arts
center
Middle-scale Performing arts
center
Small-scale Performing arts
center

With more than 1,000 seats such as Cultural Art Center by
City or Province
With between 300 and 1,000 seats such as Cultural Art
Center by city, county or district
With less than 300 seats

Movie Theatre

Movie Theater and Temporary screen setting

Outdoor Theater

Outdoor facility where people can concert, play or dance

Museum
Exhibition
facility

Library

Art Museum
Gallery

To exhibit and sale the work such as painting, picture,
sculpture

Sculpture Park

To exhibit sculptures

Library
Village Library

Local Cultural Welfare Facility
Culture Delivery Facility
Other Cultural Facility

Source: Enforcement Decree of the Culture and Arts Promotion Act Article 1, Republic of Korea

Current Situation In Korea, there are 662 performance facilities, 579 museums, and 128 art
museums over whole country based on 2008.12.31. To be specific, in downtown of Seoul,
Jongno Gu, Jung Gu and Yongsan Gu, there are 182 performance facilities, 53 museums, and
16 art museums (Table 2).
Table2. Current Number of Cultural Facility in Korea
Performance facility
Location
Total

National
,Public or
university

Private

Museum
Total

Art Museum

National
or Public

Private University

Total

National
or Public

Private University

Nation Total

662
(100%)

310
(47%)

352
(53%)

579
(100%)

282
(49%)

215
(37%)

82
(14%)

128
(100%)

28
(22%)

95
(74%)

5
(4%)

Seoul

236
(100%)

47
(20%)

189
(80%)

97
(100%)

17
(18%)

58
(60%)

22
(23%)

30
(100%)

1
(3%)

27
(90%)

2
(7%)

Jongno Gu

148
(100%)

11
(7%)

137
(93%)

37
(100%)

7
(19%)

27
(73%)

3
(8%)

12
(100%)

-

12
(100%)

-

Jung Gu

31
(100%)

6
(19%)

25
(81%)

10
(100%)

1
(10%)

8
(80%)

1
(10%)

1
(100%)

1
(100%)

-

-

Yongsan Gu

3
(100%)

3
(100%)

0
(0%)

6
(100%)

1
(17%)

3
(50%)

2
(33%)

3
(100%)

-

2
(67%)

1
(33%)

Source: The Ministry of Culture and Tourism. (2009). the Cultural Infrastructure over whole country in
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Republic of Korea (the basic date on 2008.12.31), Republic of Korea
: The Ministry of Culture and Tourism. (2009). Research on the actual condition of Performance and Art
Center (the basic date on 2008.12.31), Republic of Korea

Comparing to the ideal ratio of cultural facility to population that was researched by Korea
Culture and Tourism institute (Table 3), it is obvious that still in Korea, especially in
downtown in Seoul, the absolute number of cultural facility is below the minimum standard.
Table3. The Research of the Ideal Ratio of Cultural Facility to Population
Facility

Plan and standard

Aimed Number of the
facilities by 2011

Current Number of the facilities
(based on Dec. 2008)

Library

one for 60,000 population

800

644

Public Museum/Art Museum

Public: one for 50,000 population
(excluding university museum)

320

282 (Museum)
28 (Art Museum)

Source: Korea Culture and Tourism institute. (2004). the Research of minimum standard for establishment of
Cultural Infrastructure over whole country in Korea, Republic of Korea

Putting this on, dividing into two categories as ownership, public and private, it can be
pointed out that the 89% of performance art hall center and 72% of museums and 88% of art
museums in downtown are established or operated by private. The main reason seems to be
the high property value of downtown land. Most of it is owned by the private enterprise not
by the municipal authority. Moreover, the private land owners have retained most of the areas
related to the redevelopment urban planning and have led the installation and operation of
cultural spaces making redevelopment projects on them.
Thus, to fill up the minimum number of culture facility and provide enough space to support
cultural activity in downtown, it is recommended that the participation of private land owners
or developers is necessarily important considering the current situation and trend. It means
that the municipal policy that guarantees the clear benefit for builder to install the culture
amenity is necessary.
3.2 Inducement for Development of Cultural Facility in Downtown of Seoul
Bonus for Installation of Certain Amenity
The concept of bonus would be the most
attractive and noticeable policy for builders to include cultural facility satisfying in terms of
benefit. The concept of the bonus or incentive zoning has been sought to be positive means to
influence developers to provide various public amenities or conveniences in or about their
building. 14 Incentive zoning is a zoning plan whereby, in return for including certain features
or amenities in his building, a developer is allowed to design his building in a manner not

14

Benson, David. (1969-1970). Bonus or Incentive Zoning--Legal Implications, Syracuse L. Rev. p.895
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otherwise permitted by the zoning ordinance. 15 Most of the downtown of Seoul, districts to
be redesigned, has been under control of the zoning plan for almost three decades. The bonus
related to the special districts is in the form of the city allowing builder to have a floor area
ratio (hereinafter F.A.R) larger than that normally permitted in the district. The F.A.R number
is a multiple of the lot area which produces the maximum allowable square foot floor area of
a development thereon. The size of the bonus depends on which of the several amenities the
developer chooses to incorporate into his plans. Also, the size of bonus is based on the Act on
the Maintenance and Improvement of Urban Areas and Dwelling Conditions for Residents
which has been the most representative and influential municipal code related to the
downtown area to be rehabilitated.
Bonus for Options, Cultural Facility, Retail and Open Space Area
In the
representative downtown areas -JungGu, JongnoGu, and YongsanGu-, if a building is
designed in the general commercial district, the F.A.R planning is as follows. The F.A.R
number of ordinance is 6. There are two ways for builder to get bonus and to increase the
total F.A.R. (1)The first option is to follow the municipal goals: activation of downtown,
introduction of residential, eco-friendly development or contribution to public good. It is
achieved by including office or retail program into his project, building high-rise
commercial-residential complex, designing the Leed-guaranteed edifice, or preserving
heritage and so on. The bonus is a half for each and total maximum number of the first
options’ bonus would be two. (2)The second option is to make an open space more than the
ordinance or providing the certain amount of lot for public facility such as performance art
hall or subway station. The maximum number for the second options’ bonus is two. The
grand total number of F.A.R would be ten if the builder takes all the incentive devices in his
plan.
ordinance(A) + downtown activation/public good contribution(B) + public facility/public open space(C) ≤ 1,000%
- ordinance (A) : 600%
- incentive percentage in basic planning(B) : 200%
(downtown activation, residential introduction, eco-friendly development or public good contribution)
※

A + B ≤ 800%
- incentive percentage for extra public open space or lot donation for public facility (C) : 200%

Figure1. The F.A.R. planning of a general commercial district
in an Urban environment Maintenance Project
Source: Act on the Maintenance and Improvement of Urban Areas and Dwelling Conditions for Residents

At this point, it is easily found that there are several serious problems to achieve installing the
15

Benson, David. (1969-1970). P.896
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cultural facilities in downtown from a land/building owner’s view. The fixed lots with high
property value and the limited F.A.R would enforce him to choose building programs that are
expected to get largest benefit for long term as rational choice. It is commonsensical that
office and retail is much more financially beneficial than the cultural facilities for a long term
with constant. For example, performing art center would require higher construction cost and
maintenance cost with lower rent cap rate comparing to those of office or retails. Moreover,
as already mentioned, the program of office and retail can earn the bonus which makes more
space to rent or sell. Also, by providing lots for extra open space area or subway station, the
builder does not need to contribute certain amount of lots for cultural facilities, intentionally
for the second bonus. The detailed bonus rates are as follows in Table 4.
Table4. The Items for Incentive zoning of cultural program and building exterior space
contents

Appeasement of F.A.R ordinance

item

Ordinance * (installed
area /F.A.R excluding
parking area) * a

All stories
Recommended
program
Building
program

ex) cultural
conference
facility

Public Open
space
Open
space
in site

Path in
site

Pocket park

Walking path

Certain stories

Required Figure and
size-observance

Required Figure and
size-observance

Ordinance * (installed
area / pertinent floor
area) * a

 a=0.4, if installing the program on the first
basement or first or second ground floor
 a=0.2, if installing the program on the other
floors
※
conditions
- in the case of all stories, it would be
approved if area of the program is more
than 20% of F.A.R excluding parking area
- In the case of certain stories, it would be
approved if area of the program is more
than 30%~50% of the pertinent floor area,
more than 300sqm

Ordinance * {(installed
area – obligated area)/
site area) }* a

 a=1, if open structure
 a=0.5, if pilotis structure

Ordinance * (provided
area / site area) * a

 a=1, if open structure
 a=0.5, if pilotis structure
※
conditions
- connected to subway, underground plaza or
pedestrian underpass

Above ground

 a=1, if open structure
 a=0.5, if pilotis structure
Multi
Ordinance * (composed
※
conditions
(above ground
area / site area) * a
and underground)
- connected to subway, underground plaza or
pedestrian underpass
Pedestrian and car lane mixed

Public
walking
path

Source: Urban Planning code of Seoul Municipal Authority

In other words, the cultural facility seems to be an unfavorable amenity comparing to other
amenities with its own drawback related to profits, and the hardship is worsen competing
with the others such as retail or open space, for which F.A.R bonus in larger amounts. It can
be said that it is natural for private owners not to build the cultural facility for public but to
choose putting retails in lower part of his office building or just leaving the open space in
downtown area. For one building, it might not be the problem. However, considering or
imagining the scene that most buildings upon the decision have filled the regenerating
districts in downtown area. The space to contain public cultural activities would be reduced
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rapidly.
Adjusting the bonus rate is considered to the solution which is direct, simple, and proper.
Case study of incentive zoning of downtown in Seattle supports the idea. It can be observed
that the differences among each bonus number in Seattle are different from those in Seoul.
Each bonus rate of Seattle looks like the result of the consideration about feasibility from
developer’s view to be sure that it is very much to his benefit to try for the bonus including
every certain amenities. For example, the bonus numbers of the amenities such as performing
art center or theater which need more construction or maintain cost and have less profit are
higher than those of retail, pocket park, pedestrian lane that need less building cost or earns
more profits.
Table5. Inducement for Public Amenity in Downtown in Seattle
Public Amenity
Theatre

Bonus number

Remarks: Maximum area (m2)

7

1,393.55

Shopping atrium

6 or 8

1,393.55

Shopping center

6 or 7.5

668.90

retail

3

A half of site area lesser than 1,393.55

Pocket park

5

650.32

Pedestrian lane extension

3

Area satisfying the width of pedestrian required

Pedestrian protection facility

3 or 4.5

10 times than the street line of the site

Performing art center

12

Required the public agreeable guideline

Museum

5

2,787.09

Square

5

1,393.55

Public atrium

6

51.10

Source: City of Seattle Legislative Information Service. Seattle municipal code 23.49.013
Chart 23.49.013A Downtown Amenities (information retrieved November, 3, 2009)

4. Simulation Analysis comparing the impact of bonus by options-cultural
facility, retail and public open space
4.1 Assumption
Assumption1.
It is possible that the bonus size based on the Act on the Maintenance and
Improvement of Urban Areas and Dwelling Conditions for Residents inhibits developer from
including cultural amenities into his plan under the consideration of rental income of extra
floor areas by bonus.
Assumption2.
The impact of the bonuses difference among the options –cultural facility,
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retails, and public open space- would be significant as that of the gap of construction costs
among them.
4.2 Scenario
Considering the current ordinary trend of 2000s in downtown of Seoul, the simulation
scenario is as follows.
1. A developer plans to construct a prime level building in downtown of Seoul, under
the urban regeneration planning. The feature of prime level building recognized in
Seoul is that (1)F.A.R is bigger than 50,000sqm, (2)the monthly rental fee is more
than 20,000 KRW/sqm, (3)location is near to subway station, and adjacent to more
than 4 roads and (4)the age is less than 5 years. 16 Most building projects in
downtown related to the urban environment maintenance planning are designed to be
prime level according to the market reports. 17
2. The site area is 5,000sqm. The setting is under consideration of the number of
maximum F.A.R in terms of the prime building.
3. The land property value is 30,000,000 KRW/sqm.
4. The main program of building is office and it will get 2 amount of F.A.R. bonus.
5. There are three cases for builder to take certain amount of F.A.R bonus. (A) To
provide 1,000sqm of extra public open space. (B)To include 3,000 retail program in
lower part of building. (C)To install performing art center instead of the 30,000sqm
area for office in lower part of building. To compare results of options directly as
possible, the use of space need to be fixed so the performing art center with unique
structure was chosen to represent the cultural facility.
6. All extra area acquired by the options are applied to office area.
7. The vacancy rate is zero.
4.3 Technical Method: Benefit-Cost Analysis
To confirm the possibility that the bonus related to retails or public open space based on the
redesigning urban design plan prohibits the increase of cultural space in downtown of Seoul,
the Benefit-Cost analysis comparing the options simulation would be proper. Simulating
effectiveness and economic benefit for each option –cultural facility, retail, and public open
space- , more significant and specific reasons of builder’s choice would be uncovered.
First of all, to ensure the effectiveness of them, the profits by the bonus for options should be
bigger than construction cost for the extra area earned by the bonus. It means that the Net
benefit after taking the bonus should be same to or bigger than zero.
16
17

Offiscope, the office market report.( fourth quarter 2008) Shinyoung Asset Corporation
Ibid.
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Net Benefit = Benefit – Cost ≥ 0
It also means that the Benefit/Cost Ratio should be same to or bigger than one.
Benefit / Cost Ratio = Benefit / Cost ≥ 1
The economic benefit of a building is decided by the profits, the rent income or sales income
of the spaces in it and the cost from the construction and maintenance of it.
Especially to estimate the profits of the performing art center, the average benefit of it is
covered and a series of calculation with several kinds of datum needs to be applied. The
process of benefit estimation is as follow.
1. Estimate the rental fee for time of similar scale of performing art center.
2. With the statistical data, estimate the performing frequency for each different scale of
performing art center.
3. To estimate rental income for each genre of performance, find out the frequency for
genre with the ratio of each genre of performance and multiply the frequency to each
rental cost
4. Calculate total rental income by sum of all rental income for each genre.
5. Compute the incomes related to the preparation and withdrawal of performance as
they once happens per a number of performing items
6. Estimate the extra income multiplying the ratio of extra income to rental income.
7. Agree the private fund and municipal financial support available as actual situation.
Finally, the benefit would be calculated by the income capitalization method setting five
years.
4.3 Data
The Cost There are two kinds of data for the construction cost, public declared data by
government and private actual data by construction companies. In this analysis, both two
sorts of data are applied.
The former has been noticed as standard construction cost by the notice of the Ministry of
Land annually. In 2008, the building cost was 1,441,000 KRW/sqm according to the
government. The shortage of this data is that the data is only an average cost of all different
buildings and distinct program units.
The latter data is the actual construction costs of several buildings which has been or is being
built in the pertinent district of downtown for 2000s. The data was acquired personally from a
private construction management company in Korea. The merit of it is to be more accurate,
realistic and to be sorted by the amenities.
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The land property value is set by the average price of the general commercial district in
downtown in Korea in fourth quarter of 2008. The reference of it is the standard public land
value from the Ministry of Land of Republic of Korea.
The open space landscaping cost is estimated as 490,000KRW. The calculation is based on
the research calculating the small park landscaping cost in 2001 (300,000KRW/sqm)
adjusting it with Producer Price Index of Korea to the fourth quarter in 2008.
The Benefit The simulated data to estimate rent or sale income is grouped for each
building program -office, retail, and cultural facility. First, the actual rent price and sale price
data of offices in the CBD is from the office market report published every quarter by
Shinyoung Asset Corporation that has been researching and publishing the real estate related
report overall country since 1989. Second, the actual rent price data of retails is from the
commercial building investment research report published every quarter by the Ministry of
Land. Third, to estimate the profits of the performing art center, the statistical datum such as
number of seats, the frequency of programs for one year and the rent price of the center are
from the annual report, Research on the actual condition of Performance and Art Center (the
basic date on 2008.12.31) published by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism.

5. Result
The result is as the following figure2 and figure4.
With the standardized construction cost, the impact of each bonus makes distinct B/C ratio.
Just like the assumption 1, the bonus for performing art center which amounts only 0.4 leads
the lowest B/C ratio, 310.57% comparing to 338.65% of the public open area and 335.38% of
the retail which bonus amount are 0.5. Considering all development cost were assumed to be
same, it is persuasive that the own shortage of low income of a cultural facility makes the
bonus related to it useless to let a developer choose it for his plan. To make the performance
art center to be competitive with other options’ bonus amount, 0.5, the bonus amount for the
center should be changed to 1.091 or 1.085 from 0.4. (figure3)
However, with the actual construction cost, the differences of each B/C ratio changed. The
actual construction costs among the options are different that the highest of it is for the
performance hall and the lowest of it is for the retail. With distinct amounts of benefits and
cost per sqm for different programs, the gap of B/C ratio fluctuated. All ratios became higher
than the cases with standardized construction cost, with average of 24.5%. The B/C ratio for
performance center becomes much lower to 285.81%. To make the performance art center to
be competitive with other options’ bonus amount, 0.5, the bonus amount for the center should
be changed to 1.206 or 1.119 from 0.4. (figure5)
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Figure2. The comparison table with standardized construction cost

Figure3. The hypothetical adjustment with standardized construction cost
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Figure4. The comparison table with actual construction cost

Figure5. The hypothetical adjustment with actual construction cost
The result means that the two assumption are significantly convincing.
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6. Summary and Conclusion
개발자의 적정 이득을 보장하면서 도심문화공간의 양적, 질적 향상을 가능하게 하는 보다
다양하고 세부적인 문화공간 관련 인센티브 제도가 필요

The incentive zoning situation is the relation between the amenity provided by the builder
and the bonus allowed to him. We need to reorganize zoning considering variable and
specific conditions of cultural facilities. Legislation the policy after aiming the goal or vision
clearly would be the first step. Also, to guarantee the developers’ adaptable profits is needed
as well as to make the improvement of urban cultural space qualitatively and quantitatively.
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Abstract
The article addresses to the effectiveness of using the urban area. The modern
city – is a special form of existence. This is a complex organism consisting of buildings,
functions, networks, communications, and different flows of: human, transport,
information, etc. The city is constantly moving, changing and evolving. This is more
than Architecture. For a more accurate designation of this complex phenomenon, we
introduce the term – A matrix of the urban environment (MUE).
For the town-planning science the most important thing is functional zoning, that is
the task of rational land use. In the process of the city development housed many
different functions, and in consequence they are not so easy to change. Over time, the
gaps arise in the logic of distribution these functions. In the end, this leads to the
appearance of empty spaces, abandoned and neglected - it is the gaps in the MUE. To
understand the reasons of their occurrence it is needed to analyze space in terms of
"viability". That is considered as a function in connection with society.
Keywords: architectural and planning structure, functional zoning, city-organism, the
matrix of the urban environment (MUE), space.
At the present level of development of civilization any open spaces formed by man
has both utilitarian (functional and consumer) and spiritual (including visual and
aesthetic) properties. Depending of the type of architectural and urban space, these two
properties are combined in varying degrees and in different ways, which exerts a strong
influence on the design and construction and at the comfort level of the urban
environment generally.
Architecture and planning structure of the city as a scientific concept, on the
language of design, reflects the major functional processes occurring in the city closely
associated with economics, sociology and ecology. But this is not restriction for urban
planning. Its mission is to establish architectural and spatial order of the parts coherence
of the city that defines its artistic integrity.
The modern city - is a complex of lands and structures occupied by industrial
enterprises, residential complexes, public-governmental centers, places of recreation,
transportation and engineering facilities, communications. The main functions of the
city materialize on its territory and subsequently they are not so easy to change.
Therefore the first principle, that is introduces order and system in the planning
organization of the city - is zoning, the division of the city for various parts with
different functions (work, social life, living, recreation). Thus zoning imposed
conditions of the urban area.
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The idea of functional zoning arose in the early twentieth century as a rational
reaction against the chaotic accommodation in the city housing, factories, warehouses,
driveways. However, consistent division of the city into parts with various applications
and functional areas, while at the same time contributes to the integrity of its planning.
Therefore planning structure can not be reduced only to the organization of functional
areas and their elements.
City - permanently condensed or unfolding space, spread not only on the surface of
the earth, but also seeking up and in depth. City sets special forms of existence. He turns
everything into a network and the matrix. City-network - is a road, electricity, water
supply, sewerage, metro, internet, human and traffic flows. City matrix is - a synthesis
of construction, functional toppings, different networks, as well as the time in which
occur all actions.
As already mentioned, the challenge of rational land-use is always at the forefront,
the design of harmonious environment saturated with all the necessary comfortable
living functions, and in the main value - is the uniformly distributed these functions
over the "body" of the city. However, absolutely in any city in the process of its
development and evolution arise the gaps at the logical matrix building. This is
obviously the necessary to fill them and assigning them any function.
To depart from the abstract consideration of this issue is important to analyze the
space of the city from the viewpoint of the protagonists, these who shape it. On the one
hand, this is the social environment; on the other hand this is the material environment the city.
Citizens live in a certain place and have in this place certain interests. People need
a comfortable stay, implying the presence of a city central public space, monuments,
institutions, services, entertainment, places of labor, linked convenient transport system.
The presence of open public spaces is a necessary condition of the city. If there are
some spaces - there is a city, if there are not - there is no city, it is only fenced private
buildings. If there are some empty open public spaces, but without people – it means the
absence of the center attraction, guaranteed economic, organizational, and psychological
or that function is too weakened. It is appropriate to speak of desolation. This is not a
talk about the ruins, the desolation means "empty", but empty from people, and not
from anything else.
On the other hand the city is also interested in its development. This is the material
structure, in which live and operate various streams of: human, transportation,
information and others. This system is constantly moving. The process of building - is
also the motion, obeying its own laws. What has already been built - influences to
appear later building. If there is a road - building is moving along it. Thus, the city, on
the one hand, man-made object, but on the other hand - it is too large and complex
organism to depend entirely from people. This is the system that spreads itself in space.
That is why the city is often called an organism.
Autonomy of city-organism manifested in the evolving of the center. In a concrete
period of time we perceive the center of the city as a steady formation. Moreover,
everybody perceives the center as a kind of specially designed space. But with the
growth of the city grows its center. He begins to manifest itself in other places as local
entities (Scheme 1). And today it turns into the center that solid core of the historical
part of town, and then it departs to the nodes on the transport frame. Therefore, we can
say that the center today - is the frame with free spaces between its nodes (Scheme 2).
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Scheme 1. Stages of the territorial growth of Khabarovsk.
Distribution centers of attraction on the urban area.

As can be seen from scheme 1, at least fill empty undeveloped of the spaces
between the nodes, as they increase their level of urbanization and the saturation of
tissue of the city, cultural and business center of the city increasingly gravitates to the
historical center. When one section of the city is saturated, filled, it becomes
homogeneous, appear new "outs" in the outer zone, and appear new nodes. Until the
city is empty, less urbanized inside its territory, it will be stable enough in its external
borders.

1

2

Scheme 2. Current state of the transport frame and the centers of attraction.
1 - the most urbanized parts of the urban environment;
2 - "free" spaces between urban nodes.

Thus, the emerging gaps in the urban environment can have both positive and
negative properties. In one case - it is a necessary condition for the city development, in
another - this is an alarming sign of failure in the urban structure, entailing different
kinds of social tensions.
At this stage of development of architecture there is no any rules challenge or
advice on how to fill gaps or transform the urban environment. This is the novelty in the
consideration of the problem. To determine the causes of gaps in the urban environment
is important to analyze the space through the prism of the events that occur in it. This
requires considering it at two levels:
The first level – is a geometric analysis of space.
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It is necessary to consider the intervals between the boundaries of the masses so that
they can have acquired the character of a figure. This figure should be simple, for easily
distinguishable configuration. Then the gaps in urban areas can be filled with objects
that contain certain features, like an empty cell – with symbols. As a result, urban
development can be represented as two-dimensional array. However, it would be an
incomplete model; cause of its inability to account the important indicator of the impact
of society on the real shape and viability of the urban environment. The smaller level
the stronger factor of perception the space by people.
That is why it is need of transition to the second level of space analysis.
The second level - the existential analysis of the space.
At this level of connection between man and architectural space, this connection
must try to organize it in accordance with the needs of "inhabitant". Hence beginning to
exist a "life" scheme, which must be present in the organization of the architectural
composition.
1

2

3

4

Scheme 3. Existential Analysis territory.
1 - Satellite imagery neighborhood, 2 - Scheme of division of space pedestrian ways;
3 - scheme of dividing the space on the degree of attractiveness for residents;
4 - scheme of neglected spaces - spaces.

As an example, the area of the urban environment with brightly finds expression
function of housing. It was analyzed in terms of transport and pedestrian links, and
further in terms of attractiveness and attendance this area for residents. It is clearly that
even the space with one pronounced function divides into many parts when the factor of
attractiveness takes into account. The ignored spaces are detected.

Conclusion.
Whole architecture and its functional parts, and its spatial expression - should be
seen as integrity. Without the implementation of this condition, the architecture becomes
a simple connection of stuffs and voids, which may be technically feasible, but never
will clearly express the emotional perception of space. Therefore it becomes evident the
need to use new indicators of "viability" in estimating the real organization of the urban
environment, allowing to identify the gaps, and to determine the possibility of their use
or conversion in future.
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Abstract
Research is devoted to analyzing the current state of the buildings of
Khabarovsk, which have the status of historical and architectural monument of local,
regional or federal. We analyze the complex problems of historic buildings associated
with improper operation (giving the building unsuitable for its layout / size / shape
functions), and willful interference with the architectural appearance of the building
(alteration, demolition, etc.). At the same time, historic buildings can not simply
conserve, as they "fall out" of city life, which is also unacceptable.
Analysis of statistical material 215 historic buildings Khabarovsk shows how
often a monument to change, or retains its original function as monuments undergone
restructuring or reconstruction when introducing new features. Was also analyzed,
which functions in the last decade, often become architectural monuments.
Based on the analysis of statistical material, possible solutions for the problems
of architectural monuments are considering. All major types of monuments and stages
of their development are showing. The causes of non-viability and vitality of historic
buildings are analyzed more detailed, depending on the transformation of their function
and role of their location in the city. We consider today's existing positive change by
creating a more interesting artistic and spatial solutions, economic benefits and cultural
preservation. Also analyzed adverse changes in historical buildings in the form of
difficulties with communication and advanced technology requirements for all buildings.
An analysis of the urban fabric of Khabarovsk in terms of positive and negative
transformation of the historic buildings and structures shows the main directions for the
conservation and improvement of historical and architectural monuments of the city.
Keywords: Khabarovsk, a monument of history and architecture, function, preservation,
reconstruction, redevelopment.

1. Introduction
Determination of the value of architectural heritage in the cities is of fundamental
importance in dealing with their modern buildings. Measure of the value of historical
value is architectural monuments of the city or their ensembles.
How to deal with historical buildings in urban development?
There are several options: the demolition of the building and construction in its
place a modern facility, which requires the city. But this is a radical and often
inappropriate for cities method as the historical memory of the city is becoming more
valuable.
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Another option is Musefication of historic building. This is true for the most
advanced facilities, masterpieces of architecture, and buildings of high artistic value. In
this case, the building becomes important basic and sometimes the most important
exhibit. But if the building lacks architectural value, that is a monument to a lower
category will be lost valuable in the historical district of the city territory and buildings
"fall out" of city life.
Another option is re-building, adapting it to new functions to preserve the
historical appearance of the structure of the urban environment. Redesigning the
building commonly used in the modern city.

2. Redesigning the building - the option of maintaining the
architectural monument.
The problem of conversion of buildings in Western Europe in the form of the
mass appeared in the 60 years of the XX century. Primarily this was due to the mills and
factories that are aligned in the center of cities. They created ecological problems and
occupied valuable space. Therefore, the production of a withdrawal to the city and
whole blocks of buildings proved unnecessary. The buildings were either demolished or
turned into complexes, where offices and housing side by side with art galleries and
restaurants. As a result, the historical appearance of the city remained, and new areas
became a place of attraction of tourists and residents.
The process of converting the buildings in Russia began much earlier, but the
reasons were fundamentally different. After the Revolution (1917) in many cities of
Russia church on ideological grounds were closed, and they became warehouses, as, for
example, happened with the Church of St. Innocent of Irkutsk on the street. Turgenev,
73b, in Khabarovsk. For the same reasons private homes of wealthy citizens were
placed under the administrative building of the new government (as in the house VF
Plyusnin in 1918. Located Commissioner of Labor).
Western type of conversion of buildings in Russia began in the 1990's. Since
then, this theme has become very topical. In the world of architectural practice have
already appeared examples of renovation, which can be called classics, such as
London's Tate Modern, housed in a building of the former hydroelectric plant. In Russia,
too, there are similar examples: Centre of Design Art-Play is located in the building of
the plant "Monometer". At the same time observed the dangerous trends in realigning
the functions of historic buildings. "In Moscow, along with the conversion of in recent
years has been even more popular with the other method which you want to call ersatz:
to make from an old factory Cultural Center to raise the prestige of the place, and then
all the break and built on the spot with the prestige expensive office center." 3
Looking at the situation with the historic buildings of Khabarovsk be noted that the city
needs such methods in the center. In Khabarovsk, a set of objects of cultural heritage
has been lost and continue to die due to improper operation (making buildings
unsuitable for their layout / size / shape functions), unauthorized intervention in the
architectural appearance of buildings (alteration, demolition, etc.). It almost happened
with the house Pahorukovyh (Volochayevskaya, 159), when the mansion in the late
1980's had almost built a half size larger in size, up to this building has undergone a
change affecting its architectural appearance (it was founded on the Colonnade terraces).
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The facilities are now regarded as a landmark, at the time were built for a
specific purpose, but further changes in social structure and living conditions, the
requirements of the building, resulted in the fact that buildings no longer meet modern
needs. Were sometimes lost that function for which they were created (apartment
houses, etc.), sometimes substantially changed planning, fire, sanitation, engineering
and other requirements. As a result, the building proved unsuitable for traditional uses
(hospitals, residential buildings, industrial buildings, etc.).
Preserving historic buildings through renovation has its pluses and minuses that
must be considered. In addition to preserving the architectural monument as such can be
called such advantages of this method as the appearance in the process of renovation of
interesting architectural spaces, invigorating architecture. Modern architecture, which
has become more ephemeral, sometimes requires historical buildings with their material,
their past. The reconstructed historical monuments are sometimes perceived even as a
museum of architecture, and if it is an industrial monument, rebuilt under a public
function, it is at the same time becoming "attraction" because in ordinary life such space
cannot see. Sometimes it has economic benefits - often cheaper to maintain than to
demolish and build anew. For many years in our country the impression that the new
building of the prestigious, but now comes in values. Increasingly, in some cities in
Russia healthy firms and banks prefer to place their offices in the historic monuments of
architecture - the tenement houses, or merchants' mansions, which gives them a special
image.
But the renovation brings with it a number of problems. They can be divided
into problems of engineering, architectural planning and transport.
First, change the function of the building changed the requirements for it.
Reconstruction is often linked with an increase in the calculated loads on the supporting
structures of the building, which requires them to recalculate and possible replacement.
Wooden buildings not originally impregnated flame-retardant compositions and are at
high risk of fire. Several problems arise with engineering services in buildings. It is
often impossible to use the old ducts after the reconstruction. The reason for this may be
a new (higher) the required volume of ventilated air. Furthermore, in a historic building
often has been designed by natural ventilation system in the light of ventilation air
through the leak-flows, but the modern design of the buildings are presented more
severe requirements (mechanical ventilation system). Sometimes the new air ducts had
to lay outside of buildings along the walls and it affects the architectural appearance of
buildings. The old ventilation system is not designed for modern plastic windows. In
pre-revolutionary period, heating of buildings was carried out by different methods
(steam, fireplace, etc.), so it's difficult and often impossible to use the old
communication because of their dilapidated and inconsistencies in the present regime of
central heating.
Architectural and planning issues renovation (if the building has no valuable
interior) are mainly related to fire safety requirements, which are particularly intensified
in recent years. Most of this discrepancy is the length of the escape routes and exits
standards. Mainly in the modern practice in respect of architectural and planning
methods remains an approach in which the only remains of the building envelope and
interior completely restructured to meet the needs of the new features. Very important
problem faced by architects in the renovation of the building, especially in the city
center are transportation problems, as historic city transport structure fundamentally
different from today. The most difficult problem is solved in the Khabarovsk, with
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parking spaces for vehicles with historical buildings. Sometimes the output are
underground parking, although it leads to a substantial increase in the cost of the project.
Unfortunately, such solutions are not always possible due to difficulties with
underground utilities and the peculiarities of geology. When working with industrial
facilities have additional complexity - plants require a readjustment of the industrial and
biological contamination. But in Khabarovsk very few factories included in the list of
monuments of cultural and historical heritage (5 buildings, and 2 complexes mainly in
the coastal area).

2. The principle of selection of new function.
For the monuments on selecting a function that has the prospect of land
expansion, since the volume of the monument should remain unchanged. The new
function should take into account past planning, because original planning features,
dimensions and communications facilities are consistent structure. Punching new
openings, the device further stairs often unacceptable and if it is implemented, it is only
in exceptional cases. In addition to physical security is necessary to ensure that the
conditions of perception of the monument should not be allowed not only distort the
appearance of buildings, but also the distortion of internal space, at least those facilities,
which represent the cultural and historical value. It sometimes has to find compromise
solutions to depart from regulations in favor of preservation of the monument. There is
also an ethical side to the issue of conversion of architectural monuments, for example,
do not fit the monuments that have commemorative value of a utilitarian function.
It is possible to distinguish three solutions for reconstruction in adapting historic
buildings to new functions: reconstruction within the existing facility in the historic
style, the introduction of dramatically contrasting elements and solutions, "golden
mean" - the creation of new elements, but subordinate and aligned with the historic
architecture. In this direction, now employs a number of well-known architectural firms,
for example, it may be noted creativity Berlin bureau «Kahlfeldt Architekten» 4, which
adheres to the idea of invisible interventions, despite the fact that modern architects
often use a method of contrast in the reconstruction of historic buildings.

3. Analysis of statistical material.
In the course of the study were analyzed 215 monuments of the city of
Khabarovsk different levels: federal (36 sites), regional (115 sites) and local (64
objects). On the typology is a 28% ex-apartment houses are often included with other
functions (for office rent, trade, etc. - 12%), private residences (17%), office buildings
(11%) and education (7%). All but 10 are currently being used, and almost half of the
sites (42%) underwent restructuring and remodeling (Diagram 1). Several smaller
buildings (30%) underwent a change in the façade (Diagram 2). Despite the different
significance and architectural value, the percentage of modified sites is very high in
each category.
In modern city life historic monuments have been assigned new functions
needed by the city. Many buildings have acquired administrative, cultural function or
were put under offices. Some of the buildings retain their function of housing and are
still used as homes. The predominance of public functions is mainly due to the fact that
the architectural monuments are located in the historic city center, in Khabarovsk,
4
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which is also the contemporary cultural, administrative and commercial center
(Diagram 3).

Diagram 1. Restructuring and replanning (the upper zone of column)
sites of the regional, local and federal
levels.

Diagram 2. Change the facades of
historic monuments (the upper zone of
the column) of the regional, local and
federal levels.

So what function has acquired a historical monument of course is not only to the
needs of the city, but the possibility of placing this function in the old building. Exactly
50% of pre-revolutionary administrative buildings retained their function and now they
are government. This is almost the same requirements and ideas about the structure of
government. Some bank building (2 of 5) retained its function, making it a symbol of
stability. Most of the cultural institutions are not subjected to strong transformations,
that is the continuing planning aspects: already projected large rooms in buildings of
this type correspond to modern requirements. Also, often the interiors of these buildings
(Town house (MRLs "Little Prince"), Muraveva - Amur, 17; War collection (Art
Museum and the Philharmonic concert hall), Shevchenko, 7; State Bank (Museum of
troops KDVO), Shevchenko 20) are the cultural heritage that is not possible to change
the layout and as a consequence of the function. Schools of the peculiarities of its
planning structure and continuity functions are also mostly well preserved. Those
religious buildings that survived the Soviet period, again returned to its original function
(the Church of St. Innocent of Irkutsk, Turgenev Str., 73b, Clergy House Christ Church,
Leningradskaya Str., 65 liter A / Leningrad Lane., 8).
Of course, not all architectural monuments remained unchanged at least because
the city no longer need certain types of buildings. Water towers have been converted
into cafes (Water Tower, Karl Marx, 69), some private houses, located in the center of
the city became the administrative buildings and offices. Apartment Houses, located in
the center of the city became uneconomical as housing and did not meet the
requirements for the accommodation, so they were basically given away for offices or
cultural institutions. But those apartment houses, which combine the functions having
on the ground floor, for example, some stores have remained in the same functional
divisions: the first floor of the shopping function, and the second to third (often with a
new floor) brought to the apartment (house on a residential street. Muravev-Amur Str.,
11, etc.).
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Diagram 3. Initial and advanced features of historical monuments.

Types of development of historic buildings are directly related to those in which
part of the city they are located. Almost all architectural monuments (95%), which has
undergone renovation and actively used, are located in the central part of the city and
have a good relationship with the transport infrastructure of the center.

Scheme 1. Location and the original Scheme 2. Location and modified
functions of architectural and historical (advanced) features architectural and
monuments in the city of Khabarovsk.
historical monuments in the city of
Khabarovsk.
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4. Conclusion.
Analysis of historical monuments has shown that their development in the city
of Khabarovsk is often associated with economic benefits. During renovation of
monuments are taken in the central regions, where it is profitable to have offices or
commercial premises. That is why the historical monuments, having reconstruction,
most of them shall be for office, cultural or administrative functions as are given only to
those buildings have been redeveloped in the Soviet period. Also, the use of the
monument is very strongly influenced by its location in the city in relation to transport
infrastructure. Abandoned factories, located in the center, but outside of the transport
and business activities, remain in ruins. Also, the study found that almost half of the
buildings, despite their protected status, subject to illegal re-planning, restructuring, and
changing facades. The latter are often damaging to the historical value of the monument.
Historic buildings passed into private hands with the mandatory condition for the
restoration of the historical aspect that saves their lives, but the question of proper
operation and competent renovation is still quite sharp.
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Abstract: Take three typical water areas in the city of Hangzhou, China to study the planning strategies of water
space in Asian megacity. The three typical water areas include the West Lake in central city, the Grand Canal in old
city and the Qiantang River on the city fringe. Each of the three typical water areas had once played a leading role
in the history of the city and is confronted with opportunities and challenges in the fast-growing city. The study
will focus on how the city takes these challenges into planning strategies and how the planning strategies
contribute to both water area and urban space. The experience of Hangzhou illustrates the promising perspective of
sustainable city growth combining with positive water planning strategies.

Keywords: waterfront area, planning strategy

1 Introduction
In the history of Hangzhou, water space has always been the promoter of city development. There
are three typical water areas, including the West Lake in central city, the Grand Canal in old city
and the Qiantang River on the city fringe, which had alternately played a leading role in the
development of the city of Hangzhou (Figure 1). The Qiantang River is the originating factor of
the city, provided the city dwellers with water supply and transportation. The Grand Canal is the
boosting factor of the city, as the bund area became the gathering place of goods and information.
The city’s economy and culture once centered on the waterfront of Grand Canal, which controlled
the city space growth for centuries. The West Lake is the following leading factor of the city
development. The lakefront area has been the economic, political, cultural and recreational center
of the city for more than 600 years. The scenery of West Lake also becomes the image of the city
till today.

1
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Figure 1 City and water space changing in the history of Hangzhou
Nowadays, the city of Hangzhou is confronted with opportunities and challenges in waterfront
area planning in a dramatically changing environment like many other cities in the world. On the
one hand, the built-up area, limited by the West Lake, Qiantang River and the mountains, is in an
urgent demand of searching for new space to grow. On the other hand, water space, surrounding
by high-density built-up area is squeezing gradually. Both city space and water space are under the
big pressure of rapid population growth and sprawling urbanization.
How to search for a sustainable development while the city and water bring out the best to each
other? The city of Hangzhou responds with its significant efforts in planning practices. The
experiences of the water-oriented planning strategy and design practice attempt to set a stage for
understanding the opportunities and challenges involved in city planning and water management
in increasingly expanding urban settlements.

2 Planning Practices
1) Water-oriented City Center Expanding
Urban space is changing rapidly. The increasing complexity, size and density call for a shift from
one center pattern to multi-centered pattern. According to its latest planning, the city of Hangzhou
is coming out of the boundary of the Qiantang River to develop along its waterfront space to a
broader area. In the meantime, it plans for a unique integrated center system involving water area.
The former multi-functional city center is changing into a center system, within which water
becoming the space structure and vital connection.
The new water-oriented city center system (Figure 2) frees the city to a broader development area.
Moreover, each of the city cores has a visual, functional, vital and ecological connection to the
water area, which outlines the critical connections of people, city and natural space. The
water-urban interfaces have broadly expanded. The city is growing healthily as an eco-system
with water maximizing its sustainability.

Figure 2 City center system in Hangzhou (according to its planning of 2001-2020)
2
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2) Water-oriented Environment Improvement
Water area also plays a leading role in the environment improvement of the city. The city of
Hangzhou enhance the restoration of ecological waterfronts, the water area along with linear green
space structures a continuous ecological network in the city, which improves the environment
quality of the city.
In the future of the Qiangtang River, recreational area, scenery tourism area, residential area,
industrial area, commercial and business area, and ecological area are planned to locate
organically on the riverside. The waste water treatment project keeps the river from deterioration.
The green space corridors bring the riverside scenery and vitality into the city, forming a
well-ordered space spectrum.
The planning of West Lake area attempts to create a livable urban environment through
comprehensive land use planning and environmental remediation. The westward expanding
project restored 30 hm2 of water area, built 2 wetlands to clean the headwaters and expand the
scenery tourism area to the west. The 20 m lakefront area has been expanded to a 40 m pedestrian
block, mixed with recreation and commercial facilities. Dwellers and tourists get a recreation area
of 4 hm2 with the great scenery of West Lake. Therefore the West Lake becomes more reachable
for the city.
In the Grand Canal area within old city, the waste water treatment project contributes to the
degraded water quality. The waterfront area is going to restore a continuous green space of parks,
plazas, which provides dwellers with plenty of recreation space. (Figure 3)

Figure 3 A photo of Grand Canal waterfront area (2009)
3) Water-city-interactive land use planning
Traditional waterfront planning concentrates on the 1st line of the waterfront area. Hangzhou
explores the approach of a more intensive development deep into the city space. The
comprehensive and intensive land use layout brings the vitality of water deeply into the city, and
makes a broader area active.
The lakefront renovation project of West Lake (Figure 4) represents the regeneration of the old
city. The road on the lakeside is transformed into an underground tunnel, opening the lakefront
with 6 lively pedestrian blocks as the sitting room of Hangzhou city. The 100 m-deep block is a
mixed area of commercial, leisure and tourism facilities with natural and historic feature. It relinks
the city with the West Lake landscape through 5 vertical green corridors, so that the West Lake's
charm waves deeply into urban areas, to generate a renaissance of downtown.
Between the city core and suburban, the waterfront has become the site of considerable
3
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development that transforms underutilized areas into an expanded downtown. In the Planning of
Qiantang new town (Figure 5), the dilapidated waterfront industrial buildings are removed.
High-rise apartments and landmarks are placed in the inland area connecting with water without
occupying the waterfront. An in-depth development of commercial- recreational-living complex is
established with the green and culture extending from the waterfront. The Qiantang River once on
the city fringe is becoming the energy-pulsing axis of the city.

Figure 4 Master plan of the lakefront
renovation project of West Lake

Figure 5 Master plan of Qiantang River new town

3 Planning Benefits
1) Smart growth of urban space
In urban development, the water areas help the city reserving and restoring a large number of
critical ecological areas. The overall ecological environment of the city gets effectively improved
along with urban development.
2) The expansion of tourism industry
Hangzhou relates the waterways to form a continuous travel route, utilizing the city’s beautiful
natural scenery and cultural heritage sites as tourism resources. Visitors also get the best tour
experience from a moving perspective through the heart of city. The tourism sites along the
riverside also benefit the urban economy.
3) The generation of city identity
Water space is the dominating feature of urban landscape which can strengthen the natural and
historical scenery characters of the city. Surrounding by the city's landmark buildings and historic
landscapes, water space creates an attractive urban landscape spectrum with clear characteristics.
4
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4 Potential Values
1) Stream networks

Besides three dominate water areas, the city of Hangzhou has 291 streams longer than 1 km
composing a water network, which structures the whole pattern of city landscape. The streams are
essential for city ecological issues like drainage, water management, microclimate accommodating
and biological diversity. In the future, Hangzhou will focus on the ecological value of the stream
network with the river ecological process restoration and the environment improvement.
2) Networking water and urban cycling transportation system

Hangzhou is planning to create "the world's largest city with free public bicycle system". By the
end of 2009, Hangzhou already had 50000 public bicycles with 2000 rental points. By 2020,
Hangzhou is going to build 125 bicycle paths covering most of the city’s short-distance
transportation. Enhancing the potential synergism between water and the non-motorized
transportation mode is a promising field. The integration can bring enjoyable natural feature into
the cycling/walking environment. Moreover, the network makes waterfront attractions easily
reached by every dweller by bicycle and foot.
5 Promising future
In the future, Hangzhou City will construct a water space network, which structures the city open
space together with green space and non-motorized transportation system. The weaving stream
network forms an ecological background of the city. And this forward-looking combination
provides endless vitality to the city development.
Water space relates the past practice, present efforts and potential futures. The experience in
Hangzhou demonstrates the great potential of the interaction between water and city both for a
healthy water area and a vital city development. It provides us a better understanding of the role of
water areas in the urban development.
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Measuring Livability, Performance Evaluation of
Sustainable Urban Regeneration in Taiwanese Old Urban
Centers
Chao-Chih Lin1
Abstract
This research intends to examine the current urban regeneration in Taiwanese old
urban centers. Based on a framework of indicator system, the researchers propose a
performance evaluation method to measure livability. The original framework is
composed of four constructs, twenty one general indicators and sixty two policy
making indicators, and the four constructs are Land use sustainability, Transit oriented
development, District composition and Architectural typology and estate. To make
this indicator system more agreeable and rational, the researchers proceed two phases
questionnaires by panel experts. In the first phase, fuzzy delphi method (FDM) is used
to decide whether each of the sixty two policy-making indicators should be
considered, and what is the degree of importance of that indicator. In the second phase,
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to decide the priority of four constructs and
the fifteen selected general indicators. The researchers finally select two historic
districts in Tainan old urban center – Chihkan district, and Minsheng greenpark
district for performance evaluation. Concerning the impact of scoring of each general
indicator on overall percentage score, sensitivity analysis is made to test the effect that
a change in the scores may have on the general result. The conclusion and suggestion
is based on the performance evaluation result, which can be references for urban
development bureau of local government when the authority proceed urban
regeneration plans.
Keywords: livability, a framework of indicator system, analytic hierarchical process,
performance evaluation, sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction
Even if many Taiwan local municipal governments have small scale regeneration
1
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plans for old urban districts, conservation of historic heritages sometimes compromise
the liveability of the old districts(Tsai, 2001). Take Tainan old urban centre for
example, regeneration plan concentrates on the rehabilitation of listed historic heritage,
hence, few reforms have been made concerning the private shop house façade, the
environmental standard of old buildings or the amenities of old neighbourhood. The
so-called historic cultural district plan appears to be cultural tourism guide and
fragmented historic preservation plan. This embarrassing situation is related to
inhabitants’ oppositions to renewal policies during 1980’s. Since then, the limited
regeneration subsidy from central government mostly goes to rehabilitation of listed
cultural heritages, while many deteriorated historic neighbourhoods are neglected and
still keep unchanged nowadays. The researchers intend to probe the liveability issue
here in historic cultural districts, and figure out how can old districts become liveable
based on the refinement of crucial criteria.
In order to measure the liveability of historic districts, a performance evaluation
method is developed, which employ fuzzy Delphi (Ishikawa, 1993; Klir, 1995) for
selection of appropriate indicators and Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1990, 2000;
Ramanathan, 2001) for structuralization of all the related indicators and determination
of priority for each indicator. Since fuzzy Delphi and AHP rely on experts’ judgments,
the researchers recruit panel experts to participate two-phase questionnaires
concerning a liveable urban district. The process will be discussed in later section of
the paper.

2. A Performance Evaluation Method for a Liveable Urban District
2.1 The concept of liveability

What does liveability mean in a sense of urban environment? Is there any
coherence between liveability and sustainability? From the development history of
planning concepts, the emergence of sustainability can trace back to the publication
of UN documents “Our common future” (WCED, 1987), in which the discourse is
about being conscious of the urban growth and the unavoidable decline of urban
centre; compact development issue is raised since then. However, concerning the
reform of the built environment we live in, liveability probably make more sense
from a district scale, since that it concentrates on our compact urban environment;
whilst sustainability usually refers to demographics, resource and energy, ecology and
green building, it is actually a macro view comparing to the liveability concept.
The term “liveable” comes even earlier than sustainable from the researchers’
literature review. British scholar John Punter concluded that “The Death and Life of
Great American Cities” (Jacobs, 1961) and “Good City Form” (Lynch, 1987) are the
2
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direct or indirect resource of design principles of liveable cities (Schurch, 1999).
Jacobs believed that diversity can keep urban living environment from deterioration,
and she proposed four conditions to generate urban diversity: mixtures of use, short
blocks, mingle buildings vary in age, and dense concentration of people. Lynch
described certain qualities as requisite for good urban form such as vitality, access,
control, sense, fit and justice. Similar to the design principles of liveable cities by
Jacobs and Lynch, Allen Jacobs and Donald Appleyard defined the five
characteristics of built environment as positive deliver of a liveable city (Jacobs &
Appleyard, 1987), they are: 1) liveable streets and neighbourhood, 2) minimum
density and land use intensity of residential district, 3) the integration of living,
working, and shopping activities, 4) the public space in the built environment, 5)
diversified and identifiable buildings. These classic interpretations of a liveable city
all concerns with the ideal form of the making of a city and related socio-economic
factors. British architect Lord Rogers also research on a mixed-use and integrated
urban neighbourhood (1999), and study the ways to improve environmental
performance. However, what characteristics or elements are requisite for a liveable
urban district?
From a planning perspective, the concept “urban village” (Gans, 1962)
characterize the spatial and environmental characteristics of an Italian district in the
west end neighbourhood of Boston, in which the community is rich in a spatial and
cultural sense, but actually was deemed an enclave in the city. Prince Charles (HRH
the Prince of Wales) used this term “urban village” when he promoted amelioration of
Britain’s inner cities (1989). He founded the Urban Village Group (UVG) in 1992 and
published “the Urban Villages Report”, in which the concept of urban codes and
estate management were presented in the conceptual plan called Greenville (Neal,
2003). Since early 1990’s, planning departments of Seattle, San Diego and some
other American cities start to add urban village element in their general plan, this is to
stress that urban network can be composed of urban village units with compact mixed
use pattern and close to public transit. From a regional view, the urban village
concept was selected as prior national planning policy during 1997~1999 in UK
(DOE, 1997). Even the latest planning concepts - new urbanism and smart growth
corresponds with the principles of urban village such as mixed use neighbourhood,
TOD, compact development etc.
The researchers then conclude the requisite characteristics of a liveable urban
district as follow: 1) sustainable urban pattern (especially residential-commercial
mixed use estate) and sufficient self sustainability, 2) public transit system and
pedestrian friendly environment, 3) appropriate blocks, streets and neighbourhoods, 4)
appropriate architectural massing, diversity and identity.
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2.2 How to measure liveability
Based on previous discourse about the qualitative approach of liveability, the
researchers would now try to define it in a quantitative way. From the indicator -based
research about liveability, Burton (2002) stress the influence of urban compactness on
social justice and equities. She basically defines three categories: mixed use, high
density and intensification to classify the compactness in UK towns and cities; under
each category, there are more measurements for compactness in a vernacular sense.
Hemphill et al. (2004) use an indicator-based approach to measure the performance of
six urban regeneration cases in three European cities: Belfast, Dublin, and Barcelona.
This research crew first use AHP to determine the weighting of five indicators
groupings: 1) economy and work, 2) resource use, 3) buildings and land use, 4)
transport and mobility, 5) community benefits; then they evaluate the six regeneration
cases by scoring fifty-two indicators and finally interpret the scoring with
benchmarking analysis and sensitivity analysis. Hoppenbrouwer and Louw (2005)
especially focus on the mixed use development, they illustrate the mixed use
development strategy with regeneration project in Amsterdam’s Eastern Docklands,
and demonstrate how employment and housing mixing have transformed an
abandoned industrial zone.
By referring to the above indicator-based approach and mixed use strategy, the
researchers then develop a performance evaluation system to measure the liveability
which can be applied in in Taiwanese old urban centres. The main differences
between this evaluation system and the three stated research methods (Burton, 2002;
Hemphill et al., 2004; Hoppenbrouwer and Louw, 2005) are significant; first, this
system measure the liveability of an urban district instead of a whole city, and second,
morphological issues are considered as key elements in this system due to the pursuit
for a liveable environment. Hence, four main constructs of this performance
evaluation system (Lin, 2008) are closely related to sustainable or morphological form,
they are: 1) Land use sustainability, 2) TOD pattern, 3) District composition, 4)
Architectural typology and estate. The next section is a brief process of the AHP
framework toward a liveable urban district.
2.3 AHP framework with priorities
As previously stated in introduction, the built environment in Taiwan old urban
centres generally keep unchanged in last two decades due to opposition of inhabitants
to renewal policy and limited regeneration budget. As a result, it becomes crucial to
evaluate the liveability of these gradual deteriorated old districts. Due to the historical,
social, and morphological complexity of the regeneration problems, the AHP
framework for evaluation of liveability should combines both qualitative and
quantitative methods; furthermore, it relies on diverse panel experts’ judgments for
4
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two-phase questionnaires. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of an original framework of
indicator system. The topmost level is the focus of the regeneration problem - a
liveable urban district as its goal; the intermediate levels refer to the criteria - four
constructs and sub criteria – twenty-one general indicators; the lower level contains
the ways to measure liveability – sixty-two policy-making indicators; while
alternative districts means the selected cases to be evaluated and compared concerning
the liveability.

Figure 1. An original framework of indicator system for a liveable urban district
This

original framework of indicator

system processed through two-phase

questionnaires from July to October 2008. The first phase questionnaires processed by fuzzy
Delphi method (Ishikawa, 1993; Klir, 1995), in which each expert was asked to decide
whether each policy-making indictors is appropriate for the measure of liveability; if yes, and
then decide the degree of importance for this indicator. The selection criteria are as follow:
1) Disagreement percentage - if ten percent of the experts disagree with the measure of a
policy-making indicator, then this indicator can be neglected.
2) Fuzzy value test - if the fuzzy value of a policy-making indicator is below the fuzzy
value of the group indictors, then this indicator can be neglected.
In the first phase, questionnaire was distributed to thirty-five experts, and twenty-seven
of them replied with only twenty-five valid questionnaires. The researchers then started to
analyse the fuzzy value and the disagreement percentage on sixty-two policy- making
indicators from twenty-five experts judgments; however, only thirty-three indicators pass the
fuzzy value test and disagreement percentage. This selection result also indicates a change in
the intermediate level of original AHP framework; twenty-one general indicators reduced to
fifteen because of the failed policy-making indicators, while four main constructs keep
unchanged.
5
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The second phase questionnaire processed by AHP (Saaty, 1990, 2000; Ramanathan,
2001), in which each expert was asked to make pairwise comparisons between the criterion
and sub criterion in intermediate level; the purpose is to obtain the priority for each construct
and general indicator. In this phase, questionnaire was distributed to twenty-seven experts;
twenty-one replied and only eighteen questionnaires are valid. Since the priority is obtained
from the calculation of eigenvalue, hence, the software Expert Choice 2000 was used to
calculate final priorities for each construct and general indicator based on the comparisons of
group experts. Figure 2 demonstrates the final AHP framework with priorities for the four
main constructs and fifteen general indicators. For instance, the priority of the first construct land use sustainability is 0.344, and the priorities of three general indicators are respectively:
L1 Degree of mixed use (0.1569), L2 Density of a district (0.1176), L3 Low use efficiency
(0.0695). From its original meaning, the priority refers to the degree of importance, as for the
evaluation system, the priority can be used as a weighting factor in the scoring process.
L1 Degree of mixed use(0.1569)
Land use

L2 Density of a district(0.1176)

sustainability
L3 Low use efficiency(0.0695)
T1 Transportation mode(0.0855)
TOD pattern

A
Liveable
Urban
District

T2 Parking Supply(0.0459)
T3 Pedestrian Village(0.0566)
D1 Neighborhood pattern(0.0706)

District
Composition

D2 Subdivision(0.0746)
D3 Thoroughfare hierarchy(0.0960)
D4 Recreational Amenities(0.0891)
A1 Old buildings(0.0302)
A2 Site planning(0.0417)

Architectural
Typology &

A3 Architectural massing(0.0352)

Estate
A4 Plan modules(0.0139)
A5 Elevation styles(0.0170)
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Figure 2. The final AHP framework showing priorities of the indicators

3. The Scoring Framework of Performance Evaluation
The purpose of this AHP framework is to measure the liveability of old urban
districts and then score according to the performance evaluation result; hence, the
measures of the selected policy-making indicators are either quantitative or qualitative
based on diverse criteria about liveability. However, from the stated discourse
concerning various concepts of liveable (Jacobs, 1961; Lynch, 1987; Jacobs and
Appleyard, 1987; WCED, 1987; Prince of Wales, 1989, 1992; Rogers, 1999; Schurch,
1999; Neal, 2003), the researchers conclude that performance evaluation of liveability
may categorize into five scoring criteria (figure 3) as follow:
1) Diversity and use balance
This scoring criteria concerns with the degree of mixed use and selfsustainability of a neighbourhood, or the diversity of housing types; the related
policy-making indicators are L1-1 Architectural mixed use intensity (Tsou and
Huang, 2007), L1-2 Balance of retail and housing (Cervero and Duncan, 2006),
and D1-2 Housing diversity (Filion and Hammond, 2003).
2) Green transportation and compact development
Green transportation concerns with the degree of public transit development
and pedestrian accessibility (Calthorpe, 1993; Bernick and Cervero, 1997). The
related policy-making indicators include L2-1 Population density, L2-2
Residential density, L2-3 Commercial density, L3-1 Derelict land ratio, T1-1
Transit ratio of inhabitants, T1-2 Transit ratio of visitors, T2-1 Automobile
parking, T2-2 Motorcycle parking (Chen, 2005), and T3-1 Pedestrian accessibility
to transit station (or bus stop)(DPZ, 2008). Whilst compact development focus on
the composition of local transportation network. The related policy-making
indicators include D1-1 Street pattern (Filion and Hammond, 2003), D3-1 Main
thoroughfare, D3-2 Local streets (Barton, 2003), D3-3 Lanes and alleys within a
block, D3-4 Transportation node (Lynch, 1960), and D3-5 Crossroads (DPZ,
2008).
3) Open space and biodiversity
This scoring criteria mainly concerns with the network of civic space and
greening area, the related policy-making indicators are D4-1 Open space and D4-2
Green coverage ratio.
4) Renewal and conservation
This scoring criterion concentrates on whether the old buildings need to be
renovated and preserved. If yes, lot coverage ratio and floor area ratio should
follow conservation principle. The related policy-making indicators include A1-3
Reusable old buildings, A3-2 Lot coverage ratio, A3-3 Floor area ratio, and A5-1
7
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Elevation styles (Cheng, 2003); if not, then the buildings needs to be demolished
and reconstructed, the related policy-making indicators are A1-1 Continuity
between old and new (Jacobs, 1961) and A1-2 Useless old buildings.
5) Physical environment standard
This scoring criteria basically examine whether the building layout and site
design is healthy and fulfill the minimum living standard, the related policymaking indicators are A2-1 Adjacent conditions, A2-2 Fire fighting, A2-3
Openings, A2-4 Yard setback, A3-1 Building heights, and A4-1 Length of a shop
house (Lee, 2004).
Based on the five scoring criteria, performance evaluation framework and points
scoring system developed further, as can be seen from table 1 through table 4. Table 1
is a checklist of points scoring system for the six policy-making indicators in the first
construct - land use sustainability. This group indicators examine the statistical data
concerning sustainable development of land, thus, they are all quantitative. Table 2
illustrates the points scoring system for the five policy-making indicators in the
second construct - TOD pattern. This group indicators examine the statistics obtained
from public questionnaire (T1-1 and T1-2) and field survey (T2-1, T2-2, and T3-1);
except that T2-1 and T2-2 are qualitative indicators, the other three are all quantitative.
Table 3 explains the points scoring system for the ten policy-making indicators in the
third construct - district composition. This group indicator examines the composition
of a district in terms of neighborhood pattern, subdivision, thoroughfare hierarchy,
and recreational amenities; except that D2-1, D4-1, and D4-2 are quantitative
approach, the other seven are all qualitative. Since that the street pattern related
indicators (D1-1, D3-1, D3-2, D3-3, and D3-4) concentrate on the current use
condition and conservation issues, the cumulative principle is applied to simplify the
performance evaluation framework. Table 4 demonstrates the points scoring system
for the twelve policy-making indicators in the fourth construct - architectural typology
and estate. This group indicators examine the current conditions of old buildings, site
planning, architectural massing, plan modules, and elevation styles; except that A1-1,
A1-2, A1-3 and A4-2 are qualitative approach, the other eight are all quantitative.
However, A1-1 considers the impact of old buildings on the neighbourhood; thus, the
cumulative principle also applied to this indicator to simplify the performance
evaluation framework.
In order to determine the threshold below which a district case evaluation may
deem unliveable, the weighting points of fifteen general indicators and summation is
demonstrated in table 5. A sliding scale ranging from poor to excellent is illustrated in
table 6, in which the possible points with the threshold is set as a percentage. This
performance scaling used for the threshold targets is to represent what could be seen
8
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as realistic goals for the achievement of liveability. Nonetheless, this can only be used
as a guideline for the overall performance; it does not take into account the fact that
an evaluated district case may have performed admirably in terms of some general
indicators whilst underachieving overall. Therefore, the comparison of district cases
against the threshold may be supplemented with analyses of general indicators, a
theme that is developed in the next section.
Table 1. Points scoring system for the first construct - Land use sustainability
Indicator

Measure of liveability

Description

evaluation

Points

framework

scoring

L1-1 Architectural

Shannon Weaver H

< 0.3

2

mixed use intensity

H= -Σ[Pk ㏑ Pk]

0.3~0.5

4

Shannon Weaver: land use

0.5~0.8

6

diversity index.

0.8~1.0

8

Pk: land area percentage

>1.0

10

Remarks

quantitative

of land use type k in a
designated district. (unit:
value)
L1-2 Balance of

R/H＝Ri /Hpi

<10

2

retail and housing

Ri: total retail floor area in

10~20

4

district i,

20~30

6

Hpi:

30~40

8

>40

10

total residents in

district i.

quantitative

(unit: m²/per person)
L2-1 Population

population per hectare

<90

2

density

(unit: pers./ha.)

90~110

4

110~130

6

130~150

8

150

10

L2-2 Residential

total residential floor area

<7000

2

density

per hectare

7000~8000

4

(unit: m²/ha.)

8000~9000

6

9000~10000

8

>10000

10

L2-3 Commercial

total commercial floor

<1000

2

density

area per hectare

1000~2000

4

(unit: m²/ha.)

2000~3000

6

3000~4000

8

9

quantitative

quantitative

quantitative
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>4000

10

L3-1 Derelict land

derelict land ratio

>10%

2

Quantitative,

ratio

(unit:%)

4%~10%

4

negative

2%~4%

6

measurement

1%~2%

8

<1%

10

Table 2. Points scoring system for the second construct - TOD pattern
Indicator Description

Measure of liveability

evaluation

Points

framework

scoring

T1-1 Transit ratio of

Transit persons ratio of

<5%

2

inhabitants

inhabitants

5%~10%

4

(unit:%)

10%~15%

6

15%~20%

8

>20%

10

T1-2 Transit ratio of

transit persons ratio of

<5%

2

visitors

visitors

5%~10%

4

(unit:%)

10%~15%

6

15%~20%

8

>20%

10

T2-1 Automobile

Comparison of automobile

supply << demand

2

parking

parking supply and

supply < demand

6

demand

supply ≒ demand

10

T2-2 Motorcycle

Comparison of motorcycle

supply << demand

2

parking

parking supply and

supply < demand

6

demand

supply ≒ demand

10

T3-1 Pedestrian

Percentage of buildings

<85%

2

accessibility to transit

locates within pedestrian

85%~90%

4

(or bus) station

shed of transit station (or

90%~95%

6

bus stop) based on 200

95%~100%

8

meters radius as walking

=100%

10

Remarks

quantitative

quantitative

qualitative

qualitative

quantitative

distance
(unit:%)

Note: “<” means less than; “<<” means far less than; “≒” means approximately equal.

Table 3. Points scoring system for the third construct - District composition
Indicator Description

Measure of liveability

10

evaluation

Points

framework

scoring

Remarks
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D1-1 Street pattern

Whether the historic

conflict

2

Qualitative,

fabric and vehicles’

vehicles’ movement

4

cumulative

circulation are well

is the main concern

integrated

Historic fabric and

principle
6

vehicles’ movement
are the same
important
historic fabric is the

8

main concern
Historic fabric is

10

conserved and
planned as
pedestrian district
D1-2 Housing

Number and locations of

≦2 types

2

diversity

various housing types

= 3 types, and one

4

qualitative

type is dominant
= 3 types, and they

6

are mixed
≧4 types, and one

8

type is dominant
≧4 types, and they

10

are mixed
D2-1 Adjacent

Percentage of the parcels

<70%

2

conditions of parcels

adjacent to road

70%~80%

4

80%~90%

6

90%~99%

8

100%

10
2

(unit:%)

D3-1 Main

Evaluation of traffic flow,

extremely congested

thoroughfare

walking safety crowds,

and slow

and greening on both

quite congested and

sides during rush hours.

slow
not congested with

4

6

8

can walk safely
Orderly; the street is
greening with people
gathering
11

Qualitative,
cumulative

normal speed
Smooth; pedestrians

quantitative

10

principle
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D3-2 Local streets

How is the density of the

overly dense

2

Qualitative,

lanes or alleys on both

quite dense

4

cumulative

sides of the local street?

moderately dense

6

principle

How is the density of

Aggregation of retail

8

residentail and

shops

commercial use on both

Mixed use and

sides of local street?

shopping crowds

10

gather
D3-3 Lanes and

Whether lanes or alleys in

Lanes/alleys≠historic

alleys within a block

a block are historic fabric.

fabric, poor living

cumulative

If yes, is there any

environment

principle

cultural tourism in the

Lanes/alleys≠historic

historic fabric?

fabric, average living

2

Qualitative,

4

environment
Lanes/alleys=historic

6

fabric, few cultural
tourism
Lanes/alleys=historic

8

fabric, some cultural
tourism
Lanes/alleys=historic

10

fabric, rich cultural
tourism
D3-4 Transportation

The cumulative principle

traffic congestion

2

Qualitative,

node

from lower standard to

Clear orientation

4

cumulative

higher standard are:

Spatial identity

6

principle

1)traffic condition,

open space &

8

2)orientation,

greening

3) sptial identity,

landmark or historic

4)civic space,

buildings

10

5)cultural heritages.
D3-5 Crossroads

The five elements to be

One element

2

evaluated are as follow:

Two elements

4

1) Left turn lanes for cars

Three elements

6

2) turning radius for cars

Four elements

8

in the crossroad

Five elements

10

3) Motorcycles wating
zone for left turns
12

qualitative
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4) Pedestrian waiting
zone
5) Pedestrian crossing
time
D4-1 Open space

<5m2

open space area per

2

2

5m ~10m

person
2

(unit: m /per person)

2

4

2

2

6

2

2

8

10m ~15m
15m ~20m

quantitative

2

>20m

10

D4-2 Green coverage

Green coverage ratio

Ax <5%

2

ratio

(unit: %)

5%≦Ax<20%

4

20%≦Ax<30%

6

30%≦Ax<40%

8

Ax≧40%

10

quantitative

Table 4. Points scoring system for construct - Architectural typology and estate
Indicator Description

Measure of liveability

Evaluation

Points

framework

scoring

Remarks

A1-1 Continuity

What is the impact of

Deterioration of old

between old and new

deteriorated old builindgs

buildings is spread

cumulative

on the neighbourhood?

to the

principle

Does the new buildings

neighbourhoods

revitalize the old context?

The existence of

2

4

old buildings limit
the development of
the neighbourhood
The new buildings

6

and old buildings
coexist and there is
no continuity in
between
There is a certain

8

level of
continuity(styles,
activities) in
between the new
and old buildings
New buildings
13

10

Qualitative,
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blend in with old
context, which
demonstrates
harmony and
contrast
aesthetically
A1-2 Useless old

The number of old

buildings

buildings in need of being

Many

demolished and

A few

reconstructed

2

Qualitative,

4

Negative

6

measurement

8

A1-3 Reusable old

The number of reuseable

buildings

old buildings in need of

Few

10

Few

2

qualitative

4

being renovated

A few

6
8

Many

10

A2-1 Adjacent

the percentage of

<80%

2

conditions

buildings adjacent to

80% ~ 90%

4

roads

90% ~ 95%

6

(unit: %)

95% ~ 100%

8

=100%

10

The percentage of lanes

=100%

2

Quantitative,

and alleys which is not

75%~100%

4

negative

accessible by firefighting

50%~75%

6

measurement

trucks

25%~50%

8

(unit: %)

0~25%

10

The percentage of

< 70%

2

buildings with sufficient

70% ~ 80%

4

openings in two

80% ~ 90%

6

elevations

90% ~ 100%

8

(unit: %)

=100%

10

The percentage of

<5%

2

buildings with at least one

5% ~ 10%

4

side yard (front, rear, and

10% ~ 20%

6

side)

20% ~ 30%

8

(unit: %)

>30%

10

A3-1 Building

The percentage of

<70%

2

heights

buildings fulfill the

70%~80%

4

A2-2 Fire Fighting

A2-3 Openings

A2-4 Yard setback

14

quantitative

quantitative

quantitative

quantitative
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current code requirement

80%~90%

6

(unit: %)

90%~100%

8

=100%

10

A3-2 Lot coverage

(LCR in exterior

=1

2

ratio (LCR)

layer)/(LCR in interior

1~1.2

4

layer)

1.2~1.6

6

(unit: value≧1)

1.6~2

8

>2

10

A3-3 Floor area ratio

(FAR in exterior

=1

2

(FAR)

layer)/(FAR in interior

1~1.2

4

layer)

1.2~1.6

6

(unit: value≧1)

1.6~2

8

>2

10

A4-1 Length of a

Whether the length of

>50%

2

shop house

conventional shop house

30%~50%

4

is too long for interior

20%~30%

6

lighting and circulation.

10%~20%

8

What is the percentage of

<10%

10

quantitative

quantitative

quantitative

long shop houses?
(unit: %)
A4-2 Diversity of

Whether shop houses

One element

2

Qualitative,

elevation styles

shape streetscape is based

Two element

4

cumulative

on five elements: 1)

Three element

6

principle

diversity of architectural

Four element

8

styles, 2) well preserved

Five element

10

historic style, 3) special
construction methods, 4)
part of the historic
streetscape, 5) harmony
as a whole.

4 Conclusions
From a policy perspective, robust indicator-based evaluations should have the
capacity to inform central and local government and the implementation agencies of
the deficiency of current regeneration activity in targeting the needs of the old urban
districts. This research review the overall regeneration achievements of Taiwanese old
urban centre. Liveability, in a vernacular sense, may means slightly different from the
ideal goal of the indicator-based evaluation which has been applied in two districts.
15
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Historic conservation is promising in terms of cultural tourism, but not necessarily for
public health or safety. This performance evaluation is not only to inform the related
urban development authorities about the success or failure of specific regeneration
indicators, rather, the purpose is to establish a realistic paradigm, which involves
multi scoring criteria assessment.
Some Taiwanese planners propose a fantastic concept “eco-museum”(Lin, 2008)
especially for Tainan historic cultural zones, since that this town have preserved the
largest scale historic heritages from Koxinga and Ching dynasty. Yet, other Taiwanese
old urban centres also inherited cultural heritages from Ching or Japanese colonial
period, confronting similar deterioration problems. Performance evaluation of urban
regeneration in Chihkan and Minsheng is just an initial experiment on measuring
liveability; this method is truly an open system to examine regeneration problems for
Taiwanese old urban centres.
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Abstract
Shinkiba -“New Wood Town” - is a part of industrial waterfront area at Tokyo bay.
In 1970's hundreds of lumber dealers and lumber-mills moved from " Wood Town"
which have historical culture of Edo to new reclaimed ground surrounding large water
lumberyard. By the influence of change on wood products industry in 40 years, the
land usage had sifted gradually and vacant water lumberyard was left. To put on
practice redevelopment of this area, process to make consensus of future image is
necessary because this area is particularly divided into many small lots different from
other waterside industrial area in harbor of Tokyo. A grope of volunteered landowners
recently published their ideas as “Redevelopment guideline” based on studies by
consortium cooperate with urban design researchers and various development
enterprises supporting them. Looking for desirable conversion to a symbiotic
relationship between housing development and urban life supporting industry like
wooden products for building materials, the consortium studied on all kinds of
possibilities about utilization of waterside environment and activities. The objective of
this study is to look for concept of redevelopment with characteristic culture and life
of wood and water inherited from history and expanding to sustainable development.
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1. Introduction
In the era of industrialization, most of waterside near by mega-city has been
occupied by industrial functions because it have advantages of port transportation and
comparably large size reclaimed lots apart from residential area. However, after
industrial location sifting in country and labor sift in mega-city from manufacturing to
service industry, the role of the waterside environment of the mega-city sifting to
more various functions with ecological advantages of it. To consider desirable
direction of redevelopment of industrial area conversion of harbor area near by the
mega-city is becoming common theme for sustainable development of 21st century
mega-city all over the world. In other words, the harbor area redevelopment can be
the driving force of urban design leads to environment symbiosis by regarding the
waterside has not only the value of "traffic advantage" but also "environmental
resources". On the other hand most of harbor area developed in 20th century has luck
of citizens with their cultural background that is necessary for lively urban design
achieved by consensus with long time process.
Shinkiba at waterside of Tokyo metropolises is typical example in the harbor area to
be converted, while shared by rare small landowners with their own identity.

2. Potential and problems of Shinkiba

Dream Island

Shinkiba

Kasai seaside park

Odaiba
Tokyo disney resort

Figure 1. Position of Shinkiba
Town of Shinkiba was born in 134 ha reclaimed land at harbor of Tokyo in 1972, as
"new wood town". The lumber mills and lumber dealers moved from " Wood Town"
which have history of support to construct town and culture of Edo city by wood
materials. While changes on wood products industry, this area is occupied various
functions such as an office or an amusement by the influence of development of
neighboring area. Shinkiba is classified undefined zone at Tokyo harbor district taken
as stage of transferring land use of the city on the move. On the other hand, because of
the geographical advantages of transportation networks such as a railroad or the
highway connecting to the downtown area, it has been expected as a part of the Tokyo
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harbor to be re-developed for regenerations of Tokyo as international advanced city
by following potentials.
The potentials examined from a regional geographical condition
 Shinkiba is located at bay-coast express way of Tokyo metropolis and it will be more
important traffic junction by the future connection of new Tokyo Port seaside express way
under construction.
 Shinkiba is a node of a railroad network linked to downtown area and major places of Tokyo
Bay area by three railroad lines.
Potentials near by Shinkiba
 Shinkiba is adjacent in many sports recreation areas like Yumenoshima and Wakasu
and endowed with the refreshing space of the sea, river, canals, and green parks. It
is the rare geographical advantages that locate the facilities such as sports stadium,
marina, and golf course.
Peculiar potentials of Shinkiba
 The lumber industry technologies and information’s are accumulating here
 There is the very large surface of the water lumberyard without use
 People of lumber industry bridge the Culture of Edo Fukagawa.
 The landscape of environment and the view of the Tokyo bay.

Figure 2. Railway traffic network

Figure 3. Road traffic network

3. Shinkiba that inherits a waterside culture of Fukagawa in the
history of Edo,
In Fukagawa old wood town area with water lumber yard same as shinkiba, there are
many famous traditional festivals inherited from the Edo era. Tomioka Hachiman
shrine, one of biggest Shrine of Edo is known by the location of waterside. The
waterside landscape was popular for people of Edo-city and became holiday
recreation spot of them. Seven places of the red-light districts were open for visitors
came from Nihonbashi and Asakusa by ship. In Edo Kiba, Fukagawa, amusement
function and festiveness were characteristic entertainment culture of the waterside life.
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For example, the scenery of the performance of Kawanami "a river-conveyance
lumberjack of Kiba" to carry and handle squared lumber on the water by turning it
with their foot was a sill famous symbol of the Fukagawa wood dealer’s culture. It is
advantageous if new development of Shinkiba could keep this historical identity
succeeded from the Edo era to waterside landscape and culture.

Figure 4.
Fukagawa festival

Figure 5.
Kawanami

Figure 6. Kawanami in Edo

Source: (“A downtown area of the Kiba, Fukagawa

Source: (Shuhei Fujisawa / Koichi

A collection of Masashi Kato photographs”,

Edagawa et al., "Fukagawa Edo

Media K Ltd. 30, June,1981)

walk", Shinchosha, July 15, 1990)

4. The circumstances of making guideline for urban design by
landowner’s initiative
Shinkiba area is divided into more than 600 small properties of different landowners.
It is very particular comparing other waterside industrial area in harbor of Tokyo. To
put on practice redevelopment of this area, process to make consensus of future image
is necessary because people with different opinions must share an image in the future
of the town and an action for the realization for urban design.
However, because there was the bond sharing attachment to the town within lumber
dealers and lumber-mills who inherit Edo culture, the symposium "the way of the
Shinkiba redevelopment" on October 24, 2005 became a trigger to establish Shinkiba
redevelopment consortium by the volunteer grope of landowners in August, 2006. For
the purpose of study and discussion about future images of the area that was
conscious of the environmental charm of the city of the waterside. Keio University
Yasushi Ikeda laboratory take part in this consortium as researcher on collaboration of
industry-university co-operation. The consortium considered the sustainable
development technique regarding the times of the global environment as well as the
international competitive situation of Tokyo metropolis in economic point of view.
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After 3 years of action of the study, we publish our suggestion about prospection of
this town as ""Shania Urban Design Guideline 2009”.

Figure 7. Current land use of Shinkiba
In urban design guideline, the present conditions and challenge for Shinkiba was
defined as followings
・ The appropriate mixture of the land usage
Although the wood products industry related usage was supplier in Shinkiba at
first, recently, the function of distribution-related industry, office and the
amusement facilities coexist. It will be necessary to consider appropriate fusion
of existing function such as wood products industry and the new functions.
・ Induction and promotion of the land usage for urban design
Shinkiba is locating in undefined done of harbor district and regulated by local
area planning and there are land use restrictions of housing, however it is
necessary to consider induction and promotion of new functions such as the
housing and cultural facilities, medical care facilities, the educational facilities.
・ Advancement of the wood products industry cooperated with urban design
While sifting to advanced wood products industry applying the global
environment age, it is important that we promote advancement of the wood
products industry that cooperated with urban design
・ Measure for the protection against a high tide flood with the decrepit seawall
Shinkiba located in the area that does not have a protection against a high tide
flood disaster and there are the building restrictions because of its structural
support near by old seawall. It is necessary to consider renovation of old seawall
and safety of the protection against a high tide flood disaster.
・ The effective conversion of water lumberyard
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By a change of the wood products industry, the use of water lumberyard is
disappeared. It is desirable to utilize this water landscape from the industrial
use as water lumberyard to another use to create attractive character.

5. An aim and the theme that guidelines propose
Objective and theme of urban design：
To create future Shinkiba contributing to environmental advanced city of Tokyo
Regarding potentials, expectations, and problems of Shinkiba, an objective of urban
design is suggested in guideline as most important viewpoint and theme that all
people concerning this town should share for the future and the realization.
A basic viewpoint for the realization of objective
 Coexistence： The coexistence of environment for "living" ,
"industry", "waterside"：
 Fusion : The fusion of "Tradition of Edo Kiba, Fukagawa" and
"wood industry in the global environment age”
 Symbiosis：The symbiosis of town with new attractive waterside and
green environment

Continuation and
development of the
environmental symbiosis
industry
Conversion of the function
to residence, culture,
medical care and
education

Creation of richer
waterside environment

To create future
Shinkiba contributing
to environmental
advanced city of Tokyo

Generation of space
resources by reclaiming the
existing water timber yard

Security of urban space by
the protection against a
high tide flood disaster.

Figure 8. Five theme for Objective and theme of urban design
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6. The concept of three areas suggested in guideline
It is aiming to draw the maximum potential of Shinkiba cooperating by three areas
each other while keeping gentle difference.
Make the frame of a town together with living space, industry, and ecological
environment
- Three areas to harmonize attractive town
Residential Area- Region to produce the sustainable waterside lifestyle for the next
age
The node and East gateway to Tokyo bay area
Healthy Living environment with scenic view of Tokyo Bay
Symbiosis Area -Vital and attractive symbolic area with symbiosis of industry and
living
The place to create new value and attractive character of Shinkiba
The corridor of water and green represent a frame of sustainable symbiosis.
Industrial Area -Global environment age industry area with research and
development industry supporting metropolis
Advanced industry area
The space to induct new industries that develop potential of Shinkiba

Foothold of the station square

Residential
Area

Symbiosis
Area

Industrial
Area

Rich Waterside Enviroment
Figure 9. Three areas layout in future Shinkiba
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7.

Landscape image for environment of various watersides

In the guideline, consortium illustrate landscape image for environment of
various waterside that was based on the concept.
To form a 135m width waterside block (park) along with central canal on the border
of a symbiosis area and industry area as a frame of a new Shinkiba with more
sustainable and ecological useful waterside. The central canal produce various
waterside environment by making a green network continue with new seawall to
protect the whole area from a high tide flood, and by extending small canal into the
residential area.
Waterside block (park, etc…)
30m
Hydrophilic building belt

45m
Central canal

60m
Green belt

Canal

Hydrophilic seawall
(gentry slope)

Hydrophilic seawall
(gentry slope)

Figure 10. Landscape image plan for more valuable waterside of Shinkiba
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A basic idea to create more valuable waterside of Shinkiba
To realize new charm of urban harbor
- Safe waterside environment in living space
To maintain the water quality using ecological environment
- Urban biotope for clean water quality
To succeed and develop the historical waterside scenery
- Return to the context of Kiba
To grow waterside culture with the amusement characteristics
-The promotion of activity on water
To develop the active and enjoyable traffic on the water
-The lifestyle with sightseeing on water
Elements of the waterside environment
Waterside block
The Waterside block (park, etc…) along the Symbiosis area consists of
“Central canal” which becomes the frame of a new town of Shinkiba,
”Waterside building belt” which is an urban waterside,
“Green belt” which forms consecutive green in waterside.
The block becomes the place to send the culture of the town of the waterside.
Waterside ecological seawall
The new seawall preventing a high tide disaster assumed in Tokyo Bay is
necessary for a save life in Shinkiba. Ecosystem and a plant root in the waterside
by assuming a seawall the building a breakwater of the waterside form of a slow
slant.
Canal
The water in the canal can be replaced by tide difference and maintained the
ecology of the canal while preventing a abnormal high tide flood by the control
of the lock gate. It keep enough width and the depth of the water and the
clearance under the bridge to make a pleasure boat or the yacht pass though.

Figure 11. Model of landscape images
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8. Conclusion

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

An agreement of urban design
→Start of precedent project based on the
guideline
→Ajustment and cooperation with public city planning of

Plan and
agreement
of guideline

Starting Construction
→Start of reclaim the land and construction of seawall
→Action to raise the charm of the town.(ex. implove the
function of the station square)project)

Stride of the development of each area
→The transfer or update of existing function,
the location of the new function
→Making an attractive environment by the active use of

update of
guideline
accoding to
growth of
the town

Toward the maturity of a new town
→Maintenance and improvement of value of the town by
management and administration of the town

Figure 12. Process design of urban design guideline
This guideline is only trial plan without any bind.
However by showing expected process, consortium
hope this suggestion will become an tentative plan
and it elicit awareness of redevelopment
contributing to create environment advanced city
Tokyo.
Theme of sustainable environment of waterside
would be common and key for harbor industrial area
conversion and citizen consensus. This is the most
important
knowledge we obtain through research
and activity of the consortium in 3 years.
"Tokyo lumber dealer union building" in front of
Shinkiba station has just completed 2009 using
Figure 13.
plenty of wood material for 7-story building. This
"Tokyo lumber dealer union
architecture constructed by one of essential
building" at Shinkiba using
member of consortium is advanced model
the wood product for
conscious for urban design guideline of future
material
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shinkiba town.

